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Foreword

Sleep as a model for mental illness
Sleep is a normal state that contains within it another
normal state, dreaming. Dreaming shares with
so-called “mental” illness the formal properties of
psychosis (hallucinations and delusions) and is, by
definition, a delirium (because it manifests visual
hallucinations, disorientation, memory loss, and con-
fabulation). So sleep is at the very least a model for
mental illness. But sleep is certainly more than a
model because it makes us think about what mental
illness may really be. In so doing, it makes some of us
realize that the term “mental illness” is really a mis-
nomer. If we were more critical and more philosoph-
ical, we would substitute a definition like “diseases of
the mind, the brain basis of which is not yet known.”

Practically all of the so-called mental illnesses dis-
cussed in this book fit this cumbersome definition.
They are diseases of the mind, the brain basis of
which is not yet known. But dreaming, that normal
model of mental illness, has a brain basis that is
becoming increasingly well known. And as its brain
basis is better and better detailed, its distinctive
mental manifestations are increasingly ascribable to
an equally distinctive brain physiology. Thus we
might suggest, not altogether facetiously, that dream-
ing is a brain–mind state whose psychological features
are a direct expression of altered brain physiology. In
other words, dreaming is a state of mind, the brain
basis of which is now, in part, known.

If this is true (and I will publicly debate with
anyone who says it is not true), then there is no such
thing as mental illness without an underlying brain
illness. That being the case, such a term as mental
illness is a misnomer. We had better refer to diseases
(or if you prefer, disorders) of the mind whose brain
basis is not yet known and turn our attention to the
scientific investigation of the brain in those conditions.

One way to begin such an enterprise is to study
sleep and mental illness. This is just what is done in
this book. Since we know a great deal about the brain

basis of sleep, we may be in a position to infer the
brain basis of mental illness from observed changes in
sleep. Let us look at several examples.

It is already clear that the aminergic neuromodu-
lators mediate waking and, in order to go to sleep –
and especially to dream – we need to be able to inhibit
them powerfully. This is true of serotonin, norepin-
ephrine, and histamine. The release of these neuro-
modulators throughout the brain decreases at sleep
onset and is completely shut off in rapid eye move-
ment (REM) sleep. That may be why dreaming, the
psychological (or mental) concomitant of REM sleep,
so faithfully simulates organic delirium. Organic
delirium, after all, is commonly associated with toxic
conditions that interfere with aminergic neuromodu-
lation. I am referring to conditions such as delirium
tremens, amphetamine psychosis, and other drug-
induced states.

Major affective disorders similarly show aminer-
gic abnormalities akin to REM sleep. In depression,
we find reduced REM sleep latency and increased
REM P1 intensity and duration. Most theories of
depression postulate diminished aminergic synaptic
efficacy and many drugs that are used to treat depres-
sion enhance aminergic synaptic efficacy. At the same
time, and in keeping with the sleep as mental illness
model, cholinergic mechanisms are enhanced, in both
depressive and REM sleep. So why is the depressive
affect seen so seldom in dreaming? Possibly because
REM sleep only lasts minutes whereas depression lasts
for weeks, months, and even years. The downstream
effects of the similar neuromodulatory profiles may
be quite different.

What about schizophrenia? It is phenomenologic-
ally even more different from dreaming than major
affective disorder. The hallucinations are usually
auditory and less commonly visual; the delusions are
commonly paranoid, a feature that is very uncommon
in dreaming. The flat effect that is so common in
schizophrenia is never seen in dreaming. And the
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pathophysiology has little in common with dreaming.
Most theories of schizophrenia focus on dopamine,
an aminergic modulator that changes little in sleep.
So, by the time we get to schizophrenia (usually at the
top of everyone’s list), we seem far away from
dreaming.

But, wait. There is still the fact that both condi-
tions represent mental aberrations. So we should not
close the door on our analogy too quickly and we
certainly should not slam it shut. Two caveats come to
mind: (1) the role of dopamine in sleep has been less
well studied than the roles of serotonin, norepineph-
rine, and histamine; and (2) the mechanism of action
of atypical antipsychotics (such as clozapine) may be
related to enhancing effects on the aminergic neuro-
modulators which are clearly sleep–wake efficacious.

The point of this foreword is to alert the reader to
a strategic vantage point above the level of correlation
appropriately taken by most of the chapters in this
book. I am not saying that dreaming is a mental
illness nor that mental illness does not exist. Instead,
I am asserting that the proper scientific study of sleep
considers it to be analogous to what we call mental
illness, and those in sleep and dream science must
strive to learn whatever we can about the brain’s
contribution to mental illness.

I am not arguing, either, for an eliminative
materialism. That is to say, I recognize the contribu-
tions of problematical environmental surroundings to
brain–mind health. And I certainly recognize the
emotional salience of dreams, a salience that wise
psychotherapists help their clients to appreciate. But
I do seriously question what I consider to be the

exaggerated emphasis on the psychogenic causation
of dreaming posited by psychoanalysis. This is not the
place to take up my cudgel again against Freudian
theory, but its fate at the hands of neurobiology may
be a warning of what is to come as we further explore
the brain basis of so-called mental illness.

A major problem confronting us in our scientific
quest is the absence of good animal models for the
functional psychoses. Because all mammals have
REM, our task is made considerably easier when we
study the brain basis of dreaming. But we have no
good animal models for major mental illness. What
are we to do? One answer is to use the modern
techniques for the study of the human brain for all
that they are worth, and then some. Quantitative
electroencephalography (EEG) and functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) have already proven
quite useful in discerning the brain underpinnings of
such subtle mental states as lucid dreaming, which is
distinctively different from both waking and dream-
ing (with both of which it shares features) so help may
be on the way.

My introduction of the hybrid term brain–mind is
meant to denote a step on the long road to a monism
that never loses sight of the brain–mind nexus. In my
crystal ball, brain is mind and mind is brain. They are
two aspects of the same thing. Sleep, dreams, and
what we now call mental illness are all functional
states of the brain.

J. Allan Hobson
Professor of Psychiatry

Harvard Medical School

Foreword
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Preface

The idea for the first edition of this volume entitled
Sleep and Mental Illness occurred to us when we
published our earlier volume entitled Sleep and
Psychosomatic Medicine. Mental disturbance is
extremely common among those who suffer from
sleep disorders. Despite the fact that a number of
quality publications (including our own) exist on this
increasingly popular research and clinical topic, each
has certain gaps in coverage. We thus felt a need to
address this deficiency by compiling one of the most
comprehensive volumes ever published on sleep and
mental illness. It has been an honor and privilege to
edit this volume and to ensure that the necessary
topics have been covered appropriately.

This volume is organized into three sections
encompassing core topics in both sleep and mental
illness as follows.

Section 1 provides up-to-date background infor-
mation on the basic science of this area of investigation.
The topics included in this section are the neurophar-
macology ofmental illness, the effects of antidepressants
on gene expression, and the neurochemistry of sleep.
Other topics include the neuropharmacology of depres-
sion and animalmodels of sleep and stress. Also covered
are chapters dealing with the relation between depres-
sion and insomnia and associated changes on levels of
orexin in the brain.

Section 2 covers the neuroendocrinological changes
that are seen in pathophysiological states. These inc-
lude the effects of disturbed sleep and depression on
hormone secretion, sleep–endocrine relationships in
depressed women across the reproductive cycle,
and the relationship between melatonin and mental
illness.

Finally, in Section 3, a series of clinical science topics
relating to sleep and mental illness is presented. The
range of clinical topics covered here represents the
largest section of this volume. Starting with the Inter-
national Classification of Sleep Disorders, this section
addresses topics such as insomnia and the associated

risk for developing psychiatric illness in the future,
antidepressant-induced alterations in sleep EEG,
long-term effects of antidepressants on sleep, sleep
during antipsychotic treatment, sleep and substance
use and abuse, cognitive effects of psychoactive
medications, and sleep-related memory consolida-
tion in mental illness. Other topics include fatigue
and sleepiness in affective illness, sleep in attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorders, sleep in seasonal
affective disorder, and sleep in traumatic brain
injury. This section also covers sleep and borderline
personality disorders, sleep and eating disorders,
sleep in late-life depression, and forensic issues of
sleep in psychiatric patients.

This is an exciting time for specialists in both sleep
and psychiatry. We have many reasons to be optimistic
that significantprogress is beingmade in theunderstand-
ing, prevention, and management of sleep disorders.
Our growing understanding of the pathogenesis and
pathophysiology of mental illness, coupled with the rap-
idly expanding field of sleep medicine, has also seen the
growth of an increasing number of successful manage-
ment strategies. It is our hope that this volume will have
a positive effect on the care of patients, especially those
whopresentwith comorbid conditions in current clinical
practice.

The advent of sleep medicine has brought with it
new perspectives on mental illness, and in particular a
growing awareness that problems with sleep can both
exacerbate and portend the development of mental
disturbance in the future. Additionally, the impair-
ment of the role of dreaming in affect regulation may
be central to understanding the mood changes in
depression. What this has meant is that psychiatrists
are now discarding some long-cherished prescribing
practices such as an increasing trend toward prescrib-
ing sleeping aids in addition to antidepressants.

Multidisciplinary care and a team approach are
the best foundations for the effective practice of sleep
medicine. It seems that the best approach to
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comorbid sleep disorders is to involve a variety of
experts in consultation as needed. This team approach
should include consultations with psychiatrists,
psychologists, behavioral sleep medicine profession-
als, and other sleep specialists. The management of
comorbid insomnia symptoms in psychiatric patients
can benefit greatly from the specialized knowledge of
sleep professionals. It is the hope that advocacy of
interdisciplinary care will promote excellence in the
treatment of sleep disorders in mentally ill patients.

This volume is intended to be a resource for
practitioners responsible for the care of sleep patients
with mental illness and vice versa. That being said,
this volume is appropriate for psychiatrists, psycholo-
gists, sleep specialists, and generalists alike. It can be
useful for medical graduate students of biomedical
and sleep medicine subspecialties. It will be also be
of wide interest to others who want to get an overall
grasp of sleep pharmacology and therapeutics and
those physicians who evaluate and treat sleep dis-
orders. In addition, the volume will be useful to
clinicians of various disciplines who want to gain an
overview of sleep psychiatry. This volume may serve
as a reference work that will be of value to scientists
and students alike. Since sleep disorders are almost

ubiquitous in clinical practice, we hope that you will
find this material relevant and useful.

This volume includes contributions from a wide
range of authors, many of whom are recognized
internationally as authorities in their field. Overall,
the reader may feel confident that the information
presented is based on the old as well as most recent
literature. Some of the information presented in this
volume on older sedative hypnotics will be familiar to
informed readers and will demonstrate to them how
their previously acquired knowledge can be applied to
the treatment of sleep disorders. Information about
specific drugs may also be repeated in various chap-
ters throughout this volume by very many authors.
Inasmuch as repetition is the mother of learning, it is
hoped that this redundancy will be construed as a
benefit. The editors and authors would appreciate
feedback on the contents of the volume with particu-
lar regard to any omissions or inaccuracies, which will
be rectified in later editions. We also welcome your
ideas, comments, and constructive criticisms, which
are always appreciated.

S. R. Pandi-Perumal, New York, USA
Milton Kramer, Chicago, USA

Preface
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Basic science

Neuropharmacology of mental illness

Paul A. Fredrickson and Elliott Richelson

The interplay ofmental illness and sleep is multifaceted.
Most psychiatric disorders produce sleep complaints.
Behavioral health clinicians routinely inquire about a
patient’s sleep during diagnostic assessment and to
monitor treatment response. Mental illness treatment
that does not address sleep problems may lead to
relapse. Persistence of insomnia is a negative prog-
nostic sign, particularly for depression.

Insomnia is the most common sleep complaint.
Chronic insomnia is prevalent in about 10% of the
United States’ population. Only about one-fifth of
these sufferers receive prescription hypnotics. Pre-
scribing practices have changed in recent decades.
From 1979 to 1999, survey data showed a decline in
traditional hypnotics by 50%. Over that same span,
the use of antidepressant drugs to treat insomnia
increased more than two-fold [1].

Many people self-medicate for sleep problems.
Over-the-counter remedies are primarily antihistami-
nic agents. Alcohol is also a common remedy, but, for
reasons of limited efficacy and abuse potential, its use
should be discouraged. Cognitive behavioral thera-
pies, which are outside the scope of this chapter, are
an effective alternative formanywith chronic insomnia.

The focus of this chapter will be on the prescrip-
tion drugs used to treat psychiatric disorders that
either have beneficial or adverse effects on sleep.
Some of these drugs are commonly prescribed off-
label for insomnia. Others produce insomnia, exces-
sive daytime sleepiness, or parasomnias.

Antidepressant therapies
Current treatments for depression are largely based
on concepts arising from monoamine oxidase inhibi-
tor (MAOI) and tricyclic antidepressant (TCA) drugs

discovered decades ago. These drugs affectmonoamines
(serotonin, norepinephrine [NE], dopamine [DA]),
particularly serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake.
Monoamine transporter reuptake blockade is also the
basis for newer, selective reuptake inhibitors that
selectively either block the serotonin (e.g., serotonin
specific reuptake inhibitors, or SSRIs, such as fluox-
etine) or norepinephrine transporters (e.g., reboxe-
tine). The major advantage of these drugs is they
produce fewer side effects than older-generation anti-
depressants, largely by virtue of their weak or absent
effects onmany receptors for neurotransmitters. How-
ever, it is debatable whether the newer drugs are as
effective as the older ones. Some new-generation anti-
depressants block both serotonin and NE transporters
(venlafaxine, duloxetine). Dual (serotonin/NE) or triple
(5-HT, NE, DA) transporter inhibitors may be more
efficacious than single reuptake inhibitors, without
the side effects of older-generation drugs [2, 3].

Non-therapeutic side effects of antidepressant
medications arise when they affect additional neuro-
transmitter systems. For example, muscarinic recep-
tor blockade causes dry mouth; histamine H1 receptor
blockade produces sedation; and a1-adrenergic recep-
tor blockade results in hypotension. Such adverse
effects are more common with TCAs and MAOIs
than newer, more select ive agent s [ 4– 6 ].

Interestingly, many of the same systems targeted
by psychiatric drugs are integral to control of sleep
and wakefulness. Acetylcholine (ACh) projections
from the basal forebrain; histamine from the tubero-
mammillary nucleus (TMN); norepinephrine from
the locus coeruleus; dopamine from the substantia
nigra/ventral tegmental area; and serotonin from
the raphe nuclei promote wakefulness. Thus, it is
not surprising that sleep disorders and affective
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syndromes coexist, or that treatment of depression
may affect sleep. Blockade of these neurotransmitter
effects may produce unwanted side effects such as
sedation, but also have potential to treat insomnia
complaints [7].

So-called “vegetative symptoms” of depression
(sleep, appetite, libido) imply hypothalamic dysfunc-
tion. Although research on hypothalamic peptides
and depression has not yet reached consensus, this is
an intriguing area of study, particularly for the inter-
section of sleep and mental illness. Although a com-
prehensive review is beyond the scope of this chapter,
one peptide of special interest is hypocretin (also
known as orexin). Hypocretin is present in two forms:
hypocretin 1 and 2 are 33 and 28 amino acid peptides
respectively. Hypocretins are produced in the lateral
hypothalamus, with projections to multiple brain
areas. Loss of hypocretin neurons is found in narco-
lepsy. Its alerting effects are important in order to
maintain a stable state of wakefulness and to prevent
inadvertent switching between sleep and wake brain
systems. Blockade of hypocretin effects has recently
been explored as a treatment for insomnia. However,
low activity of hypocretin neurons during rest means
that hypocretin antagonists are likely to be most sedat-
ing during waking, active hours. This may limit utility
for management of insomnia [8].

Antidepressant drugs to treat
sleep disorders
Trazodone
The majority of depressed patients report difficulty
initiating or maintaining sleep. Antidepressant drugs
may help this symptom, make it worse, or have no
effect. Stimulating antidepressants, such as bupropion
and SSRIs, may produce insomnia or worsen a prior
complaint. Trazodone is pharmacologically distinct
from the SSRIs (see Figure 1.1). It is frequently pre-
scribed to alleviate the sleep-disrupting effects of
stimulating antidepressants. Effects on sleep are con-
sistent with the drug’s antagonism at a1 and 5-HT2

receptors (see Table 1.1). Several studies report sub-
ject improvement in sleep, and one double-blind
crossover study showed increased sleep time, sleep
efficiency, and slow-wave sleep in depressed insomnia
patients treated with SSRIs [9].

A more controversial use for trazodone is as a
hypnotic in patients without a diagnosis of depression.

Trazodone is now widely prescribed off-label for
insomnia. Although risk vs. benefit has not been sys-
tematically assessed in general insomnia populations,
its widespread use seems to derive in part from
concerns regarding the safety and appropriateness of
hypnotic drugs for long-term use.

Many patients recovering from alcohol or other
addictions are prescribed trazodone because it is with-
out abuse potential. Patients suffering from alcohol
dependence often complain of insomnia during the
initial weeks and months of abstinence. Concern
about abuse potential of hypnotics may limit
therapeutic intervention, thus running the risk of
self-medication with alcohol. Not only do recovering
alcoholic subjects report sleep initiation and mainten-
ance problems, they also show objective evidence of
lighter sleep. Polysomnographic studies show dimin-
ished slow-wave sleep. Because sleep architecture may
not normalize for a year or more, long-term manage-
ment of sleep problems is important. Trazodone
seems promising in this population in that it pro-
motes slow-wave sleep and improved sleep continuity,
although its efficacy for this indication has not been
rigorously studied [10].

Mirtazapine
Mirtazapine, a sedating antidepressant, is an antagon-
ist (in order of its potency) of histamine H1, 5-HT2A,
a2A, and 5-HT3 receptors. A recent report suggested
mirtazapine may be effective for treatment of sleep
apnea. However, a randomized placebo-controlled
trial failed to confirm a beneficial effect on apnea
[11]. Furthermore, because weight gain is common
with mirtazapine, the drug should be prescribed with
caution in this patient group. Similarly, off-label
treatment of insomnia with mirtazapine should be
approached with caution for this same reason.

Tricyclic antidepressants
The prototype drug in this class is amitriptyline.
While no longer commonly prescribed as a first-line
therapy for depression, many practitioners make use
of amitriptyline for management of insomnia in pref-
erence to conventional hypnotic drugs. While safe
from the standpoint of abuse potential, other adverse
effects may limit tolerability and safety. Amitriptyline
can produce unwanted daytime sedation, which may
be a hazard when operating a motor vehicle. The
majority of amitriptyline’s sedative effects are due to
its blockade of the histamine H1 receptor.
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Doxepin is also sometimes prescribed for its
sedating properties. It, too, is a potent H1 receptor
blocking drug. Due to its half-life of approximately
17 hours, daytime sedation may be a serious side
effect. Dosing schedules for doxepin and the tricyclics
as hypnotics have not been systematically reported in
the literature. However, recent trials of very low dose

doxepin (1 to 6 mg) show promise as a hypnotic [12].
Doxepin may be particularly effective for sleep-
maintenance insomnia, a common problem in the
elderly. Because brain histamine levels peak late in
the night and in the morning hours, antihistaminic
effects are apt to be most effective at those hours. Low
doses in recent studies have not caused daytime sedat-
ion or weight gain.

Sleep disruption from antidepressant drugs

Insomnia: Many TCAs, MAOIs, most SSRIs, and
bupropion can produce this complaint [13]. Patients
with major depression have a high rate of insomnia.
Antidepressant treatments, such as the SSRIs or
bupropion, may initially worsen sleep, resulting in
reduced compliance. Because sleep complaints are so
commonly associated with depression, the impact of
the drug on sleep may not be immediately recognized.
However, if sleep complaints persist, or worsen, as
other depressive symptoms improve, an adverse effect
of the drug therapy may be inferred. Many clinicians
choose trazodone as an adjunct, particularly with
SSRIs and bupropion therapy.

Daytime sedation: This is an under-appreciated
adverse effect in the opinion of the authors. Excessive
daytime sleepiness, from any cause, is a source of
motor vehicle accidents and may impair cognitive
function in a variety of settings. Patients may not
complain of this symptom, or may incorrectly attri-
bute it to other causes such as normal aging. The
clinician should remember that hypersomnia is a
cardinal symptom of sleep apnea in snorers. There-
fore, careful inquiry as to presence and course of this

Table 1.1 Receptor binding affinities of some psychotherapeutic drugs used to treat insomnia

Drug Histamine H1 Serotonin 5-HT2A Muscarinic acetylcholine α1-Adrenergic

Amitriptyline 91 3.4 5.6 3.7

Diphenhydramine 6.3 0.38 1.3 0.08

Doxepin 420 4.0 1.2 4.2

Mirtazapine 700 6.1 0.15 0.2

Quetiapine 5.2 3.2 0.1 12.3

Trazodone 0.29 13 0.00031 2.8

Notes: Affinity is (1/Kd)� 10–7, where Kd is the equilibrium dissociation constant in molarity. The higher the number, the more
potent the binding. Data for antidepressants are from Richelson, Cusack, Richelson [4, 5, 21]; data for quetiapine are from
Richelson [22], and data for diphenhydramine are from Mansbach [23].
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Figure 1.1 Structures of antidepressants used off-label as hypnotic
drugs.
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symptom is important. Any patient with intrusive
daytime sleepiness merits close attention until the
source is identified and resolved. The physician
should discuss potential hazards of operating a motor
vehicle while taking sedating medication.

Parasomnias: This is a category of “things that go
bump in the night.” Common examples are sleep
walking and night terrors, which are more frequently
encountered in children than adults. An important
parasomnia in older adults is REM behavior disorder
(RBD). This fascinating condition occurs as a result of
the loss of normal skeletal muscle atonia during rapid
eye movement (REM) sleep. As a result, patients may
display complex movements during REM sleep that
match dream imagery. One of the author’s (PAF)
elderly patients, dreaming she was a young girl swing-
ing from tree branches, vaulted from bed and awoke
on the floor. Injuries to the sleeper or bed partner
make this a serious target of therapy. REM behavior
disorder is most common in elderly males, and is
often associated with Lewy body dementia, multiple
system atrophy, Parkinson’s, and other synucleinopa-
thies. However, RBD may also be triggered by anti-
depressant therapy, particularly SSRIs [14]. A careful
history will help determine whether antidepressant
therapy needs to be modified. Some patients will
benefit from consultation with a sleep medicine physi-
cian, and a full sleep study may be indicated. If the
antidepressant regimen cannot easily be modified, a
trial of clonazepam or melatonin may provide suffi-
cient control of the parasomnia.

Circadian rhythms
Circadian rhythm disturbance has been inferred in
depression from the clinical symptom of diurnal vari-
ation in mood. Many patients describe their lowest
point of the day as morning, with some improvement
occurring as the day progresses. Antidepressant gene
expression abnormalities are a potential target for
antidepressant drug therapy, but as yet, little clinical
data exist. Agomelatine and other melatonin receptor
agonists show antidepressant activity in animal
models [15].

Circadian rhythm disorders are also relevant to
sleep complaints. Adolescents frequently exhibit a
phase delay (preferred bedtime and time of arising is
much later than societal norms). The elderly often
have phase advance. Their early morning awakening
complaints mimic the sleep complaint of major

depression, but they also have early bedtimes, consist-
ent with their internal clock phase [16].

The atypical antipsychotics
Although developed for treatment of schizophrenia
and other psychoses, new generation (also called atypi-
cal) antipsychotics are frequently prescribed as
adjuncts for antidepressant therapy and for their
anti-anxiety effects. Many clinicians prescribe these
drugs for sleep complaints. Quetiapine appears to be
a popular choice among this group. It has antagon-
istic effects at 5-HT2A and histamine H1 receptors
that probably account for many of the benefits on
sleep. Quetiapine has been reported as effective in
primary insomnia, particularly sleep maintenance
complaints [17]. However, definitive studies are
lacking. Furthermore, potential adverse effects must
be weighed against benefits. This is particularly true
in the elderly demented.

Anti-anxiety and hypnotic agents:
the GABAergic drugs
Just as antidepressant drug development has focused
for decades on a narrow range of therapeutic targets,
so, too, hypnotics, since the introduction of fluraze-
pam, have primarily targeted GABA receptors,
particularly the GABAA subtype. As for the 5-HT3

receptors, GABAA receptors are pentameric ligand-
gated ion channels (a pore is opened in the cell
membrane when an agonist binds to the receptor,
allowing flow of chloride ions into the cell). They
comprise several types of subunits (alpha, beta,
gamma) [18].

Prototype GABAA agonists are the benzodiazep-
ines (BZDs). This class of drug has antianxiety, seda-
tive, anticonvulsant, and muscle-relaxing properties.
Although only a few BZDs are approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as sedative –
hypnotic drugs (temazepam, triazolam, estazolam,
quazepam), the differences between “sedative” and
“anxiolytic” BZDs has more to do with dosing and
marketing than pharmacologic distinctions.

Benzodiazepines bind allosterically (i.e., away
from the site where the native ligand GABA binds),
and increase the affinity of the receptor for the open
state [19]. Most GABAA receptors in the brain con-
tain alpha 1, alpha 2, or alpha 3 subunits. GABAA
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receptors containing alpha 1 subunits are likely res-
ponsible for sedative actions of these drugs.

In the search for drugs with a more “pure” seda-
tive effect, and less abuse potential, newer generation
GABAA agonists have been developed (zolpidem,
zaleplon, zopiclone, and eszopiclone). These drugs,
particularly zolpidem and zaleplon, are specific in
their affinity for GABAA receptors containing the
alpha 1 subunit. They may, therefore, be less likely
to have abuse potential and produce physical
dependence. Indeed, experience in humans suggests
they carry a low risk of physical dependence. In
non-human primates, however, these drugs are self-
administered, and discontinuation can lead to a
withdrawal syndrome. Therefore, while they appear
to be less likely to cause physical dependence, their
suitability in populations susceptible to addiction is
not established [20].

Summary
Clinical wisdom tells us psychotropic drugs are useful
agents for the management of sleep complaints. We
await confirmation from clinical trials for many of the
compounds commonly used off-label to manage
insomnia. A limited number of drugs are approved
by the FDA in the United States for themanagement of
insomnia, and most are GABAergic. New-generation
GABAergic agents that are specific for the alpha 1
subunit do not have significant antianxiety effects as
seen with the BZDs.

Concern about abuse potential has led many
clinicians to question the suitability of BZD (and
non-BZD GABAergic) hypnotics for long-term use,
particularly in patients with a history of drug or
alcohol problems. To some extent, prescribing prac-
tices reflect society’s attitudes toward sleep problems
vs. other complaints. Therefore, clinicians may feel
more comfortable prescribing anxiolytic BZDs on a
chronic basis for anxiety, but shy away from similar
drugs for chronic insomnia complaints. Nevertheless,
patients and clinicians require alternative therapies
when traditional hypnotics fail, are not tolerated, or
simply not preferred.

Psychotropic drugs may also have negative effects
on sleep. Insomnia is common with SSRIs and bupro-
pion. Less well appreciated is risk of RBD, thus far
mostly reported with SSRIs.

Understanding the nature and source of the sleep
complaint is key to successful therapy. Patients with

anxiety contributing to difficulty falling asleep will
benefit from anxiolytic drugs. Those with sleep main-
tenance complaints may do better with antidepressant
or atypical antipsychotic therapy. Unfortunately, clini-
cal trial data are sparse for effects of most psychotropic
drugs on sleep complaints, particularly in patients with
primary insomnia.

Further study of non-GABAergic drugs will
broaden the therapeutic armamentarium for sleep
complaints and help us understand the mechanisms
of sleep complaints.
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Chapter

2 Effects of antidepressants
on gene expression
Antonio Drago, Diana De Ronchi, and Alessandro Serretti

Introduction
Depressive disorder is a common disease that affects
one out of six people during their lifetime in the
United States [1], and 18.4 million people per year
in Europe [2]. Core symptoms include psychological
suffering (for example depressed mood, altered cog-
nition) and neurovegetative symptoms (for example
sleep disturbances, variations in food intake). Besides
the psychological suffering and the economic burden
[2], depressive disorder enhances the risk of mortality
through higher suicide rates, higher risk of type 2
diabetes, and higher incidence of coronaropathy [3].
Moreover, it dramatically impacts the prognoses of
hosts of other relevant diseases [4]. Despite this rele-
vance, the impressive impact on the community and
the efforts produced by the scientific community so
far, the disrupted mechanisms related to depressive
phenomenology have not been clarified. Knowledge
of depressive pathophysiology is rudimentary com-
pared to other relevant chronic diseases such as
diabetes: this imbalance may be related to the etio-
pathogenesis of depressive disorder itself, which is
thought to rely on functional neuronal networks that
are poorly characterized so far and, thereby, difficult
to investigate [5]. Moreover, the techniques used to
investigate the brain suffer from a list of limitations
that weaken their quality: post mortem studies rely on
the treatment of cerebral tissues that enhances the
variability of laboratory settings, and imaging studies
detect changes in neuronal activity using indirect
markers of activation [6]. Even though these tech-
niques have provided useful insights helping the for-
mulation of the most relevant theories of depression
(neuronal circuitry imbalance; downregulation of
monoamine tone; neurotrophins and neurogenesis,
neuroendocrine and neuroimmune interactions), all

these models appear to be inadequate when facing the
depressive phenotypes [5]. Finally, the incomplete
knowledge of depressive disorder limits the character-
ization of its etiology to a description of risk factors
[4, 7] impacted by the genetic background and reac-
tivity by means that are poorly understood and incon-
sistently demonstrated [8], and the studies’ designs
rely on the definition of the disorder that is based on
phenomenology and is constantly changing through
years: there is a possibility that what is defined as
depressive disorder in studies actually encompasses
different pathophysiological processes still poorly
understood. Consistently, the efficacy of antidepres-
sant drug treatments, which are designed and based on
the monaminergic theory of depression, is limited: up
to 30% of depressed patients treated with antidepres-
sant drugs do not reach remission [9]. More efforts are
to be devoted in order to further investigate the field.
One interesting and promising point of observation
that could reveal some aspects of depressive disrup-
tions and of the pharmacodynamics of antidepressant
effects is the investigation of DNA reactivity to anti-
depressant treatment. While it is self-evident that this
approach could give some interesting breakthroughs
in pharmacodynamics, the boundary between anti-
depressant drug-triggered DNA reactivity and depres-
sive phenotypes may be less obvious. Nevertheless, it
must be underlined that antidepressants work in the
majority of cases, and that even though their efficacy
can vary greatly in one subject there are marginal
differences between the different classes of antidepres-
sants in large population samples. A common mech-
anism of action is to be hypothesized and it may – ex
adiuvantibus – be related to the pathophysiology of
depressive disorders. This accepted, the investigation
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of the DNA adaptations after antidepressant challenge
may provide some more details to the still unresolved
mosaic of evidence that focuses on the depressive
phenotype. In the present chapter the most up-to-date
knowledge on the impact of antidepressant treatments
on transcription and translation eventswill be described.

The main role of human DNA is to store infor-
mation and to perpetuate it through time. To achieve
this result, DNA encodes sufficient information to
form cells, tissues, and an organism, guaranteeing
the molecular means for adaptation, viability, and
reactivity of all of them. In order to adapt to the
stimuli coming from the outside, DNA codes for,
and is reactive to, a wide array of molecular feedback
looped mechanisms, second messengers cascades, and
complicated membrane–cytosol–nuclei crosstalking,
which starts at the surfaces of cells and ends at the
cores of the nuclei, and the other way round. Tissues
are the tight orchestration of single cells influencing
each other’s DNA reactivity by the means of mechan-
isms that are still not completely known. Antidepres-
sants impact DNA reactivity by acting as external
stimuli. In the following discussion the most relevant
theories related to the putative disruptions underlying
depressive disorders will be commented on, along
with antidepressant triggered modifications of the
DNA expression profile.

Monoamines
The monoamine hypothesis of depression suggests
that depressive disorder is caused by imbalanced
monoaminergic tone in the brain. This hypothesis
originates from early clinical observations [10, 11].
The first hints on which this theory was based came
from two structurally unrelated drugs designed for
other than psychiatric diseases that about 40 years
ago turned out to have potent antidepressant effect
in humans, and were later shown to enhance central
serotonin and noradrenalin transmission. During
the same period it was found that reserpine, which
acts by depleting monoamine stores, determines a
reduction in both blood pressure and depressive
symptoms. Starting from this evidence, serotonin
and noradrenalin were first identified as relevant
putative candidates for the pathophysiological imbal-
ances that underline depressive disorder. More recent
antidepressant agents that show a more favorable
therapeutic index still act on the reuptake of mono-
amines and are named upon this action: SSRIs

(selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors) and SNRIs
(serotonin and noradrenalin reuptake inhibitors) are
examples of drugs that have been designed on the
basis of the monoaminergic theory of depressive
disorder, and whose aim is to obtain an acute
increase in monoaminergic tone in the synaptic cleft
by inhibiting the reuptake of monoamines. These
drugs are nowadays the first-line treatment for
depressive disorder. Even though the monoamine-
based agents are potent antidepressants [9], and
alterations in central monoamine function might
contribute marginally to genetic vulnerability to
depressive disorder [12], it is not possible to define
the cause of depressive disorder as simply being an
imbalance in monoaminergic tone. In fact, the
monoamine oxidase inhibitors and SSRIs produce
immediate increases in monoamine transmission,
which come before the effect on mood. Conversely,
experimental depletion of monoamines can trigger a
mild reduction in mood in unmedicated depressed
patients, but does not alter mood in healthy controls
[13]. With regard to the expression of genes triggered
by antidepressant drugs designed on the monoami-
nergic theory, several lines of evidence report that
antidepressants diminish the concentration of the
noradrenalin or serotonin transporters on the sur-
face of cells, but, interestingly, this event is not asso-
ciated with altered mRNA expression of the genes
that code for the serotonin transporter and for
other serotonin receptors that have been put forward
as possible mediators of the antidepressant effect
(5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT1C, and 5-HT2) [14–19].
The diminished concentration of serotonin trans-
porter on the surface of cells is then to be associated
with another event within the cell: this may be its
inclusion into cytoplasmatic vesicles. The expression
rate of the mRNA that codes for the VMAT2, an
integral membrane protein that acts to transport
monoamines – particularly neurotransmitters such as
dopamine, norepinephrine, serotonin, and histamine –
from cellular cytosol into synaptic vesicles, was
reported to be diminished after short- and long-term
treatment with fluoxetine [20], even though lack of
effect on VMAT2 was detected after paroxetine or
reserpine treatment [21]. The evidence so far is quite
striking: the antidepressant treatment targeted on the
serotonin system does not seem to play a major role
in the genetic regulation of many of the most rele-
vant mediators of serotonergic function. It must be
said that at least one exception exists: tryptophan
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hydroxylase (TPH), which is the rate-limiting
enzyme for the synthesis of serotonin. The expres-
sion level of the brain isoform of this enzyme was
found to be affected by treatment with antidepres-
sants [20, 22, 23]. Moreover, even though ineffective
for these targets, antidepressants were found to affect
the expression rates of the serotonin transporter, of
serotonin receptor 2A and 1A mRNA in stressed
animals and not in controls [23–26]: mRNA expres-
sion was enhanced in stressed animals before they
were treated with antidepressants, but this difference
was abolished after the treatment. This is a point of
relevance: it could be derived that antidepressants are
more effective, or at least act differently, on subjects
prone to suffer anxiety or depressive episodes. Anti-
depressants could exert their activity within the brain
in a different and specific way that is dependent on
the background, both biological and psychological, of
the subject. Beside this, there is evidence for a genetic
regulation that is dependent on the serotonin system
and that is mirrored by the expression rates of genes
that do not code for strict serotonergic related prod-
ucts: monoaminergic receptors are not only
expressed in cells that produce the mediator they
are able to recognize, but they can be coded and
exposed on the surface of cells that do not produce
the corresponding ligand. In that case, the receptors
are called heteroreceptors and their activity accounts
for the complex net of interactions that bound the
diverse monaminergic systems [27]. This may be
related to the presence of altered mRNA expression
of dopaminergic receptors after treatment with ser-
otonergic drugs [28–31]. Finally, even though the
expression level of some serotonergic receptors is
not affected by the presence of antidepressants, the
post-transcriptional events are actually impacted. In
particular, the editing of the serotonin receptor 2C,
which can be directed toward more or less functional
isoforms of the receptor, is tuned toward the reduced
function pole [32]. An impact on the editing of the
AMPA/kainate receptors was found as well [33]. The
evidence coming from these findings is still difficult
to resolve into a consequential picture: the mutual
relationships between the different neuronal nets and
the relevance of specific sites of action of antidepres-
sant within the central nervous system (CNS) tre-
mendously increase the complexity of the field. Of
note, the lack of association between antidepressants
and the expression levels of serotonin-related recep-
tor and transporter was detected when neurons were

investigated, while opposite findings were revealed in
peripheral leukocytes, which showed lower baseline
expression of the serotonin transporter gene. This
difference was no more evident after treatment with
antidepressants [34]. This opens the debate on how
peripheral cells with specific differentiation may rep-
resent the biological reactions that pertain to the
CNS. Even though some relevant variations of genes
that belong to the serotonin system or to systems that
are related to it have been shown to have their
genetic expressive profile affected by antidepressant
treatment, the monoaminergic theory of depression
is probably not sufficient to cover the molecular
disruptions that affect depressed individuals. There
is some evidence that the most probable event that is
related to the antidepressant efficacy of antidepres-
sant treatments is based on neuroplastic changes that
follow the acute effect of monoaminergic based anti-
depressants: this is more consistent with the time lag
between therapy initiation and mood elevation that
characterizes these drugs. Moreover, it is reasonable
that the variation in the neuroplasticity of neurons,
which is thought to be induced by antidepressants,
takes some time to develop to an extent sufficient
for a change in mood. Interestingly, the way anti-
depressants may achieve this goal is thought to be
related to an impact on the transcriptional and trans-
lational activities within the CNS. Consistent with
this, chronic treatment with antidepressants has
been shown to upregulate the transcription factor
CREB (cyclic-AMP-response element-binding protein),
which is downstream of several serotonin and other
stimulatory G-protein-coupled receptors, in the
hippocampus, which is thought to be related to some
aspects of the depressive phenotype, while the same
cellular event is associated with depressive-like
responses when triggered in the nucleus accumbens
[3, 11, 35]. This further underlines the specificity of
action of antidepressants in different parts of the
brain. Consistent with this, the activity of a set of
second messengers (protein kinase C (PKC)-delta,
PKC-gamma, stress-activated protein kinase, cAMP-
dependent protein kinase beta isoform, Janus
protein kinase, and phosphofructokinase M) were
all found to be downregulated after treatment with
fluoxetine and citalopram in the whole brains of rats
[36]. Moreover, treatment with citalopram and lith-
ium (given separately) was found to be associated
with an increased expression of the adenyl cyclase
type 1 mRNA in the hippocampus, but not its
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corresponding protein, while GTP-associated adenyl
cyclase activity was found to be increased after treat-
ment: this may indicate that the antidepressant treat-
ment caused an enhanced adenyl cyclase/G protein
coupling [37].

Neurotrophins
Critical molecules regulating signaling and neuroplas-
ticity as potential long-term mediators of mood sta-
bilization have been identified and they may play a
relevant role in the response to antidepressant treat-
ments. Together, they act as neurotrophic agents and
they concur to the neuroplasticity of cells defined as
the sum of diverse processes of vital importance
through which the brain perceives, adapts to, and
responds to a variety of internal and external stimuli.
In terms of biological structures, neuroplasticity
includes alterations of dendritic function, synaptic
remodeling, long-term potentiation, axonal sprout-
ing, neurite extension, synaptogenesis, and even
neurogenesis. Some of the most critical molecules that
are involved in these processes are: CREB, BDNF,
Bcl-2, p53, and MAP kinases. Neurotrophic factors
(such as BDNF) promote cell survival largely by sup-
pressing intrinsic, cellular apoptotic machinery,
rather than by inducing cell survival pathways [38].
Two intracellular signal transduction pathways are
crucial in promoting neuronal survival – the mitogen
activated protein (MAP) kinase cascade and the
phosphotidylinositol-3 kinase (PI-3K)/Akt pathway
[39, 40]. The activation of the MAP kinase pathway
can inhibit apoptosis by inducing the phosphoryl-
ation of Bad and increasing the expression of Bcl-2,
the latter effect likely involving the cAMP response
element binding protein (CREB) [41, 42]. Indeed,
this mechanism was confirmed by recent analyses by
Chen and colleagues who reported that fluoxetine can
enhance the expression of bcl-2 [43]. Phosphorylation
of Bad occurs via activation of a downstream target of
the MAP kinase cascade, ribosomal S-6 kinase (Rsk).
Ribosomal S-6 kinase phosphorylates Bad and
thereby promotes its inactivation. Activation of Rsk
also mediates the actions of the MAP kinase cascade
and neurotrophic factors on the expression of Bcl-2.
Ribosomal S-6 kinase can phosphorylate the cAMP
response element binding protein (CREB) and this
leads to induction of Bcl-2 gene expression. Not only
the neuronal death that these mechanisms are orga-
nized to prevent, but also a lack of neurogenesis, may

represent mechanisms by which neuroresilience
is dampened. Studies have demonstrated that the
greatest density of new cell growth is observed in the
subventricular zone and the subgranular layer of
the hippocampus, and decreased neurogenesis occurs
during stress – both acute and chronic. This effect
appears to be mediated by glucocorticoid receptors
[44]: chronic psychosocial stress or corticosterone
administration caused apical dendritic atrophy of hip-
pocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons, which may be
mediated by activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–
adrenal (HPA) axis [45, 46]. This context opened the
way to the formulation of drug designs based on the
antagonism of glucocorticoid receptors. Intriguingly,
antidepressant treatments can upregulate the brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) signaling cas-
cade after chronic administration through their
impact on the cAMP–CREB cascade, which regulates
the BDNF [47, 48], and thereby produce an anti-
depressant effect by increasing the expression
of neurotrophic factors in the hippocampus [49].
Consistently, animal studies suggested that the im-
pairment of the BDNF/TrkB system exposes animals
to a blunted antidepressant response more than to a
higher risk of developing depressive-like phenotypes
[50–52]. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that
localization is central to the effect of the presence or
absence of the BDNF: the ablation of the BDNF in the
forebrain including the hippocampus results in a
lack of sensitivity to antidepressant treatment, while
ablation in the reward pathway ameliorated the
adverse effects of social defeat, and if the BDNF
system is interrupted in the dentate gyrus and
the CA1 regions, a lack of antidepressant effect
(desipramine and citalopram) is to be expected
[51, 53–55]. There are some more insights into this
field. For example, there is one report of striking
evidence: a non-correspondence between changes in
BDNF mRNA and protein expression induced by the
antidepressant treatments and lithium was revealed
by Jacobsen and Mork [56], which may indicate that
the means by which antidepressants exert their action
on the neurotrophic elements of neurons act indir-
ectly. Otherwise, a sort of editing process could be
responsible for this lack of association: it has been
reported that duloxetine increases the expression of
certain exons of the BDNF coding sequence (namely
exons V, I, and III but not exon IV). Indeed, not only
is the BDNF upregulated, but a particular isoform of
it is produced within neurons under the influence
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of antidepressant treatments [57]. On the other hand,
by whatever means, it has been demonstrated that
antidepressants modulate their neuroprotective effect
on cells independently from the class they belong to
(tricylic antidepressants, TCA; selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors, SSRI; or monoamine oxidase
inhibitors, MAOI) while they do not share this fac-
ulty with molecules of other classes (antipsychotics
or benzodiazepines for example) [58]: it has been
proposed that a possible means by which this goal
is achieved is the activity-regulated cytoskeletal-
associated protein (Arc) gene. The Arc gene is an
early gene implicated in long-term potentiation and
other forms of neuroplasticity. There are two classes
of early genes: transcription factors and effectors.
The Arc gene belongs to the second class and may
be relevant in this field as it has direct effects on
cellular functions other than transcription factors. In
particular, there is evidence of increased expression
of Arc in neurons that had modified their function
and structure after neuronal activity [59, 60]. More-
over, the expression of Arc is positively modulated
by serotonin [61], and it was reported that paroxe-
tine, venlafaxine, and desimipramine can increase
the Arc mRNA concentration mostly in the hippo-
campus and cortex of animals, an effect that was
found to be dependent on the antagonism on the
serotonin receptor 1A and extended to reboxetine as
well [62–64]. A set of 33 protein spots were isolated
by Khawaja and colleagues [143] after a proteomic
analysis of a rat hippocampus extract from animals
exposed to chronic treatment with venlafaxine or
fluoxetine. Wide analyses are at risk of false positive
findings [65], but some interesting findings from
that study were confirmed by further analysis. In
particular, insulin-like growth factor 1 was found to
have antidepressant-like effects on animals when
administered chronically [66], comparable to those
of BDNF [67], and this event was found to be regu-
lated by serotonin [68, 69] and to be sensitive to
lithium [70]. There are other candidates within the
group of neurotrophic factors that are enhanced after
antidepressant treatment: S100B, a cytokine with
neurotrophic and neurite-extending activity [71],
fibroblast growth factor 2 [72], CAM-L1 (cell adhe-
sion molecule L1), and laminin (a protein of the
external matrix) [73] are some examples. More evi-
dence in this field must be collected before the com-
plete picture of antidepressant-related neurotrophic
factors is completed.

Neuroendocrine and neuroimmune
interactions
There is a set of lines of evidence that suggest that
depressive disorder is related to a disruption in the
regulation of the immune system. One possible link
between these two apparently different worlds (non-
reactive chronically or recurrently depressed mood
and inflammation of the tissues) is the role of cyto-
kines (CK). Cytokines are small molecules that act as
signaling molecules, like hormones and neurotrans-
mitters. They are present in the organism at very
low basal levels (picomolar concentration for IL-6
for example) but their concentration raises up to
1,000-fold during trauma or infections. One relevant
characteristic of CK that differentiate them from hor-
mones is that they are widely produced by cells of
different embryonic origin in the organism. The most
relevant and investigated cytokines are interleukins
(IL-1 and IL-6 mainly) and tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNFa). Cytokines can impact on a cell func-
tion by autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine ways.
That is, CK can influence the functions of neurons
both when produced inside or outside the brain, and
in all cases they can originate from peripheral immune
cells and cross the blood–brain barrier [74, 75], or they
can originate from neuronal and glial cells as well.
Indeed, neuronal and glial cells are able to produce
and recognize CK, and they are also able to produce
an amplification of the CK signal, which in turn can
have profound effect on neurotransmitters and on
the release of the corticotrophin-releasing hormone
(CRH) activating the neuroendocrine system [76].
This picture suggests that the biological reaction to
stress, which includes an enhanced level of cortisol,
a biologic mark of depressive disorder, along with
the function of neuronal nets that relies on the
fine tuning of the monoaminergic concentration, are
imbalanced under conditions of high CK concentra-
tion: the question is whether this is a cause or an effect
of depressive deregulation. In all events, some of the
depressive symptoms (anhedonia, depressed mood,
and diminished food intake) are commonly experi-
enced by those suffering from influenza, which sug-
gests that inflammation can mimic some aspects of
depressive disorder but it still represents an independ-
ent pathophysiological mechanism. Moreover, there
is not much evidence that addresses an antidepressant
effect of anti-inflammatory drugs, and the production
of CK is under the tonic control of the peripheral
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nervous system [77], and could then be imbalanced as
a consequence of a primary, still unknown, CNS
disruption. Despite these difficulties, there is some
evidence to encourage this line of research. Inflamma-
tory cytokines have been shown to alter monoamine
turnover, decrease activity of presynaptic serotoniner-
gic neurons, and activate serotonin reuptake from
the synaptic cleft [78, 79]. These activities make them
candidates for putative modulators of the depressive
phenotype, and possible targets of the antidepressant
activity of antidepressant drugs. The first step is to
verify if peripheral activation of the immune system
can impact on brain functioning: it has been demon-
strated that the administration of interferon alpha to
patients suffering from hepatitis C can enhance the
level of IL-6 and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients while it does not
impact the concentration of these mediators in the
peripheral blood [80]. Interferons belong to the group
of CK, they are produced by cells of the immune
system in response to challenges by foreign agents
and based on the just-mentioned evidence, it is under-
stood that brain tissues are somehow specifically
impacted by these peripheral challenges, and there is
evidence that serotonin tone is impacted after admin-
istration of IFN-gamma and TNF-a decreases sero-
tonin transporter function and expression [81]. The
second point is to investigate whether the enhance-
ment of these modulators can impact the function
of neuronal nets. The evidence for this is provided
by some hints on chronic stress: the brain reacts
to stress by adapting its functions, basically
neuromodulator balance and dendrite branching, in
specific areas of the brain. The hippocampus and
amygdala have been consistently demonstrated to be
locations of high tissue remanagement during stress,
this being biologically based on the presence of glu-
cocorticoid receptors on the surface of neurons in
these structures. The endocrine system, which is spe-
cifically activated during stress conditions, is closely
linked to the immune and signalling system and espe-
cially glucocorticoids can modulate the immune
response [82]. It is well known that the allostatic
(i.e., adaptative) reactions to stress turn out to be
maladaptative (“allostatic state”) if prolonged through
time, and this has been found to be associated with
enhanced activation of the immunologic system [83].
Such a mechanism is thought to provide the basis
for some aspects of post-traumatic stress disorder
and depressive disorder [84]. The diminished viability

of neuronal cells during chronic stress events has been
shown to be related to a decreased production of
BDNF [85], whose levels have been demonstrated to
be impacted by the activity of autoreactive T cells
[86], which also contribute to the protection and
maintenance of injured CNS tissue [87, 88], provide
maintenance of hippocampal neurogenesis [86], and
are relevant to coping ability during stress [89, 90]. In
accordance with this evidence, animal models with
higher expression of IL-10 demonstrated a depres-
sive-like phenotype (female rats) [91], and depressed
patients showed significantly higher activation of the
immune system compared to controls that could be
partially abolished after treatment with fluoxetine
[92]. This given, it can be said that an increase in
the activation of the immune system, both centrally
and peripherally, is associated with relevant changes
in brain functions. There is now some consensus in
extending the hypothesis related to the therapeutic
effect of antidepressant treatments by attenuating
brain expression or action of the inflammatory CK
[93, 94], and these lines of evidence recently helped
the design of a successful immunologic treatment of
depressive disorder in one animal model based on
immunization with a weak agonist of myelin-derived
peptide [95]. Consistently with this, it has been
reported that the administration of the TCA desipra-
mine in rats resulted in a diminished concentration of
TNF alpha [96, 97] and INT gamma induced produc-
tion of IL-6 in microglial cells [98], while the intra-
cerebroventricular microinfusion of TNF alpha
counteracts the effect of desimipramine. Finally,
TNF alpha antibody mimics the therapeutic effect of
the antidepressant [99]. Interestingly, and consistent
with these findings, antidepressants have been
reported to be able to diminish peripheral inflamma-
tion as well [100, 101] and to reduce mortality in
animal models of severe sepsis [102, 103]. This evi-
dence suggests that the immune system is a target of
antidepressant treatments. Furthermore, it has been
reported that the IL-8 receptor is downregulated in
schizophrenic patients after fluvoxamine is added to
their antipsychotic treatment [104]. It has been
recalled that the glucocorticoid system and the
immune system are tightly bound and that their func-
tions are highly orchestrated in order to best fit the
response of the body to external stimuli. There is
evidence that dysfunctions of the glucocorticoid
receptors are involved in the hyperactivity of the
HPA system in depressive disorder [105] and that
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this dysfunction is related to the phase of the depres-
sive disorder [106, 107]. Interestingly, it has been
reported that antidepressants can inhibit the expres-
sion of genes triggered by exposure to glucocorti-
coids in fibroblasts. Glucocorticoids bind to their
receptors on the surface of cells and activate it to
enter the nucleus and bind to a specific DNA
sequence where they behave as a regulator of gene
expression. This event is modulated by cyclic AMP
protein kinase A (cyclic AMP/PKA), phospholipase C
and protein kinase C (PLC/PKC), and the Caþþ

calmodulin group (CAM)-mediated signal transduc-
tion pathway [108–110], whose activities are affected
by antidepressant drugs [111–113]. Interestingly, a
set of different antidepressants including imipr-
amine, amitriptyline, desipramine, fluoxetine, tianep-
tine, mianserin, and moclobemide were found to
be able to impact (diminish) the glucocorticoid-
induced DNA activation in modified fibroblasts
[114], while desimipramine and mirtazapine, but
not maprotiline and imipramine, were found to
decrease the expression of mRNA for the glucocorti-
coid receptors in monocytes, and mirtazapine upre-
gulated the level of glucocorticoid receptors in a
time-dependent manner.

Epigenetic mechanisms
There are several ways that external stimuli can pro-
duce long-lasting changes in protein availability and
function: within them, epigenetic modifications have
been highly investigated recently. Understanding epi-
genetic control of gene expression requires a rudi-
mentary understanding of DNA and chromatin
structure. Within eukaryotic cells, DNA is stored in
the nucleus in a complex together with histone pro-
teins, and during non-dividing cell phases it can be
found as a compressed structure referred to as chro-
matin. Nucleosomes are the primary structural units
of chromatin. Nucleosomes comprise a standard
length of DNA (147 base pairs) wrapped around a
histone octamer made up of four pairs of the basic
histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4). The methyl-
ation rate of DNA along with the structure of the
chromatin, which can be highly compressed or other-
wise slightly stuck, determines the availability of genes
for transcription and is referred to as the epigenome.
Cells with identical DNA can differentiate into very
different types, building up one complex organism

through the fine orchestration of this mechanism. It
was once thought that epigenetic mechanisms marked
a cell’s destiny early and definitively; it is now
understood that epigenetic orchestration is at work
during a set of adaptive processes throughout the
life of a cell in adult organisms as well, and they are
dynamically regulated in order to turn either on or off
the expression of specific genes, giving rise to differ-
ent proteomes during the cell’s life turned on by
environmental cues.

Epigenetic action can produce long-lasting modi-
fications of DNA transcriptional activity that are
largely independent from DNA mutations, by deter-
mining the accessibility of genes to the transcrip-
tional machinery. This model may explain several
aspects of depressive disorder including the discord-
ance between monozygotic twins, the chronic relaps-
ing of the disease, and the higher prevalence of
depressive disorder in women. Moreover, epigenetic
mechanisms offer a link between gene and environ-
ment, being the last one epigenetically decoded in
order to best fit the DNA transcriptional activity
toward environmental cues. Besides, the epigenetic
modifications may explain the inconsistent findings
of genetic association studies and provide the bio-
logical basis for the relevance of a set of stratification
factors (for example education, marital status, socio-
economic level), which are thought to impact the
depressive phenotype. There are at least three main
ways by which DNA expression rate can be modified
by epigenetic mechanisms: methylation (a covalent
change to DNA), post-terminal modification of his-
tones (acetylation), and non-transcriptional gene
silencing mechanisms (microRNAs) [115]. Depres-
sive disorder has been associated with two mechan-
isms of epigenetic modifications: DNA methylation
of cytosine, which has been reported to be relevant to
maternal behavior toward offspring, and histone
acetylation, which seems to be the key to the anti-
depressant action. Methylation and histone acetyla-
tion are bound processes: the first step of methylation
is the activation of methyl CpG binding proteins
(MBD), which in turn activates another class of
proteins able to deal with chromatin, the histone
deacetylase (HDAC) that contributes to transcrip-
tional repression or silencing, while histone acetyla-
tion occurs via histone acetyl transferases (HAT)
that relax the tight coiling of DNA, decondense
chromatin and determine transcriptional activation.
The membrane-bound dipeptidase (MBD) enzymes
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related to the transcriptional repression in eukaryotic
cells are MeCP2, MBD1, MBD2, and MBD3. In
mammals, the methylation occurs almost exclusively
within the context of a simple dinucleotide site –
CpG. Roughly 70% of all CpG dinucleotides in the
mammalian genome are methylated; the majority of
these sites occur in repetitive DNA elements [116].
High levels of cytosine methylation are observed on
the inactive X-chromosome and at imprinted loci
[117]. The great part of the non-methylated CpG loci
are found next to promoters and first exons regions
[118, 119]. The mechanisms by which a part of
the genome remains not methylated is a subject of
controversy [120, 121], but the consequence is that
the genome is divided into transcribed and non-
transcribed by the activity of the MBD. The first
member of the MBD family to be described at the
molecular level was MeCP2 [122]. It is a multi-
domain protein, [123] chromatin associated [124], and
localizes to densely methylated regions of the genome
in animals [125]. In MeCP2, only a small portion of
the protein is devoted to selective recognition of
methyl CpG. It also contains a transcriptional repres-
sion domain (TRD) that overlaps a nuclear localiza-
tion signal [126]. MeCP2 is not essential in stem cells,
but it is essential for embryonic development. MeCP2
gene mutations are the cause of some cases of Rett
syndrome, a progressive neurologic developmental
disorder and one of the most common causes of
mental retardation in females. Relevant factors that
bind the MeCP2 and impact its function are HDAC
and Sin3 [127, 128]: it is thought that MeCP2 is
recruited to methylated regions of the genome where
its interactions with a protein complex containing
Sin3 and histone deacetylases lead to the establish-
ment and maintenance of repressive chromatin archi-
tecture [117]. Despite its relevance (276 articles on
PubMed at the moment of writing), Sin3 was not
investigated as a regulator of the antidepressant effect,
while there are some details regarding HDAC as will
be detailed hereafter. There are no specific known
molecular characteristics of MBD1, MBD2, and
MBD3 that may distinguish them from MeCP2 and
account for an impact on antidepressant treatment
[116]. On the other hand, there is some evidence of a
role played by MeCP2, HAT, and HDAC in the
response to drug treatment. One of the first and most
interesting findings on animals in this field [129]
reported that adult offspring born to poorly liking
and grooming rat mothers showed increased anxiety

and reduced expression of glucocorticoid receptors
within the hippocampus compared with the offspring
of mothers with higher rates of maternal sensitivity.
The molecular way by which the expression of gluco-
corticoid receptors in the hippocampus is decreased is
the methylation of the promoter of the gene coding
for the glucocorticoid receptors. In other words, the
methylation of the promoter of the gene determines a
decreased rate of genetic expression, and, by this, it
concurs to induce a specific behavior (anxiety in the
former example) that is reactive and somehow adap-
tative to the environment. Interestingly, this event
occurs during the first weeks of development and it
can be counteracted by the administration of tricho-
statin A, a histone deacetylase inhibitor [129]. To
determine the access of the transcriptional machinery
to the DNA is to determine the cell fate, which is
intuitively related to the functions of biological
tissues. The brain does not represent an exception to
this rule, as these mechanisms have been reported to
be strongly related to relevant brain functions such
as learning and memory: H3 acetylation rates in
the hippocampus were found to be increased under
conditions of fear-induced experiment in animals,
and notable consequences on memory ability have
been observed when the H3 acetylation process has
been dampened [130, 131], and the blockage of the
enzymes that inhibit the acetylation have been associ-
ated with enhanced memory. Consistently, acetylation
has been reported to be a key factor for antidepressant
activity: some aspects of social defeat were found to be
responsive to imipramine treatment only under con-
ditions of increased histone acetylation at the BDNF
promoter [132], and histone deacetylase inhibitors
have been reported to have antidepressant-like effect
as the administration of sodium butyrate, which
inhibits HDAC, produced an antidepressant effect in
a behavioral despair model [133]. The relevance of
these mechanisms prompted the design of antidepres-
sant drugs based on the activity of specific histone
deacetylases (HDAC5, class II HDAC) [134], even
though this approach seems to be still in very early
stages and it is still far from possible development
into treatment modalities: there is conflicting evi-
dence suggesting that the complete ablation of
HDAC5 leads to a phenotype more vulnerable to
depressed mood that is counterintuitive with respect
to the findings of Tsankova [134, 135], and imipramine,
which increases HDAC5 expression in the hippo-
campus, showed the opposite effect in the nucleus
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accumbens [135] suggesting that things are quite
complicated. Furthermore, it has been reported that
the administration of antidepressants (fluoxetine) and
of psychostimulants (cocaine) determines epigenetic
changes by yet another way, which again seems to be
contradictory to the findings of Tsankova [134], and
works by increasing expression of the methyl CpG
binding protein, the MeCP2 [136]. The activation of
the MeCP2 would recruit HDAC and then inhibit
gene expression by limiting the effects of the acety-
lation and not enhance gene expression as the imip-
ramine does in the hippocampus. Besides these
conflicting findings, a treatment on humans would
still hold the risk of activating gene expression that is
silenced in adulthood or in differentiated cells within
or outside of the CNS, whose disrupted equilibrium
after epigenetic manipulation would result in severe
iatrogenic effect. This set of findings further empha-
sizes the regional specificity of stress-related events
within the brain, and suggests that different brain
regions express their plasticity and reactivity to the
antidepressant treatment following paths, including
epigenetics, that are dependent on the specific func-
tional neuronal net under investigation. This point
represents a major challenge to current research in
biological psychiatry.

Interfering RNAs are small RNAs that are able to
inhibit in a sequence-specific way gene expression at a
post-transcriptional level, a phenomenon known as
“RNA interference”. Interfering RNAs produced by
human cells are known as microRNAs (miRNAs).
MicroRNAs are transcribed by intergene regions,
introns, and even exons, either as polycistronic or as
monocistronic transcripts [137–139], they are trans-
ported out of the nucleus by nuclear export factor 5
[140], and are further processed in the cytosol by the
enzyme Dicer, a RNAse III endonuclease [141]. The
processed miRNAs work in the cytosol, complexed to
an association of molecules called RISC (RNA-
induced silencing complex). Endowed in these com-
plexes, miRNAs can bind and deactivate other
mRNAs presenting with sequence homology. As a
result, the bound mRNA is cleaved. The orchestration
of this mechanism is able to tune and focus the
mRNA expression of a cell. Its regulation is pivotal
to define the proteome characteristics through time
and its modulation allows the cell a mechanism of
fine adjustment of its activity. Nevertheless, there is
no intensive pharmacogenetic investigation focused
on this field.

Conclusion
Depressive disorder is one of the most relevant
diseases affecting the population worldwide. The inci-
dence rates and the relevant burden in terms of con-
comitant diseases, the economic burden, and its
chronic nature make it one of the most relevant
medical challenges nowadays. Despite this relevance,
there is poor knowledge of the pathophysiological
mechanisms that unravel the disorder, and little is
known about the mechanisms that rule the dynamics
of antidepressant treatments. Since their first appear-
ance in the treatment of depressive disorders, anti-
depressant drugs designed on the monoaminergic
theory of depression have dominated the scene.
According to this theory, depressive disorder is based
on the imbalance of the monoamine tone within the
CNS: the most relevant amines being serotonin and
noradrenalin. Unfortunately, this theory cannot
explain the biological disruptions that unravel depres-
sion: first of all, not all patients respond to drug
treatment with serotonin or noradrenalin reuptake
inhibitors, and the reasons why some individuals
respond to a drug treatment and others do not are
still poorly understood. Moreover, even in the best
case when a good response is achieved, the elevation
of mood follows treatment initiation by several days:
this does not account for the immediate increase in
the monoaminergic tone that is produced by the
treatment, and suggests that other mechanisms are
involved. One experimental way that can be used to
obtain insights in this field is the identification of the
genes for which expression is modified by the admin-
istration of antidepressants. Wide proteome investi-
gations have been performed with interesting results
[142, 143], but these analyses cannot be considered as
definitive since a high rate of false positive findings is
retrieved from them, and subsequent investigations
are generally required before a good candidate that
may widen the knowledge in the field is defined.
Along the way, one of the most intriguing and repli-
cated findings is the relevance of neurotrophic factors
as modulators of the antidepressant response. The
rationale of this relies on the hypothesis that neuro-
resilience is imbalanced in cases of depressive dis-
order, but the disrupted orchestration that dampens
the viability of neurons can be healed after the admin-
istration of antidepressant treatments. The biological
means by which this result is achieved rely on the
function of neurotrophins, and BDNF among others
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seems to play a relevant role. Indeed, the increased
expression of BDNF mRNA is one of the putative
ways by which antidepressants are thought to act.
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor is not the only
neurotrophin likely involved in the process. Other
candidates have entered the scene during the recent
years of research and the involvement of some of
them was replicated by independent analyses. Insulin-
like growth factor and the Arc are good examples
of gene products involved in the neuroresilience
processes that are impacted by antidepressant treat-
ments. The line of research that led to the definition
of the neurotrophin hypothesis of depression started
with the observation that the hippocampus of
depressed patients was small compared to healthy
subjects. This event was associated with the hyperin-
cretion of glucocorticoids, receptors of which are
widely expressed on the hippocampal cells. This evi-
dence provides a relevant bound between depressive
disorder and chronic stress, and suggests that the
immune system may be involved in the pathophysiol-
ogy of depressive disorders. The evidence that sup-
ports this hypothesis derives from the experience with
interferons as therapeutic resources in the treatment
of hepatitis. Nevertheless, anti-inflammatory drugs
did not provide consistent evidence of their relevance
as potential antidepressant devices, which may indi-
cate that they are not involved in the causes of depres-
sive disorders even if they may play a role in the
cascade of events that characterize the disease. The
epigenetic control of the expression rates of DNA is
probably the future field in which new drugs will be
developed. Methylation and acetylation control the
rate of expression of genes in a specific way and
through the fine tuning of the set of genes a cell
expresses, specialization, viability, death, or recruit-
ment of other cells into functional nets is achieved.
Nonetheless, even though there is evidence that anti-
depressant drugs can modify this regulation, the
design of antidepressant drugs acting specifically for
this mechanism is still far from everyday practise.

In conclusion, antidepressants influence the
expression of a large variety of genes in multiple
pathways after their initial monoamine modulation.
These are beginning to be known and are possible
targets for new and more specific treatments. As we
discussed, the whole picture is extremely complex as it
is turning out to be a system where a large number of
pathways are interacting in a dynamic way based on
genetic predisposition and environmental influences.
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Chapter

3 Genetics of circadian rhythms
in relation to mental illness
Sara Dallaspezia and Francesco Benedetti

Introduction
The accepted model for the molecular machinery that
generates circadian rhythms involves a number of
clock genes and their products. Clock genes function
as transcriptional activators and regulate their own
expression through a positive/negative feedback loop
that cycles with a “free-running” period of approxi-
mately 24 hours. The genes CLOCK and BMAL1
form the positive regulator of the system while the
genes PER 1–3, CRY 1–2, and REV-ERBa generate
the negative feedback loop [1]. In this way, they allow
the development of circadian and seasonal rhythms in
lower organisms and in humans, with allelic variants
influencing individual rhythms at a behavioral and
cellular level [2, 3].

The control of circadian rhythms does not
involve only clock genes, but it is a complex process
implicating also environmental and physiological
factors [4]. In mammals the circadian clock shows
a hierarchical organization. The primary circadian
pacemaker, the master clock, is located in the supra-
chiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the anterior hypotha-
lamus [5] and is synchronized to external 24-hour
light/dark cycles by photic inputs coming from the
retina through the retino-hypothalamic tract [6].
Light is a strong timing cue (zeitgeber), and the
pacemaker’s oscillation can be reset by light-induced
phase shifts. The master pacemaker then communi-
cates the timing information to peripheral oscillators
present in the cells of most tissues. These signals
include both direct (hormone secretion, sympathetic
enervation) and indirect (body temperature, feeding
intake) cues [7].

Clock genes variants as determinants
of psychopathological features
of mental illness
Genetic variability in clock genes has been associated
with a number of phenotypic differences in circadian
as well as sleep parameters, both in mouse models and
in humans [8].

Moreover, clock genes are expressed in many
brain structures other than in suprachiasmatic nuclei,
including cingulate and parietal cortices [9]. Recent
data suggested that they provide a mechanism for the
control of circadian gene expression and of respon-
sivity to stimuli at cellular level. Thus, they could
play a role in yet unexploited brain functions [10].
For example, CLOCK gene expression was shown
to be influenced by serotonergic agents [11] and to
influence both dopaminergic neurotransmission and
the behavioral effects of cocaine reward [12].

Clock gene variants could then bias some variables
linked with psychiatric disorders (see Table 3.1).

Several human genetic studies have found a rela-
tionship between members of the molecular clock and
psychiatric disorder. Few studies found an association
of clock genes with schizophrenia and alcoholism.
Spanagel and colleagues [13] found that the amount
of alcohol consumption in alcoholic patients is related
to haplotypes of the PER2 gene, while another group
found that TIMELESS and PERIOD3 genes are
involved in schizophrenia [14].

Most interesting results were found when con-
sidering mood disorders. Alteration of sleep–wake
cycle and sleep structure are a core manifestation in
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Table 3.1 Clock gene variants

Gene Function Polymorphisms Condition Implications

CLOCK Activation of clock and
clock-controlled gene
(with BMAL1)

SNP Healthy subjects Influence on diurnal preference [40]

Bipolar
depression

Influence on diurnal activity [41, 42]

Influence on sleep onset [41]

Influence on the occurrence of insomnia
both lifetime and during their depressive
episodes [43, 44]

Influence on neuropsychological
performance and blood oxygen level
dependent neural responses to a moral
valence decision task [42]

Gene knockout Mania
(animal model)

Transgenic mice showed a mania-like
behavior which normalized:
after chronic administration of lithium [50]
byexpressinga functionalCLOCKprotein [50]

GSK3-β Essential element of Wnt/
beta-catenin pathway

SNP Bipolar disorder Influence on age at onset [35]

Influence on response to lithium
treatment [37]

Bipolar
depression

Influence on response to sleep
deprivation treatment [36]

Gene knockout Animal model Antagonist action on behavioral
abnormalities induced by 5-HT
deficiencies [38]

Period 3 Inhibition of CLOCK/
BMAL1-mediated
transcription

VNTR Bipolar disorder Influence on age at onset [32]

SNP Schizophrenia Association found [14]

Haplotype that
comprised six
tagging SNPs

Bipolar disorder Association found [30]

TIMELESS Inhibition of CLOCK/
BMAL1-mediated
transcription

SNP Schizophrenia Association found [14]

SNP Bipolar disorder Association found [14]

Period 2 Inhibition of CLOCK/
BMAL1-mediated
transcription

Haplotype that
comprised four
tagging SNPs

Alcoholism Influence on alcohol consumption [13]

SNP Seasonal
affective disorder

Association found [29]
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major depression. Many other rhythms have been
found to be disrupted in depressed patients, both
unipolar and bipolar ones. These disrupted rhythms
include the daily profiles of body temperature, cortisol,
thyrotropin, prolactin, growth hormone, melatonin,
and excretion of various metabolites in the urine
[15, 16] and seem to return to normal with patient
recovery. Moreover, patients affected by a major
depressive episode often report an important vari-
ation in the intensity of perceived symptomatology
during the day, and laboratory studies have revealed
that mood, like physiological variables such as core
body temperature, is regulated by a circadian clock
interacting with the sleep homeostat [17]. Diurnal
variations of mood are of great clinical relevance,
because they have been shown to be a predictor of a
good general clinical responsiveness both to anti-
depressant drugs [3] and to antidepressant sleep
deprivation therapy [18]. Furthermore, some of
the most rapid and powerful treatments that are
currently used to treat mood disorder (total sleep
deprivation, light therapy, sleep phase advance) are
chronobiological interventions based on the mani-
pulation of the sleep–wake and activity–rest rhy-
thms [19, 20]. Finally, some of the neurotransmitters
implicated in mood regulation, such as serotonin,
norepinephrine and dopamine, and their receptors,
show a circadian rhythm in their levels, release, and
synthesis-related enzymes [21–24].

As clock genes play a pivotal role in maintaining
circadian rhythms, abnormal function in them and
their related pathways are hypothesized to contribute
to the core pathophysiology of depression. In fact,
polymorphisms in molecular clock genes not only
show an association with affective disorder but also
seem to influence symptomatology characteristics and
response to treatment. Moreover, drugs used to treat
mood disorder interact with clock genes. Chronic
treatment with fluoxetine increases expression of

CLOCK and BMAL1 in the hippocampus [25], lith-
ium salts inhibit GSK3-β expression [26] and leng-
then the circadian period in several animal species
and in humans [27], and valproate alters the expres-
sion of several circadian genes in the amygdala [28].

Preliminary association studies found positive
results and suggested that seasonal affective disorder
is associated with single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in Per2 and Npas2 [29]. An analysis of 46 SNPs
in eight clock genes revealed a significant association
of BMAL1 and TIM with bipolar disorder [14]. An
independent study using haplotype analysis seems to
confirm the association of bipolar disorder with
BMAL1 and found a new association with PER3 [30].

Single gene polymorphims: PER3
The coding region of PER3 gene contains a variable-
number tandem-repeat (VNTR) polymorphism in
which a motif encoding 18 amino acids is repeated
either four (Per34) or five times (Per35). These
repeated units contain a cluster of putative phosphory-
lation sites, and this polymorphism can then influence
Per3 function [31]. The polymorphism has been asso-
ciated with diurnal preference, sleep structure, and
sleep homeostasis in healthy subjects; while it influ-
ences age at onset in bipolar patients. An earlier age at
onset in homozygote carriers of Per35 variant was
found, while Per34 homozygotes showed a later age
at onset and heterozygotes an intermediate one [32].

Single gene polymorphims: glycogen
synthase kinase 3-β
Glycogen synthase kinase 3-β (GSK3-β) is an essential
element of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway, which is
involved in the control of gene expression, cell behav-
ior, cell adhesion, and cell polarity, and plays major
roles in neurodevelopment and in the regulation of
neuronal plasticity and cell survival. GSK3 is encoded

Table 3.1 (cont.)

Gene Function Polymorphisms Condition Implications

BMAL1 Activation of clock and
clock-controlled gene
(with CLOCK)

SNP Bipolar disorder Association found [14]

Npas2 CLOCK homolog SNP Seasonal
affective disorder

Association found [29]
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in mammals by two isoforms: GSK3-a and GSK3-β.
GSK3-β is the mammalian ortholog of the Drosophila
gene SHAGGY, an enzyme that exerts a major role in
the regulation of the molecular clock [33]. Human
GSK3-β maps to 3q21.1 in the human genome, a
region that was reported to be linked with bipolar
disorder (HLOD in the range 1.2–1.9) [34]. An SNP
(–50 T/C) falling in the effective promoter region
(nt –171 to þ29) of the gene coding for GSK3-β
influences the age at onset of bipolar disorder, with
homozygotes for the wild variant showing an earlier
age at onset than carriers of the mutant allele [35].
Homozygotes for the mutant allele also showed better
acute effects of total sleep deprivation treatment [36].
The same polymorphism was found to influence the
response to lithium treatment: in a group of bipolar
patients –50 C/T mutation improved the recurrence
index following lithium administration [37]. Interest-
ingly, in animal models GSK3-β knockout antagonized
behavioral abnormalities induced by 5-HT deficiencies
[38], thus suggesting the potentially great interest of
these mechanisms as a target for antidepressant
treatment.

Single gene polymorphisms: CLOCK
CLOCK is an essential positive regulator of the mam-
malian circadian feedback loop in the SCN. In the
30 flanking region of the human CLOCK gene, a
single nucleotide polymorphism (T to C nucleotide
substitution in position 3,111 of the DNA sequence)
was identified (rs1801260). Although a statistically
significant association of rs1801260 with affective
disorders has not been found [39], this polymorphism
was shown to influence illness characteristics. The
polymorphism influences diurnal preference both in
healthy subjects and in depressed patients. Healthy
carriers of the 3111C variant show a higher evening-
ness [40], and a significantly higher evening activity
and a delayed sleep onset (mean 79 minutes later)
were found in a group of bipolar depressed carriers
of the same variant [41]. While C allele carriers
increased their activity levels during the second part
of the day, T/T homozygotes decreased them [42].

Among patients affected by mood disorders,
carriers of the 3111C variant had an increased occur-
rence of insomnia both lifetime and during their
depressive episodes, and showed the persistence
of sleep complaints, but not of other symptoms,
after successful antidepressant treatment [43, 44].

This effect was unrelated to diurnal mood fluctu-
ations. Moreover, C/C homozygotes experienced a
higher lifetime recurrence rate of illness episodes,
possibly due to the triggering effect of sleep loss and
phase delay on mood episodes [45].

The rs1801260 could also influence neuropsycho-
logical performance and blood oxygen level dependent
neural responses to a moral valence decision task in
patients affected by bipolar depression at functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). During neuro-
psychological tests and fMRI scanning performed
in the afternoon, latencies of response to emotional
stimuli were shorter in C allele carriers than in T/T
homozygotes, with no difference in response errors
and severity of depression between the two groups.
Maximal activations were detected in dorsal/posterior
cingulate cortex; here C allele carriers showed higher
neural responses for positive than negative stimuli,
while T/T homozygotes showed an opposite pattern
of responses [42]. The posterior cingulate areas where
the interaction of genotype and moral valence of the
stimuli were detected are known to be involved in
moral judgment [46] and in assessment and encoding
of self-relevant information [47]. Since in animal
models CLOCK is expressed in the cingulate neurons,
the differences observed between genotype groups
could be due to a direct influence of CLOCK at this
molecular level in neurons of the cingulate cortex;
to an effect of CLOCK at the level of the SCN “master
clock”, influencing the reactivity to stimuli in other
brain areas; to an effect of CLOCK on monoaminergic
dopamine and serotonin projections to cingulate
cortex; or to a combination of all these mechanisms.
Interestingly, this latter study showed that CLOCK
gene variants biased response to a moral valence deci-
sion task in the same areas that are influenced by
variants of the promoter region of the serotonin trans-
porter [48] and by depressive psychopathology [49],
and thus supported the hypothesis that CLOCK genes
could then bias “non-clock” functions, such as infor-
mation processing and decision making, which are at
the core of the cognitive dimension of depression and
are a major target of antidepressant treatment.

Furthermore, transgenic mice carrying a mutation
in the CLOCK gene showed a mania-like behavior,
which normalized after chronic administration of
lithium. These abnormal behaviors could be normal-
ized by expressing a functional CLOCK protein
via viral-mediated gene transfer specifically into the
ventral tegmental area of mutant mice [50]. This
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experiment further sustained the hypothesis of
an involvement of CLOCK gene variants in genesis
of mood disorders characteristics, and supported a
major role for dopaminergic neurotransmission in
mediating the effects of CLOCK on behavior. Inter-
estingly, the behavioral effects of sleep deprivation in
rodents provide an animal model of mania with face,
construct, and predictive validity, with the behavioral
activation following a dose–response curve based on
length of treatment, and a time–response curve with
progressive sensitization to the effects of repeated
sleep deprivation [51], and, again, these effects
are antagonized by lithium and antidopaminergic
substances [52].

Altogether, these data then suggest that clock
genes exert their role on human psychopathology by
closely interacting with the rhythmic activity of brain
neurotransmitter systems.

Future developments: the clock
machinery as a target for the
treatment of mental illness
The biological master clock in the SCN and the control
of biological rhythms are emerging targets for anti-
depressant drug treatment [53]. Given that monoami-
nergic input is able to influence the circadian
functioning of the molecular machinery of the clock,
and that the very scarce evidence available sustains the
hypothesis that existing antidepressant drugs can
modify its functioning as well [54], it is possible that
modifications of the biological rhythms could be a yet
unexplored and only partially exploited component of
the mechanism of action of many active treatments for
depression [20].

The term of “psychiatric chronotherapeutics” has
been introduced to indicate the controlled exposure to
environmental stimuli that act on biological rhythms
in order to achieve therapeutic effects in the treatment
of psychiatric conditions [19]. It refers to non-
pharmaceutical and biologically based clinical inter-
ventions including sleep deprivation or wake therapy,
sleep phase advance, light and dark therapy [20],
which evolved both from empirical observation of
impressive clinical changes following random exposure
to environmental stimuli and from neurobiological
models of behavior and are now part of the state-of-
the-art treatment options for mood disorders [55].
Sleep deprivation directly targets the sleep–wake

rhythm and can influence SCN function by modifying
vigilance state transitions and sleep states [56], is
clinically synergistic with the administration of light
therapy in the morning, which is the main environ-
mental synchronizer of the internal clock [57], and
could then have these effects as part of its mechanism
of action. The only clinical study on this topic reported
a correlation between positive antidepressant response
to sleep deprivation and actimetric advance of the
activity–rest circadian cycle [58]. Very interestingly, a
preclinical study showed that fluoxetine produced
robust phase advances of unit firing of SCN neurons
maintained in slice culture [54], thus suggesting that
effective chronotherapeutic and pharmacological anti-
depressant interventions could share similar effects on
the biological clock.

The main hypothesis is that internal timing could
be a key to mental health, but sound basic research is
still needed to get a full mechanistic account of the
clock’s role in mental health [59]. Very interesting
recent technical advances allow us to quantitate alter-
ations in the period length of the endogenous human
circadian oscillator by studying cultured fibroblast
cells [2]. These pivotal studies showed (1) that the
individual behavioral phenotypes result from inter-
actions between the clock gene machinery and cellular
components that affect period length, amplitude, and
phase of the circadian oscillator, and (2) that the
molecular basis of the individual chronotype and
rhythms of activity can be studied and described with
the methods of molecular biology. This approach,
which has been exploited in normal subjects only, will
probably be able to provide a molecular basis for the
proposed link between sleep, temperature, hormone
and mood changes in depression, and disturbances in
circadian-related processes, thus leading to the iden-
tification of new therapeutic targets and new effective
treatments [60].
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Chapter

4 Neurochemistry and neurophysiology
of sleep abnormalities associated
with depression
Christopher Michael Sinton and Robert W. McCarley

Abstract
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is associated
with well characterized sleep abnormalities. The
differences in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep that
are observed in the depressed patient can be related to
an imbalance between monoaminergic and choliner-
gic systems, a difference that could therefore underlie
the neurochemical basis of the disorder. The sleep
disruption that is typically present in MDD has
recently been identified as a possible causative factor
for the cellular and synaptic changes in brain mor-
phology that are seen in depression, so providing
additional insight and potential new treatments.
Bodyweight dysregulation also occurs in MDD in
conjunction and correlated with the differences
in sleep, implying fundamental changes in the control
of energy balance. This has led to revised hypotheses
about the etiology of depression to implicate two
hypothalamic neuropeptides, orexin (i.e., hypocretin)
and melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH). These
neuropeptides are important for the regulation of
metabolic status and also are now known to influence
sleep, especially REM sleep. Although speculative,
data from rodent sleep and behavioral studies,
anatomy, molecular genetics, and initial clinical trials
of an MCH receptor antagonist converge to link
differences in MCH activity with depression.

Sleep abnormalities in depression
Mood disorders and disorders of sleep are seemingly
inextricably linked; indeed it has been known since
antiquity that depression is often accompanied by
insomnia [1]. Not only is the overlap in the patient
populations with these disorders considerable, since
about 90% of patients with major depressive disorder

show some sleep abnormality [2], but there is also
evidence that sleep is most affected in the severest
cases of depression [3]. This relationship between
sleep and depression may eventually prove to be
important for an understanding of the neuropathol-
ogy of MDD. Here we focus on the neurochemistry of
sleep and wakefulness to interpret the sleep abnormal-
ities that accompany MDD in terms of possible
causative neurochemical differences. Although the
exact neuropathology in mood disorders remains
unknown, the potential neurochemical imbalances
in these patients as revealed by dysregulated sleep
could provide insight into the pathophysiology of
the disorder.

Abnormal sleep in depressed patients has been
characterized over many years from polysomno-
graphic studies in the sleep laboratory. These data
are based primarily on recordings of the electro-
encephalogram (EEG), the electrooculogram (EOG),
and the electromyogram (EMG). Summarized briefly,
the EEG in the human shows, during wakefulness, a
high-frequency, low-amplitude signal that is gradually
replaced by lower frequencies and higher amplitudes
as non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep pro-
gresses. As the depth of NREM sleep increases, the
frequencies in the EEG signal become slower, and
their amplitude progressively higher. NREM sleep
can be subdivided into Stages 1 through 4, based on
the degree of this slowing, especially in the 0.5–4.0 Hz
range (i.e., the delta frequency range). Slow-wave
sleep (SWS) is synonymous with Stages 3 and 4, when
delta frequencies predominate. Periodically, NREM
sleep is interrupted by periods of REM sleep when
the EEG is almost indistinguishable from that
recorded during wakefulness. Electroencephalogram
signals are in fact so similar that reference must
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be made to muscle activity (EMG) and eye move-
ments (EOG) to enable REM sleep to be distinguished
reliably from wakefulness. Both wakefulness and
REM sleep are thus marked by an activated or
aroused forebrain (for more detail see McCarley [4])
but can be differentiated by the muscle atonia and
rapid eye movements that are observed during REM
sleep. Over the course of a night, this cyclical change
from NREM to REM sleep, which lasts about 90
minutes in the normal adult, is repeated several times.
The depth of NREM sleep is greater during those
cycles that occur early in the night, whereas the time
spent in REM sleep is increased in the later cycles
(Figure 4.1a).

The sleep abnormalities that accompany depres-
sion can most effectively be grouped into three
categories, namely those that involve REM sleep,
those that affect deep SWS, and those that affect the
duration and overall continuity of sleep during the
night (Figure 4.1b).

REM sleep abnormalities
The interval, or latency, between sleep onset and the
beginning of the first REM sleep period is typically
reduced in MDD. The average REM sleep latency in
normal adults is 65–80 minutes, but is usually 40–50
minutes in depressed patients, and this is often

Awake

Stage 1

(a)

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

12 pm 1 am 2 am 3 am 4 am 5 am 6 am 7 am

REM
sleep

Awake

Stage 1

(b)

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

12 pm 1 am 2 am 3 am 4 am 5 am 6 am 7 am

REM
sleep

Figure 4.1 Typical all night hypnograms derived from the polygraphic recordings of (a) a healthy young adult, and (b) a depressed patient.
In the normal subject, note the cyclical alternation between NREM and REM sleep, the preponderance of Stage 3 and 4 NREM sleep (i.e., SWS)
earlier in the night and that of REM sleep towards morning. In contrast, the depressed patient exhibits a shortened first REM sleep latency
(i.e., the time from sleep onset to the first period of REM sleep) and an increased duration of the first REM sleep episode. These REM sleep
differences are combined with a notable loss of SWS, and decreased total sleep time and sleep efficiency. The latter are due both to
fragmented sleep and early morning awakening.
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combined with a prolonged duration for the first
REM sleep period. Furthermore, some patients
exhibit a greater number of rapid eye movements
per unit time (i.e., an increased “REM density”), espe-
cially during the first REM sleep episode. The REM
density and the REM sleep episode durations may also
be increased in other early night bouts of REM sleep
in addition to the first. Hence the depressed patient
shows more REM sleep in the first half of the night
when compared with normal controls. Several studies
have suggested that these REM sleep abnormalities
can persist beyond the stage of clinical recovery from
the disorder [5, 6].

In summary, REM sleep abnormalities in MDD
show that there is an increased propensity for this
stage of sleep in these patients combined with a
greater intensity of REM sleep. These differences
could result either from an enhancement in the pro-
cesses that generate REM sleep, or a reduced influence
of the processes that normally inhibit the appearance
of REM sleep after sleep onset. The fact that these
REM sleep characteristics can frequently remain after
clinical recovery suggests that they reflect the suscep-
tibility to depression (i.e., a trait marker) rather than
a state marker of the disorder.

Slow-wave sleep abnormalities
Most MDD patients also exhibit a marked reduction
in the time spent in Stages 3 and 4 (SWS), or delta
sleep. This is especially important during the first
NREM sleep episode, or the period between sleep
onset and the first REM sleep episode, which is a
time when delta sleep is normally at a maximum
(see Figure 4.1). Frequency analysis of the EEG also
shows a reduced power in the delta bandwidth in
these patients [7]. Conversely, there is an increase
in the time spent in light (Stage 1) NREM sleep in
depression.

Importantly, SWS abnormalities in depression
divide patients into two groups. The first group com-
prises those patients who show the pattern of reduced
SWS described above. These patients are also usually
hypophagic and exhibit weight loss, and especially
among those who are older, agitated, or psychotic,
frequently complain of insomnia as a result of early
morning awakening [8]. In contrast, there is a smaller
group of about 10 to 15% of depressed patients,
described as atypical depressives, who do not exhibit
reduced SWS. In fact they sleep excessively, especially

those who are younger, lethargic, and bipolar, and
they are also hyperphagic and exhibit weight gain.
Another mood disorder, recurrent seasonal affective
disorder, is frequently associated with hypersomnia [9].

Disturbances in the continuity of sleep
Sleep architecture is profoundly changed by the pres-
ence of depression and all stages of NREM sleep can
be affected. In fact, the association of insomnia with
MDD, which has long been recognized, has been
extended to a prospective study in which patients with
insomnia were found to be at a higher risk of develop-
ing depression at a one-year follow-up interval [10].
Insomnia, however, is neither as specific nor as sensi-
tive an indicator of MDD as the REM sleep and SWS
abnormalities [2]. The disturbances of sleep typically
found in depressed patients include reductions in
both total sleep time and sleep efficiency [3]. The causes
include difficulty in falling asleep, early morning awa-
kenings, and/or increased fragmentation of sleep
resulting from nocturnal awakenings (Figure 4.1b).

Disturbances in sleep continuity and SWS as well
as hypersomnia are primarily state markers for
depression, i.e., they are not typically present when
the disorder is in clinical remission.

Fatigue and sleepiness are frequently observed in
depressed patients and fatigue can even be a prodromal
symptom [11]. In addition to the hypersomnia associ-
ated with atypical depression, daytime sleepiness can
result from the disturbed continuity of sleep. In fact,
fatigue, especially severe, can be a symptom of the
disorder. Following treatment that ameliorates depres-
sion, continuing complaints of fatigue and sleepiness
can be particularly difficult to treat in these patients,
and this has led to the use of adjunctive drug treat-
ments (e.g., Fava and collaborators [12]).

Neurochemical changes associated
with sleep and wakefulness
A brief synopsis of those aspects of the neurochemical
mechanisms of sleep and wakefulness that are rele-
vant to depression are reviewed here. The interested
reader is referred to recent reviews for a more com-
plete presentation of this information [13, 14].

Wakefulness
Wakefulness is supported by several, apparently redun-
dant, excitatory neurotransmitter pathways: none of
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these, which include acetylcholine (ACh) and the
monoamines (e.g., norepinephrine, NE), is required
for the expression of wakefulness, but all contribute
[15]. These neurotransmitters send an excitatory in-
nervation to forebrain centers in the thalamus
and cortex to depolarize thalamic and cortical neu-
rons and so induce cortical arousal on the EEG.
Wakefulness is thus the result of arousing input
from these neurotransmitter pathways at forebrain
levels and, conversely, NREM sleep is the absence of
such input.

Figure 4.2 displays a schematic of the location of
brain centers important for sleep and wakefulness.
Acetylcholine-containing cells in the brain stem are
localized to the laterodorsal tegmentum and pedun-
culopontine tegmentum (LDT/PPT) region. These
cholinergic neurons project to the thalamus, and they
are active whenever the EEG is desynchronized. Con-
versely, they have a low discharge rate during NREM
sleep [16]. A second important cholinergic ascending
pathway originates in the substantia inominata and
nucleus basalis of the Meynert of the basal forebrain
(BF) and sends widespread projections directly to the
cortex. There is also a BF cholinergic innervation of
the thalamus, particularly the nucleus reticularis. Like
LDT/PPT neurons, most BF neurons show an
increased discharge rate when the EEG is desynchro-
nized (see Jones [17] for a review) in either wakefulness
or REM sleep.

The ascending monoaminergic projections include
those that contain NE and serotonin (5-hydroxytrypta-
mine, 5-HT), originating, respectively, in the locus coer-
uleus (LC) and the raphe nuclei (e.g., the dorsal raphe
nucleus, DRN). These neurons also influence EEG acti-
vation and wakefulness [18], and project widely
throughout the forebrain, including the thalamus and
cortex, and exhibit highly significant state-related
changes in discharge rates, being highest inwakefulness,
decreasing during NREM sleep, and becoming virtually
quiescent during REM sleep [19, 20]. This pattern of
discharge is therefore an important distinction from
that of the two major ascending cholinergic systems,
which discharge in correlation with an activated EEG.

NREM sleep
Sleep begins when excitatory drive from the activating
neurotransmitters to the forebrain is reduced. As
sleep deepens, the state is increasingly characterized
by a low-frequency, synchronized EEG and subse-
quently by the appearance of high-voltage, slow-wave
delta activity. Confirmation of the role of the reduc-
tion in cholinergic and monoaminergic forebrain
innervation in these EEG changes has been obtained
from both in vitro and in vivo electrophysiological
studies of thalamic and cortical cells [21]. Summar-
ized briefly, thalamocortical cellular activity exhibits a
rapid single spike discharge mode during wakefulness

Cortex

Cerebellum

Brain stem

Thalamus

LH

VLPO
DRN

LDT
LC

PRF
FTG

BF

Figure 4.2 A schematic of a sagittal
section of a mammalian brain to indicate
the locations of the principal brain areas
that are mentioned in the text. LH, lateral
hypothalamus; BF, basal forebrain; DRN,
dorsal raphe nucleus; FTG, gigantocellular
tegmental field; LC, locus coeruleus;
LDT, laterodorsal tegmentum;
PRF, pontine reticular formation;
VLPO, ventrolateral preoptic area.
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(i.e., when the cells are depolarized). Then, during
drowsiness and NREM sleep, as the excitatory drive
diminishes and depolarization is replaced by relative
hyperpolarization, the activity of these cells becomes
dominated by rhythmic synchronized oscillations that
are in turn transmitted to become network oscilla-
tions in the cortex. As sleep progresses, the frequency
of these oscillations continues to decline, and more
cortical cells are recruited. This change in the dis-
charge pattern in thalamic and cortical cells, which
is the basis for the EEG observed in wakefulness and
NREM sleep, can be replicated in the in vitro prepara-
tion by application or removal, respectively, of ACh
or monoamines.

Data support the hypothesis that an increase in
extracellular adenosine in the BF during wakefulness
inhibits the group of BF wake–active neurons, includ-
ing those that contain ACh, and so promotes sleepi-
ness [22–24]. This increase in adenosine is an
important mechanism of the homeostatic sleep drive,
and may result from a decrease in high-energy
adenosine triphosphate with a consequent increase
in adenosine.

REM sleep
Following a period of NREM sleep, the normal pro-
gression is to REM sleep. As noted above, monoami-
nergic cells become quiescent during REM sleep and
their discharge rate falls to zero, i.e., they can be
described as “REM-off ” cells. One inhibitory influ-
ence that reduces the discharge rate of the monoami-
nergic cells during sleep originates from a group of
sleep-active neurons in the ventrolateral preoptic area
(VLPO). These neurons, which contain the inhibitory
neurotransmitters, g-amino butyric acid (GABA)
and/or galanin [25], first become active with the onset
of NREM sleep. This process then continues into
REM sleep when neighboring cells, comprising an
area known as the extended VLPO [26], are also
recruited. Cells in the extended VLPO are thus at least
in part responsible for the enhanced inhibition of the
brainstem monoaminergic nuclei during REM sleep.
The VLPO is important for integrating a “sleepiness”
signal and beginning the process of sleep and then of
REM sleep, but there are other significant inhibitory
GABAergic influences on the monoaminergic nuclei
during REM sleep. These are known to be both local
interneurons as well as pathways that originate from
the pontine reticular formation (PRF) [27]. These

GABAergic influences are important for the mutual
interaction between pontine cholinergic and mono-
aminergic cell populations during REM sleep that is
discussed below.

This quiescence in monoaminergic cell discharge
rate is critical for the expression of REM sleep. As
monoaminergic influence decreases, a group of brain-
stem LDT/PPT cholinergic neurons, which are not
active during wakefulness, become disinhibited [28].
In fact, 5-HT specifically inhibits this group of REM-
active LDT/PPT neurons but has no effect on neigh-
boring LDT/PPT neurons that are active during both
wakefulness and REM sleep [29]. The LDT/PPT
cholinergic cells that are active only during REM
sleep are described as “REM-on” cells. They project
caudally to several populations of cells in the PRF to
release the various pontine-generated REM sleep
components, such as rapid eye movements and
muscle atonia. Other LDT/PPT cholinergic cells
act during REM sleep to promote forebrain arousal,
as they do during wakefulness. The first evidence to
implicate LDT/PPT cholinergic neurons in the execu-
tive control of REM sleep came from anatomical
studies (see McCarley [4] for a review). Direct projec-
tions were found from the LDT/PPT to those areas of
the PRF in which local injections of cholinomimetics
had been shown to be most effective in producing an
REM-like state. Furthermore, lesions and electrical
stimulation of the LDT/PPT produced, respectively, a
decrease and an increase in REM sleep. Direct in vivo
measurements of ACh also demonstrated that pontine
levels of this neurotransmitter were higher during
REM sleep.

However, a recent anatomical study has extended
the concept of populations of REM-off and REM-on
cells [30]. This work was based on data showing
that lesions of the cholinergic or monoaminergic cell
populations per se are not sufficient to make major
differences in the duration of REM sleep. This sug-
gested that although these neurotransmitters play
a role in the executive control, and also possibly in
the function of REM sleep, other neurons must be
primarily responsible for the onset and offset of the
state. Lu and colleagues [30] thus identified more
extensive regions of REM-off and REM-on cells that,
when lesioned, had a significant impact on the time
spent in REM sleep. Both the REM-off and REM-on
regions contain populations of GABA-containing
neurons that send projections to the other region.
The two populations are thus in a mutually inhibitory
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arrangement that reinforces any change in discharge
rate to ensure a rapid switch at the beginning and end
of an episode of REM sleep. Described briefly, the
REM-off region extends laterally from the dorsal
raphe into the lateral pontine tegmentum, and the
REM-on region, in the area of the subcoeruleus, lies
ventral of the fourth ventricle and lateral to the LDT.
They can thus be considered as extensions of the
cholinergic and monoaminergic cell fields, more pre-
cisely defined but possibly inclusive of the PRF and
local GABA influences in the REM-on area that had
previously been identified [27]. These results are
important to the present discussion because they dem-
onstrate that REM sleep bout length is influenced by
GABA-containing cells over a large area of the meso-
pontine tegmentum, a concept that is relevant below.

The reciprocal interaction model
of REM sleep control
We have noted that the expression of REM sleep
is potentially dependent on the mutually inverse
discharge activities of groups of neurons, particularly
those that contain ACh and the monoamines. This
relationship was more formally described in the recip-
rocal interaction model, which is a mathematical
model of REM sleep control proposed by McCarley
and Hobson [31]. The idea for the model came from
early electrophysiological data demonstrating that the
change in the discharge rate of neurons over the sleep
cycle in the LC area was the inverse of that of PRF
neurons [32]. This led to a concept of mutually inter-
acting and inhibiting populations of REM-on and
REM-off neurons, and thus, in developing the model,
McCarley and Hobson [31] adapted equations that
had originally been derived for predator–prey inter-
actions (Figure 4.3). Several aspects of the model,
especially the mutually inhibitory influence of the
two cell populations, were considered controversial
for many years. Indeed, when first formulated, the
neurochemical identity of the relevant PRF neurons
was unknown and at that time they were considered
equivalent to neurons in the gigantocellular tegmental
field (FTG). The FTG field is now considered to
largely comprise cells that are not specifically respon-
sive to changes in the sleep cycle. Subsequently the
REM-on cells of the model were identified as the
subset of the mesopontine cholinergic neurons
described above. Furthermore, the REM-off cells in
the LC region could only be tentatively identified at

that time as being equivalent to NE neurons and in
fact it was several years after the model was first
formulated before definitive neurochemical identifi-
cation was possible.

The reciprocal interaction model has therefore
been adapted as new results have become available
to allow its refinement and improvement. This pro-
cess began with the neurochemical identification
of the relevant cholinergic and monoaminergic cell
groups, and the interested reader is referred to a
recent review of the history and the current formula-
tion of the model [33]. Data have been accumulated
over many years in support of the relevant mechan-
isms involved. Importantly, and throughout this
development, the basic premise of the mutually
inverse discharge rates of two neuronal populations
has remained unchanged. As an example of support-
ing data, the inhibition of the REM-on cholinergic
neurons by REM-off monoaminergic neurons has
only been demonstrated relatively recently. The first
studies that showed that 5-HT directly inhibits a sub-
population of LDT/PPT cholinergic neurons [34–36]
were conducted in vitro and described the hyperpo-
larization (i.e., a decrease in discharge rate) of these
LDT/PPT cells by 5-HT. This inhibition was found
to be particularly reliable for LDT/PPT neurons
that fire in bursts, and such burst firing had been
shown to be highly correlated with lateral geniculate
nucleus ponto–geniculo–occiptal (PGO)waves, another
important REM sleep component. Other data indicated

REM-on neurons
Produce REM sleep

Legend:

Reciprocal interaction equations (Lotka–Volterra equations)
 X′(t) =   aX – bXY
 Y′(t) = –cy + dXY
Where,
X = time course of activity of REM-on neurons, and
Y = time course of activity of REM-off neurons

Excitation Inhibition

b

a

d

c

REM-off neurons
INHIBIT REM sleep

Figure 4.3 A schematic of the circuits that were proposed for the
reciprocal interaction model of REM sleep control showing the two
populations of neurons, one being REM-off and the other REM-on
in a mutually inhibitory/excitatory relationship. The equations on
which this model was based (the Lotka–Volterra equations)
were first formulated to describe the population numbers in
a predator–prey relationship.
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that the effect of NE on these LDT/PPT cholinergic
neurons was also inhibitory [37]. Moreover, non-
cholinergic, presumably GABAergic, interneurons
are excited by NE [38]; GABAergic interneurons
would act to inhibit cholinergic neurons so providing
another mechanism of inhibition of cholinergic LDT/
PPT neurons by NE. In fact, continuing in vivo studies
have demonstrated that serotonergic and noradrener-
gic inhibitory control of the LDT/PPT REM sleep-
generating region is sufficiently strong to influence
the expression of REM sleep [39, 40].

A later important refinement of the model con-
strained the maximal discharge rate of the REM-off
and REM-on neuronal populations and also included
a parameter to reflect a circadian influence. These
changes, termed the limit cycle model, significantly
improved the model [41, 42]. Figure 4.4 is a simplified
schematic of this model. Initially a descriptive tool
that could demonstrate, for example, how mutually
inhibiting neuronal populations might interact, the
model became a much closer approximation to the
underlying neurophysiology with potential predictive
power. Finally, as noted above, recent neurophysio-
logical data are likely to require eventual extension
of the model to include other GABA-containing
REM-off and REM-on cell fields [14].

Cholinergic–aminergic imbalance in
MDDandassociatedsleepabnormalities
It is evident from the foregoing that a possible explana-
tion for the REM sleep abnormalities observed in
depression is a cholinergic–aminergic imbalance,
i.e., that the monoaminergic inhibitory influence on
the LDT/PPT cholinergic cells is weakened and/or
that the cholinergic drive in the PRF is strengthened.
Such differences would result in a greater propensity
for REM sleep and increased intensity of REM sleep.
Evidence has been established from several studies
over many years that such an imbalance is likely in
depression.

Rodent models, for example, have consistently
suggested that differences in cholinergic and/or
monoaminergic systems can induce behavioral effects
that mimic the symptoms of depression. Thus, the
Flinders sensitive line (FSL) of rats, which express an
increased number of cholinergic muscarinic recep-
tors, were found to show such behavioral differences
as well as to exhibit shorter REM sleep latencies [43,
44], indicating that this marker of depression might
also be caused by a cholinergic abnormality. However,
FSL rats have increased total REM sleep time, which
does not occur in depressed patients [45]. Recently, by

REM-on neurons

LDT/PPT
Cholinergic neurons
Produce REM sleep

REM sleep effector
neurons (RF)

Legend: Excitation Inhibition GABAergic mechanisms

GABA RF
interneurons:
disinhibition

GABA inhibition in REM sleep
(local interneurons and/or

distant source?)

Dorsal raphe – 5 HT
Locus coeruleus – NE

Inhibit REM sleep

REM-off neurons

Feedback inhibition, direct
and via local GABA

interneurons?

Figure 4.4 The reciprocal interaction
model was refined and extended as the
limit cycle model, shown in this simplified
schematic of some of the anatomical and
structural relationships between the
REM-off and REM-on neuronal
populations. The neurochemical identity
of these neuronal populations was
identified and the important influence of
GABAergic inhibition was recognized.
RF ¼ reticular formation. For other
abbreviations see text.
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using the tail suspension test, which has been validated
as revealing antidepressant activity, selective breeding
of mice that were more “helpless” in this test created
another example of a rodent expressing depressive-like
behavior [46]. These mice also show reduced REM
sleep latency as well as a lighter and more fragmented
sleep pattern, and also behave in a more “depressed”
way in other tests such as the forced-swim test.
Interestingly, these mice were found to have decreased
serotoninergic neuronal activity.

Clinical data also support these preclinical results.
For example, Gillin and collaborators found that
many MDD patients had increased sensitivity to
the induction of REM sleep following infusion of
cholinergic agonists [47, 48], suggesting that they
may have a primary cholinergic abnormality. In view
of the equal importance of monoaminergic and cho-
linergic systems in the control of REM sleep, however,
it is possible that a monoamine deficiency is primarily
responsible for the enhanced effectiveness of choli-
nergic agonists in inducing REM sleep in depressed
patients. Alternatively, different subgroups of the dis-
order, for example the atypical–typical groups, could
involve various causative factors to differing degrees.
Hence both ACh and/or monoamine abnormalities
could be present in mood disorders. Considered over-
all, however, the evidence points to a more important
monoaminergic role as the causative factor in depres-
sion in parallel with a similarly more important role
in the control of REM sleep [49]. Thus lessened
monoaminergic inhibition is more likely to lead to
the REM sleep differences observed in MDD.

Monoaminergic abnormalities in depression
A longstanding monoamine theory of depression pro-
poses that a deficiency in monoaminergic activity (NE
and/or 5-HT) is responsible for the occurrence of
some, if not all, types of depression [50, 51]. The
strongest evidence for this thesis comes from the
neurochemical action of the current generation of
drugs that alleviate MDD. A wide range of drugs with
varying mechanisms of action targeting the mono-
amines is now available to treat depression [52].
Importantly, a delay of about two weeks is needed
for their clinical effectiveness to be apparent, and
significant neurochemical effects of these compounds
in preclinical models also appear gradually over a
period that corresponds closely to this delay. For
example, it has been known for many years that

almost all clinically effective tricyclic antidepressants
(TCAs), including the atypical compounds such as
iprindole, which does not inhibit the uptake of mono-
amines acutely, affect NE and 5-HT receptor binding
after chronic administration [53–55]. Furthermore,
the functional relevance of these binding data was
demonstrated by early electrophysiological studies:
chronic, but not acute, administration of TCAs, includ-
ing the atypical compounds, increases the responsive-
ness of monoaminergic neurons to monoamines
administered directly at the cell body level [56, 57].

Initial insight into the mechanism by which anti-
depressants acted at the neuronal level came from a
study that demonstrated increased 5-HT transmis-
sion, but only after two weeks of drug treatment
[58]. The compound tested, zimelidine, a selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), first reduced
5-HT transmission because of depolarization block-
ade but this effect gradually disappeared over the
subsequent two weeks of treatment as 5-HT1A auto-
receptor desensitization occurred. Subsequent work
showed that 5-HT1A autoreceptor desensitization
was also apparent in the action of many different
types of antidepressant and putative antidepressant
drugs. In each case, the increased 5-HT neurotrans-
mission occurred after repeated treatment, though in
some instances after only two or three days of treat-
ment, and thus a shorter time course than the usual
therapeutic response. Most of these compounds
demonstrate affinity for 5-HT receptors and thus
have direct effects on 5-HT neurons, making the
mechanism of their action on 5-HT1A autoreceptor
desensitization and 5-HT neurotransmission under-
standable. But other antidepressants, most notably
bupropion, which shows no significant binding affinity
at any 5-HT receptor, also affected 5-HT neurotrans-
mission accompanied by 5-HT1A autoreceptor desen-
sitization. Clearly, the primary excitatory influence
from these compounds must be extra-serotoninergic.

Rodent behavioral studies had demonstrated
that the effects of bupropion could be inhibited by
prazosin, an adrenergic a1 receptor antagonist [59].
Additionally, the increase in activity of 5-HT neurons
after chronic bupropion administration could not be
observed in NE-lesioned animals [60]. Since 5-HT
neuronal activity can be modulated by NE release in
the raphe via an effect at the adrenergic a1 receptor
[61], this led to the hypothesis that bupropion might
be altering 5-HT neurotransmission through NE
release. Interestingly, a two-week treatment of vagal
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nerve stimulation, which is used clinically as a
treatment for epilepsy but which has also exhibited
consistent mood elevating effects, was found to
increase 5-HT neuronal activity in the rat [62]. This
effect was not associated with 5-HT1A autoreceptor
desensitization, however, but occurred through adre-
nergic a1 receptor activation. Recent data from an
electrophysiological study of the effects of chronic
bupropion have now shown that, in addition to
5-HT1A autoreceptor desensitization and increased
5-HT neurotransmission which occurred within a
few days of the onset of treatment and then remained
for the two-week duration of the study, NE neuronal
activity was also changed by the drug [63]. An initial
decline in the discharge rate of NE cells gradually
recovered over the two-week treatment period and
this was accompanied by desensitization of the adre-
nergic a2 receptor. However, the net effect of the
recovery of NE neuronal activity was to increase
5-HT neurotransmission through NE release and
adrenergic a1 activation in the raphe [63]. Hence in
the case of bupropion, and possibly for other anti-
depressants, a primary effect on NE activation is
translated into increased 5-HT neurotransmission.

In summary, the varying mechanisms of action of
antidepressant drugs indicate a greater complexity
and variety of action than was previously considered.
However, the commonality among them remains the
increased neurotransmission of NE and/or 5-HT
systems. This underlines the continuing importance
of the monoamines in the effective treatment of
mood disorders. Thus, despite limitations in a simple
monoamine deficiency theory of depression, data
still point convincingly to the involvement of mono-
amine systems, albeit at a more sophisticated level of
understanding.

Antidepressant drugs and changes
in REM sleep
The monoamines are also critical for the regulation of
REM sleep and this indicates a possible connection
between the mechanisms of REM sleep and the
neuropathology of depression. In fact, one of the best
predictors of the clinical effectiveness of amitriptyline,
a TCA, in the treatment of depressed patients was
found to be the prolongation of the short latency to
the first REM sleep period [64]. This change to the
REM sleep latency occurred as early as ten days prior
to a clinical response. Essentially all clinically effective

antidepressant treatments, including the TCAs and
monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), have a
marked suppressant effect on REM sleep, and also
induce a characteristic REM sleep rebound when they
are discontinued [65, 66]. Further support for the link
between the mechanisms of REM sleep and depres-
sion comes from a preclinical study of REM sleep
deprivation [67]. Deprivation of REM sleep improves
the symptoms of depression, and with about the same
efficacy as TCAs though the effect does not outlast the
recovery sleep [68]. Importantly, results from the
study by Basheer and colleagues [67] in the rat
showed that REM sleep deprivation increased the
messenger RNA (mRNA) levels of tyrosine hydoxy-
lase (TH) and the norepinephrine transporter (NET)
in the LC. Tricyclic antidepressant treatment also
increases TH and NET mRNA in the LC. REM sleep
deprivation has also been shown to decrease rat
cortical high-affinity binding sites for the antidepres-
sant imipramine [69], with the likely mediating event
being the deprivation-induced increased discharge
rate of monoaminergic neurons. The commonality
of mechanism in the alleviation of mood and REM
sleep control systems thus supports the hypothesis
that the REM sleep abnormalities in MDD are the
result of monoaminergic disturbances.

Predictions from the reciprocal interaction
model and REM sleep in depressives
The limit cycle form of the reciprocal interaction
model has enabled predictions to be made about the
changes in REM sleep that would result from altering
the values of various parameters in the model [33, 42].
This work has provided additional insight into the
factors that might cause the REM sleep differences
that are observed in MDD. For example, the presence
of a factor that replicates a circadian influence has
provided a way to examine how variations in this and
related parameters might affect the REM sleep of
depressives. Thus a phase advance in the propensity
for REM sleep was found to be insufficient to explain
the observed differences in REM sleep in MDD.
Importantly, however, the model has shown that a
more rapid decline in the activity of the REM-off
monoaminergic cell population results in a shorter
latency, larger amplitude, and longer episode duration
of the first bout of REM sleep. This result therefore
replicates to a good approximation the differences in
REM sleep that are observed in MDD patients: the
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larger amplitude of REM sleep produced by the model
can be considered equivalent to a greater intensity of
REM sleep (i.e., REM density). Furthermore, these
changes to REM sleep occur independently of the
circadian time of entry into the first REM sleep bout.

These results suggested that the REM sleep abnor-
malities in MDD patients might be realistically mod-
eled by differences in the discharge activity of the
monoaminergic cell population at sleep onset. This
finding of a reduced monoaminergic influence is
compatible with the neurochemical and neurophysio-
logical differences in MDD patients described above,
as well as the normalization of REM sleep abnormal-
ities by antidepressants. Thus both a qualitative
review of evidence of the relative importance of the
monoaminergic and cholinergic mechanisms in
depression and REM sleep [49] and the subsequent
quantitative modeling [41, 42, 70] have pointed to the
conclusion that the activity of monoaminergic
neurons may be less at sleep onset in MDD patients
than in normal people.

Summary
Several different lines of evidence converge to suggest
that the REM sleep abnormalities that are associated
with MDD are the result of an imbalance in the
cholinergic–monoaminergic control system. Further-
more, a decreased monoaminergic influence at sleep
onset is the most likely explanation for this imbal-
ance. The commonality in the mechanisms of action
of the antidepressant drugs is consistent with this
viewpoint since they increase the effectiveness of the
monoaminergic systems over a time course that is
similar to the delay needed for their clinical efficacy.

Morphological and cellular changes
associated with depression
Recent work has provided evidence of brain morpho-
metric changes associated with both MDD and
animal models of depression. These include changes
in cellular and synaptic structure and in neurogenesis,
especially in the hippocampus [71, 72]. Importantly,
such changes may underlie the cognitive deficits asso-
ciated with MDD, such as the impairment in atten-
tion, memory, and problem solving [73]. Although
the mechanisms that result in these structural and
morphometric changes in the brains of depressed
patients are currently unknown, recent findings

suggest that they could be mediated by the sleep
disturbances that occur in depression. On the basis
of this evidence, we propose that sleep disruption in
MDD might be responsible for at least some of these
effects. That is, that certain brain structural changes
associated with depression are the result of the alter-
ations in sleep observed in this disorder.

In fact, there appears to be a direct relationship
between the degree of sleep abnormality and progno-
sis in depression. For example, abnormalities in the
sleep EEG have been found to be associated with the
severity of clinical symptoms based on the Hamilton
scale [74]. Moreover, there is a correlation between
the extent that delta activity is diminished during
sleep in MDD and a greater recurrence of the disorder
following termination of treatment [75]. This associ-
ation between decreased delta power and MDD is
likely to be particularly significant for future research
into the disorder. The known neurobiology of SWS
can potentially allow physiological and proteomic
measures of the relationship between abnormalities
in delta power and the variables altered in both MDD
and animal models of depression to be explored.

Evidence from studies of adenosine
As noted above, studies have shown that increasing
wakefulness leads to the increased accumulation of BF
adenosine, which in turn progressively inhibits the
wake-active neurons in this region. The result is
greater sleepiness. Interestingly, over prolonged
periods of sleep deprivation or restriction, this inhibi-
tion is further enhanced by an intracellular cascade of
events activated by higher extracellular adenosine
concentrations over longer periods [14]. The outcome
is amplified transcription and translation of adeno-
sine A1 receptors on wake-active neurons, so effect-
ively “resetting the gain” of this homeostatic system,
i.e., inhibition is enhanced for a given level of adenosine.
Moreover, BF proteins associated with the cytoskeleton
and synapse show quantitative and qualitative changes
following sleep deprivation [76], pointing to sleep as a
time of synaptic alteration.

Modeling the disrupted sleep
of the depressed patient
Sleep interruption (SI) studies in rodents are based on
the disruption and fragmentation of sleep so as to
restrict delta sleep (i.e., SWS), increase wakefulness,
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and disturb sleep continuity (Figure 4.5). This
procedure thus mimics some of the features of sleep
in depression without resorting to total sleep depriva-
tion, which, like REM sleep deprivation, actually has
antidepressant properties. Hippocampal slices taken
from the brains of rats after 24 hours of SI demon-
strate a profound depression in long-term potentia-
tion (LTP) [77], an exogenously induced form of
synaptic plasticity in this region, and considered a
model of learning and memory [78] (see Figure 4.6).
This result replicates similar findings reported after
total sleep deprivation [79] and REM sleep deprivation
[80]. Additionally, using the water maze, a spatial
memory task that is dependent on hippocampal

function [81], SI was found to impair acquisition of
spatial memory in comparison with control animals.
Hippocampal synaptic plasticity has been shown to be
sensitive to changes in stress, which can be measured
by plasma corticosterone levels. However, plasma cor-
ticosterone after SI was elevated to the same extent as
that in exercise control (EC) rats that did not show a
reduction in LTP (Figure 4.6) [77]. Hence the increase
in plasma corticosterone after SI was unlikely to be the
cause of the diminished LTP in these animals. The
mechanism of SI-induced changes in LTP and learning
remains unknown, though increasing adenosine levels
in the hippocampus is one possible mechanism.
Importantly, with respect to SI as a model of brain
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Figure 4.5 Delta power (i.e., the
power in the EEG in the 1–4 Hz
frequency band) during wakefulness
is increased during sleep interruption
(SI). Graphs represent the mean
(� SEM, N ¼ 5) delta power for each
hour during the light and dark
phases; the dark phase is marked by
the horizontal bar on the time axis.
(a) SI resulted in a significant increase
in wakefulness delta power
compared with the baseline (BL)
recording. (b) In contrast, the exercise
control (EC) rats exhibited no change
in delta power during wakefulness.
Data from which this figure is derived
have been previously published [77].
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Figure 4.6 Long-term potentiation (LTP) is impaired in hippocampal slices taken from the brains of rats that had been subjected to 24 hours
of sleep interruption (SI). Hippocampal synaptic plasticity was examined in rats after SI and compared with rats from the exercise control
(EC) and cage control (CC) conditions. (a) Data are averaged and plotted in two-minute bins as mean (þSEM) for N ¼ 6 (SI, EC) and N ¼ 8 (CC)
rats. Sleep interruption prevented the appearance of LTP that was observed in both the EC and CC groups. The arrow marks the time at
which tetanic stimulation to induce LTP was applied. (b) In contrast, long-term depression (LTD) was unaffected by SI (N ¼ 6) in this
comparison with CC (N ¼ 6) rats. Long-term depression was induced by five minutes of paired-pulse low-frequency stimulation (PP-LFS).
Data from which this figure is derived have been previously published [77].
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morphometric changes linked to fragmented sleep, SI,
like other animal models of depression, reduces neuro-
genesis in the hippocampal dentate gyrus [82]. Most of
this effect is not due to increased corticosterone.

Summary
Evidence from a range of different studies indicates
that sleep is a time of synaptic change and neuronal
plasticity, processes that might themselves be linked
to brain adaptation during sleep. Modeling the dis-
rupted sleep of the depressed patient has revealed
profound changes to these processes at the hippocam-
pal level in the rat, together with associated behavioral
deficits. This model is thus likely to provide a basis for
studying potential brain morphometric changes that
result from the interrupted sleep of the depressed
patient, while avoiding the potential confounding
antidepressant effects of either REM sleep or total
sleep deprivation.

Depression, the regulation
of bodyweight, and sleep
Depression is typically associated with abnormalities
in bodyweight. As noted above, depressed patients
can be divided into two principal clusters: one group
exhibits weight loss that is associated with reduced
SWS, but the second group of atypical depressives
shows weight gain with increased sleep, including
SWS. We have reviewed the evidence for an altered
balance between central cholinergic and monoami-
nergic systems in the disorder (i.e., with relatively
increased ACh activity and decreased NE/5-HT activ-
ity), and that this imbalance appears sufficient to
explain the basis of the accompanying REM sleep
abnormalities. Furthermore, increased cholinergic
activity may result in decreased delta power during
NREM sleep and thus reduced SWS. This would
follow from the cholinergically mediated relatively
greater depolarization of cortical and thalamic cells
during NREM sleep if ACh activity is higher [21].
Although other symptoms associated with the
disorder, such as reduced drive or motivation or
increased fatigue, could be responsible for body-
weight differences, neurochemical alterations may
also underlie this characteristic of MDD.

For example, 5-HT has consistently been linked
over many years with differences in food intake
and thus an influence on bodyweight [83]. Indeed,

fenfluramine, an SSRI, and sibutramine, a mixed
5-HT and NE reuptake inhibitor, were first recog-
nized as potential anti-obesity agents during their
clinical trials as antidepressants [84]. An important
locus of this serotoninergic action on energy balance
has been identified as being in the hypothalamus,
primarily in the region of the paraventricular nuclei
(PVN) and the ventromedial hypothalamic nuclei
[85], but also in the arcuate nucleus [86]. The inter-
action between 5-HT and energy balance is complex,
however, and the interested reader is referred to a
recent review [86]. But summarized briefly, studies
of the effect of 5-HT on feeding behavior demonstrate
unequivocally that potentiating 5-HT suppresses food
intake. Conversely, 5-HT antagonists and compounds
that decrease the activity of 5-HT systems enhance food
consumption and thus tend to increase bodyweight.
However, as noted above, the evidence from the REM
sleep abnormalities in depressed patients, and from the
mood elevating properties of treatments that enhance
5-HT, suggest that depression is associated with
decreased 5-HT activity. Thus any influence of 5-HT
on the bodyweight abnormalities observed in MDD
would more likely be apparent as a weight gain, assum-
ing similar levels of energy expenditure. This is incom-
patible with the weight loss seen in most depressed
patients. In summary, the bodyweight abnormalities
that are evident in depressed patients are unlikely to be
explicable in terms of 5-HT differences alone.

The first detailed study of the influence of NE on
feeding behavior also identified the PVN as the pri-
mary locus of action of this neurotransmitter [87].
Unlike 5-HT, however, increasing NE stimulates food
intake. In a series of studies over several years,
Leibowitz and her colleagues demonstrated that
this noradrenergic stimulatory effect was mediated
through the a2 receptor [88, 89]. They also confirmed
that the actions of NE and 5-HT on food intake were
primarily localized to the PVN, and in particular, that
they could not be elicited from the lateral hypothal-
amus (LH), another area known to be important for
energy balance [90]. Thus, based on the same
reasoning applied to 5-HT above, the decreased NE
activity associated with depression would result in
decreased appetite, and, especially in combination with
decreased sleep, could be sufficient to explain the loss
of bodyweight in the majority of depressed patients.

Although it is therefore feasible that the loss in
weight that accompanies MDD is directly related
to an underlying decrease in NE activity, this
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neurotransmitter imbalance appears insufficient to
explain the weight gain observed in atypical depres-
sion. Furthermore, the monoamines principally affect
feeding behavior and have less effect on other aspects
of energy balance, in particular metabolic status. The
latter is another critical component in the mainten-
ance of bodyweight since it is coupled not only to
food intake but also to energy expenditure, for
example as activity. Knowledge of the mechanisms
of energy balance was recently expanded with the
discovery of two hypothalamic neuropeptides, orexin
(i.e., hypocretin) and melanin-concentrating hor-
mone (MCH), that are implicated in metabolic status
and feeding behavior [91, 92]. Importantly, they
also modulate sleep, in particular REM sleep [93, 94].
The neurons containing these neuropeptides project
widely throughout the neuraxis (Figure 4.7). Inter-
estingly, the cell bodies of the two systems are inde-
pendent yet closely intermingled and localized
around the perifornical hypothalamus and LH
[95, 96]. Their projections also exhibit considerable
overlap and innervate many of the areas that are
known to be involved in the control of sleep and
wakefulness, including the DRN, the LC, and the
LPD/PPT region.

Orexin
The LH had been identified as critical for energy
balance in early studies in which the area was lesioned
to produce a hypophagic syndrome. Thus, when
orexin was found uniquely localized to cell bodies in
and around the LH, the neuropeptide was initially
believed to be involved only in the mechanisms of
feeding and metabolic status [92]. The subsequent
discovery that the absence of the neuropeptide
resulted in narcolepsy, a disabling sleep disorder,
was unexpected [93]. The interested reader is referred
to extensive reviews of the disorder and potential
mechanisms by which the absence of orexin causes
narcolepsy (e.g., [97–99]). Importantly, in defining
these mechanisms, orexin was found to have excita-
tory effects in the LC and raphe nuclei as well as on
ventral tegmental dopamine neurons, a likely com-
ponent of reward and motivation circuitry [100, 101].
These results thus implicated orexin in the modula-
tion of systems that control REM sleep and/or have
been linked with a defining symptom of depression.
In fact, narcolepsy is associated with a highly signifi-
cant reduction in the latency to REM sleep, to the
extent that direct transitions from wakefulness to
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Figure 4.7 This schematic of a sagittal section from a rodent brain displays the overlap and concordance of the projections throughout the
neuraxis of the orexin- (thin arrows) and MCH- (thick arrows) containing neurons. Cell bodies for both systems are located primarily in the
lateral hypothalamus [130]. For abbreviations see text and the legend for Figure 4.2.
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REM sleep occur [99]. Since a reduction in REM sleep
latency is also an important characteristic of sleep
in depression, decreased orexinergic cell activity
was hypothesized as a potential factor in the patho-
genesis of MDD [102]. Evidence in favor of this
hypothesis was obtained. For example, increased
orexin levels were noted in the cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) of rats following REM sleep deprivation, pro-
viding a potential mechanism by which REM sleep
deprivation could enhance mood [103]. Furthermore,
when compared with normal controls, the circadian
variation of CSF orexin levels of depressed patients is
damped, also potentially implicating orexin in mood
regulation [102]. However, in this study the average
24-hour level of orexin in CSF was not affected in the
patient population, indicating that reduced orexin-
ergic cell activity was unlikely to be causative for the
disorder, at least in the small group of patients tested.
In another preclinical study, Wistar–Kyoto rats, con-
sidered a potential rodent model of depression
because of their reduced REM sleep latency, were
found to have fewer orexinergic immunoreactive cell
bodies in the LH [104].

Tricyclic antidepressants, including imipramine
and chlorimipramine, have been used to treat REM
sleep abnormalities in narcolepsy for many years, and
depression is frequently associated with narcolepsy
[105]. Rye and colleagues, for example, reported that
a narcoleptic patient with atypical depression was
successfully treated with bupropion with the symp-
toms of both disorders being alleviated by the drug
treatment [106]. However, as the authors noted, this
study actually supports the differentiation of narco-
lepsy and depression because the positive effects of
the bupropion treatment occurred rapidly without
chronic administration. This indicated that the symp-
toms of depression were likely the result of narcolepsy
rather than a separate nosological entity. Further-
more, chronic bupropion treatment did not alter
mean CSF orexin levels in the study of damped orexin
rhythm noted above, despite effective treatment of the
depressive symptoms in these patients [102].

Taken together therefore, these findings provide
little support for the hypothesis of a direct relation-
ship between altered orexin functionality and the
pathogenesis of MDD, even if many narcoleptics pre-
sent with the symptoms of depression. In fact, rating
of the depression associated with narcolepsy has dem-
onstrated that only about 25% of these patients
have mild clinical depression or MDD, making the

association less conclusive [107]. Even the shortened
REM sleep latency, which first led to the hypothesis of
a mechanistic link between depression and narco-
lepsy, exhibits important differences when examined
more closely [108]. For example, the distributions of
REM latency are significantly different between the
two populations. In narcolepsy there is a bimodal
distribution, with REM sleep initiated either immedi-
ately following sleep onset or after at least 60 minutes.
In contrast, in MDD, REM sleep occurs primarily
between 1 and 60 minutes after sleep onset [108].

Another important symptom of narcolepsy, how-
ever, is daytime sleepiness, frequently associated with
lethargy and fatigue [99]. This is similar to the fatigue
and sleepiness seen in depressives and, even if the
underlying causative factors are different, both dis-
orders are responsive to wakefulness promoting
agents, including psychostimulants and modafinil
[11]. Modafinil, in particular, is effective in narco-
lepsy and is used clinically, although currently
off-label, to treat the fatigue and sleepiness that
accompanies depression, whether symptomatic of
the disorder itself or as a side effect of the antidepres-
sant therapy. For example, several studies have
reported that modafinil is effective in alleviating
fatigue and excessive sleepiness as an adjunctive ther-
apy with SSRIs in depression [109–111]. Importantly,
this extends to significantly improved mood with the
combined therapy over that achieved with the SSRI
alone, a result which might reflect reduced sleepiness
but also could relate to the underlying neuropathol-
ogy in depression. Unfortunately, despite intense
research in recent years and the identification of pos-
sible mechanisms of action of modafinil, the relevance
of this effect of the drug to the neuropathology of
depression remains unknown. Hence the clinical find-
ings with modafinil as an adjunctive treatment do not
yet provide additional insight into depression, other
than in a negative sense. For example, modafinil does
not act through the orexin system [112]. Hence orexin
is unlikely to be implicated in the neuropathology
of depression as a result of the improvement in
depressive symptoms seen with modafinil.

Melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH)
The neuropeptide MCH is expressed in neurons with
cell bodies closely intermingled with those that exhibit
orexin immunoreactivity in the LH [95]. Melanin-
concentrating hormone and orexin are not colocalized
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within the same neurons, however, though their
projections show remarkable concordance and overlap
throughout the neuraxis (Figure 4.7). The likely
importance of MCH in energy homeostasis was iden-
tified prior to the discovery of orexin when MCH gene
expression was found to be upregulated in the ob/ob
mouse, a leptin-deficient model that exhibits an obese
phenotype [113]. Generation of the MCH knockout
(MCH–/–) mouse, which is hypophagic and lean, sub-
sequently showed that MCHwas important for energy
expenditure as well as the initiation of feeding [114].
Interestingly, the MCH–/– mouse was considered
behaviorally normal in other respects at the time of
its initial characterization and it was only when these
mice were tested under fasting conditions that a
notable hyperactivity was revealed (Figure 4.8a) [94].

Intracerebroventricular injection of MCH
enhances sleep [115], but a specific link between
MCH and REM sleep was first indicated by the
increased activity of MCH neurons during this state
[116]. Subsequently, MCH-1 receptor antagonists
were found to decrease sleep, including REM sleep
[117], but paradoxically, a mouse with the gene for
the MCH-1 receptor deleted expresses increased REM
sleep [118]. MCH-1 is the only MCH receptor
expressed in the mouse, so in principle the MCH-1
receptor knockout mouse should also have the same
phenotype as the MCH–/– mouse. However, that is
not the case and the apparent complexity of the

relationship between MCH and REM sleep was
revealed by a recent study of the MCH–/– mouse
[94]. These mice, when normally fed, expressed essen-
tially the same REM sleep as wild-type mice, both in
terms of the total time spent in the state and the
distribution and duration of REM sleep bouts. But
under conditions of fasting, REM sleep was pro-
foundly reduced in the MCH–/– genotype, an effect
that was significantly greater than that observed in
wild-type mice both in terms of time spent in the state
and bout duration (Figure 4.8b and 4.8c). In contrast,
NREM sleep was similarly reduced in both geno-
types during fasting. Clearly,MCH–/– mice responded
abnormally to fasting: REM sleep was dysregulated
and they become hyperactive. Furthermore, this did
not reflect a general inability to deal with exogenous
stress since these mice responded unexceptionally to
sleep deprivation.

In summary, MCH may be implicated in the
regulation of sleep, particularly REM sleep, and it also
plays a role in energy balance. The combination of
these two factors was recently demonstrated unex-
pectedly during clinical trials of a drug being
developed as a potential anti-obesity treatment. In
this trial of a novel MCH-1 antagonist (NGD-4715),
the compound was administered to healthy, obese
subjects under a restricted caloric diet. Under these
conditions, half the subjects reported vivid dreams
and sleep disturbances, which did not occur when
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Figure 4.8 MCH–/– mice respond abnormally to fasting when compared with wild-type mice in terms of hyperactivity in an open field
and reduction in REM sleep time. Bars represent cumulative totals (mean þ SEM) over 24 hours of (a) distance travelled in the open field (cm);
(b) total time spent in REM sleep (minutes); (c) mean REM sleep episode duration (minutes). Graphs (b) and (c) demonstrate that wild-type
mice adapt to the fasting condition with a smaller reduction in REM sleep time, combined with a partially compensating increase in REM
sleep mean bout duration. An asterisk denotes a significant difference between the genotypes. Data from which this figure is derived have
been previously published [94].
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subjects were placed on a high-calorie diet. In fact, the
sleep reports from the subjects under caloric restric-
tion are reminiscent of those that are described
during REM sleep rebound, or increased need for
REM sleep [119, 120]. In the current context we note,
possibly coincidentally, that effective antidepressant
drugs induce a rebound in REM sleep when they are
discontinued.

It is intriguing that MCH has also been shown to
affect mood and anxiety in typical rodent models,
though these data are conflicting and remain contro-
versial at this time. Anxiolytic effects, for example,
have been observed under conditions of both
increased and decreased MCH signaling [121, 122].
Furthermore, in another recent study, four different
MCH-1 receptor antagonists were examined in the rat
forced-swim and mouse tail suspension tests, both
measures of learned helplessness and considered valid
indicators of potential antidepressant activity [123].
No evidence of antidepressant efficacy was found. In
contrast, when C57Bl/6 mice were exposed to chronic
mild stress (CMS) for five weeks, MCH-1 receptor
gene expression was upregulated in the hippocampus
[124]. Chronic mild stress has been shown to induce
anhedonia in rodents and mimic some of the behav-
ioral and neurochemical correlates of a depressive-
like state. Furthermore, chronic fluoxetine, adminis-
tered after completion of the CMS paradigm, reversed
both the upregulation of MCH-1 gene expression and
the depressive-like behavior in these mice. Behavioral
tests of anxiolytic activity in MCH-1 knockout mice
were also conducted in this study and these mice
exhibited reduced anxiety. Interestingly, however,
when the MCH-1 knockout mice were tested in
forced-swim and tail suspension tests only the female
mice in this cohort showed antidepressant activity,
and the male mice did not [124].

This is a remarkable finding, which the authors
suggested may have relevance to the increased inci-
dence of depression in women, who are twice as likely
to develop MDD [125]. Roy and colleagues [124]
also analyzed the pattern of results in detail and
concluded that noradrenergic neurotransmission
could be increased in the female MCH-1 knockout
mice, though no explanation of any potential causa-
tive mechanism was offered. Another difference
between male and female rodents in the expression
of MCH has been reported, however, and this finding
may be relevant here [126]. In the original description
of MCH-containing cell bodies and projections in rat

brain, a few cells with MCH immunostaining were
noted in the PRF, an area that we have described as
being important for REM sleep [95]. In the recent study,
Rondini and colleagues [126] re-examined and
confirmed this result but also found additional MCH-
containing cell bodies in the caudal LDT, adjacent to the
previously described PRF area, but only in female rats.
These immunostained cells in the LDT were not
observed in the males. Furthermore, these MCH-
containing cells in the LDT of the females also stained
for the GABA processing enzyme, glutamic acid decar-
boxylase [126]. Hence these neurons, which colocalize
MCH and GABA, may be identical to those in this area
of the pons that are implicated in themutual interaction
between cholinergic and monoaminergic cell popula-
tions during REM sleep. Alternatively this MCH-
containing group of neurons could modulate REM
sleep as part of an extended REM-on cell field [127].

Although it is premature to speculate on the pos-
sibility that MCH abnormalities might be involved in
depression, it is conceivable that reduced MCH activ-
ity is associated with the disorder. Furthermore,
increased MCH neurotransmission could underlie
the pattern of symptoms seen in atypical depression.
Certainly the convergent evidence from the effects of
MCH on anxiety, mood, and sleep in rodents is
potentially important. And it is relevant that the
neuropeptide is apparently expressed in neurons in
the PRF (and the LDT in female rats) that have been
closely linked with the mechanisms of an underlying
neurochemical imbalance in depression. However, the
lack of consistency in the rodent behavioral studies
remains a difficulty with this hypothesis. Background
strain effects may be important, as well as sex differ-
ences for some of the studies. The relevance of meta-
bolic status should also be emphasized. This is
because of the large differences in behavior and sleep
in MCH–/– mice once food is withdrawn (Figure 4.8),
together with the results from the clinical trial of
NGD-4715 under caloric restriction. Finally, an addi-
tional complicating factor must be noted. The prepro-
MCH gene that is deleted in the MCH–/– mouse
encodes not only the MCH sequence, but also two
other sequences, neuropeptide EI (NEI) and NGE
[128]. Neuropeptide EI is extensively colocalized with
MCH, probably throughout the projection system,
and is known to have behavioral effects, at least when
locally administered in the hypothalamus of female
rats [129]. There is little other published work on
NEI, but some of the phenotypic differences in sleep
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and behavior between the MCH–/– mouse and the
MCH-1 receptor knockout might be due to the lack
of NEI in the former model.

Summary and conclusions
The sleep abnormalities associated with MDD have
been well characterized and are observed sufficiently
frequently that they can be used as a marker. In
reviewing these abnormalities, we have noted that
evidence has accrued over many years in support of
the hypothesis that an imbalance between monoami-
nergic and cholinergic systems could underlie the
neurochemical pathophysiology in the disorder. We
have also considered research into MDD from the
point of view that considers the sleep disruption asso-
ciated with depression as a causative factor for the
structural brain changes that are associated with the
disorder. This approach may provide additional
insight and potential new treatments.

Significant bodyweight dysregulation also occurs in
MDD in conjunction and correlated with the differ-
ences in sleep, and theseweight changes are not entirely
explicable in terms of a monoaminergic–cholinergic
imbalance. Despite the established link between the
monoamines and feeding behavior, metabolic data
suggest that a more fundamental dysregulation of
energy balance may be associated with MDD. Two
hypothalamic neuropeptides, orexin and MCH, are
important for the regulation of metabolic status and
also influence sleep, in particular REM sleep. Hypoth-
eses have been proposed to link these neuropeptides
with the etiology of depression, and it is possible,
though unlikely, that orexin pathophysiology might
cause mood disorder. In contrast, increasing evidence
has recently become available to suggest that differ-
ences in MCH activity could change the balance
between aminergic and cholinergic systems, alter
REM sleep, and affect bodyweight regulation.
Although speculative, data from rodent sleep and
behavioral studies, anatomy, molecular genetics, and
initial clinical trials of a MCH-1 receptor antagonist
converge to link MCH with depression.

Future studies with this neuropeptide and other
related neurochemical systems involved in body-
weight regulation could therefore be relevant for
research into the mechanisms of depression. The
study of sleep remains not only an essential way to
understand the disorder but also potentially a critical
step in the development of new therapies.
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Chapter

5 Neurobiology of insomnia

Joëlle Adrien and Lucile Garma

Introduction
Insomnia is the most frequent of sleep disorders,
but its physiopathology remains largely unknown.
Recently, major breakthroughs have brought novel
insights in the field of sleep research, at both the
basic and clinical levels. Conducted notably by using
molecular biology, cellular physiology, functional
imagery, and cognitive approach, these studies allow
proposal of new hypotheses addressing the neurobiol-
ogy of insomnia.

Here, we will focus on deciphering the simil-
arities and differences between the diverse types of
insomnias, and in particular psychophysiological
insomnia (or primary insomnia, PI) that affects,
using stringent diagnostic criteria, about 1 to 3%
of the general population, and insomnia associa-
ted with major depression (MDDI) that affects 6 to
10% with an almost two-fold increased incidence in
women compared to men [1, 2, 3]. Each of these
types is associated with clinical signs, biological
traits, and physiopathological features that will be
detailed. Some of these characteristics are common
to both types of insomnia whereas others are spe-
cific of either one.

The neurobiological approach to insomnia relies
on a model of sleep–wakefulness regulations that
can be schematized as interactions between four
main systems: those controlling wakefulness and
sleep initiation that are organized as a sleep–wake
“flip-flop” switch, and those regulating non-rapid
eye movement sleep (NREM) and REM sleep that
interact as another switch. Insomnia is sympto-
matic of an imbalance between these various
partners.

Features common to primary insomnia
and to insomnia associated with
major depression
These features concern the mechanisms of transition
from wakefulness to sleep rather than those of sleep
processes themselves.

From wakefulness to sleep
Sleep–wakefulness regulations depend on two main
systems that alternatively induce waking or sleep: the
sleep–wake “switch” [4]. These systems are schema-
tized in Figure 5.1. It should be noted that these
regulations depend also on biological clocks, but these
will not be described herein.

The main systems controlling wakefulness
These systems correspond to structures that are inter-
connected but whose hierarchical organization is still
largely unknown. Schematically, they involve broadly
distributed neurotransmitter systems:

Cholinergic systems in the pontine reticular
formation and basal nuclei play a primary role in
cortical activation, i.e., the low-amplitude fast
frequencies of the EEG signal. Their influences
are transmitted also through glutamatergic
systems, the major network underlying cortical
activation and behavioral arousal [5].

The noradrenergic system in the locus coeruleus is
involved in cortical activation and behavioral
arousal, essentially by global stimulation of
vigilance.

Sleep and Mental Illness, eds. S. R. Pandi-Perumal and M. Kramer. Published by Cambridge University Press.
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The dopaminergic system (substantia nigra and
ventral tegmental area) is essential in cortical/
behavioral wakefulness and cognitive functions [5].

The histaminergic system in the posterior
hypothalamus sends afferents to all other
waking systems, as well as to sleep-initiating
structures [6]. It is involved mainly in the
cognitive component of wakefulness [7].

The hypocretins (or orexins) are the most recently
identified sleep-related peptides. They play a
role in stimulating wakefulness, essentially its
behavioral (motor) component [8], through
activation of other waking systems. Hypocretins
facilitate stabilization of behavioral states
and are also involved in appetite and
neuroendocrine controls [9, 10].

The stress system, notably the corticotropin
releasing hormone (CRH), also participates
significantly in facilitating wakefulness.
In particular, CRH enhances vigilance by
stimulating wakefulness structures in the
brainstem (notably through cortisol acting at

glucocorticoid receptors on noradrenergic and
serotonergic neurons) and forebrain, as well as
autonomic-related systems in the brainstem and
spinal cord [11]. Conversely, sleep loss results in
cortisol increase [12].

Two other systems are part of the wakefulness
network but they behave differently from the former
ones; schematically, their activity during wakefulness
contributes to building up the sleep pressure:

The serotoninergic system, originating in the
raphe nuclei, is involved in the processes of sleep
initiation possibly through facilitation
of peptidergic sleep mechanisms [13].

Adenosine accumulates during wakefulness, in
relation to the energy demand. It secondarily
induces sleepiness through inhibition of the waking
systems, by notably inhibiting acetylcholine release
in the basal forebrain through A1 receptors [14].
Blockade of these adenosine receptors (by caffeine)
prevents this inhibiting action [15] and thus
increases alertness.

Wakefulness–Sleep

Wake-promoting systems

Sleep-promoting systems

Sleep-active neurons
VLPO

GABA
galanin

adenosine

HPA system 
CRH 

cortisol 

Decreased sleep pressure in MDD insomnia

Increased wake pressure in primary insomnia

Sleep onset
insomnia

A2AR-mediated
inhibition

Sleep onset 
insomnia  

Sleep onset 
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Increased sensitivity
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Dorsal raphe 
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Figure 5.1 The waking (on top) and sleep-inducing (bottom) systems develop mutually inhibitory interactions. The alternative expression of
wakefulness or sleep depends on a “flip-flop” switch (right) whose functioning mode reduces transitional states and state fragmentation.
Hypocretin and adenosine participate in the latter processes. In insomnia, the switch tends to remain in the upward position due to
hyperactivity of the waking systems (essentially in PI) or hypoactivity of the sleep-inducing systems (essentially in MDDI). Sleep misperception
could be accounted for by the lack of contrast between waking and sleep, resulting from the reduced amplitude of the switch oscillation.
Thin arrows represent excitation and bars represent inhibition between structures. Large arrows and text in italics summarize the dysfunctions
that would account for the various symptoms of insomnia.
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Systems promoting sleep
To date, the main system known to promote sleep
is located in the anterior hypothalamus. It comprises
the ventrolateral preoptic area (VLPO) and adjacent
part of the basal forebrain. This “sleep inducing”
system contains GABAergic [16] and galaninergic
[17] inhibitory neurons that send projections to most
arousal structures. Adenosine would facilitate the acti-
vation of these neurons [18] through A2A adenosinergic
receptors [19]. Serotonin also excites these neurons
together with participating in increasing the sleep
pressure [19].

The sleep–wake flip-flop switch
There is mutual inhibition between the VLPO and the
major waking systems, which operates according to a
“flip-flop” circuit [4]. This system generates two pos-
sible stable states (wakefulness or sleep), with mini-
mization of intermediate states through modulation
by hypocretins (wakefulness) and adenosine (sleep)
that both stabilize behavioral states.

The transition to sleep depends on a homeostatic
drive related to the sleep pressure that depends on the
accumulation of sleep inducing/promoting factors
[20] such as adenosine [19], vasoactive intestinal poly-
peptide [13], or cytokines [21]. Among these influ-
ences, the best known is that of adenosine at the level
of VLPO and basal forebrain where it promotes the
transitions from wakefulness to sleep [19].

This flip-flop switch represents the wake–sleep
(day–night) contrast, a requirement for optimal func-
tioning. Impairment of this sleep–wake switch by
either hyperactivity of the arousal systems or hypoac-
tivity of the sleep-promoting systems will induce
insomnia.

Impairment of the sleep–wake switch
Clinical aspects
Both PI and MDDI share most of the classical com-
plaints of insomnia, i.e., problems with falling asleep,
waking up several times during the night, having
difficulties going back to sleep, and feeling of insuffi-
cient and/or non-restorative sleep. In addition, the
homeostatic regulation of sleep in insomniac patients
is poorly efficient, with lack of recovery sleep after
sleep loss that adds to the exhaustion feeling, and
reinforces sleep-related anxiety [22].

Polysomnographic recordings indicate major
sleep fragmentation, and frequent awakenings with

notably in PI increased episodes of wakefulness after
sleep onset (WASO) [23], and inMDDI early morning
awakenings. These impairments are associated with
sympathetic hyperactivity such as increased heart rate
and elevated rectal temperature [24]. The HPA system
is hyperactive, with an increase in adrenocorticotropic
hormone (ACTH) and cortisol secretion notably
during the evening and the first part of the night,
a positive correlation between the cortisol level and
time awake, and an exaggerated corticotropin-releasing
factor (CRF) response to stress [25].

The EEG signal is impaired with either an increase
of rapid EEG frequencies in the beta-1 frequency range
(14–20 Hz) or a decrease of activity in the slow delta
range (0.5–2.5 Hz) [2, 23, 24]. In parallel, whole-brain
glucose metabolism is enhanced [26], notably during
NREM sleep in the pontine tegmentum and thalamo-
cortical networks in correlation with WASO [27].

Neurobiology
The neurobiological processes that underlie these
alterations involve dysfunction of the sleep–wake
switch with hyperactivity of the wakefulness networks
or hypoactivity of the systems promoting sleep in PI
and MDDI, respectively [28].

Hyperactivity of the wakefulness systems

This is observed in both PI and MDDI, but more
pronounced in the former, thus preventing sleep
onset even though sleep promoting systems are not
necessarily altered.

Hyperarousal is expressed at somatic, metabolic,
electroencephalographic, and cognitive levels. It is
one of the main physiopathological substrates of PI
and it persists all along the 24 hour-period. This
hyperarousal around sleep onset, illustrated by the
increased power of rapid EEG bands and reduced
delta activity [29], could account for the difficulties
in initiating sleep. In the same manner, hyperarousal
during the whole night, illustrated by the decreased
contrast between fast and slowEEGfrequencies [23, 24],
might account for WASO and the feeling of light,
unrefreshing sleep, as well as for the sleep misper-
ception that affects most insomniac patients.

Besides enhanced glucose metabolism in the
brain, the mechanisms underlying such hyperarousal
could involve the glutamatergic system [30], and the
cholinergic network notably through adenosine: in fact,
insomniacs exhibit hypersensitivity to caffeine [15],
suggesting that their adenosine metabolism or
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adenosinergic receptors would be upregulated. The
HPA axis activation, illustrated by the increase of
ACTH and cortisol release [31] and the enhancement
of catecholamine metabolism [32], contributes to such
increased tone of the wakefulness systems. In turn, the
HPA axis stimulates histaminergic [33] and hypocreti-
nergic [34] neurotransmissions, two of the major wake-
promoting systems [5].

Hypoactivity of the sleep systems

In MDDI, the sleep–wake switch is altered mainly
through a deficit in the sleep promoting systems.
Comparatively to PI, MDDI is associated with a larger
deficit in EEG synchronization [2] notably in the delta
band [23], and decreased glucose metabolism in the
basal ganglia and frontal cortex [35]. This could be
accounted for by hypoactivity of the GABAergic
system in the VLPO and basal forebrain, and by a
deficit in adenosine processes [36]. In addition, a
reduced serotonergic neurotransmission at VLPO
level, together with the decrease of adenosine, could
participate in the relative lack of sleep pressure.
Indeed, a reduction of serotonergic neurotransmis-
sion is observed in depressed patients and in animal
models of this pathology [37], and the inhibition of
serotonin synthesis induces a depression relapse [38]
associated with insomnia [39]. These adenosinergic
and serotonergic impairments could underlie notably
the difficulties in initiating sleep and the sleep
fragmentation.

Thus, common mechanisms underlying PI and
MDDI concern an alteration of the sleep–wake flip-
flop switch, with enhanced wakefulness processes in PI
and decreased sleep-promoting processes in MDDI.

Insomnia in major depression
is associated with impairments
of the sleep architecture
Insomnia is one of the main symptoms of major
depressive episodes. Schematically, the mechanisms
accounting for this disorder would concern essentially
the systems generating NREM, notably slow-wave
sleep (SWS), and REM sleep (Figure 5.2).

Neurobiology of NREM and REM sleep
The processes leading to alternation of NREM and
REM sleep depend on a second flip-flop switch that

involves structures regulating respectively each of
these states [40].

NREM sleep mechanisms are still largely unknown.
Schematically, slow EEG rhythms are generated in
thalamo-cortical networks under conditions of
GABAergic activation and cholinergic
disinhibition [41]. GABAergic neurons of the basal
forebrain play a key role in this process. They
inhibit both locally the cholinergic, and distally the
histaminergic and orexinergic neurons, all three
systems known to be essential for maintaining
cortical arousal [5]. These GABAergic neurons
also project directly to cortical areas, and exhibit
reduced activity during fast EEG frequencies and
enhanced firing during delta slow oscillations [42].
Adenosine would facilitate these processes,
notably the synchronized activity of deep SWS
according to a homeostatic drive [14, 43].

REM sleep regulatory mechanisms, which have been
revisited recently, depend on complex reciprocal
interactions between various neuronal networks,
and can be schematized as follows [14, 40].

Basic structures in the brainstem contain neurons
responsible for the production of REM sleep.
Schematically, they comprise mutually inhibitory
REM-executive (REM-on) and REM-suppressive
(REM-off) systems [14, 40, 44, 45].

REM-on systems are active during the whole
REM phase, and are composed of essentially GABA-
ergic (peri coeruleus, PC; dorsal paragigantocellular
nucleus, DPGI), mixed GABAergic/glutamatergic
(sub-laterodorsal nucleus, SLD), and glutamatergic
(pontine reticular formation, PRF) structures. They
are considered as the actual REM sleep generator areas.
In parallel, cholinergic neurons in the pontine tegmen-
tum (laterodorsal, LDT and pedunculopontine teg-
mentum, PPT) are also REM-on structures, but they
modulate rather than generate the REM state [46].

REM-off systems are quiescent during the whole
REM sleep phase. They comprise mainly GABAergic
or mixed GABAergic/glycinergic neuronal groups
(lateral pontine tegmentum, LPT; ventrolateral peri-
acqueducal gray, vlPAG). Other systems such as the
serotonergic (DRN) and noradrenergic (LC) neuronal
groups act as a parallel modulatory REM-off system.

These REM-on and REM-off structures at the
brainstem level function like a flip-flop system, with
notably mutually inhibitory GABAergic areas [46].
In addition, the switch to a REM or NREM state is
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Figure 5.2 The networks involved in the regulation of NREM sleep (top left) are located in the VLPO and basal forebrain. These two
systems exert a GABAergic and galaninergic tonic inhibitory drive on most of the waking structures, and notably on the histaminergic neurons
in the posterior hypothalamus. Synchronized waves in the cortex are generated within GABAergic and glutamatergic thalamo-cortical
systems (top) under the facilitatory influence of the basal forebrain through notably adenosine. The REM sleep state (bottom right) depends on
interactions between REM-on/executive and REM-off/inhibiting systems, involving primarily GABAergic systems. The silencing of REM-off
structures, notably under the influence of MCH neurons in the lateral hypothalamus and of GABA/galanine neurons in the VLPO, induces a
disinhibition of REM-on systems, and thus the expression of REM sleep. In MDDI, the profound impairments of the sleep architecture can be
accounted for by the same neurobiological deficits as those involved in the mood alteration. These are mainly: (1) Functional deficit of
serotonergic/noradrenergic and enhancement of cholinergic systems, as well as decrease of the histaminergic tone. These imbalances
facilitate REM-on mechanisms and thus increase the REM sleep “pressure”. (2) Reduction of the adenosine- and GABA-related processes would
account for the decrease of SWS and of EEG delta activity. Same symbols as in Figure 5.1.
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influenced by structures localized more rostrally in
the brain.

Modulatory structures in the hypothalamus are
thought to regulate the alternate activation of
REM-on or REM-off systems. It is the hypothalamic
neurons expressing the melanin concentrating hor-
mone that facilitate REM sleep through inhibition of
REM-on structures [47]. Conversely, REM sleep is
inhibited by the hypocretinergic system, in the poster-
olateral hypothalamus, through activation of REM-off
structures [14], and by the histaminergic system, in
the posterior hypothalamus, through inhibition of
REM-on structures [7].

Differences between PI and MDDI
are related to impairment of internal
sleep organization
Clinical aspects
As we have seen above, in both types of insomnias
patients suffer from frequent waking episodes during
the night, but the early morning awakenings are most
characteristic of MDDI, and even constitute a clinical
marker of this pathology. Furthermore, in contrast to
PI, MDDI is associated with deep alteration of the
sleep architecture. In particular, SWS is almost absent
at the beginning of the sleep period while REM sleep
latency is reduced, and REM time is increased during
the first part of the night together with enhancement
in the density of rapid eye movements [48].

Regarding the EEG signal, MDDI is associated
with an impairment of essentially delta activity: its
power is decreased or delta waves are abnormally
distributed across the sleep period, with a dramatic
decline in the second part of the sleep period, and an
inter-hemispheric asymmetry increased during all
sleep states [23]. These alterations are more pro-
nounced in women than in men, which is in favour
of gender differences in the physiopathology of
depression [49].

Neurobiology: slow-wave sleep in MDDI
The SWS deficit and reduced activity of the delta
frequency range in depressed patients would be
accounted for by at least the following alterations.
The first one concerns the GABAergic/glutamatergic
systems, one of the main actors of thalamo-cortical
synchronization/desynchronization: GABA levels in
the cortex are decreased while those of glutamate are

enhanced [30]. This imbalance would underlie notably
the lack of contrast between high- and low-frequency
EEG rhythms during the whole night [23]. Second, a
deficit in adenosine has been evidenced in depressed
patients [36] that could also participate in the decrease
of EEG delta activity [14, 50]. Finally, the serotonergic
system is affected, with notably a hypersensitivity of
5-HT2 receptors [37] that would lead primarily to
reducing the amounts of SWS [51]. In fact, anti-
depressants with antagonistic properties at 5-HT2

receptors are the most efficient to restore SWS [52].
Altogether, the neurobiological deficits leading to

a decrease in NREM sleep and associated delta activity
would account for the sleep fragmentation and the
feeling of non-restorative sleep, while the abnormal
distribution of EEG delta waves and their rapid
decline in the second part of the night might underlie
the early morning awakenings.

REM sleep in MDDI
Schematically, major depression is associated with a
global increase in cholinergic [53] and decrease in ser-
otonergic and noradrenergic [38] neurotransmissions.
Indeed, the REM sleep susceptibility to cholinergic
agents is enhanced in depressed patients [54, 55].
Conversely, the serotonergic tone is reduced, through
altered sensitivity of 5-HT2 and 5-HT1A receptors [56],
as well as functional impairment of the serotonin trans-
porter [57] notably in relation with estrogens [58].

Altogether, these alterations generate an imbal-
ance between REM-on and REM-off systems that
results in an enhanced REM sleep pressure illustrated
by the reduced REM sleep latency and the increased
density of rapid eye movements during the first REM
periods [48].

Other dysfunctional systems might also account
for these anomalies. Such is the case of hypocretin,
whose levels and cirdadian oscillations are impaired
in depressed patients [59]; of histamine with H1
receptors hyposensitivity [38]; or of melanin concen-
trating hormone since antagonists at type 1 receptors
have an antidepressant action [60, 61]. All these def-
icits will tend to induce a disinhibition of REM-on
systems and in turn a facilitation of REM sleep.

Conclusion
Recent studies allow better characterization of
primary insomnia versus insomnia associated with
major depression. In primary insomnia, the underlying
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processes address essentially the interactions between
wake- and sleep-promoting systems, i.e., an imbal-
ance in the sleep–wake flip-flop switch. Sleep is
difficult to initiate, and cannot be stabilized due to
continuous underlying hyperarousal. According to
this view, sleep mechanisms are not primarily
altered but sleep is impaired due to intruding
waking processes inside the sleep period: PI would
be primarily a disorder of hyperarousal.

In contrast in MDD insomnia, even though it
shares with PI the sleep–wake balance alteration
that induces common difficulties in initiating sleep
and frequent awakenings, the main characteristic
concerns the sleep organization itself. The mechan-
isms that underlie the impairments of NREM/SWS
and even more of REM sleep are similar to those
accounting for some symptoms of depression [37].
Insomnia is not a “cause” or a “consequence” of
major depression, and contrary to common opin-
ion, one is not “depressed because of poor sleep”.
The reverse even occurs in 60% of depressed
patients whose mood is improved after one night
of sleep deprivation [37]. Thus, both disorders
would be the expression of common physiopatho-
logical mechanisms. In turn, the fact that insomnia
is often the first sign of a major depression or of a
depressive relapse [1, 3, 62, 63] should be viewed
not as a causal factor but rather as the first mani-
festation of a neurobiological impairment that is
observed on sleep regulation prior to being evi-
denced at the level of mood.

Finally, investigating the neurobiological sub-
strates of each type and symptom of insomnia
should help us to understand the alterations leading
to the main characteristics of insomnia sufferers’
complaints, including sleep misperception. Such
analysis should bring some clues for improving treat-
ment strategies addressing physiological and cogni-
tive alterations associated with this highly prevalent
sleep disorder.
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Chapter

6 Animal models of sleep and stress:
implications for mental illness
Deborah Suchecki

Introduction
The influence of stress on sleep is beyond any doubt.
However, there are more subtleties to this relation
than previously thought. Therefore, the nature and
the length of the stressor, and, most of all, the indi-
vidual who faces the stressful challenge determine the
outcome. Moreover, not only does stress alter the sleep
pattern but also inadequate sleep influences the stress
response, i.e., whether one is sleep-deprived or not
determines the ability to respond to stress. This bidir-
ectional association can, thus, represent a vicious circle
with detrimental consequences to mental health.

In this chapter, I will describe the sleep changes
obtained with animal models of psychopathologies
and how they relate to the findings in humans. More-
over, I will discuss possible mechanisms of stress-
induced sleep changes and even venture to propose
a new function for sleep in the processing of emo-
tional events.

Sleep pattern in stress-related
psychopathologies: major depression,
anxiety and post-traumatic stress
disorder
The goal of this chapter is not to give details about
the sleep pattern in these pathologies, for there are
specific chapters that deal with this issue. However,
it is important to give some information in order
to understand how the animal models are useful to
study the neurobiology of sleep disorders under these
conditions. A common feature to these three patholo-
gies is the presence of insomnia in some form,
either represented by difficulty to initiate (anxiety)

or maintain sleep (post-traumatic stress disorder,
PTSD), or due to early wakening (major depression).
The fact that stress is a major triggering factor for
insomnia reinforces the relationship between adverse
life events and sleep alterations in mental disorders.
Nonetheless, stress rarely causes, by itself, permanent
sleep problems [1]. The changes in sleep pattern are
usually transient, ending a short time after the reso-
lution of the stressful event, even when the stressor is
chronic, such as problems in the work environment
[2], divorce [3], or loss of loved ones [4–6]. Interest-
ingly, non-depressed elderly volunteers who were
mourning for their lost spouse presented more REM
density than non-bereaved control volunteers, but no
other change in REM sleep. The bereaved group did
not develop depression within a two-year follow-up
period, indicating that maintenance of normal sleep
after a major adverse life event may represent a pro-
tective mechanism for health [6].

Interestingly, an important feature of insomniacs
is the fact that although they experience just as many
minor life stressors as good sleepers, they interpret
these events as more stressful and may, therefore,
have greater predisposition to ruminate about the
stressors and, consequently, to suffer a greater impact
of these events, which would lead to longer lasting
sleep disturbances [7]. Moreover, it has been shown in
a group of primary insomnia (PI) patients that intru-
sive thoughts of stressful nature impact on sleep qual-
ity, producing more beta activity in the EEG and less
delta power [8].

Sleep disturbances are hallmarks of depression
and PTSD. These psychiatric pathologies are also
triggered by stressful events, but individual vulner-
ability is again a predominant feature. In depression,
delta sleep is impaired and latency to REM sleep is
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shortened, whereas the percentage of REM sleep is
augmented [9, 10]. In a recent meta-analysis, it was
reported that sleep disturbances in PTSD include
decreased total sleep time due to shorter delta
sleep, increased wake time after sleep onset with sleep
disruptions due to nightmares and increased REM
density [11, 12].

Animal models for the study
of stress-induced sleep changes
The use of experimental models of human diseases is
advantageous insofar as many of the mechanisms
involved in the installation of the disease can be
disclosed, not to mention the development of poten-
tial therapeutic agents and preventive actions.
Nonetheless, there is special difficulty in modeling
human psychopathologies because these involve
higher cognitive functions that cannot yet be tested
in animals. Still, these models are extremely useful
to unveil the neurobiology and, in some cases, even
conditions that may trigger or prevent the development
of such pathologies.

From animal studies it becomes clear that sleep
plays an adaptive role in coping with stress. As long as
the stress response is within the protection range, i.e.,
healthy coping, a compensatory and more intense
sleep pattern will ensue. That is to say, after the
stressor, animals will sleep more (sleep rebound)
and more “deeply” than they did before the event
(baseline sleep).

In the next pages I will explore the impact of stress
on sleep in healthy and pathological conditions and
how different hormonal responses to stress can lead
to protection or damage of the sleep pattern. Based on
animal studies of genetic and behavioral differences
of stress response we will propose models of sleep
disorders in PTSD and depression and possible
neurobiological mediators of these disorders.

Changes in sleep pattern induced by stressful
events result from an integration of genetic, neuro-
endocrine, and neurophysiologicalmechanisms. There-
fore, most of the studies involve one or a combination
of the following strategies: (1) environmental influ-
ences, which evaluate the effects of stressors that may
or not represent an ethologic situation (social defeat
and footshock, respectively) and (2) genetic influ-
ences, which evaluate how the sleep of animals with
different genetic backgrounds respond to stress.

Environmental influences
For almost three decades the influence of stress on the
sleep of rodents has been evaluated. In these species, it
is generally accepted that sleep is increased after an
acute stressful event, and this increase is believed
to function as a coping strategy and an adaptive
response that help the animal to recover. However,
sleep is not induced immediately after the stress event.
There is a prolonged latency for sleep to occur, inas-
much as during stress exposure, both SWS and PS are
inhibited, regardless of how long is the stressor [13].
Thereafter, sleep remains inhibited for at least two
hours after the end of the stimulus [14, 15], when it
begins to rise, reaching the highest levels during the
dark phase of the cycle [14–18].

It is worth remembering that the hormonal stress
response involves the locus coeruleus–adrenal medulla
branch, resulting in the secretion of noradrenalin and
adrenaline and the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal
(HPA) axis, with its major hormones corticotropin-
releasing factor (CRF), vasopressin, adrenocortico-
tropic hormone (ACTH) and glucocorticoids (cortisol
or corticosterone). But other hormones are also essential
for an appropriate stress response, including oxytocin,
prolactin, and endorphins. Noradrenalin, adrenaline,
and CRF are essentially pro-waking hormones, whereas
prolactin and endorphins are pro-sleep hormones
and glucocorticoids depend on optimal levels to induce
paradoxical sleep (PS, Figure 6.1); either low or sus-
tained high levels impair PS [13] in rats or REM in
humans [19].

Interestingly, there appears to be an optimal time
frame within which immobilization stress leads to
sleep rebound, being neither too short nor too long,
with optimal quality of sleep occurring with one hour
of immobilization [13, 20, 21]. Nonetheless, the resulting
sleep pattern observed after exposure to stress depends,
in great part, on the nature of the stressor. Thus, acute
cold stress has been shown to induce SWS, whereas
acute footshock induces sustained waking during the
subsequent six hours of recording in the daytime period
[22] or a later reboundduring theday, butnotduring the
dark period [23, 24]. Other studies corroborate the
waking-promoting effect of footshock using different
paradigms. For instance, inmice, the association of tone
with shock (conditioned fear), either in single or mul-
tiple training schedules, produces a reduction of SWS
and PS. For mice submitted to the multiple training
schedule sleep reduction is still evident on the day after
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training. Presentation of the tone to this same group
up to 27 days after the training elicits reduction
of PS, indicating that the reminder of the adverse
situation is, by itself, able to elicit waking [25].
These results suggest that context fear conditioning
procedure could be used as a model of PTSD, since
these patients exhibit increased psychologic and
physiologic discomfort when they are reminded of
the traumatic event. With this idea in mind Pawlyk
and coworkers [26] studied the sleep pattern of rats
submitted to situational reminders of a series of five
shocks. When sleeping in the same context where
shock was delivered, rats exhibit longer latencies to
sleep and to PS and reduced percentage of PS;
however, when sleeping in a neutral context they
display SWS and PS rebound, being thus able to dis-
tinguish between neutral and aversive contexts, con-
firming the occurrence of aversive conditioning.
However, there are some issues to keep in mind. First,
these studies tend to record the sleep of animals
for short periods after footshock, which may not be
sufficient to detect the rebound period. Second, and
most important, PTSD is not manifested immediately
or shortly after the trauma, but some months after.
Moreover, PTSD patients seldom need to sleep in the
traumatic context. Ideally, one should expose the
animals to the traumatic context and assess the impact
on sleep in a different cage and, preferably, some weeks
after the event.

In human beings the most powerful stressors are
those that involve a social context, such as job strains,
professional hierarchy, family problems, and inter-
personal relationships. In rodents, one example of a
social stressor is the social defeat paradigm, accom-
plished by the resident–intruder paradigm. This
method is based on the establishment of a territory
by a male and its defense against unfamiliar male
intruders. The experimental male (the “intruder”) is
introduced into the home cage of an aggressive male
(the “resident”), the former being attacked and forced
to submit by the latter [27]. Social defeat by a male
conspecific induces not only strong neuroendocrine
responses in plasma catecholamines and corticoster-
one, but also acute responses in heart rate, blood
pressure, body temperature, prolactin, and testoster-
one [27]. Studies of social defeat-induced sleep
rebound show increased slow-wave activity (SWA)
but not time spent in SWS, reflecting augmented
intensity, but not quantity of sleep. Moreover, SWA
is believed to take place in order to restore internal
balance after a traumatic event [28, 29].

It is quite interesting that these responses are also
modulated by the genetic background and previous
stress history of the animals. The gene–environment
diathesis hypothesis has permeated numerous studies
on the impact of stress on behavior, both in humans and
in animal models. According to this hypothesis, the
resulting resilience or vulnerability to stress-induced
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Figure 6.1 Schematic illustration of
the inverted U-curve of corticosterone
plasma levels, as a consequence of
length of immobilization stress, and the
expression of PS rebound. Note that SWS
is progressively inhibited by increasing
levels of the hormone. The illustration is
a modification of some findings reported
by Marinesco and coworkers [13].
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disorders are the consequence of an interplay between
the genetic background and the environmental influ-
ences during specific time-windows, including infancy
and adolescence. Adversity during these periods may
result in augmented vulnerability, whereas social
support throughout life may lead to resilience [30].
A schematic representation of this proposition is
presented in Figure 6.2.

With the idea that adversity during infancy
might constitute a risk factor for psychopathologic
behavior-type in rats, we performed a series of
experiments employing the long maternal separation
(LMS). Numerous studies have shown that three to
six hours of daily maternal separation – LMS – results
in increased novelty-induced fear [31] and propensity
to consume alcohol [32], two well known features
of anxiety-like behavior. Moreover, these animals
present hyper-responsiveness of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis to stress [33]. Given
the waking-promoting effect of CRF [34] and
corticosterone [23], we hypothesized that LMS could
result in a phenotype of vulnerability for stress-
induced insomnia. The rationale for the use of the
LMS model was based on the fact that anxious
individuals are at greater risk to develop chronic
insomnia after a stressful situation [7, 35, 36].

We initiated this series of studies by challenging
Wistar rats submitted to brief maternal separation
(BMS – 15 minutes of separation from the mother

during the first two weeks of life, which presumably
results in a hypo-responsive HPA axis) with a one-
hour restraint stress and assessed their sleep pattern
before and after the challenge. We reasoned that
early-handled rats would display more sleep rebound
than control rats, but to our surprise, they showed
the same amount of sleep rebound as control non-
manipulated rats, i.e., increased time spent in SWS
and in PS [16]. We then proceeded to test LMS rats,
expecting that they would exhibit changes compat-
ible with anxiety- and depressive-like behaviors and,
consequently, less sleep rebound. But again, to our
surprise we found that male rats displayed more
paradoxical sleep in the light period of the baseline
sleep than control and BMS rats, and a sleep
rebound in the dark period of the light–dark cycle
similar to the other groups. In addition, all groups
exhibited a similar corticosterone response to the
challenge.

Female rats, in turn, exhibited a significant PS
rebound in the dark period after one hour of cold
stress; however, the sleep rebound was greater in LMS
rats. Moreover, both manipulated groups (BMS and
LMS) exhibited a smaller secretion of corticosterone,
although this did not reach statistical significance
[15]. Therefore, although we reported on gender
differences for stress-induced sleep rebound we were
unable to establish a model of vulnerability to insomnia
induced by stress.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic illustration of
the genetic–environmental diathesis
influence on the build up of resilience
or vulnerability to stress-related
disorders. The illustration is based on a
paper by Plotsky and colleagues [30]
and on an oral presentation by Paul
Plotsky at the XXXVI ISPNE Annual
Meeting September 24 to 27, 2005,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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Another paradigm that has produced stress hyper-
responsiveness is prenatal stress. The most effective
period to expose pregnant rats to the stressor so as the
offspring becomes hyper-responsive is the third – and
last – week of pregnancy. The offspring of mothers
exposed to gestational stress present hormonal and
behavioral changes that are compatiblewith depression-
type behavior [37], including altered sleep regulation,
with shorter latency to PS, more PS time, and more
awakenings [38].

Genetic influences
The genetic background is a major variable for
determination of behavioral expression. Therefore,
the same stimulus may lead to different outcomes,
depending on how animals react to it. Animal models
that attempt to represent human individual differences
employ two main strategies: (1) selection of high and
low responders to a given stimulus in genetically het-
erogeneous outbred strains; (2) comparison of inbred
strains, which are genetically identical within strain
but vary genetically and phenotypically across strains.

In regard to the first strategy, selection of Wistar
rats, which intensely explore the open arms of the
elevated plus maze (thus considered low anxiety-
related behavior or LAB rats), or intensely avoid
it (thus considered high anxiety-related behavior
or HAB rats), has provided neuroendocrine and
behavioral phenotypes that reflect different coping
strategies and fearful behaviors to novel situations
[39, 40]. High anxiety-related behavior rats display
less baseline pre-PS and greater stress-induced sleep
impairment, reflected by augmented wakefulness,
and reduced SWS and pre-PS, than LAB animals.
Interestingly, blockade of CRF-R1 receptors results
in more SWS in HAB animals [41], confirming, by
means of a different approach, that hyperactivity
of the CRF system in “anxious” rats is most likely
involved with stress-induced wakefulness.

Using locomotor activity as the behavioral
endpoint for selection, Bouyer and colleagues [42]
reported on the sleep pattern of high (HR – high
novelty-induced locomotor activity) and low respond-
ers (LR – low novelty-induced locomotor activity)
exposed to immobilization stress. Initially, there was
a positive correlation between novelty-induced loco-
motor activity and corticosterone plasma levels. Peak
corticosterone levels were similar between low and
high responders, but the latter exhibited an impaired

negative feedback, leading to sustained levels of the
hormone. Compared to LR, the amount of wakefulness
is greater in HR, at the expense of SWS, whereas PS is
similar between both phenotypes. In response to acute
immobilization, both LR and HR increase their time
spent in PS; however, for LR there is a reduction in
the time spent in SWS, whereas for HR the reduction
takes place in the time spent in wakefulness, which
means that stress-induced sleep rebound was evident
only in HR.

The second approach consists of comparing
different strains that basically differ in their behav-
ioral and neuroendocrine responsiveness to stress.
For instance, Lewis (LEW) rats, which are deficient
in CRF production, exhibit less wakefulness and
more SWS than Fisher 344 (F344) and Sprague–
Dawley (Sp-D) rats [43, 44]. Lewis and F344 strains
are derived from Sp-D rats and when compared to
Sp-D or to outbred Wistar strains, F344 rats show
adrenocortical and prolactin hyper-responsiveness to
footshock stress and display more anxiety-related
behavior in the open field and elevated plus maze.
In their home cages, F344 and Wistar rats are more
active during the dark period and baseline sleep
indicates that these two strains also sleep less than
LEW and Sp-D rats. The shorter time of sleep is due
to reduction of both SWS and PS, but interestingly,
the proportion of PS in regard to total sleep time
is similar for all strains [45]. In response to a
conditioning fear paradigm, performed in two days,
LEW rats exhibit the largest sleep loss during the
daytime period and the least recovery during the
night-time period, compared to F344 and Wistar
rats. Curiously, F344 and LEW exhibit similar levels
of freezing behavior, which are higher than those
exhibited by Wistar rats, indicating that the reaction
to an aversive stimulus may not predict the sleep
alteration [46].

In mice strains that differ in reactivity to noxious
stimuli such as footshock and contextual fear condi-
tioning a clear and persistent loss of SWS and PS is
observed in the more “anxious” BALB/cJ mice,
whereas the less “anxious” C57BL/6J mice only show
a loss of PS within the hour that follows shock pre-
sentation [47, 48]. A similar pattern of sleep reactivity
is also seen in response to non-noxious manipula-
tions, such as exposure to an open field [49] or
restraint stress [50]: C57BL/6J mice display the
characteristic rebound, whereas the BALB/cJ strain
displays sleep impairment.
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Finally, the use of the Wistar–Kyoto rat, a genetic
model of depression, has shed some light on the
regulation of sleep in this disorder. These rats present
the typical changes in sleep architecture found in
depressive patients [51]. Treatment with antidepres-
sants, however, was shown to not reduce PS in
Wistar–Kyoto as much as in Wistar rats, suggesting
that they may be less sensitive to this class of drugs
[52]. Nonetheless, we recently performed a study with
Wistar–Kyoto rats using citalopram and showed
that not only was PS reduced after the first adminis-
tration of the drug but also that prolonged treatment
resulted in a normalization of the PS in response
to a learning paradigm that involves footshock.
Therefore, we believe that 21 days of citalopram treat-
ment is able to normalize PS to the levels shown by
Wistar rats (unpublished data). A recent study
also demonstrated that PS deprivation, an effective,
although transient, treatment for depression, increases
the expression of orexin in both Wistar–Kyoto and
Wistar rats, indicating that contrary to the author’s
hypothesis, orexin may not be the mediator of PS
deprivation-induced antidepressant effect [53].

Mechanisms and mediators
of stress-induced sleep changes
Being a global phenomenon, it is only natural to
believe that stress alters numerous neurotransmitter
and hormonal systems in and out of the central
nervous system. The major hormones that participate
in the stress response are those of the HPA axis,
the locus coeruleus–adrenal medulla system, and
hypophysial hormones such as prolactin. A close
relationship between these hormones and sleep has
already been determined, especially in human beings
who exhibit a monophasic pattern of sleep. Major
pulses of growth hormone secretion occur during
delta sleep, when the lowest levels of HPA and
adrenaline activity are observed. Therefore, a negative
relationship between cortisol, adrenaline, and delta
sleep has been established [54].

Of particular interest is stress-induced prolactin
(PRL) secretion and its relationship with PS. It has
been well established in human beings that the rise in
prolactin levels is observed after sleep onset and that
maximal values occur in the early morning hours
[55]. The PS-promoting effects of PRL have been
demonstrated in cats, rats, and rabbits, although they

seem to be time-dependent inasmuch as PS is induced
only when PRL is administered in the light period,
whereas PRL injection during the dark period inhibits
PS [56]. More recently, intracerebroventricular (icv)
administration of low doses of PRL-releasing peptide
was shown to increase PRL levels and to induce PS
[57]. Moreover, intact rats exposed to ether stress
exhibit increased levels of PRL and of PS, but animals
previously hypophysectomised do not, suggesting
that PRL is involved in the augmented PS [58]. We
have recently shown that animals sleep deprived for
96 hours and submitted to footshock during the
deprivation period exhibit a very pronounced PS
rebound afterwards and very high prolactin plasma
levels, suggesting that endogenous prolactin is also
related to the occurrence of PS [24]. Therefore, pro-
lactin may represent the mediating mechanism of
stress-induced sleep rebound and animals that failed
to secrete sufficient amounts of this hormone after
stress exposure may be at higher risk of developing
behavioral alterations that may resemble the human
psychopathology.
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Chapter

7 Insomnia and brain orexin alterations
in depressive illness
Pingfu Feng and Kumaraswamy Budur

Summary
Chronic insomnia is characterized by long-lasting
behavioral and physiologic hyperarousal, elevated
orexinergic and hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA)
systems, and is causatively associated with chronic
stress. The overfunctioning wake-promoting back-
ground mainly contributed by the orexinergic system
is hypothesized in the following reviewmostly based on
preclinical evidence. Elevated brain orexin(s) could
result fromgenetic issues, chronic stress, or insufficient
aminergic suppression such as the reduction of
dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine,
5-HT), which could be associated with reduced social/
physical activity, chronic disease, or surgery since the
production of these neurotransmitters is dependent
on social and physical activity.

General review of insomnia
Insomnia is defined as difficulty initiating sleep, main-
taining sleep, early awakening, or non-restorative sleep
despite adequate opportunity and is accompanied by
one or more of the following: fatigue or daytime sleepi-
ness; attention, concentration, ormemory impairment;
poor social, occupational or academic performance;
mood disturbance or irritability; reduction in motiv-
ation, energy or initiative; errors/accidents at work or
while driving; tension; headaches; gastrointestinal dis-
tress; and worries about sleep [1]. It is estimated that
about 10 to 20% of the population suffers from chronic
insomnia [2, 3]. Primary insomnia accounts for about
25% of patients with chronic insomnia [4]. Insomnia
is associated with significant impairment in social and
occupational functioning and the direct costs on soci-
ety are huge [5].

Patients with chronic primary insomnia are charac-
terized by a state of hyperarousal. An overwhelming
amount of evidence supports the concept of hyperarou-
sal in insomnia patients. Insomnia patients, despite lack
of sleep at night and complaints of fatigue during the
day, are not sleepier during the day compared with
controls with normal nocturnal sleep. On the contrary,
insomniacs are more alert than normal sleepers. On
multiple sleep latency tests (MSLT), insomniacs either
have a normal or prolonged sleep latency comparedwith
control subjects [4, 6]. This is suggestive of insomnia
being a 24-hour hyperarousal disorder, rather than just
nocturnal sleep loss. Sympathetic nervous system hyper-
arousal in patients with chronic insomnia is evidenced
by various objective findings including a higher basal
metabolic rate [7] and elevated catecholamine levels [8].

The findings on neuroimaging studies are also
consistent with hyperarousal in insomnia. Patients
with insomnia show elevated global cerebral metabo-
lism during sleep compared with normal sleepers.
Shifting from wakefulness to sleep states is associated
with a smaller decline in metabolic rates in the areas
that promote wakefulness in insomniacs compared
with normal sleepers. It is suggested that elevated
brain metabolism can explain the subjective symp-
toms of disturbed sleep in insomniacs and the inabil-
ity of the arousal system to decrease its activity, while
shifting from wakefulness to sleep states, may account
for the difficulty in sleep initiation [9, 10].

Various EEG findings again support the hypoth-
esis of hyperarousal in insomnia. During wakefulness,
and at the sleep onset period, insomniacs have an
elevated relative beta power and lower delta power
[11, 12]. During rapid eye movement (REM) sleep,
alpha and beta powers are increased, while theta and
delta powers are lower [13].
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It is hypothesized that elevated corticotropin-
releasing hormone (CRH) activity, causing hyperar-
ousal, is responsible for the pathogenesis of primary
insomnia [14]. This is based on the fact that both
animal and human studies reveal an overactive HPA
axis in insomniacs. Primary insomnia patients have
elevated levels of urinary cortisol that correlate with
the duration of wakefulness at night [8]. Richardson
and Roth concluded that CRH hyperactivity, because
of either a genetic diathesis or stress, results in an
exaggerated CRH response to stress. Any further
re-exposure to stress leads to an amplification of the
abnormal stress response; this sequence leads to sig-
nificant difficulties with sleeping in the face of stress-
ful situations and an exaggerated and prolonged sleep
disturbance following stress, and eventually chronic
primary insomnia [14]. Chronic insomnia is associ-
ated with increased adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH) levels [15]. Furthermore, patients with
insomnia have significantly higher plasma cortisol
levels in the evening and night and a reduced duration
of the quiescent period of circadian cortisol secretion
compared with controls. This is thought to be second-
ary to the diminished negative feedback of cortisol on
CRH [16, 17]. Middle-aged adults are more sensitive
to the arousal effects of cortisol compared to young
adults and this might explain increasing age as a risk
factor for insomnia. In a study to examine the effects
of exogenous administration of CRH on arousal and
wakefulness, it was noted that only middle-aged men,
and not young men, had increased wakefulness and
this was more pronounced during the first half of the
night. Also, only middle-aged men, and not young
men, had decreases in slow-wave sleep in response to
CRH [18]. A study to examine the effects of doxepin,
a tricyclic antidepressant, on nocturnal sleep and
plasma cortisol levels in patients with primary insom-
nia showed that doxepin improved sleep and reduced
mean cortisol levels, suggesting that beneficial effects
of the medication are at least partially mediated by the
normalization of the HPA axis [19].

The vast objective evidence including findings on
sleep measures, neuroimaging, EEG, and cortisol find-
ings supports the notion of chronic insomnia as a state
of hyperarousal rather than just sleep loss. This hyper-
arousal feature is likely a regulatory offset resulting
from a wake/sleep imbalanced regulatory background
(WIRB) integrated with multiple wake/sleep regula-
tory systems. The WIRB has either an elevated wake
promoting or a reduced sleep promoting regulation or

a combination. Obviously, the WIRB in chronic
insomnia is not likely a single neuronal or humoral
alteration; instead, multiple neuronal and humoral
regulatory systems may be involved.

Wake/sleep regulation
by neurotransmitters
Although it is not quite clear how each basic neuronal
regulatory system participates in the WIRB, under-
standing these wake/sleep regulatory systems is quite
critical.

Wake- and arousal-promoting regulation
The concept for the function of aminergic neurons
in sleep/wake regulation has been changed dramatic-
ally in the last decade. These neurons including
serotonergic (5-HT), noradrenergic (NA), dopami-
nergic (DA), and histaminergic (HA) neurons are
now recognized as strong wake-promoting neurons.

5-HT neurons are located in the raphé nucleus
and project widely to the entire central nervous
system (CNS) and act via the release of 5-HT. 5-HT
dorsal raphé nucleus (DRN) neurons fire at their
highest rate during wakefulness, at a lower rate during
non-REM sleep, and completely cease to fire during
REM sleep [20–23]. Extracellular level of 5-HT in the
DRN [24], medial medullary reticular formation [25],
laterodorsal and pedunculopontine tegmentum (LDT/
PPT) [26], hippocampus [27], and frontal cortex [24]
exhibited a similar pattern, i.e., highest in waking,
lower in slow-wave sleep and lowest in REM sleep.
5-HT activates the cortex through the activation of
5-HT2a receptors on thalamocortical neuronal ter-
minals and thereby increases glutamate release, which
in turn activates cortical neurons as demonstrated by
an increase of c-Fos expression [28]. Systemic admin-
istration of a 5-HT2a receptor agonist, DOI, signifi-
cantly decreases neocortical high-voltage spindle
activity, and this effect may be blocked by different
5-HT2 receptor antagonists [29]. 5-HT neurons are
widely involved in the regulation of sleep/wake states,
mood, and behavioral and basic physiologic activities.
Deficiency in 5-HT neurons has been accepted as
being the cause of the depression in a large portion
of the insomniac population.

Norepinephrine (NE) is one of the main brain
monoamines synthesized and released by NA neurons
located in the locus coeruleus (LC) [30]. The LC
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NE neurons give rise to local axon projections to
forebrain structures within the dorsal noradrenergic
bundle and innervate the thalamus, hippocampus,
and cortex and also projections to motor neurons [31].
Similar to 5-HT, spontaneous discharge of NE-
containing neurons is the highest during waking,
lower during slow-wave sleep, and virtually absent
during REM sleep. The discharge anticipated sleep-
walking stages as well as phasic cortical activity, such
as spindles, during slow-wave sleep [21, 32, 33]. At the
end of the REM sleep period and a few seconds prior
to behavioral arousal, the discharges are resumed
[32]. Norepinephrine neurons innervate the cortex,
with the highest density of cortical innervation being
in layers III and IV [34]. The tonic release of NE in
the cortex is increased with vigilance level [35]. The
pontine [36] and prefrontal [37] release of NE is
highest during waking and is strongly decreased
during REM sleep. When there is a novel stimulation
or event, a phasic mode of discharge quickly occurs
[38]. Infusion of a2 adrenergic receptor agonist clo-
nidine into LC suppressed NA neurons firing and
decreased waking and increased sleep without
affecting REM sleep [39]. Norepinephrine excites a1
receptors in the forebrain to promote cortical acti-
vation and excites a2 receptors in the brainstem to
inhibit REM sleep [40, 41].

Histamine has been suggested as a “waking sub-
stance” due to the sedative “side effects” of antihista-
mines that triggered early work [42]. The HA nucleus
is located between the mamillary bodies and the
chiasma opticum at the tuber cinereum [43]. Similar
to most aminergic neurons, HA neurons fire the
most when awake, slower during NREM sleep, and
the least in REM sleep [44]. Extracellular HA levels in
the preoptic/anterior hypothalamus were the most
during wakefulness, lower during NREM sleep, and
the least during REM sleep [45]. This level also
exhibits a marked circadian rhythmicity in accord-
ance with the firing of HA neurons during waking
[46]. All HA receptors, H1R–H4R, have excitatory
actions on enteric neurons and are found in the whole
intestine and enteric nervous system in humans [47].
More severe autoimmune diseases and neuroinflam-
mation are observed in mice lacking H3R [48]. In the
brain, HA excites cholinergic neurons [49], 5-HT
neurons in the DRN [50], and DA neurons in the
striatum [51], and NA neurons in the locus coeruleus
[52]. Microinjection of HA or 2-thiazolylethylamine
(an H1R agonist) caused a long-lasting suppression

of cortical slow activity and an increase in quiet
wakefulness [49]. Histamine maintains wakefulness
through direct projections of the tuberomammillary
nucleus (TMN) to the thalamus and the cortex, and
indirectly through activation of other ascending
arousal systems, mainly cholinergic and aminergic
nuclei [52].

Dopamine-containing cell bodies were previously
thought to be almost exclusively confined to the sub-
stantia nigra pars compacta, ventral tegmental area,
and tuberoinfundibular system. Numerous cell bodies
that stained for tyrosine hydroxylase in the dorsal
and median raphe nuclei area were also found.
A dopamine neuron has very different electrophysio-
logic features in the firing rate and pattern from all
other aminergic neurons. Dopamine neurons in the
substantia nigra recorded in freely moving cats
displayed the highest discharge rate during active
waking, which was greater than the discharge rate
during quiet waking. The firing activity has no cor-
relation with phasic electromyography (EMG)
changes, and there is no significant change when an
animal progresses from quiet waking through NREM
sleep and REM sleep. Interestingly, the firing rate has
also no correlation with either sleep spindles or PGO
waves. However, this stability can be dramatically
altered under special circumstances, such as during
and following orienting responses [53–55]. These
brought an initial concept that dopamine is not criti-
cally involved in the sleep/wake regulation. However,
a big differences in terminal DA release between states
was observed, i.e., the release of DA in postsynaptic
target regions decreased significantly during sleep and
increased about 50% during movement [55]. Lesions
of DA cell groups in the ventral tegmentum that
project to the forebrain produce marked reduction
in behavioral arousal [56]. Dopamine-specific reup-
take blockers promote wakefulness in normal and
sleep-disordered narcoleptic animals [57]. In mice,
deletion of the DA transporter (DAT) gene reduces
NREM sleep time and increases wakefulness inde-
pendently from locomotor effects. DAT knockout
mice are also unresponsive to the normally robust
wake-promoting action of modafinil, methampheta-
mine, and the selective DAT blocker GBR12909 but
are hypersensitive to the wake-promoting effects of
caffeine [58].

Cholinergic neurons are one of the major compo-
nents in the ascending reticular formation system [59]
and were found to be critical in maintaining cortical
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wakefulness in brain transaction studies in the 1940s
by Moruzzi and Magoun. They found that cholinergic
basal forebrain neurons lie in the path of the major
ascending fiber system from the brainstem reticular
activating system and thus serve as the ventral extra-
thalamic relay to the cerebral cortex [60, 61]. Cortical
activation evoked by stimulation of the reticular for-
mation has been shown to depend upon two path-
ways, one through the thalamus and the other
through the basal forebrain [62]. The neurons that
provide the major cholinergic innervation to the cere-
bral cortex are located in the nucleus basalis of
Meynert [63–65]. Through activation of the basal
forebrain relay, cholinergic nucleus basalis neurons
project to cerebral cortex and release acetylcholine
(ACh) from their terminals. Cholinergic cells are
modulated in turn by afferents ascending from the
pontomesencephalic tegmentum [66]. Lesions of the
basal forebrain cholinergic cells are associated with a
decrease in cortical ACh release and a parallel
decrease in cortical activation [67–69]. Reciprocally,
electrical or chemical stimulation of the cholinergic
basalis neurons in anesthetized or brainstem-transected
animals leads to a parallel increase in cortical ACh
release and cortical activation [70, 71].

Sleep-promoting neuronal and humoral
regulation
Two basic sleep states, REM sleep and NREM sleep,
are identified in human and most warm-blooded
animals. Non-REM sleep generally occurs from a
decreasing wake level such as drowsiness and is dis-
played as progressively increased amplitude and
decreased frequency of cortical EEG and decreased
amplitude of EMG. When the amplitude of the EEG
becomes very high and the frequency decreases to
4Hz or below, it is also called slow-wave sleep
(SWS). Rapid eye movement sleep features are low
amplitude and high frequency of EEG and low
amplitude EMG. This stage is also called paradoxical
sleep and active sleep in the neonatal period. One
feature of REM sleep is that the EEG is dominated
by a frequency band 4–7Hz, called theta rhythm,
which can be best recorded in the hippocampus area
or the cortex above the hippocampus. Rapid eye
movement sleep is so named because rapid eye move-
ments occur during this stage in the human and the
cat. Although it is rarely recorded in rodents, the
name REM sleep remains widely used.

GABAergic neurons are one of the major inhibitory
neuronal systems in the nervous system. GABAergic
neurons in the median preoptic nucleus (MnPN) ven-
trolateral preoptic (VLPO) area play a major role in the
initiation, and neurons in the VLPO play a major role
in the maintenance of slow-wave NREM sleep [59, 72,
73]. Blocking GABAA receptors in this area increases
quiet wakefulness but significantly reduces deep
NREM and REM sleep [74]. Common hypnotic drugs
and anesthetics enhance GABA-mediated neuro-
transmission acting at GABAA receptors [75–77].
Activation of GABAB receptors, which are G-protein-
coupled receptors linked to PKC channels, enhances
cortical slow-wave activity and sleep, and simultan-
eously diminishes peripheral muscle tone [73, 78].
The VLPO GABA neurons are inhibited by NE,
5-HT, and ACh, which are all transmitters that pro-
mote wakefulness [79]. GABA neurons from VLPO
and pontine ventral periaqueductal gray including the
DRN itself innervate DRN neurons. GABA is reduced
in the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of depres-
sives [80, 81]. The reduction of GABA is seen more in
severely depressed patients [82]. Interestingly, GABA
activation by diazepam enhances immobility [83, 84]
and either GABAB –/– mice or those given a selective
GABAB receptor antagonist had decreased immobility
in the forced-swim test [85]. The number of Fos-
immunoreactive neurons in the VLPO is positively
correlated with total sleep time recorded during the
60 minutes prior to sacrifice [59].

Adenosine is also a ubiquitous neuromodulator
that increases sleep, particularly high-amplitude
NREM sleep, and suppresses wakefulness. Many
of these effects are mediated by adenosine A1 receptors
and are thought to be functioning in the basal forebrain
[86–88]. The neuronal activity of wakefulness-active
neurons in the magnocellular basal forebrain, with
the highest discharge activity during wakefulness,
showed marked reduction in activity just before and
during the entry to NREM sleep. The adenosine
concentrations in the basal forebrain are increased
following prolonged wakefulness. This suggests
that the reduction of wake-related discharges is
due to an increase in the extracellular concentration
of adenosine during wakefulness. Adenosine acts
via the A1 receptor to reduce the activity of
wakefulness-promoting neurons [89]. Microdialysis
perfusion of A1 receptor antisense in the basal fore-
brain significantly reduces NREM sleep with an
increase in wakefulness. After six hours of sleep
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deprivation, the antisense-treated animals spend sig-
nificantly less time in NREM sleep, and show an
even greater post-deprivation reduction in delta
power (60–75%) and a concomitant increase in
wakefulness [90]. Adenosine perfusion into the basal
forebrain increases the relative power in the delta
frequency band, whereas higher frequency bands
(theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) show a decrease
[91]. There is a significant diurnal variation in
enzyme activities in the cortex and the basal fore-
brain brain areas. Adenosine kinase and both nucleo-
tidases show their lowest activity in the middle of the
rest phase, suggesting the level of adenosine metabol-
ism is related to activity and may be associated with
the lower level of energy metabolism during sleep
compared to wakefulness [92].

Cholinergic LDT/PPT neurons are responsible for
the generation of REM sleep. These neurons project
to cholinoceptive medial pontine reticular formation
neurons to provide ACh, which activates muscarinic
cholinergic receptor m2/m4 to contribute to choliner-
gic REM sleep generation [66, 93, 94, 95, 96]. LDT/
PPT neurons fire tonically during wakefulness and
increase firing before and throughout REM sleep
[97, 98]. Microinjection of a cholinergic agonist, car-
bachol, into the pontine reticular formation of chron-
ically instrumented intact or acutely decerebrated rats
and cats has been used extensively to study REM sleep
mechanisms [99, 100]. Activation of the cholinergic
cell compartment of the PPT by GABA also initiates
REM sleep in the rat [101]. The effects of carbachol
on REM sleep can be reduced by the muscarinic
receptor antagonist atropine [100, 102] and scopol-
amine [103].

Orexin regulation of wake/sleep states
Orexins were originally studied as part of the hypo-
thalamic network for energy homeostasis and were
found to promote wakefulness and suppress sleep via
orexin type 1 and type 2 receptors (OX1R and OX2R)
[104, 105]. Orexins, including orexin A and orexin B,
are isolated from the hypothalamus [106, 107] and are
synthesized in neurons of the perifornical region and
the lateral hypothalamus. Fibers of these neurons
innervate most brain regions including the brainstem
and basal forebrain, cortex, and spinal cord [108,
109]. Orexin-immunopositive neurons are character-
ized by biphasic broad spikes and are waking-active
neurons. These neurons exhibit tonic discharge highly

specific towakefulness.All orexinwaking-active neurons
exhibit slow tonic discharges during wakefulness and
cease firing shortly after the onset of EEG synchron-
ization, the EEG sign of sleep. They remain virtually
silent during NREM sleep, but display transient dis-
charges during REM sleep. During the transition
from sleep to wakefulness, orexin neurons fire in
clusters prior to the onset of EEG activation, the
EEG sign of wakefulness, and respond with a short
latency to an arousing sound stimulus given during
sleep [110]. Local application of orexin A in the basal
forebrain [111] or the LDT/PPT [112] increases wake-
fulness dramatically. Intracerebroventricular admin-
istration of orexin A promotes both quiet wake and
active wake, but orexin B promotes active wake only
in normal adult rats. Orexin A promotes quiet wake
only if administered into the medial preoptic area,
medial septal area, and substantia innominata [104].
Brain injection of orexin A in the hypothalamic para-
ventricular nucleus, rostral lateral hypothalamic area,
and substantia nigra pars compacta significantly
increased time spent vertical and ambulating [113].
c-Fos expression in orexin neurons correlates posi-
tively with the amount of wakefulness and negatively
with the amounts of NREM and REM sleep [114].
The majority of orexinergic neurons express c-Fos
during active waking [114]. In rat brain slices of
centromedial nuclei and rhomboid nuclei in the
thalamus, orexin depolarizes and excites all neurons
tested through a direct postsynaptic action.

Orexin excites almost all wake-promoting
neurons including cholinergic, DA, NA [115], and
5-HT neurons [50, 116]. In rat brain slices, orexins
have a strong and direct excitatory effect on the cho-
linergic neurons of the contiguous basal forebrain.
This effect of orexins’ action depends upon OX2R.
OX2R, which is lacking in narcoleptic dogs [117], has
a strong and direct excitatory effect on the cholinergic
neurons of the contiguous basal forebrain [111].
These results suggest that the orexins excite choliner-
gic neurons that release acetylcholine in the cerebral
cortex and thereby contribute to the cortical acti-
vation associated with wakefulness [115].

Orexins excite 5-HT neurons directly via a tetro-
dotoxin-insensitive, Naþ/Kþ non-selective cation
current [50, 116]. Orexin A and orexin B induce dose-
dependent inward currents in most 5-HT neurons.
At higher concentrations, orexins also increase spon-
taneous postsynaptic currents in 5-HT neurons.
These effects can be mostly blocked by the GABAA
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receptor antagonist bicuculline. In rat brain slices of
the centromedial nuclei and rhomboid nuclei in the
thalamus, orexin depolarizes and excites all neurons
tested through a direct postsynaptic action [115].
Further study indicated that the effect of orexins
on 5-HT activation is different. Orexin A increases
5-HT in the dorsal raphe nucleus, but not in the
median raphe nucleus. However, orexin B elicited a
small but significant effect in both the dorsal raphe
nucleus and the median raphe nucleus [118]. Orex-
ins may have regionally selective effects on 5-HT
release in the CNS, implying a unique interaction
between orexins and 5-HT in the regulation of
activities including sleep–wakefulness. Immunolabel-
ing showed that orexin fibers project to 5-HT
neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus.

Orexins administered in the ventral tegmental
area yielded a marked increase in the rewarding effect
place preference test, and the release of dopamine and
calcium in the nucleus accumbens. This orexin-
induced DA and calcium release can be inhibited by
selective PKC inhibitor [119–122]. In summary, orex-
ins excite or promote all aminergic neurons, which
are all involved in the pathology of depression. In
feedback, orexins are inhibited by 5-HT [123], DA,
and NA neurons [124]. This closed circuit of regula-
tion of wake/sleep states may also provide a homeo-
static regulation for the need of wake-regulating
substrates and for the sleep/wake cycle as well.

Orexins induce wakefulness by means of the TMN
HA neurons via H1R. Perfusion of orexin A into
the TMN through a microdialysis probe promptly
increased wakefulness with a reduction in REM and
NREM sleep. Microdialysis studies showed that appli-
cation of orexins into the TMN increased histamine
release from both the medial preoptic area and the
frontal cortex in a dose-dependent manner [125–128].
Morphologically and electrophysiologically identified
HA neurons are depolarized and excited by the orex-
ins through a direct postsynaptic action. The effect of
orexins is likely mediated by OX2R [128, 129].

Orexins respond to stress
and HPA activation
Stress induces the response of orexins. A tremendous
amount of data has shown that stress exerts complex
effects on the brain and periphery, dependent on
the temporal profile and intensity of the stressor.
Cold stress but not immobilization stress increased

the expression of orexin mRNA in the LHA in older
but not younger rats. Interestingly intracerebroven-
tricular injection of orexin induced dose-dependent
increase of corticosterone levels [130] and plasma
ACTH, corticosterone and c-Fos mRNA in the
paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the rat [131].
Orexin A is increased after short-term forced swim-
ming and is decreased after long-term immobiliza-
tion [132]. The involvement of glucocorticoids in
stress processes as well as in bodyweight regulation
is well known. Lateral hypothalamic prepro-orexin
mRNA expression is decreased after adrenalectomy.
Peripheral glucocorticoid treatment with dexa-
methasone restores its expression to normal levels
indicating that orexin expression in the lateral hypo-
thalamus is modulated by the glucocorticoids status
[133]. Noxious stimuli significantly induced Fos
protein in orexin neurons [134]. This evidence indi-
cates that orexins constitute one of the neuronal
systems that respond to stress.

Classically, the stress response is mediated by the
HPA system. In an acute stress stimulation, neurons
in the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus synthe-
size and release CRH, which starts the response of
HPA axis to stress. The CRH neurons induce ACTH
release from the pituitary, which subsequently causes
cortisol release from the adrenal cortex. Cortico-
tropin-releasing hormone neurons project not only
to the median eminence but also into brain areas
where they regulate, for example, adrenal innervation
of the autonomic system and affect mood [135, 136].
Simultaneously, an increase of CRH in the brain also
increases wakefulness [137] and suppression of CRH
by intracerebroventricular administration of anti-
sense CRH DNA oligodeoxynucleotides reduces
CRH mRNA and wakefulness [138]. In animal stud-
ies, chronic stress by footshock and immobilization
by restraining or forced swimming induces enhanced
wake regulation as indicated by either an increase of
wakefulness or decrease of total sleep [139, 140].

Corticotropin-releasing hormone suppresses sleep
and increases wakefulness through an elevation of
orexin [141] but not necessarily by ACTH and corti-
sol [142, 143]. New data indicate that the CRF pepti-
dergic system directly innervates orexin-expressing
neurons. Corticotropin-releasing hormone activates
orexinergic neurons, which in turn alter vigilance,
while both ACTH [144] and cortisol [145] do not
increase wakefulness [142, 143]. Application of CRF
to hypothalamic slices containing identified orexin
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neurons depolarizes membrane potential and increases
firing rate in a subpopulation of orexinergic cells.
Corticotropin-releasing factor induced depolarization
is tetrodotoxin insensitive and is blocked by the
peptidergic CRHR1 antagonist astressin. In CRHR1

knockout mice, activation of orexin neurons in
response to acute stress is severely impaired. This
evidence indicates that after stressor stimuli, CRH-
stimulated release of orexin contributes to the acti-
vation and maintenance of arousal associated with the
stress response [141]. Orexins inhibit pain transmis-
sion. In prepro-orexin (precursor of orexin A and B)
knockout mice, baseline pain thresholds are not dif-
ferent between the knockout and wild-type mice.
However, knockout mice present a greater degree of
hyperalgesia induced by peripheral inflammation and
less stress-induced analgesia than wild-type mice [146].
OX1R immunoreactivity is dramatically increased and
peaked in the hippocampus and cortex two days after
ischemia stress induced by transient common carotid
artery occlusion [147]. In addition, administration of
alpha-helical CRH or CRH antagonist blocks the
orexin-induced grooming and face-washing behaviors
in rats. These findings indicated that wake or vigilance
regulation is an important feature of a stress response
and that orexinergic systems are a critical mediator in
stress-induced wake increase or insomnia.

Elevated orexin content is implicated
in human and animal models
of insomnia
The aforementioned discussion implied that an
elevated orexinergic system may exist and play a
critical role in the WIRB in chronic insomniacs. Poor
and disturbed sleep or insomnia is a major symptom
in major depressive disorders (MDD) [148–151].
Studies in the past 30 years have consistently demon-
strated that MDD is characterized by poor sleep
maintenance, reduced slow-wave NREM sleep, dis-
turbances of sleep continuity, reduced REM latency,
and an increase in REM density [152, 153]. Some
patients with depression have abnormal central
arousal (either hypo- or hyper-) and orexins could
be one of the key wake-promoting neural components
influencing sleep [154]. For the limited resource of
human studies, orexinergic measurements are only
carried out in peripheral samples including blood
and CSF. Cerobrospinal fluid orexin A levels are

slightly increased in depressed patients. But, the
diurnal variations of orexin A levels are dampened.
In the same study, treatment with sertraline (a select-
ive serotonin reuptake inhibitor) for five weeks
resulted in a slight decrease in orexin A levels, but a
similar effect is not noted after treatment with bupro-
pion, another potent antidepressant medication. This
might be due to the 5-HT effect on orexin tone [155].
Orexin levels correlate with specific psychiatric symp-
toms. A significant negative correlation is noted
between orexin levels and the symptoms of lassitude
(difficulty in initiating activities), slowness of move-
ments, and rating of global illness [156]. Suicide idea-
tion is one of the features of depression and suicide is
one of the important causes of mortality in patients
with depression [157, 158]. Interestingly, suicidal
patients with depression have significantly lower
CSF orexin-A levels compared to suicidal patients
with dysthymia or adjustment disorder [159]. This
indicates that the suicidal patients with depression
have a dysfunction of the hypothalamic region involv-
ing neuropeptides that regulate arousal and vigilance.

We have recently modeled chronic insomnia in
the rat by a treatment of chronic neonatal stress, i.e.,
maternal deprivation (MD). A large body of data has
shown that neonatal MD leads to long-lasting altera-
tions of stress at behavioral, physiologic, and mole-
cular levels including elevated activation of the
HPA axis, a marker for chronic stress [160]. Behav-
iorally, the MD rat is more sensitive to stressful
stimulation and has increased anxiety [161, 162].
Molecularly, the MD rat has increased plasma ACTH
and corticosterone at baseline and in response to
stressful stimulation [160], hyper-expression of CRH
mRNA from the hypothalamus [163], and elevated
brain CRH levels [164]. We found that an adult rat
neonatally treated with ten days of MD showed fea-
tures of chronic insomnia including decreased total
sleep and increased total wake time during the sub-
jective night [165]. In this chronic model of insomnia,
hypothalamic CRH and orexin A levels are highly
increased but hippocampal orexin B is decreased
[165]. Similar results are also found in a rat model
of depression induced by neonatal administration of
clomipramine. The rat model of depression has
shown increases in both hypothalamic orexin A and
orexin B [166].

These facts imply that both CRH and orexin altera-
tions play a critical role in the neurobiological regula-
tion of hyperarousal in insomnia and that rehabilitation
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of neuronal and hormonal elevation may be the key
for symptomatic recovery of insomnia.

These findings indicate that this model of chronic
stress is likely a model of chronic insomnia and that
orexins may play a critical role in the features of
hyperarousal seen in the clinical syndrome.

Our hypothesis for insomnia
Hyperarousal is one of the most common features of
insomnia [167] and one of the stronger predictors of
chronic insomnia [168]. Hyperarousal is important
to the clinical presentation of primary insomnia
[14, 169, 170]. Symptomatic and phenotype changes
of hyperarousal indicate an over-functioned wake
promotion in the WIRB, which involves multiple
aminergic neuronal systems, cholinergic neuronal
systems, and orexinergic neuronal systems [171, 172].
The discovery of orexinergic neurons and their role
in wake promotion shed light on the better under-
standing of insomnia in neuronal regulation.
A working concept for the pathology of insomnia is
that the orexinergic system plays a key role in
chronic or primary insomnia due to its effect in
responding to stress, in facilitating wake-promoting
aminergic and cholinergic neurons, and in promot-
ing wakefulness. The amazing fact is that all aminer-
gic neurons have a negative feedback effect on the
orexinergic neurons, that is, orexinergic neurons are
inhibited by 5-HT [123], DA, and NA neurons [124].
This closed circuit of wake/sleep regulation may
provide a homeostatic regulation for the need of
wake-regulating substrates and for the sleep/wake
cycle as well. We hypothesize that stress-associated
chronic insomnia mainly results from increased
brain orexin levels, which could be induced by vari-
ous types of factors including being genetically coded
with higher level of orexinergic activity and chronic
stress invoked elevation of orexins. Disinhibition
from wake-promoting aminergic neurons, especially
DA and 5-HT, could also be a cause for elevation of
orexins and/or CRH because the activity-dependent
release features during movement [55, 173–175]
(Figure 7.1). In addition, the supportive evidence
includes (1) that epidemiologic data have shown that
reduced social activity is a risk factor in depression
[176]; (2) that the reduction of social/physical activ-
ity is often seen in chronic disease and post surgery,
etc.; and (3) antidepressants reduce orexin levels
[155, 177]. Certainly, an orexinergic pathway may

not be shared by all causes of insomnia such as
narcolepsy, which has insomnia with undetectable
orexin levels [178, 179].
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Section 2
Chapter

8
Neuroendocrinology

Pathophysiology of changes in sleep
EEG and hormone secretion
Axel Steiger and Mayumi Kimura

Introduction
Impaired sleep is a key symptom in patients with
depression [1]. Accordingly characteristic sleep-EEG
changes occur in depression. Furthermore the activity
of several endocrine systems shows aberrances in
affective disorders. In normal subjects and in
depressed patients as well sleep is associated with char-
acteristic patterns of secretion of various hormones.
Therefore the simultaneous analysis of sleep EEG and,
by blood sampling during sleep, of nocturnal hormone
secretion is used to discover sleep–endocrine changes
in depressed patients. It is now well established that
there is a bidirectional interaction between the elec-
trophysiological (sleep EEG) and sleep–endocrine
(nocturnal hormone secretion) components of sleep.
Certain hormones, particularly neuropeptides, have
been identified in clinical and preclinical studies as
common regulators of sleep EEG and sleep-related
hormone secretion. This chapter aims to present the
state of the art in the pathophysiology of sleep–
endocrine changes in affective disorders.

Sleep–endocrine changes in patients
with depression
In young normal human subjects during the first half
of the night the major amounts of slow-wave sleep
(SWS), slow-wave activity (SWA), and the growth
hormone (GH) peak are found; whereas the secretion
of the hypothalamo–pituitary–adrenocortical (HPA)
hormones, cortisol and corticotropin (ACTH), is low.
In contrast, during the second half of the night corti-
sol and ACTH levels increase until awakening and
rapid eye movement sleep (REMS) preponderates,
whereas the amounts of SWS and GH are low [2, 3]

(Figure 8.1). Prominent changes of these patterns
in affective disorders are disinhibition of REMS,
elevated ACTH and cortisol levels, and decreases of
SWS and GH.

In detail characteristic sleep-EEG changes in depres-
sion include disturbed sleep continuity (prolonged
sleep latency, increased intermittent wakefulness,
early morning awakenings), changes of non-REMS
(NREMS) (decreases of stage 2 and SWS, in younger
patients the major portions of SWS and SWA are
shifted from the first to the second sleep cycle) and
REMS disinhibition (shortened REMS latency, pro-
longed first REMS period and enhanced REMS dens-
ity, a measure for the amount of rapid eye movement
during REMS) [4] (Figure 8.1). Most sleep–endocrine
studies in depressed patients showed elevated cortisol
and ACTH secretion during the night or throughout
24 hours when compared to normal control subjects [5].
A positive correlation was found between age and
cortisol levels [6]. Blunted GH secretion was found
in several studies [7, 8].

Interestingly during normal aging changes of
sleep–endocrine activities similar to those in patients
with depression occur. Already during the third
decade of lifespan distinct decreases of SWS, SWA,
and GH release start. Correspondingly in elderly sub-
jects the amount of SWS is low or SWS is even absent.
Furthermore sleep continuity is altered as sleep effi-
ciency and sleep period time decrease and nocturnal
awakenings increase. In senescence REMS time and
REMS latency decrease. Elevated and unchanged cor-
tisol has also been reported in the elderly. In most
studies the amplitude of the cortisol rhythm is
reduced. In elderly patients with depression due to
a synergistic effect of depression and aging sleep–
endocrine changes are most distinct (Figure 8.1).
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Two studies compared sleep–endocrine activity
longitudinally between acute depression and recovery.
One study reported decreases of cortisol and ACTH
levels throughout 24 hours and normalized REMS
after remission [5]. Since some of the patients
received antidepressants that suppress REMS at the
retest it is difficult to disentangle effects of remission
and of drugs. A decrease of cortisol was confirmed by
intra-individual comparison of male drug-free
patients [7]. In this study testosterone levels increased
after recovery [9], whereas prolactin levels remained
unchanged and did not differ from those of younger
normal subjects [10]. The blunted GH levels did not
differ between acute depression and recovery. Sleep
EEG even further deteriorated as stage 4 sleep

decreased and the number of awakenings increased
after recovery [7]. Both studies [5, 7] confirm that
HPA hypersecretion is a robust symptom of acute
depression. Similarly challenge tests of the HPA
system and CRH cerebrospinal fluid levels normalize
in depressed patients after recovery [11]. The persist-
ence of most sleep-EEG changes [12] and of blunted
GH secretion [8] in remitted patients has been repli-
cated over three years. These findings indicate that
HPA activity normalizes independently from sleep
architecture. Hence hypercortisolism in depression
is not a consequence of shallow sleep. Blunted testos-
terone levels may, however, be the consequence of
HPA overactivity. The persistence of sleep EEG and
GH changes in remitted patients may represent a
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Figure 8.1 Hypnograms (sleep EEG) and nocturnal secretion patterns of cortisol and growth hormone (GH) in young and elderly control
subjects and patients with depression. REM-rapid eye movement sleep; I–IV mean stages of non-rapid eye movement sleep.
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biological scar due to the metabolic aberrances during
the acute episode of depression. Alternatively these
changes may represent a trait in depressed patients.
As long as no intra-individual comparison is available
between the premorbid and depressed state in
patients, this issue remains unclear.

Interestingly in young male patients who survived
severe brain injury, sleep EEG and nocturnal hor-
mone secretion were similar to those of remitted
depressed patients. The amounts of stage 2 sleep and
GH levels of these patients were lower than in healthy
volunteers several months after the injury, whereas
cortisol levels did not differ between groups [13]. In
the survivors of brain injury either elevated HPA
activity due to stress during intensive care or treat-
ment with glucocorticoids in a subgroup may have
contributed to the changes of sleep and GH.

Elevated HPA hormones were observed in
patients with primary insomnia [14]. These findings
point to similarities in the pathophysiology of depres-
sion and of primary insomnia. This is of interest in
the light of an elevated risk for depression in patients
with persisting insomnia [15].

Besides impaired sleep, loss of appetite and weight
are other frequent symptoms of depression. Therefore
the secretion of ghrelin and leptin in depressed
patients is of interest. A reciprocal interaction
between the orexigenic ghrelin and the anorexigenic
leptin is thought to play a key role in the regulation of
the energy balance [16]. Nocturnal leptin levels were
significantly higher in drug-free patients with depres-
sion than in controls [17]. Higher leptin concentra-
tions in women than in men were found in patients
and healthy subjects as described before. Leptin levels
were correlated with body mass index in the controls
but not in the patients. This finding suggests a change
of leptin secretion in depression. An increase in leptin
during the night was found neither in the male con-
trols nor in the patients, whereas others [18] had
reported an increase between 00:00 and 04:00 hours
in normal male subjects. In the group of younger
healthy women leptin increased during this interval
and was greater by trend than in age-matched
depressed patients. This finding suggests that the noc-
turnal leptin peak is blunted in young female patients
with depression. As expected cortisol was elevated in
the patients. Since glucocorticoids are able to prevent
the decrease of leptin after fasting, it appears likely
that hypercortisolism in depressed patients counter-
acts the decrease of leptin secretion due to a decreased

food intake and weight loss. On the other hand ele-
vated leptin levels may further stimulate CRH secre-
tion in depressed patients similar to preclinical
findings [19] and may contribute to HPA overdrive.
In contrast to leptin, ghrelin levels in drug-free
patients with depression did not differ from those in
normal controls [20].

Nocturnal thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH)
levels were blunted and ACTH levels were enhanced in
drug-free male depressed patients compared to normal
controls. ACTH was negatively correlated to TSH
during the first half of the night. This observation points
to a common regulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–
thyroid and the HPA systems in depression [21].

The role of neuropeptides and steroids
in sleep–endocrine changes
in depression
Already the sleep–endocrine pattern in normal con-
trols points to a reciprocal interaction between the
hypothalamo–pituitary–somatotrophic (HPS) and the
HPA systems with GH and cortisol, respectively, as
their peripheral endpoints. This view is further sup-
ported by the similar changes of sleep–endocrine
activity during depression and normal aging.

The HPA system
The HPA system mediates the reaction to acute
physical and psychological stress. It is essential for
individual survival. The stress reaction starts with
the release of CRH from the parvocellular portion
of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothal-
amus resulting in the secretion of ACTH from
the anterior pituitary and finally in the secretion of
cortisol (in humans) or corticosterone (in rats) from
the adrenocortex. Various cofactors contribute to this
cascade [11].

After intracerebroventricular (icv) administration
of CRH, SWS decreased in rats [22], rabbits [23],
and mice [24]. Even after sleep deprivation lasting
72 hours, icv CRH decreased SWS but increased sleep
latency and REMS in rats [25]. The synthesis and
secretion of CRH is reduced in the Lewis rat, which
has a hypothalamic gene defect in comparison to
other rat strains. Wakefulness was decreased and
SWS was increased in Lewis rats compared to intact
strains [26]. After the CRH antagonist a-helical
CRH and astressin wakefulness decreased in a
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dose-dependent manner after administration before
the dark period [27]. These findings suggest that
CRH participates in the regulation of physiological
waking periods. In another study, however, a-helical
CRH was effective only in stressed rats, which showed
enhanced REMS. Rapid eye movement sleep decreased
to values of the non-stressed condition after a-helical
CRH [28]. Furthermore a-helical CRH diminished
selectively the REMS rebounds after sleep depriva-
tion in rats. The authors suggest that stress acting
via CRH is the major factor that induces this
rebound [29].

In homozygous CRH-overexpressing mice REMS
is elevated compared to the wild type [30]. The REMS
rebound after sleep deprivation is enhanced even in
the heterozygous mice. When the CRH-1 receptor
antagonist DMP 696 was administered orally one
hour before the end of six-hour sleep deprivation,
the levels of increased REMS during recovery sleep
in hetero- and homozygous mice did not differ from
those in control and wild-type mice. These findings
show that CRH-1-receptor antagonism normalizes

sleep changed due to stress or CRH. Similar findings
were observed when another CRH-1-receptor antagon-
ist, NBI 30775, was tested in stressed rats with selective
low (LAB) or high (HAB) anxiety-related behavior [31].
Whereas in these rats sleep patterns did not differ
distinctly during baseline related to their anxiety, the
stress-induced sleep attenuation in the HAB rats was
normalized after the treatment to the level of LAB
rats, which showed weaker stress responses.

Similarly to the findings in laboratory animals [22,
23], SWS and REMS decreased after pulsatile intraven-
ous (iv) administration of CRH (23:00 to 03:00 hours)
in young normal male human subjects. Furthermore
the GH peak was blunted and cortisol was elevated
during the first half of the night [32] (Figure 8.2). Also,
in young normal female subjects CRH impaired sleep
[33]. After hourly iv injections of a lower dose of CRH
(08:00 to 18:00 hours) sleep remained unchanged
during the following night, whereas melatonin was
blunted [34]. Both after a single iv injection of CRH
during the first SWS period and during wakefulness
EEG activity in the sigma frequency range increased
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Figure 8.2 Sleep–endocrine variables (slow-wave sleep [SWS] during the total night and during the second half of the night, respectively,
growth hormone [GH] and cortisol) after placebo and GH-releasing hormone (GHRH) (upper part) and after placebo and
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) (bottom) in young normal male control subjects. GHRH and CRH exert opposite effects on these
variables.
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during the first three sleep cycles in young normal
controls [35]. The vulnerability of the sleep EEG to
CRH appears to increase during aging. This view
derives from the comparison of the effects of a single
CRH injection given ten minutes after sleep onset in
young and middle-aged normal males. Whereas in the
young subjects sleep remained unchanged, SWS
decreased and wakefulness increased in the middle-
aged subjects [36].

After infusions of ACTH, REMS decreased and cor-
tisol and GH increased in normal subjects [37]. The
ACTH (4–9) analogue ebiratide induced sleep-EEG
changes corresponding to a general central nervous
system (CNS) activation. Rapid eye movement sleep,
GH, and cortisol remained unchanged in this study [38].

After cortisol administration SWS, SWA, and GH
increased and REMS decreased in young [39] and
elderly [40] normal subjects. Since CRH [32] and
cortisol influenced SWS and GH [39, 40], it appears

unlikely that changes of peripheral cortisol levels
mediate these changes. Probably feedback inhibition
of endogenous CRH induces these effects. CRH [32],
ACTH [37], and cortisol [39, 40] all diminished
REMS, whereas ebiratide [38] did not share these
effects. Hence it appears likely that REMS suppression
is mediated by cortisol after each of these hormones.
Similarly after metyrapone, an inhibitor of cortisol
synthesis, REMS remained unchanged, whereas SWS
and cortisol decreased in normal subjects [41]. In this
study ACTH was distinctly elevated. This finding
suggests that endogenous CRH was increased.

The effects of acute and long-lasting glucocorti-
coid administration on sleep are different. After nine
days of treatment of patients with multiple sclerosis
with the glucocorticoid receptor agonist methylpred-
nisolone, REMS latency decreased, REMS density
increased, andmajor portions of SWS and SWA shifted
from the first to the second sleep cycle (Figure 8.3).
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Figure 8.3 Sleep-EEG variables during high dose corticosteroid treatment in patients with multiple sclerosis. REM density during the first
REM period (upper part left) decreased significantly after acute treatment (day 2) compared to baseline, but increased after prolonged
treatment compared to day 2. REM latency (upper part right) decreased at day 9 compared to baseline. Slow-wave sleep (SWS) duration
(bottom) during the first two sleep cycles was modulated by treatment. SWS markedly declined from the first to the second sleep cycle at
baseline. After prolonged treatment (day 9) this decline was abolished due to similar time spent in SWS in the first two sleep cycles.
Reprinted from Psychoneuroendocrinology, 28, I. A. Antonijevic and A. Steiger, Depression-like changes of the sleep-EEG during high dose
corticosteroid treatment in patients with multiple sclerosis, 780–795, Copyright (2003), with kind permission from Elsevier.
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These effects resemble sleep-EEG changes in depressed
patients [42].

In patients with depression, nocturnal cortisol
administration prompted changes resembling those in
normal controls [39, 40]. Growth hormone, NREMS,
and SWS increased [43].

In a clinical trial the CRH-1-receptor antagonist
NBI 30775 exerted antidepressive effects. In a sub-
group of these patients sleep EEG was recorded
before treatment, after one and after four weeks of
active treatment. Compared with baseline, SWS
increased after one week and after four weeks. The
number of awakenings and REMS density decreased
by trend during the same period. Separate evaluations
of these effects in panels of two dose ranges showed
no significant change at the lower dose, whereas in
the higher dose range REMS density decreased and
SWS increased between baseline and the fourth week
(Figure 8.4). These data suggest that CRH-1-receptor
antagonism induces normalization of sleep-EEG
changes in depressed patients. It appears that CRH
overdrive contributes to shallow sleep and REMS
disinhibition in depression and CRH-1-receptor
antagonism appears to help to counteract these
changes, as supported also by the results from the
conditional CRH-overexpressing mice.

The HPS system
Described as above, all components of the HPA
system are involved in sleep regulation. Similarly,
the HPS hormones are reported to play some roles
in the sleep-regulatory mechanism. In general,
growth-hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH) and
ghrelin stimulate GH release, whereas somatostatin
shows the opposite effect.

Growth-hormone-releasing hormone is an impor-
tant endogenous sleep-promoting substance. Hypo-
thalamic GHRH mRNA expression shows a circadian
rhythm. In the rat the highest levels are found when
sleep propensity is highest in these night-active animals
at the beginning of the light periods [44]. In the giant
transgenic mice plasma GH is permanently elevated.
During the light period NREMS is slightly increased
and REMS is almost doubled in these animals com-
pared to normal mice. After sleep deprivation the giant
mice sleep more than controls [45]. In dwarf rats the
central GHRHergic transmission is impaired and
hypothalamic GHRH contents are reduced. These
animals show less NREMS and REMS than normal

rats [46]. Similarly in dwarf homozygous mice with
non-functional GHRH receptors the amounts of
NREMS and REMS are lower than in normal mice.
Growth-hormone-releasing hormone, ghrelin, and the
somatostatin analogue octreotide had no effect on
sleep EEG in the dwarf mice. Obviously the actions
of these substances on sleep EEG require intact GHRH
receptor signaling [47].

After icv GHRH, SWS increased in rats and
rabbits [22, 48]. The same effect was found after
injection of GHRH into the ventrolateral preoptic
area in rats and after systemic administration to rats.
Vice versa NREMS decreased after GHRH antagon-
ists. The sleep-promoting effect of sleep deprivation is
antagonized by GHRH antibodies and by microinjec-
tions of the GHRH antagonist into the area preoptica.
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Figure 8.4 REM density (1/min, upper part) and slow-wave sleep
(SWS) during the second half of the night (min, bottom) of three
examinations (baseline, first week, end of treatment) compared for
panel A and panel B during treatment with the CRH-1-receptor
antagonist R121919. Panel B showed a significant reduced
REM density at week 4 (end of the treatment period and a significant
increase of SWS (second half of the night) between baseline and
week 1. Reprinted from Journal of Psychiatric Research, 38, K. Held,
H. Künzel, M. Ising, D. A. Schmid, A. Zobel, H. Murck, F. Holsboer and
A. Steiger, Treatment with the CRH1-receptor-antagonist R121919
improves sleep-EEG in patients with depression, 129–136,
Copyright (2004), with kind permission from Elsevier.
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These findings suggest that GHRH promotes NREMS.
The amount of NREMS is high when GHRH activity
is high, whereas inhibition of GHRH is linked with
reduced NREMS. Growth-hormone-releasing hor-
mone appears to be involved in the sleep promotion
after sleep deprivation [49].

Also, in humans, GHRH promotes sleep. After
repetitive iv GHRH (22:00 to 01:00 hours) SWS and
GH increased and cortisol was blunted in young
normal male subjects [50] (Figure 8.2). The sleep-
promoting effect of GHRH in young men was con-
firmed after iv and intranasal administration [51].
However, when GHRH was given in the early morn-
ing hours while endogenous HPA activity is high, no
major changes of sleep EEG were found. Growth
hormone increased, but ACTH and cortisol remained
unchanged. Only a weak sleep-promoting effect of
GHRH was found in a sample of elderly healthy
controls. The first NREMS period was prolonged
and the number of awakenings decreased [51].
Similarly intranasal GHRH exerted only a weak
sleep-promoting effect in elderly normal subjects
[52]. A sexual dimorphism of the effects of GHRH
was found in a large sample of patients with
depression and normal controls of both genders of a
wide age range. In male patients and controls sleep
was improved and HPA hormones were reduced,
whereas in normal and depressed women NREMS
decreased and wakefulness and HPA hormones
increased [6].

Ghrelin was identified in the stomach and hypo-
thalamus of humans and rats as an endogenous
ligand of the GH secretagogue (GHS) receptor.
Besides promoting GH release, ghrelin stimulates
HPA hormones and prolactin. Furthermore it has
a key role in energy balance by increasing food
intake and weight gain [16]. Already prior to the
discovery of ghrelin synthetic GHSs were known.
After GHRP-6, stage 2 sleep increased [53]. In con-
trast after hexarelin, SWS and SWA decreased. It is
thought that the change of the GHRH/CRH ratio in
favor of CRH prompted this effect [54]. After oral
administration of the GHS MK-677 for one week a
distinct sleep-promoting effect occurred in young
male subjects [55].

In mice, systemic administration of ghrelin pro-
moted NREMS [47]. A sleep-promoting effect of
ghrelin is supported by the observation of decreases
of NREMS and REMS in ghrelin knockout mice
[56]. In contrast, wakefulness was increased during

the first two hours after icv and intrahypothalamic
ghrelin in rats [57]. A sleep-promoting effect of
ghrelin is further supported by studies in normal
human subjects. Similar to the effects of GHRH,
pulsatile iv injections of ghrelin increased SWS
and GH in young male subjects. The effects on
HPA hormones differed between GHRH, which
blunted cortisol in young men [50] and ghrelin,
which increased ACTH and cortisol, particularly
during the first few hours of the night [58]. Also in
elderly men NREMS was elevated after ghrelin. In
young and elderly women, however, sleep EEG
remained unchanged after ghrelin [59].

The somatostatin analogue, octreotide, decreased
NREMS in rats after systemic and icv administration
[60]. Similarly SWS decreased during the total night
and intermittent wakefulness increased during the
second half of the night after subcutaneous admin-
istration of octreotide in young normal men.
Octreotide is more potent than exogenous somatos-
tatin. This explains the lack of effects of iv somatos-
tatin in young normal subjects, whereas it impaired
sleep in normal elderly women and men [51]. These
data suggest a reciprocal interaction of GHRH and
somatostatin in sleep regulation similar to their
opposite action on GH release. The same dose of
somatostatin that had no effect in young men
impaired sleep in elderly subjects probably due to a
decline of endogenous GHRH.

Galanin
The peptide galanin is widely located in the mamma-
lian brain. A cluster of galaninergic and GABAergic
neurons was found in the ventrolateral preoptic area,
which stimulates NREMS [61]. This observation is in
line with the finding that iv administration of galanin
(22:00 to 01:00 hours) increased SWA and EEG
activity in the theta range, whereas hormone secre-
tion remained unchanged [62]. In patients with
depression who were medicated with the antidepres-
sant trimipramine, galanin was injected hourly
between 09:00 and 12:00 hours. The Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale was determined before and
after the last injection. The improvement in this
rating was significantly greater after galanin com-
pared to placebo. During the following night REMS
latency increased. These data suggest an acute anti-
depressive effect of galanin, which may resemble that
of therapeutic sleep deprivation [63].
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Neuropeptide Y (NPY)
Besides GHRH, neuropeptide Y (NPY) appears to be
a physiological antagonist to CRH. Opposite effects of
both peptides were found in animal models of

anxiety. Intracerebroventricular NPY prompted ben-
zodiazepine-like effects in the sleep EEG of rats [64].
The increase of sleep latency after CRH was antagon-
ized in a dose-dependent fashion by NPY in rats [65].
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Figure 8.5 Model of peptidergic
sleep-endocrine regulation.
CRH, corticotropin-releasing hormone;
GHRH, growth hormone-releasing
hormone; NPY, neuropeptide Y;
SRIF, somatostatin. Characteristic
hypnograms and patterns of cortisol and
GH secretion are shown in a young and in
an elderly normal subject and in a
depressed patient. It is thought that GHRH
is released during the first half of the night,
whereas CRH preponderates during the
second half of the night. GHRH stimulates
GH and SWS around sleep onset, whereas
CRH is related to cortisol release and REMS
in the morning hours. NPY is a signal for
sleep onset. Besides GHRH, galanin and
ghrelin promote sleep, whereas
somatostatin impairs sleep. During
depression (CRH overactivity) and during
normal aging, similar changes of
sleep–endocrine activity are found.
Changes in the GHRH/CRH balance in
favor of CRH appear to play a key role in
these aberrances. Nervenarzt (1995), 66:
15–27, Schlafendokrinologie, Axel Steiger,
(Fig.2), Copyright Springer-Verlag 1995, with
kind permission of Springer Science and
Business Media.
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In contrast an awake-promoting effect of NPY was
reported [66]. Repetitive iv NPY decreased sleep
latency, the duration of the first REMS period, and
HPA hormones but increased stage 2 sleep and sleep
period time [67]. In depressed patients of both
genders and a wide age range, and in age and sex-
matched controls, NPY prompted shortened sleep
latency whereas HPA hormones and other sleep-
EEG variables remained unchanged [68]. It appears
that the effect of NPY on the timing of sleep onset is
robust since it was found in young normal male
controls, in normal controls of both sexes with a
higher age, in patients with depression, and in the
animal model as well.

Conclusions
The data reported in this chapter suggest a key role of
hormones in the pathophysiology of sleep–endocrine
changes during depression.

Figure 8.5 shows a model of peptidergic sleep
regulation. The neuropeptides GHRH and CRH are
common regulators of sleep EEG and sleep-associated
hormone secretion. During the first few hours of the
night GHRH is active and stimulates GH and, at least
in males, it promotes sleep and inhibits ACTH and
cortisol. In contrast CRH enhances vigilance and
impairs NREMS. Whereas acute CRH administration
decreases REMS in male subjects, several data,
particularly sleep recordings in conditional CRH-
overexpressing mice, suggest that CRH promotes
REMS. Furthermore CRH decreases GH and stimu-
lates HPA hormones. Changes in the GHRH/CRH
ratio in favour of CRH result in shallow sleep, REMS
disinhibition, elevated cortisol and blunted GH secre-
tion during depression, and in a similar vein during
normal aging. In depression elevated CRH activity is
well documented, whereas during aging the activity of
GHRH declines. Somatostatin as another sleep-
impairing peptide is more effective, when the influ-
ence of GHRH is reduced in the elderly. Interestingly
in women GHRH exerts CRH-like effects as it impairs
sleep and increases HPA hormones. This gender
difference may contribute to the higher risk of depres-
sion in women in comparison to male subjects.
After acute administration of cortisol, SWS and GH
increased in young and elderly normal human sub-
jects and in patients with depression, probably due
to feedback inhibition of endogenous CRH. Pro-
longed administration of the glucocorticoid receptor

agonist methylprednisolone in patients with multiple
sclerosis, however, induced sleep-EEG changes simi-
lar to those that are characteristic for patients with
depression. This finding suggests that synergism of
elevated CRH and of its peripheral effect, elevated
glucocorticoid concentrations, contribute to the
sleep-EEG changes in depression. In the mouse model
and in depressed patients CRH-1-receptor antagonists
were shown to be capable of counteracting the effects
of CRH. Neuropeptide Y appears to be an endogen-
ous antagonist of CRH, particularly in the timing of
sleep onset. Besides GHRH, galanin and ghrelin were
shown to promote NREMS in male subjects. Whereas
ghrelin shared the sleep- and GH-promoting effects of
GHRH in male subjects, it exerted opposite effects on
HPA hormones, which are blunted after GHRH and
are increased after ghrelin. We suggest that ghrelin
may act as an interphase between the HPA and HPS
systems. In patients with depression galanin showed
acute antidepressive effects. The HPA system and
galanin are targets for the development of novel prin-
ciples in the therapy of affective disorders.
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Chapter

9 Eating and sleep disorders:
shared mechanisms?
Naomi L. Rogers and Bradley G. Whitwell

Eating and sleeping share a number of common
elements. Regulation of both appetite and sleep–wake
behaviors has been shown to involve both the hypo-
thalamus and the paraventricular nucleus. Addition-
ally, a number of neuroendocrine variables involved
in the modulation of appetite and caloric intake are
shared with (e.g., orexin) or are strongly influenced by
the sleep–wake system (e.g., leptin, ghrelin, cortisol).

Glucose control
Maintaining optimal levels of glucose throughout the
body is an essential homeostatic process. Circulating
glucose levels fluctuate across the 24-hour day,
depending on the activities engaged in at different
times. Elevated glucose levels over an extended period
can produce changes in the vasculature. Indeed, a
compromised vascular system is a comorbid feature
of diabetes, where glucose levels can be elevated for
prolonged periods of time. Additionally, blindness,
heart disease, kidney malfunction, and nerve damage
may all result from a chronic exposure to high circu-
lating glucose. Chronically low levels of glucose are
also associated with negative effects, including
impaired neurocognitive functioning and tissue
development, and, in extreme cases, coma.

Circulating glucose levels are maintained via
numerous, complex feedback loops. Throughout a
24-hour period, glucose levels are controlled via
maintaining a balance between skeletal muscle and
liver glucose uptake (signaled by insulin levels) and
glucose production (signaled by glucagons). The con-
trol of caloric intake is maintained by the lateral
ventromedial nucleus of the hypothalamus. The con-
trol of appetite and caloric intake is influenced by
signals from both the central nervous system (CNS)
and peripherary. Central nervous system signals

involved in this control include the neuropeptidergic,
monoaminergic, and endocannabinoid systems. Periph-
eral signals relating to satiety and adiposity are relayed
via a number of neuroendocrine factors, including
the hormones leptin and ghrelin. Cortisol, another
important hormone involved inmetabolism and glucose
control, increases glucose production and release
from the liver, and inhibits the uptake of glucose into
peripheral tissues.

The secretion of cortisol is influenced by both the
circadian timing system and the sleep–wake state. The
24-hour circadian variation in cortisol levels has been
found to be related to the daily fluctuations in metab-
olism and fuel homeostasis. In addition to the circa-
dian influence, sleep onset inhibits cortisol release,
and the timing of the morning peak in cortisol is
tightly linked with the timing of sleep offset (Rogers
et al., submitted).

Glucose control during sleep
During sleep, the body is commonly in a state of
glucose intolerance. Increased levels of circulating
glucose and insulin have been reported to range
between 20 and 30% [1, 2]. Sleep itself, it has been
proposed, may be at least partly responsible for the
decrease in glucose uptake experienced during this
time. It is likely that the CNS requirement for glucose
is reduced during sleep, particularly during slow-wave
sleep (SWS), during which time growth hormone also
surges [3], owing to the reduction in muscle tone that
occurs during sleep [4]. In the latter part of the
nocturnal sleep period, glucose levels tend to normal-
ize. This phenomenon may be due to the increased
amounts of REM sleep that typically occur during the
late nocturnal sleep period [1], the increasing levels of
cortisol occurring throughout the second half of the
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sleep period, or in the preparation for waking,
increasing activity, and metabolic requirements.

Sleep duration, appetite,
and metabolism
Evidence from a number of studies is building, dem-
onstrating a relationship between sleep duration and
changes in metabolism, weight gain, obesity, and
type-2 diabetes [5].

A small number of epidemiologic studies also
suggest a link between sleep duration and increased
incidence of type-2 diabetes, although the evidence is
not conclusive. In a study of 70,000 females in the
Nurses Heart Health Study, Ayas and colleagues found
that both chronic short sleep durations (�5 hours
per night) and chronic long sleep durations (�9 hours
per night) were associated with an increased incidence
of type-2 diabetes [6]. Similar relationships were also
reported in male subjects in the Massachusetts Male
Ageing Study [7] and in the Sleep Heart Health Study
[8]. Other studies have reported significant effects of
shortened sleep durations (�5 hours per night) only in
males [9], or no significant relationships between sleep
durations (either short or long) and the incidence of
diabetes [10].

A small number of controlled, in-laboratory studies
have examined the relationship between sleep duration
and various factors involved in metabolic control.
Studies in which subjects have been exposed to either
total sleep deprivation or a number of nights of sleep
restriction have produced a decrease in glucose toler-
ance and increase in insulin sensitivity [11, 12].

In one study, 11 healthy male subjects were stud-
ied under conditions of both sleep restriction (four
hours time in bed for six nights) and sleep extension
(12 hours time in bed for six nights) [12]. Using
intravenous glucose tolerance tests (IGTT) the
authors demonstrated that following the sleep restric-
tion condition, there was a significant reduction in
glucose tolerance, resulting in subjects being
described as being in a pre-diabetic state. In a subse-
quent study, the same research group compared the
effects of more acute sleep restriction (two nights of
four hours time in bed for sleep) with acute sleep
extension (two nights of ten hours time in bed for
sleep) in 12 healthy males [13]. Similar to their earlier
study, sleep restriction was associated with a reduc-
tion in glucose tolerance, and glucose levels indicative
of a pre-diabetic state.

Decreased levels of leptin (an appetite saiety
hormone) and ghrelin (an appetite inducing hor-
mone), as well as elevations in cortisol [14] have
been associated with sleep restriction. The increased
preference for high carbohydrate-containing foods
and increased overall appetite [13] has also been
associated.

Changes in eating, metabolism,
and sleep in mood disorders
In the majority of serious psychiatric disorders, e.g.,
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, an asso-
ciated disruption to the sleep–wake and circadian
systems occurs. Additionally, many individuals with
these disorders experience a disruption to their meta-
bolic systems and appetite, with a resultant increase in
weight gain and increased incidence of obesity. It has
been posited that the increased occurrence of weight
gain and increased incidence of obesity in these
patient populations may be due to the medications
administered for management of their disorder. How-
ever, it is now recognized that changes in appetite,
weight gain, and obesity are present in these patients
independent of their medications.

In patients with untreated first episode schizo-
phrenia, there have been reports of increased central
adiposity and elevated cortisol levels compared with
control subjects [15]. Additionally, schizophrenia has
been described as an independent risk factor for the
development of diabetes. Approximately 15 to 18% of
patients with schizophrenia have developed type-2
diabetes, and the prevalence of impaired glucose tol-
erance may be as high as 30% depending on age.

Many antipsychotic medications used in the treat-
ment of schizophrenia increase the risk of obesity, and
as a consequence may accelerate the development of
metabolic syndrome. It has been proposed that the
increase in weight gain and incidence of obesity may
be driven by a disturbance to the hypothalamic
systems that control energy balance [16, 17]. For
example, pharmacological agents with antihistaminer-
gic, antiadrenergic (a-1), and antiserotinergic (5-HT2a,
5-HT6) effects increase weight gain via actions on the
metabolic regulatory pathways. We can therefore
hypothesize that disturbances to the circadian and
sleep–wake systems commonly reported in psychosis
may disrupt the feedback mechanisms involved in
energy regulation and metabolism, mimicking the
pharmacological processes of the antipsychotic
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medications. Further studies are required to deter-
mine the nature of this relationship.

Eating and sleeping disorders
Night eating syndrome
Night eating syndrome (NES) was first described in
1955 and is characterized by morning anorexia,
evening hyperphagia, sleep onset insomnia, and awa-
kenings occurring at least once per night on at least
three nights per week where food is consumed [18].
Although the majority of patients tend to be over-
weight or obese (BMI �25 or 30, respectively), some
patients are considered to be in a normal weight range
[19, 20]. Evidence suggesting a genetic component to
NES exists, with relatives of patients more likely to
have also experienced NES [21]. When patients with
NES wake from sleep to eat, they do so consciously,
and eat ‘normal’ foods. These characteristics are
important in distinguishing NES from sleep related
eating disorder (SRED), which will be discussed later.

There is strong evidence that NES is a circadian-
based disorder [22, 23]. In patients with NES, it
appears that as in healthy subjects the central circa-
dian pacemaker, located in the suprachiasmatic
nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus [24], maintains
normal 24-hour timing in most of the physiological
and behavioral systems under its control e.g., sleep–
wake behavior. However, in NES patients there
appears to be internal desynchrony with peripheral
oscillators regulating caloric intake and appetite
[22, 23, 25]. This internal circadian misalignment is
similar to that induced in animal models where the
circadian timing of caloric intake is desynchronized
from other, centrally controlled, circadian rhythms [26].

Although there is no observable difference
between NES patients and healthy subjects in their
total caloric intake per 24 hours, the NES patients’
timing of the daily caloric intake is markedly differ-
ent. Patients with NES have significantly delayed
eating rhythms, and tend to consume around 35%
of their daily caloric intake after the evening meal,
during their nocturnal sleep period [22].

There have been a number of studies examining
the sleep characteristics of NES patients, relative to
control subjects. When sleep behavior was assessed
using at-home actigraphy across seven days [22] or
in-laboratory polysomnography (PSG) assessed over
three consecutive nights [23], no differences in the

timing of sleep onset or sleep termination were
reported between NES patients and obese controls.

In this same in-laboratory PSG study, reductions
in the amount of stage 2 sleep, stage 3 sleep, total sleep
time, and sleep quality were found in the NES patients
compared to the control subjects. Interestingly, there
were no differences in the total number of awakenings
across the nocturnal sleep period between the two
groups. During these awakenings, 93.3% of NES
patients consumed food on all three nights, and in
contrast, 92.9% of the control subjects did not eat
during any awakenings. In two other PSG studies of
patients with NES, there were a number of patients
identified who did not experience evening hyperpha-
gia and did not report hunger during their nocturnal
awakenings where they ate [27, 28].

Changes in a number of neuroendocrine variables
have been reported in NES, although it is unclear
whether these changes are a cause or effect. Within a
group of obese NES patients studied in a sleep labora-
tory, with a comparison group of obese control
subjects, phase delays in the timing of the leptin
(1.0 hour) and insulin (2.8 hours) rhythms were iden-
tified, while the timing of ghrelin secretion was
phase advanced (5.2 hours) [25]. The circadian
rhythm of circulating glucose levels was around 180�

out of phase, i.e., either approximately 12-hour phase
advanced or 12-hour phase delayed. In addition, the
timing of the pineal hormone melatonin was also
delayed, with a trend for cortisol to also be delayed.
The amplitude of the circadian rhythms of ghrelin,
insulin, and cortisol were reduced and TSH increased
in NES patients relative to controls.

A relationship between NES and psychiatric dis-
orders and mood disturbance has been proposed.
Early reports indicated that psychosocial stressors
were often temporally related to elevations in night
eating symptoms [18]. In later studies, obese patients
with NES attending either a clinic or studied in the
laboratory reported higher depression scores and
lower self-esteem scores compared to obese patients
without NES [23, 29]. In one study that assessed
mood in patients with NES and controls throughout
a 24-hour day, it was reported that mood scores were
lower in NES patients, with a decline in mood scores
observed after 16:00 hours. Interestingly, the temporal
profile of the decreasing mood scores differs from
that typically seen in patients with depression, where
mood tends to be lower earlier in the circadian cycle
and higher in the late afternoon [30].
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Night eating syndrome has also been reported
to be comorbid with psychiatric disorders. Patients
attending two outpatient clinics (n¼ 399) were
assessed for the presence of NES. Of these, just over
12% were found to meet the criteria for NES [31].
Comparing patients from these clinics without NES,
a higher proportion of those diagnosed with NES
were found to also have a substance-abuse problem
and to be obese.

Sleep related eating disorder
Distinct from NES, but sharing some common fea-
tures, is sleep related eating disorder (SRED). The
exact history of SRED, including a clear definition
and the underlying nature of the disorder, has been
somewhat unclear; however, SRED is now considered
to be a parasomnia [32]. Similar to NES, patients with
SRED engage in nocturnal eating and morning anor-
exia. Sleep related eating disorder patients are often
also obese, and psychiatric disorders are commonly
comorbid. However, in contrast to NES, other char-
acteristics of SRED include: involuntary consumption
of food; consuming strange combinations of food,
uncooked foods or inedible substances; dangerous
food preparation; not being easily awakened; and a
lack of awareness of nocturnal eating activities
(although this last feature varies both between and
within patients) [33, 34].

In patients with SRED, consumption of calorie-
rich food during nocturnal eating episodes is
common, with patients typically preferring high
carbohydrate and high fat content foods. Some
patients also report binge eating. It is not unusual
for the types of food consumed during these night-
time episodes to differ from what the individual nor-
mally consumes during the daytime [34, 35]. Patients
have reported eating frozen foods, raw meat, and cat
food, as well consuming items such as coffee grounds,
eggshells, cigarette butts, and cleaning products [33, 36].
The consumption of these substances places patients
at a potential risk for poisoning, choking, and burns
from hot liquids or foods. Many patients also report
receiving injuries, such as cuts, due to unsafe food
preparation.

It has been reported that approximately half of
patients with SRED arouse from bed to eat at least
once every night, with many of these patients
reporting multiple eating episodes across the night
[36, 37]. However, the incidence of multiple eating

episodes per night may be higher than indicated in
this early study. In one study, around 70% of partici-
pants (25 of 35) reported eating more than once each
night, with an additional 22% of participants reporting
rising and eating more than five times per night [35].

One characteristic of SRED is the lack of aware-
ness associated with the night-time eating episodes.
Patients with SRED exhibit difficulties in arousal
during an episode, similar to that of sleep walking.
This lack of awareness during episodes, however, is
not universal nor agreed upon. One recent study
reported that SRED patients were fully aware of their
actions during their nocturnal eating episodes [35],
while earlier studies have found partial awareness [33]
or complete lack of awareness [36].

The presence of SRED is also often comorbid with
other sleep disorders, such as restless legs syndrome
(RLS), sleep apnea, and other parasomnias [36, 38].
Periodic limb movements during sleep (PLMS) are
common, as is chewing or rhythmic masticatory
muscle activity (RMMA) [33, 35].

Sleep related eating disorder has also been
reported to be comorbid with psychiatric disorders.
Patients with SRED have a higher incidence rate of
depressed mood [35, 39]. Additionally, the onset of
nocturnal eating and SRED is often associated with
substance abuse or relationship problems [33, 36].

In an early report, nearly half of SRED patients
studied were diagnosed with an Axis 1 disorder
(DSM-IV) [36], with many of these patients display-
ing increased anxiety, particularly related to their
night-time eating episodes, and fears of choking or
starting a fire during food preparation. In a later
study, just over half of patients were found to have
experienced past abuse, and displayed some charac-
teristics similar to those observed in patients with
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [33].

Sleep related eating disorder has also been found
to be associated with a number of CNS acting medi-
cations, including sedative hypnotics; newer hypnotic
agents such as zolpidem; tricyclic antidepressants;
mood stabilizers such as lithium; risperidone and
anticholinergic compounds [32].

Summary
From the above discussions, it can be seen that the
systems and processes that control caloric intake and
sleep–wake behavior overlap in a number of respects,
including the neurobiology, neuroendocrine signals,
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and pathologies. Further research is required in order
to fully understand the nature of the relationship
between these two systems. Understanding the rela-
tionship between caloric intake and sleep–wake
behaviors potentially would improve the available
treatment options for NES and SRED. Interventions
to reduce the growing epidemic of obesity and meta-
bolic disorders, such as type-2 diabetes, which is
occurring in parallel with increasing numbers of indi-
viduals experiencing chronic sleep restriction, may
also target both systems.
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Chapter

10 Sleep–endocrine relationships in depressed
women across the reproductive cycle
Charles J. Meliska, Luis Fernando Martínez, and Barbara L. Parry

Introduction
In their review of sleep and mood disorders, Peterson
and Benca identified themost common subjective sleep
complaints as initial, middle, and terminal insomnia,
decreased amount of sleep, reduced restorative sleep,
and disturbing dreams [1]. Common objective deficits,
as measured by polysomnography (PSG) or wrist acti-
graphy, include delayed sleep onset, increased wake
after sleep onset, increased early morning wake time,
decreased total sleep time, decreased slow-wave sleep,
and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep abnormalities,
including reduced REM sleep latency and increased
REM sleep percentage.

Parry and colleagues reviewed studies of sleep and
depression in women across the reproductive cycle
[2, 3]. The present chapter highlights recent studies of
sleep–endocrine relationships in depressed women,
focusing on studies that employ objective measures
of sleep and biological rhythms (melatonin, cortisol,
thyroid stimulating hormone [TSH], prolactin, tem-
perature), and that document reproductive endocrine
status. We also review studies of putative treatment
interventions with light and wake therapy/sleep de-
privation on mood and biological rhythms. Studies of
estradiol, progesterone, follicle-stimulating hormone
(FSH), and luteinizing hormone (LH) are presented
primarily in relation to menopause. We address recent
studies documenting the importance of age, bodymass
index (BMI), and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in
sleep and circadian rhythm disruption in the section
onmenopause, the epoch during which, along with hot
flashes, these problems become particularly salient.

Menstrual cycle studies
For menstrual cycle studies, measurements generally
are made during menses (1 to 5 days after the onset of

bleeding); the follicular phase (1 to 14 days after
menses onset, before ovulation, when FSH is secreted
from the pituitary and the ovarian follicle is develop-
ing and secreting increasing estrogen); at ovulation
(during the LH surge, 12 to 14 days after menses in a
28-day cycle); in the luteal phase (14 to 28 days after
menses onset, after ovulation when the corpus luteum
secretes progesterone); and in the premenstrual, late
luteal phase (7 to 10 days before menses onset, when
estradiol and progesterone levels are declining). See
Figure 10.1.

Subjective sleep measures in healthy
cycling women
At menarche, healthy girls start reporting poorer
sleep quality before and during menstruation. Many
studies of sleep and the menstrual cycle report poorer
sleep quality, insomnia, and in some cases, hypersom-
nia, premenstrually. Delayed sleep onset and decreased
luteal vs. follicular phase sleep efficiency and quality, as
well as increased subjective daytime sleepiness, all
unrelated to severity of other premenstrual symptoms,
have been observed [2]. Baker and Driver refined
earlier work by screening from study women with
symptoms of premenstrual syndrome (PMS), includ-
ing abdominal bloating or cramps, breast tenderness,
headache, fatigue, stress, anxiety, joint or muscle
pain, and identifying ovulation objectively by urine
LH detection. These women reported poorer subject-
ive sleep quality from three days before to four
days after menstruation onset. Self-reported total
sleep time, sleep onset latency, number and duration
of awakenings, and morning vigilance did not
differ significantly across menstrual cycle phases; sleep
efficiency decreased slightly, premenstrually. Thus,
while these healthy women perceived their sleep
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quality to be worse premenstrually and during
menses, sleep continuity was not diminished [4].

Objective sleep measures in healthy
cycling women
Although subjective reports of menstruation-related
sleep disturbances are widespread, carefully controlled

studies using objective measures across the men-
strual cycle provide a somewhat different picture.
Driver et al. studied sleep electroencephalogram
(EEG) changes in women who lacked PMS symptoms;
ovulation and menstrual cycle stage were confirmed
by body temperature, urinary LH, and midluteal
plasma estrogen and progesterone levels. They
found no significant variation across the menstrual
cycle in either objective or subjective ratings of total
sleep time, sleep efficiency, sleep latency, REM sleep
latency, or slow-wave sleep, suggesting sleep disrup-
tion may be minimal when premenstrual dysphoria
is absent [5].

Sleep in women with menstrual-cycle
related mood symptoms
Women experiencing PMS or premenstrual dys-
phoric disorder (PMDD), a severe form of PMS char-
acterized by depressed mood, report more subjective
late luteal phase sleep disturbance, including hyper-
somnia and daytime sleepiness, than women without
symptoms [2]. Based on objective measures, Parry
et al. found women with premenstrual depression
had more stage 2 (percentage) and less REM sleep
(minutes and percentage) than healthy controls,
irrespective of menstrual phase. Stage 3 sleep minutes
decreased and intermittent awakenings increased
during the late luteal phase in both symptomatic
and asymptomatic women [6].

Menstruation-related sleep disturbances have not
been confirmed in all carefully controlled studies
employing objective measures [2]. In a rigorous study
of polysomnographic changes in 18- to 40-year-old
women, Baker et al. compared asymptomatic control
subjects with women experiencing PMS/PMDD.
Although those with severe PMS subjectively reported
significantly poorer sleep quality during the late luteal
phase, few significant differences in sleep variables
were found in PSGmeasures related either to diagnostic
category or menstrual phase. Only one variable,
wake after sleep onset, was greater during the late
luteal than in the follicular phase in both normal
control (NC) subjects and women with PMS/PMDD.
Women with premenstrual symptoms had a signifi-
cantly longer latency to REM sleep onset than control
women [7], in contrast to earlier work showing
a shorter latency to REM onset in depressed vs.
non-depressed subjects [2].
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Biological rhythm studies
Melatonin
Melatonin circadian rhythms are relatively unaffected
by normal menstrual cycle fluctuations in healthy
women [2]. However, Shibui et al. found the 24-hour
area under the curve (AUC) of serum melatonin was
significantly decreased in the luteal compared with
the follicular menstrual cycle phase, suggesting a
decrease in the pacemaker amplitude regulating the
melatonin rhythm [8]. Parry et al. found mood was
related to melatonin chronobiology, such that mela-
tonin onset time was delayed, duration was com-
pressed, and AUC, amplitude and mean melatonin
levels were decreased in PMDD, but not NC subjects
during the luteal phase [9].

Temperature rhythms
Early studies reported decreased, increased, or no
change in core body temperature (Tc) in association
with menstrual cycle changes [2]. Wright and Badia
observed higher core body temperatures in the luteal
than in the follicular phase [10]. Baker et al. found
higher mean in-bed temperatures in women with
primary dysmenorrhea (but without menstrual-
associated mood disturbances) compared with
women with normal cycles. Higher body tempera-
tures during luteal and menstrual phases were
associated with reduced REM sleep [11]. In contrast,
in a well controlled prospective study of women with
PMDD vs. NC subjects, Parry et al. found that
24-hour Tc amplitude was significantly decreased in
the luteal compared with the follicular menstrual
cycle phase [12].

Reviewing earlier work, Baker and Driver reported
body temperature reaches its nadir shortly after lights
out and recovers to normal after lights on, independ-
ently of contraceptive use, and is higher during the
luteal than in the follicular phase. In-bed tempera-
tures were significantly higher in dysmenorrheic
women than in controls [13].

Cortisol, TSH, and prolactin rhythms
Prolactin: Parry et al. found prolactin peak and amp-
litude were higher, and acrophase earlier in late luteal
phase dysphoric disorder (LLPDD) patients than in
NC subjects [2]. Comparing asymptomatic with dys-
menorrheic women, Baker et al. found higher prolac-
tin levels during the luteal and menstrual phases in

dysmenorrheic women, in association with higher
body temperatures and reduced REM sleep [11].

Cortisol: While reduced cortisol amplitude has
been reported in the luteal compared with the follicu-
lar menstrual cycle phase, altered timing, but not
quantitative, measures of cortisol secretion have been
found in PMDD vs. NC subjects, with luteal phase
cortisol acrophase occurring about one hour earlier in
NC, but not PMDD subjects [2].

Thyroid stimulating hormone: In healthy women,
amplitude of the TSH rhythm has been observed to be
significantly decreased in the luteal compared with
the follicular phase. As well, TSH rhythms have been
found to occur earlier in PMDD compared with NC
subjects [2].

Challenge studies: effects of wake therapy
on mood, sleep, and biological rhythms
Parry and colleagues reported that wake therapy
relieved depressive symptoms in women with PMDD.
Both PMDD and NC groups showed longer REM
latencies and less REM sleep (minutes and percentage)
during the luteal compared with the follicular phase.
Sleep quality improved during recovery nights in
PMDD, but not inNC, subjects. Increases in REM sleep
measures were associated with clinical improvement in
responders to wake therapy. PMDD subjects, however,
did not show sleep architecture changes similar to those
of patients with major depressive disorders [2].

Effects of wake therapy on biological rhythms
Parry et al. evaluated whether the therapeutic benefit
of wake therapy is mediated by altering sleep phase
with melatonin secretion. They measured nocturnal
plasma melatonin every 30 minutes in PMDD vs. NC
women during late luteal interventions with early
wake therapy (EWT) (sleep 03:00 to 07:00 hours;
control condition) versus late wake therapy (LWT)
(sleep 21:00 to 01:00 hours; active condition). Before
treatment, melatonin offset was delayed and duration
increased in the symptomatic luteal vs. asymptomatic
follicular phase in both NC and PMDD subjects.
LWT, but not EWT, advanced offset and decreased
duration vs. the late luteal baseline, although mood
improved equally after LWT and EWT. Later baseline
luteal phase morning melatonin offset was associated
with more depressed mood in PMDD patients;
longer follicular phase melatonin duration predicted
greater mood improvement following LWT. That
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LWT, but not EWT, advanced melatonin offset and
shortened duration while they were equally effective
in improving mood suggests that decreasing morning
melatonin secretion is not necessary for the thera-
peutic effects of wake therapy in PMDD [14].

The effect of sleep deprivation on cortisol timing
measures also differed for PMDD versus NC subjects:
during late partial sleep deprivation (when subjects’
sleep was earlier), the cortisol acrophase was almost
two hours earlier in PMDD subjects [2].

Effects of light therapy on biological rhythms
Because light suppresses melatonin secretion, con-
trolled light exposure has been studied as a therapy
for disorders in which melatonin dysregulation may
play a role. Lam et al. conducted a carefully controlled
test of dim vs. bright light exposure in women with
LLPDD. During the luteal phase of each treatment
cycle, patients received 30 minutes of either bright
(10,000 lx) evening white light or dim (500 lx) red
light (placebo condition). Results showed bright
evening light vs. placebo reduced symptoms in women
with LLPDD [15]. Morning bright light also is
reported to shorten menstrual cycle length in women
with abnormally long cycles, in whom dysphoric
symptoms are more common [16], and to relieve
symptoms of PMS, LLPDD, and/or PMDD [17].

Temperature: Parry et al. reported that Tc ampli-
tude increased after recovery nights of sleep from
wake therapy [12].

Prolactin: Danilenko and Samoilova found morn-
ing bright light (4,300 lx) during the follicular phase
increased concentrations of prolactin and other hypo-
physeal hormones in women with long menstrual
cycles (in whom dysphoria is more common) [16].

Pregnancy
Characteristic changes in estradiol, estriol, prolactin, and
cortisol during pregnancy are illustrated in Figure 10.2.

Sleep studies in healthy pregnant women
Healthy pregnant women often report sleep disturb-
ances that typically increase in frequency and inten-
sity as pregnancy progresses [2]. In a large (N¼ 300)
cross-sectional study Lopes et al. confirmed self-
reported insomnia, excessive daytime sleepiness, and
awakenings after sleep onset increased significantly
from the first to the second, and from the second to
the third trimesters of pregnancy [18].

Prospective PSG studies of sleep during pregnancy
are rare, and the results inconsistent. Some studies
report more awakenings and reduced deep sleep
(stages 3 and 4) before delivery [2]. The stage of
pregnancy when recordings are made is critical. In
a cross-sectional study, Hertz et al. found increased
stage 1 (lighter) sleep and greater wake after sleep
onset, with decreased sleep efficiency and REM sleep
in third-trimester women compared with age-
matched, non-pregnant controls [19]. In contrast,
Driver et al. found no reduction in stage 4 or REM
sleep, and on the contrary, found increased slow-wave
sleep (stages 3 and 4) at 27 to 39 weeks than at 8 to
16weeks of pregnancy [20]. These findings support a
restorative theory of sleep and are consistent with the
effects of changing cortisol and progesterone levels on
sleep. Lee et al. using home ambulatory monitoring
from 11 to 36 weeks of gestation found total sleep
time increased, but restorative sleep decreased signifi-
cantly by 11 to 12 weeks gestation [21].

Using actigraphy and sleep diaries to study sleep
in nulliparous and multiparous women, Signal et al.
found parity influenced sleep quality. Nulliparas gen-
erally had lower sleep efficiency, spent more time in
bed and had greater wake after sleep onset than multi-
paras during the second trimester [22].

Sleep studies in pregnant women
with mood disorders
Sleep disturbance during pregnancy and postpartum
is frequent, irrespective of a diagnosis of depression.
Few prospective studies document sleep changes in
relation to mood during pregnancy; even fewer rely
on objective sleep measures. As noted, reduced sub-
jective sleep quality, particularly during late preg-
nancy, as well as shorter (or longer) REM sleep
during pregnancy may precede postpartum mood
disorders [2]. Coble et al. recorded sleep EEGs in
childbearing women with and without histories of
mood disorder. Those with mood disorder histories
had greater sleep disorder and REM latency reduc-
tion, evident from early pregnancy into the eighth
postpartum month [23].

In a large prospective study, Field et al. studied 83
depressed and 170 non-depressed pregnant women
during the second trimester, basing diagnosis on a
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID),
and sleep assessment with a questionnaire. Consistent
with earlier work, self-reports showed more sleep
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disturbance in depressed than non-depressed women
during the second and third trimesters [24]. In contrast,
in another large study (N¼ 273) in which depres-
sion was evaluated using the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI), and sleep was assessed at 15 to
23, 23 to 31, and 31 to 39 weeks of gestation using
the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Skouteris
et al. found sleep quality and depressive symptoms
remained relatively stable across pregnancy; how-
ever, poor sleep quality early in pregnancy predicted
higher BDI scores later in pregnancy. Depressive
symptoms early in pregnancy were unrelated to
sleep quality later [25].

Longitudinal studies of sleep and depression
during pregnancy and postpartum
Numerous studies document a continuity of mood
symptoms from pregnancy to postpartum. Wolfson
et al. studied 38 primiparous women during the third

trimester and again at 2 to 4 weeks, 12 to 16 weeks,
and 12 to 15 months postpartum, using a sleep–wake
diary and a self-rating depression scale. Mothers
developing depressive symptoms 2 to 4 weeks
postpartum reported greater total sleep time, later
rise times, and more time napping at the end of
pregnancy than non-depressed women [26]. Goyal
et al. studied 124 primiparous women longitudinally,
from their last prenatal month to three months
postpartum, evaluating sleep with a self-report
measure, and depression with the Center for
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D).
Three months postpartum, self-reported sleep onset
latency, early awakenings, sleep disturbances, and
sleep maintenance problems were significantly greater
in women whose CES-D scores exceeded 16 than
those with lower scores. Sleep disturbance in the
fourth month of pregnancy was associated with
depression symptoms three months after delivery.
The authors concluded that initial insomnia during
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Figure 10.2 Serum concentrations of
human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG),
human placental lactogen (hPL), prolactin
(PRL), progesterone (Prog), unconjugated
estradiol (E2) and estriol (E3), and cortisol
during pregnancy. (Redrawn with
permission from Liu J, Rebar RW, Yen SS.
Neuroendocrine control of the
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pregnancy may be a strong predictor of postpartum
depression [27].

Biological rhythms during pregnancy
Biological rhythms in healthy pregnant women
Melatonin: Serum melatonin levels increase progres-
sively during pregnancy, becoming significantly
higher during the third than during the first and
second trimesters. While nocturnal melatonin ampli-
tude and duration were higher in late pregnancy,
there was no clear phase-shift [2, 28]. Parry et al. also
found a positive association between melatonin quan-
tity and week of gestation in 15 NC women – a
relationship notably absent in a group of 10 women
with major depressive disorder (MDD) [29].

Cortisol: Like melatonin, cortisol increases signifi-
cantly during pregnancy in healthy women, while
maintaining its characteristic diurnal pattern [2].

Thyroid stimulating hormone: Diurnal variation in
TSH is reported to be maintained during pregnancy,
with maximal values around midnight, as in non-
pregnant women [2].

Prolactin: Prolactin secretion is reported to be
episodic during pregnancy; while prolacting concen-
tration is elevated during pregnancy, no relation
to sleep quality has been noted [2]. Measuring at
20-minute intervals for 24 hours at 12, 20, and
32weeks gestation, Boyar et al. found increased mean
prolactin levels due to increased secretion per secre-
tory episode during nocturnal sleep [30].

Biological rhythms in pregnant women
with mood disorders
Melatonin: Extending earlier work, Parry et al.
assayed nocturnal plasma melatonin from 18:00 to
11:00 hours in 15 NC and 10 depressed pregnant
women. Melatonin was significantly lower in
depressed relative to NC women, from 02:00 to 11:00
hours. Notably, melatonin AUC increased signifi-
cantly across weeks of pregnancy in NC, but not in
depressed, women. Women with personal or family
histories of depression also had earlier melatonin syn-
thesis and baseline offsets than women without histor-
ies, regardless of current diagnosis [29].

Cortisol: Based on single samples collected at
unspecified times, Field et al. found elevated cortisol
in depressed vs. non-depressed women during the
second trimester. Cortisol level was also positively
correlated with third trimester sleep disturbances

[31]. Jolley et al. recruited healthy pregnant women
during late pregnancy, following up with ratings of
depression 6 and 12 weeks postpartum. They sampled
blood at approximately ten-minute intervals, for
one hour, from 9 women with MDD and 13 non-
depressed women, after 20 minutes of exercise. No
significant differences between groups in adrenocor-
ticotropic hormone (ACTH) or cortisol levels were
found. However, while ACTH and cortisol were sig-
nificantly related in healthy mothers, they were disso-
ciated at both 6 and 12 weeks postpartum in
depressed mothers, such that depressed mothers had
higher ACTH and lower cortisol levels than non-
depressed mothers [32]. Shea et al. compared the
salivary cortisol rise upon awakening in NC and
depressed women who were 25 to 36 weeks pregnant.
Depressed women did not differ significantly from
NC, but a history of childhood maltreatment was
associated with lower baseline cortisol in normal
and depressed groups, combined [33]. In a large
sample of pregnant women (730 non-depressed,
70 probably depressed), Rich-Edwards et al. found
elevated mid-pregnancy placental corticotropin-
releasing hormone (CRH) levels were associated with
prenatal depression symptoms [34]. It has been
proposed that increased nocturnal CRH may be
responsible for the increased awakenings associated
with hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis
hyperactivity [35].

Thyroid stimulating hormone: Parry et al. found
a non-significant trend toward lower mean TSH
levels in depressed compared with NC pregnant
women [36].

Prolactin: Parry et al. found higher prolactin levels
in women with MDD than NC women after control-
ling for weeks pregnant and BMI in the analyses [36].

Postpartum
Postpartum changes in estradiol, progesterone, FSH,
LH, and prolactin are illustrated in Figure 10.3.

Sleep in healthy postpartum women
Subjective studies
Early studies in healthy women suggested sleep is dis-
turbed, subjectively, during the early postpartum
period, relative to sleep during pregnancy [2]. Recently,
Signal et al. studied non-depressed nulliparous and
multiparous women using actigraphy and sleep diaries
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across seven nights, longitudinally, at four time
periods: during the second trimester of pregnancy;
one week before delivery; one week postpartum; and
six weeks postpartum. Results confirmed the greatest

sleep changes occurred in the first postpartum
week, with women averaging about 90 minutes less
sleep than during pregnancy, and three times more
sleep episodes in 24 hours. That 70% of women napped
regularly during the day suggests nocturnal sleep loss
may be compensated for with daytime naps [22].

Objective studies
Controlled PSG studies in healthy women show sleep
efficiency increases and wake after sleep onset
decreases relative to pregnant levels by 3 to 5 months
postpartum; most (but not all) studies suggest REM
sleep decreases after delivery [2]. Notably, women
who breast-fed their babies had increased slow-wave
sleep and less light non-REM sleep than age-matched
control subjects, or women who bottle-fed infants
[37]. However, some early studies using objective
measures reported deterioration in total sleep time
and sleep efficiency, and increased wake after sleep
onset compared with late pregnancy [2].

Infant care issues may affect study results. Using
PSG measures, Lee et al. found awake time increased
and total sleep time and efficiency decreased by 3 to
4weeks postpartum, relative to before delivery, in
multiparas and first-time mothers. By three months
postpartum, sleep characteristics improved; however,
sleep efficiency remained significantly below baseline
pre-pregnancy values. Initial sleep disturbances,
which were greatest in primiparas, improved between
the first and third postpartum months [21].

Breast-feeding
Parity and breast-feeding may affect mothers’ sleep
quality. Using sleep diaries, Thomas and Burr com-
pared the sleep of 38 postpartum with 20 non-
pregnant, nulliparous women, none of whom was
depressed, 4 to 10 weeks after childbirth. Thirty of
the mothers breast-fed their babies, exclusively, one
fed only formula, and seven fed both breast and infant
formula. The women reported more postpartum sleep
disruption, ascribed primarily to infant care; their
mean reported total sleep time was 7.2 hours per
night, compared to a mean of 7.7 hours per night in
nulliparous controls [38].

Studies using objective measures have produced
different results. For example, Nishihara et al.
compared EEG power spectra of breast-feeding
mothers, 9 to 13 weeks postpartum, with those of
non-pregnant women. Power spectra in the delta
and theta frequency ranges during non-REM sleep
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were significantly higher for breast-feeding mothers
than for non-pregnant women. The power spectra of
mothers who experienced interrupted sleep due to
child care did not differ significantly from those
whose sleep was uninterrupted [39].

Groër found more positive mood and positive life
events, and perceptions of lower stress in breast-
feeding mothers compared with mothers who fed
their infants formula, even though both groups
reported comparable stressful life events [40]. While
this suggests breast-feeding might protect against
negative moods and stress, an alternative explanation
is that depressed postpartum mothers may be less
likely to breast-feed offspring than women with more
positive moods, as Parry et al. [29] reported. Thus,
sleep deficits could reflect greater clinical depression
in non-breast-feeding mothers.

Doan et al. conducted a study at 3 months post-
partum in 133 mothers challenging the notion that
infant care disrupts postpartum sleep. Type of infant
feeding (breast milk or formula) was determined
from parent diaries. Using objective (actigraphy) as
well as subjective (diary) measures, mothers who
breast-fed infants in the evening and at night actually
slept 40 to 45 minutes more, on average, than
those who bottle fed. Self-reports also showed less
sleep disturbance in mothers who exclusively breast-
fed, than those who formula fed offspring. The
authors concluded that supplementing breast-feeding
with formula feeding did not improve mothers’ sleep
quality [41].

Sleep studies in women with postpartum
mood disorders
Ina largeepidemiologicstudy(N¼43,093),Vesga-Lopez
et al. confirmed depression risk increases postpartum,
relative to the prepartum period [42]. Goyal et al.
used questionnaires to characterize depressive symp-
toms and sleep in 124 primiparous women, from their
last month of pregnancy through three months post-
partum. Women who reported depression and sleep
disturbances during the month before delivery also
reported more depressive symptoms during the third
month postpartum. The authors suggested that for
new mothers, complaints of delayed sleep onset
during pregnancy may be the most relevant marker
for risk of postpartum depression [27].

Biological rhythms postpartum
Biological rhythms in healthy postpartum women:
role of parity and breast-feeding
Melatonin: In the Thomas and Burr study, base-
line levels of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin (a urinary mel-
atonin metabolite) were significantly higher in
postpartum than in the non-pregnant nulliparous
controls, and melatonin secretion onset was
significantly earlier in postpartum than in non-
pregnant nulliparous women. However, the maximum,
mean, and percentage rise in 6-sulfatoxymelatonin
were lower in postpartum, relative to control sub-
jects. The authors speculate that light exposure or
sleep loss during night-time child care could
reduce melatonin levels postpartum. Nevertheless,
studies do not uniformly confirm reduced sleep in
postpartum mothers due to childcare or breast-
feeding [38].

Prolactin: Serum prolactin remains elevated in
non-lactating mothers for 2 to 4 weeks postpartum,
with a persistent diurnal pattern of secretion, and a
subsequent decline across postpartum weeks [2].

Cortisol: Tu et al. found an interaction between
breast-feeding, parity, and mood. Among multipar-
ous mothers, cortisol was lower in breast-feeding
mothers than in those who bottle fed, both at
awakening and at 16:00 hours. Notably, no effect of
infant feeding choice on cortisol was observed in
primiparous mothers [43]. In fact, extensive work
suggests lactation reduces stress responsiveness by
dampening the HPA axis circadian rhythm [44]. For
example, Altemus et al. compared lactating and non-
lactating women, 7 to 18 weeks postpartum, after
20minutes of treadmill exercise [45]. The last five
minutes of exercise was set to elicit 90% of the max-
imal oxygen uptake. Plasma ACTH, cortisol, and glu-
cose responses to exercise were significantly smaller
in lactating women, as were basal norepinephrine
levels, suggesting that lactation restrains stress-
responsive hormonal systems.

Contrary to expectation, Groër found serum cor-
tisol in breast- and formula-feeding mothers was
associated with reduced stress and anxiety levels
compared with controls; breast-feeding mothers
reported lower perceived stress than controls, more
positive life events, and less depression and anger
than formula-feeders [40]. Groër et al. also found
positive correlations between serum cortisol and
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sleepiness in breast-feeding mothers, 4 to 6 weeks
postpartum [46].

Biological rhythms in women with postpartum
mood disorders
Melatonin: Groër et al. studied mood in relation to
melatonin and other neurohormones in 119 new
mothers. Higher melatonin in mothers’ milk, 4 to
6 weeks postpartum, was associated with lower milk
prolactin (r ¼ –0.56, p ¼ .01). Sleepier, more fatigued
mothers had higher melatonin levels in their morning
milk. In general, stress, fatigue, and negative mood
were associated with lower prolactin and higher mel-
atonin levels in milk samples [46].

Parry et al. assessed plasma melatonin in postpar-
tum NC and women diagnosed with MDD, every half
hour from 18:00 to 11:00 hours. Depressed mothers
displayed significantly higher nocturnal melatonin
amplitudes across time intervals than NC women,
and absolute AUC, melatonin synthesis AUC, and
peak concentration were higher in postpartum DP
vs. NC. Notably, in contrast to pregnant women with
MDD (whose morning plasma melatonin concentra-
tions were lower, compared with NC women), plasma
melatonin levels were elevated in depressed postpar-
tum subjects. Melatonin onset, offset, and duration
were not significantly different in NC vs. depressed
groups. The authors interpret these findings as evi-
dence that regulation of the melatonin generating
system is disturbed in postpartum depression [29].

Thyroid stimulating hormone: Parry et al. sampled
TSH overnight at 30-minute intervals and found no
statistically significant differences in depressed vs. NC
women postpartum [36].

Prolactin: While some early work showed plasma
prolactin was lower than normal in depressed women
[2], Parry et al. reported mean prolactin amplitude
was elevated in breast-feeding and non-breast-feeding
MDD patients compared with NC women [36]. Asher
et al. measured morning plasma prolactin just prior
to and 3 days after delivery in 25 healthy women [47].
Postpartum prolactin was negatively correlated with
Hamilton Anxiety Scale score: elevated prolactin was
associated with reduced anxiety in lactating mothers.
More recently, Groër et al. also found inverse correl-
ations between serum prolactin and Profile of Mood
States depression and fatigue scores in 119 new
mothers, 4 to 6 weeks postpartum [46].

Effects of wake therapy on mood, sleep,
and biological rhythms in depressed
postpartum women
Parry and colleagues found beneficial effects, particu-
larly of LWT, in postpartum depression. Hamilton
Depression (Ham-D) scores were reduced after recov-
ery sleep from LWT (sleep 21:00 to 01:00 hours), but
not after EWT (sleep 03:00 to 07:00 hours) or dim red
light. After the LWT intervention, 7 of 7 depressed
women met criteria for response (greater than 40%
decrease in symptoms) [2].

Menopause studies
The defining hormonal changes of menopause
include a profound decrease in serum estradiol and
estrone concentrations in conjunction with marked
elevations of the gonadotropins, LH and FSH, due
to diminished inhibitory feedback from estradiol.
Reductions in androstenedione, dehydroepinadros-
terone, and progesterone also occur [48].

Studies of sleep disturbance based
on subjective measures
With few exceptions, women report sleep problems,
including early, middle, and late insomnia, during
and after the menopausal transition [49, 50]. In a
study of 60- to 85-year-old women not complaining
of sleep difficulties, Danker-Hopfe et al. found 34.5%
endorsed PSQI items indicative of disturbed sleep
(PSQI> 5), which were maintained at follow-up
16months later [51]. Souza et al. obtained similar
results regarding sleep habits of 271 pre-, peri-, and
postmenopausal Brazilian women; 29% reported poor
sleep quality, with perimenopausal women (aged
45 years to 1 year after menopause), and those having
surgical menopause reporting worse sleep quality
than premenopausal women. Menopausal status and
self-perceived health status were the only statistically
significant variables associated with sleep quality [52].

While implicated in sleep disturbances, meno-
pausal status itself may not be a good predictor of
disturbed sleep. Using standardized questionnaires,
Chung and Tang examined factors associated with
subjective sleep disturbance in 305 middle-aged
(45 to 55 years) Chinese women. Cross-sectional
analysis showed peri- and postmenopausal women
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were twice as likely to report poor sleep compared
with premenopausal women, with sleep difficulty
being one of the five most commonly reported
climacteric symptoms. However, the association of
menopausal status and sleep difficulty became non-
significant when the investigators controlled for
climacteric symptoms and recent stress. Risk of
reporting disturbed sleep was four- to six-fold higher
in women with prominent somatic complaints, psy-
chological symptoms, and perceived stress [49].

Studies of sleep disturbance based
on objective measures
Studies using objective measures show a less definitive
relationship between menopause and sleep disturb-
ances than subjective studies. Using PSG measures
in 21 premenopausal (aged 45 to 51 years), 29 post-
menopausal (aged 59 to 71 years), and 11 young (aged
20 to 26 years) women, Kalleinen et al. found that
while total sleep time was similar in premenopausal
(c. 405 minutes) and postmenopausal (c. 385 minutes)
women, total sleep time was significantly longer
in younger women (c. 448 minutes). Sleep efficiency
was greater in younger women; pre- and postmeno-
pausal women also had less slow-wave sleep and a
higher frequency and duration of wake after sleep
onset than younger women. The authors interpreted
these differences as due primarily to the physiology of
aging, rather than to menopausal changes, since sleep
in premenopausal and postmenopausal women was
actually quite similar [53].

Jean-Louis et al. provided further support for the
effects of aging on objective sleep. They examined
PSG home-recordings in postmenopausal women
(aged 56 to 77 years). On average, women slept
439 minutes in 24 hours. Notably, 10% of accumu-
lated sleep time occurred out of bed (i.e., naps),
with greater age associated with more afternoon–
evening sleep. Thus, more than younger women,
older women may distribute total sleep time through-
out the day [54].

Studies comparing objective vs. subjective
sleep measures
As with the other reproductive epochs, whether
objective sleep measurements confirm subjective
reports in menopause is a source of continuing
debate. In general, while some objective sleep

measures confirm subjective reports, many studies
reveal a large subjective–objective ‘disconnect,’ and
substantially lower frequencies and intensities of sleep
problems measured objectively [3].

Regestein et al. found low correlations between
self-report and actigraphy sleep measures in 88
healthy, postmenopausal women, concluding that
self-reported sleep disturbances may reflect subjective
distress and reduced cognitive function, rather than
actual sleep disturbance [55]. In a large epidemiologic
study of objective and subjective measures in 589 pre-,
peri-, and postmenopausal women, Young et al.
found objective sleep quality was actually better
during and after menopause, with postmenopausal
women having more deep sleep and longer total sleep
time than premenopausal women. The objective
results conflicted with the women’s subjective reports,
as peri- and postmenopausal women expressed less
satisfaction with their sleep than premenopausal
women, particularly with initiating sleep. Women
experiencing hot flashes reported more subjective
sleep problems than women who did not [56].

Park et al. compared subjective with actigraphic
sleep measures in 384 postmenopausal women
(mean age: 67.9 years). Although actigraphic and
self-reported sleep latencies were correlated, short
self-reported sleep latencies tended to underestimate,
whereas long self-reported sleep latencies over-
estimated actigraphy measures. Hypertension and
anti-hypertensive drug use was positively correlated
with sleep latency and measures of insomnia,
mood, and hot flashes. Activity and light exposure
were negatively related to global assessment of
functioning [57].

In a study of 150 older men and women not
complaining of sleep disturbances, Vitiello et al.
found 33% of the women and 16% of the men
endorsed substantial sleep disturbances (PSQI> 5).
Correlations between PSG and subjective measures
differed by gender; men with higher PSQI scores
had longer PSG sleep latencies, less total sleep time,
and lower sleep efficiencies than men with lower
PSQI scores. This relationship was weaker in women,
and absent in those taking estrogen replacement,
despite the fact that women reported sleep disturb-
ances more frequently than men. The authors sug-
gested that objective measures of sleep quality may
be appropriate for older men, but not women, as
women and men may use different criteria to evaluate
sleep quality [58].
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Mechanisms of sleep disturbance
Several studies identify putative etiologies of sleep
disturbances in menopausal women, including age,
OSA, elevated blood pressure, psychological distress,
mood, hormone levels, vasomotor symptoms (hot
flashes), BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, and alterations in
circadian phase (see review [3]).

Hot flashes and sleep
An association between hot flashes and self-reported
sleep disturbance has been widely noted. In a large
(N¼ 12,603) epidemiological study including Cauca-
sian, African American, Asian, and Hispanic women,
Kravitz et al. observed that menopausal status, rather
than older age, per se, was significantly associated
with sleep problems. However, they also identified
vasomotor symptoms, arthritis, psychological, self-
perceived health, and educational factors as associated
with sleep difficulties [59]. Nevertheless, several con-
temporary studies raise questions about the relation-
ship between hot flashes and sleep disturbances [3].

For example, after carefully screening 50 pre- and
postmenopausal, 46- to 51-year-old women, Freed-
man and Roehrs excluded 19 (38%) from study due
to drug use, sleep apnea, periodic limb movements,
body mass index >30, hypertension, and the occur-
rence of hot flashes in asymptomatic women.
Of those retained (11 cycling, 12 symptomatic,
11 asymptomatic for hot flashes), the groups did not
differ significantly in PSG measures of total sleep
time, awakenings after sleep onset, or other sleep
measures. No evidence that hot flashes caused
sleep disturbance was found. The authors suggested
that studies attributing sleep disturbances to hot
flashes may be confounded by inclusion of subjects
whose sleep disorders arise from factors like drug use
and sleep apnea [60].

In a recent follow-up study of 102 women
reporting sleep disturbance, apnea, restless legs, or
both occurred in 53% of subjects. Poor subjective
sleep was linked to anxiety and hot flashes. Thus,
reducing hot flashes may improve perceived sleep
quality, but may not lessen underlying primary sleep
disorders (apnea, restless legs syndrome) [61]. Simi-
larly, Freeman et al. studied a cohort of over 400, 35-
to 47-year-old women, longitudinally; all were pre-
menopausal at the start. In the nearly 300 women who
completed the study, hot flashes, pain, and depressed
mood increased significantly over a nine-year period;

however, poor sleep, vaginal dryness, and decreased
libido were not associated with differences in meno-
pausal stages [62].

Breathing disorders and anthropometric measures
Among the risks associated with menopause, sleep
disordered breathing – including apnea (suspension
of external breathing) and hypopnea (overly shallow
breathing or abnormally low respiratory rate) – are
common. In a cross-sectional study, Young et al.
studied 589 pre-, peri-, and postmenopausal women,
confirming menopausal status from menstrual his-
tory, gynecologic surgery, hormone replacement
therapy, FSH levels, and vasomotor symptoms. Using
PSG, they recorded frequency of apnea and hypopnea
events per hour of sleep. Adjusted odds ratios for
apnea and hypopnea events increased from peri- to
postmenopause, supporting the conclusion that sleep-
disordered breathing is a consequence of the meno-
pausal transition, independent of confounding factors
[63]. In that connection, Resta et al. studied sleep apnea
in relation to obesity in 133 women with BMI of 30 or
greater. Using PSG, they found disturbed respiration in
44%of their sample, whichwas predictedmost strongly
by neck circumference, BMI, and age. Obstructive sleep
apnea was prevalent in 67% of postmenopausal vs. 31%
of premenopausal women [64].

Dansey et al. confirmed the importance of anthro-
pometric measures like height, weight, and neck
circumference in menopausal sleep disorders.
However, when controlling for BMI and neck circum-
ference, the authors continued to observe more
disturbed sleep in post- compared to premenopausal
women, suggesting there may be functional, rather
than anatomic, differences in the upper airway
between the two groups [65].

Owens and Matthews’ study of 521 middle-aged
women showed that weight-related factors like ele-
vated systolic and diastolic blood pressure and greater
hip-to-waist ratios are associated with postmenopau-
sal sleep difficulties. Furthermore, while there was no
association between impaired sleep and menopausal
status, per se, transition into menopause seems to
impair sleep quality in women not taking hormone
replacement, confirming the importance of hormonal
fluctuations during this transitional period [66].

Estrogen and progesterone
An impressive body of evidence shows an association
between sleep disturbed breathing and reduced levels
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of sex hormones during menopause [67]. However,
the physiological basis of these ubiquitous sleep dis-
turbances is undetermined. While the precise role
played by altered endocrine function in menopausal
insomnia is unclear, a few prospective, placebo-
controlled studies exist. In one very large study,
postmenopausal women (N¼ 1,043) who received
conjugated equine estrogen plus medroxyprogester-
one daily for one year reported significantly fewer
sleep problems than controls who received placebo
(N¼ 1,087). Whether improvements resulted from
hormone replacement, per se, or were an indirect
result of reductions in hot flashes or improved sexual
functioning is unclear. Notably, hormone replace-
ment did not significantly alter subjective baseline
depression or anxiety [68].

Kravitz et al. studied hormone levels in relation to
sleep disturbances in 630 pre- and perimenopausal
women (aged 43 to 53 years). Perimenopausal women
were 29% more likely than premenopausal women to
report sleep difficulties, with the highest percentage of
women reporting greater sleep disturbances in the
beginning and end of menstrual cycles. Contrary to
the literature, pregnanediol glucuronide level (a urin-
ary progesterone metabolite) was actually associated
with reduced sleep quality in perimenopausal women.
The same was observed with FSH in premenopausal
subjects [69].

While a potential mechanism of action for estro-
gen and progesterone is their effects on reducing sleep
disordered breathing, D’Ambrosio’s study of sleep in
12 healthy young women (aged 18 to 34 years) who
underwent pharmacologically induced menopause
conflicts with this position. Polysomnography sleep
architecture and respiration were normal at baseline.
As expected, after hormone suppression with leupro-
lide acetate (lupron), subjects ceased menstruating
and plasma concentrations of 17 beta-estradiol and
progesterone decreased to menopausal levels. While
this “reversible oophorectomy” induced climacteric
vasomotor symptoms (hot flashes and sweating),
sleep latencies and architecture remained unchanged.
Subjective reports of increased snoring were uncon-
firmed by PSG [70].

Mood and biological rhythms
Luteinizing hormone and follicle-stimulating hormone:
With few exceptions, many studies show sleep and
mood alterations such as depression or anxiety are
associated with menopause [3]. Antonijevic et al.

compared sleep EEG in 16 female patients mostly
with first episode MDD (7 pre- and 9 postmenopau-
sal) with 19 controls (10 pre- and 9 postmenopausal)
after growth-hormone-releasing hormone adminis-
tration. Postmenopausal women displayed sleep alter-
ations similar to those associated with depression,
e.g., reduced sleep continuity and slow-wave sleep,
and increased REM density. An inverse correlation
between FSH and the decline in slow-wave sleep and
sleep continuity was noted in depressed patients, sug-
gesting a role of menopause in sleep–endocrine alter-
ations associated with MDD [71].

Freeman et al. followed a cohort of premenopau-
sal women longitudinally, for eight years. Depression
risk increased 2.5 times in the menopause transition
compared to the premenopausal period, after
adjusting for smoking, BMI, PMS, hot flashes, poor
sleep, employment, and marital status. Thus, meno-
pause-related changes in the hormonal milieu of
estradiol, LH, and FSH are strongly associated with
new onset of depression [72].

In a longitudinal study of 41 women progressing
into menopause, Woods et al. found links between
specific endocrine levels and specific menopause
symptoms. For example, serum FSH level was
significantly and positively related to hot flash
severity, vaginal dryness, forgetfulness, and sleep
disruption. As might be expected (since estrone
and FSH concentrations are inversely related),
estrone level was negatively related to hot flash
severity; however, estrone was unrelated to vaginal
dryness. Decrease in estrone was correlated with
decrease in sexual desire. Testosterone level was
negatively correlated with vaginal dryness and
with difficulty concentrating. Correlations among
menopause symptoms showed hot flash severity
was associated with sleep disruption and forgetful-
ness. Notably, hot flash severity and vaginal dryness
were uncorrelated with depressed mood, despite
the fact that depressed mood was correlated with
sleep disruption, difficulty concentrating, and de-
creased sexual desire. Sleep disturbance severity and
depressed mood were not significantly correlated
with estrone, FSH, or testosterone. Frequency of
night-time awakenings was correlated with decreased
sexual desire and vaginal dryness, as well as hot
flashes. Forgetfulness was associated with hot flashes
and difficulty concentrating, whereas difficulty con-
centrating was associated with depressed mood and
early awakening [73].
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Murphy and Campbell studied ten women who
were at least five years past menopause. Confirming
previous work, they established that higher core body
temperature prior to and during sleep was signifi-
cantly correlated with higher LH levels and poorer
sleep efficiency. Lower estradiol and higher LH levels
were significantly correlated with poor sleep quality.
However, as the observed effects of LH on sleep were
more robust compared to those of estradiol, the
authors suggested altering LH levels may be a poten-
tial alternative to traditional estrogen-based HRT for
sleep disturbance [74].

Melatonin: Parry et al. measured plasma melato-
nin every 30 minutes in dim (<30 lx) light or dark
from 18:00 to 10:00 hours in depressed and non-
depressed, peri- and postmenopausal women. They
found depressed patients had significantly delayed
melatonin offset times, and elevated morning melato-
nin secretion compared with normal controls. Years
past menopause predicted melatonin secretion dur-
ation; melatonin duration, body mass index, years
past menopause, serum FSH level, and sleep end time
were significant predictors of Ham-D and BDI
depression ratings [75].

Studies of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin revealed a posi-
tive correlation between subjectively reported sleep
latency and melatonin acrophase and offset time in
postmenopausal women [57]. Furthermore, research-
ing nap patterns in 436 postmenopausal women,
Yoon et al. noted a significant inverse correlation
between duration of evening naps (common in this
population) and wake time; a 32-minute advance in
6-sulfatoxymelatonin onset time suggested a possible
advance in circadian rhythms after menopause. No
significant sleep differences between depressed
women and controls were observed [76].

Cortisol: Few prospective studies have investigated
relationships among menopause, cortisol, and sleep,
and fewer still have established reliable relationships
among them.

Prinz et al. studied 42 healthy women (mean age:
69 years), 20 of whom were on estrogen replacement
therapy (ERT), at baseline and under mild stress (24
hours indwelling venous catheter). Groups were
essentially the same in polysomnographic sleep vari-
ables at baseline. The catheter stress elevated urinary
free cortisol and impaired sleep in both untreated
women and women on ERT. Cortisol was inversely
correlated with sleep efficiency, stages 2–4 sleep, REM
minutes, and rise time. Women on ERT, however,

experienced less stress-related sleep disruption than
untreated women [77].

Woods et al. followed 169 women through the
menopause transition and found cortisol levels
increased with age, but there was no clear link to
menopausal transition stages. Women with increased
cortisol later in menopause had more severe vaso-
motor symptoms than those with smaller changes,
but did not differ significantly in age, BMI, levels of
FSH or estrone, health practices, exercise, mood,
sleep, cognition, or stress levels [78].

A recent, placebo-controlled double-blind study
compared 24-hour profiles of growth hormone (GH),
prolactin, and cortisol (sampled every 20minutes) in
pre- and postmenopausal women, before and after
6months of estrogen–progestin treatment (EPT).
Results showed that while GH and PRL concentrations
were lower in postmenopausal than premenopausal
women, these differences disappeared after EPT.
Cortisol levels did not differ between groups and were
unaffected by EPT [79].

HRT treatment effects on sleep
in menopause
Reviewing existing literature, Parry et al. concluded
that unmedicated depressed women do not differ
consistently or substantially from healthy menopausal
women in cortisol, TSH, or prolactin. Estrogen treat-
ment may affect these hormones differently, increas-
ing prolactin but decreasing TSH in depressed
women, without affecting levels of these hormones
in healthy women [3].

Parry et al. examined HRT effects on objective and
subjective sleep in depressed and healthy menopausal
women. Subjectively, depressed patients reported
more frequent and longer awakenings at baseline than
healthy women, which persisted after eight weeks
of estradiol treatment. Depressed women had less
polysomnographic sleep efficiency, stage 3, and delta
sleep than healthy women. Wake after sleep onset
decreased in both groups after estradiol treatment,
and sleep efficiency increased in healthy women along
with reduced stage 1 minutes and percentage. In
women with MDD, estradiol plus antidepressant
(fluoxetine 10 to 40mg) treatment increased REM
density [80].

In contrast, one large study challenged the efficacy
of HRT for menopausal symptoms. Maartens et al.
studied menopausal complaints and depressive
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symptoms in 5,896 women (aged 47 to 54 years) and
found that women on HRT showed the highest
levels of menopausal symptoms. Women using oral
contraceptives showed lower vasomotor symptoms
than women on or off HRT. The authors noted that
women presenting with symptoms other than vaso-
motor complaints during menopause might suffer
from underlying depression, for which HRT has not
been shown to be effective [81]. As part of the
Women’s Health Initiative Study, Wallace-Guy
et al. found that in 154 postmenopausal women
(mean age: 66.7 years), the total light exposure over
24 hours was negatively correlated with sleep
latency, wake within sleep, and depressed mood
(assessed by questionnaire) [82]. Additionally, short-
wavelength light suppressed melatonin more in
older/postmenopausal women than in younger/
premenopausal women, perhaps due to age-related
changes in density of the lens of the eye [83]. Thus,
increased light exposure over 24 hours, particularly
in the blue–green spectrum, may improve sleep
quality and mood.

Conclusions
Well controlled, adequately powered, methodologic-
ally rigorous prospective studies of sleep in relation to
other biological rhythms during the menstrual cycle,
pregnancy, postpartum, and the postmenopausal
period in healthy vs. depressed women are few in
number and often present conflicting evidence.

Neuroendocrine studies suggests melatonin circa-
dian rhythms are stable and resistant to menstrual
cycle hormonal influences in healthy subjects, while
changing across the menstrual cycle in women with
PMDD [9]. Thus, sleep in relation to melatonin
(sleep–melatonin phase angles) may be more import-
ant to understanding menstrual-related symptoms
than either melatonin or sleep alone. Robust baseline
differences were not observed between PMDD and
NC in biological rhythms like core body temperature,
cortisol, TSH, and prolactin.

Most studies of the circadian rhythms of cortisol,
TSH, and prolactin suggest diurnal rhythms are
maintained during pregnancy, with more changes
observed in amplitude than in phase. Additionally,
based on one small study, pregnant depressed women
had lower mean melatonin amplitude (peak and
AUC), and lower mean evening cortisol levels than
healthy pregnant women.

In postpartum women, sleep appears to be
disrupted immediately after delivery, but gradually
returns to baseline levels after the infant’s sleep
and melatonin rhythms establish diurnal patterns.
Depression and sleep disruption during pregnancy
are reliable precursors of these symptoms, postpartum.
Rather than disrupting sleep, breast-feeding may
actually be associated with improved sleep in non-
depressed mothers. However, it remains unclear
whether improved sleep in breast-feeding mothers
reflects breast-feeding, per se, or the self-selection of
mothers whose low levels of anxiety and depression
make breast-feeding – and sleep – easier for them than
for women with mood disorders. Studies of circadian
rhythmicity show melatonin, cortisol, and prolactin
levels are associated with anxiety and depression in
postpartum women. However, as in pregnancy, the
causal relation between these disorders and sleep diffi-
culties remains unclear. Critically timed wake therapy
may benefit some depressed women during pregnancy
and postpartum, but the effect on neuroendocrine
rhythms in relation to sleep is unknown.

Earlier studies suggested that peri- and postmeno-
pausal women experience more disturbed sleep and
decreased sleep quality than cycling women, which
was attributed, in part, to increased vasomotor symp-
toms. However, recent work shows little evidence to
that effect, and suggests factors like age, BMI, hip-
to-waist ratio, and depressed mood may play a greater
role in disrupting sleep continuity and quality; how-
ever, data remain unclear as to their precise relation
to menopausal status.

It must be noted that reliable objective evidence of
sleep changes across reproductive epochs has not been
consistently found. Rigorous studies using objective
sleep measurements fail to confirm subjective sleep
deficits widely reported by women during the luteal
menstrual phase, pregnancy, postpartum, and peri-
and postmenopausal periods. Comparisons of sleep
disturbance studies suggest subjective reports often
overestimate the magnitude of objective sleep difficul-
ties. Similarly, although women typically report greater
sleep disruption than men, they often display better
sleep quality than men in studies where sleep is meas-
ured objectively [84]. Additionally, some night-time
sleep lossesmay be compensated forwith daytime naps.

Mood disorder symptoms present during the vari-
ous reproductive stages may increase the perception
of sleep difficulties without substantially affecting
objectively measured sleep parameters. Clinicians
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should be aware that objective sleep difficulties may
be relatively small or totally absent in most healthy
women. And while some researchers identify sleep
disturbance as a causal factor in depression, the bulk
of the evidence suggests, rather, that depression con-
tributes to sleep disturbance. However, sleep disturb-
ance may antedate onset of depressive symptoms,
particularly postpartum, and subjective reports of
sleep disturbance may represent an important marker
of depressed mood.
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Chapter

11Melatonin and mental illness

Gregory M. Brown, Daniel P. Cardinali, and S. R. Pandi-Perumal

Abstract
There have been major advances in knowledge of the
role of melatonin in body function and especially in
mental illness. Originally isolated as a skin-lightening
factor from the pineal gland, it is now known that at
physiologic levels it has a key role in the regulation
of circadian rhythms. At supraphysiologic levels it
has been shown to have neuroprotective as well as
cardioprotective effects. In this chapter the authors
describe the regulation of melatonin and its relation-
ship to circadian rhythm regulation. They then
describe the interaction of melatonin with circadian
rhythms and the sleep–wake cycle in major depressive
disorder, bipolar depression, and seasonal affective
disorder (SAD). An antidepressant has been intro-
duced that represents a new class of antidepressant
in that it also acts as an agonist at melatonin receptors
and improves several sleep parameters. In seasonal
affective disorder bright-light therapy has been shown
to be an effective treatment: a treatment that is based
on correcting a circadian rhythm misalignment as
defined by examining the melatonin rhythm. Sleep–
wake alterations in Alzheimer’s disease are accom-
panied by major alterations in melatonin levels and
in melatonin receptors in several brain regions. These
findings raise the possibility that the melatonin
decrease may be important not only for the rhythm
disruption but might also have a role in the neuro-
degeneration itself. In autism spectrum disorders a
decrease in melatonin levels along with the final
enzyme in the melatonin synthetic pathway has been
reported. Susceptibility to schizophrenia may be con-
ferred by a polymorphism in the promoter region for
the low affinity melatonin binding site QR2. Thus
melatonin alterations are found in several mental dis-
orders and appear to have a key role in those disorders.

Introduction
Melatonin, the hormone synthesized and secreted by
the pineal gland, is secreted during darkness in all
mammals. Production of melatonin is controlled by
the master clock located in the suprachiasmatic
nucleus (SCN) and is a messenger from the body
clock that acts at both central and peripheral sites
conveying the signal of darkness to the organism. In
humans melatonin administration has two major
effects on the sleep–wake cycle: it influences the
timing of body rhythms and it produces drowsiness.
Melatonin’s effect on the timing of rhythms is due to
feedback effects on the SCN while effects on sleepi-
ness may be due to actions at other central sites.

Disruption in body rhythms together with sleep
abnormalities has long been known to be a feature of
various mental disorders. In major depressive dis-
order, bipolar depressive disorder, and seasonal
affective disorder sleep symptoms are a prominent
part of the diagnostic criteria. In Alzheimer’s disease
rhythm disorders may be prominent including “sun-
downing” – a symptom which features increased con-
fusion toward the end of the day and into the night.

Several studies have addressed the possible causal
links between melatonin abnormalities and rhythm
disruption in mental illness. An early theory held
that melatonin levels were decreased in depression
and was followed by an alternative theory that the
melatonin/cortisol ratio was decreased [1].

Subsequently theories have emphasized desyn-
chronization of the melatonin and other rhythms.
For example in SAD there is a well established thera-
peutic response to light therapy given in the morning.
This treatment is based on the concept that there is a
phase delay in body rhythms that is related to a delay
in melatonin onset as revealed when melatonin is
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sampled under conditions of dim light. This treatment
effect is the single best documented example of a
physical treatment for a mental illness.

In this review the authors highlight factors regu-
lating the melatonin system, including its relationship
with circadian system regulation and then discuss
what is known of melatonin systems in depression,
Alzheimer’s disease, anorexia nervosa, autism, and
schizophrenia.

Regulation of melatonin
Under normal circumstances circulating melatonin
comes entirely from the pineal gland [2] so that it
functions as the hormone signal of that gland and as
such is the primary hormonal signal of the circadian
system. Pineal melatonin synthesis is regulated by the
SCN, the site of the master pacemaker; although
during light the clock signal is over-ridden down-
stream from the clock by a visual pathway through
which light signals suppress melatonin synthesis. In
mammals circulating melatonin shows a circadian
rhythm with high levels during night time, falling
precipitately during light so that there are virtually
undetectable levels during daytime [3].

The SCN comprises a small group of hypothal-
amic nerve cells that coordinates timing of the sleep–
wake cycle as well as circadian rhythms in other parts
of the brain and peripheral tissues [4]. It consists of a
set of individual oscillators that are coupled to form a
pacemaker [5]. Anatomically the SCN comprises two
major subdivisions, a core and a shell, although it is
actually more complex than shown in simple line
drawings. The photoperiod is the predominant influ-
ence on melatonin synthesis, acting by entrainment of
the circadian rhythm generating system in the SCN of
the hypothalamus via the retino-hypothalamic tract
(RHT) and the geniculo-hypothalamic tract (GHT),
which act on a population of non-rhythmic cells in
the core that are responsive to light [5]. In contrast
the shell largely receives input from non-visual hypo-
thalamic, brainstem, and medial forebrain regions.
However, there is overlap in cell populations and
functions between these anatomical regions [5]. In
the absence of periodic environmental synchronizers
the circadian pacemaker is free running with a period
very near to 24 hours.

The SCN influences neuronal firing in the sub-
paraventricular zone (SVZ), which in turn acts via a
multisynaptic pathway including the medial forebrain

bundle, reticular formation and intermediolateral cell
column, the superior cervical ganglion, and postgan-
glionic sympathetic fibers to stimulate synthesis of
melatonin in the pineal gland.

Noradrenalin released from the sympathetic fibers
in the pineal acts via a dual receptor adrenergic mech-
anism. It activates adenylyl cyclase via b1-adrenergic
receptors and protein kinaseC activity viaa1B-adrenergic
receptors thus potentiating b1-adrenergic receptor acti-
vation of adenylyl cyclase [6]. This cross-talk causes a
rapid, large increase in cyclic 30,50-adenosine monopho-
sphate (cAMP), which leads to phosphorylation of the
enzyme arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase (AANAT;
EC 2.3.1.87). Arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase,
which converts serotonin to N-acetylserotonin, has a
pivotal role in the timing of melatonin synthesis and
has been labeled the “the Timenzyme” [7]. It increases
very rapidly with a doubling time of about 15 minutes
in response to darkness onset and in response to light
it shows an even more rapid half-life of degradation
of 3.5 minutes. Since melatonin itself has a half-life in
the circulation of about 30 minutes in humans, its
levels change promptly in response to circadian sig-
nals and light [8].

The enzyme acetylserotonin methyltransferase
(ASMT; EC 2.1.1.4), also known as hydroxyindole
O-methyltransferase (HIOMT), catalyzes melatonin
production from N-acetylserotonin and seems to be
responsible for the amplitude of the nocturnal peak of
melatonin in humans. In the Siberian hamster the
amplitude of the nocturnal peak is related to ASMT
activity rather than to AANAT [9] and in the rat
N-acetylserotonin is present in vast excess during
the night indicating that AA-NAT is not rate limiting
for melatonin production [10].

Melatonin and the regulation
of circadian rhythms
One of the most prominent effects of melatonin is the
regulation of body rhythms. In humans melatonin
can synchronize the sleep–wake cycle [11]. Moreover
blind people with desynchronized sleep–wake cycles
can be successfully treated with melatonin [12] as can
sighted individuals with a desynchronized rhythm [13].
These effects raised the question of the brain target
for synchronizing actions of melatonin.

Binding sites for melatonin initially identified in a
wide variety of central and peripheral tissues using
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3H-melatonin and later 2-I125-iodomelatonin were
followed by the successful molecular cloning of the
first high affinity melatonin receptor (MT1) by
Reppert and coworkers using a cDNA library con-
structed from a dermal cell line of melanophores, the
first tissue in which melatonin’s action had been
demonstrated [14]. This initial finding led to the
discovery of additional Gi-protein coupled melatonin
receptors in humans. A second receptor (MT2) is 60%
identical in amino acid sequence to the MT1 receptor
[15] and a third receptor, now called GPR50, shares
45% of the amino acid sequence with MT1 and MT2

and is unusual in that it lacks N-linked glycosylation
sites, has a C-terminal that is over 300 amino acids
long, and does not bind melatonin [16].

A fourth 2-I125-iodomelatonin binding site was
identified in mammals (MT3, initially called ML-2)
[17]. Unlike the membrane receptors that have
picomolar affinity it is a lower affinity nanomolar
binding site with fast kinetics of association/dissociation
[18]. This binding site has now been purified and
characterized as quinone reductase type 2 (QR2 or
NQO2) [19].

The MT1 receptor acutely inhibits firing in SCN
slices, and principally MT2, but also MT1, may con-
tribute to phase shifting in these slices [20]. MT1 and
MT2 also differentially regulate GABAA receptor
function in SCN [21]. These findings point to the
SCN as the target for the phase shifting actions of
melatonin.

It is now established that many G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCR), including the MT1 and MT2 recep-
tors, exist in living cells as dimers. The relative pro-
pensity of the MT1 homodimer and MT1/MT2

heterodimer formation are similar whereas that of
the MT2 homodimer is three- to four-fold lower
[22]. Although the GPR50 receptor lacks the ability
to bind melatonin it abolishes high affinity binding of
the MT1 receptor through heterodimerization [23].
Thus the GPR50 receptor can influence melatonin
function by altering its binding to the MT1 receptor.

Mapping of the MT1 and MT2 receptors in the
brain and periphery using immunocytochemistry is
ongoing. MT1 and MT2 receptors are present in the
SCN [24, 25]. The MT1 receptor is extremely widely
distributed in the hypothalamus; of particular note it
is colocalized with corticotropin in the paraventri-
cular nucleus (PVN) and with oxytocin and vasopres-
sin in the PVN and supraoptic nucleus [25]. MT1

and MT2 receptors have been identified in the

hippocampus [26, 27], and in the occipital cortex [28],
while MT1 receptors and MT1 and MT2 RNA have
been shown in the dopaminergic system [29, 30].
Effects produced by alterations in melatonin patterns
or levels may be secondary to responses in any of these
or in other regions yet to be characterized.

Major depressive disorder
Major depressive disorder (MDD), bipolar disorder,
and seasonal affective disorder (SAD) are character-
ized by major disruptions in sleep architecture [31].
Moreover, sleep abnormalities with insomnia or
hypersomnia form part of the diagnostic criteria for
these conditions [32]. Because of the sleep abnormal-
ities, changes in melatonin regulation have been of
considerable interest to investigators.

An early study by Wetterberg and colleagues pro-
posed a “low melatonin syndrome” or a low melato-
nin/cortisol ratio in MDD [1]. Although several
studies replicated this finding of a low melatonin
level, many others have found no difference or in fact
found an increase, possibly because of subcategories
of illness [33]. This discrepancy could also be related
to the extremely high individual variance in melato-
nin levels, a variance that could obscure differences
related to MDD [3]. Several studies have reported a
phase advance of the melatonin rhythm in patients
with MDD studied under dim light conditions
(DLMO), while the offset may be delayed and the
duration of secretion prolonged [33].

The tricyclic antidepressants and selective sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitors most often used in treat-
ment of MDD treat the depression but may fail to
relieve the sleep abnormalities or may even cause
worsening [31]. Moreover continuing treatment with
the antidepressants desipramine, clomipramine, and
fluoxetine has been shown to affect the distribution
of melatonin receptor mRNAs in the brain. They
decreased the amount of MT2 receptor mRNA in
hippocampal regions that decreased MT1 receptor
mRNA in the striatum [30]. The authors propose that
prolonged treatment with classical antidepressant
drugs alters the brain ratio of MT1/MT2 receptors to
enable endogenous melatonin to potentiate anti-
depressant action [34].

Agomelatine, a naphthalenic compound chemically
designated as N-[2-(7-methoxynaphth-1-yl) ethyl]acet-
amide, has been reported to be effective as an anti-
depressant not only in animal models of depression,
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but also in patients with MDD. Agomelatine has a
novel mechanism of action, acting simultaneously as
a melatonin MT1 and MT2 receptor agonist and as a
5-HT2C antagonist [35, 36]. This unique dual mech-
anism of action is undoubtedly the reason for both
its antidepressant efficacy and its capacity to alleviate
sleep–wakefulness rhythm disorders.

In a multicenter, multinational placebo-controlled
study involving 711 patients from different European
countries, agomelatine at doses of 25mg/day was
found both to improve depressive symptoms and to
have a side-effects profile close to placebo [37].
Treatment with agomelatine was shown to produce
subjective improvement and improvement of NREM
sleep instability in 15 patients with major depressive
disorder [38]. Moreover agomelatine demonstrated
an absence of rebound effects in more complex cases
of depression [39]. A double-blind, parallel-group
study of 238 patients randomized to 25mg/day ago-
melatine (with dose adjustment at two weeks to
50mg/day in patients with insufficient improvement)
showed a clinical improvement with agomelatine
together with tolerability identical to placebo [40].
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study of 25mg
and 50mg agomelatine daily in 212 patients with
major depressive disorder results supported the pre-
scription of agomelatine 25mg as the usual thera-
peutic dose, but suggested that increasing the dose
to 50mg could be beneficial for some patients without
reducing tolerability [41]. In a double-blind compari-
son of venlafaxine and agomelatine it was reported
that the drugs were equally effective but that agome-
latine produced fewer problems with sexual function-
ing and a lower discontinuation rate [42].

The three major placebo-controlled studies of
agomelatine were individually insufficient to demon-
strate efficacy of agomelatine as an antidepressant
[37, 40, 41]. Nonetheless, pooled data from these stud-
ies was sufficient to establish that agomelatine is an
effective treatment for major depression [43]. Taken
together there is evidence not only that agomelatine is
an effective treatment for major depression but that it
has very good tolerability and that unlike the majority
of antidepressants it improves many aspects of sleep.

Bipolar depression
Because of its role in synchronizing rhythms and its
effects on the sleep–wake cycle, melatonin is of
particular interest in bipolar disorder. Nocturnal

melatonin levels have been reported as decreased in
several studies [33] and it has been proposed that low
melatonin is a trait rather than a state marker for
bipolar disorder [44]. A phase advance of melatonin
secretion has been reported in manic patients [33, 45].
Thomson and coworkers reported a sex-specific asso-
ciation between bipolar affective disorder in women
in south-eastern Scotland and a polymorphism in
GPR50 [46]. However, no association was found in
patients in a northern Swedish population [47].
Because bipolar disorder is complex and may have
different genetic factors contributing to vulnerability
it is possible that different risk factors are involved in
northern Sweden, alternatively there may be a rela-
tionship with another functional polymorphism in or
close to the GPR50 gene.

A preliminary adjunctive open-label study of the
antidepressant efficacy of agomelatine in patients
with bipolar I disorder experiencing a major depres-
sive episode while on valpromide or lithium indicates
effectiveness of combined therapy [48]. Thus, as for
MDD, agomelatine appears to be an effective anti-
depressant medication in bipolar disorder. However,
a double-blind study will be required to confirm the
results.

Postmenopausal depression
It has been reported that in postmenopausal depres-
sion there is an increase in nocturnal melatonin that is
phase delayed into the morning hours [49]. Based on
preliminary evidence the author postulates that the
increased and extended secretion of melatonin is
secondary to low light exposure in these patients.
Furthermore the changes in melatonin may be con-
tributory to the depression.

Seasonal affective disorder
Seasonal affective disorder, according to the Diagnos-
tic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [32], is
a subtype of major depressive or bipolar disorder
characterized by recurrent affective episodes at the
same time of the year. Most frequently the depressive
episodes begin in fall or winter. Full remissions also
occur at a characteristic time of year [32]. Symptoms
of winter SAD including weight gain, increased sleep,
loss of interest in sex, and decreased activity can also
occur in animals that show photoperiod related
changes. Because of the well established role of mela-
tonin in animal seasonality it is reasonable to assume
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that melatonin might have a similar role in the winter
form of SAD. Photoperiodic reproductive, body, and
behavioral changes in photosensitive mammals are
known to be mediated by changes in the circadian
rhythm of pineal melatonin secretion [50]. The asso-
ciation of winter SAD with reduced day length and
the ameliorative effect of bright light therapy on the
disorder suggest that either photoperiodic time meas-
urement or an altered circadian phase, or both, may
play a role in the etiology of the disease as it does in
photosensitive animals.

Several studies have failed to find any alteration in
nocturnal melatonin levels in patients with SAD
[51–53]. On the other hand there is evidence for an
alteration of the phase of melatonin and other circa-
dian rhythms in SAD. Both patients with winter
depression and normal subjects can show a prolonged
nocturnal melatonin rise when there are increased
hours of darkness, although a study by Wehr and
coworkers showed a longer nocturnal rise in SAD
patients than in healthy volunteers [54]. Some but
not all studies have suggested a delay in DLMO onset
in SAD [55]. The majority of patients with winter
depression respond better to early morning light
treatment than to evening treatment [56, 57]. Lewy
and coworkers have proposed that some patients with
SAD are phase advanced and others phase delayed
and that phase typing will lead to optimization of
treatment [58]. Thus to produce a phase delay light
treatment should be given in the evening and low-
dose melatonin in the morning, while to cause a phase
advance low-dose melatonin should be given in the
evening and light treatment in the morning [59].
Further studies should help clarify this issue.

Antidepressant treatment has been used in treat-
ment of patients with SAD when light therapy is
ineffective or for logistic reasons. Thirty-seven acutely
depressed patients with SAD in an open-label study
with agomelatine (25mg/day in the evening) over
14 weeks showed a significant improvement with
good tolerability and an improvement both in sleep
disturbance and in daytime sleepiness [60]. This study
suggests that similarly to non-seasonal MDD, sea-
sonal depression may be safely treated with agomela-
tine although double-blind studies are required.

Aging and Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
With aging there is a fragmented sleep–wake pattern
[61], which is even more pronounced in AD [62, 63].

The sleep complaints of aging are often comorbid
with medical and psychiatric illness, associated with
the medications used to treat those illnesses, or the
result of circadian rhythm changes or other sleep
disorders [64]. Demented patients frequently suffer
from “sundowning”, which is defined as “an exacer-
bation of symptoms indicating increased arousal or
impairment in late afternoon, evening or at night,
among elderly demented individuals” and is con-
sidered to be a chronobiological disturbance [65].
Thus in aging and especially in AD there is consider-
able evidence of a chronobiologic basis of sleep and
behavior disorder.

The majority of studies of melatonin levels have
shown a decrease with aging, a decrease that may
well be instrumental in causing chronobiologic
and hence sleep disruption [66]. Moreover, this
decrease is greater in AD [67–69]. The pineal gland
becomes calcified with age and as measured by
computed tomography both the amount of calcifi-
cation and the volume of uncalcified tissue have
been reported to be decreased in patients with
AD [70]. Thus the ability of the gland to secrete
melatonin is decreased.

Studies of clock gene oscillation in autopsied pineal
glands have shown that this rhythm is disrupted in AD,
probably due to functional disconnection from the
master clock, which is itself disrupted [71]. There are
major changes in the rhythm of vasopressin expression
in the SCN in later life [72], and there is a three times
lower expression in AD patients [73]. Thus the regula-
tion of the pineal gland is disrupted.

Studies of melatonin membrane receptor expres-
sion in aging and AD have also revealed changes.
Immunohistochemical staining of the MT1 receptor
in the hippocampus is reported as increased in AD
[26] while that of the MT2 receptor is decreased [27].
MT1 expression is decreased in the SCN in aging and
even more so in AD [74]. More recently it was
reported that pineal and cortical melatonin receptors
MT1 and MT2 are decreased in AD [28].

It has been postulated that with degeneration of
the SCN during aging and AD, the strength of the
zeitgebers may be reduced, and the input of neural
pathways involved in entrainment (synchronization)
of the central clock may become dysfunctional or less
sensitive during aging and even more so in AD [75].
In examining this concept studies have been done of
the two main zeitgebers for the circadian system: light
and melatonin.
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A large multicenter trial showed only a trend to
improvement in the circadian rhythm disturbance of
AD when treatment was done using melatonin [76].
Because MT1 receptor expression in the SCN is
decreased and the SCN is the primary target for
circadian rhythm synchronization it is certainly pos-
sible that melatonin will be ineffective, alternatively a
higher dose of melatonin may be required for effect-
iveness or a more potent melatonin agonist may be
necessary [75]. Ramelteon is a novel agent that is a
potent MT1/MT2 agonist documented as soporific
agent with no abuse potential that synchronizes circa-
dian rhythms [77–79]. No studies on ramelteon in
AD have as yet been reported.

On the other hand, recently it has been reported
that early morning light therapy improves the sleep–
wake rhythm and daytime cognition and that evening
melatonin increases nocturnal sleep time in patients
with AD [80]. In yet other studies the combination of
light therapy and melatonin was also effective in
treating the rest–activity rhythm in AD [81, 82].

In addition to its synchronizing effects on circa-
dian rhythms it is known that higher doses of mela-
tonin have potent antioxidant effects. It has been
postulated that these effects may be of use in diseases
such as AD. Moreover, recent studies with the enzyme
QR2 suggest that inhibition of QR2 may lead to
“protective” effects and also that over-expression of
this enzyme may have deleterious effects. There is an
inhibitory effect of melatonin on QR2 observed in
vitro, which may explain the protective effects
reported for melatonin in different animal models,
such as cardiac or renal ischemia effects that have been
attributed to the controversial antioxidant properties of
the hormone [83]. These effects of melatonin occur at
concentrations that are similar to those reported for
the antioxidant and/or protective effect of melato-
nin. The possibility that the protective effect of
melatonin might involve QR2 is supported by a
recent publication on the interaction between res-
veratrol and QR2. Resveratrol a phyto-polyphenol
isolated from grapes, which is present in significant
amounts in red wine, is claimed to have neuropro-
tective, cardioprotective, and anti-aging properties.
There is evidence that resveratrol interacts with
QR2 to produce an antioxidant effect [84, 85]. The
development of specific ligands for QR2 may well
lead to new anti-aging therapeutic agents.

For both melatonin and resveratrol there is evidence
that they both prevent damage to mitochondria [86]

whether through an antioxidative action or by another
route. Agents targeting mitochondria are under active
development as they show promise as treatment for
neurodegenerative diseases such as AD [87]. They are
also under active exploration for diseases of aging such
as type 2 diabetes [88].

Thus for AD there are at least two different
actions of melatonin that are potentially useful, syn-
chronization of the sleep–wake cycle and a neuropro-
tective effect. These actions are operative via different
mechanisms.

Anorexia nervosa
In anorexia nervosa, nocturnal melatonin levels have
been reported as elevated in several but not all studies
[89]. Decreased caloric intake in anorexia nervosa has
been established as the cause of several different endo-
crine changes. This may also be the case for the
elevation of melatonin as underfeeding of rats has
been shown to be associated with increased nocturnal
melatonin [90].

Autism
A low melatonin level has been reported by three
separate groups in patients with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) and these patients frequently show
disruptions in sleep–wake cycles. A recent study has
reported that ASD is associated with genetic poly-
morphisms of the ASMT gene, the gene that encodes
the final enzyme of the melatonin synthetic pathway.
Analyses of blood platelets and/or cultured cells
revealed a highly significant decrease in ASMT activ-
ity and melatonin in both patients and their
unaffected parents as compared to control subjects.
These results indicate that a primary deficit in ASMT
activity and its associated low melatonin level in
ASD is a risk factor for ASD and support ASMT as
a susceptibility gene for ASD [91]. These findings
raise the question whether the lack of adequate mel-
atonin at a crucial stage in development may cause
a defect in human cognition and behavior.

Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease have been
reported to be associated with polymorphisms of
QR2; a polymorphism that consists of an insertion/
deletion of 29 base-pair nucleotides in the promoter
region of the gene [92, 93]. This polymorphism may
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cause overexpression of this gene causing increased
QR2 activity and may make individuals more
susceptible to schizophrenia and Parkinsonism [83].
Polymorphisms of this gene together with decreased
levels of QR2 mRNA are reported in patients with
clozapine-associated agranulocytosis [94].

Conclusions
Several psychiatric disorders are associated with sleep
and/or rhythm disorders raising the question of the
relationship of melatonin to the disorder. In particu-
lar the strong association of MDD and other depres-
sive disorders with sleep disorder raises the question
whether the sleep disorder may be a cause of the
depression, whether the depression leads to a second-
ary sleep disorder, or whether both disorders have a
common link to a problem in timing. Agomelatine
and other melatonergic agents that are under devel-
opment should help to clarify these issues. Whatever
the case may be, agents such agomelatine are active
against both the depressive and sleep disorders.

In SAD there is also an association of depression
and sleep disorder. The linkage of SAD to an alter-
ation in hours of illumination makes it likely that the
underlying mechanism is similar to that of seasonality
in animals. This relationship to illumination has been
very clearly established by the proven efficacy of
light therapy in this disorder. The question of the role
of melatonin, however, is unresolved. In seasonal
animals alteration in the pattern of nocturnal melato-
nin secretion mediates the effects of light in seasonal-
ity. The role of such alterations in melatonin in SAD
is not yet clear and awaits further study.

In Alzheimer’s disease there is a disturbance in
body rhythms that is related to a disruption of linkage
between the SCN and the pineal gland. Moreover,
there is a well documented decrease in melatonin
along with alterations in membrane melatonin recep-
tors in several regions. It is possible that treatment
with a potent melatonin agonist such as ramelteon
could be beneficial in controlling the sleep and
rhythm disruption.

Melatonin has also been shown to have a neuro-
protective effect at levels that are reported to be
supraphysiologic. However, it has also been postu-
lated that this neuroprotective effect may be at least
in part via the enzyme QR2, which in addition to
being a target for melatonin also interacts with resver-
atrol which has been shown to have neuroprotective,

cardioprotective, and anti-aging properties. Melatonin
and resveratrol also prevent damage to mitochondria
possibly via the same enzyme. However, at this time
there are many unanswered questions about QR2 [95].
Melatonin is clearly neuroprotective at supraphysiolo-
gic doses but whether it is protective at physiologic
levels is unanswered although it has been speculated
that low levels of melatonin during development may
be a risk factor for autism spectrum disorder. Agents
targeting the enzyme QR2 (as well as QR1) are cur-
rently under active investigation as possible future
neuroprotective treatment agents.
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Chapter

12 Dim light melatonin onset
in psychiatric disorders
Marcel G. Smits, D. Warren Spence, S. R. Pandi-Perumal, and Gregory M. Brown

Introduction
In 1999, Lewy proposed that the dim light melatonin
onset (DLMO) was the most useful marker for human
circadian phase position and that the DLMO was
optimally obtained by sampling blood or saliva in
the evening at intervals of 30minutes or less under
conditions of less than 30 to 50 lux. The DLMO is
now commonly used both experimentally and in clin-
ical practice for objectively assessing the functioning
of the body’s biological clock. Biological clock dis-
turbances are reflective of more general sleep–wake
rhythm disturbances, but are being increasingly used
for diagnosing broader conditions, such as several
psychiatric disorders, that are associated with it. Fur-
thermore, DLMO has been used for identifying opti-
mal application times for treatments, such as bright
light therapy and exogenous melatonin treatment. In
this chapter the role of DLMO in the diagnosis and
treatment of psychiatric disorders is discussed.

Circadian pacemaker and dim light
melatonin onset
Circadian pacemaker
Molecular mechanisms regulating the mammalian
biological clock are present in all cells. These mech-
anisms consist of gene–protein–gene feedback loops
in which proteins downregulate their own transcrip-
tion and stimulate the transcription of other clock
proteins. The mammalian biological clock consists
of a hierarchy of oscillators, the central coordinator
of which is found in the brain, formed by the cells of
the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) within the anterior
hypothalamus [1]. The pacemaker in these nuclei

generates and maintains circadian rhythms in many
physiological and psychological processes, including
the sleep–wake cycle, core body temperature, blood
pressure, task performance, metabolic cycles, and syn-
thesis and secretion of several hormones, such as
melatonin and cortisol [2].

Although anchored genetically, circadian rhythms
are synchronized (entrained) by exogenous factors
(time cues, or zeitgebers), especially the light–dark
(LD) cycle coordinating the cycles with solar time.
When external time cues are suppressed or removed,
e.g., in constant darkness, the rhythms will persist
with a period deviating slightly from the 24-hour
diurnal cycle [3]. In a controlled laboratory environ-
ment the intrinsic period of the human biological
clock is approximately 24.2 hours, with quite small
inter- and intra-individual variances [4]. However, a
large-scale epidemiologic study in the community
revealed that in this population the clock follows a
Gaussian curve so that extreme early types wake up
when extreme late types fall asleep [5].

It is now well established that light is the predom-
inant synchronizer of circadian rhythms [6]. Light
shifts human circadian rhythms according to a phase
response curve so that exposure in the early subjective
night delays the timing of the circadian clock, while
exposure in the late subjective night delays the clock
[7–11]. Light signals from the retina act on a popula-
tion of sensitive cells in the SCN, which in turn acts
both on other areas of the SCN and via an indirect
pathway to influence the pineal gland [12, 13]. The
pineal enzyme, arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase
(AA-NAT), which is rate limiting for melatonin
synthesis, is acutely suppressed by this light signal so
that melatonin levels drop very rapidly [14]. Under
normal conditions, melatonin secretion increases
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soon after the onset of darkness, peaks in the middle
of the night (between 02:00 and 04:00 hours), and
gradually falls during the second half of the night
reaching basal levels in the morning. Peak levels can
be more than 100 times basal levels. Melatonin, how-
ever, is acutely suppressed under low levels of light
exposure with as little as 300 lux being capable of
decreasing melatonin levels in blood or saliva [15–17].

While the 24-hour melatonin rhythm is strongly
suppressed by bright light, unlike other rhythms, it
remains generally uninfluenced by the other external
factors [18]. The measurement of circulating melato-
nin levels in dim light (<10 lux) is therefore preferred
for assessing circadian phase.

Similar to the effects of light, exogenous adminis-
tration of the pineal hormone melatonin induces
phase changes in circadian rhythms, either by accel-
erating (phase advance) or slowing them down (phase
delay). The direction of the shift depends on the time
that exogenous melatonin is administered: when
administered five hours before DLMO the melatonin
rhythm is maximally advanced, while administrations
made ten hours after DLMO will maximally delay
the melatonin rhythm, thus the phase response curve
is about twelve hours out of phase with that to light
[19, 20].

Several physiological 24-hour rhythms, including
those of cortisol, melatonin, temperature, and sleep–
wake rhythm, have been used as markers of the circa-
dian phase. All are influenced to some extent and can
even be masked by external factors such as food,
exercise, and temperature and the sleep–wake cycle
itself, which has a weak synchronizing effect [18]. In a
comparison of temperature, cortisol and eight differ-
ent analysis methods for melatonin, the variability of
melatonin as a marker for circadian rhythms was
superior [21].

Dim light melatonin onset
The 24-hour melatonin rhythm can be assessed by
measuring melatonin in blood or saliva at regular
intervals, and usually this is done hourly. While meas-
urement of the entire 24-hour rhythm of melatonin is
thought to be the most robust phase marker, it is also
time consuming and inconvenient for the patient, and
therefore this protocol is not frequently employed in
clinical studies. The DLMO, the time at which mela-
tonin levels start to rise in dim light, is considered a
reliable marker of circadian phase [21]. Typically, in

clinical studies, the moment at which melatonin
production starts increasing in the evening (theDLMO)
is used as an indication of the circadian phase.

Dim light melatonin onset was initially defined as
the time atwhich amelatonin concentration of 10 pg/ml
was reached in blood. This level was chosen in an era
when blood melatonin levels of less than 10 pg/ml
could not be detected. Later, when new quantification
technology became available, it was possible to detect
lower melatonin levels both in blood and saliva. It is
currently possible to measure salivary melatonin
levels of about 0.5 pg/ml. This enhanced measure-
ment capability demonstrated that salivary melatonin
levels have a correlation of about 0.93 with their
concentration in blood although levels are about
40% as high [22, 23]. Consequently salivary DLMO
has been defined by several authors as the time at
which 4 pg/ml was reached in saliva [24]. Because of
the convenience to both researchers and patients of
measuring melatonin levels in saliva rather than
blood, this has become a widely used technique both
in research and clinical practice.

An alternate method proposed for establishing the
DLMO is calculation of the interpolated time point
where the melatonin level exceeds the mean of a
number of previous samples by two standard devi-
ations [25]. More recently, a method has been
described that is reported to make it possible to assess
the 24-hour melatonin rhythm by fitting a predeter-
mined curve through a reduced number of measure-
ments [22]. This method has been proposed not only
as a means of estimating the DLMO, but also the
melatonin offset time, the melatonin peak, and the
peak width.

A group of workshop leaders came together on
their own following a 2005 Associated Professional
Sleep Societies workshop, assessed benefits and disad-
vantages of current methods of collecting and analyz-
ing melatonin and concluded that although a single
method of analysis would be the most effective way to
compare studies, limitations of current methods pre-
clude this possibility [26]. Given that the best analysis
method for use under multiple conditions is not
established, this group recommended that one of the
established low threshold measures of DLMO (e.g.,
2 SD, or <10 pg/ml for plasma or <3 pg/ml for saliva)
be included in any published report to facilitate com-
parison between studies.

It is known that activity and postural changes
increase melatonin levels and that these effects are
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reversed rapidly [27]. Thus postural changes should
be minimized just prior to and during collection of
blood or saliva samples.

However, despite these recommendations it is
known that there can be a huge difference between
individuals in the peak melatonin levels whether stud-
ied by measuring blood levels or urinary output, and
that this difference is stable within individuals
[28–30]. Thus one person may have a peak blood
level around 10 pg/ml and another person a peak that
exceeds 100 pg/ml. This can provide such great diffi-
culty in using a fixed level for the DLMO that an
alternate marker may be preferable [31]. To ensure
that low melatonin levels are not a problem it would
be advisable to obtain a measure of peak melatonin,
whether by sampling blood, saliva, or urine.

In healthy adults and children (aged 6 to 12 years)
with a normally functioning biological clock, DLMO
usually occurs between 19:30 and 21:30 hours and
between 19:00 and 21:00 hours respectively [32].

Clinical significance of DLMO
Since DLMO is a reliable phase marker of the bio-
logical clock [21], its measurement helps considerably
in the diagnosis of circadian rhythm disorders. The
measurement of DLMO has helped to clarify certain
poorly understood signs and symptoms of several
disorders that are thought to result from disturbed
circadian rhythms. Treatment of the underlying cir-
cadian rhythm disorder has often been shown to
produce remarkable clinical improvement. Among
the disorders that have been shown by DLMO meas-
urement to involve disruptions to circadian rhythms
are chronic sleep onset insomnia in children with [33]
and without [34, 35] attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), chronic whiplash syndrome [36],
and chronic fatigue syndrome [37, 38].

Dim light melatonin onset is not only important
for diagnosing circadian rhythm disorders, it is also
important for the adequate timing of their treatment.
As noted above, bright light delays melatonin (and
other associated biological clock rhythms, such as the
sleep–wake rhythm) if it is applied during the rising
part of the 24-hour melatonin curve but advances
biological clock rhythms if applied during the decreas-
ing part of the melatonin curve. Similar but inverse
effects can be induced with exogenous melatonin.
When administered five hours before the DLMO,
exogenous melatonin advances biological rhythms

maximally, and, conversely, when administered ten
hours after the DLMO, it produces a maximal delay
in these rhythms [19, 20].

A meta-analysis of studies of melatonin’s effects in
insomniac patients with delayed DLMO concluded
that melatonin evidently advances sleep onset and
other sleep–wake rhythm parameters but that the
treatment must be strategically timed [39]. A study
by Mundey et al. found that melatonin shifts circa-
dian rhythms most when administered five to six
hours before DLMO, thus demonstrating the import-
ance of measuring the timing of DLMO as a guide for
therapy [40]. Buscemi et al. concluded that the
administration of exogenous melatonin in patients
with insomnia was generally ineffective, but their
meta-analysis did not take into account the timing
of the DLMO [41].

A study in children with idiopathic chronic sleep
onset insomnia and late DLMO showed that the
earlier melatonin was administered before DLMO,
the more advanced DLMO and sleep onset time
[42]. This finding was confirmed in a study with
children with ADHD and chronic sleep onset insom-
nia [43]. Taken together these studies support the
conclusion that measurement of the DLMO not only
aids the diagnosis and treatment of circadian rhythm
sleep–wake disorders, it also helps to predict treat-
ment effects.

Measurement of DLMO
Dim light melatonin onset can be measured by sam-
pling blood or saliva at regular intervals: at least once
every hour although some authors use more frequent
sampling [31]. In clinical practice DLMO is often
measured in saliva, since saliva can be collected easily
at home. In the Dutch national referral center of
sleep–wake disturbances and chronobiology, headed
by one of the authors of this chapter, the parents of
children who are suspected of having delayed circa-
dian rhythms are asked to assist in this process.
Parents of children aged 6 to 12 years are asked to
collect saliva hourly between 19:00 and 23:00 hours.
For adolescents aged 13 to 16 the recommended
saliva collection schedule is hourly between 20:00
and 24:00 hours, while patients over 16 years are
asked to make saliva collections hourly between
21:00 and 01:00 hours [32]. The saliva is then sent
to the laboratory by regular mail and reaches the
laboratory within three to five days. We have found
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this home collection procedure to be effective in
determining DLMO in about 80% of patients. In the
remaining 20%, saliva has to be collected additionally
at other times.

Dim light melatonin onset
in psychiatric and medical disorders
The measurement of DLMO in medical or psychiatric
conditions that are often associated with biological
clock disorders can often clarify whether these rhyth-
mic disturbances are present and, if so, the degree of
their severity. These medical and psychiatric condi-
tions are summarized here.

Delayed sleep phase syndrome
Delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS) is one of the
most frequently occurring circadian rhythm disorders.
It is characterized by an abnormally delayed sleep–
wake rhythm. The major symptoms are extreme diffi-
culty in initiating sleep at a conventional hour of the
night and great difficulty in waking up on time in the
morning for school or work. Most patients are tired
during the day [44]. In a sleep disorder clinic popula-
tion, DSPS is often associated with major depression
[45]. Delayed sleep phase syndrome patients may pre-
sent with chronic sleep onset insomnia, difficulty in
waking up in the morning, tiredness during the day,
sleepiness during the day, and symptoms sometimes
mimicking narcolepsy, or depression.

Delayed sleep phase syndrome is associated with a
polymorphism of the PER3 clock gene [46, 47]. An
association with the arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase
(AA-NAT) gene has also been reported [48].

Chronotherapy was the first treatment described
for this circadian rhythm disorder [49]. However,
long-term results usually are poor [50]. Another treat-
ment for delayed sleep phase syndrome is bright light
in the morning [51]. The most frequently reported
treatment is melatonin, administered five hours
before DLMO [52, 53]. This treatment is reported to
both advance the phase of melatonin and to improve
symptoms.

Advanced sleep phase syndrome
Advanced sleep phase syndrome (ASPS) is the coun-
terpart of DSPS. It is characterized by extreme sleepi-
ness in the evening or early at night and early
morning awakenings.

Many patients say that they cannot go to the
theater in the evening because they always fall asleep
or else complain that they awaken early in the morn-
ing (say 3:00 hours) and cannot sleep any more.

Advanced sleep phase syndrome is associated
with a polymorphism of the Per2 clock gene within
the casein kinase I (CKI)-binding domain [54, 55].
Extreme morning preference is also associated with a
mis-sense of this gene [56]. A mis-sense mutation
(T44A) in the human CKI delta gene, which results
in ASPS, has also been reported [57]. The preferred
treatments for ASPS are administration of bright light
in the evening, or administration of exogenous mela-
tonin ten hours after DLMO [58].

Seasonal affective disorder
Seasonal affective disorder (SAD) is characterized by
recurrent episodes of depression during winter
months, and euthymia or hypomania in spring or
summer. The leading hypothesis of SAD is the phase
shift hypothesis (PSH). According to this hypothesis
the melatonin rhythm in SAD patients during the
winter is either advanced (mimicking ASPS), or
delayed (mimicking DSPS). The PSH was recently
given support by a study in which SAD patients were
given low-dose melatonin in the afternoon/evening to
promote phase advances, or in the morning to pro-
mote phase delays, or placebo. The prototypical
phase-delayed patient, as well as the smaller subgroup
of phase-advanced patients, optimally responded to
melatonin given at the correct time. Symptom sever-
ity improved as circadian misalignment was cor-
rected. Circadian misalignment is best measured as
the time interval between the DLMO and mid-sleep.
The average interval between DLMO and mid-sleep in
healthy controls is six hours, which is associated with
optimal mood in SAD patients [59].

Bipolar affective disorder
Bipolar affective disorder is characterized by the
occurrence of mania or hypomania either preceded
or followed by episodes of depression. Three studies
have demonstrated that the phase of melatonin secre-
tion varies systematically with mood changes in bipo-
lar affective disorder [60–62]. Hypersensitivity to
light may be a major trait marker [63, 64] although
one study failed to confirm supersensitivity [62].
There is evidence that melatonin supersensitivity to
light is an inherited trait suggesting its usefulness as a
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potential endophenotypic marker of bipolar affective
disorder [65].

Several studies have shown that phototherapy and
chronotherapy are effective treatments in bipolar ill-
ness. Exposure to morning sunlight has been reported
to reduce the length of hospitalization in bipolar
patients [66]. In a single case study, a rapid cycling
bipolar patient was successfully treated using an
extended controlled dark period combined with
morning light treatment [67]. There is also evidence
that light therapy causes a rapid antidepressant
response in bipolar illness when combined with
sleep deprivation [68, 69] and that this effect is more
marked in homozygotes for the long variant of the
serotonin transporter (5-HTTLPR) [70]. In one study,
bipolar type 1 patients were reported to respond best
when treatment was given at midday [71]. In contrast
there are few studies supporting the use of melatonin
in bipolar affective disorder [72, 73]. A pilot study of
manic patients with treatment-resistant insomnia
reported a significant improvement in both sleep
and mania following melatonin add-on treatment
[74]. Whether DLMO would be useful in studies of
these patients has yet to be determined.

Major depressive disorder
The diagnosis of major depressive disorder is made
when patients suffer for more than two weeks from
depressed mood, markedly diminished interest in
work, significant weight loss, insomnia or hypersom-
nia, psychomotor agitation, fatigue or loss of energy,
feelings of worthlessness, diminished ability to con-
centrate, or recurrent thoughts of death [75].

The nature and extent of disruption of melatonin
secretion in major depressive disorder has been under
intense investigation during the last few decades, ever
since Wetterberg and coworkers formulated the “low
melatonin syndrome” hypothesis in 1984 [76]. It has
been suggested that the low melatonin levels seen in
depressives might be due to reduced norepinephrine
and serotonin levels in the brain [77]. Unipolar
patients with low melatonin syndrome are reported
to differ clinically from patients with normal or high
melatonin secretion in having low psychomotor
retardation [78]. Proper identification of these sub-
groups of patients may be helpful for optimal
pharmacotherapy.

Agomelatine is a novel melatonergic antidepres-
sant drug. Agomelatine combines antidepressant

efficacy, including quality and efficiency of sleep, with
a more favorable side-effect profile than current anti-
depressant treatments, including neutral effects on
sexual function, body weight, and the absence of
discontinuation symptoms. These positive features
provide a novel approach to the treatment of depres-
sion and the attainment of high-quality remission in
major depressive disorder [79].

Future studies will reveal if patients with a low
melatonin syndrome or with altered DLMO respond
better than other patients.

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
and chronic insomnia
About 30% of medication-free children with ADHD
suffer from chronic sleep onset insomnia [80, 81]. Van
der Heijden reported that this insomnia is caused by a
circadian rhythm disorder, characterized by a delayed
DLMO [82]. A regimen of 3 or 6mg melatonin taken
at 19:00 hours for four weeks was found to advance
sleep onset but did not improve behavior [42].

At the Dutch referral center for sleep–wake dis-
orders and chronobiology, about 500 children with
ADHD and chronic insomnia are treated every year
with melatonin. Many caregivers report that behavior
improves after two or three months of melatonin
treatment.

Also, in adults with ADHD and chronic insomnia,
DLMO often is delayed. Well timed treatment with
melatonin improves sleep and enhances the effective-
ness of methylphenidate on behavior (S. Kooij, per-
sonal communication).

Chronic fatigue syndrome
Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) is characterized by
chronic fatigue of unknown cause [83]. A subset of
CFS patientsmay possibly be classified as having DSPS,
with chronic fatigue as their main problem [38, 84]. It
has been suggested that in other CFS patients the main
difficulty may be a disruption of the neuronal connec-
tion between SCN and pineal gland, possibly due to an
infection. As a consequence of these disorders melato-
nin production starts later rather than at the normal
time. A third explanation is that daily activity of CFS
patients changes so that a delay in the sleep–wake
rhythm occurs, mimicking DSPS [38, 84].

Open-label studies using administration of exo-
genous melatonin timed using DLMO, have shown
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that melatonin rhythm can be advanced, health status
improved, and fatigue decreased [38, 84].

Chronic whiplash syndrome and mild
cerebral trauma
Chronic whiplash syndrome (CWS) is characterized
by symptoms of fatigue and impaired memory. Many
CWS patients suffer from insomnia [85]. In some
CWS patients DLMO is delayed indicating that mel-
atonin production starts later than normal [86–88].

As in patients with mild cerebral trauma, damage
may occur in the neuronal connections between the
SCN and the pineal gland, resulting in delayed DLMO
and sleep–wake rhythm disturbances [89].

At the Dutch referral center for sleep–wake dis-
orders and chronobiology, every year about 50CWS
patients with delayed DLMO are treated with melato-
nin.We have found that most sleep better and in about
half of these patients daily functioning improves.

Conclusion
DLMO measurements are not generally available.
Therefore many patients with circadian rhythm dis-
orders are treated without confirmation of their DLMO.
When therapy is successful, there is no problem. How-
ever, when it does not work, optimal treatment is
unnecessarily delayed. This is because it may take several
months after stopping the treatment before the pretreat-
ment melatonin rhythm is reached again and a proper
diagnosis can be made. The Dutch referral center for
sleep–wake disorders and chronobiology recommends
that the timing of DLMO be measured before undertak-
ing therapy, especially if this involves melatonin [90].

To prevent unnecessary “doctor delay” Dutch
chronobiologists have facilitated access to DLMO
measurements. The referring doctor sends informa-
tion to a central laboratory. The laboratory dispatches
salivettes to the patient. The patient sends these to the
laboratory and the lab informs the referring doctor
about the results.

This method is going to be made available to other
countries in the world. Facilitating DLMO measure-
ments will increase awareness of circadian rhythm dis-
orders in an increasing number of diseases, andwill help
their optimal treatment. A list of laboratories where
DLMO can bemeasured is published at www.dlmo.org.

There is still no internationally agreed method of
analysis and definitions for DLMO, and the issue of

the huge variability in profiles and peaks between
individuals are unresolved. It is recommended that
activity and postural changes be minimized just prior
to and during collection of blood or saliva samples. It
is recommended that anyone using and reporting on
DLMO use one of the established methods when
reporting results and be aware of the possible limita-
tions of current procedures [26].
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Section 3
Chapter

13
Clinical science

Classification of sleep disorders

Imran M. Ahmed and Michael J. Thorpy

Introduction
The International Classification of Sleep Disorders
(ICSD-2) [1] classification lists 85 sleep disorders in
eight major categories, each presented in detail with a
descriptive diagnostic text that includes specific diag-
nostic criteria: (1) the insomnias; (2) the sleep-related
breathing disorders; (3) the hypersomnias not due to
a breathing disorder; (4) the circadian rhythm sleep
disorders; (5) the parasomnias; (6) the sleep-related
movement disorders; (7) other sleep disorders; and (8)
isolated symptoms, apparently normal variants and
unresolved issues. The ICSD-2 also includes in its
appendices: Sleep disorders that are associated with
conditions classifiable elsewhere (Appendix A); as well
as Other psychiatric and behavioral disorders fre-
quently encountered in the differential diagnosis of
sleep disorders (Appendix B) (see Table 13.1).

Insomnias
The insomnias are defined by the symptom of diffi-
culty with sleep initiation and/or maintenance, and
final awakenings that occur earlier than the desired
wake-up time. There can also be a complaint of non-
restorative sleep or poor sleep quality. Such symp-
toms occur despite adequate time and opportunity
for sleep and result in some form of daytime impair-
ment. The insomnias can be either primary or sec-
ondary. Secondary forms of insomnia can occur when
insomnia is a symptom of a medical or psychiatric
illness, other sleep disorders, or substance abuse. Pri-
mary sleep disorders are those that can have both
intrinsic and extrinsic factors involved in their eti-
ology but are not regarded as having causes secondary

to those disorders that can result in (secondary)
insomnia. Although not specifically discussed in the
ICSD-2, the term comorbid insomnia is nowchampioned
by many sleep experts as the more appropriate term
to describe many secondary insomnias. In comorbid
insomnia, the insomnia is usually associated with an
underlying psychiatric or medical disorder and it can be
difficult to discern whether the insomnia preceded or
resulted from the psychiatric or medical condition. In
either case, when the underlying medical or psychiatric
disorder remits, the insomnia often will persist. Accord-
ingly, for optimal patient care, it is essential to treat both
the underlying psychiatric or medical disorder as well as
the insomnia at the same time.

The ICSD-2 classifies six main types of insomnia
and three secondary forms of insomnia; however,
primary insomnia as described in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition,
text revision (DSM IV-TR) [36], subsumes these six
main insomnia diagnoses (namely, adjustment insom-
nia, behavioral insomnia of childhood, psychophysio-
logical insomnia, paradoxical insomnia, idiopathic
insomnia, and inadequate sleep hygiene).

Psychophysiological insomnia [2, 3, 4] is a common
form of insomnia that is present for at least one
month and characterized by a heightened level of
arousal with learned sleep-preventing associations.
Such sleep-preventing associations may be learned
during episodes of insomnia associated with condi-
tions such as depression, shift work, or environmental
noise. The insomnia is then sustained by the learned
behavior in the absence of the triggers. There is usu-
ally an overconcern with the inability to sleep. Fre-
quently, an associated mood or anxiety disturbance

Sleep and Mental Illness, eds. S. R. Pandi-Perumal and M. Kramer. Published by Cambridge University Press.
# Cambridge University Press 2010.
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Table 13.1 International Classification of Sleep Disorders – ICSD 2; International Classification of Diseases (ICD); and the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition, text revision (DSM IV-TR)

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Insomnia (adapted from the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, second edition)

307.42 307.42 Psychophysiological insomnia

307.42 307.42 Paradoxical insomnia

307.41 307.42 Adjustment insomnia

V69.4 307.42 Inadequate sleep hygiene

307.42 307.42 Idiopathic insomnia

327.02 327.02 Insomnia due to mental disorder

V69.5 307.42 Behavioral insomnia of childhood

327.01 327.01 Insomnia due to a medical condition

292.85 291.85 Insomnia due to a drug or substance

291.82 291.82 Insomnia due to alcohol

327.00 Physiologic (organic) insomnia, unspecified

780.52.1.1 Insomnia not due to a substance or known physiological
condition, unspecified

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Sleep-related breathing disorders

327.21 780.57 Primary central sleep apnea

786.04 780.57 or 327.xx Central sleep apnea, includingCheyne–Stokes breathingpattern

327.22 780.57 or 327.xx Central sleep apnea, including high altitude periodic
breathing

327.27 327.xx Central sleep apnea due to medical condition not
Cheyne–Stokes breathing pattern

327.28 Central sleep apnea due to a drug or substance

770.81 Primary sleep apnea of infancy

327.23 780.57 Obstructive sleep apnea, adult

327.23 780.57 Obstructive sleep apnea, pediatric

327.24 780.57 Sleep-related non-obstructive alveolar hypoventilation,
idiopathic

327.26 Sleep-related hypoventilation/hypoxemia due to lower
airways obstruction

327.26 Sleep-related hypoventilation/hypoxemia due to
neuromuscular and chest wall disorders

327.26 Sleep-related hypoventilation/hypoxemia due to pulmonary
parenchymal or vascular pathology

327.25 Congenital central alveolar hypoventilation syndrome

327.20 780.57 Sleep apnea/sleep-related breathing disorder, unspecified
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Table 13.1 (cont.)

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Hypersomnia not due to a sleep-related breathing disorder

347.01 Narcolepsy with cataplexy

347.00 Narcolepsy without cataplexy

347.11 Narcolepsy due to medical condition with cataplexy

347.10 Narcolepsy due to medical condition without cataplexy

347.00 347.00 Narcolepsy unspecified

327.13 307.44 Recurrent hypersomnia

327.11 307.44 Idiopathic hypersomnia with long sleep time

327.12 307.44 Idiopathic hypersomnia without long sleep time

307.44 Behaviorally induced insufficient sleep syndrome

327.14 327.14 Hypersomnia due to medical condition

292.85 292.85 Hypersomnia due to a drug or substance

291.82 291.82 Hypersomnia due to alcohol

327.15 327.15 Hypersomnia not due to a substance or known physiological
condition

327.10 Physiological (organic) hypersomnia, unspecified

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Circadian rhythm sleep disorder

327.31 307.45 Delayed sleep phase type

327.32 307.45 Advanced sleep phase type

327.33 Irregular sleep–wake type

327.34 Non-entrained type (free running)

327.37.1.1 Circadian rhythm sleep disorder due to medical condition

327.39 307.45 Other circadian rhythm sleep disorder

327.35 307.45 Jet-lag type

327.36 307.45 Shift-work type

292.85 292.85 Circadian rhythm sleep disorders due to a drug or substance

291.82 291.82 Circadian rhythm sleep disorders due to alcohol

ICD-9-CM ICD 10 Classification

Parasomnia

327.41 Confusional arousals

307.46 307.46 Sleepwalking

307.46 307.46 Sleep terrors

327.42 307.47 REM sleep behavior disorder

327.43 Recurrent isolated sleep paralysis
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Table 13.1 (cont.)

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

307.47 307.47 Nightmare disorder

300.15 300.15 Sleep-related dissociative disorders

788.36 307.6 Sleep enuresis

327.49 Catathrenia (sleep-related groaning)

327.49 Exploding head syndrome

368.16 Sleep-related hallucinations

327.49 307.50 Sleep-related eating disorder

327.40 307.47 Parasomnia, unspecified

292.85 292.85 Parasomnia due to a drug or substance

291.82 291.82 Parasomnia due to alcohol

327.44 327.44 Parasomnia due to medical condition

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Sleep-related movement disorder

333.99 Restless legs syndrome

327.51 Periodic limb movement disorder

327.52 Sleep-related leg cramps

327.53 Sleep-related bruxism

327.59 Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder

327.59 Other sleep-related movement disorder, unspecified

327.59 292.85 Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder

292.85 Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder due to drug or
substance

327.59 Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder due to medical
condition

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Isolated symptoms, apparently normal variants and unresolved issues

307.49 307.47 Long sleeper

307.49 307.47 Short sleeper

786.09 Snoring

307.49 Sleep talking

307.47 Sleep starts, hypnic jerks

781.01 Benign sleep myoclonus of infancy

781.01 Hypnagogic foot tremor and alternating leg muscle
activation

781.01 307.47 Propriospinal myoclonus at sleep onset

781.01 307.47 Excessive fragmentary myoclonus
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Table 13.1 (cont.)

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

Other sleep disorder

307.48 F51.8 Environmental sleep disorder

327.8 G47.9 Physiological sleep disorder, unspecified

ICD-9-CM Classification

Appendix A: Sleep disorders associated with conditions classifiable elsewhere

046.8 Fatal familial insomnia

729.1 Fibromyalgia

345 Sleep-related epilepsy

784.0 Sleep-related headaches

530.1 Sleep-related gastroesophageal reflux

411.8 Sleep-related coronary artery ischemia

787.2 Sleep-related abnormal swallowing, choking, and laryngospasm

DSM IV-TR Mood disorders

Appendix B: Other psychiatric/behavioral disorders frequently encountered in the differential diagnosis of sleep disorders (DSM
IV-TR codes are utilized here) classification

296.xx Major depressive disorder, bipolar I and II disorder, bipolar disorder not otherwise specified,
mood disorder not otherwise specified

300.4 Dysthymic disorder

311 Depressive disorder not otherwise specified

301.13 Cyclothymic disorder

293.83 Mood disorder due to . . . (general medical condition)

29x.xx Substance induced mood disorder

Anxiety disorders

300.xx Panic disorder w/ or w/o agoraphobia

309.81 Post-traumatic stress disorder

308.3 Acute stress disorder

300.02 Generalized anxiety disorder

Schizophrenia

295.xx

Selected somatoform disorders

300.8x Somatization disorder, undifferentiated somatization disorder, somatoform disorder not
otherwise specified

307.8x Pain disorder

300.11 Conversion disorder

Selected disorders usually diagnosed in infancy

317 Mild mental retardation
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that is not severe enough to be diagnosed as a separate
psychiatric disorder is present with psychophysiologic
insomnia. It is, therefore, difficult at times to dis-
tinguish between psychophysiologic insomnia and
insomnia due to a mental disorder or even insomnia
due to a drug or substance. A diagnosis of psycho-
physiologic insomnia is usually not made in the con-
text of drug or substance use unless the insomnia
preceded the use of the drug or substance. Psycho-
physiologic insomnia is most descriptive of the pri-
mary insomnia defined in the DSM IV-TR in terms of
conditioning factors and arousals. Paradoxical insom-
nia [5] (previously known as sleep state mispercep-
tion) is a complaint of severe insomnia that occurs
without evidence of objective sleep disturbance and
without daytime impairment of the extent that would
be suggested by the amount of sleep disturbance
reported. The patient often reports little or no sleep
on most nights and may indicate nearly continuous
awareness of environmental stimuli throughout most
nights. It is thought to occur in up to 5% of insomniac
patients. Disorders that result in significant sleep
fragmentation, e.g., heart disease, bipolar disorder,
depression, etc., may also cause the misperception of
inadequate total sleep time; however, unlike these
disorders, paradoxical insomnia does not have fea-
tures of mood disturbance or cannot be explained
by other medical conditions resulting in disrupted
sleep. Adjustment insomnia [6] is insomnia that is
associated with a specific psychological, physiological,
environmental, or physical stressor. This disorder
exists for a short period, usually days to weeks, and
usually resolves when the stressor is no longer pre-
sent. The type of stressor present and the severity of
the sleep disturbance determine whether adjustment
sleep disorder can be diagnosed. If the stressor is a

medical condition or a psychiatric disorder, then
adjustment sleep disorder is diagnosed only if the acute
sleep disturbance is more than typically experienced
by an individual stressor. Inadequate sleep hygiene is a
disorder associated with common daily activities that
are inconsistent with good quality sleep and full day-
time alertness. Such activities include irregular sleep
onset and wake times, stimulating and alerting activ-
ities before bedtime, substances ingested around sleep
including alcohol, or caffeine, and smoking cigarettes.
These practices do not necessarily cause a sleep dis-
turbance in everyone. For example, an irregular bed-
time or wake time that might be instrumental in
producing insomnia in one person may not be impor-
tant in another. Idiopathic insomnia [7] is a chronic
form of insomnia that usually has an insidious onset
during childhood and has a persistent course without
periods of remission. Behavioral insomnia of child-
hood [8, 9] includes limit-setting sleep disorder and
sleep-onset association disorder. Limit-setting sleep
disorder is stalling or refusing to go to sleep that is
eliminated once a caretaker enforces limits on sleep
times and other sleep-related behaviors. Sleep-onset
association disorder occurs when there is reliance on
inappropriate sleep associations such as rocking,
watching television, or holding a toy, or requiring
environmental conditions such as a lighted room.
The child is unable to fall asleep in the absence of
these circumstances. Anxiety disorders frequently
manifest during the night and may be confused with
behavioral insomnia of childhood; however, these
disorders usually do not respond to the typical treat-
ments for behavioral insomnia of childhood and they
usually also have daytime anxiety symptoms.

Several secondary insomnias are listed. As men-
tioned above, the term comorbid insomnia may be

Table 13.1 (cont.)

ICD-9-CM DSM IV-TR Classification

318.x Moderate, severe, profound mental retardation

319 Mental retardation, severity unspecified

299.00 Autistic disorder

299.80 Rett’s disorder, Asperger’s disorder, pervasive developmental disorder NOS

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder

314.xx

Source: Adapted from ICSD 2 and DSM IV-TR.
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more appropriate when the insomnia is due to psy-
chiatric or medical conditions. Insomnia due to a
medical condition applies when medical or neuro-
logical disorders give rise to the insomnia. The med-
ical disorder and the insomnia type are given when a
patient is diagnosed. Features associated with this
type of insomnia vary as a function of the medical
condition causing the insomnia. Insomnia due to a
drug or substance is applied when there is suppression
or disruption of sleep caused by consumption of a
medication, recreational drug, caffeine, alcohol, or
food. It is also applicable when sleep is disrupted by
exposure to an environmental toxin. The insomnia
may occur during use or exposure of the substance or
after its discontinuation. It is important to note that
alcohol is commonly used as a sleep aid as it initially
may reduce sleep onset latency; however, it also may
result in increased sleep fragmentation and restless
sleep. In addition, tolerance to alcohol may develop
after chronic use and withdrawal results in an exacer-
bation of the insomnia. Insomnia not due to a sub-
stance or known physiological condition, unspecified or
non-organic insomnia not otherwise specified is the
diagnosis applied when an underlying mental dis-
order, psychological factors, or sleep-disruptive prac-
tices are suspected to be related to the insomnia, but
further evaluation is required to identify which spe-
cific disorder. Physiologic (organic) insomnia, unspeci-
fied is applied to forms of insomnia that cannot be
classified elsewhere and is suspected to be associated
with an underlying medical condition, physiological
state, or substance use or exposure.

Sleep-related breathing disorders
The disorders characterized in this group have dis-
ordered respiration during sleep. Central apnea dis-
orders [10, 11] include disorders resulting in the
cessation of breathing and are associated with dimin-
ished or absent respiratory effort in an intermittent or
cyclical fashion due to cardiac or central nervous
system dysfunction. Other central sleep apnea forms
are associated with underlying pathologic or environ-
mental causes, such as Cheyne–Stokes breathing or
high-altitude periodic breathing.

Primary central sleep apnea is a sleep-related
breathing disorder of unknown cause. A complaint
of excessive daytime sleepiness, insomnia, or diffi-
culty breathing during sleep is often reported. The
patient must not be hypercapnic (PaCO2 greater than

45mmHg). Usually these patients have a PaCO2 that
is less than 40mmHg during wakefulness. Five or
more apneic episodes per hour of sleep are required
for a diagnosis by polysomnography. Many experts in
the field do not make this diagnosis unless at least
50% of the scored apneas in the polysomnogram
record are central events. Central sleep apnea due to
Cheyne–Stokes breathing pattern is characterized by
recurrent central apnea and/or hypopneas alternating
with prolonged hyperpnea in which tidal volume
waxes and wanes in a crescendo–decrescendo pattern.
Each ventilatory-apneic cycle is typically longer than
45 seconds duration and is characteristically seen only
in NREM sleep. It occurs in medical disorders such as
heart failure, cerebrovascular disorders, and renal
failure. Central sleep apnea due to high-altitude peri-
odic breathing is characterized by central apnea–
hyperpnea cycle that is due to acute mountain sick-
ness. Five or more central apneas per hour of sleep
with a typical apnea–hyperpnea cycle length between
12 and 34 seconds in people with a recent ascent to an
altitude of at least 4,000m is diagnostic.

A secondary form of central sleep apnea due to a
drug or substance is most commonly associated with
users of long-term (at least two months) opioid use.
The substance causes respiratory depression by acting
on the mu-receptors of the ventral medulla. Opioids
may also result in ataxic breathing, periodic breathing
similar to Cheynes–Stokes, obstructive respiratory
events, or hypoventilation. A central apnea index of
five or more or episodes of periodic breathing is
required for the diagnosis. Primary sleep apnea of
infancy is a disorder of respiratory control most often
seen in preterm infants (apnea of prematurity) and is
believed to be due to a developmental pattern (imma-
turity), or secondary to othermedical disorders. Apnea
of infancy may occur in infants, usually younger than
six months, who have medical conditions (such as
infection, anemia, and gastroesophageal reflux) or
have drug or anesthesia exposure. The obstructive sleep
apnea disorders are characterized by an obstruction in
the airway resulting in increased breathing effort and
inadequate ventilation. Adult and pediatric forms of
obstructive sleep apnea syndrome are defined separ-
ately because of the notable differences in diagnosis
and management between the two.

Obstructive sleep apnea, Adult [12, 13, 14] involves
repetitive episodes of cessation of breathing (apneas)
or partial upper airway obstruction (hypopneas) that
last a minimum of ten seconds. These events are often
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associated with reduced blood oxygen saturation,
snoring, and sleep disruption. Excessive daytime
sleepiness or insomnia is the common clinical com-
plaint. Five or more respiratory events (apneas,
hypopneas, or respiratory effort related arousals
[RERAs]) per hour of sleep are required for diagnosis.
Upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS) has been
included under the heading of obstructive sleep apnea
disorders. It usually presents with excessive daytime
somnolence but does not meet the standard criteria
(in terms of desaturations, apneas, or hypopneas) for
obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. Frequent arousals
are noted in UARS that are attributed to increased
respiratory effort (RERAs) and are best seen using
esophageal balloon manometry. Obstructive sleep
apnea, Pediatric [15, 16, 17] is characterized by simi-
lar features to those seen in the adult form, but
cortical arousals may not occur, possibly because of
a higher arousal threshold. Some children display a
pattern of obstructive hypoventilation that consists of
long periods of persistent partial upper airway
obstruction associated with hypercarbia, arterial
oxygen desaturation, or hypercarbia and desaturation.
At least one obstructive event of at least two respira-
tory cycles duration per hour of sleep is required for
diagnosis. Sleep apnea syndrome may be confused
with other disorders. For instance, panic attacks may
consist of nocturnal awakenings due to episodes of
choking or gasping for air or a sensation of loss of
breath. Symptoms of attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder [18] may be clinically similar to those of
sleep apnea, both manifesting inattention, irritability,
and hyperactivity (especially in children with OSA).
A polysomnogram is necessary to differentiate sleep
apnea from other mimickers.

Hypoventilation/hypoxemic disorders are related
to elevated arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO2).
The disorder, sleep-related non-obstructive alveolar
hypoventilation syndrome, idiopathic is not common.
It consists of diurnal and nocturnal hypoventilation
that is usually associated with hypercapnia and hyp-
oxemia, and is without an identifiable medical or
neurologic cause. A polysomnogram usually demon-
strates decreased tidal volume lasting up to several
minutes with sustained arterial oxygen desaturation
that is often worse during REM sleep. Congenital
central alveolar hypoventilation syndrome is a failure
of automatic central control of breathing in infants
who do not breathe spontaneously, or breathe shal-
lowly and erratically. Most of these patients

demonstrate hypoventilation during sleep and many
also hypoventilate during wakefulness. Hypoventila-
tion with the associated hypoxemia and hypercapnia
are usually more severe during slow-wave sleep than
during REM sleep. If poorly controlled (especially
during infancy), this disorder may result in, among
other things, mental retardation, seizures, and growth
failure. Of interest to note is the theory that individ-
uals who cannot perceive elevations of CO2 will be
less anxious than individuals with intact CO2 percep-
tion. Accordingly, patients with alveolar hypoventi-
lation will tend to be less anxious [19].

Sleep-related hypoventilation/hypoxemia due to
a medical condition includes the sleep disorders due
to pulmonary parenchymal or vascular pathology
(e.g., cystic fibrosis, interstitial lung disease, and hemo-
globinopathies), due to lower airway obstruction
(e.g., emphysema, bronchiectasis, or cystic fibrosis),
and due to neuromuscular and chest wall disorders
(e.g., neuromuscular diseases, “obesity-hypoventilaton
syndrome”, and kyphoscoliosis).

Hypersomnia not due to a sleep-related
breathing disorder
The hypersomnia disorders are those in which the
primary complaint is daytime sleepiness (the inability
to stay alert and awake during the major waking
episodes of the day) and the cause of the primary
symptom is not disturbed nocturnal sleep or mis-
aligned circadian rhythms. Other sleep disorders, that
may be present, must first be treated effectively prior
to giving this additional diagnosis.

Narcolepsy with cataplexy [20, 21] requires the
documentation of a definite history of cataplexy in
conjunction with excessive daytime somnolence.
Cataplexy is defined as a sudden onset of temporary
loss of muscle tone provoked by emotion. Narcolepsy
without cataplexy is diagnosed when there is daytime
sleepiness in the absence of cataplexy. Other associ-
ated features of narcolepsy including sleep paralysis,
hypnagogic hallucinations, and automatic behaviors
may also be present. Supportive evidence of daytime
somnolence in the form of a positive MSLT with a
mean sleep latency of less than eight minutes as well
as two or more sleep onset REM periods is necessary
to make this diagnosis. Narcolepsy due to a medical
condition is the diagnosis applied to a patient with
sleepiness who has a significant neurological or
medical disorder (e.g., tumor, neurosarcoidosis,
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Niemann–Pick type C) that accounts for the daytime
sleepiness and/or cataplexy. Narcolepsy with cata-
plexy is extremely rare prior to the age of four. In
children, the daytime sleepiness may present with
the reappearance of regular daytime naps in a child
who had previously discontinued regular napping,
has behavioral problems, or has decreased school
performance. Genetic disorders (e.g., Niemann–Pick
type C disease) should be considered in children
(especially those under five years of age) suspected
of narcolepsy [22, 23]. Recurrent hypersomnia [24]
includes both Kleine–Levin syndrome and menstrual-
related hypersomnia. Episodes of sleepiness asso-
ciated with binge eating, hypersexuality, and/or
behavioral abnormalities (e.g., aggression, irritability,
confusion) typify Klein–Levin syndrome. Menstrual-
related hypersomnia consists of recurrent episodes of
sleepiness associated with the menstrual cycle. These
disorders require episodes of hypersomnia of two
days to four weeks in duration and the time in
between these episodes demonstrates normal cogni-
tion and behaviors. Idiopathic hypersomnia with and
without long sleep time [25, 26] are characterized by a
major sleep episode that is at least ten hours or
between six and ten hours duration, respectively.
Patients take unintended naps that are typically unre-
freshing. Idiopathic hypersomnia is rarely seen prior
to adolescence. These two diagnoses are made only
after excluding other causes of hypersomnia. Behav-
iorally induced insufficient sleep syndrome occurs in
patients who habitually sleep deprive themselves;
however, these patients sleep considerably longer
when their “habit” is not maintained.

Hypersomnia due to a medical condition is hyper-
somnia that is caused by a medical or neurological
disorder (e.g., Parkinson’s disease, post-traumatic
hypersomnia, hypothyroidism). Cataplexy or other
diagnostic features of narcolepsy are not present.
Hypersomnia due to a drug or substance is diagnosed
when the complaint is believed to be secondary to
current use, past use, or recent discontinuation of
drugs or alcohol. Recent discontinuation of stimu-
lants or a past history of stimulant abuse may result
in hypersomnia. Use of benzodiazepines, barbiturates,
neuroleptics, or antiepileptics also often results in
hypersomnia. Hypersomnia not due to a substance or
known physiological condition is excessive sleepiness
that is temporally associated with a psychiatric diag-
nosis. For example, bipolar disorder or seasonal
affective disorder may manifest with recurrent

episodes of sleepiness; conversion disorder may be
difficult to differentiate from narcolepsy with or with-
out cataplexy; and some mood disorders may present
with episodes of excessive sleepiness that vary
on a daily basis. Physiologic (organic) hypersomnia,
unspecified is usually a temporary diagnosis made
when a physiologic condition is responsible for
hypersomnia and the patient’s symptoms do not meet
the criteria for other hypersomnolence conditions.

Circadian rhythm sleep disorders
The circadian rhythm sleep disorders [27, 28, 29] share
a common underlying chronophysiological basis. The
major feature of these disorders is a persistent or recur-
rent misalignment between the patient’s sleep pattern
and the pattern that is desired or regarded as the
societal norm. Maladaptive behaviors influence the
presentation and severity of the circadian rhythm sleep
disorders. The underlying problem in the majority of
the circadian rhythm sleep disorders is that the patient
cannot sleep when sleep is desired. The wake episodes
can occur at undesired times as a result of sleep epi-
sodes that occur at inappropriate times; therefore,
the patient may complain of insomnia or excessive
sleepiness. For several of the circadian rhythm sleep
disorders, once sleep is initiated, the major sleep epi-
sode is of normal duration and sleep architecture.

Delayed sleep phase type, more commonly seen in
adolescents, is characterized by a delay in the phase of
the major sleep period in relation to the desired sleep
time and wake time. Advanced sleep phase type, on the
other hand is more commonly seen in the elderly and
is characterized by an advance in the phase of the
major sleep period in relation to the desired sleep
time and wake-up time. The irregular sleep–wake type,
a disorder that has a lack of a clearly defined circadian
rhythm of sleep and wakefulness, is most often seen in
the institutionalized elderly and is associated with a
lack of synchronizing agents such as light, activity,
and social activities. The free-running type occurs
because there is a lack of entrainment to the 24-hour
period and the sleep pattern often follows that of the
underlying free-running pacemaker with a sequential
shift in the daily sleep pattern. The free-running type
is most commonly seen in completely blind individ-
uals and occasionally in patients being treated with
chronotherapy for delayed sleep phase type.

Shift-work sleep type is characterized by com-
plaints of insomnia or excessive sleepiness that occur
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in relation to work hours that are scheduled during
the usual sleep period. Circadian rhythm sleep dis-
orders due to a medical condition are abnormal
sleep–wake patterns that are related to an underlying
primary medical or neurological disorder. A dis-
rupted sleep–wake pattern leads to complaints of
insomnia or excessive daytime sleepiness. The jet lag
type (jet lag disorder) is related to a mismatch between
the timing of the sleep–wake cycle generated by the
endogenous circadian clock and the common sleep–
wake schedule of the new time zone. The number of
time zones crossed and the direction of travel, with
eastward travel usually being more disruptive, influ-
ence the severity of the disorder. Travel across at least
two time zones with the associated complaint of
hypersomnia or insomnia is required to make this
diagnosis.

Other circadian rhythm sleep disorders due to a
drug or substance refers to those conditions that are
due to a drug, alcohol, or other substance. Other
circadian rhythm sleep disorders (unspecified) identi-
fies disorders of circadian rhythm that cannot be
classified in the above headings.

Patients with mood disorders or psychoses can, at
times, have a sleep pattern similar to that of delayed
sleep phase type. A second diagnosis of a circadian
rhythm disorder should be avoided unless the dis-
order is unrelated to the psychiatric diagnosis.

Parasomnias
The parasomnias [30, 31] are disorders of arousal and
sleep-stage transition that consist of abnormal sleep-
related movements, behaviors, emotions, perceptions,
dreaming, and autonomic nervous system function-
ing that accompany sleep. The parasomnias often
occur in the setting of disturbed or fragmented sleep
and thus may be seen in conjunction with other sleep
disorders (such as obstructive sleep apnea syndrome
or narcolepsy), medical disorders (e.g., febrile illness),
or psychiatric disorders (e.g., anxiety disorders).
Occasionally, several parasomnias may occur in the
same patient.

There are three parasomnias that are typically
associated with arousal from non-REM sleep. Confu-
sional arousals are characterized by confusion and/or
disorientation following arousal from sleep (usually
slow-wave sleep). The patient may be slow in speech
and mentation as well as slow in response to ques-
tioning. These arousals are common in children and

can occur not only from nocturnal sleep but also from
daytime naps. Sleepwalking is a series of complex
behaviors that occur from sudden arousals from
slow-wave sleep and result in walking behavior during
a state of altered consciousness. Sleep terrors also
occur primarily from slow-wave sleep and are associ-
ated with a cry or piercing scream accompanied by
autonomic system activation and behavioral mani-
festation of intense fear. A common feature in these
NREM parasomnias is that individuals may be diffi-
cult to arouse from the episode and when aroused can
be confused and/or aggressive with subsequent
amnesia for the episode. Usually there is no dreaming
reported during these events; however, occasionally
individuals may recollect vague and fragmented
dreams. These three disorders can often coexist and
sometimes one form may blend into the other or be
difficult to distinguish from the other.

There are several parasomnias that are typically
associated with the REM sleep stage. REM sleep
behavior disorder [32, 33] (RBD) has dream enact-
ment behaviors that occur from REM sleep and can
cause injury or sleep disruption. The behaviors are
often violent and/or are action filled. This disorder
often precedes the development of a neurodegenera-
tive disorder, such as Parkinson’s disease or diffuse
Lewy body dementia by up to 20 years or so, and is
especially common in men over the age of 50 years.
Recurrent isolated sleep paralysis is atonia of REM
sleep that intrudes into wakefulness. The paralysis
occurs at sleep onset or upon awakening and is char-
acterized by an inability to perform voluntary move-
ments. Auditory, visual, or tactile hallucinatory
experiences often accompany the paralysis. The epi-
sodes last seconds to minutes and resolve spontan-
eously, but may also be terminated by sensory
stimulation. Nightmare disorder is characterized by
recurrent nightmares that occur primarily from
REM sleep, and result in an awakening with intense
anxiety, fear, or other negative feelings. There is usu-
ally a delay in returning to sleep. In people with acute
stress disorder or post-traumatic stress disorders,
nightmares may arise out of stage 2 sleep.

There are other parasomnias, such as sleep enur-
esis (recurrent involuntary voiding during sleep) and
sleep-related groaning (catathrenia) that may be asso-
ciated with either REM or NREM sleep. Also in this
group is sleep-related dissociative disorder, which is a
disorder that involves a disruption of the integrative
features of consciousness, memory, identity, or
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perception of the environment. This disorder can
occur in the transition from wakefulness to sleep,
after an awakening from stages 1 or 2 sleep, or from
REM sleep. A history of physical or sexual abuse is
common in such patients. These patients fulfill the
DSM-IV-TR criteria for a dissociative disorder. Sleep-
related hallucinations are visual, tactile, vestibular, or
auditory hallucinations that occur at sleep onset (hyp-
nagogic) or on awakening from sleep (hypnapompic).
They may be simple or complex (vivid images of
people or animals). Exploding head syndrome is char-
acterized by a perceived loud noise, sense of a violent
explosion with or without a flash of light, inside the
head as the patient is falling asleep or during waking
in the night. Sleep-related eating disorder involves
recurrent eating and drinking episodes during arou-
sals or partial arousals from nocturnal sleep. The
eating behavior is uncontrollable and often the patient
is unaware of the behavior until the next morning.
In addition, the behavior may have adverse health
consequences (e.g., consumption of inedible or toxic
substances, obesity). It can be associated with sleep-
walking and can be medication induced.

Parasomnia, unspecified applies to parasomnias
that are believed to be due to an undetermined psy-
chiatric disorder. Parasomnias due to drug or sub-
stance are parasomnias that have a close temporal
relationship between exposure to a drug, medication,
or biological substance. For instance, somnambulism
may result from the use of non-benzodiazepine recep-
tor agonists and REM sleep behavior disorder may
result from the use of tricyclic antidepressants. Para-
somnias due to a medical condition are the manifest-
ation of a parasomnia associated with an underlying
medical or neurological disorder.

Sleep-related movement disorders
The sleep-related movement disorders comprise dis-
orders with relatively simple, usually stereotyped,
movements that disturb sleep. Restless legs syndrome
[34, 35], although not exactly a movement disorder, is
included here because of its high association with
periodic limb movements during sleep. Restless legs
syndrome is typified by a complaint of a nearly irre-
sistible urge to move the legs. This sensation tends to
have a circadian pattern, usually occurring more fre-
quently in the evening or during the night. It is also
worse when at rest and relieved with walking or
moving the legs. Children who are unable to

communicate a description of their leg discomfort
may meet diagnostic criteria for RLS with the dem-
onstration of sleep disruption, having a family
member with definite RLS, and/or having polysom-
nographically documented periodic limb movements
during sleep. Periodic limb movements during sleep
are often associated with restless legs syndrome but
can occur as an independent disorder, periodic limb
movement disorder [36]. In this condition repetitive,
highly stereotyped limb movements occur during
sleep that are associated with clinical sleep disturb-
ance or daytime consequences (e.g., fatigue). Sleep-
related leg cramps are painful sensations that result
from sudden intense muscle contractions usually of
the calves or small muscles of the feet. Episodes com-
monly occur during the sleep period and can lead to
disrupted sleep. Relief is usually obtained by stretch-
ing the affected muscle. Sleep-related bruxism, charac-
terized by clenching or grinding of the teeth during
sleep, occurs in two types: sustained jaw clenching
(tonic contractions) or a series of phasic contractions
(rhythmic masticatory muscle activity). Both types
are often associated with arousals. The activity may
be severe or frequent enough to result in symptoms of
temporomandibular joint pain or wearing down of
the teeth. Bruxism is often associated with anxiety or
stress. Sleep-related rhythmic movement disorder is a
stereotyped, repetitive rhythmic motor behavior that
occurs during drowsiness or light sleep and results in
large movements of the head, body, or limbs. Typically
seen in children, the disorder can also be seen in adults.
Rhythmic movement disorder can also occur during
full wakefulness and alertness, particularly in individ-
uals who are mentally retarded. It is only diagnosed if
there is an associated sleep disturbance, impairment in
daytime function, or significant self-injury from violent
movements. Children who are able to communicate are
unaware of their sleep-related rhythmic movements.
Stereotypic rhythmic movements that occur mostly
during wakefulness are common in children with cer-
tain developmental disorders (e.g., autism or pervasive
developmental disorder); however, a diagnosis of sleep-
related movement disorder is only given to these
patients if the abnormal movements occur predomin-
antly during sleep.

Sleep-related movement disorders, unspecified are
movement disorders that occur during sleep that
are diagnosed before a psychiatric disorder can be
ascertained. Sleep-related movement disorder due
to a medical condition is a sleep disorder not specified
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elsewhere that appears to have a medical/neurologic
basis. Often, this is a temporary diagnosis until the
underlying medical/neurologic condition can be iden-
tified; it is then given the diagnosis of the identified
medical/neurologic condition. Sleep-related movement
disorders due to a drug or substance are sleep disorders
not specified elsewhere that appear to have a drug or
toxin or bioactive substance as their basis.

Other sleep disorders
The ICSD-2 has categorized three disorders that were
difficult to fit into any other classification section
under this heading. Environmental sleep disorder is a
sleep disturbance that is caused by a disturbing envi-
ronmental factor that disrupts sleep and leads to a
complaint of insomnia, hypersomnia, or parasom-
nias. For example, a person who is unable to sleep
because of passing traffic outside her home has an
environmental sleep disorder. The two remaining dis-
orders in this category, namely Other physiological
(organic) sleep disorder and Other sleep disorder not
due to substance or known physiological condition, are
intended to be a temporary diagnosis. The former is
given the label when a sleep disorder is believed to be
due to a medical or neurologic condition that has not
yet been ascertained. The latter is temporarily diag-
nosed when it is suspected of being due to psychiatric
or behavioral factors.

Isolated symptoms, apparently normal
variants, and unresolved issues
This section lists sleep-related symptoms that are on
the borderline between normal and abnormal sleep.

A long sleeper is a person who sleeps ten hours or
longer in a 24-hour day. Symptoms of excessive
sleepiness occur if the person does not get that
amount of sleep. In children, the age-appropriate
sleep needs should be considered before making this
diagnosis. A short sleeper, on the other hand, is a
person who requires five hours or less of sleep in
the 24-hour day. Long and short sleepers’ sleep is
normal in architecture and quality. Snoring is diag-
nosed when a respiratory sound during sleep is audi-
ble to the patient, a bed partner, or others and is not
associated with insomnia, excessive sleepiness, or
obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. Sleep talking can
be either idiopathic or associated with other disorders
such as REM sleep behavior disorder, or sleep-related

eating disorder. It can occur during any sleep stage.
Sleep starts (hypnic jerks) are sudden brief contrac-
tions of the body or part of the body that occur at
sleep onset. These movements are associated either
with a sensation of falling, a sensory flash, or a sleep-
onset dream. These events occur in almost everyone
at some point in their life, but occasionally may result
in sleep onset insomnia or chronic anxiety. Benign
sleep myoclonus of infancy is a benign disorder
of myoclonic jerks that occur only during sleep in
infants. It typically occurs from birth to age six
months and resolves spontaneously. The movements
may be provoked or exacerbated by gentle rocking of
the infant or gentle restraints. The events invariably
end with the infant awaking. Hypnagogic foot tremor
and alternating leg muscle activation are two disorders
that are considered together in the ISCD-2 because
the similarities between them suggest that they may
represent the same condition. The former has clinical
symptoms of rhythmic movement of the feet during
sleep and is associated with recurrent foot EMG
potentials in the myoclonic range. The latter is a
polysomnographic diagnosis demonstrated by alter-
nating left and right anterior tibialis muscle acti-
vation. They occur at the transition between wake
and sleep or during light NREM sleep. Propriospinal
myoclonus at sleep onset is a disorder of recurrent
sudden muscular jerks (involving abdominal, truncal,
proximal limbs, and neck muscles) in the transition
from wakefulness to sleep. The episodes cease when
mental activity or sleep occurs. The disorder may be
associated with severe sleep-onset insomnia. Excessive
fragmentary myoclonus is a finding during polysom-
nography, characterized by small muscle twitches in
the fingers, toes, or the corner of the mouth that
do not cause actual movements across a joint. This
is usually asymptomatic; however, it can be associated
with daytime sleepiness or fatigue.

Appendices A and B: other organic disorders
frequently encountered in the differential
diagnosis of sleep disorders; and other
psychiatric/behavioral disorders frequently
encountered in the differential diagnosis
of sleep disorders
The ICSD-2 has two appendices that list some common
medical/neurologic and psychiatric diagnoses that are
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often encountered during an evaluation of sleep
complaints. These disorders are associated with disturb-
ances of sleep and wakefulness. Some of these disorders
have been briefly described in the above text.

Psychiatric diagnoses [37] that are discussed
include: mood disorders; anxiety disorders; somato-
form disorders; schizophrenia and other psychotic
disorders; disorders first diagnosed in childhood or
adolescence; and personality disorders. The reader
is referred to the DSM-IV for a detailed discussion
of the diagnostic criteria for these disorders. Some of
the associations of these disorders to sleep are dis-
cussed here. As a group, a common symptom of
psychiatric diagnoses discussed in the ICSD-2 is diffi-
culty with sleep initiation, sleep maintenance, or early
morning awakening. Circadian rhythm disorders and
parasomnias are also described in some of the disorders.

Typical depressive episodes usually result in insom-
nia. Frequent nocturnal awakenings and early morning
awakenings are common; occasionally, sleep onset diffi-
culty may occur. Sleep disturbances in an atypical de-
pressive episode, representing about 15 to 20% of cases,
on the other hand, are defined by excessive daytime
sleepiness or prolonged nocturnal sleep as well as exces-
sive eating.Manic episodes are usually accompanied by a
decrease amount of sleep and/or a decreased need for
sleep. Individuals with mania often do not volunteer a
sleep disturbance complaint; however, they may identify
a history of insomnia preceding their manic episode.
The insomnia may represent a prodrome or a provo-
cative factor of manic episodes in these patients.

The insomnia associated with mood disorders is
differentiated from primary insomnias in that with a
primary insomnia complaints are more focused on
their sleep disturbance. Conversely, other symptoms
of mood disorders, e.g., feelings of hopelessness in
depression, predominate over the sleep disturbance
in insomnias associated with mood disorders.

The anxiety disorders described in the ICSD-2
include panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder,
acute stress disorder, and generalized anxiety dis-
order. They usually present with sleep initiation and
maintenance problems. In post-traumatic stress dis-
order and occasionally in acute stress disorder, noc-
turnal awakenings are often due to nightmares of the
traumatic event. These nightmares may persist in
post-traumatic stress disorder even when other symp-
toms of the disorder have remitted. In about two
thirds of patients with panic disorder (with or with-
out agoraphobia), sleep initiation and maintenance

disturbances are present. Occasionally, episodes of
awakening from sleep, choking or shortness of breath
with associated anxiety that is typical of nocturnal
panic attacks may be confused with similar symptoms
of obstructive sleep apnea.

Schizophrenia [38] has been described to have a
number of associated sleep disturbances. Sleep onset
and sleep maintenance insomnia are well reported in
this disorder and have been correlated with the sever-
ity of symptoms, such as hallucinations, delusions,
and disorganized thoughts. The insomnia is believed
to be due to a number of factors, including inadequate
sleep hygiene, medication effects, or a conditioned
behavioral response (i.e., psychophysiologic). A circa-
dian rhythm disorder, delayed sleep phase type, is also
commonly reported in schizophrenia. Occasionally, a
complete reversal of the day–night sleep pattern may
occur. An acute onset or exacerbation of the sleep
disturbance may be a marker for the onset of an acute
psychotic episode.

Compared to the above-described psychiatric dis-
orders, there are significantly fewer studies describing
the sleep disturbances present in somatoform dis-
orders, disorders first diagnosed in childhood or ado-
lescence (e.g., mental retardation, Asperger’s disease,
autism, Rett’s disorder), and personality disorders.
In somatoform disorders, some reports suggest the
occurrence of sleep initiation and maintenance prob-
lems as well as daytime fatigue. People with mental
retardation or Asperger’s disease also have similar
problems and/or early morning awakenings. In gen-
eral, the lower the IQ the worse the possible sleep
disturbance. Early morning awakenings as well as
rhythmic movements (e.g., body rocking) also occur
in autism. If these movements meet the diagnostic
criteria for rhythmic movement disorder described
earlier then it is assigned this separate diagnosis,
otherwise it is considered as part of the primary
disorder. Stereotyped movements, such as hand
wringing, are typical in Rett’s disorder; however, it is
usually not considered a rhythmic movement dis-
order as it fails to satisfy the aforementioned criteria.
A number of the disorders first diagnosed during
childhood have other associated abnormalities that
predispose them to certain sleep disturbances or dis-
orders. For instance, people with Down’s syndrome
have hypotonia, midfacial hypoplasia, obesity, glos-
soptosis/macroglossia, and/or hypothyroidism that
place them at a much higher risk for the development
of obstructive sleep apnea.
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Medical and neurologic diagnoses that are
described in the ICSD-2 include: fatal familial insom-
nia; fibromyalgia; sleep-related epilepsy; sleep-related
headaches; sleep-related gastroesopheageal reflux; sleep-
related coronary artery ischemia; and sleep-related
abnormal swallowing, choking, and laryngospasm.
Fatal familial insomnia and fibromyalgia will be
briefly discussed here.

Fatal familial insomnia [39, 40] is an autosomal
dominantly inherited prion disease that is localized to
the PRNP gene. It usually becomes symptomatic
around 35 to 60 years of age, beginning with a pro-
gressively worsening insomnia and autonomic hyper-
activity. Agitation, ataxia, dysarthria, myoclonus,
tremor-like activity, and memory loss are also char-
acteristic. Polysomnographic testing may show loss of
spindles, loss of slow-wave sleep, and/or dissociated
REM sleep. The pathology reveals degeneration of the
anterior and dorsomedial thalamus.

Fibromyalgia [41, 42] is a disorder that involves
pain affecting multiple parts of the body. It is charac-
terized by tender points at up to 18 (11 of 18 required
for diagnosis) specific anatomic sites located bilat-
erally throughout the body. Patients typically report
daytime fatigue and non-restorative sleep. Polysom-
nograms and EEGs often demonstrate alpha intrusion
into sleep.

Conclusion
There is often considerable overlap between symp-
toms of primary sleep disorders and medical or psy-
chiatric disorders. Symptoms of insomnia, excessive
sleepiness, or abnormal behaviors/movements during
sleep can result from medical, psychiatric, or primary
sleep disorders. The co-occurrence of sleep disorder
symptoms can make it more difficult to manage the
underlying medical or psychiatric disorder. If the
sleep symptom is a prominent focus of the patient’s
presentation, then a separate sleep disorder diagnosis
should be assigned and treated independently of the
underlying medical or psychiatric disorder.
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Chapter

14 Insomnia: a risk for future
psychiatric illness
Matthew R. Ebben and Lina Fine

Abstract
Insomnia is the most common sleep disorder and
significantly impacts quality of life for millions of
sufferers worldwide. Often insomnia is a symptom
of another mental disorder, and when the underlying
psychiatric condition is treated, the insomnia dissi-
pates. However, there is a growing body of evidence
that treatment of insomnia can lead to a better man-
agement of mental illness and that insomnia can be
predictive of onset and relapse of multiple psychiatric
problems. This chapter aims to review the evidence
for insomnia as a predictor of mental illness.

Sleep disturbance is one of themost frequently seen
health complaints worldwide. Estimates indicate that
6 to 15% of the population suffers from insomnia [1].
Among demographic characteristics, female gender
and older age appear to impart greater risk for insom-
nia [2]. The most commonly accepted definition for
insomnia is the one taken from the International
Classification of Sleep Disorders [3]. In this text, insom-
nia is defined as a complaint of difficulty initiating or
maintaining sleep, waking up too early, or as sleep that
is consistently unrefreshing. This definition assumes
that the individual has set aside ample opportunity to
sleep. If this is not the case, it is possible that the
individual is suffering from behaviorally induced
sleep deprivation, not insomnia. Daytime impairment
should also be associated with the difficulty sleeping;
daytime symptoms commonly include fatigue, stomach
problems, difficulty concentrating, memory difficulties,
irritability, and/or reduced motivation. Insomnia has
been shown to be associated with higher absenteeism,
impaired job performance, and higher healthcare
utilization [4, 5].

Although the focus of this chapter is not treatment
of insomnia, in the course of discussing the association

between insomnia and psychiatric illness treatments
will be mentioned. With mounting evidence for the
efficacy of cognitive–behavioral treatments for insom-
nia (CBT-I), these techniques have progressively
received more attention. A recent National Institutes
of Health State-of-the-Science Conference recognized
CBT-I therapies to be effective for the treatment of
chronic insomnia [6].

A number of studies on treatment efficacy have
shown that behavioral treatments for insomnia could
help around 70 to 80% of patients with insomnia
[7– 11 ]. These tech niques were also found usef ul for
elderly patients, as well as patients with comorbid
medical and psychiatric conditions [7]. Studies com-
paring behavioral strategies with pharmacological
approaches have shown that behavioral interventions
were as effective as hypnotics during short-term treat-
ment [12], and might generate more long-lasting out-
comes in long-term follow-up [13, 14]. CBT-I for
insomnia is fairly well standardized and effective for
a wide range of insomnia problems including primary
as well as comorbid insomnia. This chapter’s bias
toward CBT-I stems from this extensive body of
evidence.

In order to understand the development and pro-
gression of insomnia over time, it is helpful to con-
sider the 3Ps model of insomnia (see Figure 14.1)
[15]. The 3Ps in this model stand for predisposing,
precipitating, and perpetuating factors. Predisposing
factors may be genetic or underlying personality traits
such as basal level of anxiety or hyperarousal. This
latter factor deserves closer attention given its signi-
ficant role in the development of insomnia. Indivi-
duals who are hyperaroused can be recognized by
their stronger than normal startle response. Family
members and friends often describe these individuals
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as being “on edge.” The term hyperarousal is used
to describe an amalgamation of both physiological
and behavioral components of arousal [16]. The
behavioral traits of hyperarousal commonly involve
strong reaction to loud noises, tendency towards
rumination, conscientiousness, predictability, and
negative response to unexpected events. Sensitivity
to the effects of caffeine and bright lights, prolonged
sleep latency, increased cortisol levels and metabolic
rate, and cortical activation are among the most
common physiologic qualifiers of hyperaroused indi-
viduals. In one study, patients with primary insomnia
suffered from increased daytime hyperarousal and
also had higher evoked potential responses to audi-
tory stimuli than normal controls [16]. Insomniacs
were found to have higher 24-hour mean plasma
cortisol levels, and a higher whole-body metabolic
rate compared to controls [17, 18]. In addition, it
has been observed that insomniacs have an altered
pattern of release of proinflammatory and fatigue
inducing cytokines, interleukin-6 (Il-6) and TNF
alpha. Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis
activation may lead to circadian alteration and eleva-
tion in the level of these cytokines that causes fatigue
and poor sleep of the insomniacs [19]. One neuro-
imaging study comparing glucose metabolism in 7
patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) and
20 healthy subjects by positron emission tomography
(PET) scan found increased metabolism in the
ascending reticular activating system, hypothalamus,
thalamus, insular cortex, amygdala, and hippocampus
and in part of the prefrontal cortex during non-REM
stages, but reduced metabolism while awake. The
investigators suggested that patients’ hyperarousal
was due to the poor decline in arousal system that is

expect ed in transition to sleep [20 – 22 ]. Interestingly,
although, by definition, insomniacs have difficulty
sleeping at night, they have higher mean sleep latency
scores during the day on the multiple sleep latency test
[18 , 23–25]. Therefore, even though insomniacs sub-
jectively report less sleep at night, they continue to be
less sleepy during the day than individuals without
insomnia. Hyperarousal may be the cause for this
increased daytime activation.

Although no definitive pathways have been estab-
lished to account for the close relationship between
insomnia and psychiatric illness, several possible
interactions have been postulated. Insomnia may
cause the individual to experience a greater sense of
stress that would lead to the elevation of cortico-
tropin-releasing factor (CRF) and cortisol. The same
hypothalamic axis is implicated in depression and
anxiety, as increased levels of CRF have been observed
in these conditions. In turn, CRF may disrupt both
REM and non-REM sleep and contribute to frequent
arousals. Vgontzas et al. [17] found significantly
higher levels of cortisol and ACTH in insomniacs
when compared with subjects without insomnia.
The degree of cortisol elevation correlated directly
with higher measures of insomnia. One study
reported elevated blood levels of norepinephrine in
patients with primary insomnia when compared with
healthy or depressed individuals [26].

Genetic links play a powerful role in determining
one’s predisposition to insomnia as the following data
demonstrate. Recently, a questionnaire (Ford Insomnia
Response to Stress Test [FIRST]) was developed to
identify individuals who have an increased risk of
developing sleep difficulty when confronted with a
stressor [27]. This questionnaire consists of nine items
that ask the respondent to rate the likelihood that vari-
ous stressful events would disturb their sleep. Although
individuals with insomnia tended to score higher than
those without insomnia on this test, this test was not
developed to screen for insomnia. It was designed to
screen for those at increased risk of developing transient
insomnia. In a sense, one could say that this test mea-
sures the predisposition to develop insomnia. This test
was used to look at familial aggregation in terms of
vulnerability to insomnia [28]. In this study, siblings’
scores on the FIRST were significantly correlated
(r¼ 0.61). In addition, familial aggregation accounted
for 37% of the variance in FIRST scores. This suggests
that theremay be a genetic component to an individual’s
predisposition to develop insomnia.
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Figure 14.1 The role of the 3Ps in the increase of insomnia
severity over time.
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According to the 3Ps model, predisposing traits
place individuals who carry them at a higher risk of
developing chronic insomnia [27]. Precipitating
events such as stress at home or work as well as health
and/or emotional problems can induce periods of
difficulty sleeping [29]. Maladaptive habits, practices,
and worrying about sleep can then cause the transient
insomnia to become chronic. Common perpetuating
activities include prolonged time in bed, eating,
surfing the web and/or watching television in bed,
and drinking alcohol to help promote sleep. Other
perpetuating factors include daytime activities aimed
at reducing tiredness associated with insomnia, such
as drinking more caffeine-containing beverages or
napping.

Commonly, a mood disorder such as major
depression, bipolar disorder, or an anxiety disorder
can serve as a precipitating event, and through mal-
adaptive practices insomnia can become long-lasting.
The perpetuating component of the 3Ps model of
insomnia draws attention to habits and practices that
maintain insomnia and make it chronic regardless of
its initial trigger. Therefore, in cases in which acute
insomnia is secondary to a mood disorder, once the
mood disorder is adequately treated, if sleep disturb-
ance continues to be present, treatment must focus on
insomnia, not the mood disorder. As illustrated in
Figure 14.1, over time, the importance of each of
these three factors can change with perpetuating
habits and practices frequently gaining in importance.
The non-pharmacological treatments often target
these perpetuating features in order to alleviate the
sleep disturbance.

Depression and insomnia
Psychiatric disorders frequently co-occur with insom-
nia in clinical practice. In fact, the most common
diagnosis pattern in sleep centers is the comorbidity
of insomnia and mental illness [30]. The prevalence
rate for major depression in any given year in adults
in the United States is approximately 7% [31]. In
patients with major depression, sleep disturbance is
present in nearly 80% of cases [32, 33]. Moreover,
91% of patients with primary insomnia have either
depressive and/or anxiety symptoms that are signifi-
cant but do not fulfill the DSM-IV criteria for a full
affective disorder diagnosis [30] in the appropriate
category. In insomniacs, the prevalence of depression
is nearly ten times greater than in those without

insomnia [34]. Interestingly, insomniacs who report
difficulty with both sleep onset and maintenance are
at a higher risk for depression than those with either
sleep onset or maintenances problems alone [34].
Moreover, 90% of patients with depression complain
of difficulty with both sleep onset and maintenance
[30]. Patients with depression and insomnia also
report more severe daytime impairment than individ-
uals with anxiety and insomnia [30].

Ford and Kamerow [35] found that subjects who
had insomnia on two consecutive interviews had a
35 times greater risk of developing depression. In
addition, among adolescents, 69% report insomnia
before the onset of depression [36]. In another study
looking at young adults, insomnia lasting two weeks
or longer predicted depression in 17 to 50% of cases
[37]. This study also found that women have a two
times greater risk of developing insomnia compared
to men. Looking at individuals 50 years of age or
older, sleep difficulties were found to predict depres-
sion one year later [38]. In another study, insomnia
was found to predict depression in middle-aged
women 12 years later, but not in men [39]. Buyesse
et al. [37] have reviewed and analyzed the insomnia
and depression data available as part of the Zurich
Study (a prospective epidemiological study of depres-
sive, neurotic, and psychosomatic syndromes), a lon-
gitudinal study of a sample of subjects residing in the
canton of Zurich, Switzerland over a period of 20
years. They found pure insomnia as well as insomnia
comorbid with depression to be predictive of future
episodes of depression in young adults. A review by
Riemann and Voderholzer assessed the value of
insomnia as a determinant of the future development
of depression [40]. Evaluating eight epidemiological
studies, they concluded that insomnia predicted
depression in nearly every reviewed study. In gen-
eral, worsening health contributes significantly to
depression in older persons, and, conversely,
improved health was a factor in remission of depres-
sion [41]. Therefore, overall health status is an
important consideration in patients with comorbid
sleep disturbance and depression because both con-
ditions are commonly associated with a variety of
health conditions.

Functional neuroimaging also allows for a glimpse
into the interaction between insomnia and depres-
sion. One study found depressed patients to have
greater activation of anterior paralimbic structures
when compared with healthy individuals. The brains
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of depressed patients showed greater activation of
the midbrain reticular formation and the executive
cortex. The interplay between these regions may be
the potential causal link between depression and
insomni a [20 – 22 ].

Traditionally, treatment has focused on the
assumed cause of the insomnia, the mood disorder.
However, the most typical residual symptoms fol-
lowing a successful treatment of depression are dis-
turbed sleep and fatigue [42, 43]. Conversely, patients
with insomnia are two to four times more likely to
remain depressed even when treatment of the depres-
sion is attempted [44]. As mentioned above, a number
of studies have shown a common sequence of insomnia
preceding the development of depression. These stud-
ies have also shown that insomnia is a risk factor for
depression. Insomnia not only precedes depression,
but successful treatment of the sleep problem lessened
the risk of future depression [35, 45]. A recent study
investigating the relationship between insomnia and
depression targeted both insomnia and depression
from the beginning of treatment [46]. A selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) medication was
combined with either a hypnotic or placebo in patients
with major depression. In the group taking hypnotic
medication, both depression and sleep disturbance
were improved. In a similar study investigating comor-
bid depression and insomnia, antidepressant medica-
tion was supplemented with CBT-I [47]. This study
found that medicationþCBT-I had a greater improve-
ment on both depression and insomnia than anti-
depressant medication alone. These studies indicate
that insomnia should not be considered secondary to
depression, but rather a significant interdependent
condition to be diagnosed and treated as aggressively
as the underlying depression.

As a side note, in the past few decades sleep has
been thoroughly investigated to identify objective
measures of depression through the use of polysom-
nography. The most consistent objective findings
on sleep architecture in depressed patients include
reduced REM latency, total sleep time and sleep effi-
ciency, and increased REMdensity [48]. Other changes
in sleep architecture of depressed patients include
reduction of slow-wave sleep and a disinhibition of
REM sleep [49]. However, these finding are not
specific to depression, and similar changes in sleep
architecture can be found in bipolar disorder and
schizophrenia. Therefore, sleep studies are not typically
performed to evaluate patients for depression.

Bipolar disorder
Bipolar illness is characterized by significant shifts
in sleep patterns that are tied closely to impair-
ments in behavior and judgment. The one-year
prevalence rate for bipolar disorder in adults in
the United States is approximately 3% [31]. The
most striking examples of sleeplessness are fre-
quently observed in bipolar patients who are in
the midst of a manic episode. These patients fre-
quently report a total lack of sleep for days on end.
During these episodes not only is there a lack of
sleep, but often the patients feel as though they have
freed themselves from the need for sleep. This phe-
nomenon is quite different from the experience of
patients with primary insomnia, who complain of
daytime consequences of insufficient sleep. These
periods of sleeplessness are commonly punctuated
by prolonged bouts of sleep, suggesting that sleep
need is not reduced, but is simply delayed. Object-
ive measures of sleep utilizing polysomnography
in manic patients found sleep quality to be
very similar to patients with major depression, with
increased sleep fragmentation and stage 1 sleep, and
a shortened latency to REM sleep [50].

The direction of causality between sleeplessness
and bipolar disorder has long been an area of debate.
Is sleeplessness a risk factor for a manic episode or a
direct cause for a relapse? In a comprehensive review
in the early 1990s, Wu and Bunney found that not
only does total sleep deprivation have an antidepres-
sive effect in patients suffering from depression, but
that, frequently, total sleep deprivation can precipitate
manic or hypomanic episodes in bipolar patients [51,
52]. More recent studies have found the risk of a
manic relapse after sleep deprivation to be between
5 and 7%, and the risk for hypomania to be between
6 and 12% [53, 54]. Interestingly, other causes of sleep
fragmentation such as obstructive sleep apnea have
been associated with treatment-resistant mania [55].
Moreover, treatment of obstructive sleep apnea
has been associated with an improvement in manic
symptoms [56].

A few studies have looked at the role of sleep in
predicting mood changes in bipolar illness. Some of
these studies have found sleep fluctuation to be a
predictor of the subsequent mood change [52, 57].
Yet reports in the literature have varied as other
studies have not confirmed the predictive value of
reduced sleep for future bouts of mania [58].
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However, when patients are asked what symptoms are
most commonly associated with a future episode of
mania, sleep disturbance is by far the most robust and
consistent symptom reported [59]. Harvey reviewed a
number of studies investigating the association
between bipolar disorder and sleep problems. Based
on the literature, she came to the conclusion that
although sleep appears to be disturbed throughout
the entire course of bipolar disorder, sleep disturb-
ance is greatly exacerbated both before and during
manic episodes [60].

Anxiety and difficulty sleeping
Anxiety is a term that includes a heterogeneous
group of disorders with a broad range of epidemi-
ology and symptomatology. In any given year, the
prevalence rate for an anxiety disorder for individ-
uals over 18 years of age is approximately 18% [31].
This statistic makes it the most common type of
DSM-IV diagnosis in the United States. Moreover,
the general prevalence rate for insomnia related to
anxiety disorders has been estimated to be approxi-
mately 8% [30]. The relationship between anxiety
and insomnia has been explored empirically since
the late 1960s. Many of the studies at that time
investigated the relationship between anxiety and
sleep disturbance using subjective rating measures
without accompanying objective scales. These studies
regularly demonstrated a link between anxiety and
subjective reports of sleep disturbance [61, 62].
However, when the relationship between anxiety
and sleep disturbance was investigated using both
subjective and objective measures (e.g., EEG), the
results were less consistent. Many of these studies
induced anxiety or measured situational anxiety in
subjects using a variety of techniques such as electric
shock [63], traumatic films [64], exams [65], and
anticipation of a first attempt at skydiving [66].
Overall, these studies showed a moderate relation-
ship between anxiety and sleep disturbance. Other
studies investigating chronic anxiety in poor sleepers
did not find a consistent relationship between poor
sleep and anxiet y level [67 – 69 ]. Howe ver, one of the
early well controlled studies selecting subjects on the
basis of high scores on measures of chronic anxiety,
while parceling out the confounding influence of
depression, found a statistically significant relation-
ship between anxiety and a variety of sleep measures
including total sleep time (TST), latency to REM

sleep, and amount of delta sleep [70]. Moreover,
when partial correlations were performed (control-
ling for depression) significant relationships were
found between level of anxiety and number of awa-
kenings (positive), sleep latency (positive), REM
sleep percentage (negative), and percent of delta or
slow-wave sleep (negative).

More recently, Benca [71] performed a meta-
analysis (with a combined N¼ 7,151) investigating
the relationship between psychiatric illness and sleep
disruption. In this study it was found that anxiety
level was associated with a reduction in total sleep
time, and sleep efficiency (the ratio of total sleep
time over time in bed), as well as an increase in
sleep latency. In the case of anxiety and insomnia
the vital question is whether insomnia preceded or
followed the development of anxiety. Ohayon and
Roth [72] found that anxiety appeared before insom-
nia in 43% of cases and that insomnia co-occurred
with anxiety in 39% of cases. In his 1997 meta-
analysis investigating this issue, Ohayon came to the
conclusion that insomnia is mostly an associated
symptom of another psychiatric disorder [73]. Given
the relatively high estimated lifetime prevalence rate
of 15 to 25% of anxiety disorders in the general
population, the comorbidity with insomnia under-
lines the significance of sleep disturbance in patients
with this spectrum of mental illness [74]. Moreover,
44% of insomniacs report a history of generalized
anxiety [72], with an estimated prevalence of insom-
nia ranging from 6 to 15% depending on the defini-
tion used [1]. These compelling statistics are
suggestive of the contributing role of anxiety to
patients’ insomnia and the close interplay between
these two conditions.

Ohayon and Roth’s findings in adults are consis-
tent with a recent study of adolescents, which found
that insomnia manifested before anxiety in 16% of
cases, and that anxiety occurred before insomnia in
73% of cases [36]. This study also found that in 11%
of cases, insomnia and anxiety occurred at the same
time. In general, insomniacs have a 17 times greater
risk of suffering from anxiety than those without
insomnia [34]. Interestingly, even though women
have higher rates of insomnia, at least one study
found that anxiety levels in women are not necessarily
higher than in men [34]. The causal link between
anxiety and insomnia is not definitive, but the investi-
gations point to a strong correlation between these
prevalent conditions.
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Post-traumatic stress disorder
and insomnia
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is an import-
ant condition that is often accompanied by significant
sleep disruption. However, unlike in the generalized
anxiety disorders, insomnia does not follow, but
instead co-occurs, with the other symptoms consistent
with PTSD. The prevalence rate for PTSD in adults 18
years old and older for any given year is approximately
5% [31]. The majority of individuals who experience
traumatic events recover their sleep quality with time.
However, a subset of trauma victims develop PTSD,
which frequently involves persistent deficits in sleep
quality [75]. One hypothesis suggests that persons with
PTSD become hypervigilant to protect against external
threats and this hyperarousal prevents restful sleep
[76]. Studies on the prevalence of sleep disturbance in
PTSD have found that 70 to 87% of people with PTSD
also have sleep difficulties [77–80 ]. It appears that there
is a direct relationship between severity of PTSD and
sleep quality. Worsening sleep disturbance correlates
with the severity of PTSD. One study found a statistic-
ally significant relationship between moderate and
severe PTSD and subjective sleep quality, sleep dura-
tion, and daytime dysfunction [81]. Other important
variables such as age, gender, and psychiatric comor-
bidity were found to correlate with the development of
PTSD [80, 82, 83]. In addition to co-occurring sleep
disturbance and PTSD, there is some evidence that
sleep disturbance can be prognostic for the develop-
ment of PTSD. A study by Koren et al. [84] found that
sleep disturbance as early as one month after trauma
predicted PTSD one year later.

There is evidence that even individuals who
cannot be formally diagnosed with PTSD, but were
exposed repeatedly to traumatic events, are at higher
risk for insomnia than those not exposed to persistent
trauma. In a large study of Vietnam veterans, even
veterans that did not meet the full criteria for PTSD
had a higher frequency of sleep disturbance compared
to non-military controls; veterans with PTSD had a
higher proportion of sleep disturbance than either the
non-PTSD veteran or civilian groups [85]. In terms of
objective measures of sleep architecture in PTSD, the
results have been mixed. Some studies investigating
sleep efficiency have found a decrease in sleep effi-
ciency [86, 87]; however, others have found no
decrea se [ 88– 90 ]. Studies inves tigating REM sleep
variables are also not definitive. Some investigators

have found more REM sleep in PTSD [89, 91],
but other studies have not confirmed this finding
[87, 92, 93]. REM latency findings have also been
contradictory, with some studies showing shorter
REM latencies [94] and others showing longer laten-
cies [95, 96]. One consistent REM finding is an
increase in REM density in PTSD [87, 91, 97]; more-
over, it appears that REM density is positively correl-
ated with severity of PTSD [86].

Sleep disturbance and psychosis
Patients with schizophrenia frequently complain of
difficulty sleeping. This is particularly true during
active periods of psychosis during which schizophren-
ics can go for days without sleep [98]. The one-year
prevalence rate for schizophrenia in adults in the
United States is approximately 1% [31]. In a meta-
analysis performed in 2004 of 60 different studies
looking at objective sleep quality in untreated schizo-
phrenics by analyzing polysomnographic measures, it
was found that these patients tend to have increased
sleep latency, and decreased total sleep time and sleep
efficiency compared to normal subjects [99]. In terms
of sleep architecture, there has been a lot of interest in
the REM sleep of psychotics because of the similarity of
dreams during REM episodes in healthy individuals
and hallucinations in wakefulness during periods of
active psychosis. Some studies show that REM sleep
is unaffected by schizophrenia [100]. However, REM
latency in schizophrenics is consistently found to be
shorter than that of unaffected subjects [98].

There exists good evidence that sleep disturbance
is a predictor of a psychotic relapse in schizophrenia.
In a questionnaire study of patients and family
members of schizophrenics, sleep disturbance was
reported to be one of the most common prodromes
of an active psychotic phase [101]. In a prospective
study by Chemerinski et al., schizophrenics were
evaluated during a three-week wash-out period from
antipsychotic medication [102]. Insomnia before the
wash-out period was a good predictor of both psych-
otic and disorganized thought process symptom
severity at the end of the medication wash-out period.
In addition, during the medication wash-out period in-
somnia progressively became worse in the early,
middle, and late portions of the night.

Insomnia is a common residual symptom in
psychotic patients treated with medication. Rates of
residual insomnia range from 16 to 30% depending
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on the specific medication used [98]. In an attempt to
manage the insomnia clinicians frequently choose a
more sedating antipsychotic agent. Subsequent over-
sedation due to these agents may be an important
reason why some patients discontinue drug treatment
[103], increasing the rates of non-compliance that
lead to faster relapses. On measures of objective sleep
quality, antipsychotics have been shown to improve
sleep latency, REM latency, and sleep efficiency in
schizophrenics [104].

Alcoholism and insomnia
Alcoholics report high rates of insomnia, ranging
from 36 to 72%. In addition, subjects with insomnia
have a significantly increased likelihood of develop-
ing alcohol abuse compared with adults without
insomnia [105]. Patients with alcohol dependence
are also twice as likely to report symptoms of insom-
nia prior to alcohol dependence [106]. Polysomno-
graphic studies revealed that alcoholics over the age
of 55 had higher sleep latency, lower sleep efficiency,
and less slow-wave sleep when compared with
younger alcoholics and with non-alcoholics of both
age groups [107]. For many alcoholics, insomnia was
exacerbated by the drinking habit. The relationship
between sleep disruption and alcohol dependence is
bidirectional because a number of alcoholics report
that their sleep difficulty preceded their alcohol
dependence [106]. In fact, 50% of alcoholics reported
sleep problems before the onset of alcohol depend-
ence [106]. Sleep disruption commonly continues in
alcoholics long after they stop drinking and may
predict relapse [108].

Borderline personality disorder
It is of interest to note briefly that insomnia appears
to also play an important role in axis II disorders such
as borderline personality disorder (BPD). Patients
with BPD have more reports of poor quality sleep,
with polysomnography studies revealing shortened
REM latency, and significantly reduced REM sleep
when compared with age and gender-matched con-
trols, without comorbid substance abuse or affective
illness. These subjects also have significantly higher
delta power in total REM [109]. Future research may
determine the underlying pathophysiological and
neuroendocrine pathways that may account for this
relationship.

Summary
In summary, insomnia appears to be an important
predictor for a variety of mental disorders. As stated
above, in cases of depression insomnia is a prodromal
symptom in 17 to 69% of cases [36, 37]. In bipolar
disorder, manic and hypomanic episodes can be
anticipated in certain cases by sleep difficulties. In
anxiety disorders, insomnia comes before anxiety in
a number of cases. However, anxiety pre-dates sleep
problems in the majority of cases [36]. The connec-
tion is more robust in the case of PTSD, as insomnia
one month after a traumatic event has been shown to
predict PTSD one year later [84]. In schizophrenia,
multiple studies uncovered the predictive value of
sleep disturbance before periods of active psychosis
[101, 102]. Together the data show that insomnia
should be seen not only as an important quality of
life issue that should be treated, but also as possible
harbinger of mental health issues.
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Chapter

15 The association between sleep disorders
and depression: implications for treatment
Negar Ahmadi, Philip Saleh, and Colin M. Shapiro

Sleep and psychiatric disorders
Sleep disturbances and psychiatric disorders are
closely related. Sleep disturbances of various forms
are present in many psychiatric disorders such as
mood disorders, anxiety disorders, post-traumatic
stress disorders, substance abuse, and schizophrenia [1].
Some of the most common sleep disturbances among
patients suffering from psychiatric disorders are:
difficulty initiating sleep, frequent awakenings, early
morning awakenings, daytime sleepiness, fatigue,
nightmares, and disrupted sleep–wake cycle. Further-
more, polysomnography (PSG) studies have reported
sleep architectural changes among patients with various
psychiatric disorders. For instance, many patients
suffering from anxiety disorders complain of difficulty
initiating and maintaining sleep and polysomnographic
studies of these patients show longer sleep latency,
increased time awake, and reduced sleep efficiency
compared to normal individuals [2]. Moreover, several
studies have supported the association between specific
sleep disturbances such as shortened rapid eye move-
ment (REM) latencies in patients suffering from
a variety of psychiatric disorders including schizo-
phrenia [3, 4], borderline personality disorder [5],
anxiety disorder [6], anorexia nervosa [7], panic disorder
[8], and depression [9, 10].

The association between sleep disturbances and
mood disorders, in particular, has been studied exten-
sively. Traditionally, sleep disturbances have been
considered as a consequence of mood disorders
and even to this date sleep disturbances are listed as
symptoms of mood disorders in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th edition)
(DSM-IV). However, there has been a recent shift of
perspective in that sleep disturbances are beginning to
be viewed as comorbid conditions or even underlying

conditi ons of mood disorders [11 – 15 ]. Thi s shift in
perspective has come about through some of the recent
literature on the association between sleep distur-
bances and mood disorders. First, studies have shown
that for many patients treatment of their mood
disorde r does not resolve the sleep issues [ 16– 19 ]. In
other words, patients continue to report sleep distur-
bances even after they have been treated for their mood
disorder. Second, sleep disturbances such as insomnia
or sleep apnea have been shown to be risk factors for
onset or recu rrence of mood disorders [ 20– 22 ]. Third,
a few studies have reported better treatment outcomes
for patients receiving simultaneous mood and sleep
treatments [15, 23]. Therefore, more recent evidence
is emerging to suggest that sleep disturbances are not
merely symptoms ofmood disorders but inmany cases
are the comorbid or the underlying causes of mood
disorders. The aim of this review is to survey the
existing literature on the issue of the association
between sleep and mood disorders as well as the treat-
ment of comorbid sleep disorders andmood disorders.

Sleep in depressed patients
Sleep complaints in depressed patients
A recent review of epidemiological studies done in the
area of sleep and psychiatric disorders found that
depression has the highest rate of comorbidity with
sleep disorders where 50 to 90% of depressed patients
complain of poor sleep [24]. It is also reported that
about 80% of hospitalized depressed patients and 70%
of outpatients with major depression complain of
difficulties initiating and maintaining sleep, as well
as early morning awakening and maintaining wake-
fulness during the day [25]. A recent study of 3,051
community dwelling older men reported a stronger
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associatio n be tween self-repor ted sleep disturban ce
and depressio n me asures [26 ]. Dep ressed patients als o
report high levels of day time sleep iness [ 27 , 28 ].
Furtherm ore, fatigue is recogniz ed as one of the
prominen t symptoms of depre ssion [ 29 , 30] and
several studie s have found that the majo rity of
depressed patients have signi ficant levels of fatigue
prior to tr eatment [31 – 33].

Po lysomnograph ic features of depression
In addition to shorten ed REM latencies mentione d
above, man y EEG studies hav e identifi ed other uniq ue
sleep alt erations when co mparing the poly somno-
graphic recor dings of depresse d patien ts to those of
healthy controls . Depressed patients are found to have
reduced amou nts of slow-wa ve sleep (SWS), incr eased
duration of REM sleep, and incr eased numb er of eye
moveme nts during REM sleep [24 , 34 , 35]. Hatz inger
and co lleague s have found that patien ts with red uced
amounts of SWS and increased REM density,
especially in the first part of the night, experience d
recurren ces of depres sion over the followi ng years
[36 ]. Apart from alterat ions in sleep archi tectu re,
reduced sleep effi ciency and decrea sed tota l sleep time
have also been report ed in depress ed patien ts [37 ].

De pression in sl eep-disordered patients
Converse ly, sleep distu rbances and changes in sleep
have been shown to influen ce the develop ment, onset
and co urse of psychiatri c disorders [ 38 – 43]. Pro-
longed unt reated sleep diso rders such as diffi culty
initiating and maintai ning sleep as well as restless
and non-rest orative sleep could cause low mood
and therefore trigger a state of depres sion. Indeed, a
Japanese nati onwid e study [44 ] found that those with
greater sleep co mplaint s (such as diffi culty initia ting
sleep, difficulty maintai ning sleep , earl y morni ng
awakenin g, and daytime sleep iness) w ere more likely
to sco re higher on a depressio n scale (Ce nter for
Epidemi ological Studie s Dep ression Scale, CES-D).

Depression and insomni a share a numb er of
symptoms such as cogniti ve difficult ies, reduce d
sleep, and fatigue [45 ]. An epidem iologica l study
done by Ford and Kame row [42 ] found that 40% of
those with ins omnia and 46.5% with hypersom nia
had a psychiatri c disorder compa red to 16.4%
of those with no sleep disturban ce. This study als o
investigate d the risk of new onset of depressio n and
found that indi viduals who had untreate d ins omnia

for one year had a mu ch higher risk of develop ing
depressio n (odds ratio (OR): 39.8; 95% CI: 19.8 – 80)
compared to those whose in somnia had been reso lved
by the on e-year follow- up interview (OR: 1.6; 95%
CI: 0.5 –5.3). In a lon gitudinal study of young a dults,
Breslau and co lleague s [ 39 ] found that ins omnia
significantly increased the risk of new onset of
depression and reported an odds ratio of 3.95
(95% CI: 2.22–7.00) for new onset of major depres-
sion among a group of patients with a prior history of
insomnia. In other words, future incidence of depres-
sion was almost four-fold in patients with a history
of insomnia. Similarly, another longitudinal study
of adults over 17 years has found insomnia as a
risk factor for depression [46]. Other studies have
also suggested an increased rate of depression onset
in patien ts with insomni a [47 – 49 ]. There fore, as
suggested by Shapiro and colleagues [43], insomnia
might actually be an underlying cause of depression.

Although the majority of depressed patients
complain of insomnia, a significant proportion of
them present with excessive daytime sleepiness
(EDS) [27, 28, 50, 51]. In fact, Chellapa and Araujo
[27] have reported a strong association between EDS
and suicidal ideations among depressed patients. For
some depressed patients, EDS might be consequence
of an untreated sleep disorder such as sleep apnea or
circadian rhythm disorder [50]. However, very few
studies have evaluated objective EDS, using a physio-
logic measure such as the multiple sleep latency test
(MSLT), in depressed patients. Despite subjective
complaints of EDS, in one study [52] depressed
patients were found to have MSLT scores within the
normal range. However, the issue of EDS in depressed
patients needs further research and the underlying
cause of the relationship is still not clear.

Moreover, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA, a
disorder of breathing in sleep) has been found to be
associated with an increased prevalence of depression
[53 – 58]. Acco rding to a recent review of literatur e
16 to 41% of patients with mild OSA had depression
[59]. Peppard and colleagues [60] reported that
within a four-year longitudinal study, those patients
who developed sleep-related breathing disorders
(including OSA) were at 80% greater odds for
developing depression. Furthermore, another study
of 157 obese OSA patients found that 33% of their
study group had high to severe depression [61]. In
many studies, the depression reported seems to be
secondary to the OSA and is improved with treatment
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of OSA [59]. Furthermore, women with untreated
OSA have higher risks of having depression than
men with untreated OSA [62]. However, it is worth
mentioning here that even though treatment of OSA
with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
would improve depressive symptoms, patients who
score high on measures of depression are also likely
to be less compliant with CPAP treatment [63]. Thus,
it is possible that patients with OSA who are also
depressed will require extra measures to ensure
proper CPAP compliance in order to treat both their
OSA and depressive symptoms. On the other hand,
strong support from the sleep laboratory team [64]
has been shown to improve CPAP compliance.

Restless legs syndrome (RLS) is another sleep
disorder found to be associated with depression
[ 65– 67 ]. Although , the relationsh ip betw een RLS
and depression is rather complex as there is some
limited evidence suggesting antidepressants might
cause or exace rbate RLS symp toms [ 68– 72 ]. Howe ver,
a numb er of studie s [73 – 75 ] have found that patien ts
with RLS are more likely to have been diagnosed with
depression prior to receiving treatment for their
depression. In fact, according to Partinen [65], RLS
can cause four of the nine DSM-IV criteria for major
depression including insomnia or hypersomnia,
fatigue/loss of energy, diminished concentration,
and psychomotor retardation or agitation.

Additionally, a number of studies have found
a strong association between depression and a dis-
turbed cir cadian rhy thm [ 76– 80 ]. In fact, some of the
common symptoms of depression including difficulty
falling asleep or early morning awakenings are also
features of a delayed or advanced circadian rhythm.
The shortening of REM latency in depressed patients
is taken as further evidence for an advanced circadian
phase [76, 79]. Furthermore, some studies have re-
ported lower blood concentrations of melatonin in
depress ed patien ts compa red to co ntrols [ 81– 83 ].
Melatonin is a hormone involved in the sleep–wake
cycle as well as many other circadian-regulated cycles
in the body [81]. Furthermore, studies of patients
with delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS) have
found a high prevalence of depression in patients
suffering from DSPS [80, 84]. Therefore, the associa-
tion between circadian rhythm and depression has
been clearly established. Depressive symptoms have
also been identified in approximately one in five
patients with narcolepsy [85, 86]. A cohort study of
866 sleep clinic patients has found an association

between depressive symptoms and sleep paralysis as
well as self-reported cataplexy [87]. There appears to
be a clear association between sleep disorders and
depression and the two conditions often coexist.

Underlying mechanism of relationship
between sleep and depression
Depression entails several biological changes involving
the hormones and neurotransmitters in the body.
Many antidepressants work by restoring the balance
of neurotransmitters in depressed patients. Indeed,
some of the neurotransmitters and hormones that are
found to be invol ved with mood also affect sleep . On e
might argue that biological changes in the endocrine
or the nervous system might be responsible for both
disturbed sleep and depressed mood. However, not all
those with such altered biological systems will develop
both mood disorders and sleep disorders. Among
neurotransmitters, diminished serotonin levels have
often been associated with depressed mood [88]. Sero-
tonin is involved in a number of bodily functions
including sleep. Therefore, imbalance in serotonin
levels not only disrupts mood but may also affect sleep.

The dysregulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–
adrenocortical (HPA) system, which results in
elevated cortisol levels, has been found to be one of
the most robust biological markers of depression [89].
The HPA system is also known to influence sleep.
Hatzinger and colleagues have found a strong associa-
tion between dysregulated HPA system and disturbed
sleep [36]. Furthermore, studies have found over-
activity in the HPA system among patients with
primary insomni a (wi thout depressio n) [ 90– 92 ].
Based on these observations, it is likely that for some
insomnia patients and depressed patients, the under-
lying neurophysiologymight be very similar.Moreover,
Buckley and Schatzberg [93] have proposed that
untreated OSA causes nocturnal awakening and
autonomic activations that are associated with
elevated cortisol levels and a disturbed HPA system.
One could argue that the untreated sleep disorder
might cause elevated cortisol levels, disrupt the HPS
system, and eventually cause depressed mood.

Treatment of depression
and sleep disorders
The close association between sleep disorders and
depression would have significant implications for
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treatment of either of the conditions. When faced with
the issue of treatment of comorbid sleep disorders and
depression, it is important to understand which
disorder came first. There are a number of studies
suggesting that in a significant proportion of patients
with comorbid sleep disorders and depression, it was
the sleep disorder that preceded depression. In parti-
cular, insomnia, sleep apnea, and circadian rhythm
disturbances have been shown to precede the onset of
depression in many patients [15, 48, 79, 94, 95]. There-
fore, one argument is that if the sleep disorders are left
untreated, depression may develop. As Meerlo and
colleagues suggest, untreated sleep disorders can
sensitize individuals to develop depression [95]. Once
depression develops, the underlying sleep disorder
might simply appear to be a symptom of depression
and may be resolved when the depression is treated.

As noted above, insomnia is the most common
sleep complaint among depressed patients. Treatment
of depression with certain antidepressants is known to
increase insomnia in depressed patients [76]. Insomnia
has been shown to hinder treatment of depression with
antidepressants and further influence the course of
treatment [15, 23]. A randomized control trial
by Manber and colleagues showed that augmenting
antidepressant treatment with cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) for insomnia improves both sleep and
depression [23]. However, studies have shown that
early treatment of insomnia might even prevent the
onset of depression or prevent the recurrence of a
depressive episode [46, 96]. Furthermore, untreated
insomnia can increase the relapse rate among
depressed patients. Pigeon and colleagues [15] studied
a large group of elderly patients treated for their
depression and found that those with persistent
insomnia were three times less likely to remit from
their depression within a six-month period compared
to those without persistent insomnia. Indeed, rates of
relapse of depression increase dramatically when any
of the vegetative symptoms of depression (including
poor sleep) remain following treatment [97]. There-
fore, treatment of insomnia can prevent the onset of
depression, improve response to depression treatment,
and further reduce recurrences of depression.

Breathing-related sleep disorder in depressed
patients is often unrecognized and untreated. Research
has shown that as many as 18% of depressed patients
have an undiagnosed breathing-related sleep disorder
[98]. However, the study by Ohayon [98] used
DSM-IV criteria to diagnose breathing-related sleep

disorder as opposed to PSG, which is the gold standard
method of diagnosis of breathing-related sleep dis-
orders including sleep apnea. Research has shown that
women with sleep apnea are at a greater risk of having
comorbid depression [51]. Moreover, sleep apnea is
more likely to be undiagnosed or misdiagnosed with
depression amongwomen [62]. Although, the estimates
of undiagnosed sleep apnea among depressed patients
are high, there is limited research to utilize PSGs to
investigate the proportion of undiagnosed sleep apnea
cases among depressed patients. However, once diag-
nosed, studies have shown that treatment of sleep
apnea improves mood and alleviates symptoms of
depression [54, 94, 99–101]. Improvements in depres-
sive symptoms have been shown to be apparent not
only after treatment with CPAP [102, 103] but
also after treatment with mandibular repositioning
appliances (MRA) [104]. However, once again, the
studies that have investigated the effect of treatment
of sleep apnea on depression are either limited in the
number of participants or are restricted to the use of
self-reports to measure depressive symptoms.

The issue of treatment of RLS comorbid with
depression is somewhat more complex due to the fact
that some studies have suggested that some antidepres-
sants could exacerbate RLS symptoms [66, 67, 69].
However, the evidence is limited and there is further
evidence suggesting that RLS could in fact be the cause
of depression [65]. Picchietti and Winkelman have
proposed a specific treatment approach for patients
with comorbid RLS and depression [105]. According
to this approach, patients suffering from chronic mild
depression (without risk of suicide) comorbid with
RLS should have their RLS treated first followed by
depression treatment [105]. The approach proposed
by Picchietti and Winkelman [105] seems to be more
effective than initial treatment of depression followed
by RLS treatment. Therefore, RLS comorbid with
depression should be considered independent of
depression and be treated as such. Similarly, treatment
of disturbed circadian rhythm by restoring the normal
circadian cycle can enhance mood and alleviate depres-
sive symptoms [77]. Onemay anticipate that treatment
of other sleep disorders such as EDS or narcolepsy
would also improve depression, or reduce relapse rates.

Conclusion
Sleep disorders and depression are clearly associated
in that sleep disorders are often present in patients
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with depression who present to mood disorder clinics
and depression is often found as a comorbid condi-
tion in sleep clinic patients with sleep disorders. Sleep
disturbances have traditionally been viewed as merely
symptoms of depression. However, the emerging
literature supports the notion that sleep disturbances
could be an underlying cause or a comorbid condition
and should be investigated independent of depression.
Furthermore, research studies over the past decades
have shown that untreated sleep disorders such as
insomnia, OSA, or DSPS can cause depression, act
as a barrier to treatment of depression, and further
increase relapse rates. Furthermore, there is some
evidence to suggest that treatment of sleep disorders
can prevent the onset of depression or enhance the
effectiveness of depression treatment. However, the
studies that have investigated the effect of treatment
of sleep disorders on depression have often been
limited in terms of the number of patients, and many
studies either did not use PSGs to diagnose sleep
disorders or lacked proper assessment of depression
through clinical interviews. Therefore, future studies
should focus on investigating the effect of treatment
of sleep disorders on depression.
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Chapter

16 Sleep in late-life depression

Wilfred R. Pigeon and Sara Matteson-Rusby

Introduction
Both sleep disorders and mood disorders are signifi-
cant public health issues in the geriatric population.
Sleep disturbance is a symptom criterion across a
number of psychiatric illnesses in the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th
Revision (DSM) including major depressive disorder
(MDD), which will be the primary focus of this chap-
ter [1]. In MDD, the sleep disturbance may be either
in the form of insomnia or hypersomnia, where the
latter is also known as excessive daytime sleepiness
(EDS) and is most often associated with the presence
of sleep-disordered breathing conditions such as
obstructive sleep apnea. The most common sleep
disorders in the general population are, in fact,
insomnia and sleep-disordered breathing, each of
which increase rather dramatically in prevalence
across the lifespan [2 –4 ]. The prevalen ce of mood
disorders remains somewhat constant from middle
to old age [5].

This chapter will review literature from older
populations, but supplemented by extrapolation of
findi ngs from non-elder popula tions where appropr i-
ate. Especially with respect to epidemiologic data,
the definition of sleep disturbance varies. Such inves-
tigations often report on one or more single item
measures of sleep complaints either developed for
the study or embedded within other instruments.
For instance, the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
[6] has three items related respectively to early,
middle, and late night insomnia. These items have
been validated a s an insomn ia subscale [7 – 9]. For this
chapter we have adopted the convention of using
the term “insomnia” in such cases and “sleep distur-
bance” when a more general assessment of sleep
difficulties was made. Finally, the chapter will focus

on describing the extent of sleep disturbances and
their consequences in late-life depression and the
possible role of sleep disturbances as risk factors for
depression. We only address issues of sleep architec-
ture and pathophysiology when these are specific
to older cohorts, as these topics are well covered
elsewhere in this volume.

Sleep disturbance and depression
The association between disturbed sleep in the elderly,
in general, and depression, in particular, has been the
focus of several investigations and a significant rela-
tionship between the two has been found regarding
some specific sleep disorders. In fact, depression has
been found to be significantly and negatively associ-
ated with sleep satisfaction in community-dwelling
older adults (r ¼ 0.47; p< 0.001) [10].

Data from the National Institute of Aging’s EPESE
study was used to assess the sleep–depression rela-
tionship in 9,282 people aged 65 and older in three
community-based cohorts. During in-person inter-
views, participants were asked about the frequency
of five different sleep complaints (trouble falling
asleep, staying asleep, waking up too early, needing
to nap, and not feeling rested). Over half of the par-
ticipants reported at least one sleep complaint occur-
ring most of the time; 13% reported chronically
waking up not rested and 7 to 15% rarely or never
felt rested when waking up in the morning. Depres-
sive symptomatology was the strongest correlate of
both this complaint and of insomnia. Those in the top
two quartiles of the depression scores were 2.5 times
more likely to wake not feeling rested compared to
those with lower scores with an odds ratio (OR) of
2.45 [2.11–2.85] [11]. Sleep quality, as assessed by
the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [12], along
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with residual anxiety, independently predicted early
recurrence of depression in a study of 116 patients
aged 70 and older [13]. Thus, there appears to be a
relationship between symptoms of depression and
poor sleep quality in this age group.

This association was also found in a study
conducted via telephone interviews with 1,506 com-
munity-dwelling men and women aged 55 to 84 [14].
Depression was among the conditions most associated
with a number of sleep complaints (see Table 16.1),
though other conditions commonly diagnosed in the
elderly were also associated with sleep-related prob-
lems. Thus, sleep complaints in the elderly appear to be
related to a variety of comorbid conditions, including
depression, rather than to aging, per se. Roberts and
colleagues [15] also found sleep problems were the best
predictor of depression over a one-year period (OR
6.84 [4.27–10.97]). Although this type of relationship
between sleep complaints and depression is increas-
ingly well established, as in the prior study, several
other factors including older age and female gender
were also significant predictors of depression among
this elderly sample. In respect to sleep disturbance and
depression, therefore, there is some evidence to suggest
that sleep disturbance is associated with, and in some
cases is a risk factor for, late-life depression.

Insomnia and depression
The extant literature on the relationship between
insomnia and depression is fairly large and includes
cross-sectional and longitudinal data as well as data
from depression treatment trials. Several large studies
with stratified age samples bear out that insomnia is
about twice as prevalent as depression. The National

Institute of Mental Health Epidemiologic Catchment
Area study (N¼ 7,954) found prevalence rates of 10%
for insomnia and 5% for depression [16]. An auto-
mated telephone screening of the general population
of France (N¼ 5,622), found prevalence rates of
17% for insomnia and 6% for depression [17]. In a
United States community sample of 772 individuals,
the prevalence rates were 20% and 10% respectively
for insomnia and depression [18]. When more strin-
gent diagnostic criteria were applied to data from the
Second National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity
conducted in the United Kingdom (N¼ 8,580),
prevalence rates of 5% for insomnia and 3% for
depression were observed [19].

Two large-scale studies have been conducted in
older populations. Foley et al. assessed data from
9,282 elderly community dwellers and found preva-
lence rates of 28% for insomnia and 20% for depres-
sion [4]. In a longitudinal study of community
residents aged 50 and over in Alameda County, CA
(N¼ 2,272), baseline estimates for the prevalence of
insomnia and depression were 24% and 9% respect-
ively [15]. Two studies in primary care samples
[20, 21] have found prevalence rates of 16 to 19%
for insomnia and 7 to 8% for depression.

An interesting addition to the findings from the
above studies can be derived by looking at the sub-
samples of participants who were determined to
report both insomnia and depression. Overall, in a
combined sample of 37,367 respondents, 4% had
comorbid depression and insomnia. Moreover, of
those with depression, 48% had insomnia, whereas
in those with insomnia, 27% were depressed (see
Table 16.2). Taken together, these findings make clear
that both insomnia and depression are highly preva-
lent in the elderly and that it is more likely that
insomnia occurs in the context of depression as
opposed to depression occurring in the context of
insomnia.

Longitudinal studies provide some additional
information about the relationship between insomnia
and depression. For instance, when patients with
remitted, but recurrent MDD were followed weekly
for up to 42 weeks or until a recurrent episode, those
who experienced a recurrence of depression (com-
pared to those with no recurrence) exhibited an
increased level of sleep disturbance consistent with
insomnia that began five weeks prior to and peaked
at recurrence, and was of highest severity at the week
of recurrence [22]. This suggests that insomnia is

Table 16.1 Association of sleep complaints with depression

Sleep complaint (n¼ 1,506) Odds ratio [95% CI]

Difficulty falling asleep 2.44 [1.59–3.73]

Awake a lot during the night 1.59 [1.14–2.22]

Waking up too early 2.21 [1.49–3.29]

Waking feeling not refreshed 2.18 [1.53–3.13]

Daytime sleepiness 2.19 [1.36–3.55]

Breathing pauses during sleep 2.84 [1.76–4.57]

Unpleasant feelings in legs 1.64 [1.07–2.56]

Notes: Data from Foley et al. [14].
CI ¼ confidence interval.
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a prodromal sign of an impending depressive episode,
albeit this finding was not in an elderly cohort.

Longitudinal studies in mixed-age cohorts have
found that insomnia predicts subsequent depression.
Three studies have evaluated the onset of new depres-
sion over a one-year time period. Two of these have
found that insomnia posed an increased risk for the
development of depression [16, 23], while the third
found an increased risk for depression in women only
[24]. In a study that began with college-aged men,
insomnia conferred a relative risk of 2.0 (1.2–3.3) for
developing depression at some point during the
following 30 years [25].

When longitudinal studies have been conducted in
older cohorts, the findings have been similar, but
mixed. Among 524 community-dwelling elders, per-
sistent insomnia across three years was associated
with depression at the three-year time point. [26]. In
a subsample who had activity limitations, but no
psychiatric morbidity at baseline, baseline insomnia
was not associated with depression three years later
[27]. Others have found that insomnia at a baseline
assessment and persistent insomnia across one year
are each associated with depression at one year, the
latter being associated with an eight-fold risk [15]. In
another study, initial insomnia, but not middle of the
night insomnia or early morning awakening, was
associated with the development of new depression
at three years [28]. A study assessing these factors
over 12 years again found that insomnia was an
independent predictor of later depression, but in
women only [29]. Finally, in a meta-analysis of stud-
ies conducted in older adults, sleep disturbance was

second to recent bereavement as an independent risk
factor for late-life depression [30]. In summary, there
is a good body of evidence that suggests that both
incident and persistent insomnia are risk factors for
new onset depression, although the findings are not
unanimous across all studies. Appropriate caution is
warranted given the variety of study designs and
manners in which insomnia is operationalized.

Additional information comes to us from treat-
ment trials for depression. In antidepressant medica-
tion trials, insomnia is often a residual symptom in
30 to 50% of parti cipants [ 31– 35 ]. For instance, in a
fluoxetine trial, disturbed sleep was the most common
residual symptom, occurring in 44% of depression
remitters [34]. In a trial of nortriptyline, depression
remitters had significant decreases in mean sleep dis-
turbance scores on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
(PSQI) [36], but their mean global PSQI score
remained above the clinical cut-off for disturbed sleep
and higher than that of healthy controls [37]. Inter-
estingly, the treatment of depression with targeted
behavioral interventions mirrors some of the out-
comes observed following pharmacotherapy for
depression [38, 39]. In a trial comparing cognitive
and behavioral therapy (CBT) for depression to anti-
depressant medication, residual insomnia was evenly
distributed between intervention groups and occurred
in approximately 50% of those with remitted depres-
sion [40]. Similar findings were observed in a trial
comparing CBT to nefazadone [41]. Finally, in a trial
of stepped care depression management in depressed
elders presenting to primary care, participants with
persistent insomnia were two to four times more

Table 16.2 Prevalence rates of comorbid depression and insomnia

Study Sample size Comorbid, %
In depressed,
% with insomnia

In insomnia,
% with depression

[4] Foley 9,282 10% 49% 34%

[17] Ohayon 5,622 3% 57% 18%

[19] Stewart 8,580 1% 40% 21%

[18] Taylor 772 4% 41% 20%

[42] Simon 373 5% 58% 31%

[16] Ford 7,954 2% 42% 23%

[15] Roberts 2,272 5% 50% 19%

[20] Hohagen 2,512 4% 52% 18%

Total N: 37,367 4% 48% 27%
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likely to remain depressed at later time points than
patients with no insomnia [42]. Together this set of
findings from treatment trials suggests that insomnia
(for some individuals) may persist despite a seeming
resolution of depression. This is in addition to empiri-
cal evidence that insomnia is a risk factor for the onset
and recurrence of late-life depression.

Treating insomnia in the context
of depression
Some promising options have begun to emerge for
the treatment of insomnia in depression at the comor-
bid phase (as opposed to waiting for the residual
phase). A recent co-administration study found that
eszopiclone with fluoxetine resulted in sustained sleep
improvements as well as a faster and more robust
antidepressant effect than fluoxetine alone [43]. In
a unique co-administration study highlighting the
importance of behavioral interventions for sleep, the
combined use of escitilopram and cognitive behav-
ioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) resulted in larger
improvements in both sleep and depression outcomes
than escitilopram and a control therapy [44]. There
are also two uncontrolled studies that have shown
that patients presenting with insomnia and depres-
sion who completed only a course of CBT-I had
improvements in both sleep and depression [45, 46].
No such data are available with respect to late-life
depression, but it is not unreasonable to expect that
the above findings would generalize to the elderly
given the success of both hypnotics and CBT-I in
older patients with primary insomnia.

Insomnia and bereavement
Bereavement refers to the emotion that occurs in
response to the loss of a loved one by death and since
75% of all deaths occur in persons 65 years of age and
older [47], it is a condition whose incidence and
prevalence increases across the lifespan. In addition,
a meta-analysis of studies in community-dwelling
elders found that recent bereavement was the biggest
risk factor for depression [30], making this an
important topic to address. In several smaller scale
studies, sleep disturbance and/or insomnia have been
reported in one third to one half of subjects with
bereavemen t [48 – 53] and the level of sleep distur-
bance was higher than in that of control groups with-
out berea vement [ 50– 52 ]. In an epidemio logic study

of 2,121 subjects with insomnia, bereavement along
with stress and loneliness were the most often cited
precipitants of insomnia [54]. There are no data to
suggest whether or not sleep disturbance or insomnia
are associated with complicated grief reactions that
do occur in 10 to 20% of persons experiencing
bereavement [55] or whether sleep disturbances in
the context of bereavement may give rise to MDD.
These latter questions do seem worthy of study.

Depression and other sleep disorders
It is important to note that although insomnia repre-
sents the most commonly occurring sleep disorder in
depression, two additional sleep disturbances have
been investigated. Hypersomnia (or excessive daytime
sleepiness) has not always been included in epidemio-
logic studies, but when included has been found to
have a prevalence rate of 5 to 10% and to be associated
with depression [15, 16]. In both epidemiologic and
clinical studies, depression is also associated with
obstructive sleep apnea. In a large sample of the
general population, Ohayon reported that approxi-
mately 18% of subjects with a sleep-related breathing
disorders also met criteria for MDD and similarly,
approximately 18% of subjects with MDD also met
criteria for a sleep-related breathing disorder [56].
A recent review indicated that the prevalence of
depression ranges from 20 to 60% in clinic patients
with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), with some evi-
dence that depression increases with OSA severity
[57]. These data suggest that the presence of either
OSA or MDD may be a clinical indication to assess
for the other disorder.

Sleep-disordered breathing
and depression
Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) comprises a
number of related conditions, the most common of
which include obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), central
sleep apnea (CSA), and upper airway resistance
syndrome (UARS). As has been reviewed elsewhere
in this volume, OSA involves obstruction of the
airway during sleep, and is the most common form
of this family of disorders with prevalence rates rising
to as high as 20 to 30% in middle age and 50 to 70% in
the elde rly [ 58– 60 ]. Breathing alterations may in clude
apneas (nearly full to full cessation of breathing),
hypopneas (partial cessation of breathing), and
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respiratory events related to arousals that are
observed in UARS. Severity is measured in terms of
the number of breathing disturbances occurring per
hour of sleep and reported either as a respiratory
disturbance index (RDI) that includes all breathing
events or an apnea–hypopnea index (AHI) that
includes apneas and hypopneas only. Most clinicians
consider an AHI or RDI�5 and <15 represents mild
apnea or SDB, while an AHI �15 represents a very
clearcut indication of SDB. In an epidemiologic
sample, including but not limited to older adults,
approximately 18% of subjects with SDB met criteria
for MDD; similarly approximately 18% of subjects
with MDD also met criteria for SDB [56].

While the majority of the literature on SDB is
related to OSA, hypersomnia is worthy of review as
well. As a symptom hypersomnia is, of course, one
form of sleep disturbance that may present in depres-
sion. It is also a very common symptom of OSA,
where it is typically referred to as excessive daytime
sleepiness (EDS).

Hypersomnia and depression
The prevalence of hypersomnia (i.e., EDS) has been
assessed in some epidemiologic studies. The findings
include prevalence rates of 5 to 10% in mixed-age
cohorts [15, 16, 61], 20% in a sample of 4,578 Medi-
care enrollees [62], and 19% among 1,050 rural
community dwellers [63].

Two of these studies also found depression to be
more strongly associated with EDS scores than with
other variables consistent with SDB (e.g., snoring,
gasping/snorting, and trouble breathing) [61, 62].
One of these studies also found a significant relation-
ship between EDS and use of antidepressant medica-
tion (OR 3.3 [2.9–3.8]; p <0.0001), although this was
in the mixed-age sample. The authors did find, how-
ever, a significant association between depression and
EDS in those younger than 30 and in those �75 years
of age [61]. In longitudinal studies, EDS has been
found to be associated with the development of
depression, though it was a less robust predictor than
insomnia [15, 16]. Excessive daytime sleepiness was
also associated with all cause mortality in one elderly
sample [63]. In summary, there is a high prevalence of
hypersomnia in the elderly population and there is
limited, but positive, evidence that the presence of
hypersomnia is a risk factor for subsequent late-life
depression.

Obstructive sleep apnea and depression
Obstructive sleep apnea has also been found to be
associated with depression in a variety of small stud-
ies, although only a handful have been conducted in
the elderly. Data include findings from one small
comparison of elders with and without OSA in which
those with OSA were found to have higher levels of
EDS, depression, and cognitive impairment than
those without OSA [64]. In a larger study of 427
randomly selected older adults, apnea severity was
found to be significantly and positively correlated
with depression severity [65]. A recent review indi-
cated that the prevalence of depression ranges from
20 to 60% in clinic patients with obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA), with some evidence that depression
increases with OSA severity [57]. Other factors, how-
ever, have been found to partially account for the
severity of depression among OSA patients such as
age, BMI, hypertension, and fatigue [66, 67]. Thus,
while depression has been found to occur at higher
rates among those with OSA compared to matched
controls and the severity of OSA is correlated with
depression, there is limited empirical evidence on
which to assess whether OSA is a risk factor for late-life
depression.

Treating SDB in the context of depression
The treatment of sleep apnea with nasal administra-
tion of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
has been shown to reverse the depression associated
with sleep apnea in some, but not all studie s [ 68 –80 ].
These studies have tended to be small in size and the
findings mixed, so that larger, well controlled studies
are needed to fully address whether CPA therapy may
improve depression in general, or late-life depression
in particular. There are no data that we are aware of
with respect to other therapeutic interventions for
SDB and their effect on depression.

Other sleep disorders and depression
There is scant empirical data when it comes to other
sleep disorders or conditions and late-life depression.
While narcolepsy is characterized by EDS, little is
known about its association with depression in
patients with narcolepsy. In a UK sample with a
median age of 56 years, 57% of 305 narcolepsy
patients responding had some degree of depression
(BDI�10) and 15% scored 20 or above, suggesting
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the presence of moderate to severe depression [81].
Thus, although not focusing exclusively on the eld-
erly, this study included a good number of older
respondents with the results suggesting that this
condition is associated with depressed mood.

Restless legs syndrome (RLS) and periodic limb
movement disorder are also common in the elderly,
but in our review they have not been found to be
associated/correlated with late-life depression. Young-
stedt and colleagues sought to describe the frequency
of periodic limb movements (PLMs) during the sleep
of 22 elders who complained of insomnia and/or
depression [82]. In their sample, where participants
underwent five nights of polysomnography, all com-
plained of disturbed sleep and 12 reported depressed
mood. Despite a high mean myoclonus index of 34.5
(SD 31.6) per hour, no significant associations were
found between this index of PLMs and either depres-
sion or EDS. Similar findings were observed in a
sample of 39 elderly subjects diagnosed with RLS
who did not undergo polysomnography but had
disease severity measured by an RLS scale [83]. In this
study, depression was not significantly different in a
mild/moderate RLS group compared to a severe RLS
group. At present, these findings suggest that RLS
severity is not associated with depression.

Two additional areas of concern regarding sleep
and the elderly are the potential for falls and hypnotic
use/abuse in the elderly with poor sleep. Hill and
colleagues assessed 150 adults in assisted living (mean
age ¼ 81) and 150 elders (mean age ¼ 70) completing
internet-administered questionnaires [84]. Falling in
the preceding year was reported by 44% and 41% of
assisted living and internet respondents, respectively.
Falls were associated with self-reported poor sleep
quality, elevated depression scores, and pain ratings.
Surprisingly, there was no association between falls
and either the use of hypnotics or EDS. Among the
internet responders, falls were associated with poor
health, visual impairment, and the use of walking
aids. No association between falls and any measure
of sleep disturbance or depression was found in this
group except that fewer falls were reported by those
without any sleep disturbances. Thus, in this sole
study assessing both sleep and depression, falls among
assisted-living residents were associated with both
depression and poor sleep quality.

The second area of concern, particularly by
prescribing physicians, is hypnotic use. One investi-
gation of 129 older outpatients who received a new

prescription for benzodiazepines found that only a
minority of patients (30%) were using these medica-
tions on a daily basis after two months. Of note, only
15% of the sample had depression at baseline [85].
Kripke analyzed data from a large mixed-age cohort
study assessing risk factors for smoking in 1982 and
reported increased mortality risk associated with
taking older generation “sleep prescription pills”
[86]. More recently, data from FDA clinical trials of
the modern hypnotics were examined and it was
found that the incidence of new depression in medi-
cation arms was twice the incidence in placebo con-
ditions [87]. Thus, while the newer hypnotics are
generally viewed as having fewer side effects and less
abuse potential than older hypnotic medications,
these data suggest that they may be associated with
depression, if not necessarily late-life depression.

As this review indicates, there are many possible
connections between depression and disturbed sleep
in the elderly. Disturbed sleep in general is a concern
as is sleep disordered breathing. However, RLS/PLMS
do not appear to be related to depression in this
population. It is important to be cognizant of the
many medical, medication, social, and psychological
factors that can be interacting to create not only the
disturbed mood but the disturbed sleep experienced
by many elderly individuals.

Summary and conclusions
Sleep disturbances are a common feature of late-life
depression and come in a variety of forms. The most
common sleep disturbances are insomnia and
sleep-disordered breathing, which both have a high
prevalence of co-occurrence in late-life depression.
Approximately 50% of depressed older adults have
comorbid insomnia. Moreover, insomnia has been
shown to be not only highly comorbid with depres-
sion, but to also serve as a risk factor for the develop-
ment of new and recurrent episodes of depression and
to serve as a barrier to complete recovery from
depression in many individuals treated with a variety
of antidepressant interventions. The emerging data
that treating insomnia in the context of ongoing
depression (either as an adjuvant or monotherapy)
can also produce improvements in mood is not only
encouraging, but further solidifies the possibility of
insomnia existing as a variable in depression’s causal
chain. While some of the empirical evidence in elderly
samples mirrors that found in mixed-age cohorts, we
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await further data from intervention studies in the
elderly to fully conclude that all these statements
apply to late-life depression. In comparison, the
evidence with respect to the role of hypersomnia/
excessive daytime sleepiness and sleep-disordered
breathing conditions is less convincing. It is safe to
say that depression is a common feature of both EDS
and SDB (as well as in other sleep disorders reviewed,
though these data are even more limited). It will be
difficult to describe or establish the full relationship
between OSA, for example, and late-life depression in
the absence of large and lengthy epidemiologic stud-
ies. As reviewed, well powered and well designed
interventional studies that measure depression as an
outcome are also needed. To date, there is only
a modest suggestion that depression is reversed
following treatment of OSA. Similar data are needed
for other SDB conditions, EDS, and the other sleep
disorders. Nonetheless, the prevalence of late-life
depression in each of these conditions is such that a
depression screen is warranted in the presence of
any sleep disturbance. Conversely, a sleep history/
assessment is clearly indicated in the presence of
late-life depression. When a sleep disturbance is iden-
tified in the context of late-life depression, considera-
tion should be given to treating the sleep disturbance
immediately and not waiting for the possibility that it
will abate following resolution of the mood disorder.
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Chapter

17 Long-term effects of antidepressants
on sleep
Marie E. Beitinger and Stephany Fulda

Introduction
Many antidepressants have a pronounced effect on
sleep EEG, and this effect can often be observed after
the very first administration [1] (see also Chapter 18
in this volume). In general, the effects of antidepres-
sants on sleep occur distinctly earlier than the effects
on mood, which may take two to four weeks to
develop [2]. These rapid effects may also be substan-
tial, for example a complete elimination of REM sleep,
which has been observed with monoamine oxidase
inhibitors (MAOIs) [3]. This raises the question
whether these changes in sleep EEG can really be
sustained over weeks and months. In 2001, Landolt
and de Boer [4] reported on three depressed patients
who had been treated with phenelzine, a non-selective
MAOI, for several months. Polysomnographies were
conducted at two- to four-week intervals throughout
treatment, and all patients were clinically remitted
from depression after five weeks. The repeated sleep
EEG demonstrated a complete absence of REM sleep
for three to six months in each of the three patients.
It was only after several months that very low
amounts of REM sleep reappeared, and in the case
of discontinuation in two of the patients, a massive
REM rebound was observed. This suggests that the
effect of an antidepressant can indeed be sustained
over long periods of time. At the same time, small
amounts of REM sleep reappearing after several
months point to some development of tolerance of
only minor magnitude – at least with this substance.
Furthermore, the massive REM rebound after with-
drawal also suggests that no long-term loss of effect
had occurred. That this effect is not restricted to
patients with depression has been shown by Wyatt
and coworkers [5] in a long-term observation in
narcolepsy patients, in one of whom the dramatic

and nearly complete reduction of REM sleep after
administration of phenelzine was documented for
over a year. The longest study to date has been under-
taken by Kupfer and coworkers [6] from the University
of Pittsburgh who followed a group of 27 depressed
patients on imipramine treatment for about four years.
During the last three years, in the maintenance phase,
sleep EEGwas obtained every threemonths. Compared
to a drug-free baseline in the depressed state, imipra-
mine significantly reduced the amount of REM sleep
and increased REM density (REMD) at every time
point during this three-year period. The only sleep
parameters that showed a significant time-related
trend were slow-wave sleep and stage 1 sleep, which
decreased over the years. Taken together, these studies
suggest a long-term effect of antidepressants on sleep
with little indication of developing tolerance or
decreasing effects on sleep.

In the following we review these long-term effects
of antidepressants – both with and without REM
suppressing properties – on sleep EEG. We conducted
a systematic literature search and considered all
studies that assessed the effects of antidepressants on
sleep for six weeks or longer. Although the cut-off of
six weeks was chosen arbitrarily, it reflects the time
point at which most of the clinical improvement has
occurred [2].

Long-term effects of antidepressants
on sleep
Tricyclic antidepressants
In the short run, tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs)
have pronounced effects on polysomnographic sleep.
With the exceptio n of trimipram ine [ 7– 10], TCA s
suppress REM sleep as evidenced by substantially
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reduced REM sleep and increased REM latencies [1].
Rapid eye movement activity, i.e., the total number of
rapid eye movements during REM sleep, is reduced in
the acute treatment but returns to baseline values
within four weeks, while at the same time REM
density (number of rapid eye movements per minute
of REM sleep) is consistently increased [1].

For imipramine, as mentioned above, Kupfer and
coworkers have conducted a seminal long-term study
recording sleep throughout an approximate four-year
period of treatment with about 200mg of imipramine
in 27 patients with depression [6]. In essence, both
after about eight months and after four years REM
sleep was significantly suppressed with reduced
amounts of REM sleep, a reduced number of REM
episodes, and increased REM latencies and REM
density (Table 17.1). Rapid eye movement activity
remained unchanged at both time points. Kupfer
et al. explicitly analyzed whether sleep parameters
differed across the last three years of the treatment
period in which sleep was recorded every three
months. During these three years, slow-wave sleep
and stage 1 sleep decreased, while REM sleep para-
meters showed no evidence of systematic variation
over time. In addition, a smaller study has recorded
sleep parameters in 12 patients with sleep apnea who
responded to imipramine in dosages between 25 and
50mg [11]. After four months of treatment, the apnea
index and the number of apneas decreased and slow-
wave sleep increased; however, there was no change in
REM sleep. Potential explanations for this negative
finding were the low percentage of REM sleep at
baseline (12.5%) and the low dosage of imipramine
(25–50mg).

For nortriptyline three long-term studies recorded
sleep after three to fifteen months of treatment
[12 – 15]. All studi es included elderly patients with
depression. After three to five months the studies
report consistently reduced REM sleep and increased
REM density (Table 17.1). No change in REM activity
was observed. In addition, increases in sleep stage 2 [15]
and slow-wave sleep as well as reduced wake during
sleep were reported [12]. One of the studies followed a
group of 21 patients over a 15-month double-blind
maintenance treatment with nortriptyline [13]. Com-
pared to a placebo group nortriptyline reduced the
amount of REM sleep and increased REM density
even after 15 months. However, effects on other sleep
stages and sleep continuity measures as well as on
REM latency, which were observed after a three-month

open-label treatment (Table 17.1) [12], were not sus-
tained one year later, indication a diminishing effect
at least for non-REM (NREM) sleep parameters.

For amitriptyline effects on polysomnographically
recorded sleep have been documented for six to seven
weeks in patien ts with majo r depress ion [16 – 19 ].
All four studie s [ 16 –19 ] showed co nsistently that
REM-suppressing effects are still observable after this
time span (Table 17.1). Effects on other sleep stages or
sleep continuity have been found in some of the
studies, mostly as a decrease in wake time [18] and
the number of awakenings [16, 17] or as an increase
in sleep stage 2 [17, 19]. Only one study [16] assessed
acute (three days), short-term (fourteen days) as well
as long-term effects (six weeks) and found no syste-
matic change in REM sleep parameters over time.
Sleep onset latencies, however, that were significantly
shortened after acute amitriptyline treatment
returned to baseline values after six weeks. In addi-
tion, Linkowski and coworkers recorded sleep in
a single patient after approximately one year of
amitriptyline intake and found no evidence that the
REM-suppressing effect had diminished over time
[18]. Finally, two studies explored sleep EEG in
patients with fibromyalgia and after eight weeks of
low-dose treatment with amitriptyline [20, 21]. Both
studies did not find any changes in REM sleep
parameters when comparing a drug-free baseline to
sleep after eight weeks of amitriptyline treatment.
However, dosages of 25mg and 50mg of amitriptyline
may have been too low to have exerted any effects
on REM sleep.

For protriptyline, interestingly, no studies docu-
menting the effects on sleep EEG in depressed
patients have been conducted. Instead, protriptyline
has been repeatedly applied in patients with sleep-
related breathing disorders (SRBD) or chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). In patients
with obstructive sleep apnea (OSAS) protriptyline in
dosages between 20 and 30mg reduced REM sleep
after three to six months in two [22, 23] out of three
studies [22 – 24 ]. None of these studie s has reporte d
other REM parameters such as REM latencies or
REM density. A consistent reduction of REM sleep
has also been observed for patients with COPD and
15 to 20mg of protriptyline for six weeks to three
months [ 25 –28 ]. In a furth er study, reduced REM
sleep was still observed after an average of three
years of treatment [29]. Again, other parameters of
REM sleep were not reported.
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Table 17.1 Long-term effects of tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) on sleep EEG

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Imipramine

Kupfer et al. 1994 [6] 27MD �8.5m #REMm% NoREM "REML REMD¼ REM act

DB PC PG �210mg "S1%, "S2%
�4 y #REMm% NoREM "REML

�200mg REMD¼ REM act "S2%
Changes across the last three years:

No changes in REM sleep; #SWS% S1%

Rubin et al. 1986 [11] 12 SRBD �4m ¼ REMm REML

OL 25–50mg "SWS% #apnea index
Nortriptyline

Buysse et al. 1996 [13] 30 elderly MD �3.5m #REMm% NoREM "REML
REMD¼ REM act

Reynolds et al. 1991 [12] OL �80mg #SOL WASOm W% SWS% "S1% S2%

DB PC PG �15m vs. placebo group (n ¼ 10):

�85mg #REM% "REMD¼ REML

"DSR
Taylor et al. 1999 [14] 18 elderly MD �4m #REMm% "REML REMD

¼ REM act

DB PC PG �70mg

Pasternak et al. 1994 [15] 10 elderly MD �4.9m #REM% "REML REMD¼ REM act

OL �50mg "S2% DSR

Amitriptyline

Hubain et al. 1990 [17] 4 MD 42 d vs. single-blind placebo baseline:

DB AC PG �170mg "REML¼ REMm%

#NoW S4m% "S2m
Kerkhofs et al. 1990 [19] 10 MD 42 d #REM% "REML

DB AC PG 150mg "S2%
Scharf et al. 1986 [16] 10 MD 44 d #REM% "REML¼ REMD

SB PC �120mg #NoW "SE
Change across days 3, 14, and 44: "SOL

Linkowski et al. 1987 [18] 5 MD �49 d #REMm "REML

OL �200mg #Wm

Kempenaers et al. 1994 [20] 6 fibromyalgia 56 d ¼ REMm REML

DB PC PG 50mg "arousal index
Carette et al. 1995 [21] 22 fibromyalgia 56 d ¼ REM% REML

DB PC CO 25mg "S2%
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Finally, there is only one study that documented
the effects of clomipramine in two groups of patients
with narcolepsy [30]. In these groups 75 and 100mg
of clomipramine reduced REM sleep after six weeks
(Table 17.1). In one group sleep was also measured
again after three months and REM sleep was still
reduced. Although the authors noted an increase in
REM sleep compared to the six-week polysomnogra-
phy, the change was not statistically significant. Other
measures of REM sleep, such as REM density or REM
latencies, were not reported.

In summary, TCAs suppressing REM sleep in the
short run also exert these effects in the long run.
There is little indication that the magnitude of REM
suppression diminishes over periods of up to four
years although some slight attenuation may be pos-
sible. The effects on other NREM sleep parameters are
less consistent across studies in the long run and seem
to occur mainly after acute or short-term adminis-
tration. It must be stressed, however, that only one of
the reviewed studies actually compared the long-term
effects to acute effects after one to three days.

Table 17.1 (cont.)

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Protriptyline

Conway et al. 1982 [22] 6 OSAS �3m/20mg ¼ REM%

OL #TST
Smith et al. 1983 [23] 12 OSAS �4m/20mg #REM%

OL "S2%
Brownell et al. 1982 [24] 3 OSAS �6m/30mg #REM%

OL #arousal index
Carroll et al. 1990 [27] 18 COPD 42 d/10mg #REM%

DB PC CO

Series et al. 1989 [25] 11 COPD/OL 70 d/20mg #REM%

Series & Cormier 1990 [26] 11 COPD 70 d/20mg #REM%

SB PC #NoSS/h
Lin 1993 [28] 10 COPD/OL �3m/�15mg #REM%

Series et al. 1993 [29] 9 COPD/OL �37m/�20mg #REM%

Clomipramine

Guilleminault et al. 1976 [30] 7 narcolepsy 42 d #REM%

OL 100mg

11 narcolepsy 42 d #REM%

OL 75mg

126 d/75mg #REM%

Notes: aCompared to drug-free baseline unless otherwise specified.
# decreased; " increased; ¼ unchanged.
AC: active controlled; AHI: apnea hypopnea index; CO: cross-over; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; DB: double-blind; DSR: delta
sleep ratio; MD: major depression; MSLT: multiple sleep latency test; NoREM: number of REM episodes; NoSS/h: number of stage shifts per hour;
NoW: number of awakenings; OL: open-label; PC: placebo-controlled; PTSD: post-traumatic stress disorder; OSAS: obstructive sleep apnea
syndrome; PG: parallel-group: PLMD: periodic limbmovement disorder; PLMI: number of periodic limbmovements/hour; REMm: minutes of REM
sleep; REM%: percentage of REM sleep; REM act: REM activity; REMD: REM density; REML: REM latency; S1/S2/S3/S4/SWS/Wm: minutes of sleep
stage 1/2/3/4/slow-wave sleep/wake; S1/S2/S3/S4/SWS/W%: percentage of sleep stage 1/2/3/4/slow-wave sleep/wake; SAD: seasonal affective
disorder; SE: sleep efficiency; SOL: sleep onset latency; SWS: slow-wave sleep; TST: total sleep time; WASOm: minutes of wake after sleep onset.
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Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the very acute
effects are of greater magnitude than the long-term
effects.

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors
Just like TCAs, monoamine oxidase inhibitors
(MAOIs) suppress REM sleep [1, 3]. Rapid eye move-
ment sleep suppression appears to be more complete
with MAOIs, in particular the non-selective MAOIs,
where a total elimination of REM sleep has been
observed, but complete suppression occurs with a
longer latency, i.e., a time lag of about five to ten days
[1, 4, 31]. Long-term studies assessing sleep EEG have
been reported for phenelzine, tranylcypromine, and
moclobemide.

Phenelzine, a non-selective MAOI, reduced REM
sleep to zero or near zero values in a small group of
depressed patients after six weeks [32] (Table 17.2).
After discontinuation, a pronounced and long-lasting

(>14 days) rebound of REM sleep was observed. This
concurs with the long-term study of Landolt and
de Boer [4], mentioned in the introduction, where
phenelzine completely eliminated REM sleep in three
patients with depression after about six weeks and for
time spans of three to five months. After about six
months, very low amounts of REM sleep reappeared,
which at least in one patient were reduced again by
increasing phenelzine dosage. Very low amounts of
REM sleep were sustained for up to three years.
Reduction of dosage during that time predictably
resulted in a substantial rebound of REM sleep, argu-
ing against the existence of a long-term loss of effect.
In addition, increases in sleep stage 2 and wake after
sleep onset were also observed throughout the entire
period of time. A drastic reduction in REM sleep has
also been reported for a small group of narcolepsy
patients and time periods of up to three years [5].
In particular, details of one female patient were
reported whose REM sleep was absent for more than

Table 17.2 Long-term effects of monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) antidepressants on sleep EEG

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Phenelzine

Gillin & Wyatt 1975 [32] 7MD �42 d vs. single-blind placebo baseline:

SB PC �75mg #REMm%

Landolt & de Boer 2001 [4] 3MD �126 d #REM%

OL �65mg "WASO% S2%

�210–525 d #REM%

�60mg "WASO% S2%

Wyatt et al. 1971 [5] 7 narcolepsy up to �3 y vs. single-blind placebo baseline:

SB PC �60mg #REM% NoREM

Tranylcypromine

Jindal et al. 2003 [96] 23 bipolar dis. 42 d #REMm% NoREM REMact
"REML¼ REMD

DB AC PG �37mg #TST "S1% S2%

Moclobemide

Mann et al. 2001 [33] 6 psychogenic erectile
dysfunction

56 d "REML¼ REMm

DB PC PG 600mg

Note: aCompared to drug-free baseline unless otherwise specified.
For abbreviations see Table 17.1.
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a year before small amounts reappeared during
nocturnal polysomnographies.

For tranylcypromine, another non-selective
MAOI, only one study recorded sleep in patients with
bipolar disorder over a longer period of time and
found that after six weeks REM sleep was reduced
and REM latencies were increased. Interestingly, and
in contrast to TCAs, REM activity was reduced but
REM density was unchanged (Table 17.2). As with
phenelzine, an increase in sleep stages 1 and 2 and a
reduction of total sleep time were observed.

Finally, the only long-term study with moclobe-
mide, a selective MAO-A inhibitor, was conducted
with patients suffering from psychogenic erectile
dysfunction [33]. Interestingly, in this population
REM latencies were prolonged but the amount of
REM sleep was unchanged after treatment with
600mg for about eight weeks (Table 17.2). Existing
studies show, however, that the effects of moclobe-
mide on REM sleep are small and/or inconsistent
across studies even w ith acut e admi nistration [34 – 37 ].

In summary, only a few studies have recorded sleep
in long-term treatment with MAOIs. For the non-
selective MAOIs, phenelzine and tranylcypromine, a
complete REM sleep suppressing effect has been docu-
mented for at least severalmonths. AlthoughREM sleep
reappears again after this time, the amount can be
substantially decreased for years with continuing
treatment. Information about REM activity or REM
density has not been systematically reported. In addi-
tion, the sleep-disturbing effects such as an increase in
wake after sleep onset or a decrease in total sleep time
may also persist over time. Selective MAOIs seem to
have a lesser effect on sleep and specifically REM
sleep, and accordingly, the one long-term study with
moclobemide found little or no effect on REM sleep.

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are
another class of antidepressants that have REM-
suppressing effects [1] and in many cases are also
associated with insomnia [38]. Fluoxetine is the SSRI
for which the most long-term studies are available
(Table 17.3). In patients with depression, daily treat-
ment with dosages between 20 and 60mg for six to
eight weeks had mild to moderate REM-suppressing
effects with either a decrease in REM time or an
increase in REM latency [19, 39, 40]. Only one of
the four studies, the largest one with more than

50 patients, reported a change in both parameters at
the same time [41]. All four, however, showed evidence
of a sleep-disturbing effect with increased wake, light
sleep stage 1, or reduced sleep efficiency (Table 17.3).
Three further studies confirmed these REM-
suppressing effects for periods of ten weeks to four
months [ 42 – 44] and two of them report ed RE M
densities that were also increased during fluox etine
treatment [42, 43], while the third one reported no
changes in REM activity [44]. Two of the studies
also reported a sleep-disturbing effect with increased
sleep stage 1 [42, 43]. Among the studies, four
recorded sleep at several time points allowing for
direct within-study comparisons. Comparing sleep
after two- and eight-week administration of fluoxetine,
Winokur et al. [39] found that sleep stage 1 increased
between both time points while REM sleep parameters
did not change. In another study [40], no changes in
REM or NREM sleep parameters were observed
between four and eight weeks of treatment. However,
Trivedi and coworkers [42] assessed sleep after one,
five, and ten weeks of fluoxetine treatment, and within
this time span, REM suppressing effects lessened with
both time spent in REM and REM density increasing
and sleep stage 2 decreasing over time. In the same
study [42], a subgroup of 12 patients was additionally
followed up for another 20 weeks. In this group, the
amount of REM sleep increased significantly between
week 10 and week 30. The longest study to date has
been undertaken by Haro and Drucker-Colin [45] who
reported the effects of 20mg of fluoxetine given three
to five times per week for eight months in twelve
patients with depression. Starting with the first month,
polysomnography was conducted every two months.
At any time – in comparison with the drug-free base-
line – minutes spent in REM sleep were reduced and
REM latencies increased. In addition, sleep-disturbing
effects such as reduced sleep efficiency and increased
sleep stage 1 were observed throughout the entire
study. Across these seven months, there was a linear
increase in REM latency and in time spent awake.
Taken together, these studies suggest that fluoxetine
has long-lasting effects on both REM and NREM
sleep. There is also some indication, however, that
the REM-suppressing effect may diminish over time.

Single long-term studies on the effects of paroxetine
(20mg in each study) have been conducted with
depressed patients [46], insomniacs [47], and patients
with OSAS [48]. In depressed patients, eight weeks
of paroxetine use were associated with decreased
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Table 17.3 Long-term effects of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRIs) antidepressants on sleep EEG

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Fluoxetine

Kerkhofs et al. 1990 [19] 9MD 42 d #REM% ¼ REML

DB AC PG 60mg "NoSS NoW S1%

Rush et al. 1998 [41] 57MD 56 d #REM% "REML

DB AC PG �32mg #SE SWS% "NoW S1%

Winokur et al. 2003 [39] 13MD 56 d "REML¼ REMm

DB AC PG 40mg "S1m
Across days 7, 14, and 56: "S1m

Levitan et al. 2000 [40] 15MD 56 d "REML¼ REM%

DB AC PG 20mg (þ placebo) #SWS%

Across days 28 and 56: no changes

Trivedi et al. 1999 [42] 36MD 70 d #REM% "REML REMD

OL �25mg #SWSm% S2m% SOL "S1m%

Across days 7, 35, and 70:

"REMD REM% #S2m%

12MD 210 d "REML REMD¼ REM%

OL �25mg "S1m%

Across weeks 10 and 30: "REM%

Hendrickse et al. 1994 [43] 9MD �83 d #REM% "REML REMD

OL �37mg "S1m
Nofzinger et al. 1995 [44] 11MD �122 d "REML¼ REMm% REM act

OL �25mg

Haro & Drucker-Colin 2004 [45] 12MD 3m #REMm "REML

DB AC PG 100mg/w #TST SE S2m S3m S4m "Wm S1m

5m #REMm "REML

100mg/w #TST SE S2m "Wm S1m SOL

7m #REMm "REML

60mg/w #TST SE S2m S4m "Wm S1m

Across 7 months: "REML

Paroxetine

Hicks et al. 2002 [46] 16MD 56 d #REM% "REML

DB AC PG 20mg "NoW
across days 1, 10, and 56:

"NoW SE S1% #REML
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REM time, increased REM latency, and an increased
number of awakenings [46]. In this study sleep was
recorded also after three and ten days of paroxetine
treatment and the sleep-disturbing effects such as
decreased sleep time and sleep efficiency and increased
wake were observed after acute treatment and returned
to baseline values in the course of eight weeks. While
REM sleep amount continued on a low level during the
eight weeks there was also a time-related decrease in
REM latency. Paroxetine was also employed in a six-
week open-label treatment of patients with insomnia
[47]. Here, REM sleep decreased (from 94 to 58 min-
utes) and REM latencies increased numerically (from
67 to 170 minutes) but the difference between baseline
and treatment was not statistically significant. Finally,
paroxetine was also given to 18 OSAS patients for six
weeks and resulted in prolonged REM latencies [48].
At the same time the REM sleep amount was
unaffected, which might have been due to the low
REM sleep amount at baseline in this group (12%).

For three other SSRIs, fluvoxamine, sertraline, and
citalopram, single studies have reported long-term
effects on sleep in patien ts with depressio n [49 – 52 ].
Six weeks of citalopram reduced the amount of REM
sleep, increased REM latency, and increased sleep
stage 2 [51, 52]. Comparison of sleep after acute
(one day) and long-term treatment did not reveal
any systematic changes. Sertraline given for 12 weeks
increased REM latencies and decreased the number of
REM episodes but had no effect on the amount of
REM sleep, REM density, or REM activity [49]. In
addition, the delta sleep ratio and the sleep onset
latency were increased. Finally, one study applied
fluvoxamine in a small group of depressed patients
and recorded sleep at baseline, after two days, three
weeks and about three months of treatment [50].
In this study, the amount of REM sleep was decreased
after two days and three weeks but returned to base-
line values after three months. On the contrary, REM
latencies did not differ from baseline after two days

Table 17.3 (cont.)

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Nowell et al. 1999 [47] 13 insomnia 42 d ¼ REMm REML

OL �20mg

Kraiczi et al. 1999 [48] 18 OSAS 42 d "REML¼ REM%

DB PC CO 20mg #AHI
Citalopram

Van Bemmel et al. 1993a,
1993b [51, 52]

16MD 42 d #REMm% "REML

SB PC 40mg "S2%
Across days 1 and 42: no changes

Sertraline

Jindal et al. 2003 [49] 25MD 84 d #NoREM "REML¼ REM% REMD
REM act

DB PC PG �142mg "SOL Delta sleep ratio

Fluvoxamine

Wilson et al. 2000 [50] 12MD �3m "REML¼ REMm #SWS%

OL �130mg Across days 2, 21, and month 3:
#SWSm%

Note: aCompared to drug-free baseline unless otherwise specified.
For abbreviations see Table 17.1.
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but w ere prolon ged after longer term administr ation.
In addition, an increase in slow -wave sleep w as
observed af ter acut e admin istratio n but no longer
appare nt after three weeks or three month s.

In summary , SSRIs tend to sup press REM sleep
and man y show sleep -distur bing prop erties. Signi fi-
cant effects on sleep are als o obse rved after longer
perio ds of time and seem to be at least moder ately
stable for sleep disturbi ng NREM effects. There is also
conve rging evid ence that the REM-s uppressing effec t
altho ugh still evident may dimin ish over time.

Norepinephrine reuptake i nhibitors
There are on ly a limited numb er of studie s that hav e
explor ed the long-te rm effe cts of no repinephrine
reupta ke inhibito rs (NRIs) on sleep.

For reb oxetine , two acute studie s with depre ssed
patient s showe d that reboxeti ne increased REM
latency [ 53 , 54 ], but only in one of the two studie s
a reduce d amou nt of REM sleep w as observed
[ 54]. In patients w ith dysthym ia, Ferini-Str ambi and
cowork ers docu mented sleep after 1, 7, and 120 day s
of treatm ent with 4 mg of reb oxetine [ 55]. Aft er
three mont hs and co mpared to a drug-fre e base line
the amount of REM sleep was dec reased and REM
latencies w ere incr eased. In a ddition, the numb er of
awakeni ngs w as reduced , too. Co mpared to the acute
effect s over time the amou nt of REM sleep increased
and sleep in gener al imp roved ( Table 17.4 ).

Bupro pion in hibits the reupta ke of norepineph rine
but also dopamine. Bupropion has been applied in
several long-term studies in small groups of depressed
patients (Table 17.4). While the first study that
explored the effects of bupropion on sleep patterns
reported an REM-enhancing effect [44], this could
not be replicated and later studies mostly found no
effect on REM param eters [ 56– 58 ]. This first study by
Nofzinger and coworkers recorded sleep in seven
patients with depression before and after about three
months of bupropion intake [44]. They found that, on
average, REM latencies decreased and time spent in
REM increased during treatment. However, in later
studies administration of bupropion for seven weeks
had no effect on REM or NREM sleep parameters
[56]. Three other studies have explored the long-term
effect of a sustained-release preparation of bupropion
for 8 to 11 weeks [ 57 –59 ], and in none of them effec ts
on REM sleep were observed with the exception of
Ott [59] who reported a moderate increase in REM

latency from about 50 minutes to 75 minutes after
8 weeks of treatment. This last study also found
that the number of awakenings was increased with
bupropion [59].

Viloxazine, another putative norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitor, reduced the amount of REM
sleep and increased REM latencies during short-term
application and in healthy subjects [60, 61]. In a small
study with six depressed patients, however, viloxazine
had no effect on REM, and with the exception of an
increase in wake after four weeks, no effect on NREM
sleep [62]. There is only one long-term study that has
explored the effects of viloxazine on daytime and
nocturnal sleep patterns in patients with narcolepsy
[63]. After seven weeks of 50 to 100mg of viloxazine,
Guilleminault and coworkers found no effect on REM
or NREM sleep parameters during the night. Rapid
eye movement sleep during the daytime multiple
sleep latency test, however, was reduced.

In summary, for reboxetine and viloxazine, there
is some weak evidence from single studies that the
effects on sleepmay diminish over time. For bupropion,
no consistent or significant effects have been reported
for the short-term use and none are evident in the
long-term application.

Other antidepressants
Other antidepressants for which long-term effects
on sleep have been reported include nefazodone,
mirtazapine, trazodone, clovoxamine, and agomelatine
(Table 17.5). For each of the last three substances only
a single study was available.

Trazodone is a serotonin antagonist for which in
short-term studies inconsistent effects have been
reported for REM and NREM sleep parameters
[ 64– 68 ]. The only study of lon ger duration has been
undertaken by Parrino and coworkers who treated six
patients with dysthymia and insomnia with 150mg of
trazodone CR for six weeks [69]. Trazodone had no
effect on REM sleep but increased slow-wave sleep
and reduced various parameters of the cyclic alternating
pattern, which is consistent with a sleep-improving
effect of trazodone. No systematic changes in sleep
parameters between days 4, 14, and 42 were observed.

Clovoxamine, which has reuptake inhibiting
effects for both norepinephrine and serotonin, has
so far only been employed in two studies. In healthy
subjects, acute administration of 150 rather than
50mg reduced the amount of REM sleep and the
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amount of REM episodes [70]. Indeed, four of the
twelve subjects had no REM sleep at all. In addition,
150mg reduced slow-wave sleep and total sleep time,
while the number of awakenings in sleep stage 1 was
increased. The only long-term study was conducted in
a small group of five patients with depression and
insomnia where 240mg of clovoxamine was applied
for 90 days [71]. After four weeks, clovoxamine
increased REM latency and total sleep time, while
after 90 days REM latency was still increased, as

was slow-wave sleep. The amount of REM sleep was
not affected by clovoxamine either after 4 or after
13 weeks [71].

Nefazodone operates by blocking postsynaptic
serotonin type 2A receptors and, to a lesser extent,
by inhibiting presynaptic serotonin and norepine-
phrine reuptake. In the short run, it has been shown
to increase REM sleep in health y subjects [72 – 74 ].
Long-term administration in depressed patients showed
no effect on REM sleep parameters in three out of

Table 17.4 Long-term effects of selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (NRI) antidepressants on sleep EEG

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Reboxetine

Ferini-Strambi et al. 2004 [55] 12 dysthymia 120 d #REM% "REML

SB PC 4mg #NoW
Across days 3, 7, and 120 d:

"REM% SE SWS%

#SOL WASOm S1%

Bupropion

Evans et al. 2002 [56] 8MD �49 d ¼ REMm% REML REMD

OL �170mg

Nofzinger et al. 1995 [44] 7MD �115 d #REML "REMm%

OL �429mg

Bupropion SR

Ott et al. 2004 [59] 20MD �56 d "REML REMD¼ REMm% REM act
NoREM

OL �290mg "NoW
Nofzinger et al. 2000 [57] 5MD & PLMD �70 d ¼ REMm REM

OL �400mg #PLMI

Nofzinger et al. 2001 [58] 9MD �77 d ¼ REMm% REML REMD

OL �400mg "SOL
Viloxazine

Guilleminault et al. 1986 [63] 22 narcolepsy 49 d vs. single-blind placebo baseline:

SB PC �50mg ¼ REM% REML

MSLT: #REMm

Note: aCompared to drug-free baseline unless otherwise specified.
For abbreviations see Table 17.1.
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Table 17.5 Long-term effects of other antidepressants on sleep EEG

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Trazodone

Parrino et al. 1994 [69] 6 dysthymia 42 d ¼ REML REMm%

SB PC 150mg #S2m% "SWSm%

Across days 4, 14, and 42:
no changes

Clovoxamine

Minot et al. 1985 [71] 5MD 90 d "REML¼ REMm

OL 240mg "SWSm

Nefazodone

Armitage et al. 1994 [75] 10MD �42 d ¼ REMm% REML REMD

OL �520mg #S1m% Wm% "S2m%

Scharf et al. 1999 [76] 16MD 42 d ¼ REM% REML

SB PC �340mg #S1%
Hicks et al. 2002 [46] 14MD 56 d ¼ REM% REML

DB AC PG 200mg Across days 3, 10, and 56:
"WASOm

Rush et al. 1998 [41] 59MD 56 d #REML "REM%

DB AC PG �420mg #NoW SWS% "SE S2%

Across week 2, 4, and 8: "SE
Gillin et al. 2001 [78] 12 PTSD 84 d ¼ REM% REML REMD

OL �440mg Across weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12:
no changes

Neylan et al. 2003 [77] 10 PTSD 84 d ¼ REMm% REML REM act REMD

OL �570mg "TST SE S2m

Shen et al. 2005 [79] 9 SAD 56 d ¼ REM% REML

OL �400mg #SOL S1% "SE
Across weeks 4 and 8: #SOL "SE

Mirtazapine

Shen et al. 2006 [84] 16MD 58 d ¼ REM% #No REM "REML

OL 30mg "S3%
Across days 2, 9, 16, 30, and 58:
no changes

Winokur et al. 2003 [39] 9MD 56 d ¼ REMm REML

DB AC �45mg "SE TST #SOL WASOm

Across days 7, 14, and 56: "TST
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four studies over six to eight weeks [41, 46, 75, 76].
Only one study [41] found REM disinhibiting effects
with a reduced REM latency and increased REM sleep
after eight weeks. Most studies also reported some
improvement of sleep such as a decrease in sleep stage 1
[75, 76], wake [41, 75], or an increased sleep effi-
ciency [41] (Table 17.5). Two studies assessed sleep
at multiple time points within the same study. In
neither study [41, 46] did REM sleep parameters
change over time. In one study, sleep efficiency
improved over time [41], while in another study [46]
wake after sleep onset decreased acutely but increased
again to baseline values over time. In addition, in two
studies nefazodone was given to patients with post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [77, 78]; after 12
weeks, both found no effect on REM sleep parameters,
while in one [77] of the two studies, total sleep times,
sleep efficiency and sleep stage 2 were increased.
Finally, a six-week treatment of patients with seasonal
affective disorder (SAD) had no effect on REM sleep
either; however, the beneficial effects with a decrease in
sleep onset latency and an increase in sleep efficiency
accumulated over time [79]. In summary, nefazodone
has no short- or long-term effects on REM sleep but
improves various NREM sleep parameters, and there is
some indication that this sleep improvement increases
over time.

Mirtazapine is a noradrenergic and specific sero-
tonergic antagonist (NaSSA). It has no clear effect on
REM sleep, but promotes slow-wave sleep and sleep
continui ty in the short run [ 80 – 83]. Mirtazap ine has
been employed in three studies with depressed
patients for six to eight weeks (Table 17.5) [39, 84,

85]. In all three studies mirtazapine had no effect
on the amount of REM sleep, while at dosages
between 30 and 45mg, REM latency was decreased
in one study [84], increased in another [85], and
unchanged in the third study [39]. Mirtazapine
promoted sleep by increasing sleep efficiency [39, 85]
or slow-wave sleep [84] (Table 17.5). With the excep-
tion of one study in which the increase in total sleep
time appeared only after six weeks [85], no systematic
changes of sleep parameters over time were reported
[39, 84].

Finally, one of the most recent antidepressants is
agomelatine, a melatonin agonist that has also 5-HT2c

antagonist properties. The acute intake of both 5mg
and 100mg leads to an increase in the percentage
of REM sleep in young healthy subjects while REM
latency and other sleep parameters were unaffected
[86]. On the other hand, 15-day treatment with 50mg
of agomelatine in healthy elderly subjects did not
affect sleep parameters [87]. Long-term experience is
derived from the study of Quera Salva and coworkers
who treated 15 patients with depression with 25mg of
agomelatine for six weeks [88]. Agomelatine had no
effect on any REM parameter, but, interestingly, the
sleep-promoting effects with increased sleep efficiency
and slow-wave sleep as well as decreased wake after
sleep onset became only apparent after six weeks
rather than after one or two weeks.

In summary, also for diverse newer antidepres-
sants the long-term effects on sleep mostly mirror
the respective short-term effects. None of the five
antidepressants reviewed here had a systematic effect
on REM sleep either in the short or the long run.

Table 17.5 (cont.)

Drug, reference
No. patients, condition,
study design

Study duration,
drug dosage Findingsa

Schittecatte et al. 2002 [85] 17MD �42 d "REML¼ REMm

OL �45mg "TST SE #W%

Agomelatine

Quera Salva et al. 2007 [88] 15MD �42 d ¼ REM% REML REMD

OL 25mg #WASO "SE SWS%m

across days 7, 14, and 42:
#WASO "SE SWS%m

Note: aCompared to drug-free baseline unless otherwise specified.
For abbreviations see Table 17.1.
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For NREM parameters and especially sleep-promoting
characteristics there is some indication that these
start to emerge over longer time spans. This seems to
be the case for nefazodone and mirtrazapine and
possibly also for agomelatine. Whether this is a
primary drug effect or secondary to the improvement
of the mood disorder is unclear.

Summary, discussion, and conclusions
Reviewing the literature regarding the long-term
effects of antidepressants on sleep, the first finding
must be that of a general paucity of studies in this
area. For the majority of antidepressants, no long-
term studies were available. For several others such
as imipramine, clomipramine, tranylcypromine,
moclobemide, citalopram, sertraline, fluvoxamine,
reboxetine, viloxazine, trazodone, clovoxamine, and
agomelatine, only one or two studies at most could be
located. Three or more studies were available for the
TCAs nortriptyline, amitriptyline, and protriptyline,
the MAOI phenelzine, the SSRIs fluoxetine and
paroxetine, the NRI bupropion and for mirtazapine
and nefazodone (see Table 17.6). Even for these
substances, most of the long-term studies were con-
ducted for only six to twelve weeks. Studies over
longer periods of time (months, years) were only
sporadically reported for nortriptyline, protriptyline,
phenelzine, and fluoxetine.

Summarizing the evidence for the different drugs
there is a distinction between the effects on REM sleep
parameters and those on NREM parameters. For
REM sleep, it is clear that those antidepressants that
affect REM sleep acutely still exert systematic effects
on sleep after six or more weeks. This is based on the
repeated and converging evidence that after this time
span there is still a significant difference in REM sleep
patterns compared to a drug-free baseline in the
depressed state. Furthermore, across the different
drugs the presence and direction of the effect are
congruent between short- and long-term administra-
tions. Also, the magnitude of the specific long-term
effects on sleep appears to roughly match that of the
short-term effects. So far, the overall picture has been
one where the acute and short-term effects are
mirrored by the long-term effects: antidepressants
suppressing REM sleep such as TCAs, MAOIs, or
SSRIs, in the short run will also suppress REM sleep
in the long-term studies. Antidepressants such as
NRIs, NaSSAs, or nefazodone that do not affect

REM sleep in a systematic manner in the short run,
also fail to do so in long-term administration.
Across antidepressant drug classes, differences are
also preserved in the long run. For example, REM-
suppressing effects are largest withMAOIs, substantial
with TCAs, and noticeable but moderate with SSRIs.
These differences in the level of REM sleep suppression
are also evident in the long-term studies. There
were only a small number of studies that compared
sleep at several time points and therefore allowed for
a within-study comparison of the effects on sleep.
The limited evidence nevertheless suggests that for
TCAs and MAOIs there is no systematic change in
the effect on REM sleep. For SSRIs, REM-suppressing
effects are still observable in the long run; however,
there appears to be some mild attenuation of the effect
over longer – weeks to months – periods of time.

The long-term effects of antidepressants on
NREM sleep are harder to summarize although we
have tried to do so in Table 17.6. For one thing, even
the acute effects on NREM sleep are not entirely
consistent across studies. While a general sleep-
disturbing or sleep-promoting effect is more consist-
ently documented, this may manifest itself as an
increase in the number of awakenings in one study,
an increase in sleep stage 1 in another, and longer
wake after sleep onset in a third study. One of the
more consistent effects is an increase of sleep stage 2
in the case of TCAs and MAOIs, which seems to go
hand in hand with the REM-suppressing effects.
Nevertheless, while it seems that sleep-disturbing
effects are rather stable over time, sleep-promoting
effects appear to increase over extended periods of
time (Table 17.6). Again, only a few studies measured
sleep at multiple time points.

It has to be remembered, however, that especially
in the long-term studies, only patients with full or
partial remission have been included. Therefore, the
generalizability of these findings might be limited.
Especially in the light of the sleep promoting effects
on NREM sleep, it must be questioned whether these
effects reflect a primary or secondary effect of the
antidepressant. In particular, the question is whether
these long-term effects on sleep reflect (i) a continued
pharmacological effect, (ii) a secondary effect based
on the resolution of the mood disorder, and/or (iii) a
normalization of the sleep pattern [89], potentially
independent of the changes in mood.

ForREMsleep, several arguments distinctly favor the
assumption of a continued pharmacological effect: for
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one thing, even after prolonged use a massive rebound
of REM sleep can be observed. In addition, REM
sleep with TCAs, MAOIs, and partly SSRIs is sup-
pressed to a level that is definitely below most

age-related normative values, which argues against a
mere normalization of REM sleep patterns. Further-
more, studies comparing changes in sleep patterns
during non-pharmacological therapy, placebo, or in

Table 17.6 Summary of effects of antidepressants on sleep (for drugs with three or more studies)

Drug Acute effects 6–12 weeks 3–6 months >6 months

TCA

Nortriptyline REM## REM## REM##
NREM" NREM" NREM"–

Amitriptyline REM## REM##
NREM" NREM"

Protriptyline REM# REM# REM# REM#
NREM¼ NREM¼ NREM¼ NREM¼

All studies conducted in patients with COPD or SRBD

MAOI

Phenelzine REM### REM### REM### REM###
NREM" NREM" NREM" NREM"

SSRI

Fluoxetine REM# REM# REM# REM#
NREM– NREM– NREM– NREM–

Across weeks and months dimishing effects on REM sleep

Paroxetine REM# REM#¼
NREM – NREM –

Across weeks diminishing effects on REM sleep

NRI

Bupropion/SR REM¼ REM¼
NREM¼ NREM¼

Other

Nefazodone REM" REM¼
NREMþ NREMþ

Across weeks improved NREM sleep

Mirtazapine REM¼ REM¼
NREMþ NREMþ

Across weeks improved NREM sleep

Notes: #decreased; " increased; þ improved; – impaired.
COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; SRBD: sleep-related breathing disorders; REM: rapid eye movement sleep; NREM: non-rapid eye
movement sleep; TCA: tricyclic antidepressant; MAOI: monoamine oxidase inhibitor; SSRI: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor;
NRI: norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor.
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drug-free remission revealed onlyminor or no changes
in REM sleep parameters [13 , 90 –92 ]. Indee d, it has
been discussed whether certain abnormalities such as
reduced REM latency or decreased SWS are trait-like
features in depression [89, 91, 93]. Kupfer and Ehlers
[94], for example, distinguished between trait-like
sleep abnormalities including decreased SWS and a
decreased delta sleep ratio and state-dependent
characteristic features such as REM density and sleep
efficiency. In thismodel, reduced REM latencywas both
a state and a trait marker for depression. Regarding
changes in NREM sleep parameters some arguments
can also be found for continuing drug effects. For one
thing, changes inNREM sleep have been reported in the
direction of both improvement and impairment of
sleep quality, arguing against a uniform secondary
effect on sleep. On the other hand, the delayed onset
of sleep-promoting effects when using some of the
antidepressants may parallel that of the clinical
improvement. However, as with REM sleep, either no
changes [13, 90] or deteriorations in sleep [91, 92] have
been reported in other long-term observations.

The sleep abnormalities in depression encompass
three general clusters: sleep continuity disturbances,
slow-wave sleep deficits, and REM sleep abnormalities
[95]. Although many antidepressants have systematic
effects on sleep EEG, across the different substances
there is no common cluster of effects. Some, but by
no means all, antidepressants suppress REM sleep,
some may improve sleep continuity measures and
for some the exact opposite, i.e., a sleep-disturbing
effect, has been reported. Therefore, although the
effects of antidepressants on sleep are rapid, substan-
tial, and long lasting they seem to be neither necessary
nor sufficient [3] for the clinical improvement of the
mood disturbances. Nevertheless, as we have reviewed
here, sleep changes associated with antidepressants
are robust and appear to be intrinsically intertwined
with the pharmacological effect.
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Chapter

18 Antidepressant-induced alteration
of sleep EEG
Luc Staner, Corinne Staner, and Remy Luthringer

Introduction
A large empirical data base supports the position that
sleep dysregulation is closely linked to the underlying
pathophysiology of depressive disorders. Depressed
patients almost invariably complain about their sleep
and changes in sleep patterns are included in the
clinical diagnostic criteria for those illnesses. A close
relationship between the regulation of mood and the
regulation of sleep has been suggested by sleep depriv-
ation studies showing that the procedure improves
mood of depressed patients and can even trigger
manic episod es in bipolar disor der [1 – 3]. Over the
past 50 years, with the development of overnight labora-
tory sleep EEG studies, clinicians had available a power-
ful research tool that provides objective quantitative
information on the nature of sleep disturbances. These
studies brought evidence that the subjective sleep dis-
turbances of depressed patients were linked to robust
and relatively specific changes in sleep continuity and
architecture that may relate to the underlying neuro-
biology of depression [4]. Characteristic sleep EEG
changes reflect an increase of REM sleep propensity
and an imbalance between sleep-promoting mechan-
isms and wake-promoting mechanisms [5]. It must be
emphasized that nearly all antidepressants alter sleep
in the opposite direction to these depression-related
changes, even in non-depressed healthy subjects.
Furthermore, there is evidence that depressed patients
having those sleep changes are less likely to respond
to non-pharmacological treatment than to antidepres-
sant dru gs [6 –8 ]. If we assume a neu robiological
link between mood and sleep, the recent advances
in the field of functional neuroanatomy of sleep–
wake regu lation [ 9– 12] should open new wa ys in
our understanding of the interrelationship between
sleep and depression. Moreover, it could bring new

interpretation on the sleep effects of antidepressant
drugs and how they relate to drug activity. Accordingly,
the purpose of this chapter is to review studies investi-
gating the effects of antidepressants on human sleep
EEG and to discuss the possible pharmacological mech-
anisms involved in regard to proposed models of sleep
dysregulation in depressive illness. Relevant effects
of antidepressant drugs on the animal sleep EEG will
be discussed but are not systematically reviewed here.

Sleep EEG in major depression
Sleep research over the past decades has primarily
focused on major affective disorders such as depres-
sive disorder or bipolar disorder, and minor affective
conditions such as dysthymia or cyclothymia have
been neglected in the research literature. Major affect-
ive disorders are recurrent illnesses characterized
by episodes of major depression – and in cases of
bipolar disorder, mania – that recur and remit repeat-
edly during the course of a patient’s life. DSM-IV [13]
diagnosis of a major depressive episode relies on
the presence for a same two-week period of a series
of at least five symptoms, one of them being either
depressed mood or loss of interest or pleasure. Other
symptoms include appetite disturbances (decrease or
increase), sleep disturbances (insomnia or hypersom-
nia), psychomotor disturbances (agitation or retard-
ation), decreased energy, feelings of worthlessness or
guilt, poor concentration, and suicidal thoughts. It is
worth noting that most of the sleep EEG studies were
performed on patients with major depression, and
for the last decade, on patients with moderate forms
of depression. Ethical and safety issues in studying
patients with greater symptoms severity, especially
when patients are unmedicated, could explain the
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paucity of sleep EEG studies in more severely ill
depressed patients [14].

Sleep EEG alterations in major depression
Characteristic sleep EEG disturbances associated with
major depression have been consistently described in
over 1,300 published reports [15]. Disruption of sleep
continuity (lengthening of sleep latency and increased
wake after sleep onset resulting in a decreased time
spent asleep), deficit of slow-wave sleep (SWS), espe-
cially during the first sleep cycle, and dysregulation
of REM sleep are the hallmarks of sleep EEG distur-
bances in major depression. Rapid eye movement sleep
dysregulation, also known as an “increased REM sleep
pressure” or as “REM sleep disinhibition” is character-
ized by a greater amount of REM sleep mostly in the
beginning of the night (also reflected by a shortened
REM onset latency) and an increase in actual number
of rapid eye movements during this sleep stage
(REM activity) or per minute of REM sleep (REM
densit y) [ 16 – 17].

Rapid eye movement sleep abnormalities were
first considered as pathognomonic of major depres-
sion [18 ] but many studies in the 1980s seri ously
questioned the specificity of this sleep EEG profile
to depression. However, Benca et al. [19] who meta-
analyzed sleep EEG studies performed in different
groups of mental disorders mentioned that the most
widespread and most severe disturbances are found in
patients with depressive disorders. It has to be stressed
that, beyond depression, evidence of REM sleep dis-
inhibition conditions is more reliably reported in
conditi ons comorb id with depres sion [ 20– 21 ] or in
antidepressant-responsive disorders such as obsessive–
compulsive disorder [22], panic disorder [23], gener-
alized anxiety disorder [24], or borderline personality
disorder [25]. Accordingly, the lack of specificity of the
REM sleep disinhibition profile to depression may
relate to the fact that it could be linked to a biological
endophenotype reflecting antidepressant-responsive
conditions.

Studies using very large samples of depressed
patients and multivariate statistics could investigate
whether a particular sleep EEG profile could be spe-
cific to a subtype of depression (melancholic, psycho-
tic, and bipolar), controlling for the effects of
confounding factors such as age, gender, depressive
symptom severity, or episode length [14]. The aim of
these studies was to extract from the large sample

smaller groups of patients with a subtype and to
match them for age and gender to patients without
the subtype and between-group differences were fur-
ther controlled for the effects of symptom severity and
of other depressive subtypes. Results show that for
most of the sleep EEG parameters the most important
influences are those of age (all parameters) and of
depression severity (duration of wake after sleep onset,
of stage 2 and of REM sleep). After controlling for
these effects, the melancholic/non-melancholic [26]
and the bipolar/unipolar [27] distinctions could not
be differentiated, whereas patients with the psychotic
subtype had a shortest REM latency [28].

Depression and sleep–wake regulation
mechanisms
Extensive description of the functional neuroanatomy
of sleep and of its regulation mechanism has been
recent ly reviewed elsewher e [ 9– 11 ]. Briefly , the pro-
pensity to sleep or be awake at any given time is a
consequence of a sleep need and its interaction with a
wake-promoting system that includes the circadian
clock located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus and
different structures with widespread cortical projec-
tions located in the brainstem, the hypothalamus, and
the basal forebrain. This wake-promoting system
opposes the sleep need that progressively increases
from morning awakening, ensuring an even degree
of alertness throughout the day. At sleep onset, an
imbalance between the two opposing influences favors
sleep-promoting signals, and the sleep need and
its electrophysiological signature, slow-wave activity
(SWA), is at its higher level. Electrophysiological
recordings have identified GABAergic SWS-active
neurons in the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus located
in the hypothalamus and lesions of this area produce
insomnia in animals and humans. Rapid eye move-
ment sleep results from bidirectional inhibitory influ-
ences between “REM-on” cholinergic neurons located
in tegmentum nuclei and “REM-off ” serotonergic
(5-HT) and noradrenergic (NA) neurons respectively
located in the dorsal raphe nuclei and the locus coer-
uleus. Transition from NREM to REM occurs when
activity in the aminergic REM-off neurons ceases.
We have recently suggested that a dysfunction of
the interacting neuronal systems implicated in sleep–
wake regulation (wake-promoting system, NREM-
promoting system, andREM-promoting system) could
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be implicated in the mechanisms of depressive-related
sleep dysregulation [5].

Increased activity of wake-promoting mechanisms
(or hyperarousal) in major depression is suggested
by neuroimaging sleep studies showing a higher
NREM whole brain glucose metabolism [29] and a
smaller NREM cortical and thalamic deactivation
[30 – 31] in majo r depress ion. Other evid ence incl udes
indices of sustained stress-induced arousal responses
that implicate the corticotropin-releasing hormone
(CRH) systems [32–33], the lo cus coer ul eus [34–36],
and the autonomic nervous system [37–39]. Another
argument for the hyperarousal theory of depression
lies on the demonstration that HPA hyperactivity is
related to sleep continuity disturbances, SWS deficit,
and shortened REM latency, particularly in the most
severe subty pes of depressio n [ 40– 42 ]. Rapid eye
movement sleep could be indirectly influenced by
CRH through its inhibitory effects on dorsal raphe
5-HT neuron s [ 43– 44 ] and, more specifically , by
the corticosteroid-induced repression of the 5-HT1a

receptor gene [45 – 46 ]. Indeed, CNS acting dru gs
facilitating serotonin transmission at the level of the
5-HT1a postsynaptic receptors have consistently been
shown to dec rease REM sleep prop ensity [47 – 48 ].

A deficient NREM promoting system may also
underlie sleep disturbances in depressive disorder.
This hypothesis, also known as “process S deficiency
theory” [49] posits that the characteristic sleep dis-
turbances of major depressive patients reflect a failure
to accumulate sleep pressure during the daytime
that results in a reduced amount of SWS/SWA in
NREM sleep leading to sleep initiation and sleep
maintenance difficulties and the early emergence of
REM sleep. Studies investigating the first NREM
period bring support to the theory by demonstrating
lower SWA or decreased delta incidence in depressed
patients [ 50– 57 ]. Adenosine has been implicate d in
NREM sleep propensity because it both inhibits wake-
promoting structures and activates sleep-promoting
structures while its concentration increases with
extended wakefulness and normalizes slowly during
sleep [ 58– 59 ]. There is little evid ence for a deficit
in adenosinergic transmission in depressive illness
[60, 61], but there are some indications that adeno-
sine could be imp licated in mood regulat ion [ 62– 66 ]
and it has been suggested that the antidepressant
effects of sleep deprivation or of electroconvulsive ther-
apy could be mediated through an increase in adenosi-
nergic transmission [67]. Brain-derived neurotrophic

factor (BDNF), that has been found reduced in
depression [68, 69], could also be a good candidate
as a recent study suggested a causal link between
the cortical expression of BDNF during wakefulness
and the level of SWA during the subsequent sleep
period [70].

Rapid eye movement sleep disinhibition observed
in major depression may directly relate to the mono-
amine hypothesis of depression that postulates a defi-
ciency of NA and 5-HT neurotransmission because
there is strong evidence that REM sleep generating
neurons are under the opposite influence of inhibi-
tory NA and 5-HT input and of excitatory cholinergic
input [11, 71]. It has also been shown that, compared
to healthy subjects, depressed patients display
stronger signs of REM sleep disinhibition, as well as
an increased rate of awakenings and arousals after
administration of cholinergic enhancing drugs [14].
A neuroimaging sleep study [72] showing increased
activation of REM-related structure in depressed
patients brings further support to a cholinergic–
aminergic imbalance in depression, a hypothesis
originally proposed by Janowsky et al. [73]. It has to
be stressed that hyperarousal, process S deficiency
and cholinergic–aminergic imbalance could account
for only a part of the picture and that they prob-
ably reflect different neurobiological mechanisms
operating at various degree in depressed patients.
In the next sections we will address how these differ-
ent theories fit with experimental data coming from
studies investigating the effects of antidepressant
drugs on sleep.

Effects of antidepressant drugs
on REM sleep
Changes in REM sleep variables are the best
documented effects of most antidepressants on sleep
EEG variables (Table 18.1). In the seminal paper of
Vogel et al. [74] who reviewed 251 studies (from 1962
to 1989) on the influence of a variety of drugs (inc-
luding antidepressants, antipsychotics, barbiturates,
benzodiazepines, lithium, opioids, amine precursors,
and ethanol) on REM sleep in animals, healthy con-
trols and depressed patients, the authors concluded
that all drugs producing large and sustained decrease
of REM sleep time followed, on withdrawal, by
a REM rebound, have demonstrated a significant
clinical efficacy in treating endogenous depression.
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Table 18.1 Overview of the antidepressant-induced sleep EEG alterations

EEG sleep effects

Drug Continuity SWS REM

TCAs

Amitriptyline "" " ###
Imipramine $ $ ###
Trimipramine """ $ $
Doxepin """ "" ##
Clomipramine "/$ " ###
Nortriptyline $ " ###
Desipramine "/$ $ ##
MAOIs

Phenelzine # $ ###
Tranylcypromine # $ ###
Moclobemide $ $ #
SSRIs

Fluvoxamine # $ ##
Fluoxetine # $ ##
Paroxetine # $ ##
Citalopram # $ ##
Sertraline $ $ ##
SNRIs

Viloxazine # $/# ##
Reboxetine # $ ##
Dual NA/5-HT

Venlafaxine # $ ###
Duloxetine # $ ###
Milnacipran " $ ##
Dual NA/DA

Nomifensine # $ $/#
Bupropion $ $ "/$
Others

Trazodone """ """ $/#
Nefazodone " " "/$
Mianserin "" " #
Mirtazapine """ """ $/#
Agomelatine "" "" $
Tianeptine $ $ $

Notes: " ¼ increased; # ¼ decreased; $ ¼ no change.
REM ¼ rapid eye movement; SWS ¼ slow-wave sleep.
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Conversely, reserpine, an old antihypertensive
agent that also leads to high rates of depression,
causes dramatic increase in REM sleep and reduces
REM latency [75]. In the same way, evidence of
REM sleep disinhibition is observed after admin-
istration of a tryptophan-free amino acid drink, a
procedure known to lower brain 5-HT level and to
induce transient depressive relapse in remitted
depressive patien ts [76 – 79 ]. A health y volunt eer
study indicates that both tryptophan depletion and
the SSRI fluvoxamine alter REM sleep but in
an opposite fashion: tryptophan depletion disin-
hibits REM sleep whereas fluvoxamine inhibits REM
sleep [5].

Classical antidepressants: tricyclic
antidepressants and monoamine
oxidase inhibitors
Most tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) block both 5-HT
and NA reuptake to some extent. Exceptions are
trimipramine and iprindole [80, 81]. Some of the
TCAs have much more potency for inhibition of
the 5-HT reuptake pump (such as clomipramine),
others are more selective for NE over 5-HT (such as
desipramine and nortriptyline). Tricyclic antidepres-
sants almost invariably decrease REM sleep and increase
REM latency in healthy subjects, the sole exception
being trimipramine [82]. This effect occurs from
the first night, appears to persist during continued
administration, though some tolerance phenomenon
may occur, and is followed by REM rebound on
withdrawal [83 – 85 ]. The RE M sup pressan t effects
of TCA are somewhat less pronounced in depressed
patients. Although drugs such as clomipramine,
amitriptyline, imipramine, and nortriptyline have
clear REM suppre ssant effects [ 86– 88 ], whi ch
have even been shown, for clomipramine, to persist
after withdraw al [ 89 – 91] or, fo r imi pramine and
nortriptyline, to persist after long-term drug admin-
istration (up to two years) [92, 93] no such proper-
ties were observed for trimipram ine [ 94– 96 ] or
iprindol e [97 ]. Doxepin [ 98– 100 ] and de sipramine
[101, 102] have also demonstrated milder REM
suppressing effects.

Monoamine oxidases exist in two subtypes, A and
B. Both forms are inhibited by the original irrevers-
ible monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) such
as phenelzine, isocarboxasid, and tranylcypromine.

Monoamine oxidase-A preferentially metabolizes
NA and 5-HT and is inhibited by moclobemide,
befloxatone, and clorgyline while both MAO-A and
MAO-B metabolize dopamine (DA). Monoamine
oxidase inhibitors are capable of virtually abolishing
REM sleep in animals and human s [ 103 – 105 ]. As for
TCAs, the initial large REM suppression persists for
weeks and is followed by a rebound after withdrawal.
This EEG sleep profile has been demonstrated in
depressed patients for the non-selective phenelzine
[106 – 109 ] and tranylcyp romin e [ 110 ] as well as for
the type A MAOI clorgyline [105] and seems to be
somewhat less marked with the reversible type A
MAOI moc lobemide [111 – 113 ] and tolox atone
[114]. Interestingly, the REM-suppressant effects of
phenelzine are reversed after the administration of a
tryptophan-free amino acid drink [115].

Selective monoamine reuptake inhibitors
Healthy volunteer studies have clearly demonstrated
that selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)
such as zimelidine, paroxetine, fluoxetine, fluvoxa-
mine, and citalopram increase REM latency and
decr ease RE M sleep [ 116 – 11 9]. In m ajor depre ssi on,
REM-suppressant effects of a single or repeated
administration of zimelidine, citalopram, fluvoxa-
mine, fluoxetine, and paroxetine have been confirmed
[6 , 102 , 120 – 122 ]. A sus tain ed R EM slee p sup pre ssion
was found after 6 to 12 weeks of treatment with
fluoxetine, paroxetine, and sertraline but not following
12 w eeks of fluv oxamine admin istration [ 123 – 126 ].
Fluoxetine has been shown to increase REM density
in some studies, a finding that may relate to its
paradoxical enhancing effect on REM density in
depressive patients [ 127 – 129 ]. Studie s investigat ing
withdrawal effects of SSRIs demonstrated a REM
sleep rebound about one to two days after paroxetine
withdrawal [122], four to twelve days after fluoxetine
withdrawal [130], and six days after citalopram with-
drawal [121].

Selective noradrenalin reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)
induce similar REM sleep suppressant effects to
SSRIs. This indicates that inhibiting at least one
of the transporters of the two monoamines impli-
cated in REM sleep regulation is a sufficient condi-
tion to lower REM sleep propensity. Accordingly,
in healthy subjects, oxaprotiline, maprotiline, and
viloxazine decreased REM sleep time and prolonged
REM sleep latency [116, 131, 132]. The same picture
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was observed in major depressed patients with
oxaprotiline and reboxetine [132, 133].

Selective multiple reuptake inhibitors
Selective multiple reuptake inhibitors combine two
or more reuptake blocking properties. Sleep effects
of selective triple monoamine reuptake inhibitors
that are currently being developed for depression
have, to our knowledge, not been published yet. Dual
NA/5-HT reuptake blockers such as venlafaxine,
milnacipran, and duloxetine have all shown potent
REM sleep suppression effects both in healthy sub-
jects [134, 135] and in major depressed patients
[ 136 –138 ]. The two dual N A/DA reupta ke blocke rs
bupropion and nomifensine differ from dual NA/5-HT
reuptake blockers in terms of REM sleep effects. Bupro-
pion was first reported to shorten REM latency and to
increase REM sleep time in depressed patients [139].
Two subsequent studies in depressed patients did not
replicate the finding and show that bupropion does not
affect REM sleep [140, 141]. There is only one human
sleep EEG study with nomifensine, which shows that
the drug decreases REM sleep time in healthy subjects
[142]. However, animal studies indicate that the REM
sleep effect could be dose dependent, since lower doses
of nomifensine promote REM sleep [143] whereas
higher doses inhibit REM sleep [144].

Other antidepressant drugs
Trazodone and nefazodone share the ability to
antagonize 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors and to weakly
inhibit 5-HT uptake. Nefazodone is also a weak NA
reuptake inhibitor and trazodone antagonizes H1 hista-
minergic receptors as well. Furthermore, the two drugs
are thought to potentiate DA and NA transmission
through their 5-HT2A/C blocking properties [145].
Trazodone-induced alterations of REM sleep are
inconsistent. Some studies in healthy subjects and in
different clinical samples have shown evidence of
REM sleep suppression [146–151], others were negative
[15 2–15 5] and one study in depressive insomnia even
evidenced REM-promoting effects [156]. Nefazodone
was the first antidepressant drug reported to promote
REM sleep [157]. This finding was replicated in healthy
volunteers [150], inmajor depressive patients [158], and
in primary insomniacs [159], but in most studies no
effects of nefazodone on REM sleep could be evidenced
[12 5, 160–165].

Mianserin and mirtazapine are tetracyclic com-
pounds, devoided of monoamine reuptake abilities
but having antagonist properties at a variety of mono-
amine receptors, including 5-HT2A/C and 5-HT3

serotonergic receptors, a2 adrenergic receptors and
H1 histaminergic receptors. In addition, unlike mir-
tazapine, mianserin antagonises a1 adrenergic recep-
tors [166]. The two drugs are thought to combine
the 5-HT2A/C effects of nefazodone and trazodone
on NA, 5-HT, and DA transmission with the relief
of a2 presynaptic inhibitory influence on NA and
5-HT terminals [145]. Studies in healthy volunteers
[ 167 –169 ] and in majo r depressed patients [170 ]
demonstrated a weak REM suppressant potency for
mianserin, whereas reports on the effects of mirtaza-
pine were contradictory. In healthy volunteers mirta-
zapine did not influence REM sleep parameters
[171, 172] except for a prolongation of REM sleep
latency in one study [171]. In depressed patients no
REM sleep effect could be evidenced [173, 174] apart
from a prolongation of REM sleep latency in one
study [175] and an increase of REM sleep time in
another one [176].

Agomelatine is a novel antidepressant drug
that combines 5-HT2C antagonism properties with
agonist actions at melatonin receptors (MT1 and
MT2). In healthy volunteers, agomelatine has been
shown to increase REM sleep propensity, particularly
during the first REM episode [177] whereas a study
in major depressive disorder could not evidence any
REM sleep effect of the compound [178]. Tianeptine
is an antidepressant drug that enhances serotonin
uptake and does not affect REM sleep parameters
in healthy volunteers [179, 180] or in depressed
patients [181, 182].

Pathophysiological mechanisms
The vast majority of sleep EEG studies investigating
the effects of antidepressant drugs indicate that these
drugs inhibit REM sleep. This is hardly surprising
since, until recently, antidepressant drugs were
developed in the frame of the monoaminergic hypo-
thesis of depression, i.e., on the assumption that
antidepressants are acting on abnormal brain mono-
aminergic systems in order to normalize their func-
tion. Accordingly, currently marketed antidepressant
drugs are designed to facilitate at least one of the two
neurotransmission systems supposed to be implicated
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in major depression, i.e., 5-HT and NA. Since there is
mounting evidence to indicate that REM sleep gener-
ating neurons are under the influence of inhibitory
NA and 5-HT input [ 9– 11 , 71 ], it is no wonder that
drugs increasing 5-HT and NA transmission suppress
REM sleep. Lack of REM-suppressant effect could
indicate inefficient boost of 5-HT or NA transmission
at the level of REM sleep generating neurons. It may
relate to an insuffi cient in situ dru g co ncentration
or to an ineffective mechanism of action. The latter
suggestion probably accounts for the doubtful (or
the lack of ) REM sleep suppression observed with
trimipramine, iprindole, nefazodone, trazodone,
mianserin, mirtazapine, agomelatine, and tianeptine.
Alternatively, the 5-HT/NA mediated REM suppres-
sion is confounded by opposite drug effects on the
REM sleep-regulating system. For instance, some
recent evidence suggests that the DA system is impli-
cated in REM sleep generat ion [ 183 – 185 ]. In this
context, the atypical REM sleep effect of NA/5-HT
reuptake blockers (bupropion and nomifensine)
could result from a balance between DA-promoting
influence and NA-inhibiting influence.

Effects of antidepressant drugs
on NREM sleep
Since both hyperarousal and process S deficiency
could account for the sleep continuity disturbances
encountered in major depression, antidepressant
drugs should reduce nocturnal wakefulness and
increase duration of total sleep time. As antidepres-
sants shorten REM sleep time, their effects on sleep
continuity are generally linked to the way they affect
NREM sleep (Table 18.1). Qualitative NREM sleep
differences must to be taken into account, i.e., whether
the drug enhances stage 1 or stage 2 sleep or deeper
sleep stages (SWS, comprising stages 3 and 4). Besides
enhancing sleep depth, increasing SWA during the
first NREM period could be of particular therapeutic
importance; for instance, it has been shown that
the delta sleep ratio (i.e., the ratio of SWA in the
first NREM period to that in the second NREM
period) increased after antidepressant treatment
[126, 186]. Notwithstanding, the effects of antidepres-
sants on non-REM sleep variables are much less
consistent than their effects on REM sleep. Quantita-
tive EEG methods aimed at defining non-REM sleep

microarchitecture, such as period amplitude analysis
and power spectral analysis, could represent more
accurate tools to investigate the clinical significance
of drug-induced non-REM sleep alterations. Accord-
ingly, the few studies that used these techniques to
characterize an antidepressant molecule are system-
atically discussed in the following sections.

Classical antidepressants: tricyclic
antidepressants and monoamine
oxidase inhibitors
Tricyclic antidepressants have various antagonism
profiles at serotoninergic (5-HT2A/C), muscarinic
(M1,M3), histaminergic (H1), and adrenergic (a1)
receptors that explain their different effects on NREM
sleep propensity. Blockade of most of these recep-
tors has NREM sleep-promoting properties since
they control the post-synaptic effect of the major
wake-promoting neurotransmitter systems. Tricyclic
antidepressants, particularly tertiary amines such as
amitriptyline and trimipramine, have been shown to
increase sleep continuity in healthy volunteers with
[83] or without [96] concomitant increase in SWS.
In depressed patients, TCAs known as sedatives
(trimipramine, doxepin, amitriptyline) also increase
NREM sleep [95, 96, 99, 187] whereas imipramine
[95] and nortriptyline [93] do not influence sleep
continuity. Desipramine has been shown to disrupt
sleep in healthy subjects [135] but to improve sleep
continuity measures in depressed patients [102].
Regarding SWS, some TCAs have been reported to
increase it, others to decrease it or to leave it
unchanged either in healthy volunteers or in depressed
patients. For instance, amitriptyline increases SWS in
normal controls [83] but not in depressed subjects
[87]. In major depression, imipramine was shown to
decrease SWS [89, 95], whereas a SWS increase was
observed with doxepin [98].

Electroencephalogram spectral analyses of the
NREM sleep effects of TCAs indicate that acute
administration of amitriptyline, clomipramine, imi-
pramine, or nortriptyline increases SWA in the first
non-REM period, i.e., it increased the delta-sleep ratio
[90, 188, 189]. This redistribution of delta waves
in the first part of the night was observed without
an increase in the total amount of SWS throughout
the night. It remains essentially unchanged thereafter,
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even as long as three years into maintenance treat-
ment [189, 190].

Non-selective MAOIs, such as phenelzine and
tranylcypromine, tend to impair sleep continuity of
major depressed patients without producing consistent
changes in SWS [107, 108, 110]. Moclobemide was
shown to improve sleep continuity by decreas-
ing awakenings in one study [111] but these findings
were not replicated [113]. In the two studies, time spent
in SWS appears to be unchanged by the treatment.

Selective monoamine reuptake inhibitors
Selective monoamine reuptake inhibitors generally
exhibit alerting effects (i.e., tend to enhance vigi-
lance/arousal and therefore to disturb sleep initiation
and maintenance) on sleep continuity measures either
in healthy controls or in depressed subjects. In
healthy subjects, SSRIs like zimelidine, fluoxetine,
paroxetine, fluvoxamine, and citalopram reduce total
sleep time and sleep efficiency and increase wakeful-
ness [116 – 119 , 130 , 160 ]. Impair ment of sleep con-
tinuity has also been observed in depressed patients
during acute or chronic (up to six weeks) treatment
with zimelidine [120], fluvoxamine [102, 124], fluox-
etine [123, 129], and paroxetine [122, 125]. A different
sleep continuity profile for sertraline seems to emerge
from a twelve-week study in depression [126] since
only an effect on sleep initiation (i.e., a prolonged
sleep onset latency) could be evidenced, the drug
having no influence on sleep maintenance parameters
(sleep efficiency, total sleep time, and wake after sleep
onset). It has to be stressed that, as a general rule, the
alerting effects of SSRIs are somewhat more marked
after acute drug administration in healthy volunteer
studies than after prolonged drug administration in
depressed patients. For instance, the alerting effect of
citalopram observed in a three-day administration
study in healthy volunteer [119] was not evidenced
in a five-week study in major depressed patients
[121]. Another example is the prolonged (twelve
weeks) fluvoxamine administration study in major
depressed patients, which showed that sleep continuity
disturbances were worsened after acute and subchro-
nic (three weeks) administration but returned to their
pretreatment baseline level at week twelve [124]. These
results contrast with those obtained with prolonged
administration of fluoxetine in depressed patients
(ten weeks) or healthy subjects (three weeks) showing

a sustained sleep disruption effect of the drug on total
sleep time and sleep effi ciency [ 129 – 130 ].

No effects on SWS duration were evidenced for
SSRIs either in normal volu nteers [116 – 119 , 130 , 160 ]
or in depresse d patien ts [103 , 120 – 126 ], the sole
exception being a ten-week study with fluoxetine
where SWS was found decreased [129]. Four studies
investigated the effects of SSRIs on NREM quantita-
tive EEG and brought somewhat contradictory
results. In healthy controls, four weeks of paroxetine
administration did not alter any of the EEG spectral
power values, but significantly increased NREM
delta to theta and delta to beta power correlations
[191]. In another sample of healthy subjects [130],
the single administration of fluoxetine 60mg did not
affect spectral EEG measurement. However the
three-week administration of fluoxetine 40 mg
induced a general increase of power values for the
12–32 Hz spectrum range (that includes sigma and
beta bands) with a maximum of effect at the highest
frequency (32 Hz). Interestingly all-night NREM
SWA was only found slightly decreased but the
delta sleep ratio increased. Of particular note is
the persistent effect of fluoxetine on delta sleep ratio
that was uncorrelated to the plasma drug concen-
tration. Indeed the increase in delta ratio was pro-
longed up to the last sleep EEG recording after drug
discontinuation (i.e., twelve days post-drug) and
the authors suggest that delta sleep ratio could
reflect secondary drug-induced brain adaptative pro-
cesses [130]. Two spectral EEG studies were per-
formed in depressed patients. The first study
indicates that five weeks of citalopram treatment
significantly decreases NREM power in the 8–9 Hz
range (lower alpha waves) without changing the
power of the delta frequency range [192]. The other
study shows that a twelve-week administration of
sertraline increases the delta sleep ratio of major
depressed patients [126].

The effects of SNRIs on NREM sleep have been
less reported than those observed with SSRIs altho-
ugh they seem comparable. In healthy subjects,
maprotiline increased the duration of stage 2 sleep
[116] and viloxazine has been shown to decrease
both sleep continuity and SWS duration [131].
In major depressed patients, reboxetine increases
intermittent wakefulness and sleep stage 2 and
decreases sleep efficiency [133], and oxaprotiline
produced a non-significant deterioration in sleep
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continuity without altering SWS [132]. A spectral
EEG analysis of all-night NREM sleep did not reveal
any significant effect of reboxetine in major depres-
sed patients [133].

Selective multiple reuptake inhibitors
Discrepant sleep-promoting properties of NA/5-HT
reuptake blockers have been reported. Milnacipran
seems to have NREM-promoting properties. A four-
week treatment in depressed patients shortened sleep
onset latencies and increased total sleep time (through
an increase of stage 2 sleep) and sleep efficiency [137].
Short-term duloxetine effects on NREM sleep, i.e.,
roughly after a one-week administration, seem to be
dose related. In healthy volunteers, a 120mg/day
administration increases wake after sleep onset and
stage 2 sleep and decreases SWS and sleep efficiency,
whereas a 80mg/day dose increased sleep efficiency
[135]. In depressed patients administration of dulox-
etine 60mg/day increases stage 3 sleep and tends to
decrease the number of intrasleep awakenings [138].
Venlafaxine shows clear-cut alerting effects. In
healthy subjects, it increases wake time and sleep
stage 1 at the expense of stages 2 and 3 indicating
sleep lightening [134]. These results are in accordance
with a study in depressed patients showing that a five-
week treatment with venlafaxine increases wake after
sleep onset [136]. Although SWS duration was not sig-
nificantly affected, all-night NREM spectral EEG ana-
lyses indicate that the drug decreased lower-frequency
activities (delta to theta range) whereas fast beta
activities were increased, further suggesting that
venlafaxine lightens sleep intensity. As with other
antidepressants, venlafaxine was found to increase
the delta sleep ratio.

The only human sleep EEG study with nomifen-
sine indicates that the dual NA/DA reuptake blocker
increases wakefulness [142]. Bupropion does not
impair sleep continuity parameters in major depres-
sive patients but results on NREM sleep structure were
divergent. Slow-wave sleep was found increased at the
expense of stage 2 [140], unchanged [141], or decreased
[139]. On basis of the findings by Monti et al. [193],
who showed that a low dose of the D2 receptor agonist
apomorphine increased SWS in rats, while higher doses
produced the opposite effect, it was suggested [140] that
the different SWS responses to bupropion could relate
to the different dosage used in the three studies (mean

doses were 428mg/day [139], 352mg/day [141], and
290mg/day [140]).

Other antidepressant drugs
As for TCAs, drugs discussed in this section have
various antagonism profiles at serotoninergic
(5-HT2A/C), histaminergic (H1), and adrenergic (a1)
receptors that may explain their different effects on
NREM sleep propensity. The NREM sleep promoting
effect of trazodone, a 5-HT2A/C and H1 antagonist, is
well documented in healthy subjects [146, 150, 153]
and in various clinical samples including major
depressed patients [147, 148, 151, 152, 154, 156].
Slow-wave sleep is generally found increased [146,
151, 153, 155, 156] and/or wakefulness decreased
[146 , 150 , 154 –156 ]. Spectral EEG ana lyses of all-
night NREM sleep of depressed patients revealed
that a five-week treatment with trazodone decreases
EEG power in the 13 to 14 Hz (sigma) range without
changing the power of the delta frequency range
[149]. The NREM sleep-promoting effect of nefazo-
done, a 5-HT2A/C antagonist devoided of H1 antagon-
ist properties, is less well demonstrated. The three
healthy volunteer studies did not document any
effect of nefazodone on NREM sleep nor on sleep
continui ty param eters [ 150 , 160 – 161 ]. However, four
studies in depressed patients indicated that a six- to
eight-week administration of nefazodone improved
sleep continuity by decreasing sleep onset latency
[162, 165] and wakefulness [125, 158], and by increas-
ing total sleep time [125] and sleep efficiency [125,
158, 162, 165]. One of these four studies showed that
when administration of nefazodone is prolonged up
to twelve weeks, sleep continuity parameters return
to their baseline pretreatment level [125]. The two
twelve-week studies on the effects of nefazodone
400 to 600mg/day in post-traumatic stress disorder
brought conflicting results: one study did not evi-
dence any change in NREM sleep and sleep continuity
[163], the other showed increased total sleep time and
improved sleep efficiency [164]. The latter study
investigated NREM sleep microarchitecture by period
amplitude analyses and showed that nefazodone
increased delta sleep. Finally, an open pilot study in
primary insomniacs reported that a two-week admin-
istration of nefazodone (400 mg) increases sleep onset
latency and sleep stage 2 and decreases SWS [159].

Studies in healthy subjects [167–169] and depressed
patients [170] investigating the effects of mianserin,
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a 5-HT2A/C, H1, and a1 antagonist, on NREM sleep
indicate that the drug promotes stage 2 [167, 170] or
SWS [168] and increases total sleep time and sleep
efficiency [170]. A very consistent NREM sleep pro-
moting profile has been documented for mirtazapine,
a 5-HT2A/C andH1 antagonist devoided ofa1 antagonist
properties, either in healthy subjects [171, 172] or in
major depressed patients [173–176]. In all but one study
[173] the drug increases SWS and generally improves
sl ee p e ff ici enc y [ 172–17 4, 17 6] by decreasing wakeful-
ness [17 2–17 5] and/or by increasing total sleep time
[174, 176]. Two studies indicate that mirtazapine
shortens sleep onset latency [173, 176]. One study con-
firmed that mirtazapine increased sleep depth with
NREM spectral EEG analyses showing that a four-week
administration of 15 to 45mg/day of mirtazapine
increased EEG power in a large low-frequency range
(0.78–2.3 Hz and 3.9–10.9 Hz) that corresponds to
slow delta, theta, and alpha activities. Interestingly, the
study also demonstrated that the acute administration
of mirtazapine (15mg) did not influence sleep EEG
spectral parameters [174].

The acute administration of agomelatine (which
has 5-HT2C antagonism properties) in healthy vol-
unteers (5 or 100mg, five hours before bedtime) did
not affect NREM sleep nor NREM EEG power dens-
ities [177] but a repeated administration (25mg at
20:00 hours during five weeks) in major depressed
patients improved sleep efficiency, decreased wake
after sleep onset, and increased SWS. A spectral
analysis of delta power shows an increased of the
delta sleep ratio [178]. The latter finding indicates
that delta sleep ratio increase is not necessarily linked
to the REM suppressant effect of a drug that pro-
longed the duration of the first NREM period. Stud-
ies with tianeptine on healthy volunteers or on
depressed patients did not evidence any NREM sleep
effect [179– 182].

Pathophysiological mechanisms
In summary, the reports on the effects of antidepres-
sants on NREM sleep and sleep continuity are
inconsistent. Non-REM sleep promoting effects and
concomitant improvement of sleep maintenance
are observed for most TCAs and some non-TCA
antidepressants such as trazodone, nefazodone, mian-
serin, and mirtazapine, but on the contrary, MAOIs,
SSRIs, SNRIs, and double reuptake inhibitors are
rather sleep-disrupting drugs. These differences

probably relate to inhibition or stimulation of key
postsynaptic receptors of the monoaminergic wake-
promoting system, i.e., serotonergic 5-HT2A/C recep-
tors, histaminergic H1 receptors, and adrenergic a1
receptors. Indeed, monoaminergic transmission is
largely implicated in the wake-promoting system
and it has been shown that neuronal activities of
5-HT neurons in the dorsal raphe nuclei, NA neurons
in the locus coeruleus, and histaminergic neurons in
the posterior hypothalamus are inversely correlated to
the degree of EEG synchronization. High neuronal
activities are observed during wakefulness and a high
synchronized (fast) EEG activity, and the progressive
reduction of neuronal activities observed during
NREM sleep is related to the progressive dominance
of synchro nized (slow) EEG activitie s [ 9– 12 ].

Non-REM sleep promoting antidepressants
improve sleep maintenance rather than sleep initia-
tion, but studies were not statistically designed in
terms of sample size to demonstrate such an effect.
Therefore it is worth mentioning the improvement of
sleep onset latency observed in major depression
studies with doxepin [89], milnacipran [137], nefazo-
done [162, 165], and mirtazapine [171, 173]. Slow-
wave sleep promoting effects of antidepressant drugs
are largely attributable to blockade of the three
aminergic receptors. The roles of H1 and of a1 are,
however, less well established. Studies have shown
that decreasing histaminergic function through the
stimulation of H3 autoreceptor increases SWS [194],
an effect that seems mediated by H1 receptors
[195, 196]. In the same way, a1 antagonists have
shown SWS-promoting effects in the rat [197, 198].
In contrast, the role of 5-HT2 receptors is well
known since it was shown that ritanserin, a potent
5-HT2A/C antagonist, produces large dose-dependent
increases in SWS in health y co ntrols [ 199 –201 ] and
in depressed patients [202]. Although a series of
5-HT2A antagonists or inverse agonists are currently
being developed as hypnotic drugs for sleep main-
tenance difficulties [203], knockout studies in mice
suggest that both 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C are implicated
in SWS regulation [204]. Other arguments for
a role of 5-HT2C receptors come from sleep studies
with meta-chlorophenylpiperazine (mCPP) a 5-HT2C

agonist that dose-dependently lowers SWS in healthy
subjects [205], and with olanzapine, an antipsychotic
drug with mixed 5-HT2A/C antagonistic properties,
whose SWS promoting effect is linked to an allelic
variant of the 5-HT2C receptor gene [206]. More
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generally, receptor 5-HT2A/C gene polymorphisms
could account for SWS responses obtained with
drugs having 5-HT2A/C blocking properties, includ-
ing antidepressants. For instance, the SWS response
to mirtazapine has recently been shown to be
related to a 5-HT2A polymorphism [207].

Studies investiga ting sleep microa rchitec ture are
difficult to compare since different methodologies
were used to record and analyze the data. The
Pittsburgh group consistently reported that an
increased delta sleep ratio characterizes the effects of
antidepr essant drugs [90 , 188 –190 ]. These findings
were initially demonstrated in major depressed
patients with TCAs. They have now been replicated
in healthy subjects [130] and with non-TCA drugs
with various mechanisms of action such as fluoxetine
[130], sertraline [126], venlafaxine [136], and agome-
latine [178]. The results of Feige et al. [130], showing
that the increase of the delta sleep ratio is still present
twelve days after drug discontinuation, suggest that it
could reflect drug-induced brain plasticity mechan-
isms. Other quantitative sleep EEG studies reported
earlier did not directly address the issue of the delta-shift
hypothesis. One may summarize results obtained with
spectral analyses as follows: NREM sleep promoting
antidepressants such as mirtazapine and trazodone
tend to increase slow-frequency activities [174] or to
decrease fast-frequency activities [149] whereas, on
the contrary, antidepressant drugs disrupting NREM
such as fluoxetine, citalopram, or venlafaxine tend to
lower slow-frequency activities [136, 192] and/or to
increase fast-frequency activities [130, 136]. These
findings are physiological correlates of the sedative
versus alerting effects of these drugs.

Clinical significance
Clinical significance of antidepressant-induced altera-
tions of the sleep EEG are manifold. First, the know-
ledge of the sleep EEG profile of an antidepressant drug is
useful to the working out of major depression treatment
strategies. Drugs having an NREM sleep-promoting
profile tend to improve sleep continuity and are
more helpful in depression with insomnia symp-
toms; however, it has to be kept in mind that
studies investigating the effects of prolonged admin-
istration of antidepressant drugs in major depres-
sion showed that, at the end of the treatment (i.e.,
up to 12 weeks), NREM-promoting antidepressants
such as nefazodone have only modest effects on

sleep continuity parameters [125] whereas the alerting
effects of antidepressant drugs such as fluvoxamine
are found attenuated [124].

Second, the amount of REM sleep suppression
induced by an antidepressant drug could relate to its
ability to facilitate 5-HT or NA neurotransmission
and, eventually , to its clin ical efficacy. Lack of R EM
suppressant effect could indicate inefficient boost of
5-HT or NA transmission. Since antidepressant drugs
are supposed to act on abnormal brain 5-HT and/or
NA systems in order to normalize their function,
the amount of REM suppression induced by an anti-
depressant could more or less relate to its clinical
efficacy. This view is supported by a recent meta-
analytic study that compared effect sizes of published
and non-published clinical trials regarding the
12more recently launched antidepressant drugs. Results
indicate that the three drugs with weak (mirtazapine)
or no (bupropion and nefazodone) REM suppressant
effects are among the four drugs for which the effect
size has been mostly inflated by ignoring non-
published trials. When considering published and
non-published trials together, the effect sizes of
bupropion (0.17) and nefazodone (0.26) were among
the three lowest observed [208].

Third, sleep EEG alterations and particularly
evidence of REM sleep disinhibition could indicate
whether a depressed patient could respond to an
antidepressant drug. Since REM sleep-generating
neurons are under the inhibitory influence of NA
and 5-HT inputs [ 9– 11 , 71], one may reasonably spe-
culate that evidence of REM sleep disinhibition is a
biological endophenotype reflecting an antidepressant-
responsive condition. Accordingly several studies
found a predictive value of a shortened REM latency
or an increased REM density regarding response to an
antidepr essant treatment [209 –211 ] or no n-response
to a non-pharm aco logical treatm ent [ 6– 8, 212 , 213 ].
Studies investigating the acute effect of antidepressant
drugs on REM latency have less predictive value since
the magnitude of the overall effect of antidepressant
drug on this parameter overwhelms individual vari-
ability leading to a “ceiling” effect [140]. Delta sleep
ratio, as discussed below, or REM density could be
more relevant biomarkers of drug response, as shown
by a study describing predictive value of REM density
in patients taking either paroxetine or tianeptine [182].

Fourth, sleep EEG is a valuable tool to investigate
the mechanism of action of antidepressant drugs
and to further explore relationships between mood
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regulation and sleep regulation. At first glance, the
efficacy of antidepressant drugs seems to be unrelated
to their effects on sleep EEG. Studies showing that
imipramine and trimipramine [95] or fluoxetine and
nefazodone [158] have comparable efficacy despite
different sleep EEG profile in terms of REM suppres-
sion and NREM promotion apparently indicate that
multiple mechanisms are operating in the effects of
antidepressant drugs. As discussed above, there are
some arguments for the idea that drugs without clear-
cut REM suppressant effect are less effective anti-
depressants in patients having evidence of REM sleep
disinhibition, but this hypothesis has never been
tested. Another point is whether NREM-promoting
antidepressants are more effective in patients having
severe insomnia symptoms. There are some reports
that partially answer these issues. Studies with phenel-
zine, a drug that dramatically suppresses REM sleep,
show that SWA during sleep was not affected by the
drug [108]. This indicates that NREM sleep-regulating
mechanisms are not related to the antidepressant effi-
cacy of phenelzine. Another study showed that NREM
EEG sigma and alpha activities predict clinical
response to paroxetine and tianeptine in male but not
in female depressed subjects [182]. This suggests that
gender has to be taken into account when studying the
effects of antidepressant drugs on quantitative EEG.

Fifth, sleep EEG is a valuable tool for the deve-
lopment of new antidepressant drugs and many
pharmaceutical companies have been using it during
the last four decades [214]. Moreover, evidence that
REM sleep disinhibition is also observed in animal
models of depression has led some authors to suggest
that the REM disinhibition endophenotype could be a
useful biomarke r in transla tional medi cine [215 – 217 ].
Correlations between pharmacokinetic data and sleep
parameters as pharmacodynamic endpoints indicate
that the most reliable markers of fluoxetine activity
were REM latency and NREM EEG power densities in
the 12 to 24Hz frequency range (i.e., sigma and slow
beta activities) [130]. These results were obtained
after repeated administration and it is not clear if they
can be generalized to acute administration or to other
antidepressant drugs, particularly to those having an
NREM sleep-promoting profile. The present review
suggests that the delta sleep ratio could be a useful
marker of drug activity since it has been shown to
increase with various types of antidepressant drugs in
depressed patients as well as in healthy volunteers
[126, 130, 136, 178]. Further studies are needed in

order to delineate if delta sleep ratio is a class-specific
marker or not. Finally, it has to be emphasized
that, until now, marketed antidepressant drugs were
designed to facilitate monoaminergic transmission.
Whether the REM disinhibition phenotype remains
valid for the development of antidepressant drugs that
are not acting through the monoaminergic system is
still an unanswered query.

Conclusions
To sum up, the studies reviewed in the present chapter
could not provide clear evidence of a common and
unique pharmaco–sleep EEG profile of antidepressant
drugs that could account for their clinical efficacy
in the treatment of major depression. Rather, the
observed drug alteration in sleep EEG merely reflects
the particular psychopharmacological properties of
the molecule, i.e., its particular effects on serotonergic,
noradrenergic, dopaminergic, or cholinergic transmis-
sion. Whether this influence of antidepressant drugs
on sleep is related to clinical changes occurring in
depressive patients during treatment is still unclear.
The emergence of the concept of an antidepressant
responsive REM sleep disinhibition endophenotype is
discussed. More fundamental research on pharmaco–
sleep EEG in terms of physiological processes is needed
to interpret the relevance of antidepressant effects on
sleep in major depression.
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Chapter

19 Rapid eye movement sleep interruption
as a therapy for major depression
M. Y. Agargun

Changes in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and
dreaming are some of the most popular issues in major
depression. On the other hand, sleep deprivation studies
showed that REM sleep deprivation is effective, at least
partially, in treatment of mood disorders. Recent data
suggest that sleep manipulations regarding REM sleep
cause psychological/behavioral and neuroendocrine
changes in depressed patients. In this chapter, first, I
briefly present REM sleep abnormalities and dream
variables in depression. Second, I review the conseque-
nces of REM sleep and dream manipulations in normal
healthy subjects, in particular, in terms of diurnal
rhythms. Finally, I discuss REM sleep and dream inter-
ruption as a therapy modality in depressive disorders.

Rapid eye movement sleep
abnormalities and dream
variables in depression
The main characteristics of REM sleep in depression
are short sleep latency (<65minutes), an increase in
the number of eye movements per minute of sleep in
the first REM sleep period (increased REM density),
and a prolongation of the first REM episode [1].
These suggest a phase advance of the REM cycle in
depression [2]. Clearly, these REM sleep signs are
reported to correlate with the severity of the mood
disorder [3]. On the other hand, Giles et al. [4] have
reported concordance for shorter REM latency
among family members who share the diagnosis of
depression. This indicates a genetic propensity for
depression indicated by the presence of this sleep sign.

With regard to dreams, recall of dreams is also
typically reduced in depressed patients [5]. Reports of
no recall, or of only fragmentary thoughts, are more

common than are the more typical dream reports of
perceptual imagery with some narrative continuity.
Dream affect, too, is more often absent or blunted
and, when present, is predominantly negative in nature.

In major depression, frightening and recurrent
bad dreams are associated with suicidal behavior [6].
Previous studies suggested that dreams in which the
dreamer is deserted, frustrated, deprived, or injured
are characteristic of depression-prone people.
“Masochistic” dreaming had been reported to charac-
terize depressive patients before, during, and after
episodes as a stable psychological variable [7, 8]. Using
Beck’s scale for dream masochism, Cartwright [9]
examined whether masochistic dreaming was associ-
ated with the presence of major depression, whether
women have higher masochistic dream scores than
depressed men, and whether depressed women have
higher masochistic dream scores than depressed men.
This study found that masochistic dreaming was not
significantly associated with the presence of a major
depression. Women, whether depressed or not,
have higher masochistic dream scores than depressed
men, and depressed women have higher masochistic
dream scores than depressed men. In another study,
Cartwright and Wood [10] studied 25 women and
21 men undergoing divorce for three nights of sleep
laboratory monitoring on two occasions one year apart.
In this study, women also showed less improvement at
follow-up and had more need for emotional support.
These findings suggested that dream masochism might
be a continuing cognitive characteristic that contributes
to the vulnerability of women to major depression.
A recent study (Agargun and Cartwright, unpublished
data) investigated whether untreated depressed subjects
with melancholic features have higher dream maso-
chism scores than those without melancholic features,
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the dreams of a group of community volunteers under-
going divorce were recorded in the sleep laboratory.
Subjects with melancholic features had higher dream
masochism scores than those who did not meet
depression criteria. Melancholic depressed individuals
had higher dream masochism scores in the second half
than the first half, whereas non-melancholic depressed
individuals and non-depressed subjects did not differ
between the halves of the night.

Rapid eye movement sleep
and dreammanipulations
in normal healthy subjects
It is well known that long-lasting sleep interruptions
normally occur preferentially out of REM sleep
episodes. The proportion of episodes of wakeful-
ness following REM sleep that were long-lasting pro-
gressively increased over the course of the night,
because of the homeostatic drive for sleep [11–13].
Murphy et al. [14] have recently reported that REM
episodes from which spontaneous sleep terminated
were truncated relative to those that did not end the
sleep period. Another study [15] suggested that REM
density was higher in REM periods that ended in
wakefu lness than in those that did not. The authors
concluded that REM sleep mechanisms appear to be
the main force controlling sleep after a spontaneous
sleep interruption, presumably because during the
second half of the night, where more sleep interrup-
tions occur, the pressure for NREM sleep is reduced
and the circadian rhythm in REM sleep propensity
reaches its peak. On the other hand, REM latency in
sleep cycles that followed a period of sleep interruption
was short, regardless of whether the duration of the
interruption was short or long [16, 17]. Rapid eye
movement sleep state is neurophysiologically close to
wake. After spontaneous wakefulness, REM sleep
mechanisms appear to be the main forces controlling
sleep [15].

Greenberg et al. [18] examined the hypothesis that
a critical intervening process in adaptation to a stressful
situation is dreaming or the REM stage of sleep.
They studied a group of volunteer subjects who, after
adaptation to laboratory conditions, were shown a
stressful movie on two consecutive days. During the
night between these two viewings, some subjects were
REM deprived, some awakened an equivalent number
of times during NREM sleep, and some were allowed

to sleep undisturbed. They suggested that the subjects
who were REM deprived showed significantly less
habituation to the second viewing than the control
subjects. They also hypthesized that REM sleep serves
to integrate memories of similar experiences with the
current stress, allowing the use of the individual’s
characteristic defenses. In this study, REM-deprived
subjects showed a decreased ability to adapt to the
specific stress. Thus, REM sleep and dreaming play
an important role in adaptation to stressful events
and condition in healthy subjects. A disruption in
REM sleep may cause failure in psychological adapta-
tion. However, the mechanism is clearly different in
depressives than healthy subjects.

Rapid eye movement sleep and dream
interruption in depressive disorders
In depressed patients, increased REM density has
shown to be correlated with more intensely negative
cognitions and affects [19]. Although severely
depressed patients report that they have poorer dream
recall and blunted dream affect [5], less severely
depressed patients report higher rates of unpleasant
dreams than other psychiatric patients or normal
subjects [9]. Cartwright et al. [20] found that the
subjects reporting more negative dreams at the begin-
ning of the night were more likely to be in remission
one year later than those reporting more negative
dreams at the end of the night. In another study,
Agargun and Cartwright [21] found that when
end-of-night dream narratives were more negative in
affect type but low in narrative quality, the affect
appeared to be less integrated with older affective
memory material close to the morning awaking, indi-
cating a failure to regulate negative mood. It might be
that this pattern of affect processing is pathogenic.
Thus, Agargun and Cartwright note that early nega-
tive dreams reflect a within-sleep mood-regulation
process taking place while those that occur later may
indicate a failure in the completion of this process.
There is a strong relationship between clinical
features of depression and REM sleep abnormalities.

On the other hand, terminal insomnia, pervasive
anhedonia, unreactive mood, and appetite loss,
endogenous depressive symptoms, are reported to be
related to short REM latency and increased REM
density in depressed patients [22]. A negative affective
state in the morning is an essential feature of melan-
cholia. This might be related to the intervening dream
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content and affect. Recently Besiroglu et al. [23]
hypothesized terminal insomnia occurs adaptively in
depressed patients with melancholic features having
a therapeutic effect on mood regulation and improv-
ing negative dream affect and content. In this study,
the authors found that terminal insomnia and night-
mares were significantly more frequent in depressed
patients with melancholic features. They concluded
that an association between frequent nightmares
and terminal insomnia exists in melancholic depres-
sion. In major depressed patients, in particular
with melancholic features (MF), an adaptive function
for spontaneous early morning awakening may shield
mood from the effects of negative dream affect.
Clearly, this reflects a within-sleep, mood-regulation
process taking place. Nightmares might reflect a
negative dream affect, and terminal insomnia might
play a role in preventing depressed morning mood,
although a failure in the completion of this process
takes place during a depressive episode, in particular
with melancholia.

Moreover, the masochistic dreams in melancholic
depressed individuals may be regarded as a manifesta-
tion of the individual’s negative bias in interpreting
this experience and in his or her expectations [24].
It may be suggested that masochism in frightening
dreams such as nightmares is associated with a deeper
level of self-criticism and self-blaming in melan-
cholic depressed individuals. Feeling worse in the
morning than later in the day may be related to the
intervening dream content and affect. Thus, REM
sleep deprivation that occurs closer to morning may
have a therapeutic effect on mood regulation and dimi-
nish negative dream affect and content in depressed
subjects with MF or diurnal mood symptoms.

A recent report [25] indicates that remission from
an untreated episode of major depression, consequent
on the loss of an attachment relationship, can be
accounted for in large part by the initial severity of
symptoms as self-reported; the presence, direction,
and intensity of diurnal variability of symptoms; the
degree of the downregulation of depressed mood
following REM interruptions; and the ability to report
dreams when awakened from REM sleep. Those
whose level of self-rated symptom severity is higher
than that indicated by the clinical rating, who report
few dreams, who feel at their worst in the morning
hours, and who are less able to maintain the benefits
during the day of sleep-related mood improvement
have little chance of remission without treatment.

Finally, with melancholic features, major depres-
sion seems to be a prototype for therapeutic effect
of REM/dream interruption, in particular, in terms
of improvement of negative affect. Insomnia, one of
the most common depressive sysmptoms, might
reflect as an adaptive deprivation to deal with negative
morning affect. The downregulation of depressed
mood following REM interruptions allows thera-
peutic improvement in depressed patients.
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Chapter

20 Sleep in dementia

Jürgen Staedt and Stefan Rupprecht-Mrozek

Introduction
With increasing age, qualitative as well as quantitative
changes in sleep occur, and approximately 38% of
over 65-year-olds report sleep disturbances according
to epidemiological studies. It is found that 36% suffer
from sleep onset disturbances and up to 29% suffer
from disturbances of sleep continuity [1]. Subjectively
experienced sleep disturbances correlated negatively
with cognitive performance in a three-year follow-up
[2]. According to the literature, 34 to 43% of patients
with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) experience sleep dis-
turbances [3, 4]. The extent to which night sleep is
disturbed by the number of awakenings is said to
correlate strongly with the level of severity of demen-
tia [ 5– 7 ]. On the other hand , agg ressiveness and
behavioral disturbances seemed to be a strong pre-
dictor for sleep disturbances in AD [8]. According to
a large study in Germany, 51% of caregivers experi-
ence disruptions of sleep continuity, on average 2.4
per night [9]. In fact, many caregivers cite sleep dis-
turbances, including night wandering and confusion,
as the main reason for institutionalizing the elderly
[10, 11]. Aside from somatic disorders, sleep disorders
in AD are facilitated by a lack of day structure,
reduced physical activity, and napping (Figure 20.1).
For the therapy of sleep disorders and sleep–wake
rhythm disturbances in dementia it is helpful to
understand the function of the chronobiological
system and pathophysiological changes of the central
nervous system in the elderly.

Chronobiology and aging
The evolution of the chronobiological system is a
consequence of the Earth rotating around the sun.
Corresponding internal circadian clocks are found

in all eukaryotic and at least in some prokaryotic
organisms [12 – 14 ]. These int ernal clocks make sure
that the rhythm of physiological processes and
metabolism or even behavior occur in tune with
the day/night cycle of the Earth. But internal clocks
are inaccurate. In humans they are up to half an
hour too fast or too slow [15]. In other words
biological clocks do not r un in isolati on from the
day/night cycle and need ongoing synchronization
with the environment. In mammals this synchroni-
zation takes place in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN) [16]. Here the perception of light information
is ensured by three systems. In addition to the rod
and cone receptors that are responsible for visual
perception, melanopsin-containing retinal ganglion
cells have been recently discovered in the human
retina [17]. These melanopsin-expressing retinal
ganglion cells are implicated in non-visual responses
to light and project to numerous brain structures
including hypothalamic and non-hypothalamic stru-
ctures [18, 19]. Recent studies revealed that human
non-visual responses are more sensitive to short
wavelength light (460 nm) than to longer wavelength
light (550 nm) [20]. This so-called biological, non-
visual effect of short wavelength light is of tremendous
importance for human melatonin levels, alertness,
and thermophysiology. In this direction, data from
Vandewalle et al. [21] pointed out that brain activity
is highly light-wavelength dependent and that
melanopsin-expressing retinal ganglion cells are of
major importance in this context.

Exactly this short wavelength light spectrum of
about 450 nm is filtered out with increasing age due
to yellowing and opacity of the eye lenses [22]. There-
fore the biological light effect is reduced by up to 50% in
normal aging!
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This biological light information is projected
to the SCN via the retinohypothalamic tract and the
melatonin secretion is immediately suppressed by
bright light and increased at night, and therefore a very
sensitive marker of circadian rhythm disturbances.

Besides light, in humans circadian rhythms are
influenced mainly through “social zeitgebers”. So
after birth there is still an ultradian rhythm, and the
circadian rhythm is slowly achieved by the synchron-
ization of mother–infant interactions.

At the latest when starting at school or work, indi-
viduals are forced to have very stable rest–activity
rhythms. This rest–activity rhythm remains stable until
the children move out of the family home and/or

retirement age is reached. At this point retirement-
associated restrictions in social life, as well as age-related
physical and psychiatric diseases, can diminish activities
of daily living and favor excessive napping and early
bedtimes (Figure 20.2). This point of view is supported
by Fetveit and Bjorvatn [23]. They found that demented
nursing home patients spent nearly thirteen hours
asleep, distributed as more than nine hours of night-
time sleep and more than three hours of daytime sleep.

These factors together with lens opacity-related
reduced biological light effects and the well known
insufficient illumination level, especially in nursing
homes [24, 25], are able to promote circadian rhythm
disorders in dementia.
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Figure 20.2 Importance of “zeitgebers”
(Modified with permission from
Staedt & Riemann [151]).

Figure 20.1 Destabilization of the
circadian rhythm by excessive daytime
napping in a German nursing home.
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Circadian rhythm disorders
in dementia
Circadian rhythms are altered as a consequence of
both normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) asso-
ciated brain pathologies. The elderly typically develop
a phase advance, whereas in AD a phase delay of body
temperature can be observed [26, 27]. In this context
many studies have reported disrupted melatonin
production and rhythms in AD that are taking place
as early as in the very first preclinical AD stages
(neuropath ological Braak stage I –II) [ 28 –30 ]. Sin ce
Alzheimer’s pathology underlies approximately 70%
of dementing diseases [31], the potential impact of
the neurophysiological changes of Alzheimer’s demen-
tia on rest–activity regulation should be discussed.
Neuronal degeneration in the nucleus basalis Meynert
(NBM) is one of the most prominent features [32, 33].
The NBM could be defined as a cholinergic nuclear
area that belongs to the ascending reticular activation
system (ARAS) and innervates the neocortex. There,
acetylcholine reduces the resting/voltage-dependent
potassium membrane potential and thus increases
neuronal excitability (reagibility). Nucleus basalis
Meynert neurons show a bursting and a tonic firing
pattern. Whereas the latter might be associated with
NREM sleep, faster release of acetylcholine might
underlie wakefulness [34]. During the wake phase,
cholinergic pathways also inhibit the nuclei reticulares
thalami [35]. During the sleep phase this inhibitory
influence disappears and the nuclei reticulares thalami
induce a GABA-modulated NREM sleep synchroniza-
tion. Thus it is understandable that in AD an increas-
ing cholinergic deficit produces EEG frequency
decelerations that complicate the differentiation of
the sleep–wake EEG with increasing severity of
dementia. Accordingly, an extremely low cell density
in the NBM and a low activity of the choline acetyl-
transferase in the cortex of patients with the highest
delta activity is found [36]. The decreasing activity of
the SCN and the synthesis of melatonin that dimin-
ishes in accordance with the progression of the AD
(as determined by the Braak stages) [28, 30] facilitate
rest–activity disturbances in AD along with the
above-mentioned reduced “social zeitgebers” (physical
activity, social isolation, insufficient illumination level
in living areas). While napping may be an expression
of a disrupted sleep–night structure, it has been shown
to induce changes in the circadian rhythm when
performed in the evening hours [37].

Sleep disturbances in dementia
There are two main types of sleep: rapid eye move-
ment (REM) sleep and non-rapid eye movement
(NREM) sleep, which has four stages. People normally
cycle through the four stages of NREM sleep, usually
followed by a brief interval of REM sleep, from four
to five times every night.

Sleep progresses from stage 1, during which
the sleeper can be awakened easily, to stage 4,
during which the sleeper can be awakened only
with difficulty. In stage 4, blood pressure is at its
lowest, and heart and breathing rates are at their
slowest.

During REM sleep, electrical activity in the brain
is unusually high, somewhat resembling that during
wakefulness. The eyes move rapidly, and muscles may
jerk involuntarily. The rate and depth of breathing
increase, but the muscles, except for the diaphragm,
are greatly relaxed. The first REM period typically
lasts ten minutes, with each recurring REM stage
lengthening, and the final one lasting up to 40 minutes
(see Figure 20.3).

Sleep architecture changes relative to age. In par-
ticular, there is a diminished consolidation of NREM
sleep [38]. In dementia, the sleep consolidation is
aggravated by an increase in frequency and/or dur-
ation of awakenings and a decrease in slow-wave sleep
(NREM stage 3 and stage 4) [ 39 –41 ]. The above-
mentioned disturbed consolidation in NREM sleep
in the elderly and especially in dementia can cause
worsening of cognitive abilities, as NREM sleep is
thought to be of importance for declarative memory
[42]. This causal relationship becomes even more
likely considering the fact that memory performance
on a neuronal level is specifically related to gene
upregulation and is reflected by the facilitation of
certain connections and the sensitivity and density
of receptors [43]. In this line sleep-related neuro-
genesis in the hippocampus is markedly suppressed
by sleep deprivation [44]. Sleep disturbances there-
fore can alter sleep-related brain protein synthesis,
synaptic consolidation/depression, and at least
the consolidation of experience-dependent cortical
plasticity [45, 46].

In summary, one can say that sleep and memory
disturbances in dementia are partly related to each
other. Treatment of sleep/wake rhythm disorders in
dementia should therefore be planned with regard to
both aspects.
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Different kinds of sleep disturbances
in dementia: sundowning
The synopsis of the neuropathological changes in
the SCN and the NBM makes the occurrence of
rest–activity disturbances more easily understandable.
The most spectacular disturbance is “sundowning”.
This term describes a delusional and often delirious state
that occurs at twilight or during early evening [47].
People with dementia may become more confused,
restless, and insecure, and hallucinations may occur.
It can be worse after a move or a change in the
person’s routine. Data on the prevalence are varying
from 10 to 25% in institutionalized patients [48, 49]
and even higher numbers in Alzheimer’s patients
living at home, reaching up to 66% [50]. A decrease
in activity of the SCN, the so-called “internal zeit-
geber”, could play a major role for the occurrence
of sundowning. In favor of this assumption is the
fact that sundowning usually occurs at twilight with
reduced light intensity and the fact that rays of light
have a stimulating effect on the locus ceruleus via
the SCN [21, 51]. The reduced light-mediated acti-
vation of the locus ceruleus could thus negatively

influence cognition and executive functioning andmay
promote a desynchronization of the rest–activity
rhythm. In line with the latter assumption, sundown-
ing intensity increases with reduction and phase delay
of the temperature amplitude [52].

In our opinion, the sundowning observed in AD
is pathophysiologically based on a cortical activation
(arousal reaction) with concurrently reduced indirect
SCN-mediated base activation, which is additionally
enhanced by the cholinergic deafferentiation of the
cortex and the reduced cholinergic inhibition of the
nuclei reticulares thalami.

Putting itmore simply, sundowning is characterized
by an arousal (e.g., fear due to impaired visual orienta-
tion, or vocalizations of other residents) whereas the
neocortex is “turned off”, programmed towards NREM
sleep. Because of the cholinergic deafferentiation of the
cortex the patient is then not able to build up the
attentional capacity necessary for the processing of
arousal. As a consequence, the stimulus causing the
arousal cannot be processed and agitation persists or
even becomes worse. In this line, disruptive vocaliza-
tions of elderly demented patients typically occur more
often during the afternoon and evening hours [53].
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Figure 20.3 (a) Polysomnogram in
dementia. REM: rapid eye movement
sleep; NREM I–IV: non-rapid eye
movement sleep stage 1–4.
(b) Polysomnogram in young adulthood
with four sleep cycles. REM: rapid eye
movement sleep; NREM I–IV: non rapid
eye movement sleep stage 1–4.
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Interestingly, patients with dementia with Lewy
bodies (DLB) are especially sensitive to anticholiner-
gic agents, indicating marked cholinergic dysfunction.
Post-mortem studies of brain tissue from patients
with DLB revealed a severe depletion of the NBM
with 75 to 80% loss of large cholinergic neurons
(in Alzheimer’s disease 50 to 70% loss of cholinergic
neurons) [54], and a severely reduced cholinergic
activity in the reticular thalamic nucleus associated
with hallucinations and fluctuating consciousness [55].

Sedative psychotropic medication applied in the
treatment of sundowning and nocturnal agitation is to
be considered problematic since benzodiazepines or
neuroleptics further weaken the already instable sleep–
wake rhythms and further decrease neuronal metabolic
activity. Furthermore, antipsychotic treatment is asso-
ciated with increased risk for death in patients with
de me nt ia [ 56–58 ]. Beside pre-existing cerebrovascular
risk factors, affect on blood pressure, Q-T prolongation
with conduction delays, thromboembolism, and extra-
pyramidal symptoms causing potential swallowing
problems might increase these risks [59–64].

Therefore it seems plausible that sedative psycho-
tropic medication on the one hand increases duration
of hospitalization [65] and on the other hand pro-
motes confusion, impaired cognition, and excessive
sedation with the danger of falling [66, 67]. Conse-
quently, substances physiologically stimulating the
circadian timing system in a specific way should
be applied in first line. Pharmacological candidates
are cholinesterase inhibitors and melatonin.

Cholinesterase inhibitors are the therapy of choice
for the treatment of AD and have also shown efficacy
in other forms of dementia [68–79]. Meta-analysis
showed that they also influence non-cognitive symp-
toms and reduce psychotic symptoms, especially in
Lewy body dementia [76, 80]. They should be applied
at daytime in demented patients, especially when dis-
turbances of circadian rhythms or sundowning occur.

Melatonin is believed to predominantly inhibit the
activity of the SCN via Mel1a,b receptors [81, 82] and
possesses a circadian phase-dependent hypnotic
property [83]. Melatonin improves sleep only when
endogenous melatonin is absent and should be given
after light therapy at 20:00 to 21:00 hours.

Results of a functional MRI study demonstrate
that melatonin modulates brain activity in a manner
resembling actual sleep, although subjects are fully
awake. Furthermore, the fatigue-inducing effect of
melatonin on brain activity is essentially different

from that of sleep deprivation thus revealing differ-
ences between fatigue related to the circadian sleep
regulation as opposed to increased homeostatic
sleep need [84]. However, placebo-controlled studies
on the application of melatonin showed contradictory
results. Asayama et al. [85] found a significant
decrease in nocturnal activity, a prolongation of sleep,
and an improvement of cognition after four weeks of
administering melatonin (3mg), whereas Serfaty et al.
[86] did not find an amelioration of sleep after the
administering of 6mg of melatonin over a period of
two weeks. Singer et al. [87] found after two months
of administration of either 2.5mg sustained-release
melatonin, 10mg melatonin, or placebo, there were
no statistically significant differences in objective
sleep measures for any of these groups, although
non-significant trends for increased nocturnal total
sleep time and decreased wake after sleep onset were
observed in the melatonin groups relative to placebo.
Trends for a greater percentage of subjects having
more than a 30-minute increase in nocturnal total
sleep time in the 10mg melatonin group and for a
decline in the day–night sleep ratio in the 2.5mg
sustained-release melatonin group, compared to pla-
cebo, were also seen. On subjective measures, care-
giver ratings of sleep quality showed improvement in
the 2.5mg sustained-release melatonin group relative
to placebo.

Thus, melatonin might need a longer time to
exert an effect on sleep and other relevant symptoms
of dementia. This supports the study of Riemersma-
van der Lek et al. [88], who found a significant positive
influence on sleep onset latency and sleep duration
under the application of 2.5mg of melatonin in
a 12-month, double-blind, placebo-controlled trail.

Different kinds of sleep disturbances
in dementia: REM-sleep behavior
disorder
The REM-sleep behavior disorder (RBD) has to be
distinguished from sundowing. REM-sleep behavior
disorder exists either in an idiopathic form or it is
found as an early manifestation of neurodegenerative
disorders mainly of the synucleinopathies like demen-
tia with Lewy bodies, Parkinson’s disease, or multiple
system atrophy [89]. REM-sleep behavior disorder is
characterized by loss of usually occurring REM sleep
skeletal muscle atonia, resulting in the acting out of
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dream mentation [90]. This occurs usually once to
twice a week, sometimes up to four times per night
during REM sleep episodes. Sleeping partners often
report intermittent motor activity with screaming,
shouting, and jumping or falling out of bed. Typical
RBD-associated injuries are ecchymoses and lacer-
ations. The behavioral manifestations can also be
simple like sitting up, talking, and laughing. But an
assault of bed partners is not uncommon. Up to 90%
of patients with RBD are men of older age and it
appears as well in the prodrome of demential diseases,
so that its occurrence is not dependent on an existing
dementia [91]. As a potential cause for RBD the
degeneration of pedunculopontine neurons is dis-
cussed, which influences the muscle tone in sleep. In
the patient’s history, speaking during sleep is often
found [92]. It should be mentioned that some drugs
commonly prescribed in psychiatry, such as TCAs,
serotonin reuptake inhibitors, or serotonin and
noradrenalin reuptake inhibitors, suppress the REM-
related muscle atonia and can therefore promote
RBD. Treatment of choice is 0.25mg to 1.50mg of
the well tolerated clonazepam. In the case of RBD
with sleep apnea syndrome, instead of clonazepam,
melatonin (3mg to 9mg) is preferred.

Sleepdisorderswithsomatic conditions:
sleep apnea syndrome
In addition, other factors causing sleep disturbances
have to be considered in old age, such as sleep apnea
syndrome (SAS), restless legs syndrome (RLS), nycturia
and enuresis nocturna [93].

The age-associated increase in bodyweight, decline
in muscular strength, and enhanced upper airway
collapsibility are risk factors for SAS. The prevalence
of SAS in the elderly is about 28% in men and 20%
in women. But in patients with AD the prevalence
is much higher – up to 70% [94, 95]. Sleep apnea is
defined as an absence of air flow at the nose and
mouth for at least ten seconds. Obstructive apnea is
defined as the absence of air flow despite respiratory
efforts. Central apnea, less common, is characterized
by absence of respiratory efforts. Mixed apneas begin
centrally, followed by obstruction.

People with SAS may experience waking with
gasping, confused wandering in the night, and thrash-
ing during sleep. One of the main risk factors for
obstructive SAS is obesity, causing an increased size
and fat content of the pharyngeal tissues, soft palate,

and uvula. During the apneas, the oxygen level in the
blood falls causing many of the daytime symptoms
such as excessive drowsiness. In some cases pulmon-
ary hypertension may develop leading to right-sided
heart failure or cor pulmonale. Obstructive SAS is
also associated with systemic hypertension, cardiac
arrhythmia, ischemic heart disease, and stroke. There-
fore sleep apnea is often associated with multi-infarct
or vascular dementia [96]. Weight management and
avoiding alcohol and sedatives (which can exacerbate
SAS by further relaxing the pharyngeal muscles)
at bedtime may relieve SAS. In mild to moderate
AD short-term continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP) may be well tolerated and effective in reducing
daytime sleepiness [94, 97]. But CPAP compliance
in long-term use may be difficult [98]. Alternative
therapy with theophylline can be considered, but
because of the high anticholinergic potency of this
substance delirious symptoms can be triggered. In
this context it should bementioned that the acetylchol-
ine esterase inhibitor donepezil improved SAS in a
double-blind, placebo-controlled study [99].

Sleepdisorderswithsomatic conditions:
restless legs syndrome
Another common cause for sleep disturbances is the
prevalence of RLS in about 29% of the elderly [100].
It is characterized by unpleasant limb sensations,
usually described as a creeping or crawling feeling,
sometimes as a tingling, cramping, burning, or just
plain pain, that are precipitated by rest and relieved
by activity. Some patients have no definite sensation,
except for the need to move. In up to 50% the arms
are affected as well. There is a definite worsening of
the discomfort when lying down at night or during
other forms of inactivity, including just sitting. About
80% of RLS patients also experience periodic limb
movements in sleep (PLMS). Periodic limb move-
ments in sleep are characterized by sudden jerking
or bending of the legs during sleep, ranging from
small shudders of the ankles and toes to kicking and
flailing of the arms and legs. The periodic jerking
often wakes the individual and significantly disturbs
their quality of sleep. Periodic limb movements in
sleep can occur independently in up to 45% of the
elderly [101]. Restless legs syndrome is caused by a
functional disturbance in the dopaminergic system
[102]. Treatments of first choice are dopamine agon-
ists such as ropinirol (0.5 to 4mg) or pramipexole
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(0.088 to 0.540mg) [103–105]. Because of the
sometimes observed initial nausea, we recommend
domperidone (30mg/day) as an add-on during the
first week of treatment. Periodic limb movements in
sleep are greatly underdiagnosed, especially in people
with dementia who are unable to describe their symp-
toms. However, if a deterioration or disruption of
sleep is noticed in patients taking antidepressants or
neuroleptics, PLMS should be considered, since anti-
depressants, in particular SSRIs and SNRIs and also
neuroleptics, potentially induce or exacerbate PLMS
[106–110]. Periodic limb movements in sleep can be
easily diagnosed by actigraphy placed on the ankle of
each leg [111–113]. Actigraphy is highly tolerated
even in severely demented patients and makes home
recordings more accessible, permitting the evaluation
of patients in their natural sleeping environment
and minimizing laboratory effects likely to alter the
patient’s typical sleep patterns (see Figure 20.4).

In planning therapeutic interventions one should
consider that the quality of life and the sleep quality of
patients with RLS is notably limited. Therefore it is
important to avoid prescribing antidepressants that
can worsen RLS and PLMS, such as SSRIs, SNRIs, and
tricyclic antidepressants, in demented patients with
RLS. For the same reason prescription of antipsychotics
for sedation is not recommended. Good alternatives for
the treatment of depressive symptoms in dementia are,
for example, 150mg bupropione in the morning for
drive improving and 25mg to 150mg trazodone for
sleep disturbances in the evening, as both substances
lead to decreased PLMS [114, 115]. In addition, we

should mentioned that trazodone (50mg to 300mg)
has shown benefits in AD patients with irritability in
long-term treatment [116].

Non-pharmacologic treatment:
sleep hygiene, light therapy
However, studies provide evidence that in some
nursing-home environments a median light intensity
of only 54 lux was measured, and the residents only
spent approximately ten minutes in light of more
than 1,000 lux [25]. In comparison with that we reach
300 to 500 lux in our illuminated workspaces. Even on
cloudy days during winter the light intensity reaches
2,000 to 4,000 lux outdoors. The positive effect of
daylight on sleep could be proven in a study on
elderly with sleep disorders [117]. In this study an
exposure to daylight for two hours in the morning
and for two hours in the afternoon resulted in
increased melatonin levels and sleep amelioration. In
demented patients, light therapy during the evening
hours reduces nocturnal motoric agitation [118, 119],
but light therapy during the morning hours is also
effective [120, 121] and even an amelioration of
cognition in the Mini Mental State Examination
can be achieved [122, 123]. Also indirect light therapy
(�1,000 lux) in the living room stabilizes the sleep–
wake cycle [88, 124]. Stimulation exerted by sunrise
and sunset also had positive effects on sleep onset
latency, nocturnal agitation states, and sleep duration
in elderly patients with advanced dementia [125].
According to the available data and the routines
of (nursing) homes, we recommend for demented
patients a 30-minute light therapy of 10,000 lux, which
in consideration of the load on the time schedule can
be easily fitted into the ward routine. Alternatively, we
recommend 2,500 lux indirect light therapy for two
hours in the morning and in the afternoon. However,
it has to be noted that severely demented patients with
substantial degeneration of the SCN can only benefit to
a limited extent [126]. Pharmacologic therapy should
only be considered when all the above-mentioned
measures have failed to achieve positive results.

Pharmacologic treatment
Before prescribing the existing medication it should be
critically revised from different aspects. (1) In respect to
causing sleep disturbances: several drugs produce day-
time sleepiness, insomnia, or nightmares (Table 20.1),

Figure 20.4 PAM-RL can record leg movements continuously for
72 hours. It can also differentiate between standing and lying using
a integrated position sensor. Somnomedics®.
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which can partly be ameliorated if an appropriate
daily intake time is selected. (2) The anticholinergic
potential has to be considered: in most entities of
dementia a cholinergic deficit exists as described
above. Due to this deficit, delirious episodes can
be provoked and it is therefore crucial to avoid
anticholinergic medication as far as possible. (3) It
should be taken into consideration that by specific
medications the above-mentioned somatic condi-
tions (RLS and SAS) can be worsened or if subcli-
nically present can become clinically relevant. After
changing a prescription patients should be monitored
for the appearance of these disorders.

In selecting medication for the treatment of
sleep disorders in demented patients hangover
effects should be taken into account to avoid falls
and reduced activity during the day. It is important
to mention that the effectiveness of medication
for the long-term treatment of sleep disorders in
the elderly and demented has generally not been
sufficiently investigated in double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials.

Antidepressants
Sedating antidepressants are licensed for the treat-
ment of depression, which often comes along with
insomnia [127]. Nevertheless they are useful for
treating sleep disturbances without accompanying
depression [128]. They have no addictive potential,

but one should reflect on the anticholinergic potency
of these drugs. An intake between 19:00 and 21:00
hours is advisable, because of the delayed action and
to avoid hangover effects the next day.

The following drugs can be taken into consider-
ation. Trimipramine (25–100mg) facilitates deep
sleep without REM-sleep suppression. Indeed there
are no data of efficacy in the treatment of insomnia
in elderly and demented patients available. The mod-
erate anticholinergic potency should always be taken
into account. For the same reason one should refrain
from prescribing amitriptyline, which shows a five-
fold higher anticholinergic potency than other TCAs
[129].

The significantly less anticholinergic mirtazapine
(15–45mg) represents an alternative. However its
potency for treatment of insomnia in elderly or
demented persons has not yet been proven and it is
according to clinical experience in severe cases less
potent than trimipramine. In either case it should be
used with caution in patients with known cardiac
disease or renal impairment [130].

A treatment alternative without anticholinergic
side effects is trazodone with combined properties as
a 5-HT agonist and an antagonist with antihistaminer-
gic activity. As orthostatic dysregulation and induction
or aggravation of arrhythmias have been described
as side effects it should be used with care and
slowly titrated to the required dose from 25mg to
300mg [131]. In long-term follow-up in patients

Table 20.1 Medication with potentially adverse effects of sleep–wake rhythma

Substance groups Generic Fatigue Insomnia Nightmares

Alpha-agonistsb e.g., clonidine, methyldopa þ þ þ
Anti-arrhythmics Amiodarone þ þ þ
Beta-blockersb Atenolole, propanolole � þ þ
Broncholytics Theophylline � þ �
Ca-antagonists Diltiazem þ þ þ
Corticosteroids Dexamethasone, prednisolone � þ �
Statins Lovastatine, simvastatine � þ (Amnesia) �
Parkinson’s medication
(at high dosage)

Levodopa, pergolide � þ �

Notes: aGenerally data from case reports;
bα-receptor agonists and β1-blockers can disturb circadian rhythms by suppression of melatonin secretion
(adapted from Staedt & Riemann [151]).
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with AD compared to untreated patients significant
reduction in irritability was observed [116]. In addition
this drug does not worsen RLS like other tricyclic
sedating antidepressants and mirtazapine.

Benzodiazepines and non-benzodiazepine
hypnotics
All these substances can be used in principle up to a
time period of four to six weeks for treatment of sleep
disorder in dementia. Due to the risk of falling, their
dependency potential, and the possibility of develop-
ment of tolerance their use should be monitored
[132, 133]. Especially in patients with sleep apnea
syndrome, one should consider that benzodiazepines
can increase oxygen depletion by muscle relaxa-
tion and elevation of the arousal threshold. Older
benzodiazepines with long half-life time should
not be prescribed to elderly patients, as they can
increase the risk of falls and worsen cognition [134].
Clonazepam represents an exception, because it has
proven positive effects in two large case series of
patients with REM sleep behavior disorder [89]. But
there are no controlled studies with regard to the use
of clonazepam in sleep disorders in dementia. There-
fore for short-time therapy the short-acting non-
benzodiazepine hypnotics zolpidem and zopiclone
are preferred, although one needs to mention that
these substances can also elevate the risk of falling.

Zolpidem is the best studied drug with the best
long-term effects for the treatment of sleep disorders
at older ages. In a six-month trial it was well
tolerated and dependency did not develop [135]. In
contrast to zopiclone and lormetazepam, zolpidem
showed no difference in comparison to placebo nine
to eleven hours after intake with respect to driving
ability in driving simulators [136]. So far zolpidem
seems to be appropriate for the therapy of sleep
disorders in elderly and demented patients. In this
context it should be mentioned that we recommend
20mg zolpidem per night for sleep disturbances
in dementia.

At least eszopiclone’s (the S-isomere of zopi-
clone) effectiveness in sleep disorders in the elderly
has been proven in a two-week long trial [137].
During a 12-month, open-label treatment, eszopi-
clone 3mg was well tolerated; tolerance was not
observed [138].

Last but not least, it should be mentioned that
chloraldurate had been used in the treatment of

insomnia before benzodiazepines became available
as sleeping pills. Nowadays it is not used any more
because of its high dependency potential, the possible
liver and kidney side effects, and its arrhythmia-
causing potential [139].

Melatonin
It is known that about half of elderly persons with
sleep disorders produce less melatonin at night
than age-matched persons without sleep disorders.
Therefore it should be intended to increase melato-
nin levels through sufficient physical exercise in the
open air (two hours each in the morning and after-
noon). If sufficient activity in the fresh air is not
feasible, melatonin levels may be improved through
the use of synthetic melatonin. When trying to sup-
port the sleep–wake rhythm through the intake of
melatonin (3mg) one should consider the following:
melatonin is secreted by the pineal gland usually
between 20:00 and 06:00 hours. To stabilize the
sleep–wake rhythm it is therefore essential to take
the additional melatonin regularly at a fixed time
point. In order to achieve a good response it is
recommended to supplement it during the dark
winter months at 20:00 hours and in the summer at
21:00 hours. This is because melatonin only acts on
stabilizing and intensifying sleep if it is taken at
the beginning of endogenous melatonin secretion.
Long-term melatonin treatment is able to positively
influence sleep–wake circadian rhythms, even in
elderly demented persons. It is important to mention
that in the above-mentioned study by Riemersma-
van der Lek et al. [88] it was found that treatment
with melatonin alone led to negative effects on
mood, which could be compensated by additional
bright light therapy of at least 1,000 lux in commu-
nal rooms. So it is crucial to guarantee sufficient
illumination in melatonin treatment.

Antipsychotics
The prescription of antipsychotics in dementia should
be judged critically and they are not recommended
for the sole treatment of sleep disorders. With the use
of antipsychotics in demented patients an elevated
risk of cerebrovascular incidents and increased overall
mortality has been observed. The following are dis-
cussed as possible mechanisms [57, 58]. In the FDA
analysis on which its public health advisory was
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based, heart-related events (heart failure, sudden
death) and infections (mostly pneumonia) accounted
for the most deaths. Anticholinergic properties (affec-
ting blood pressure and heart rate), Q-T-prolongation
(causing conduction delays), and extrapyramidal
symptoms (causing swallowing problems and com-
promised respiration) are at least as common and
sometimes more common with conventional than
with atypical antipsychotic agents, and are therefore
possible candidates for the underlying causes.
Furthermore it had been shown that classical antipsy-
chotic drug use increases the risk of venous throm-
boembolism seven-fold [140]. In this context it has to
be mentioned that the above-mentioned complica-
tions have to be seen as class effects, which seem to
be stronger in classical antipsychotic drugs than in
atypicals. For this reason the use of atypical antipsy-
chotic medications should be preferred over classical
antipsychotic medications [56, 141, 142]. Interes-
tingly, in the study of Kozma [142] it became evident
that benzodiazepine therapy as well was associated
with an increase in cerebrovascular incidents. If there
is no alternative available to the utilization of anti-
psychotics, it is suggested that risperidone (0.5–1mg)
is used as first-line therapy, especially in patients with
concomitant dangerous behavioral disturbances. In
clinical trials with demented patients it has been
observed that treatment with riperidone results
in stabilization of the sleep–wake rhythm and that in
comparison to melperone, risperidone causes less
dizziness, daytime sedation, and fewer gait disturb-
ances without influencing sleep behavior. There are
no data supporting positive effects of melperone
on sleep in the long-term treatment in older patients.
In patients with Parkinson’s disease quetiapine can
partially contribute to amelioration of sleep if they
suffer from nocturnal agitation with hallucinations.

Acetylcholine esterase inhibitors
Nocturnal agitation in context of sleep–wake rhythm
abnormalities is sometimes difficult to distinguish
from delirious symptoms. The difficulties in differen-
tiation are mainly caused by the fact that cholinergic
tracts of the arousal system influence substantially
arousal, attention, memory, and sleep–wake circadian
rhythm. Therefore disorders of the cholinergic system
can have an impact along a continuum and depending
on vulnerability and peculiarity on different higher
cortical functions (consciousness, attention) and/or
the sleep–wake rhythm. With regard to these

considerations it is comprehensible that demented
patients during the course of febrile infections
develop delirious symptoms. Here endogenous antic-
holinergic substances are produced [143]. They are
able to enhance the existing cholinergic deficit by
blocking of muscarinic receptors. Accordingly choli-
nergic neocortical activation is insufficient and a
reversible delirium with restriction of higher cortical
function develops.

Hence it is crucial in prescriptions of acetyl-
choline esterase inhibitors not only to think of
cognition but also of stabilization of the sleep–wake
circadian rhythm, because both areas are signifi-
cantly influenced by the cholinergic system. In this
context, it has to be mentioned that the effective-
ness of acetylcholine esterase inhibitors in the ther-
apy of non-cognitive symptoms is well documented
[144, 145].For the above-mentioned view also indi-
cates that under therapy with acetylcholine esterase
inhibitors partial reduced prescriptions of other
psychotropic drugs in demented patients were obse-
rved [146, 147]. Nevertheless acetylcholine esterase
inhibitors are able to evoke in 8 to 10% of patients
sleep disorders or enhanced dreams when taken in
the evening [148].

As shown in Figure 20.5 the cholinergic activity
drastically decreases in NREM sleep in contrast to the
wake state [149, 150]. So acetylcholine esterase inhi-
bitor induced cholinergic activation can suppress
NREM sleep. For this reason in vulnerable patients
the time of intake should be the morning.

Wake

REM

NREM I–IV

Cholinergic Activity

Aminergic Activity

?

?

?

–

+

Histaminergic Activity

Figure 20.5 Activation of neurotransmitters throughout
the sleep cycle (modified with permission from Staedt &
Riemann [151]).
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Chapter

21 Sleep and attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder: science and clinical practice
Reut Gruber and Paolo De Luca

Overview
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is
characterized by impulsivity/hyperactivity and inatten-
tion [1]. Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder is
estimated to occur in 3 to 7.5% of school-age children,
making it one of the most prevalent child psychiatric
conditions. A recent report demonstrated that 50%
of children diagnosed with ADHD show clinically
significant symptoms and impairment as young adults
[2]. Onset before the age of seven years and impaired
functioning in two or more settings are required
for diagnosis. The DSM-IV [1] defines four types of
ADHD: “predominantly inattentive,” “predominantly
hyperactive-impulsive,” “combined,” and “not other-
wise specified.”

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention has
labeled ADHD “a serious public health problem” [2],
citing the high estimated prevalence of the disorder,
significant child impairment in the areas of school
performance and socialization, the chronicity of the
disorder, and the limited effectiveness of current inter-
ventions in the treatment of impairments associated
with ADHD. If untreated, individuals with ADHD
struggle with difficulties in crucial areas of life [3].

Sleep problems, particularly difficulties in initiat-
ing and maintaining sleep, are reported in clinical
practice in an estimated 25 to 50% of children and
adolescents with ADHD [4]. Restless and disturbed
sleep was initially included in the DSM diagnostic
criteria for ADHD, but was later excluded as non-
specific. In general, the association between ADHD
and sleep disturbance has been relatively overlooked
in research conducted on ADHD populations.

Understanding the association between sleep and
ADHD is important from both neurobiological and
clinical perspectives. From a neurobiological viewpoint,

such understanding will offer insight into ADHD
pathophysiological mechanisms. From a clinical
standpoint, such work might allow better manage-
ment of ADHD sleep problems, and development
of intervention strategies. This chapter reviews
information on research methods used in the study
of sleep and ADHD, empirical findings regarding
the association between sleep and ADHD, and
potential explanations of the neurobiological mech-
anisms that underlie this association. In addition,
clinical implications for treatment of sleep disorders
in youths with ADHD are discussed.

Research methods used to study
sleep in ADHD patients
It has been suggested that both children and adults
with ADHD may be especially sensitive to perturba-
tions in the sleep environment, and may have a
heightened or altered perception of disturbances
in sleep quality [3, 4]. This stresses the importance
of selecting sleep-recording methods that are both
objective, to minimize bias, but that also offer minimal
interference with or change in the sleep environment.
Both objective and subjective measures have been
used to record sleep in ADHD individuals. Each
approach has both advantages and limitations, as will
be described below.

Objective measures used to study
sleep in individuals with ADHD
The objective measures used are actigraphy and
polysomnography. Actigraphy is continuous activity
monitoring using a wristwatch-like device that
measures body movements. Movement patterns are
analyzed and used to differentiate between sleep and
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wake time, and to derive information on sleep onset
latency, sleep duration, number of arousals, sleep
schedule, and other variables. The simple, non-intrusive
nature of the technique, and the fact that objective
information may be obtained over long periods,
makes actigraphy useful in ADHD research. This is
because intrusion is minimal and several consecutive
night sleep patterns may be recorded at home. Unstable
sleep patterns are common in ADHD children and
medium-term monitoring is important. However, the
technique does not record important biophysiological
parameters.

Polysomnographic (PSG) analysis, a multi-
parametric test used to record biophysiological changes
during sleep, has also been used to record sleep in
individuals with ADHD. Given the relatively high
prevalence of restless legs syndrome (RLS)/periodic
leg movement disorder (PLMD) and breathing
problems in ADHD children, as well as increased
daytime fatigue, thesemeasures are of scientific interest
and clinical relevance. However, a disadvantage of
this method is that the child is required to sleep in a
laboratory, decreasing the ecological validity of the
measurement. The technique can also lead to stress or
sleep-adjustment difficulties causing alterations in
typical sleep characteristics, such as longer sleep latency
or lower sleep efficiency. Finally, the approach
increases demands on participants and their families
who have to change their routine and sleep away from
home. Indeed, an increase in “first night” PSG effects
and responsiveness to an adaptation night have been
found in children and adults with ADHD [4]. In
addition, there are consistent discrepancies between
subjective reports and objective sleep-parameter
measurements in ADHD individuals. These findings
challenge the validity of the data in a population that
may be relatively more sensitive and vulnerable to
environmental perturbations.

Recently, portable PSG equipment has been used
for in-home measurement of sleep architecture para-
meters in ADHD children [5]; this solves some of the
problems mentioned above. The use of portable PSG
equipment has been validated and successfully used
in clinical populations [6, 7]. This approach offers a
number of benefits for researchers: (1) ecological
validity is improved; (2) laboratory stress or adjustment
difficulties manifested in distinct sleep characteristics
(e.g., longer sleep latency, lower sleep efficiency)
[8] are eliminated; and (3) family inconvenience is
minimized.

Subjective measures used to study
sleep in individuals with ADHD
Parental reports are frequently used as measures of
major pediatric sleep complaints. Such measures
include the Pediatric Sleep Questionnaire addressing
sleep-disordered breathing, snoring, and sleepiness
[9], and the Children’s Sleep Habits Questionnaire
(CSHQ) [10]. The CSHQ is a retrospective, 45-item
parent questionnaire that has been used in a number
of studies to examine sleep behavior in young
children. The CSHQ includes items relating to a
number of key sleep domains, including sleep dur-
ation, sleep anxiety (e.g., whether the child needs a
parent in the room to sleep or is afraid of sleeping
in the dark), night waking, parasomnias, sleep dis-
ordered breathing, and daytime sleepiness.

In addition, sleep logs documenting bedtime,
wake-up time, and night-time arousals, are frequently
used either alone or to supplement actigraphic
evaluation.

Empirical findings on the association
between sleep and ADHD
Integration of findings from objective and subjective
sources offers a comprehensive picture of sleep archi-
tecture, sleep movement, patterns, and disorders in
ADHD individuals. Interestingly, whereas parental
reports indicate a two- to three-fold higher prevalence
of sleep problems in children with ADHD compared
to controls [11–18], objective studies have yielded
inconsistent findings. The next section will there-
fore review findings from objective and subjective
measures1.

Findings from objective measures
Sleep architecture in children with ADHD
Polysomnographic studies have failed to reveal
consistent differences in objective sleep parameters
between children with ADHD and controls [4].
Some studies have found no differences at all,
whereas others have yielded varied and often
contradictory findings, principally in relation to
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep abnormalities
in ADHD children [19, 20]. For example, whereas
some studies have documented significant decre-
ases in REM sleep [21, 22], others have shown
significant increases [21], and also notable decreases
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in REM latency [21, 22], in ADHD children
compared to controls. In addition, some studies
have found a significantly higher number of sleep
cycles in ADHD children relative to healthy
controls [21], as well as shorter mean total sleep
times [5].

Two recent meta-analyses reviewed data on sleep
disorders in ADHD children, seeking factors that
might account for the seemingly inconsistent results
derived from PSG studies on ADHD children
[23, 24], as well as for the differences observed in
studies using objective versus subjective sleep. It was
shown that age, gender, diagnostic criteria, the use of
clinical samples, the need for the child to adapt to the
laboratory environment, the presence of comorbid
psychiatric problems, and the use of stimulant medi-
cation moderate the observed associations between
sleep characteristics and ADHD.

A recent study aimed to increase ecological
validity, and to limit the problems associated with
laboratory recordings, by using portable PSG equip-
ment. This approach minimized interference with
normal sleep conditions. The study recruited children
with ADHD without comorbid conditions, and
controlled for the impact of family factors on child
sleep. The findings indicated that ADHD children
had less REM sleep than controls. A limitation of
the study was small sample size. Future work, using
the portable equipment in larger samples, and com-
parison of ADHD children either taking or not taking
medication, will be valuable.

Findings from actigraphic studies
Sleep patterns in children with ADHD

Sleep patterning refers to timing of sleep and wake-up
over a prolonged period of time. Actigraphic studies
have suggested that ADHD children tend to have
unstable sleep patterns [25, 26]. Increased instability
in sleep onset, sleep duration, and less true sleep,
were found in ADHD individuals compared to
controls. Clinical and research data have suggested
that delayed endogenous circadian rhythm impairs
the timing of sleep and waking periods. Indication
of delayed endogenous circadian rhythm has been
found in ADHD individuals [27]. A possible associ-
ation between circadian-related sleep parameters and
daytime functioning in ADHD children requires
further research that could benefit from the use of
actigraphy.

Findings from subjective sleep measures regarding
sleep problems in children with ADHD
Reported sleep problems in children with ADHD

The most commonly reported sleep problems include
difficulty falling asleep, as reported by parents [28–
30] or docu mented by actigra phy [ 31], and recor ded
in some PSG studies [32]. In addition, bedtime resist-
ance, night awakening, restless sleep, and difficulties
wakening in the morning have been documented in
ADHD populations. Recently, a few studies have
shown that ADHD symptomatology (whether the
child is of the ADHD-inattentive subtype or the
ADHD-hyperactive subtype) appears to be related to
ADHD sleep problems.

However, the nature of this association is incon-
sistent, with one study showing that sleep problems
are more common in the ADHD-hyperactive and
ADHD-comorbid subtypes, and not in the ADHD-
inattentive subtype [34]; in the ADHD-inattentive
subtype [33]; or in the ADHD-comorbid subtype
[35]. Hence, additional study in this area would
help provide an increasingly clearer understanding
about the association between sleep and ADHD.
Additionally, further insight can also be gained by
examining the potential mechanisms that underlie
this association.

Potential mechanisms underlying
the association between sleep andADHD
The following section examines the hypothesis that
sleep deprivation underlies neurobehavioral symptoms
and daytime sleepiness in ADHD children.

Previous studies have shown an association
between sleep disturbance and ADHD, and that the
symptoms of ADHD and sleep disorders frequently
overlap. Given the complexity of these relationships
and the magnitude of both ADHD and sleep disorders
in the pediatric population, it is vital to identify the
mechanism by which these disorders interact.

Does sleep deprivation underlie
neurobehavioral symptoms and
daytime sleepiness in ADHD children?
Pediatric, clinical, and research data have suggested
that inadequate sleep results in tiredness and daytime
difficulties with focused attention, learning, and
impulse modulati on [ 36– 38 ]. In 1991, Dahl and
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colleagues [39] observed that these difficulties are very
similar to the core symptoms of ADHD. Subse-
quently, Chervin and others [40], Gozal and col-
league s [ 41– 43 ], and other researche rs [ 44, 45 ] hav e
studied the association between sleep and neurobeha-
vioral functioning in ADHD children with sleep-
disordered breathing (ADHD-SDB) and in children
with ADHD and RLS/PLMD. These studies consist-
ently showed that sleep disruption was associated
with hyperactivity and inattention. Additional work
showed that treatment of sleep problems resulted in
improved behavior and a decreased need for stimu-
lant medication in children with ADHD-SDB [46] or
ADHD with R LS/PLMD [ 47– 49 ]. Altho ugh thes e
studies provide convincing evidence that sleep and
neurobehavioral functioning interact in children with
ADHD-SDB, it is unknown whether this holds true
for the larger cohort of children with ADHD that do
not suffer from sleep apnea, SDB, or RLS/PLMD.

Sleep is thought to be involved in restoring brain
function after the day’s activities [50], and this process
is believed to be intimately linked to daily neuronal
workload [51]. Beebe and Gozal [52] suggested that in
children with ADHD-SDB, sleep disruption interferes
with the completion of sleep-related restorative
processes, which are thought to be critical for recovery
of the prefrontal regions of the brain cortex (PFC)
from int ensive effort during wak efulness [ 53 –55 ].
These findings led researchers to hypothesize that
sleep disruption impairs PFC function and results
in “executive dysfunctions,” such as the cognitive
and behavioral deficits found in children with
ADHD-SDB [56]. The following sections review
evidence that supports such a hypothesis in children
with ADHD that do not suffer from sleep apnea,
SDB, or RLS/PLM.

Relationship between insufficient sleep and ADHD
Evidence for excessive daytime sleepiness in children with ADHD

From both clinical and experimental standpoints, the
most reliable observable manifestation of insufficient
or poor-quality sleep is excessive daytime sleepiness.
Objective studies designed to assess fatigue/alertness
revealed that children with ADHD exhibited signifi-
cantly more daytime sleepine ss than co ntrols [ 57 –59 ].
These studies used the Multiple Sleep Latency
Test (MSLT), which measures the speed of falling
asleep under standard conditions, and in which a
shorter sleep latency period indicates a higher level

of physiological sleepiness [60, 61]. Children with
ADHD had shorter sleep onset latency periods than
had controls, suggesting a pathological level of
sleepiness.

Electroencephalography studies have shown that
children with ADHD are prone to daytime hypo-
arousal characterized by increased theta activity
(primarily in the frontal areas), decreased alpha and
beta activity, and increased theta/alp ha and theta/
beta ratios [61 – 63 ], compa red to normal child ren.
Sustained wakefulness and sleep deprivation caused
similarly increased theta and decreased alpha activi-
ties in normal participants [64], suggesting that
children with ADHD suffer from daytime sleepiness.

The most common treatment for ADHD is
methylphenidate (MPH), a central nervous system
stimul ant that produces increased vigilance, superior
mental activity, a decreased need for sleep, and less
awareness of fatigue [65]. Partial normalization of
EEG patterns has been found following the adminis-
tration of stimulant medication to children with
ADHD [66 – 69 ], indicatin g that such medi cation acts
to stimulate the underaroused cortex [70, 71] and
providing support for the hypothesis that children
with ADHD suffer from hypoarousal.

The findings suggesting that objective sleep
parameters are comparable in all children with
ADHD, combined with the fact that ADHD children
are sleepier (as measured by the number of sleep
onsets and their rapidity) than normal children, raise
the possibility that ADHD is associated with hypo-
rather than hyperarousal. This hypothesis also
provides an explanation for the seemingly paradoxical
effectiveness of psychostimulants in treating ADHD.

Evidence that sleep deprivation affects brain areas
associated with ADHD

Neuroimaging studies have shown that activity in the
cerebrum (which mediates alertness, attention, and
higher-order cognitive processes) changes in response
to sleep deprivation, and that these alterations
are associated with differences in cognitive perform-
ance [ 72 –74 ]. Decre ased regio nal gluc ose acti vity
following sleep deprivation has been observed in the
thalam us [72 – 74 ], as well as in the tem poral [74 ],
prefron tal, and parietal cortice s [ 73]. Comparison s
of individuals performing a serial subtraction task
and a verbal learning task under conditions of normal
wakefulness and sleep deprivation revealed a sleep
deprivation-associated decrease in the blood oxygen
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level-dependent (BOLD) activity in the prefrontal
anterior cingulate gyrus, lateral posterior parietal
lobules, pulvinar thalamus, temporal lobes, and visual
cortices [79]. Sleep-deprived individuals showed large
deactivations in the prefrontal and posterior parietal
cortices, the heteromodal association areas, and
Brodmann’s areas in the prefrontal and posterior pari-
etal cortices [75, 76], which are involved in higher-order
analysis and integration of sensory–motor information
and cognition [75].

These cortical regions are also among the major
sites implicated in ADHD patients, who show abnor-
malities in their frontal, dorsolateral prefrontal,
ventrolateral prefrontal, and dorsal anterior cingulate
cortices, along with the striatum (caudate and
putamen) and lateral temporal and parietal regions
[73, 74, 75]. These regions together are thought
to form a broadly distributed action-attentional net-
work system [77, 78], which functions to initiate and
maintain an alert state (alerting), select information
from sensory input (orienting), and resolve conflict
among responses (executive control). Attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder has been associated with
deficits in the alerting and executive systems. The
alerting mechanism is associated with norepinephrine
(NE), and the executive control network involves
dopamine (DA) [78, 79]. These systems, as well as
the frontal brain areas implicated in ADHD, are
particularly vulnerable to sleep deprivation.

These studies showing preliminary support for the
involvement of arousal-related mechanisms in ADHD
deficits suggest that insufficient sleep is likely
involved in ADHD pathophysiology. Empirical stud-
ies examining this hypothesis are needed to further
support and specify the nature and the significance of
this association.

Clinical implications
The human functions that are mostly affected by
fatigue and insufficient sleep, the executive functions,
self-regulation, and arousal, are also the key domains
of dysfunction in children with ADHD [80]. The
clearest direct health consequences of insufficient
sleep are impairment in cognitive functioning,
and high-risk behaviors such as substance abuse
and car accidents [81, 82]. Among children predis-
posed to behavioral and academic difficulties, such
as those with ADHD, the impact of disrupted sleep
may be ampl ified [83 – 85]. Hence, ADHD may

increase both the risk of, and vulnerability to,
insufficient sleep.

From a clinical perspective, diagnosing and
treating sleep problems in ADHD individuals is thus
of great importance. Sleep disturbances and ADHD
could interact in several ways. First, sleep distur-
bances may worsen ADHD symptoms and/or associa-
ted mood disorders. Therefore, the treatment of
comorbid sleep disorders and interventions targeted
at ensuring adequate sleep may substantially improve
daytime ADHD symptoms. Second, any sleep
disorder that results in inadequate sleep duration,
fragmented/disrupted sleep, or excessive daytime
sleepiness may cause problems with mood, attention,
and behavior. Therefore, sleep disturbances may
mimic ADHD symptoms in children misdiagnosed
with ADHD. As a consequence, symptoms of inatten-
tion, hyperactivity, and/or impulsivity may be
improved or even eliminated by treatment of the
primary sleep disorder. Finally, a child’s sleep disrup-
tion may interrupt the sleep of his/her parents,
which increases stress in the family and causes
negative parent–child interactions. This cycle results
in sleep deprivation and negative outcomes for both
the parents and the child. Sleep deprivation has
previously been related to an accumulation of stress
and a deterioration of mood, which are likely to
negatively affect the ability of parents to care for their
children [86], and could be responsible for a negative
cascade in the family.

Diagnosis and treatment
Diagnosis
The aim of assessing sleep in individuals with ADHD
is to characterize the abnormal sleep pattern and to
identify potential behavioral and psychological factors
that might be contributing to the presence and/or
exacerbation of the condition using objective and
subjective sleep measures. The first step in diagnosis
is to obtain symptom information. Patient and parent
evaluations can be used to determine the presence of
symptoms defined in the International Classification
of Sleep Disorders – Revised [87]. Next, assessments
over at least seven days should be made using sleep
diaries. Important data to record include clock times
for “lights off” and “lights on” (to estimate time in
bed), sleep latency, number of awakenings, time spent
awake after initial sleep onset, terminal time spent
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awake prior to arising from bed, and total sleep time.
Concurrent objective verification can be obtained
over this period using wrist actigraphy to gather data
on patterns of estimated sleep and wakefulness. In
addition, a detailed description of bedtime routine;
caffeine, alcohol, or drug use in adolescents; exercise
habits; and sleep environment should be used to
determine the contribution of sleep-hygiene factors
to presenting symptoms.

When assessing a child or adolescent with ADHD,
it is necessary to distinguish a physiological sleep
problem from an emotional problem (e.g., depression
or anxiety) in which the sleep problem is but one of
the symptoms. It is critical to be aware of the potential
contribution of psychiatric comorbidity. A detailed
history of psychiatric symptoms and psychoactive
substance use should therefore be part of routine
evaluation.

It is also important to assess the impact of medi-
cation on sleep onset, sleep duration, and insomnia.
The best practice is to measure sleep on medication
for five consecutive nights, to next have a wash-out
period (with duration based on the half-life of the
medication used to treat ADHD symptoms), and
then to reassess sleep for another five consecutive
nights. Comparing the two sleep patterns will dis-
criminate between intrinsic and medication-related
sleep alterations.

Treatment
Once a diagnosis has been made, a treatment plan
should follow. Sleep problems reported by patients
with ADHD are multifactorial, and may result from
habit, medication, or underlying pathophysiology.
Therefore, the appropriate management of sleep prob-
lems in ADHD patients is based on the correct identi-
fication of factors underlying the problem.

Sleep hygiene
Sleep hygiene issues should be addressed by develop-
ment of instructions to help children develop healthy
sleeping habits to diminish the likelihood that further
problems may arise. Lifestyle changes may be neces-
sary. Coping with certain sleep problems can be made
easier for children by adjusting their exposure to
daylight, by changing the timing of daily routines,
and by strategically scheduling naps. A well organized
and regular schedule of wake-up time, bedtime, meals,
and activities is important.

Circadian sleep disorder
With circadian sleep disorder, therapies aim to
synchronize the individual circadian clock with the
environmental light–dark cycle. Various therapies target
either the schedule per se (chronotherapy), or mechan-
isms (i.e., light, melatonin) that can reset the circadian
timing system, or employ non-photic time cues [88].

The impact of ADHD medication on sleep
If the sleep disorder is related to the commencement
of ADHD medication, adjusting the dose, changing
the dosing schedule to avoid night interruption, a
change in stimulant formulation, a trial of another
stimulant, or a switch to a non-stimulant medication
(clonidine), should all be considered.

Primary sleep disorders associated with peroidic
leg movement disorder/restless legs movement dis-
order or sleep apnea are discussed in Chapter 16.

Summary
In conclusion, the available data indicate an associa-
tion between sleep and ADHD and an overlap between
the consequences of sleep deprivation and symptoms
of ADHD. Basic mechanisms within these systems are
intimately connected to individual regulation of sleep
and arousal; should these mechanisms be disrupted,
there may be considerable ramifications for develop-
ment, effective functioning, and the appearance of
behavioral disorders. Sleep difficulties in children with
ADHD may increase daytime ADHD symptoms,
may be associated with the underlying pathophysiol-
ogy of the disorder, and can pose a considerable
challenge for clinicians attempting to develop effective
ADHD treatment strategies. Consequently, diagnosis
of sleep problems in children with ADHD should be
made using subjective and objective measures. Treat-
ment of individuals presenting with ADHD and sleep
disorders must be based upon an understanding of
interactions among the underlying systems, with an
appreciation of the importance of such systems in the
presentation and exacerbation of symptoms.
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Chapter

22 Interaction between primary sleep
disorders and attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder
Anna Ivanenko and Sricharan Moturi

Sleep regulation and ADHD:
conceptual framework
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a
neurobehavioral syndrome characterized by impul-
sivity, hyperactivity, inattention, distractibility, and
symptoms of executive dysfunction. Similar symp-
toms of behavioral disinhibition, poor concentration,
emotional dysregulation, and performance deficits
have been described in children and adolescents
subjected to sleep loss or resulting from sleep
fragmentation.

Several theoretical models have been proposed to
explain the interface between sleep disruption and
symptoms of ADHD based on the common neuro-
pathophysiological pathways involved in the regulation
of attention, behavior, and the sleep–wakefulness cycle.

For example, neurotransmitters like norepineph-
rine (NE) and serotonin (5-HT) have been implicated
in the regulation of attentional processes and sleep–
wakefulness cycle with NE being hypothesized to cause
hyperarousal in subjectswithADHDresulting indelayed
sleep onset [1]. Structural and functional abnormalities
in the prefrontal cortex seen in patients with ADHD
and primary sleep disorders support the hypothesis
of executive function abnormalities as one of the under-
lying mechanisms of neurocognitive and behavioral
deficits seen inADHDandprimary sleepdisorders [2, 3].

Possible association of hypoarousal and ADHD
has been proposed based on the clinical findings,
thereby raising the question of whether the hyper-
activity is an adaptive behavior against the underlying
daytime sleepiness (resulting from hypoarousal) [4].
Inter-subject variability in sleep patterns observed in
subjects with ADHD appears to be related to disturb-
ances in arousal regulation associated with ADHD [5].

Finally, several research studies indicated circadian
mechanisms of sleep disruption with melatonin
mediated sleep phase delay and intrinsic homeostatic
regulatory dysfunction being part of pathophysiologi-
cal pathways of increased sleep onset latency in
patients with ADHD [6].

Sleep related breathing disorders
(SRBD) and ADHD
Clinical characteristics and prevalence
of SRBD in children
Sleep related breathing disorders (SRBD) are best
understood as occurring across a spectrum that
includes habitual snoring at its least severe, lowermost
end, and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) at its most
severe, uppermost end. Sleep related breathing
disorders include upper airway resistance syndrome
(UARS) and obstructive hypoventilation syndrome
as part of the spectrum. Obstructive sleep apnea
appears to be related to upper airway collapse during
inspiration either due to anatomical factors (obstruc-
tion related to lymphoid tissue proliferation) and/or
functional factors such as increased pharyngeal
muscle collapsibility. Obesity related fatty infiltration
of the upper airway structures and/or subcutaneous
fat deposits in anterior neck region along with
increased adipose tissue in the abdominal wall causes
reduced intrathoracic volume and diaphragmatic
excursion in the supine position leading to obstruct-
ive hypoventilation during sleep. Although obesity
appears to be one of the leading causes of SRBD in
adults, adenotonsillar hypertrophy is the predomin-
ant cause of SRBD in children, other than craniofacial
and soft tissue abnormalities.
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Recently, Gozal and colleagues proposed a new
classification of OSA in children to elucidate the
relationship between the anatomical and functional
risk factors [7]. Type I OSA is characterized by the
presence of marked adenotonsillar hypertrophy in the
absence of obesity, and Type II is OSA associated
with obesity in the presence of only minimal adeno-
tonsillar hypertrophy. Independent risk factors for
development of adenotonsillar hypertrophy include
cigarette smoke, recurrent viral infections, asthma,
and allergic rhinitis. Genetic factors have also been
implicated in the pathophysiology of OSA. Overnight
polysomnography (PSG) has been recommended as a
“gold standard” for the diagnosis of OSA in children
and adolescents [8].

Pathophysiology of SRBD and ADHD
Pathophysiology of SRBD and ADHD has been
investigated using animal models of SRBD. Studies in
rodents revealed that intermittent hypoxia was associ-
ated with increased oxidative stress [9], induction of
excessive nitric oxide (NO) levels and upregulation of
pro-inflammatory cytokines [10]. These pathophysio-
logic changes were proposed to cause neuronal cell
death in the cortex and hippocampus [11], thereby
causing perturbations in higher cognitive functions
like vigilance, task switching, and working memory
consistent with a distinct ADHD phenotype.

Although animal research cannot be exactly repli-
cated in the pediatric population, some of the animal
studies’ findings could be extrapolated to children.
For example, Larkin et al. showed increased levels
of inflammatory markers such as C-reactive proteins
in adolescents with SRBD and disrupted sleep,
which could confer additional risk for cardiovascular
disease independent of obesity [12], while Gozal and
colleagues showed elevated C-reactive proteins in
children with OSA who later develop neurocognitive
deficits [13]. A study by Halbower et al. of children
with OSA demonstrated possible neuronal injury in
the hippocampus and frontal cortex as evidenced by
reduced N-acetyl aspartate/choline ratio compared
to age- and gender-matched controls, leading to
deficits of IQ and executive functions [14].

Neurocognitive impact of SRBD has been
explored in numerous studies. One study, which
focused on the cognitive impact of SRBD in children,
found that subjects with oxygen desaturations of 3 to
4% with or without upper airway obstruction or

respiratory arousals tended to have lower IQ,
impaired attentional capacity and memory compared
to controls [15]. Another study of children with
symptoms of snoring but less prevalent oxygen desa-
turations as documented by the polysomnogram
showed improved daytime vigilance and decreased
hyperactive behavior after adenotonsillectomy [16].
There also appears to be a dose-dependent relation-
ship between nocturnal hypoxia and neurocognitive
impairment as evidenced in an early study by Lewin
et al. [17]. In this study, 28 healthy children with OSA
and a healthy, age-matched comparison group of ten
children were assessed using standard measures of
sleep, behavior, and cognitive function. Children with
OSA had significantly more behavior problems than
the healthy comparison group based on parents’
reports. Children diagnosed with moderate to severe
OSA had significantly lower scores on tasks that
assessed sustained attention. A significant association
was also found between OSA severity and verbal
ability. Recent systematic review of literature sug-
gested that ADHD might be involved in the develop-
ment of comorbid obesity through abnormal eating
behaviors like impulsive binge eating [18]. Excessive
sleepiness was also shown to be associated with
obesity in children possibly contributing to symptoms
of ADHD [19].

To summarize and explain a complex relationship
between sleep disorders and neurobehavioral/emotional
development in children, a multisystem heuristic
model of bidirectional relationship between SRBD and
daytime functions has been proposed by Gozal and
Beebe [20]. This model implies that sleep disruption
can produce prefrontal cortical dysfunction leading to
impaired executive functions that appear to translate
into daytime cognitive and behavioral difficulties in
children [21, 22]. The putative mechanisms behind
the prefrontal cortical dysfunction are speculated to
be related to disruption in cellular and neurochemical
processes, inflammatory responses to hypoxia, and
oxidative stress marked by increased production of
free radicals, adhesion molecules, and decreased levels
of NO, thereby leading to potential neuronal loss
during a vulnerable period of brain development that
includes processes such as myelination and synaptic
pruning [14, 20].

Prevalence of SRBD and ADHD
A recent systematic review of epidemiological
studies of SRBD in children provided estimates of
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parent-reported symptoms of SRBD at 4 to 11%
including parentally reported snoring at 7.45%,
whereas prevalence of SRBD diagnosed using poly-
somnography ranged between 1 and 4%. Greater rates
of prevalence were suggested in boys, in overweight
children, and among African-American children [23].
In a recent systematic review, worldwide pooled
prevalence rates of pediatric ADHD were found to
be 5.9% with no significant differences between North
America and Europe [24]. Prevalence of ADHD in
North America alone was estimated to be 8.7%
among US children aged 8 to 15, of whom fewer than
half receive treatment [25].

Studies on the prevalence of ADHD in children
with SRBD have been largely inconsistent. Cohen-
Zion and Anconi-Israel reviewed 47 studies on sleep
in children with ADHD and concluded that the data
were inconclusive as to the relative prevalence of
primary sleep disorders in children with ADHD when
compared to controls. For example, parental reports
in children without ADHD have found symptoms of
SRBD and periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD)
as being associated with symptoms of hyperactivity
and inattention. Subjective symptoms of sleep
disordered breathing have also been more frequently
reported in children with ADHD than controls. How-
ever, PSG studies have so far not confirmed whether
the actual prevalence of SRBD is higher in ADHD and
a clear relationship could not be ascertained [26].
A more recent systematic review of literature did,
however, conclude that children with ADHD were
more likely to have mild SRBD [27].

Association of SRBD and ADHD
Behavioral morbidities and neurocognitive deficits in
children with SRBD have been widely reported in the
literature. Psychiatric symptoms associated with
SRBD include hyperactivity, inattention, disruptive
behaviors like aggression, and symptoms consistent
with mood disorders. Association of SRBD with
hyperactivity in children has been well supported by
parental reports [28 – 30 ], and polys omnograp hic
studies [17, 31, 32].

Neuropsychological assessments including auditory
continuous performance tests showed impairment in
selective and sustained attention in children with
SRBD [21]. Other behavioral correlates of SRBD
include disruptive behaviors and aggression [33, 34].
Depressive symptoms were more likely to be reported
by children who snore than non-snoring children, and

appear to be independent of comorbid obesity [35].
Deficits in cognitive domains such as memory, intelli-
gence [22], and learning problems [36] have been well
documented in children with SRBD. However, some
studies have failed to replicate similar deficits in
memory [37] and intelligence [38] possibly due to
different aspects of memory being measured (variable
vs. declarative vs. working memory), use of different
neuropsychological tests, as well as other confounding
variables like premorbid academic functioning and
socioeconomic status. Most of the studies examining
behavioral and cognitive deficits in children with
SRBD have been methodologically limited, and lack
comprehensive diagnostic evaluations of ADHD. There
is certainly a wide range of assessment tools used to
measure cognitive functions across different studies
that makes it difficult to conduct meta-analysis and to
generalize findings to a general pediatric population.

Treatment outcome studies have provided addi-
tional insights into the causal relationship between
SRBD, cognitive deficits, and behavioral problems in
children. A vast majority of studies indicated signifi-
cant improvement in neurocognitive and behavioral
measures following the treatment of SRBD [16, 39–
41]. Huang and co lleagues showed that child ren with
mild SRBD and coexistent ADHD improved across
most subjectively measured behavioral and cognitive
domains after adenotonsillectomy (AT) compared
to children who had treatment with stimulant
medications alone [42]. Another recent study exam-
ined differences in sleep and behavioral outcomes
in children with SRBD using the pediatric sleep
questionnaire (PSQ) and Conners’ Parent Rating
Scale – Revised Short form (CPRS-RS) before and after
AT. Although there was no randomized control
group that did not undergo AT, children with severe
baseline T-scores in CPRS-RS showed greater
improvements post-AT in inattention, hyperactivity,
oppositional behaviors, and ADHD index [43].
A recent literature review that focused on the treat-
ment outcomes in children with SRBD concluded that
AT is associated with improvements in the quality of
life, behavior, and cognitive function, although larger
randomized controlled trials are needed for definitive
evidence of such benefits [44].

ADHD and SRBD in adults
Prevalence of ADHD in adults has been estimated to
be 4.4% [45], whereas prevalence studies of ADHD in
adults with SRBD are largely lacking. However, few
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reports suggest the presence of SRBD in some adults
with ADHD who report significant sleep problems
[46, 47]. Significant deficits in alertness and attention
have been shown in adults with diagnosed OSA [48].
Recent meta-analysis of 40 studies in adults with
SRBD (predominantly OSA) found that executive
functions were the most impaired cognitive domain
of which the most often affected were working
memory, phonological fluency, cognitive flexibility,
and planning, with some deficits persisting even after
treatment of OSA [49]. Age did not appear to interact
with the effects of SRBD on the cognitive deficits [50].

Recently, a 30-UTR polymorphism of the circadian
locomotor output cycles protein kaput (CLOCK)
gene, rs1801260, showed a strong, significant associ-
ation (p< 0.001) between adult ADHD and sleep
patterns with at least one T-mutation being the risk
allele further providing insight into the pathophysio-
logic overlap between ADHD and sleep disturbances
[51]. Impaired executive functions related to under-
lying sleep disorders seem to explain daytime cogni-
tive and behavioral difficulties in adults, and are
speculated to be due to prefrontal cortical dysfunction
[52]. A recent study that utilized sleep questionnaires
and a symptoms checklist in adults with ADHD
demonstrated that the severity of ADHD symptoms
was closely related to the feeling of being refreshed in
the morning, problems with the sleep–wake pattern,
sleep quality, and sleep onset latency [53]. A relatively
small study that evaluated the presence of attentional
deficits in 41 adults with OSA before and after treat-
ment with continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP) showed improvements in ADHD symptoms
among 58% of treated subjects with elevated baseline
scores of ADHD. Yet, 42% of the patients demon-
strated persistent attentional deficits, raising the
question of whether the duration of untreated sleep
apnea is a major factor in the treatment [54].

Periodic limb movement disorder
(PLMD), restless legs syndrome (RLS),
and ADHD
Clinical characteristics and prevalence
of RLS/PLMD in pediatric patients
Restless legs syndrome (RLS) is a neurological move-
ment disorder that is predominantly characterized by
sensorimotor symptoms affecting the limbs. It is

typically characterized by unpleasant and distressing
sensations in the legs accompanied by an urge to
move. Most of these symptoms appear to be aggra-
vated by inactivity and relieved by movement, and
also appear to worsen at night. Although well
reported and characterized in adults, diagnosis of
RLS in children and adolescents can be challenging
due to a variance in descriptors of sensory symptoms.
Periodic limb movements in sleep (PLMS) are brief,
rhythmic, stereotyped movements of legs that last
between 0.5 and 5 seconds in duration occurring
sequentially as four or more movements within an
interval of 5 to 90 seconds [55]. Periodic limb move-
ment disorder (PLMD) is diagnosed when periodic
limb movement index (PLMI) exceeds five per hour
in most cases, and is associated with clinical sleep
disturbance or a complaint of daytime fatigue. Also,
the PLMS cannot be explained by another sleep
disorder (e.g., a sleep related breathing disorder such
as obstructive sleep apnea), medical or neurological
disorder,mental disorder, medication use, or substance
use disorder.

A recent epidemiological study of the general
population with regards to the prevalence of RLS in
adults reported that symptoms of RLS are present in
approximately 7% of the general population, and that
2.7% reported experiencing moderately or severely
distressing symptoms at least two to three times
per week [56]. Although more than one-third of
adults with RLS report onset of symptoms between
the ages of 10 and 20 years [57], the prevalence of RLS
symptoms was only recently studied in children [58].
Picchietti and colleagues reported 1.9% of 8- to
11-year-old children meeting criteria for definite
RLS and 2.0% of 12- to 17-year-old adolescents.
Moderately or severely distressing restless legs syn-
drome symptoms were reported to occur greater than
or equal to two times per week in 0.5% and 1.0% of
children respectively. Prevalence rates of PLMD in
children are largely unknown, but have been reported
to be 11.9% in a community survey and 8.4% in a
sleep center referral population [59].

The exact etiology of RLS is largely unknown, yet
the pathophysiologic mechanisms appear to be much
better understood. Although genetic factors have long
been implicated in the pathogenesis of RLS, this
appears to be true only for primary and/or idiopathic
cases of RLS. Restless legs syndrome is also associated
with various neurological and psychiatric disorders,
and the final common pathway appears to involve
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dopaminergic mechanisms. Thus far, five gene loci
have been mapped in primary RLS to chromosomes
12q, 14q, 9p, 2q, and 20p, also known as RLS 1–5.
Recently, the neuronal nitric oxide synthase (NOS1)
gene was found to have associations with RLS and was
mapped on chromosome 12 (RLS-1) [60]. In a recent
study of 23 children with RLS, it was shown that
family history was positive in 87% of the children
and was compatible with an autosomal dominant
inheritance pattern [61]. The dopaminergic hypoth-
esis appears to be supported by treatment response of
RLS to dopaminergic agonists (or worsening on
dopamine antagonists like antipsychotics) as well as
the recent validation of the L-DOPA test [62]. Reduced
dopamine receptor (D2) binding along with hypo-
dopaminergia in basal ganglia as shown on SPECT
tends to support the dopaminergic hypothesis [63].
Pathophysiology of RLS also appears to involve iron
metabolism and is associated with conditions that
precipitate iron deficiency (like anemia). It is being
proposed that low peripheral iron stores can mediate
the levels of dopamine in the brain by affecting the
cofactor for tyrosine hydroxylase, the rate-limiting
enzyme in the production of dopamine [64].

The consensus criteria for pediatric RLS developed
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) workshop
modified diagnostic criteria for pediatric RLS into
“definite RLS,” “probable RLS,” and “possible RLS”
[65]. The diagnosis of RLS in children should accom-
pany age-dependent descriptors of sensations by the
child, along with presence of a sleep disturbance.
The diagnosis of PLMD requires an overnight poly-
somnogram to assess the amount of leg movements
(PLMI) and disturbed sleep associated with them.
Children complaining of “growing pains” have been
shown to meet criteria for RLS, and therefore asking
parents about leg aches in children that occur during
the night can further aid in diagnosing RLS [66].

Non-pharmacological treatment options for RLS
and associated sleep disturbances include incorpora-
tion of a regular sleep schedule coupled with routine
bedtime and wake-up time, reducing environmental
influences (like TV, music, video games, etc. prior to/
at bedtime), and daily physical exercise can help chil-
dren and adolescents with sleep problems associated
with RLS. It can be helpful to ascertain the child’s
current nutritional status and need for dietary supple-
ments of iron in cases associated with low serum
ferritin level. Iron supplementation has been shown
to be effective in reducing symptoms of RLS [67] and

PLMD, as well as daytime symptoms consistent with
ADHD [68]. Although dopaminergic agonists like
pramipexole and ropinirole are approved by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) for treatment of
RLS in adults, they are not approved for use in chil-
dren. A few case reports have illustrated improve-
ments in RLS along with improvement in associated
depressive and ADHD symptoms in children on these
medications [69, 70].

Association of ADHD with RLS and PLMD
Children with ADHD have been shown to consistently
exhibit significant sleep difficulties. A meta-analysis
of polysomnographic studies in children with
ADHD revealed only one significant combined
effect indicating that children with ADHD are more
likely than controls to suffer from PLMS [71]. One
study reported that a higher hyperactivity index on
the Conners’ Parent Rating Scale (CPRS) predicted
symptoms of PLMD, RLS, and growing pains [72].
Conversely, a retrospective chart review by Walters
and colleagues showed that 91% of children with
PLMI (>5 per hour) had an associated diagnosis of
ADHD. Also, 94% of a subset of this patient sample
with PLMI (>25 per hour) had a 94% prevalence
rate of ADHD [73]. Another study showed that
at least 50% of children with ADHD have PLMI
(>5 per hour), and one third of these children have
a positive family history of RLS [74]. In a prospect-
ive study of 62 adults with RLS by Wagner and
colleagues, 26% of adults met DSM-IV criteria for
ADHD compared to 6% of patients who had insom-
nia and 5% of controls. The RLS symptom severity
score was greater for patients who had ADHD
compared with those who did not have ADHD
[75]. It has been suggested that comorbidity of
RLS with ADHD can be associated with increased
bedtime refusal, since children with RLS associate
the distressing sensations of RLS with bedtime. This
can often be perceived as oppositional behavior or
symptoms of ADHD [76]. The relationship, there-
fore, appears to be bidirectional and clinicians
should thoroughly assess for symptoms of ADHD
in patients with RLS and vice versa.

Potential mechanisms of association between
ADHD and RLS have been explored in more recently
published literature. A review by Cortese and
colleagues examined the evidence of ADHD and
RLS association and reported that up to 44% of
subjects with ADHD have been found to have RLS
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or RLS symptoms, and up to 26% of subjects with RLS
have been found to have ADHD or ADHD-like symp-
toms. The authors proposed that sleep disruption
associated with RLS might lead to inattentiveness,
moodiness, and paradoxical overactivity and can
manifest as restlessness and inattention during day-
time that mimic symptoms of ADHD. Alternatively,
RLS has been shown to be comorbid with idiopathic
ADHD [77].

The dopaminergic pathway has also been suggested
as the “final common pathway” implicated in the
pathophysiology of RLS, PLMD, and ADHD in both
children and adults. In an early study by Walters
and colleagues, seven children with comorbid ADHD
and RLS/PLMD were successfully treated with dopa-
minergic therapies with reduction in RLS symptoms,
PLMI, and improvement in ADHD symptoms as
measured by CPRS and the Child Behavior Check
List (CBCL). It was concluded that improvement
could be due to enhanced dopamine levels or due to
improved sleep quality [78].

Disruption in iron status has been proposed as a
potential implicating factor in the association between
RLS/PLMD and ADHD. Low levels of iron stores as
reflected by serum ferritin less than 50 ng/ml were
associated with increased prevalence and severity of
RLS in adults [79] and were shown to be associated
with ADHD and RLS/PLMD in children [80, 81].
Beneficial effects of increasing ferritin levels through
iron supplementation in children have been demon-
strated by Konofal and colleagues. In this study,
23 non-anemic children with ferritin levels less than
30 ng/ml were randomized to either receive iron sup-
plementation (80mg/day) or placebo for 12 weeks.
Improvements on the ADHD rating scale were
observed in the group receiving iron compared
to placebo. However, improvements on CPRS and
Conner’s teacher rating scale did not reach significance
[82]. These findings provide further insight into
the pathophysiologic links between ADHD and RLS/
PLMD.

Conclusion
Children with primary sleep disorders frequently
exhibit symptoms of ADHD, and youngsters with
ADHD consistently present with sleep disturbances.
Sleep disorders like delayed sleep phase syndrome,
sleep disordered breathing, and RLS/PLMD are
shown to have a strong association with ADHD

with common pathophysiological pathways regula-
ting sleep, arousal, and attention being proposed as
neurobiological mechanisms of this association.

Clinical research indicates significant improve-
ment in daytime behavioral and neurocognitive
functions in children and adolescents treated for
primary sleep disorders and emphasizes the import-
ance of assessing children with symptoms of ADHD
for the presence of sleep disturbances. Further studies
are needed to delineate symptoms of primary sleep
disorders and ADHD in children, and to develop
treatment algorithms for sleep disturbances associated
with ADHD.
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Chapter

23 Sleep in autism spectrum disorders

Roger Godbout

Introduction
Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder with
neurological origins [1], defined by a triad of symp-
toms in the social, communicative, and restricted
interest and repetitive behaviors areas [2]. Asperger’s
syndrome is characterized by clinical manifestations
that are very similar to autism except for the fact that
the former do not suffer from a delay in the develop-
ment of language. In the present chapter, autism and
Asperger’s syndrome will be grouped together under
the term of autism spectrum disorders (ASD).

The prevalence of ASD is estimated to be 13 per
10,000 with a male:female ratio of approximately 4.5:1
[3]. The first signs of ASD appear before 36 months of
age and the syndrome lasts an entire life, with the
clinical picture improving throughout lifespan par-
ticularly regarding the social and communicative areas
[ 4, 5, but see 6]. There are current ly two sets of argu-
ments suggesting an atypical brain organization in
autism: impaired transfer of information between
brain regions, i.e., a connectivity disorder, and ectopic
localization of brain regions associated with some
cognitive functions, i.e., cortical reallocation. In terms
of event-related electroencephalography (EEG), the
former refers to a diminished synchrony of activation,
relative size, or coherence of EEG signals among pairs
of functional regions normally involved in a given task.
The latter refers to the activation of a brain region
different from that used by typical control individuals,
for example during performance on a specific cogni-
tive task; cross-modal plasticity is an example of this
phenomenon. A growing body of literature shows that
sleep disorders constitute an indicator of abnormal
neural functioning in autism and, therefore, a charac-
teristic of the autism phenotype [7] and the following
sections will review this literature.

Questionnaire studies
The prevalence of sleep disorders in typically develop-
ing children is approximately 30% [8] and this figure
increases dramatically in children with ASD, up to
83% for an average of 65% [9–11]. These numbers
that are higher than what has been described for other
developmental disorders with various etiologies,
although the severity itself might not be different
across diagnoses [10].

Findings from questionnaire studies suggest that
the sleep of persons with ASD is characterized by long
sleep onset latencies, interrupted by nocturnal and
early morning awakenings, and submitted to irregular
circadian schedules [12–17]. Reports by parents sug-
gest that sleep disorders may appear as early as two to
three years old [12, 18] and Richdale and Prior [16]
have observed that sleep disorders reported by parents
of ASD children younger than eight years appeared
to be more severe than in the older children. These
authors proposed that sleep behavior may signifi-
cantly improve with maturation in ASD, and clinical
experience also shows that parental expertise and
tolerance may also contribute to this prognosis. At
the opposite extreme, Honomichl et al. [19] observed
that parents of ASD children reported sleep disorders
as being more severe in the six- to eleven-year-old group
than in the two- to five-year-old group. Even though
methodological issues can be raised to account for
contradicting results in the ASD children literature
[20], there is also evidence for sleep disorders in
the adult ASD population from questionnaire studies
[7, 21–23], suggesting that sleep disorders in ASD are
not merely a question of developmental delay. The
question of IQ is often rightly raised when discussing
sleep disorders in autism and one study [24] has
subdivided its ASD cohort using an IQ of 70 as the
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cut-off score; the two groups of ASD children were
found to be comparable except for more nocturnal
awakenings in the mentally retarded group. This con-
trasts with another study in which the IQ cut-off score
was 55 and where the authors found a longer sleep
latency in the group with the higher IQ. Besides the
fact that IQ is associated to a myriad of comorbid
conditions including epilepsy [25], and besides the fact
that the quantification of IQ in ASD is presently a
matter of debate [26], it has disputably been suggested
that parents of ASD children may unreliably score the
sleep of their children [27], a question that needs to be
thoroughly investigated given the major clinical sig-
nificance it carries. Although it is beyond the scope of
this chapter, one must not forget that the parents of
children with ASD also suffer from poor sleep [28],
whether it is due to the burden of caregiving or to
genetic factors.

One striking observation from our own study on
subjective reports of sleep in adults with ASD and
normal IQ [7] is that despite the fact that subjective
measures of sleep in the ASD group were compatible
with insomnia, and even though this was also docu-
mented with polysomnography, morning restfulness
and sleep satisfaction were not different from the
control group. This raises the question as to whether
or not sleep disorders should be treated in ASD, keep-
ing in mind that non-pharmacological, behavioral
procedures for better sleep habits are available [29].

Objective measures
Actigraphy is a technique by which body movements
are recorded with a wrist-worn meter and data are
then translated into rest–activity cycles so that the
main rest period can be analyzed to yield quantified
sleep characteristics. A recent study for example used
a one-week period to record actigraphic and sleep
diary data in 32 school-age children with Asperger’s
syndrome and high-functioning autism [30]: com-
pared to controls, ASD children showed sleep onset
difficulties on the sleep diaries and actigraphy, while
Asperger’s syndrome and high-functioning autism
groups were not different from one another. Subject-
ive data on sleep in ASD may not always be sup-
ported by objective evidence, however, since another
study only supported the presence of early morning
awakenings in eight children with ASD, while all
other actigraphy data were equivalent to those of
control participants [31].

Actigraphy cannot quantify variables accessible to
polysomnography such as sleep stage duration and
transitions, REM sleep parameters, and the quantifica-
tion of phasic sleep events (sleep spindles, K-complexes,
rapid eye movements). In fact, there are very few
reports on laboratory sleep recordings in autism.
Early studies have revealed REM sleep abnormalities
in autistic children, including dissociated REM sleep
(i.e., intrusion of sleep spindle activity in the EEG
tracing) [32] and fewer rapid eye movements [33].
The next study involved polysomnography in four
children with ASD and revealed an increased number
of stage shifts along with a decreased proportion of
stage 2 sleep relative to five controls, together with
increased rapid eye movements [34]. None of the
aforementioned studies controlled for diagnostic
tools, associated conditions, and/or IQ. One more
recent study implemented such controls and recorded
the sleep of 21 children aged four to ten years old and
diagnosed with ASD. Interestingly enough, no signifi-
cant differences were found between the ASD group
and controls on any of the polysomnographic para-
meters recorded on night #2, following a night of
adaptation to laboratory conditions [35]. This con-
trasts with polysomnography results obtained in
adults adapted to laboratory conditions, controlled
for comorbidity, and without actual complaints about
their sleep. In one study [36], a group of eight adults
with Asperger’s syndrome showed difficulty in main-
taining sleep in early parts of the night, displayed a
pathological number of periodic leg movements
during sleep and had unstable REM sleep despite a
normal amount of rapid eye movements. It was sug-
gested that anomalies in voluntary ocular saccades in
autism were due to an impairment in neocortical
areas [37, 38], some of which are also involved in
the control of REM sleep ocular saccades, including
the frontal cortex [39] as well as the loop made of the
midpontine region, the frontal eye field, and the
limbic system [40]. This paper [36] also confirmed a
previous case study [41] in which low EEG spindle
activity was reported. These findings were later con-
firmed again and extended, both in Asperger’s syn-
drome and high-functining autism in a larger group
of patients [7], including a longer sleep latency,
more frequent nocturnal awakenings, lower sleep effi-
ciency, increased duration of shallow (stage 1) sleep,
decreased SWS, fewer stage 2 EEG sleep spindles,
and a lower number of rapid eye movements during
REM sleep.
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The host of these findings indicate that micro-
and macrostructure of sleep in ASD depart from what
is found in comparison groups and that sleep insta-
bility may constitute a salient feature of the ASD
phenotype.
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Chapter

24 Sleep in schizophrenia

Roger Godbout

Introduction
The relationship between sleep and schizophrenia has
been fascinating scientists, clinicians, philosophers,
and the patients themselves for immemorial times.
Most probably because of the perceived similarity
between the positive symptoms of schizophrenia and
dreaming, psychosis has been considered as a state
of waking dreams [1]. More recently, this idea has
been revived both by “neuro-psychoanalysts” such
as Carhart-Harris [2] and neuroscientists such as
Gottesmann [3] who find not only a psychological
resemblance but also strong neurobiological similar-
ities between the dreaming state and schizophrenia. If
this were true, one should expect to find fewer differ-
ences on selected appropriate dependent variables
between sleep and wake cognitions in persons with
schizophrenia than in healthy individuals or, alterna-
tively, no difference between daytime cognitions of
persons with schizophrenia and dreams of healthy
individuals. Such a finding has not yet been reported
in the scientific literature, although self-report ques-
tionnaires and laboratory-based dream narratives
of patients with schizophrenia appear to be qualita-
tively and quantitatively different from comparison
groups [4, 5]. Contrary to dreaming, the literature
on sleep and schizophrenia is well documented; sleep
plays a significant role in the clinical picture of this
disease and it may also point to some of its patho-
physiological mechanisms. This chapter is divided
into three parts: the first part will discuss the
clinical aspects of sleep disorders in persons with
schizophrenia, the second part will review subjec-
tive reports of sleep, and the last part will cover
objective findings.

Schizophrenia in the sleep
disorders clinic
The International Classification of Sleep Disorders
(ICSD) lists the sleep disorders in schizophrenia in the
section on “Sleep Disorders Associated with Mental
Disorders”, under the heading of “Psychosis” [6] (it is
noteworthy that the bibliography refers only to studies
in schizophrenia). Sleep disorders are described as vary-
ing together with the waxing and waning phases of
chronic schizophrenia, whereas insomnia may alternate
with excessive sleepiness. For example, the acute exacer-
bation of psychotic symptoms is usually accompanied
by a severe disturbance of sleep continuity while chronic
stable patients may appear as having long periods of
uninterrupted sleep. Below are some of the essential
features of ICSD indications [6].

Diagnostic criteria
The ICSD diagnostic criteria for “Psychoses associ-
ated with sleep disturbance” are:

a. The patient has a complaint of insomnia or
excessive sleepiness.

b. The patient has a clinical diagnosis of
schizophrenia, schizophreniform disorder, or
other functional psychosis.

c. Polysomnographic monitoring demonstrates an
increased sleep latency, reduced sleep efficiency,
an increased number and duration of awakenings,
and often a reversed first-night effect.

d. The sleep disturbance is not associated with other
medical or mental disorders (e.g., dementia).

e. The complaint does not meet diagnostic criteria
for other sleep disorders.
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The ICSD minimal criteria are (a) plus (b); it is
thus noteworthy that the diagnosis of a sleep disorder
in a person with schizophrenia can be solely based
on subjective complaints and that polysomnography,
i.e., the simultaneous recording of many physiological
parameters during sleep, is not required.

Possible associated features
The clinical evaluation of sleep in patients with
schizophrenia should include a monitoring of the
following features:
	 odd bedtimes and rise times, together with a

disruption of other daily activities such as mealtimes
	 time course: sleep disorders may precede

decompensation, acute exacerbation, and relapses
	 predisposing factors: medical illness and increased

stress may trigger sleep disturbance
	 most psychotic patients experience some degree of

sleep disruption during exacerbations of their
illness, regardless of gender

	 severe sleep disruption may exacerbate symptoms of
schizophrenia, induce impulsivity and aggressivity,
to the degree that patients can become suicidal.

Differential diagnosis
Conditions that should be ruled out include other
sleep disorders such as periodic leg movement or
sleep apneas, side effects of antipsychotic medication
(sedation or akathisia), drug-induced psychosis, drug
and alcohol withdrawal, mood disorders, and post-
traumatic stress disorders.

Duration and severity criteria
The possible duration of sleep disorders is broken
down into three levels: acute¼ four weeks or less;
subacute¼more than four weeks but less than two
years; chronic¼ two years or longer.

Severity criteria have three levels that can be sum-
marized as follows [6]: mild¼ an almost nightly com-
plaint, with little or no impact on daytime functioning;
moderate¼ nightly complaint, with mild or moderate
impact on daytime functioning; severe¼ nightly com-
plaint, with severe impact on daytime functioning.

Subjective reports of sleep
in schizophrenia
Subjective reports of sleep disorders often precede
psychotic relapse, as reported by the patients or

relatives [7], and the same applies to acutely ill and
chronic patients, including increased sleep latency,
increased nocturnal awakenings, and disturbing
dreams [8, 9]. During the prodromal phase, patients
and clinicians also report a delay in the sleep–wake
schedule possibly associated with insomnia and day-
time somnolence. Accordingly, chronotype character-
ization through questionnaires has revealed a greater
proportion of types in middle-aged chronic outpa-
tients with schizophrenia compared to controls [10].
The same study showed that evening chronotype was
associated with a lower quality of sleep as estimated
by a standard questionnaire, i.e., the Pittsburgh Sleep
Quality Index [11]. The issue of chronotype and cir-
cadian rhythms in schizophrenia is not so simple as
there is also evidence for the possibility of a phase
advance in this disease, with comparable conse-
quences on sleep latency and sleep continuity [12].
The question of sleep disorders and aging is a signi-
ficant one in schizophrenia and older patients are
particularly concerned with the need to improve their
sleep [13] and, as a matter of fact, aging is possi-
bly associated with a phase advance of biological
rhythms [14]. Although the improvement of sleep
quality following treatment with atypical antipsycho-
tics is appealing to older patients based on question-
naire studies [15], one must not forget that treatment
may have to be interrupted at one point and that with-
drawal may then induce serious sleep difficulties [16].

The presence of daytime somnolence/sleepiness
often reported in schizophrenia can be interpreted
as a consequence of poor sleep or impaired circadian
rhythms, even though actual evidence in favor of one
or the other is not so abundant. Sedation is also a well
known secondary effect of many neuroleptics, includ-
ing those of the second generation (i.e., atypical anti-
psychotics). A thorough evaluation of nocturnal sleep
as well as daytime alertness is thus a prerequisite that
has to be based on the most recent data and sound
clinical tools available. The recent review of Kane and
Sharif [17] includes a good discussion on antipsychotic-
induced sedation and it presents clinical tools to
measure the risk–benefit balance when using this last
class of molecules. In this regard, on one hand, cau-
tion must be taken not to interpret sedation or day-
time “somnolence” as if it were daytime “sleepiness”,
i.e., true sleep. Indeed, psychomotor slowing or severe
negative symptoms may lead a patient to seek social
isolation by retiring and resting in bed. On the other
hand, true sleepiness can be induced by the sleep
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apnea syndrome, the incidence of which increases
with age, including in persons with schizophrenia
[18], often together with a sudden gain of weight
following a medication change [19]. The next para-
graphs will review some of the literature on objective
measures of sleep in schizophrenia.

Objective findings on sleep
in schizophrenia
Laboratory recordings of sleep for research purposes
in patients with schizophrenia can be challenging in
terms of recruitment capacity, sampling bias, and
uncontrolled independent variables, and it is thus
not surprising to find that published results have been
equivocal [20]. Protocols are more easily achieved in
strictly clinical circumstances, like testing the pres-
ence of pathological sleep apneas with or without
EEG awakenings. In that context, the growth of a
clinical data base may soon permit the generation of
coherent results based on homogenous samples.
Meanwhile, the use of statistical meta-analysis tech-
niques has permitted us to draw general conclusions
on the sleep of patients with schizophrenia [21, 22] to
which other studies can be compared. In both set-
tings, experimental and clinical, recordings should be
monitored by a qualified polysomnographic technol-
ogist in order to assure quality control, management of
unexpected technical events, and proper contact with
patients.

It is useful to divide sleep findings into two categor-
ies. The first category of variables is related to sleep
initiation and maintenance; these are useful to test the
presence of insomnia and can be used to quantify sleep
quality and efficiency. The second category corresponds
to variables related to the NREM–REM sleep cycle; the
values of these variables cannot be estimated by subject-
ive measures and point towards neurobiological control
of sleep cycles. Both sets of data can be used to identify
sleep–wakemechanisms [23, 24] that can possibly share
pathophysiological substrates with those underlying
schizophrenia [25, 26].

Polysomnographically monitored sleep
of neuroleptic-free patients with
schizophrenia
There are two published statistical meta-analysis
studies on sleep in drug-free patients. The first one

[21] analyzed only three published data sets and
found increased sleep latency, decreased total sleep
time, and decreased slow-wave sleep (SWS: stage 3
and stage 4) in groups of patients with schizophrenia
compared to controls. Our own [22] meta-analysis
included 20 studies, with 321 patients with schizophre-
nia and 331 control participants. Results indicated
that neuroleptic-free patients with schizophrenia had
an increased sleep latency, a decreased total sleep
time, and a decreased sleep efficiency, all consistent
with a difficulty of initiating and maintaining sleep,
but we found no differences in SWS or REM sleep.
We also found that patients withdrawn from neuro-
leptics had more sleep disorders than neuroleptic-
naive patients. On one hand, we can conclude from
these results that insomnia in schizophrenia is an
intrinsic feature of the disease rather than a conse-
quence of neuroleptic use. On the other hand, the
results on SWS and REM sleep need more discussion.
In the 20 studies we reviewed [22], 13 compared
patients with schizophrenia to controls on SWS and
only two (15%) found a significant difference between
the groups. If only stage 4 were analyzed, four of the
12 available studies (33%) showed a significant differ-
ence. Since one of the main characteristics of stage 4 is
to display EEG activity with high voltage and slow
frequencies in the delta range (0.5–4.0 Hz), quantified
analysis of EEG slow-wave activity may be the tech-
nique of choice to compare patients with schizophre-
nia to controls with regards to SWS. Concerning
REM sleep latency, a comparable situation prevailed:
10 out of 20 studies (50%) found a significantly
shorter REM sleep latency in the schizophrenia group.
In this case, the duration of the neuroleptic-free
period may have played a role. For example, one
study [26] found that previously treated patients with-
drawn for two to four weeks had a shorter REM sleep
latency (and greater REM sleep duration) compared
to patients withdrawn for more than four weeks.
Gender differences may also play a role in REM sleep
latency in schizophrenia since another study [27]
found a statistically significant relationship between
reduced REM sleep latency and poor outcome in
female patients, but not in male patients. This also
suggests that the pathophysiological mechanisms
underlying REM sleep latency in schizophrenia are
different in male and female patients. More generally,
unconfirmed expected results may be due to the fact
that studies have not always controlled for variables
such as daytime napping on the day of recording, or
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the inclusion of participants with comorbid sleep
disorders such as sleep apnea or sleep-related periodic
limb movements.

Despite its powerful capacity to generate new
interpretations from scattered data sets, statistical
meta-analysis has its limits. For example, meaningful
dependent variables may not be entered as moderator
variables in the calculations because they have not
been used by a sufficient number of studies, including
duration of the illness, chronicity, diagnosis subtype,
scale symptoms (e.g., positive and negative symp-
toms), and subtypes of antipsychotic molecules.

Based on the results described above it is reason-
able to conclude that sleep disorders are an intrinsic
feature of schizophrenia. Since these results were
extracted from the sleep of acutely ill, drug-naive,
and neuroleptic-withdrawn patients, it can also be
concluded that these sleep disorders are not a conse-
quence of neuroleptic treatments, even though it must
be remembered that sleep in neuroleptic-withdrawn
schizophrenia patients is not comparable to that of
drug-naive patients [28].

Effects of neuroleptics on polysomnographic
measures in schizophrenia
Despite the large variability in methodology, data
generally point toward a positive effect of neuroleptics
on sleep continuity [29, 30]. The effects of neuroleptics
on subjective measures of sleep have been described to
be generally positive except for sedative side effects (see
above). Objective measures of sleep architecture using
polysomnography may vary, due to heterogeneous
methodologies, but recent comprehensive literature
reviews [29, 30] show the following: (a) typical neuro-
leptics including haloperidol, thiothixene, and flu-
penthixol improve sleep initiation and maintenance
while they may inhibit REM sleep; (b) atypical neuro-
leptics such as olanzapine, risperidone, quetiapine, clo-
zapine, and ziprazidone also generally facilitate sleep
consolidation and REM sleep duration and increase
SWS with the exception of quetiapine and risperidone,
which may inhibit it under certain conditions [31].

In addition to current neuroleptic treatment,
patients with schizophrenia are occasionally given
melatonin to improve their sleep further, but pub-
lished accounts are rare. Two of these studies have
shown an improvement of sleep [32, 33] and a third
one found that melatonin increased sleep disorders
upon a first night in the laboratory (i.e., the so-called
“first night effect”) [34]. Whether the effects of

melatonin on sleep of schizophrenia patients under
neuroleptic treatment relates to basal rate of melato-
nin activity needs to be determined [35].

Conclusion
Although sleep disorders are not part of the required
diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia, they constitute
an intimate dimension of the clinical picture of this
disease. There is also evidence that sleep, clinical
status, and daytime performance covary in schizo-
phrenia. Effort should be devoted to find whether this
relationship is multidirectional or not, in order to
adapt optimal treatment strategies.
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Chapter

25 Fatigue and sleepiness in affective illness

Jonathan Adrian Ewing Fleming

Introduction
Disrupted sleep is a core symptom of most acute
psychiatric illnesses, and is a prominent feature of
the mood disorders both during an acute episode and
during periods of remission between episodes [1].
If disrupted sleep continues as a residual symptom of
depression, after an otherwise successful treatment
of a major depressive disorder (MDD), there is a sig-
nificant risk for relapse. For example, two-thirds of
patients with persistent insomnia following treatment
with nortriptyline and interpersonal psychotherapy
relapsed within one year after discontinuation of active
medication (placebo washout) whereas 90% of patients
with good sleep, at the end of the acute treatment
period, remained well [2].

When sleep is disrupted in normal sleepers it
causes a number of symptoms, including fatigue and,
if sleep loss is marked or protracted, daytime sleepi-
ness [3]. However, the symptoms of fatigue and sleepi-
ness in patients with both primary and secondary
mood disorders appear to have a more complicated
etiology than simply sleep disruption or sleep loss.
Indeed, improving sleep performance may not impact
fatigue as the core feature of pathological fatigue is that
it persists after adequate rest [4]. This chapter outlines
the presentation of fatigue and sleepiness in affective
illness, reviews non-evidence-based strategies that may
be helpful in management, and defines the limited,
evidence-based treatments known to alleviate these
impairing symptoms.

The mood disorders
The DSM-IV-TR diagnostic system [1] identifies four
types of mood episodes (major depressive episode,
manic episode, mixed episode, and hypomanic episode)

that have their own diagnostic criteria but are not diag-
nosed as separate entities; they are the building blocks
for the ten mood disorder diagnoses (e.g., major depres-
sive disorder, dysthymic disorder, and bipolar I dis-
order) that once made must be further specified by
applying one of three specifiers: (1) the clinical status
of the current (or most recent) mood episode; (2) the
features of the current episode; and (3) the course of
recurrent episodes. See Table 25.1.

A core feature of the DSM-IV-TR system is that
the clinician is required to exclude medical and
substance-use disorders before making a primary
mood disorder diagnosis. Of course, mood disorders
are common comorbidities of medical and substance-
use disorders but they are diagnosed separately as
either a mood disorder due to a general medical
condition (characterized by a prominent and persist-
ent disturbance in mood associated with that medical
condition) or a substance-induced mood disorder
(characterized by a prominent and persistent disturb-
ance in mood associated with medication use or sub-
stance abuse). Obviously these two conditions – mood
disorder due to a general medical condition and sub-
stance-induced mood disorder – are complex and, in
both the acute and chronic phases of these disorders,
disturbed sleep with daytime fatigue and sleepiness
are common disturbances. The discussion of fatigue
and sleepiness in this chapter will address the primary
mood disorders where these symptoms are known to
be prominent and problematic. See Table 25.2.

Because fatigue is a common symptom and dis-
turbed sleep a frequent accompaniment to acute and
chronic psychiatric illness, it is not surprising that
these two symptoms are seen in a variety of psychi-
atric conditions (see Tables 25.3 and 25.4) requiring
the clinician to complete a full medical and
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psychiatric assessment to ensure that the correct diag-
nosis of a primary mood disorder is made.

Fatigue
Neurasthenia, defined in the 1870s, was the medical
term first used to describe the states of fatigue, fatig-
ability, muscular weakness, and mental hypersensiti-
vity [5] but as a diagnostic entity in psychiatry, it has
had a chequered history. Although the ICD-10

includes research diagnostic criteria for this dis-
order [6] the neurasthenic syndrome is significant
but uncommon with only one in nine people com-
plaining of fatigue meeting the current, ICD-10,
research criteria for this disorder [7].

Fatigue, on the other hand, is a common symp-
tom; the prevalence for prolonged (more than one
month) fatigue ranges from 18 to 37% [7] yet a
generally accepted definition for this common, sub-
jective, non-specific symptom has remained elusive.
It has been defined as an extreme and persistent
tiredness, weakness, or exhaustion – mental, physical,
or both [8] but no simple definition successfully cap-
tures its complexity as it can be considered a single

Table 25.2 DSM-IV-TR mood disorders known to present
with prominent symptoms of fatigue and/or hypersomnia

Major depressive episodes

During an episode

As a residual symptom (partial remission of mood
episode)

With atypical or melancholic features

With seasonal pattern

Bipolar I and II [5]

Table 25.1 The DSM-IV-TR mood disorders

The mood episodes

Major depressive episode (major depressive episode)

Manic episode (manic episode)

Mixed episode (mixed episode)

Hypomanic episode (hypomanic episode)

The depressive disorders

Major depressive disorder

Dysthymic disorder

Depressive disorder not otherwise specified

The bipolar disorders

Bipolar I disorder

Bipolar II disorder (recurrent major depressive
episodes with hypomanic episodes)

Cyclothymic disorder

Bipolar disorder not otherwise specified

The other mood disorders

Mood disorder due to a general medical condition

Substance-induced mood disorder

Mood disorder not otherwise specified

Table 25.3 The DSM-IV-TR differential diagnosis of
decreased energy or fatigue

1. Sleep disorders

Breathing-related sleep disorder

Narcolepsy

Primary hypersomnia

Primary insomnia

Parasomnias

2. Mood and anxiety disorders

Major depressive episode

(Depressive episodes further specified as atypical,
melancholic or with a seasonal pattern may present
with prominent fatigue and/or hypersomnia)

Dysthymic disorder

Generalized anxiety disorder

3. Other major psychiatric disorders

Dementia

Schizoaffective disorder

Schizophrenia

Schizophreniform disorder

Undifferentiated somatoform disorder

4. Psychiatric disorders associated with medical
disorders or substance use

Personality change due to a general medical
condition

Substance intoxication

Substance withdrawal
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symptom, a cluster of symptoms, or a specific syn-
drome (e.g., chronic fatigue syndrome [CFS] or
cancer-related fatigue) [9].

Fatigue usually lacks a clear somatic cause [10], its
etiology is poorly understood, and often it is a func-
tional symptom [11, 12]. When viewed as a multi-
dimensional symptom, fatigue affects three domains
of functioning: (1) physical (e.g., reduced activity,
general weakness, decreased physical endurance,
etc.); (2) cognitive (e.g., decreased concentration,
attention, mental endurance, etc.); and (3) emotional
(e.g., decreased motivation, enthusiasm, and initia-
tive; feeling overwhelmed, bored, or low) [9]. When
utilizing a multidimensional (physical, cognitive, and
emotional) approach in evaluating fatigue it is clear
that this symptom shares some commonalities with

the criterion symptoms for a major depressive
episode with, for example, difficulty concentrating
(mental fatigue) and anhedonia (emotional fatigue)
being seen in both [9].

Fatigue, as a single symptom, is a DSM-IV-TR
criterion symptom for a mood episode (major depres-
sive episode – A6: “fatigue or loss of energy nearly
every day”) and for a disorder (dysthymic disorder –
B3: “low energy or fatigue”). The criterion for A6 is
elaborated (“Decreased energy, tiredness, and fatigue
are common. A person may report sustained fatigue
without physical exertion. Even the smallest tasks seem
to require substantial effort. The efficiency with which
tasks are accomplished may be reduced. For example,
an individual may complain that washing and dressing
in the morning are exhausting and take twice as long as
usual.”) whereas B3 (low energy or fatigue) is not.

In the DSM-III-R [13] – the manual that preceded
DSM-IV – a useful glossary of technical terms was
provide in an appendix that defined symptoms such
as distractibility and insomnia but not fatigue, despite
it being mentioned 28 times as either a criterion
symptom or an epiphenomenon. The elaboration
for criterion A6 in this edition states, “A decrease in
energy level is almost invariably present, and is experi-
enced as sustained fatigue even in the absence of phy-
sical exertion. The smallest task may seem difficult or
impossible to accomplish.”

The DSM-IV-TR and the ICD-10 revision [14] use
loss of energy and fatigue as apparently interchange-
able terms and concepts, a view supported by a factor
analysis of several depression rating scales where a
lack of energy was shown to be a primary, self-rated
measure of fatigue [15]. Interestingly, in a study of 57
patients with MDD, Christensen and Duncan [16]
confirmed that energy level could be used to distin-
guish depressed from non-depressed individuals.
A discriminant analysis of a self-report questionnaire,
containing measures of energy level and psychosocial
variables, showed that energy level correctly classified
93% as depressed or non-depressed compared with
psychosocial variables that correctly classified 87%.
Combining psychosocial and energy variables did
not increase classification accuracy over that achieved
by using the energy measures alone and the exhaus-
tion measure provided the greatest relative contribu-
tion to the overall discriminant function.

Interesting as these findings are, the absence of an
accepted definition for fatigue in mood disorders or
other conditions is an impediment to research and

Table 25.4 The DSM-IV-TR differential diagnosis of
hypersomnia

1. Sleep disorders

Breathing-related sleep disorder

Narcolepsy

Circadian rhythm sleep disorder

Primary hypersomnia

Hypersomnia related to another mental disorder

Sleep disorder due to a general medical condition

Substance-induced sleep disorder

Primary insomnia

Parasomnias

2. Mood disorders

Major depressive episode

Dysthymic disorder

3. Other major psychiatric disorders

Delirium

Schizophrenia

Schizophreniform disorder

Schizoaffective disorder

4. Psychiatric disorders associated with medical
disorders or substance use

Adverse effects of medication not otherwise specified

Substance intoxication

Substance withdrawal
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makes it difficult to interpret studies. In multiple
sclerosis (MS) research – where fatigue has been vari-
ously defined as an overwhelming sense of tiredness,
lack of energy, or feelings of exhaustion [17], diffi-
culty initiating or sustaining voluntary effort [18], or
feelings of physical tiredness and lack of energy dis-
tinct from sadness or weakness [19] – the absence of a
standard definition has been noted to be a significant
obstacle [20].

Within psychiatry, different studies have used dif-
ferent definitions and a variety of assessment scales
have been utilized [21]. In the ground-breaking, epi-
demi ological catch ment area studies [ 22– 24 ] the
presence of fatigue was assessed by asking the ques-
tion, “Has there ever been a period lasting two weeks or
more when you felt tired out all the time?” Although
this assumed that the respondent was able to distin-
guish between the different clinical states of sleepiness
and tiredness, which is not always an easy task, a
positive response was only recorded if the respondent
(a) told a professional about it, and/or (b) took medi-
cation for it, and/or (c) indicated that it interfered
with daytime functioning. This is a clinically useful
question as it ensures that significant and durable
fatigue is being assessed and that it causes impair-
ment. These studies support the findings of many
other studies that, in the general population, fatigue
has a high current (6.7%) and lifetime (24.4%) preva-
lence rate, and medically unexplained fatigue shares
similarly high prevalence rates (6% current; 15.5%
lifetime) [23].

A relatively new self-assessment scale – the 30-item
Motivation and Energy Inventory scale [25] – was
developed to detect change in three domains (mental
energy, social motivation, and physical energy) in
patients with MDD. Unlike other scales that have
been developed and validated in different patient
populations – commonly cancer patients – this new
scale specifically addresses fatigue and energy in
depressed patients and, with further study, may prove
useful as both a measure of change over time and as a
tool to compare the activation levels of a variety of
patient and healthy samples.

The interrelationship between fatigue and depres-
sion is bidirectional with fatigue symptoms being
associated with the development of MDD and persist-
ent fatigue being a consequence of MDD. Addington
and colleagues [22] in a prospective population-based
study, showed that individuals who reported a history
of unexplained fatigue at baseline and at follow-up

13 years later, were at markedly increased risk for new
onset major depression as compared to those who
never reported such fatigue. Similarly, those who
developed new fatigue or had remitted fatigue after
the baseline measurement were at increased risk for
developing major depression.

Full remission of the symptoms of a major depres-
sion occurs in only 25 to 50% of patients receiving
antidepressant monotherapy [26] and one of the most
resistant symptoms to treatment with antidepressants
is fatigue [27]. About one fifth of patients considered
to have had a good treatment response to fluoxetine
(final HAM-D score �7) continued to have some
symptoms associated with depression, the most com-
mon being insomnia and the second most common
being fatigue [28]. Interestingly, 91.7% (44/48) of those
with post-treatment threshold or subthreshold insomnia
had pretreatment insomnia and 92.7% (38/41) of those
with post-treatment threshold or subthreshold fatigue
had pretreatment fatigue.

Residual symptoms of MDD, which include but
are not limited to fatigue, are clinically very important
as they are associated with an earlier and higher
relapse rate of depression, an increased suicide rate,
increased use of healthcare services, and marked
social impairment [29].

Etiology of fatigue
Understanding the etiology and pathophysiology of
fatigue is critical to developing successful treatments,
yet our understanding of the causes of both medically
unexplained fatigue and the fatigue associated with
psychiatric syndromes remains rudimentary. Although
advances in neuroimaging and neuropharmacology are
helping improve this understanding, currently fatigue is
thought to involve different neuronal circuits than those
causing changes in mood. Stahl and colleagues [30]
suggest that physical fatigue and a lack of physical energy
may be associated with brain areas regulating motor
functioning. They note diffuse cortical projections of
several key neurotransmitter systems – especially nor-
adrenalin, dopamine, acetylcholine, and histamine – and
propose that they regulate the symptom of mental
fatigue at the cortical level with reduced neuronal activi-
ties in the prefrontal cortex, especially the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, helping explain the symptom of
mental fatigue. Although further work is ongoing in this
area it is noteworthy that the major treatments for
depression, fatigue, and hypersomnia predominantly
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involve noradrenergic, dopaminergic, and serotonergic
mechanisms.

Converging functional neuroimaging evidence
from patients with chronic fatigue syndrome and
multiple sclerosis [31] supports the hypothesis that
neural circuitry involved in the development of both
fatigue and depression involves several regions of the
prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex.
Future fMRI studies may allow identification of spe-
cific subregions within these structures that are
important in mediating fatigue in different clinical
conditions including the mood disorders.

The assessment of fatigue
Because of the absence of a clear definition for fatigue,
it is clinically important to clarify with the patient
what they mean by the terms they use. Fatigue states
are highly subjective and can be confused with other
dysphoric states such as boredom and depression
so clarity is important. How the patient responds to
appropriate rest distinguishes between normal and
pathological fatigue; the former being relieved by rest,
the latter not. Additionally it is important to note
what worsens and what alleviates fatigue and how it
fluctuates throughout the day.

When fatigue is a prominent feature of depression
it requires careful evaluation and particular care is
required if the depression is resolving and fatigue
remains a prominent, impairing residual symptom.
Prior to any intervention, it is useful to quantify the
degree of current fatigue both through the use of
validated instruments [21] and through unvalidated
strategies such as using a mild, moderate, or severe
designation. Alternatively, a 0–10 rating scale can be
used to record the subjective intensity of fatigue (1–3
being considered as mild, 4–6 moderate, and 7–10
severe). Although such a strategy has not been studied
in depressed patients, in cancer patients, moderate
and severe subjective ratings of fatigue have been
associated, respectively, with distress and decreased
physical functioning [32].

The assessment of the fatigued patient must
include the usual domains of assessment for the
psychiatrist including personal, adaptive, and mal-
adaptive coping strategies for dysphoric states
(depression, anxiety, frustration, guilt, etc.) as well
as stress and should evaluate adaptive and mala-
daptive coping strategies the patient utilizes in hand-
ling loss of function. Understanding the assets and

liabilities of a patient’s family, social, and spiritual life
is also important.

Patients reporting moderate or severe levels of
fatigue, either at the initial assessment or following
a partial reduction of other depressive symptoms,
require a refocused history and consideration of
undiagnosed or unmanaged comorbidities such as
cardiac, pulmonary, renal, hepatic, neurologic, or
endocrine dysfunction or the emergence of an infec-
tious process or sleep disorder such as apnea. Noting
the pattern of fatigue as well as factors that preci-
pitate, relieve, or worsen it may help exclude other
conditions from the differential. This reassessment
must include a careful review of systems, the ordering
of relevant blood tests, and a review of current recre-
ational drug use, over-the-counter medication use –
particularly long-acting antihistamines such as diphen-
hydramine [33] that may be used to self-manage sleep
complaints – and prescribed medication use, particu-
larly attending to drug interactions. Medications that
commonly contribute to fatigue are narcotics, sedatives,
hypnotics, antihistamines, antiemetics, antihyperten-
sives, and antianxiety agents [34]. The growing, off-label
use of the atypical antipsychotics exposes patients to
sedation and daytime somnolence associated with the
H1 antagonist activity of these drugs [35].

Antidepressants – the core biological intervention
for clinical depression – vary in their capacity to cause
insomnia through direct, activating effects or through
the induction of iatrogenic disorders such as periodic
limb movement disorder [36]. Additionally, and
probably unrelated to sleep disruptive effects, they
can through their effects on cholinergic and hista-
minic circuits be sedating. See Table 25.5.

The nutritional status of “at risk” patients (pro-
longed anorexia, chronic debilitation from any cause,
and the elderly) needs to be carefully evaluated with
the regularity of meals, the quantity and quality of
nutritional calories, and the preponderance of low-
glycemic index foods also being assessed.

Inactivity associated with social avoidance, anergy,
or frank depression can lead to a deconditioned
physical state with a reduced tolerance for normal
activities of daily living, including exercise, similar
to that seen in cancer patients [37] and those with
CFS [38]. Inactivity, high-calorie diets and medica-
tions that cause weight gain [39] may cause signifi-
cant obesity resulting in the later emergence of a
respiratory sleep disorder such as upper airway resist-
ance syndrome [40] or frank sleep apnea [41].
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Although self-administered stress management
training has been shown to increase vitality in cancer
patients [42], specific studies of stress management
strategies – sometimes incorporated into cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT), a general form of psycho-
therapy directed at changing disorder-specific cogni-
tions and behaviors that helps patients gain control
over their unique symptoms – in fatigued, depressed

patients have not been completed. Nonetheless any
intervention that decreases stress, or improves mal-
adaptive responses to it, is likely to be beneficial.

Although energy conservation strategies, includ-
ing brief scheduled rest periods [43], are important in
combating fatigue in chronically ill patients, their role
in fatigued depressed patients has not been assessed,
although it is likely that structuring a daytime routine
in which priorities are set and activities are scheduled
at times of anticipated peak energy will be helpful.
Protracted sleeping can induce or worsen dysphoria
in some instances; generally naps, if taken, should be
brief and less than 20 minutes in duration [44].

Psychosocial treatment of fatigue
There are over 35 self-help interventions for depres-
sion ranging from using St John’s Wort to singing
and prayer [45]. Few of these have been systematically
studied but may be helpful in an individualized pro-
gram for a patient with depression and fatigue. Clini-
cally it can be useful to have the fatigued patient
catalog their activities into energizing or enervating
events and to help them alternate activities to maxi-
mize energy utilization.

There are no evidence-based guidelines for man-
aging fatigue associated with mood disorders or their
treatments. However, strategies that have been proven
effective in managing fatigue states associated with
other medical disorders – for example cancer [34],
MS [46], and CFS [47] – can inform us. Distraction
techniques such as playing board or video games,
listening to music, reading, and socializing can be
helpful. Practicing good sleep hygiene [48], although
lacking strong evidence to support it as a therapeutic
intervention for all cases of disturbed sleep, is widely
considered as being important in both normal and ill
populations and reinforcing the circadian rhythm of
sleep is especially important in bipolar disorder [49].
Other non-specific interventions such as relaxation
training [46] may be helpful, especially in patients
with high levels of somatized tension, and this is a
useful self-management strategy that can help minim-
ize the effects of stress.

Cognitive behavioral therapy enjoys about a 70%
response rate in CFS [50]. Core components of CBT
for CFS include (a) explanation of the etiological
model; (b) assessing and encouraging motivation for
CBT; (c) challenging and changing fatigue-associated
cognitions (e.g., “I can’t do anything if I feel this way”);

Table 25.5 Relative sedation of antidepressants and mood
stabilizers

First-generation antidepressants

Amitriptyline þþþ
Clomipramine þþþ
Doxepin þþþ
Trimipramine þþþ
Trazodone þþþ
Desipramine þ
Nortriptyline þ
Amoxapine þ

Second-generation antidepressants

Mirtazapine þþþ
Fluvoxamine þþ
Sertraline þ
Paroxetine þ
Duloxetine þ
Venlafaxine þ
Bupropion þ

Reversible and non-reversible monoamine oxidase
inhibitors

Phenelzine þ
Tranylcypromine þ
Moclobemide þ

Mood stabilizers

Quetiapine þþþþ
Carbamezepine þþþ
Lithium þþ
Valproic acid þþ
Topiramate þ
Lamotrigine þ
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(d) achievement and maintenance of a basic amount
of physical activity; (e) a gradual increase in physical
activity; (f ) rehabilitation strategies for activities of
daily living or the workplace. Cognitive behavioral
therapists may not be widely available so it is encour-
aging to note that alternative delivery systems for
CBT – such as telephone or self-instruction – can be
helpful [51].

Cognitive behavioral therapy for depression [52] –
that does not specifically target fatigue – can signifi-
cantly improve residual depressive symptoms, impro-
vements that are maintained for up to four years. Fava
and colleagues [53] showed that patients who received
CBT emphasizing management of cognitive distor-
tions and maladaptive beliefs were 40% less likely to
relapse during a four-year follow-up than those who
were treated according to standard clinicalmanagement.

Similarly CBT-I, a specific cognitive behavioral
therapy focusing on the treatment of insomnia can
improve the overall outcome of patients treated
with antidepressant monotherapy. In a randomized,
controlled pilot study [54], patients with MDD suc-
cessfully treated with escitalopram yet suffering con-
tinued insomnia obtained a higher rate of remission
of depression (61.5%) than in the control group
(33.3%), and the combination of antidepressant and
CBT-I was associated with a greater remission from
insomnia (50.0%) than in the controls (7.7%).

Another form of behavioral treatment for CFS is
graded exercise therapy (GET) that may address cog-
nitions or beliefs that discourage graded exercise [55]
but is significantly different from CBT and has a less
robust response rate of around 55% for the amelior-
ation of fatigue. Because GET is based on a physio-
logical model of deconditioning and utilizes activity as
the main intervention for fatigue, and as exercise has
been shown to improve sub-syndromal and mild to
moderate depression [56], exercise may play a role in
the management of fatigue associated with mood
disorders although no studies have directly addressed
this possibility. Patients with CFS note that pacing –
management of daily activities through the use of
strategic resting – is helpful but there are no published
studies comparing pacing with CBT or GET [50].

The pharmacotherapy of fatigue
Antidepressants and stimulants have been the pre-
dominant pharmacological treatments for fatigue
and within these two distinct classes of medications

there are individual differences both in efficacy and
side effects. With mixed results, antidepressants have
been utilized to treat fatigue in patients with a variety
of heterogeneous medical conditions, with and with-
out depressive symptoms, but the nature of the stud-
ies and the number of subjects included raise
significant concerns about their validity and general-
izability. There are no controlled trials supporting
superiority of one antidepressant over another in the
treatment of fatigue associated with mood disorders
but of the monotherapies, antidepressants that incre-
ase norepinephrine or dopamine are considered pref-
erable for patients with prominent fatigue or energy
complaints. Venlafaxine [57], bupropion [58], fluox-
etine [59], and sertraline [59] share pharmacological
profiles that are likely to benefit the fatigued or aner-
gic depressed patient but this has never been ade-
quately tested through formal, comparative studies.

All antidepressants affect sleep and cause sedation
to varying degrees (Table 25.5) in variable popula-
tions and for different reasons [36]. If an activating
antidepressant is utilized, sleep disruption may occur
and therapy with a sleep-promoting agent may be
required. Interestingly combined therapy of this type
may result in the earlier expression of an antidepres-
sant response with no significant withdrawal or
rebound phenomena on discontinuing the sedative-
hypnotic [60]. Obviously, using the least sedating
sleep-promoting agent is always preferred and short
acting benzodiazepines and benzodiazepine agonists
are much less sedating than trazodone, which is com-
monly used for its sedative rather than its anti-
depressant properties [61].

Additionally, antidepressants can induce sleep dis-
orders that can further disrupt sleep [62, 63]. Some
evidence supports bupropion as being a relatively
“sleep friendly” antidepressant that may also target
fatigue [64] and it has been used effectively as an
augmenting agent in open-label trials with treatment-
resistant depression [65].

Psychostimulants have been used both as anti-
depressants since their introduction, and continue to
be used as augmenting agents in treatment-resistant
depression [66], and as a stand alone treatment for
depression in vulnerable populations [67]. However,
the evidence for efficacy is not substantial as the
number of subjects treated is small and the duration
of treatment limited. Methylphenidate and atomo-
xetine have been used to manage fatigue and as aug-
menting agents in treatment-resistant depression [15]
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but, again, this is not supported by large, randomized
controlled trials. With a small number of patients in
open-label trials, varying doses of methylphenidate
have been shown to accelerate the response to an
antidepressant and to specifically benefit fatigue
and anergic symptoms. A recent controlled study of
osmotic release methylphenidate failed to show an
augmenting, antidepressant effect although it signifi-
cantly improved energy and fatigue [68]. Studies on
atomoxetine are limited currently to a chart review
and an open-label study for a total of 29 patients so a
specific recommendation for its use cannot be made.

The novel wake-promoting agent modafinil – a
piperidine derivative pharmacologically different
from other stimulants – has no useful antidepressant
effect but has been shown to improve fatigue in both
depression and other illnesses although this effect is
not consistent across all studies [69]. In a randomized,
controlled study of 200mg of modafinil in 311
patients with a partial response to SSRI monotherapy,
Fava and colleagues showed a statistically significant
improvement in their overall clinical condition (based
on CGI-I scores) but with no significant differences
between modafinil and placebo in fatigue or depres-
sion scales [70].

Hypersomnia
Hypersomnia is defined as sleep in excess of nine to
ten hours, within a 24-hour period, and affects 3 to
8% of the population [71]. Commonly excessive day-
time sleepiness (EDS) reflects acute and/or chronic
sleep loss and is not considered pathological if the
nocturnal sleep period is inadequate for an individ-
ual’s needs. Indeed, the most common cause of
daytime sleepiness in the general population is inad-
equate nocturnal sleep. Hypersomnia and EDS are
core features of the primary sleep disorders obstruc-
tive sleep apnea and narcolepsy but are commonly
reported in four of the subtypes of MDD (see
Table 25.2): MDD with atypical features, also known
as atypical depression (AD); MDD with melancholic
features; major depressive episode with seasonal pat-
tern, also known as seasonal affective disorder (SAD);
and bipolar disorders, during the depressed, euthy-
mic, or mixed phases.

Although there is some overlap in symptoms, the
patient with EDS usually struggles to maintain wake-
fulness in dull, unstimulating situations whereas
the fatigued patient struggles with lethargy and

listlessness. Like fatigue, hypersomnia can be a
residual symptom of treated MDD and be resistant
to treatment – Nierenberg and colleagues [28] showed
that 70% of patients who had otherwise responded to
fluoxetine continued to complain of excessive day-
time sleepiness; a rate almost twice as high as com-
plaints of fatigue (35.8%). Although hypersomnia is
not as common as fatigue in MDD it is prevalent,
occurring in 10 to 20% of patients with MDD and
36.2% of patients with AD [72].

Unlike fatigue, sleepiness can be evaluated by
objective testing with the Multiple Sleep Latency Test
(MSLT), measuring propensity for sleep or physio-
logical sleep pressure, and the Maintenance of Wake-
fulness Test (MWT), measuring the ability to resist
sleep, although these objective measures correlate
poorly with subjective reports of sleepiness. Addition-
ally, neither test correlates well with standard subjec-
tive measures of sleepiness such as the Epworth
Sleepiness and Stanford Sleepiness Scales [73]. In
one of the few MSLT studies in depressed patients,
Nofzinger and colleagues [74] studied 25 bipolar
depressed patients utilizing the MSLT and found that
none demonstrated pathological sleepiness with the
mean Sleepiness Index (100 – the sum of sleep laten-
cies for five naps) being within the normal range
at 31.59� 19.1. Only 20% of the subjectively sleepy
depressed group fell asleep in all nap opportunities
and, unlike the comparative group of narcoleptics,
objective sleepiness decreased as the day progressed.
They concluded that either hypersomnia complaints
may reflect the subjective state of an anergic depres-
sion rather than a truly greater propensity for sleep,
or that the MSLT may be an inappropriate test for this
subgroup. As the MSLT is designed as a marker of
sleep initiation, patients with hypersomnia may have
difficulty initiating sleep yet, once asleep, may spend a
larger portion of the day asleep. Additional factors
such as the nature of an individual’s stressors, their
personality, and coping pattern may also be import-
ant variables in depressed patients with hypersomnia.

According to DSM-IV-TR rules an affective epi-
sode can be classified as atypical when mood reacti-
vity (for example, the brightening of mood in
response to positive experiences) occurs within the
context of two of the following four symptoms:
(1) significant weight gain or increase in appetite;
(2) hypersomnia; (3) leaden paralysis (i.e., heavy, leaden
feelings in arms or legs); and/or (4) a long-standing
pattern of interpersonal rejection sensitivity (not
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limited to episodes of mood disturbance) that results
in significant social or occupational impairment.
Atypical features are diagnosed when they predomin-
ate within the most recent two weeks of a current
major depressive episode – in major depressive
disorder – or in bipolar I or bipolar II disorder when
a current major depressive episode is the most recent
type of mood episode, or when these features pre-
dominate during the most recent two years of dysthy-
mic disorder.

The predictive validity of atypical features is
unclear [75] although these features are two to three
times more common in women and are associated
with an earlier age of onset of depressive episodes.
Frequently patients with atypical features have a more
chronic, less episodic course, with only partial inter-
episode recovery [1]. Mood episodes with atypical
features are more common in bipolar I disorder,
bipolar II disorder, and the seasonal pattern of major
depressive disorder, recurrent.

The “melancholic features” specification is applied
to a major depressive episode either as part of a major
depressive disorder or when the depressive episode is
the most recent mood episode associated with a bipo-
lar I or bipolar II disorder. It is characterized by a loss
of pleasure in all, or almost all, activities and an
absence of reactivity to pleasurable stimuli (i.e., the
patient does not feel much better, even for a moment,
when something good happens). Additionally there
are unique features to the depressed mood; it is regu-
larly worse in the morning (diurnal variation) and is
associated with early morning awakening (at least two
hours before usual time of awakening), psychomotor
retardation or agitation, significant anorexia and/or
weight loss, and excessive or inappropriate guilt.
Although often viewed as an anergic depression with
an associated maintenance insomnia there are no data
indicating that this subset is more sleepy than patients
with MDD [76].

The specification “with seasonal pattern” can be
applied to major depressive episodes occurring in
bipolar I disorder, bipolar II disorder, or major
depressive disorder, recurrent. The core feature is
a regular temporal relationship between the onset of
major depressive episodes and a particular time of the
year (e.g., regular appearance of the major depressive
episode in the fall or winter). The prevalence of
winter-type, seasonal pattern appears to vary with
latitude, age, and sex; increasing with higher latitudes,
younger age, and the female gender (women comprise

60 to 90% of patients). Seasonal hypersomnia and
sleep difficulties are common symptoms of this type
of depression and although circadian factors have
been implicated it is probably best viewed as a multi-
faceted disorder in which behavioral, emotional,
environmental, cognitive, and physiological changes
are important in its onset and maintenance [77].

Hypersomnia is a common complaint of patients
during major depressive episodes that follow mania
or hypomania and EDS – although not confirmed
objectively by Multiple Sleep Latency Tests [74] – is
a known accompaniment of these disorders [78].

Assessment
The same assessment issues – previously discussed for
the fatigued patient – are germane to the assessment
of the sleepy, depressed patient. Because of the clear
interrelationship between sleep disorders manifesting
prominent sleepiness (e.g., obstructive sleep apnea,
narcolepsy) [71] and comorbid depression it is im-
portant to pay particular attention to the sleep history
and rule in or out these disorders and other causes of
disrupted sleep.

As treating the hypersomnia associated with aty-
pical or seasonal features and depressive episodes
following mania or hypomania with stimulants or
antidepressants may risk precipitating hypomania
or mania, it is important to take a careful history –
utilizing collateral information when possible – of
previous past episodes of hypomania or mania. Simi-
larly the family history, particularly of first-degree
blood relatives, of mood and sleep disorders should
be taken and recorded.

Patients with chronic mood disorders may disat-
tend to their health so a full work-up, if not completed
recently, is appropriate particularly in the elderly,
who may require a current evaluation of their cardio-
vascular, renal, and hepatic functioning before under-
taking pharmacotherapy. Additionally these patients
often seek relief from their dysphoric states by abus-
ing or misusing recreational drugs or prescribed
medications, requiring a detailed history of substance
and medication use and attending particularly to
drug–drug interactions.

Assessing the patient’s safety is an ongoing
requirement in patients with hypersomnia associated
with mood disorders because of the correlation
between disrupted sleep and suicidality and because
the overlay of sleepiness, with or without the sedative
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effects of medications, is likely to affect performance
of complex tasks such as driving.

Psychosocial treatments
of sleepiness
There are limited psychosocial interventions of
proven efficacy for this patient population. Attending
to sleep hygiene is always important and facilitating
entrainment of circadian rhythms by regulating acti-
vity (e.g., arising time, meal times, light exposure,
etc.) is known to be important in the management
of patients with bipolar disorder. A midday walk
outdoors has remitted symptoms of SAD in 50% of
participating patients [79]; exercise, dawn stimula-
tion, and negative air ions are all being investigated
as potential treatments for this disorder. Cognitive
behavioral therapy studies in patients with depression
have shown that behavioral disengagement is an
important variable both as a manifestation of the
disorder and as an obstacle to its relief. Early work
suggests that incorporating a personalized behavioral
activation program may be helpful [77] and, by infer-
ence, this may help sleep performance and possibly
daytime alertness.

Pharmacological interventions
Unsupported by large-scale RCTs the traditional
intervention for AD has been the irreversible mono-
amine oxidase inhibitors (e.g., phenylzine and selegi-
line) and the reversible monoamine oxidase inhibitor,
moclobemide. A variety of other medications and
CBT have been shown to be effective. Although the
SSRI drugs are effective and have a more favorable
side-effect and safety profile, sufficiently powered
studies are required before they can be recommended
as first-line treatments [80]. A recent, non-controlled
study comparing electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in
MDD and MDD with atypical features showed that
ECT caused a remission in 80.6% of the atypical
group, which was 2.6 times the rate in patients with
MDD [81].

Melancholic depressions are usually considered to
be a more severe form of mood disorder and tend to
occur later in life when other comorbidities may
complicate the clinical picture [82]. Refractoriness of
symptoms may require complex pharmacological
interventions that have never been formally studied
for their direct effects on sleep–wake processes and,

not infrequently, ECT becomes the treatment of
either first choice or last resort.

Light therapy
Although seasonal mood disorders respond to anti-
depressants, the traditional treatment is with timed
bright light [83]. In a recent RCT of group CBT
adapted for seasonal affective disorder, Rohan and
colleagues [77] showed that CBT, light therapy, and
CBT combined with light therapy improved depres-
sion but the combined treatment had the highest
remission rates (73%). Modafinil (100–200mg) in
an open-label trial was effective in reducing hyper-
somnia and depression in a small group of patients
with SAD [84].

There is no clear consensus of the management of
the depressed pole of bipolar disorder; the absence of
large, adequately powered RCTs in this patient group
is part of the problem but utilizing antidepressants
risks “switching” patients into hypomania or mania
or inducing rapid mood cycling. Guidance from stud-
ies is also confusing; conventional clinical wisdom is
that antidepressants and stimulants should not be
used yet a recent meta-analysis of heterogeneous trials
involving conventional antidepressants in bipolar dis-
order suggests a more favorable therapeutic index
[85] although not supported by other trials [86].
A recent review of this complicated area has been
carried out [87].

Conclusion
Although fatigue is poorly defined, as an acute symp-
tom it is a core feature of clinical depression that
interferes with functioning and the affected patient’s
quality of life. Fatigue can be resistant to treatment
with standard, antidepressant monotherapy and when
it persists as a residual symptom causes significant
impairment in all domains of functioning and is a risk
factor for recurrence, self-destructive behavior, and
increased utilization of health services. Similarly,
EDS is seen in specific subtypes of depression as
an acute symptom and, like fatigue, can be a residual
symptom resistant to conventional treatment. Addi-
tionally, fatigue and EDS are shared symptoms with
significant sleep disorders requiring the clinician to
complete a comprehensive assessment, including a
sleep history, of all patients with mood disorders but
particularly in those whose mood syndrome may not
have responded as expected to standard treatments.
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Chapter

26 Sleep in seasonal affective disorder

Timo Partonen, D. Warren Spence, and S. R. Pandi-Perumal

Introduction
There is considerable evidence that a number of
sleep-related problems are influenced by seasonal
changes throughout the year. Difficulty in falling
asleep is the most common form of insomnia, but
tends to increase in winter and summer, and shows
only a weak relationship with age. Difficulties with
sleep maintenance and terminal insomnia are two
problems that increase considerably with advancing
age, but these problems are also influenced by the
time of year. To every thing there is a season, and
this literally applies to sleep as well. In the absence of
time cues, sleep tends to become longer in autumn
and shorter in spring [1]. Changes in sleep patterns
in response to seasonal changes are seen throughout
the animal kingdom. Wehr et al. [2] have shown for
instance that the duration of melatonin secretion in
healthy humans responds to changes in photoperiod in
ways that resemble the responses seen in other animals.

Winter challenge
The timing of sleep, the sleep phase, is delayed by
about 90 minutes in winter compared with summer [3].
Under these conditions, healthy individuals go to
bed earlier in summer, at an intermediate time in
spring and autumn, and later in winter. There is a
similar, but more robust, change in the wake-up
time, which is earlier in summer compared with
winter [4].

In winter, the length of sleep episodes generally
increases, but can be divided into two symmetrical
bouts of several hours each, with a waking interval of
one to three hours in between [5]. There are coinci-
dent changes in sleep structure as well, because the
duration of slow-wave sleep (SWS) usually decreases

and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep increases in
winter [3]. These increases in sleep duration are in
turn associated with alterations in melatonin secre-
tion. The duration of melatonin secretion might be
shortened or lengthened by sleep curtailment or
extension, respectively.

The colder temperatures of winter can also have
adverse effects, with evidence showing that sleeping in
the cold under poor sleep-hygiene conditions reduces
REM sleep. On average, a cold night will decrease REM
sleep by 25%, but a greater degree of deprivation can
occur during very cold nights [6]. Although core body
temperature guides sleep induction and follows the
length of day across the year, it has a much smaller
range of seasonal variation than sleep. The circadian
rhythm of core body temperature is phase delayed
by about 45 minutes and the onset of SWS by about
40 minutes in winter compared with summer [7].

Latitude and the seasonal effect
on sleep
The prevalence of insomnia has been assessed at
population level in two Nordic countries recently.
In both of these countries, Norway and Finland, a
similar proportion of the population was living at
the equal northerly latitudes. In one study, the one-
month point prevalence of insomnia, as defined by
DSM-IV criteria, was 12% in a representative sample
of the adult Norwegian population [8]. In this study,
which was conducted over 12 months, sleep onset
problems and daytime impairment were generally
found to be more common in winter than summer.
Interestingly, the prevalence of sleep onset problems
increased in southern Norway from summer to
winter, while the opposite pattern was found in the
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northerly regions. Physical and mental health
appeared to be the strongest predictors of insomnia
in this study.

The second study, which used a representative
sample of the adult Finnish population, similarly
showed a 12% prevalence rate for insomnia as
assessed by DSM-IV and the Sleep-EVAL system [9].
An equal number of individuals reported global dis-
satisfaction with sleep. In general, sleep deterioration
in summer or winter was linked to more complaints
of poor-quality sleep. The prevalence of insomnia
symptoms occurring at least three nights per week
was 38%. Difficulty in initiating sleep was reported
by 12%, difficulty in maintaining sleep by 32%, early
morning awakenings by 11%, and non-restorative
sleep by 8%. Compared to studies that used similar
measurement techniques, the investigators found that
insomnia is twice as prevalent in Finland as in other
European countries, which are located closer to the
equator.

Since mood is influenced by a complex interaction
of circadian phase and the duration of prior wakeful-
ness, even moderate changes in the timing of the
sleep–wake cycle may have profound effects on
mood [10]. Studies of workers in expedition stations
located at the extreme southerly latitudes of Antarc-
tica have shown that exposure to total darkness affects
total sleep time, time of sleep onset, and quality of
sleep [11]. Anxiety and depression seem to be pre-
ceded by changes in the sleep characteristics, and
mood, in turn, appears to affect sleep quality.

Spring challenge
The onset of spring is a particularly challenging period
with regard to sleep. During the winter months, and in
particular when compared to the summer, the dur-
ation of melatonin secretion at night increases [5],
while the peak phase of melatonin rhythm is typically
delayed by one to two hours [12]. At the end of the
winter season when the hours of sunlight increase
very rapidly, there is a decrease in melatonin levels
and a phase advance in the secretion of melatonin
begins [13]. At this point, individuals with sleeping
problems tend to need a longer time to adapt, and
serum levels of melatonin, which are typically elevated
in affected patients, together with morning tiredness,
are symptoms that may last late into spring. The occur-
rence of melatonin peaks coincides with spontaneous
waking at night, whereas melatonin nadirs are

associated with REM sleep [14]. Selective deprivation
of SWS results in reduced levels of melatonin for the
rest of the night [15].

In addition to the actions of melatonin, mecha-
nisms related to REM sleep specifically appear to
control sleep after a spontaneous sleep interruption.
This occurs presumably because the propensity for
circadian rhythm in REM sleep reaches its peak
during the second half of the night [16]. Rapid eye
movement sleep increases the frequency of electrical
activity in the suprachiasmatic nuclei [17], thereby
transmitting information about the phase of a circa-
dian rhythm to the circadian pacemaker.

Genetic influences may influence how the circa-
dian pacemaker processes information about the
passage of time that takes place during REM sleep.
This conclusion is based on the finding that the theta
frequency, which occurs during REM sleep, slows
down notably only in individuals who have a defi-
ciency in the enzyme encoded by the Acads (acyl-
coenzyme A dehydrogenase, C-2 to C-3 short chain)
gene [18]. Mutation in this gene leads to activation of
a gene involved in the detoxification of metabolic
byproducts. Thus, theta activity may be an informa-
tive measure not only of the length of sleep [19], but
also of the function of the circadian pacemaker.

Summer challenge
The next challenge after spring is summer. Whereas
sleep phase, or the daily rest–activity cycle, is primarily
reset by the work schedule, the circadian clockwork
is substantially influenced by natural daylight. First,
there is a seasonal pattern in the phases of circadian
temperature and melatonin rhythms, peaking at an
earlier time of day in summer compared with winter.
Second, there is also a seasonal pattern in the phase
relation, or angle, between temperature rhythm and
sleep, with a relatively low core body temperature
preceding sleep in spring and summer [4]. The mis-
match therefore emergesmost often during summer [1].
In six weeks, for example, most individuals may
develop a free-running sleep–wake cycle longer than
24 hours and exhibit no harmony in rhythms under
isolated conditions [20]. It is of note that the temporal
relationship between the circadian phase of core body
temperature and the timing of SWS is usually well
preserved throughout the year [7].

It seems that not only the external (circadian
pacemaker in relation to the local time) but also the
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internal (circadian rhythm in relation to another)
phase relations of the circadian rhythms are depen-
dent on the season. These experimental results can be
simulated with dual oscillators that are reset separ-
ately to dawn and dusk, or with a model of the circa-
dian and sleep processes that have a lowered threshold
for the onset of sleep in the dark period.

Seasonal affective disorder
Seasonal affective disorder (SAD) was originally
defined as a syndrome in which depression developed
during the autumn or winter and remitted the follo-
wing spring or summer for two successive years or
more [21]. In addition, the SAD patient had to show
a history of major depressive or bipolar disorder.
Approximately 10% of affective disorders have sea-
sonally dependent characteristics [22]. Two subtypes
of SAD have been described in the literature: winter
SAD (winter depression) and summer SAD, of which
the former is far more frequent.

Epidemiological studies have shown that there is
a greater incidence of SAD or atypical symptoms of
depression at higher latitudes. For example, over 10%
of the Siberian population has clear seasonal vari-
ations in mood and behavior, whereas the prevalence
of these variations to the extent of a problem is about
40% in Finland. One model that has been proposed
for SAD is that it is a multifactorial illness in which
the genetic influence interacts with seasonal changes,
including light exposure or ambient temperature. The
genetic effect seems to contribute 29% to the seasonal
variations in mood and behavior (sleep duration,
social activity, mood, appetite, weight, and energy
level), which can be summarized as the global season-
ality score.

These original, operational conceptualizations of
SAD were eventually transformed into diagnostic cri-
teria based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, in the latest version (DSM-IV) of
which SAD is regarded as a specifier of either bipolar
or recurrent major depressive disorder with a sea-
sonal pattern of major depressive episodes [23]. The
latest version of the Classification of Mental and
Behavioural Disorders (ICD-10) provides provisional
diagnostic criteria for SAD only on the grounds that
its status is best regarded as uncertain [24]. Subject
to these reservations, SAD is recognized as a form of
bipolar affective or recurrent depressive disorder,
with episodes varying in degrees of severity.

Clinical features associated with winter SAD are
rather consistent across patients from diverse,
industrialized cultures. So-called atypical depressive
symptoms such as prolonged sleep duration (hyper-
somnia), increased appetite, weight gain, and
carbohydrate craving frequently precede impaired
functioning [25]. Atypical depressive symptoms,
rather than the overall severity of a depressive epi-
sode, are the best predictors of a favorable response
to treatment [26, 27]. Somatic symptoms are often
the presenting complaint at visits to general practice.
Mixed disorders often compromise the search forwinter
SAD, and each may require specific intervention.

Interestingly, whereas healthy subjects report
sedation after ingestion of carbohydrates, depressed
winter SAD patients experience activation and are less
sensitive to the sweet taste [28, 29]. Resting metabolic
rates may also be increased in depressed winter SAD
patients secondary to changes in appetite and caloric
intake [30].

Sleep abnormalities in seasonal
affective disorder
Among patients with winter SAD, complaints of
hypersomnia greatly exceed those of insomnia or
reports of no sleeping problems. Although the extent
of prolonged sleep observed in depressed patients
with winter SAD does not differ markedly from that
reported by the general population, their sleep-related
complaints are accompanied by abnormal findings
in the structure of sleep, including decreased SWS,
increased REM density, and impaired sleep efficiency
[ 31– 33 ]. In patient s with winter SAD, the ban d-
specific electroencephalogram of non-REM (NREM)
sleep resembles those of individuals who have been
sleep deprived [34]. Night-time sleep polygraphic
findings in patients with winter SAD are summarized
in Table 26.1.

Studie s of the pathophy siolo gy of SAD hav e
demonstrated the multilevel nature of its biological
dysfunction. Alterations in sleep-related events, such
as the regulation of core body temperature, may influ-
ence the occurrence of disordered sleep often seen in
winter SAD. Although there is no evidence of abnor-
mal homeostatic regulation of sleep as assessed by
constant routine protocols, alterations in sleep-related
events, such as in the regulation of core body
temperature at night, may influence the emergence
of disturbances often seen in winter SAD [35, 36].
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Avery et al. [27] speculated that a phase delay of
circadian rhythms relative to sleep might explain
why SAD subjects experience hypersomnia. When,
under conditions of internal desynchronization, the
temperature minimum is phase delayed relative to the
sleep onset, the subsequent sleep duration is relatively
long [37, 38]. The circadian pacemaker also drives
seasonal changes in functions and behavior by trans-
mitting a signal of day length in the form of the
duration of melatonin production to its receptors.
Patients with winter SAD do generate a biological
signal of change of season that is absent in healthy
volunteers, a phenomenon similar to the signaling
used by other mammals for regulating seasonal
changes in their behavior [39].

In addition, winter SAD patients also show char-
acteristic changes in overall levels of melatonin secre-
tion. In related studies the discrepancies between
day- and night-time urinary melatonin levels that
are typically seen in healthy subjects have been found
to be reduced in SAD patients who were living in
Siberia. The excretion pattern normalized, however,
following remission of SAD symptoms as a result
of interventions or environmental changes such as
bright light therapy, changes in season, or flight to
a more southerly region. Consistent with other
research, additional studies have demonstrated that,
in winter, the daytime serum melatonin levels of SAD
patients were increased compared to controls. These
differences disappeared during the summer months
or after bright light therapy.

In this context, the possibility that evolutionary
selection for or against the unique response to cold

exposure needs to be considered, and that this cap-
ability may confer some adaptive advantage. On the
one hand, reaction time measures tend to show
incomplete recovery, whereas detection performance
gradually improves [6]. On the other hand, selection
for or against the unique response to light exposure
may have resulted in a difference in the circadian
clockwork function. It may have affected the temporal
organization of circadian rhythms and made the
circadian clock more or less flexible to stimuli
respectively.

From the circadian process
to the sleep process
In winter, the amplitude of the circadian rhythm in
core body temperature is smaller in depressed SAD
patients, as well as in those in remission, than in
healthy controls [40]. This finding strengthens the
view that low circadian amplitudes characterize
patients with SAD [41]. Compared to healthy con-
trols, the circadian cycle in patients with winter SAD
symptoms appears to be more elastic, having greater
deviations from the 24-hour cycle and peaking at less
regular times [42]. The circadian disturbances evident
among children with winter SAD differ from those
in adults by having rhythms that are well timed but
attenuated in amplitude [43].

The decreasing daylight period as winter app-
roaches is thought to trigger a depressive episode in
individuals predisposed to winter SAD in particular.
However, no causal relationship can be drawn bet-
ween the incidence of winter SAD and the relative

Table 26.1 Sleep characteristics in patients with seasonal affective disorder

Reference [29]
Mean (SD)

Reference [30]
Mean (SD)

Reference [31]
Mean (SEM)

Reference [34]
Mean (SD)

Baseline

Total sleep time, minutes 386.1 (37.9) 399.2 (73.3) 427.3 (13.5) 430.8 (46.3)

REM sleep latency, minutes 92.7 (40.1) 77.4 (31.0) 112.4 (13.8) 112.2 (81.0)

Sleep efficiency, index 0.88 (0.07) 0.80 (0.15) 0.84 (0.02) 0.94 (0.06)

After light therapy

Total sleep time, minutes 390.3 (64.7) 408.9 (55.6) 444.5 (11.4) –

REM sleep latency, minutes 85.7 (58.6) 70.1 (40.0) 105.1 (15.3) –

Sleep efficiency, index 0.89 (0.13) 0.87 (0.08) 0.88 (0.03) –

Notes: SD ¼ standard deviation; SEM ¼ standard error of the mean.
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shortage of light exposure, or cooler temperatures.
Winter SAD may also be sensitive to factors that are
common to a range of recurrent affective disorders and
produce sleep abnormalities seen in these patients [44].

Recent evidence provides some support for the
hypothesis that there is abnormal photosensitivity in
SAD, possibly secondary to pineal dysfunction. This
may lead to the circadian abnormalities discovered in
patients with SAD that can be normalized by sched-
uled exposures to light. For example, the decrease in
plasma melatonin levels that normally occurs in the
early morning is delayed by two hours, and the rest–
activity rhythm is delayed by up to 70 minutes with
respect to healthy controls [42]. The importance of
the circadian rhythm of melatonin in the pathogen-
esis of SAD is underscored by the finding that morn-
ing light therapy, which acts by inducing a phase
advance of the circadian rhythms, is generally effec-
tive, and is a treatment of choice.

Despite a considerable amount of experimental
work, the pathophysiological basis of winter depres-
sion and its response to bright light remain unknown.
While differences exist in emphases, the majority of
the proposed explanations link them to the circadian
clockwork, the regulation of the daily sleep–wake
cycles, and subsequent mood variation on a seasonal
basis. It has been observed that most of the extant
hypotheses are not mutually exclusive.
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Chapter

27 Sleep during antipsychotic treatment

Andreas Schuld, Christoph J. Lauer, and Thomas Pollmächer

Summary
Like all other major psychiatric disorders, schizophrenia
is associated with sleep disturbances, but the changes
in sleep parameters are less specific than, for example,
in major depression. Antipsychotics used to treat
schizophrenia do relevantly influence sleep param-
eters. As a potent tool of behavioural characterization
of drug effects, polysomnographic studies were per-
formed in healthy volunteers as well as in patients with
schizophrenia. A series of such studies focusing on
classical substances and modern second-generation
antipsychotics will be reviewed. Moreover, sleep-
specific side effects like induction of parasomnic
behavior also are frequent during antipsychotic treat-
ment and will be mentioned in the present review.

Introduction
In patients suffering from psychiatric disorders, sleep
is often changed. There are many studies recording
sleep in acute or chronic phases of the disorders, and
even in remission there seem to be some changes in
sleep representing scars of the earlier manifestations
and/or reflecting pre-existing vulnerability. The most
popular findings in the field of psychiatric sleep
medicine are related to major depression: sleep in
depression is characterized by reduced REM latency,
increased REM density, early morning awakening,
and a possibly secondary shift of slow-wave sleep
to the second sleep cycle [1]. Many studies replicated
these findings. Pathophysiologically, certain aminergic–
cholinergic imbalances were thought to cause these
changes. In contrast, sleep changes in other major
psychiatric disorders are much less specific: there
are studies in patients suffering from dementia,
anxiety disorders, obessive–compulsive disorders,

eating disorders, and personality disorders [2]. Also
patients suffering from schizophrenia were inten-
sively studied in sleep laboratories, but studying those
patients is confounded by a variety of problems: fre-
quently the acute phase of the disease is characterized
by very severe psychopathologic symptomatology that
does not permit sleep recording. Additionally, some
signs and symptoms like, for example, acoustic hallu-
cinations or delusions of persecution keep the patients
awake. Thus, early studies usually were performed in
patients already treated for the disease and on more
or less stable antipsychotic medication [3].

From a psychiatric research point of view this bears
certain problems because psychotropic medication of
various classes has influences on sleep structure (like,
for example, the REM suppression during treatment
with anticholinergic substances) or even on the EEG
itself (see, for example, the induction of beta-spindles
during treatment with GABAergic drugs). Thus, the
above-mentioned early studies on sleep in schizo-
phrenia raised the question of the influences that anti-
psychotic drugs exert on sleep by themselves.
Therefore, as a first research strategy, some studies
tried to examine schizophrenia patients twice, first
under stable medication and later after withdrawal of
the drugs.

For behavioral pharmacologists, additional sleep
recordings in healthy subjects during or following
experimental intake of psychotropic drugs are power-
ful tools for the neurobiological in-vivo characteriza-
tion of psychotropic drugs.

The precise knowledge about the pharmacology of
the drugs alone is of scientific interest, but also from a
clinical perspective the influences of the drugs on
sleep are important: during acute phases of the dis-
ease, sedative properties may be a positive aspect of
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the pharmacology of such drugs, whereas for relapse
prevention most patients and their physicians prefer
drugs that are less sedating.

The present article will summarize studies on
sleep influenced by antipsychotic treatment. There-
fore, first we will review the most important findings
on sleep changes in schizophrenia. Later, findings on
changes in sleep following acute or during chronic
treatment with certain drugs will be reported. This
includes experimental studies in healthy humans and
clinical studies in patients with schizophrenia. A focus
is set on some modern second-generation antipsycho-
tics and on some older paradigmatic substances like
haloperidol, chlorpromazine, and clozapine. Finally,
some sleep-related side effects of antipsychotics will
be discussed like the induction of parasomnic beha-
vior or movement disorders and possibly indirect side
effects on bodyweight and sleep-related breathing.

Sleep in schizophrenia
Whereas early studies on sleep in schizophrenia often
did not properly control for antipsychotic treatment,
later there were a series of studies on patients with
stable treatment or off-treatment during remission.
But even those studies were flawed by possible long-
lasting changes in sleep persisting even after drug
withdrawal [3]. Thus, in the 1990s, studies were per-
formed that examined drug-naïve patients.

These studies taken together suggest that sleep in
schizophrenia is characterized by disturbed sleep con-
tinuity, prolonged sleep onset, and, as a consequence,
reduced sleep efficacy [2–5]. There also were some
studies reporting findings on reduced REM-latency
and a slow-wave sleep deficit [6, 7]. In recent years,
combined studies linked certain neuropsychological
abnormalities in schizophrenia to changes in sleep
architecture [8–10].

Although sleep studies are of high value for the
understanding of the disorder, they nevertheless have
certain shortcomings: because sleep recording is a
quite invasive manoeuvre for psychiatric patients, a
selection bias preferring certain subtypes of patients is
very likely. Moreover, disturbed sleep in schizophre-
nia is not alone a consequence of the neurobiology of
the disorder and therefore only reflects changes in
dopaminergic or serotonergic circuits in the CNS.
Schizophrenia also is characterized by a variety of
other signs and symptoms, which secondarily might
influence sleep: first, so-called positive symptoms

of the psychosis, like delusions or hallucinations, by
themselves may disturb sleep. Additionally, the
patients also show changes in other fields of behavior,
which indirectly influence sleep: even in the pre-
neuroleptic era schizophrenia was associated with
abnormal high bodyweight and some unhealthy beha-
viors like increased smoking or reduced physical activity.
Possibly as a consequence of this, obesity is more fre-
quent in those patients and their sleep thus is also dis-
turbed, for example, by disordered breathing [11].

Hence, sleep abnormalities in schizophrenia are of
multifactorial origin. Additionally, antipsychotic
treatment of the disorder changes sleep and wakeful-
ness. Thus, studies on sleep changes during or following
intake of antipsychotic drugs are of particular interest
for the understanding of the pharmacological features
of the drugs and for the understanding of the patho-
physiology of schizophrenia.

Sleep following antipsychotic treatment
For the understanding of sleep changes during or
following intake of antipsychotic drugs, the basic prin-
ciples of pharmacological treatment of schizophrenia
must be summarized: the most specific pharmaco-
logical feature of antipsychotics is a substantial antago-
nism at CNS dopaminergic D2-receptors. Moreover,
most of the remaining dopaminergic receptor subtypes
also are antagonized by these drugs, but also some drugs
are partial agonists on these receptors. Dopamine recep-
tors are widely spread in the CNS in cortical and basal
brain regions. They are responsible for many brain
functions including movement regulation and endo-
crine systems [12]. Antipsychotics also often antagonize
serotonergic receptors to a variable extent; primarily
clozapine and second-generation antipsychotics like
risperidone or olanzapine have this pharmacologic
feature. Moreover, these drugs exert effects on other
neurotransmitter systems relevant for sleep–wake
behavior, such as the histaminergic and the cholinergic
system [13]. Finally, antipsychotic drugs not only
change classical neurotransmitter systems but also
may indirectly exert their effects via changing immuno-
logical and/or neuroendocrine systems, which also are
involved in sleep regulation [14].

Studies in healthy subjects and in patients suffering
from schizophrenia
Even a very precise knowledge of the molecular
pharmacology of every single drug does not allow
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the prediction of sleep changes during the use of the
drugs. Experimental designs using healthy subjects
are a powerful tool for the behavioral characterization
of those substances. Usually, the polysomnographic
characterization of sleep changes in healthy volun-
teers only allows showing acute, single-dose effects.
Studies on long-lasting stable treatment only were
performed in patients. For the present review a focus
was set on studies in patients with schizophrenia,
whereas the use of antipsychotics in patients with other
psychiatric disorders is just mentioned briefly below.

Phenothiazines (e.g., chlorpromazine)
Chlorpromazine is a classical tricyclic phenothiazine,
which was very popular in earlier times of antipsy-
chotic treatment. The substance is characterized by
antidopaminergic, but also antiserotonergic and anti-
histaminergic, properties and has strong sedative
properties. In healthy subjects, chlorpromazine indu-
ced an increased sleep amount with only little influ-
ence on sleep architecture [15, 16].

In patients with schizophrenia, treatment with
chlorpromazine also increased total sleep amount [17].
In a study on long-term administration it was shown
that this was mainly due to increasing non-REM
sleep [18].

Butyrophenones (e.g., haloperidol)
Butyrophenones, especially haloperidol, were the most
important drugs for the treatment of schizophrenia
for many years. Besides the very robust anti-D2 prop-
erties, haloperidol exerts just very weak anticholiner-
gic, antiadrenergic, and antiserotonergic effects. Even
in quite recent experimental studies, sleep in healthy
volunteers was examined following haloperidol
intake: in one study, sleep architecture was just very
slightly altered, only slight increases in total sleep
amount were found [19]. Another group reported
changes in sleep microstructure: REM sleep following
haloperidol seemed to have more saw-tooth waves
[20]. In general, very similar results were reported in
patients suffering from schizophrenia [21].

Clozapine
Clozapine is a very important antipsychotic substance
with certain unique pharmacological features: the
major difference to most of the other antipsychotics is
a very complex pharmacology, which is characterized

by an antidopaminergic property not only at D1 and
D2 receptors but also at D3 and D4 receptors. More-
over, the antidopaminergic effect on D2 receptors is
even smaller than the antiserotonergic features. Add-
itionally, it is antihistaminergic and anticholiner-
gic [18]. Because the drug already robustly changes
awake EEG [22], results from sleep studies are
confounded in a very complex manner. Possibly due
to the complex side effects of clozapine, no polyso-
mnographic studies in healthy subjects have been pub-
lished to date. Clozapine treatment in schizophrenia
results in increases in sleep efficacy by increasing
stage 2, but decreasing slow-wave, sleep [21, 23].

Second-generation antipsychotics
Second-generation antipsychotics are a highly vari-
able group of substances known to be effective in
schizophrenia, but inducing fewer motor side effects,
mainly due to less robust anti-D2 properties in com-
bination with antiserotonergic features [24]. Some of
these drugs were tested in polysomnographic studies,
the respective results are shown below in detail.

Risperidone is a robust blocker of D2, 5-HT, and
a1 and a2 adrenergic receptors. It is slightly antihista-
minergic, but has almost no anticholinergic properties.
In healthy subjects, risperidone reduced wakefulness
and REM sleep and increased stage 2 [19]. In patients
suffering from schizophrenia, risperidone reduced
wakefulness and increased stage 2 sleep and non-
significantly also slow-wave sleep [25]. The closely
related substance paliperone also increased stage 2 and
additionally REM sleep [26].

Olanzapine is an antagonist at muscarinergic
receptors, 5-HT, D1–5, a1, a2, and histamine recep-
tors. It is possibly the second-generation antipsycho-
tic that has been most widely studied using sleep
laboratory techniques. In healthy volunteers, olanza-
pine increased sleep efficacy by increasing slow-wave
sleep [27, 28]. Comparable findings were observed
also in patients with schizophrenia: even in awake
EEG, increased slowing and signs of sleepiness were
observed [22, 29]. In nocturnal polysomnography in
patients slow-wave sleep was also increased [30, 31].
Moreover, small amounts of slow-wave sleep before
treatment seemed to be a good predictor for a suffi-
cient antipsychotic response to olanzapin later on [32].

Ziprasidone is a complex drug with antagonistic
effects on 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C, D2 and very slight
effects on a1 and histamine receptors. So far it has
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only been studied in healthy volunteers [33]. In this
study, non-REM sleep amount increased, but the
amount of REM sleep was reduced.

Quetiapine, a 5-HT1 and 5-HT2, D1–3, a1, a2 and
histamine blockerwithout affinity forD4 and cholinergic
receptors was also examined by the same research group.
In healthy subjects it resulted in increases in total
sleep time mainly due to increases in stage 2 sleep [34].

Studies in patients suffering from other major
psychiatric disorders and/or insomnia
During very recent years there has been a growing
interest in the development of new pharmacological
strategies for the treatment of insomnia or insomnia
related to affective disorders. Earlier treatment strategies
often used benzodiazepines or non-benzodiazepine
agonists at the BZD-binding site of the GABA recep-
tor. Unfortunately, GABAergic treatment is typically
associated with a considerable risk for tolerance or
dependency. Thus, other classes of CNS drugs were
screened for their sleep-inducing properties. A series
of studies used antidepressants, but also second-
generation antipsychotics, which bear a reduced risk
of inducing extrapyramidal side effects, were tested.
Unfortunately, only some of the studies used sleep
laboratory techniques: in patients with major depres-
sion, Sharpley and coworkers [27] reported increases
in slow-wave sleep during olanzapine treatment
comparable to those in patients suffering from schizo-
phrenia. Quetiapine was tested in a pilot study on
patients with primary insomnia and showed subjective
and objective improvements of sleep continuity and
length [35].

Sleep-related side effects during/
following antipsychotic treatment
Basically, for psychopharmacological interventions in
acutely ill psychiatric patients, especially in those with
schizophrenia or mania, sedation is a well accepted
feature of antipsychotic drugs. Nevertheless, during
chronic treatment after remission of acute stages of
the disorder sedation might be scored as a negative
side effect. Because this is true for most of the sub-
stances mentioned before, sedation as a side effect is
not separately described in the present review.

Interestingly, some specific sleep-related side
effects were observed in single cases during treatment
with antipsychotics. Episodes of somnambulism for

example were reported during treatment with
chlorpromazine in combination with benzodiazepines
and lithium [36], quetiapine [37], and olanzapine [38].

Clinically relevant complaints of restless legs
symptomatology were observed in case reports during
treatmentwith olanzapine [39] andwith risperidone [40].
In a first systematic study, also an increased prevalence
and incidence of restless legs was reported during treat-
ment with antidepressants [41]; comparable systematic
studies in antipsychotics have not been published
to date. Not only can the induction of restless legs
syndrome be observed, but even in healthy subjects
following intake of quetiapine increased amounts of
periodic limb movements in sleep were found [34].

As mentioned above, other side effects of antipsy-
chotic drugs may indirectly also alter sleep in the
patients treated: for example, excessive salivation or
sleep-related breathing disorders as a result of drug-
induced weight gain may disturb sleep continuity
[11, 42].

Conclusions
Treatment with antipsychotic drugs is associated with
a variety of changes in sleep–wake behavior. Some of
the clinical properties of these drugs fit very well
their pharmacological properties; antihistaminergic
and anticholinergic features especially often correlate
very well to sleep changes. But as for all psychotropic
medication, the molecular pharmacology alone does
not always sufficiently explain drug effects. First, the
disturbed sleep continuity often reported in schizophre-
nia might be also related to disease-specific symptom-
atology like delusions or hallucinations, thus successful
treatment of these so called “positive symptoms”might
have an indirect effect on sleep. Second, side effects such
as the induction of movement disorders during sleep or
severe weight gain and sleep apnea may cause sleep
disruption. Thus behavioral characterization of anti-
psychotic drugs should regularly include systematic
observation of sleep in the patients and, if possible, also
sleep laboratory examination in small groups of healthy
subjects and patients to increase our knowledge and
understanding of the mechanisms of drug action.
Moreover, this still could increase our knowledge about
sleep in general and the clinical features and pathophy-
siology of schizophrenia.

If all these aspects are kept in mind, one can
conclude that, in general, antipsychotic substances
have sleep-enhancing properties in healthy subjects
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and in patients with schizophrenia. This is due mainly
to increasing non-REM sleep to a variable extent,
whereas only minor or conflicing findings were pub-
lished regarding REM sleep. This is different from
antidepressant drugs: sedative antidepressants often
robustly alter sleep architecture by suppressing REM
sleep and/or slow-wave sleep, whereas other anti-
depressants disturb sleep continuity. Also GABAergic
drugs such as benzodiazepines do significantly change
sleep architecture by suppressing REM sleep and
decreasing slow-wave sleep. Thus, substances like cer-
tain second-generation antipsychotics, which increase
sleep continuity and increase slow-wave sleep with
more or less no suppression of REM sleep, could be
very interesting substances for the treatment of dis-
turbed sleep in patients with psychiatric disorders and
possibly also in insomia patients.
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Chapter

28 Sleep-related memory consolidation
in mental illnesses
Nathalie Pross and Luc Staner

Introduction
The medial temporal lobe and more especially the hip-
pocampal formation are crucial for memory learning
and storage activities. This was outlined in the famous
case study of H.M. [1], a patient with an anterograde
amnesia following bilateral damage to the medial tem-
poral lobe and hippocampus. This neurological patient
was severely impaired in declarative memory activities
but his perceptual and motor skill learning as well as
his working memory were preserved. In other words,
H.M. had an intact short-term memory and an intact
long-term memory, but was unable to transfer new
verbal information to long-term memory. During the
last four decades, a lot of experimental and functional
imaging studies brought further support to the role of
the hippocampus in memory transferring activities,
also known as memory consolidation activities [2, 3].

Memory consolidation is also a major field in the
sleep research domain. At this stage, it is well demon-
strated that the different sleep stages are implicated
in the consolidation of different kinds of information
(i.e., verbal, visuo-spatial, declarative, procedural, expli-
cit, and implicit) [4, 5]. However, there is no consensus
about the precise role of each sleep stage in memory
consolidation, and more generally there is no real con-
sensus about the exact role of sleep in memory. Never-
theless, the existence of strong functional relationships
between the hippocampus, sleep, and memory consoli-
dation are well recognized in the literature [6, 7].

More recently, a growing body of literature con-
verges in identifying the prefrontal cortex as a major
player in sleep-dependent memory consolidation pro-
cesses. The prefrontal cortex is not directly implicated
in the long-term storage processes, but it plays a
crucial role in memory processing and retrieval activi-
ties [8]. Indeed sleep-deprivation studies indicate that

the efficiency of the prefrontal cortex during a memory
task is particularly vulnerable to sleep loss [9]. Thus,
even if the hippocampus seems to play themost import-
ant role, evidence is mounting that the functioning of
the frontal areas should also be examined in studies
investigating sleep-dependent memory consolidation
processes.

Of particular note is the fact that the prefrontal
cortex is strongly connected to a variety of brain net-
works including the hippocampal and amygdala net-
work. The amygdala plays an important role in the
processing of emotional information, and there is some
clinical evidence suggesting a relationship between the
regulation of sleep and the regulation of emotional pro-
cesses [10]. Consequently, a growing number of studies
examine whether the emotional valence of the learned
material (i.e., neutral items vs. positive or negative items)
influence sleep-related memory consolidation.

Several neuropsychiatric disorders, such as schizo-
phrenia, depression, Alzheimer’s disease, and post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are associated with
alterations of both sleep as well as memory. Recent
anatomical and functional imaging studies demon-
strated that the hippocampal formation is affected in
Alzheimer’s disease and in schizophrenia [11]. It is
also well recognized that schizophrenic and depres-
sive patients present wide frontal-lobe related func-
tional impairments [12, 13]. And finally, depression
and PTSD are commonly associated with an amygdala-
dependent emotional processing disorder [14, 15].
However, at this stage, few studies have investigated
the field of sleep-related memory consolidation in
these neuropsychiatric disorders.

The aim of this chapter is to examine the links
between memory-consolidation impairment and sleep
alterations in different mental illnesses. However,
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before getting to the heart of the matter, the different
memory systems will be detailed. Indeed, as the differ-
ent memory concepts are often confused with terms
describing materials, tasks, or procedures, it seems
important to define the different kinds of memory
and to explain their underlying mechanisms. Then,
the possible roles of sleep in these different memory
systems in healthy subjects will be presented. Finally,
memory-consolidation disorders occurring in schizo-
phrenia, depression, Alzheimer’s disease, and PTSD
will be discussed according to the specific sleep, cogni-
tive, and mood disorders that characterize each of these
mental illnesses.

Memory systems, memory processes,
memory tasks, and to-be-remembered
material
The theoretical domain of memory is a very complex
research field for the non-initiated as well as for
initiated people! Researchers have agreed for 50 years,
with the fact that memory is not a unitary entity. As a
result, numerous classifications have been proposed
to distinguish different forms of memory. Some of
them refer to structural distinctions (e.g., short-term
vs. long-term memory; declarative vs. procedural
memory; episodic vs. semantic memory. . .), others
refer to the material differences (e.g., verbal vs.
visuo-spatial vs. olfactory items; neutral vs. positive
or negative items. . .) or the cognitive processes impli-
cated in the task (e.g., immediate vs. delayed recall
task, recognition task, span task, executive task. . .)
and others directly relate to the memory process itself
(e.g., encoding, recoding, rehearsal, consolidation,
storage, or retrieval).

Historically, the first distinction was based on the
short-term vs. long-term dichotomy [16]. At the pre-
sent time, there are many experimental and neuro-
psychological data supporting the existence of a
short-term memory system and a long-term memory
system [17, 18]. However, several concurrent distinc-
tions progressively appeared in the literature and
authors in this field currently refer to other kinds of
classification schemes. Themost current distinctions are
the dichotomy explicit/implicit memory proposed by
Graf and Schacter [19] and the dichotomy declarative/
non-declarative memory proposed by Squire [20].
However, references to other distinctions like semantic/
episodic [21] (Tulving), declarative/procedural [22]

(Cohen and Eichenbaum), or memory with/without
consciousness [23] (Jacoby and Witherspoon) are
also found in the literature. It has to be noted that
certain distinctions such as explicit/implicit and
with/without consciousness refer more or less to the
same concept, as well as the distinctions declarative/
non-declarative and declarative/procedural. More
precisely, the latter concern different memory sys-
tems and the former concern different kinds (or
forms, or expressions) of memory.

Different memory systems
and memory models
In their chapter “What are the memory systems of
1994?” Schacter and Tulving [24] indicated that “a
memory system is defined in terms of its brain mech-
anisms, the kind of information it processes, and
the principles of its operation” (p. 13). In the same
volume, Nadel [25] indicated that the length of time
that information is stored in the system is also an
important feature in the definition of a memory
system. According to these conceptual issues, and to
a review of evidence coming from cognitive and
neuropsychological data, the most achieved and con-
sensual memory model appears to be the SPI (serial–
parallel–independent) model proposed by Tulving [26]
(see Figure 28.1).

This model encompasses five memory systems: the
episodic memory, the working memory, the semantic
memory, the perceptual representation systems, and
the procedural memory. These five major memory
systems can be classified in two categories according
to both a classical structural point of view (i.e., a short-
term memory system – the working memory – and
four systems of long-term memory), and a functional
point of view (i.e., an action system – the procedural
memory – and four cognitive representation systems).
Procedural memory is defined by Schacter and Tulving
[24] as a system “involved in learning various kinds
of behavioral and cognitive skills and algorithms”.
Broadly speaking, the information stored in the pro-
cedural system is characterized by its difficulty to ver-
balize and by the fact that this system operates at an
automatic level (i.e., without a controlled retrieval).
Conversely, the four cognitive representation systems
are highly dependent on cognition and/or thought, and
can be classified as declarative knowledge (i.e., know-
ledge that can be verbalized). Episodic memory refers to
the “memory of personally experienced events” [27].
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The episodic information is directly related to the
temporal–spatial context in which it was acquired.
Semantic memory is defined as the general knowledge
about the world, objects, and facts (i.e., unrelated to a
personal experience). The perceptual representations
system stores the information about the perceptual
features of physical objects. And finally, the last cogni-
tive representation system (i.e., working memory)
differs from the three others in that it is concerned
about the temporary features of its storage and pro-
cessing activities. The working memory is the less well
defined system in the SPI model. Indeed in one of
his key publications, Tulving [26] refers to a primary
memory that “registers and retains incoming informa-
tion in a highly accessible form for a short period
of time after the input”. However, in his subsequent
publication [27] no specifications between working
memory and the other memory systems defined in the
SPImodel are mentioned. This lack of interest accorded
to the working memory represents probably one of the
major weaknesses in Tulving’s model. Indeed, working
memory is an important memory system due to its role
in encoding and retrieval activities. Moreover, working
memory is highly dependent on sleep efficiency, and
is known to be impaired in several mental illnesses such
as schizophrenia or depression.

The working memory model was proposed by
Baddeley and Hitch in 1974 [28] (see Figure 28.2).
Workingmemory was then defined as amemory system
involved in temporary information storage andmanipu-
lation during ongoing cognitive tasks like comprehen-
sion, reasoning, and learning. In 1974, workingmemory
was conceived as a multicomponent system composed
by a specific storage unit and by an executive system.
During more than ten years, most of the studies were
focused on the storage system functioning. In 1986,
Baddeley published the first update of his model [29],
which he then described as being composed of three
subunits: the executive system called the central execu-
tive and two slave systems, one dedicated to verbal
storage (i.e., the phonological loop) and the other

dedicated to visuo-spatial storage (i.e., the visuo-spatial
sketchpad). The distinction between the storage of
verbal material and the storage of visuo-spatial material
proposed by Baddeley highlights the importance of the
nature of the to-be-memorized materials in memory
tasks. This is illustrated for instance in the distinction
between dyslexia, where verbal storage deficits are
observed [30], and schizophrenia, where visuo-spatial
storage deficits are found [31]. In 1996, Baddeley pub-
lished the first detailed review about the major subunit
of the workingmemory: the central executive [32].With
regard to functional neuroanatomy, the central execu-
tive is assumed to be linked to the frontal lobes. It is
postulated to be responsible for planning, cognitive
flexibility, abstract thinking, rule acquisition, initiating
appropriate actions and inhibiting inappropriate
actions, selecting relevant sensory information, selective
attention, long-term memory activation, and so on.
According to this description, the central executive is
related to attentional control and processing activities
more than to storage activities. In the last update of the
multicomponent model of working memory, Baddeley
added a new component, the episodic buffer [33, 34].
This component is expected to be responsible for the
“temporary storage of information held in amultimodal
code, and is capable of binding information from the
subsidiary systems, and from long-termmemory, into a
unitary episodic representation” [33]. According to the
author, the episodic buffer has a crucial role in encoding
but also retrieving information from episodic memory.

Even if memory consolidation is an important
research field in sleep studies, very few memory models
account for this phenomenon. Tulving’s model is the
most commonly cited in the literature; however, the
recentMNESISmodel [35] (see Figure 28.3) is probably
a more appropriate theoretical conception to explain
the sleep-related memory consolidation phenomenon.

MNESIS is a new memory model based on experi-
mental andneuropsychological data, which encompasses
Baddeley’s last updated working memory model and

Central executive

Phonological
loop

Episodic
buffer

Visuo-spatial
sketch pad

Figure 28.2 The working memory model according to the last
update proposed by Baddeley [33].

Episodic memory

Cognitive representation
systems

Action system

Working memory

Semantic memory

Perceptual representations system

Procedural memory

Figure 28.1 Tulving’s SPI (serial–parallel–independent) model.
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Tulving’s classical SPI model. From a structural point
of view, the model is interesting because it takes into
account the memory systems supposed to be influ-
enced by sleep. From a functional point of view, the
MNESIS model tries to theorize the memory consoli-
dation process. Further, as discussed in the following
sections, it permits also the explanation of discrepan-
cies in memory sleep-related studies by considering
the working memory system as an interface between
several memory systems.

In studies investigating the role of sleep in memory
consolidation, the concept of memory system plays a
crucial role. Indeed, as shown in the following sections,
an REM sleep deprivation will not have the same effects
on episodic memory as on procedural memory. How-
ever, at the same time, the way task-related memory
is processed plays a determinant role in the memory-
consolidation mechanisms.

Different memory processes
The classical memory tasks are characterized by a suc-
cession of different memory processes. The major and
the most studied memory processes are the encoding,
the storage, and the retrieval processes. However, other
kinds of processes like recoding, consolidation,
rehearsal, or forgetting, take place between the encoding

phase and the retrieving phase. The process of consoli-
dation can be studied at different levels (i.e., molecular,
electrophysiological, or behavioral [5]). For the behavi-
orists, memory consolidation refers to a time-dependent
process that allows the transformation of a new
memory from a fragile to a more stable state that
is resistant to interference without further practice
[36, 37]. Recently, Walker [38] (see also Stickgold
and Walker [39]) extended the definition of the con-
solidation process. According to this author, consoli-
dation can be subdivided into two phases: stabilization
and enhancement. Stabilization will be independent of
sleep whereas enhancement will occur primarily but
not exclusively during sleep. In terms of brain region,
one may say that, broadly speaking, the principal
player in memory consolidation is the hippocampus
[40]. More precisely, it is assumed that the memory-
consolidation process requires an interaction between
the neocortex and the hippocampus [7]. In this dialog
between the neocortex and hippocampus, the concept
of “episodic buffer” appears to have a particular inter-
est. Marshall and Born [7] indicated for example that
“to prevent interference with pre-existing long-term
memories during incorporation of new memories,
information is encoded temporarily into an intermedi-
ate buffer from where, in an offline process, it is grad-
ually transferred to the long-term store.” Interestingly,

Episodic memory

Consolidation

Episodic
buffer

Phonological loop
Cognitive

procedural
learning

Perceptual–verbal
procedural

learning

Perceptual–motor
procedural

learning

Central executive

Working memory Procedural
memory

Visuo-spatial
sketchpad

Semanticization

Semantic memory

Perceptual memory

Sensori-perceptual input

Figure 28.3 MNESIS (Memory NEoStructural Inter-Systemic model) proposed by Eustache and Desgranges [35]. (Reproduced with the
authors’ permission).
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weknow that patientswith schizophrenia orAlzheimer’s
disease are impaired both in tasks measuring the effi-
ciency of the episodic buffer [11] and in sleep-related
memory consolidation [41, 42].

Although mounting evidence supports the idea
that sleep plays a key role in memory consolidation,
it has to be kept in mind that memory consolidation
is also highly dependent on encoding and/or retrieval
processes. Indeed, since memory consolidation is
appreciated through the retrieval of pre-encoded
material, disturbances in the encoding and/or in the
retrieval processes will affect performance on a task
supposed to assess memory consolidation processes.
In this regard, Craik and Lockart [43] postulated that
memory performance is a function of the depth of
initial processing (i.e., the level of processing theory).
Even if memory researchers agree today that this pos-
tulate is a little simplistic, it remains a useful proposal.
Consequently, the strength of the encoding process
should be considered systematically in studies investi-
gating the effects of sleep on memory consolidation.
This is illustrated for instance by the studies of Drum-
mond et al. [44] showing the deleterious effect of sleep
deprivation on immediate verbal learning and of
Walker and Stickgold [45] showing that, in an imme-
diate recall task of emotionally valenced words, the
sleep-deprived group recalled significantly fewer posi-
tive words than the group that was allowed to sleep.
Accordingly, sleep disturbances observed in mental
illnesses, as well as their daytime consequence on
vigilance, will probably influence memory perform-
ance through their effects on several intercorrelated
memory processes.

In a same way, the relationships between consoli-
dation and retrieval should also be considered. During
the last ten years, a lot of research has been focused on
sleep-deprivation effects on memory and, more espe-
cially, on frontal lobe-dependent tasks [46]. As previ-
ously explained frontal lobe-dependent tasks are
related to Baddeley’s central executive unit and encom-
pass different kinds of activities, like planning, selective
attention, long-term memory activation, and so on.
The retrieval process is highly dependent on frontal-
lobe functions. Thus, when the memory recall task
involves a conscious strategic retrieval process, me-
mory performance is a function of memory consoli-
dation but also of central executive efficiency. This
could affect the results of sleep-related memory studies
in schizophrenic patients who present simultaneously
with sleep impairments and executive dysfunctions.

Relationships between memory and sleep are
complex since they are linked to both the memory
system and the memory process involved. In the next
section, two other determinants will be discussed: the
memory task and the to-be-remembered material.

Different kinds of memory tasks and different
to-be-remembered materials
Sleep-related memory consolidation is highly depend-
ent on the kind of memory task. In fact, each memory
task is different because a given task will tap one
memory system more than another, and tasks that
tap the same memory system will not necessary assess
exactly the same aspect of memory. For instance,
there are short-term memory vs. long-term memory
tasks; simple vs. complex tasks; explicit vs. implicit
tasks. The methodology used to assess the strength
of the memory-consolidation process is also a crucial
point. As an example, the amount of attentional
demands required by a free recall task is higher than
that required by a cued recall task or by a recognition
task. As we saw previously, it is well demonstrated
that attentional/executive demands are dependent on
frontal lobe functioning, and there is also increasing
evidence that sleep deprivation impairs frontal lobe
functions. The literature indicates that in order to
study the consolidation process, most of the studies
use partial or selective sleep-deprivation paradigms.
Therefore, the choice of the memory task should be
a crucial point for the assessment of memory conso-
lidation following sleep deprivation. For instance,
the memory task should not require a large amount
of executive resources like a free recall memory task.
It has to be underlined that this kind of consideration
is not systematically taken into account in studies
investigating the effects of sleep on memory con-
solidation. As stressed in the introduction section,
there is a lack of consensus in the methodology of
sleep-dependent memory studies. The discrepancies
between studies in this research field could relate to
the confusion of concepts as memory systems, tasks
or processes, or in a misunderstanding of some inter-
actions in memory systems. Moreover, contradictory
results can also be explained by differences in the to-
be-remembered materials used in the study protocols.
For instance, Sterpenich et al. [47] demonstrated that
the emotional significance of the encoded informa-
tion plays an important role in a sleep-related recol-
lection memory task. In this study, by using a classical
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remember/known paradigm [27], the authors showed
that young healthy subjects recognized significantly
fewer neutral and positive pictures after a 72-hour
total sleep-deprivation period in comparison to the
subjects who had a regular sleep night. But interest-
ingly, no difference in the recognition of negative
pictures between both groups was noticed in this
study. This result shows that the material plays
an important role in sleep-related memory tasks. This
study tells us that the emotional valence of the mater-
ial in studies dealing with sleep paradigms has to
be taken into account. More generally, the role of
the nature of the to-be-remembered material in the
memory consolidation processes has been stressed by
Rauchs et al. [4] who expect that the different sleep
stages are probably also differently related to verbal or
visuo-spatial memorization processes.

Sleep-related memory consolidation
in healthy subjects and in mental
illnesses
Like memory, sleep is a very complex research field for
the non-initiated as well as for initiated people! At this
stage the main role of sleep is not clearly identified. In
a general way, researchers agree that the functions of
sleep are most probably multiple [48], and according to
the manifold literature, memory consolidation is indis-
putably one of these sleep functions.

The involvement of sleep in information reprocess-
ing was suggested for the first time in 1900 by Müller
and Pilzecker [49]. However, more than one hundred
years later, there is still no consensus regarding the
relationships between sleep and memory, or more ex-
actly between sleep stages andmemory systems. Indeed,
although a growing body of evidence suggests a strong
relationship between sleep and memory consolidation,
it still remains unclear which memory system depends
on which sleep-related consolidation process.

In the sleep-related memory research field, two key
theories try to explain the links between sleep and
memory. On the one hand, the sequential hypothesis
[50] postulates that memory processing during sleep
depends on the initial involvement of slow-wave sleep
(SWS) in addition to the subsequent contribution of
paradoxical sleep (i.e., rapid eye movement – REM –
sleep). On the other hand, the dual process theory [51]
postulates that memory processing during sleep differs
regarding the sleep stages. In other words, according to

the sequential hypothesis, the processing of newly
acquired memories would be highly dependent on
the succession of the sleep stages during the night,
whereas the dual process theory postulates that SWS
and REM sleep contribute differently to the processing
of new information, or, in other words that the sleep-
dependent memory processes differ according to sleep
stages and memory systems. As indicated by Rauchs
and colleagues [4] these theories are probably not
antinomic and could be viewed as complementary.

Many studies have been conducted in order
to determine which kind of information is related
to SWS or to REM sleep. This question has been
examined at different description levels (i.e., molecu-
lar, neuronal, brain structural, and behavioral [5]).
These studies were mostly conducted in samples of
healthy volunteers. Nevertheless, some recent data
examined sleep-related memory consolidation pro-
cesses in mental illnesses.

Sleep-related memory consolidation
in healthy volunteers
It is well demonstrated that early night sleep is char-
acterized by a dominance of SWS, whereas late night
sleep is characterized by a greater proportion of REM
sleep. In 1997, Plihal and Born [51] published a key
paper that evidenced differential effects of early and
late nocturnal sleep on two main memory systems
(i.e., declarative and procedural memory). This study
showed that early nocturnal sleep was beneficial for
declarative memory consolidation, which was assessed
with a paired-associate word list task, and that late
nocturnal sleep improved mirror-tracing skills (i.e., a
procedural memory task). In a same vein, Smith [52]
published a review paper in which the strong relation-
ship between procedural learning and REM sleep was
demonstrated. According to this author, REM sleep is
not involved in declarative information processing. In
fact, declarative memory is presented as depending on
stage 3/4 or non-REM sleep.

Nevertheless, less than ten years later, this sleep-
dependent dissociation in memory consolidation (i.e.,
declarative memory/SWS vs. procedural memory/
REM sleep) seems to be less evident. Indeed, a recent
publication [53] concluded that REM sleep is prob-
ably not required for procedural memory consolida-
tion. To date, the REM sleep–memory consolidation
hypothesis is an active topic of debate in the literature.
According to some authors [54, 55], REM sleep would
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not be involved in memory consolidation. The main
argument in favor of this hypothesis is that the
pharmacological or brain lesion-induced suppression
of REM sleep has no deleterious effect on memory. In
this sense, the results presented by Rasch et al. [53]
are largely consistent with this hypothesis. Indeed,
this study showed that a pharmacological REM sleep
suppression enhances rather than impairs a proced-
ural memory task (i.e., finger tapping). However, the
defenders of the REM sleep–memory consolidation
hypothesis argue that REM sleep is not definitively
suppressed in cases of chronic drug treatment [5] and
that many methodological aspects can also explain the
discrepancies in these study results [52]. According to
some recent publications, REM sleep could also be
associated with declarative memory consolidation.
Indeed, Nishida and colleagues [56] demonstrated that
REM sleep was correlated with memory recognition
performance. In this study, the authors made the
hypothesis that REM sleep has a beneficial effect on
emotional but not on neutral memories. The hypoth-
esis was tested with a nap paradigm (i.e., half of the
participants were allowed to nap, whereas the other
half were not). The experimental task consisted of
watching two sets of 120 pictures (60 neutral and 60
negative) 4 hours and 15 minutes before the recogni-
tion test, respectively. The nap group had the oppor-
tunity to sleep for 90 minutes after the first session.
The recognition test was composed of 360 pictures
(i.e., 120 old neutral þ 60 new, and 120 old negative
þ 60 new pictures). The results indicated that memory
recognition performances were selectively better for
negative pictures than for neutral pictures and that
the recognition performances were better for the pic-
tures presented 4 hours prior to the test in compari-
son to the pictures presented 15 minutes prior to the
recognition test in the nap group. Within the nap
group, the offline emotional memory benefit was
significantly correlated with the amount of REM sleep
observed during the nap as well as with the extent of
right-lateralized prefrontal theta power during REM.
As indicated by the authors, these results have some
interesting implications in memory consolidation
dysfunctions in psychiatric and mood disorders like
depression or PTSD (i.e., pathologies characterized by
REM sleep dysfunctions). In a same way, Nishida and
Walker [57] showed that procedural memory consoli-
dation is not exclusively dependent on REM sleep.
Indeed, the authors showed in a nap paradigm, that
motor memory performance (assessed by a finger

tapping task) was improved only in subjects who
nap. Interestingly, these improvements were correl-
ated with stage 2 non-REM sleep. This study under-
scores that consolidation of procedural memories is
not only related to REM sleep as expected by several
authors. Thus, even if many studies tend to demon-
strate the strong relationship between REM sleep and
procedural memory consolidation, some discrepan-
cies remain.

In the same vein, there is currently less clear
evidence in favor of a specific relationship between
SWS and declarative memories than ten years ago. In
fact, as indicated previously, Plihal and Born [51] as
well as Gais and Born [58] demonstrated that the
consolidation of declarative information assessed with
a paired associate word list task was correlated with
SWS-rich early sleep. However, several data indicate
that this relationship is probably more complex and
that sleep-related memory consolidation of declara-
tive information is probably mediated by and/or
dependent on other factors than only SWS, such as
task difficulty and spindle activity. Indeed, a growing
body of literature shows that sleep spindles occurring
during phase 2 sleep also play an important role in
declarative memory consolidation [48, 59, 60]. Schmidt
and colleagues [61] demonstrated a strong relationship
between sleep spindle activity and memory consolida-
tion during daytime napping. In their study, the mater-
ial was composed of associate word pairs containing
concrete nouns (i.e., low task difficulty) and by word
pairs characterized by a more abstract relationship
(i.e., high task difficulty). The results indicated that
the sleep-related consolidation was dependent on the
nature of the learned material. Indeed, EEG power
density and sleep spindle activity were differently
affected after the learning of difficult versus easy word
pairs. This study underlines that memory consolidation
of declarative memories is not only related to SWS but
depends more generally on non-REM sleep. It also
indicates that the role of sleep in declarative memory
consolidation might also depend on the kind of to-be-
remembered materials. As described previously, the
latter is particularly evidenced in studies that contain
emotional material [56, 62].

To sum up, these different data demonstrate that
even if declarative (i.e., facts and events) memory
consolidation seems preferentially related to SWS
and procedural (i.e., skills) memory consolidation to
REM sleep, the reality is probably more complicated.
Indeed, studies in healthy volunteers showed that
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several other aspects underlie memory consolidation.
Some of them are directly related to sleep characteris-
tics, whereas others depend on the to-be-remembered
material.

Sleep-related consolidation
in mental illnesses
Because previous research has focused onhealthy young
adults, only very few studies on sleep-related memory
consolidation have been conducted in patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders so far. However, many
neuropsychiatric illnesses such as Alzheimer’s disease,
schizophrenia, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
and depression are characterized by sleep disorders and
by memory impairments. For instance, patients with
schizophrenia suffer from several sleep disturbances
[63, 64], some of them being probably due to their
medication [65, 66]. Alterations of stage 2 sleep, SWS,
and deficiency of delta activity can be outlined among
these sleep disturbances. Conjointly, schizophrenic
patients present also several cognitive impairments like
executive dysfunctions [67] or long-term memory defi-
ciencies [68]. In the same way, Alzheimer’s disease is
characterized by massive memory impairments [69]
and by different sleep disturbances [41]. Another simi-
larity between these illnesses is the existence of hippo-
campal abnormalities. In fact, recent studies indicated a
reduced hippocampal volume in schizophrenic patients
[70, 71] while there is a growing body of literature
showing a positive correlation between Alzheimer’s dis-
ease severity and hippocampal atrophy [72 –74].

As previously discussed, the hippocampus is an
important brain structure for memory. Recent research
has demonstrated the role of the hippocampus in
declarative memory [75]; relationships between this
brain structure and memory deficits in schizophrenia
[76] and Alzheimer’s disease [77] were also evidenced.
In studies investigating sleep-related memory con-
solidation, the recently demonstrated role of the hip-
pocampus in the integration or binding function
of memory traces is of particular interest [78, 79].
According to Eustache and Desgranges’ [35] cognitive
point of view, the binding function is assumed by the
episodic buffer [33, 80]. From a functional neuroana-
tomical point of view, the integration or binding func-
tion is known to be dependent on the hippocampal
areas [81, 82].

As discussed earlier, there is now much evidence
coming from sleep studies that the hippocampus is a

key structure for memory consolidation since it is
supposed to be a time-dependent process involving a
dialog between the hippocampal areas and the neo-
cortex [40]. In their model of declarative memory
consolidation, Wagner and Born [83] explain that
the hippocampus is responsible for the encoding of
different features concerning the new information.
The model posits that, during wakefulness, both the
hippocampus and neocortical circuits are implicated
in the treatment of new materials, with the hippocam-
pus being described as an intermediate buffer (i.e.,
episodic buffer) responsible for the temporary storage
of the newly encoded information. During sleep, or
more precisely during SWS, this new information is
simultaneously replayed (or reactivated) in both the
hippocampus and neocortex, and then progressively
transferred from the hippocampus to the neocortex,
described as the long-term store. At an electrophysio-
logical level, it has been suggested that the hippocam-
pal to neocortical information transfer during sleep
is linked to coordinate hippocampal high-frequency
ripple activities and thalamo-cortical spindle activ-
ities, with both activities being synchronized to cor-
tical slow oscillations [84, 85].

In a healthy matched controlled study, Göder et al.
[86] showed that, in patients with schizophrenia, the
reduction in the amount of SWS and sleep efficiency
were correlated to next-day visuo-spatial declarative
memory impairments assessed with the Rey–Osterrieth
Complex Figure Test and a spatial location recall test.
The authors concluded that schizophrenic patients
presented a deficient sleep-related memory consoli-
dation. However, Bódizs and Lázár [87] proposed an
alternative interpretation based on the structural brain
abnormalities observed in schizophrenic patients that
relate to the encoding impairments observed in
schizophrenic patients [88]. As discussed above,
memory consolidation is a process highly dependent
on encoding and retrieval processes. Consequently,
the next-day memory impairments observed by
Göder et al. [86] in schizophrenic patients could be
explained by a binding deficit (i.e., integration) of the
different features of new information in a coherent
representation during the encoding process. Indeed,
several recent researchers have demonstrated a bind-
ing deficit in schizophrenic patients [89, 90]. The
spatial deficit observed in schizophrenia [91] is
another possible explanation of the finding of Göder
et al. [86]. Indeed, Luck et al. [92] assessed working
memory-binding efficiency in schizophrenic patients
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and healthy subjects. The binding task consisted of
retaining four letters and four locations, and was
declined in two conditions. The bound condition
(A) was characterized by the fact that letters were
included within locations. In separate condition (B),
the letters were presented centrally and separated
from the locations. In order to assess the maintenance
abilities, a single-feature task declined in two condi-
tions was also administered: the letters condition
(C) where only four letters were centrally presented
and the spatial locations condition (D) where four
locations were presented instead of the letters (see
Figure 28.4). The results showed that both groups
performed better in the bound condition (A) in com-
parison to the separate condition (B); nevertheless the
patients’ performances were lower in comparison to
healthy subjects. In single-feature conditions, the
patients presented a significant impairment in main-
tenance of spatial locations (D) but not in letter main-
tenance (C). The authors concluded that the lower
working memory-binding performances in patients
were probably due to their spatial maintenance
memory deficit, and that consequently not all forms
of binding would be disturbed in schizophrenia. On
basis of the observations of structural brain abnormal-
ities [70, 71] and of a binding deficit [89, 90], one may
advocate the existence of a disturbed functioning of the

episodic buffer, to explain the next-day memory
impairments observed by Göder et al. [86] in schizo-
phrenic patients. Other factors that may have contrib-
uted to a lower memory consolidation effect of sleep in
schizophrenic patients are a deficit in the working
memory’s visuo-spatial subunit (i.e., the visuo-spatial
sketch pad) during encoding and a central executive
deficit. Indeed there is evidence for a deficit of spatial
working memory [92] and of the central executive [93]
in schizophrenia. The latter deficit, which encompasses
frontal or executive function, is particularly implicated
in memory retrieval processes. Indeed it has been
shown that patients with schizophrenia are impaired
in all activities requiring high control abilities such as
planning, selective attention, or long-term memory
activation [67]. Thus, discrepancies observed in two
sleep-related procedural memory consolidation studies
in patients with schizophrenia [42, 94] could be ex-
plained by a deficit in the control abilities involved in
the retrieval process. Indeed, Manoach and colleagues
[94] showed that chronically medicated patients with
schizophrenia failed to improve their performances in
a procedural memory learning task after one night of
sleep (i.e., finger tapping motor sequence task). On the
other side, Göder and colleagues [42] demonstrated an
improvement in a sleep-related procedural memory
task (i.e., mirror-tracing task) in medicated patients
with schizophrenia. The discrepancies observed in
these studies could be explained by examining cogni-
tive processes involved in both procedural tasks.
Indeed, the mirror-tracing task, which is considered
an implicit memory task, does not involve a great
amount of control ability during the retrieval process.
On the contrary, the finger tapping is an explicit
memory task, and in this way its retrieval performance
is dependent on control (or executive) abilities. Thus,
these studies in patients with schizophrenia demon-
strate that in sleep-related memory consolidation
studies it is important to examine the encoding
and retrieval processes. In this way, it could also
be postulated that even if Alzheimer’s patients experi-
ence sleep disturbances and long-term memory def-
icits, the lack of memory consolidation in these
patients is probably not only due to sleep disturbances
but could be related to the encoding deficits and
the retrieval impairments observed in Alzheimer’s
patients.

To the best of our knowledge, very few sleep-related
memory consolidation studies have been conducted in
patients withmood disorders to date [95]. Nevertheless,
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Figure 28.4 Luck and colleagues [92] used two kind of tasks:
a binding task and a single-feature task. The aim of the binding task
was to retain letters within locations (bound condition) or letters
separated from locations (separate condition). In the single-feature
task, the subjects had to retain letters (letters condition) or spatial
locations (spatial locations condition).
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the existence of a deficiency in sleep-related memory
consolidation in patients presenting mood disorders
is frequently hypothesized in the literature [56, 96].
This hypothesis is conceivable, as several facts speak
in favor of a relationship between sleep disturbances
and the memory dysfunctions observed in these
illnesses. For instance, on the one side, REM sleep
disturbances as well as amygdala and frontal dys-
functions coexist in mood disorders such as PTSD
[97 – 99] or depres sion [100 ]. On the other side, a
growing body of evidence suggests that the consoli-
dation of emotional memories is enhanced after a
period of sleep [101, 102]. More precisely, Wagner
and colleagues [62] demonstrated that REM sleep is
involved in the formation of emotional memory in
humans [62]. Since the amygdala is activated during
REM sleep [103], and since this brain structure is
well known to be involved in the processing of
emotional information [104], some authors postu-
lated that the amygdala mediates hippocampal
memory consolidation of emotional valenced infor-
mation [83, 105]. Recent studies using total sleep
deprivation paradigms demonstrated that the pre-
frontal cortex exerts an inhibitory top–down control
of amygdala [47], and thereby plays a role in sleep-
related emotional memory consolidation. Thus,
according to the sleep disturbances and to the limbic
and frontal dysfunctions observed in mood disorders,
several authors postulated that these patients present
disturbances in sleep-related memory consolidation
of emotional information [96, 106]. Taken together,
these dysfunctions should lead to a “maladaptative
consolidation process” [56] or an “overconsolidation”
[106] of negative affective memories. According to
this hypothesis, this overconsolidation of negative
memories should reinforce the mood disorder. More-
over, this hypothesis also allows us to explain the
antidepressant effect of sleep deprivation observed in
depressive patients [107].

Additionally, attentional bias could influence sleep-
related memory consolidation in depressive and PTSD
patients. This attentional bias is characterized by a
deficit of inhibition toward mood congruent informa-
tion [108]. In other words, during the encoding process,
mood congruent information is more deeply processed
and therefore better retained because the working
memory’s central executive subunit allows a greater
amount of attention toward this mood congruent
information. Thus, depressive patients exhibit biased
attention toward negative information [10 9–11 1],

while PTSD patients present a deficit of inhibition in
trauma-relevant stimuli [112]. Accordingly, the over-
consolidation of negative memories in mood disorders
is certainly also underlain by an abnormal encoding
process. As a consequence, studies in patients having
mood disorders that assess sleep-related memory con-
solidation need to be carefully designed in order to take
into account this emotional bias and designs used in
healthy subjects are probably not suitable.

Conclusion
Even if some studies dealing with sleep-related memory
consolidation impairments in mental illnesses were
published, very few data supporting such a specific
deficit in neuropsychiatric disorders could be evi-
denced. Indeed, on the one hand some of these studies
concluded in favor of the existence of a sleep-related
memory consolidation deficit in mental illness, but
several methodological pitfalls have led us to cast
doubt on their results. On the other hand, some inter-
esting hypotheses are defended in the literature but
were unfortunately at this stage not tested in patient
studies. However, data issued both from empirical
healthy subject studies and from academic cognitive
theories permitted us to cast light on several important
points that should more often be considered in sleep-
related memory consolidation research. Among these
points we can retain the importance of the to-be-
remembered material and of the task difficulty.
Indeed, as memory processing is highly dependent
on material features, the choice of the memory task
material is crucial in sleep-related memory consoli-
dation studies. Task difficulty can affect performance
on a task supposed to assess memory consolidation
processes, because it has a direct incidence on the
depth of encoding and/or can lead to more or less
memory retrieving facilitation. The relationship bet-
ween the consolidation process and the other memory
processes appears also of particular interest. Indeed,
memory consolidation is strongly linked to encoding
and retrieving processes. However, studies investigat-
ing the effect of sleep on memory consolidation often
do not consider the relationships between these pro-
cesses. Finally, it can be concluded that, according to
specific deficits in the particular memory processes,
systems, to-be-remembered material, or memory-
related brain areas in mental illnesses, sleep-related
memory consolidation study designs in patient studies
should be constructed very cautiously!
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Chapter

29 Sleep-associated cognitive side effects
of psychoactive medications
James F. Pagel

Introduction: psychoactive effects
of medications
The cognitive effects of psychoactive medications
on sleep have historically been considered as global
and non-specific, with electrophysiological effects
defined by the alteration of sleep stages. However, in
the last 25 years the selective neurotransmitter effects
of many psychoactive drugs have been clarified. As a
result of this work, it is currently questionable as to
whether the theoretical postulates of global and elec-
trophysiological sleep stage effects have an actual
contribution to known psychoactive drug effects and
side effects.

Our understanding of the neurotransmitter effects
of psychoactive agents has been derived from two
divergent yet contributory data bases of neurochem-
ical knowledge. The specific neurochemical effects of
many of these agents have been studied in animal
models and analyzed to determine the specific neuro-
synaptic effects for each pharmacologically active
compound. Although such data serve as the basis
of most textbook presentations that note pharmaco-
logic drug effects, this approach has known limita-
tions when applied to the study of central nervous
system (CNS) medication effects and side effects.

a. The human CNS is extraordinarily complex and
only a few cells and neuroanatomic interactions
have been studied (there are over a hundred
billon neurons in the human CNS with each
utilizing multiple neurotransmitters and signaling
syste ms) [1 – 3].

b. This approach is almost exclusively limited to
animal models, from which data must be
extrapolated as applying to humans.

c. This approach is limited by the theoretical
postulates for neurochemical interactions in a
research mileu where new neurochemicals,
cellular transponders, and neuro-hormones are
constantly being discovered.

d. Neuroreceptor effects are likely to differ at
different sites throughout the CNS. Specific
neural site effects can induce changes at the
microscopic level that directly contrast with net
changes and effects on behavioral states and
cortic al arou sal [2 –4 ].

e. This approach is expensive requiring the complex
infrastructure of a neuroanatomically oriented
neurochemistry laboratory.

Because of these limitations, much of classic basic-
science neurochemistry is based on data derived from
a different data base – the clinical reports of effects
and side effects of clinically utilized pharmaceutical
agents. Clinical trials required for the use and release
of new agents provide an extensive base of drug effect
and side-effect information. Most such studies are
large, specific, and well designed. Physicians in medi-
cal practice can also submit case reports of drug side
effects for drugs in clinical use. These case reports
often address the psychoactive side of particular
agents. This information is less specific than that
derived from animal studies; however, it has the
advantages of large group study size, being human
based, and not being limited to known or theoretical
effects of particular types of medication. Limitations
of this approach include its reliance on human subject
reports, limitations in the studies of older agents that
are sometimes used in the assessment and approval
of current drugs, the lack of such assessments in
some clinical trials of agents presumed not to have
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cognitive side effects, and the fact that such studies are
not done on agents not approved for clinical use in
the practice of medicine [5, 6]. Our current know-
ledge of the psychoactive effects of medications is
based on a coupling of this clinical knowledge with
specific neurochemical effects that can be studied in
animal models.

The cognitive state of sleep
Sleep is defined both behaviorally and cognitively
as a reversible behavioral state of perceptual disen-
gagement from, and unresponsiveness to, the envir-
onment. This is a very complex amalgam of
physiological and behavioral processes, a process that,
unlike coma, is physiologic, recurrent, and reversible.
Sleep is generally described, not defined, by polysom-
nographic correlates that can be recorded and ana-
lyzed in the sleep laboratory. The sleep state and its
spectrum of electrophysiologic correlates are affected
by almost all medications with behavioral or cognitive
effects and/or side effects. Medications affect sleep in
at least three general ways: (1) altering cognitive levels
of sleepiness/alertness; (2) altering cognitive activity
during sleep – generally reported as dreaming; and
(3) affecting the symptoms of medical and psychiatric
diagnoses known to affect sleep.

Drug-induced sleepiness is perhaps the most com-
monly reported side effect of CNS active pharmaco-
logical agents [7] (the 1990 Drug Interactions and
Side Effect Index of the Physicians’ Desk Reference
lists drowsiness as a side effect of 584 prescription
or over-the-counter preparations). The terminology
describing daytime sleepiness, generally considered to
be “the subjective state of sleep need,” is poorly
defined, interchangeably including such contextual
terminology as sleepiness, drowsiness, languor, inert-
ness, fatigue, and sluggishness [8, 9]. Psychological
tests utilized in assessing daytime sleepiness include
validated questionnaires, spontaneously occurring
psychological variations, and performance measures.
The most widely used questionnaires for sleepiness
include the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS) and the
Epworth Sleepiness Scale assessing patient reports of
sleepiness-induced limitations on waking behavior.
Subjective behavioral complaints may not accurately
reflect the results of tests for physiological sleepiness
[10]. The most prominent tests developed to utilize
spontaneously occurring psychological variations
are the Multiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT) and the

Maintenance of Wakefulness Test (MWT). Both of
these tests use modified polysomnography to assess
sleep onset latency during a series of waking nap
periods. The effects of sleepiness on daytime perform-
ance can be assessed by tests of complex reaction and
coordination, or by tests that assess complex behav-
ioral tasks likely to be affected by sleepiness (e.g., tests
of driving performance) [11]. Many of these tests
have been shown in general and controlled (i.e., clini-
cal trial) populations to have sensitivity to low-level
sedation, highly reproducible results, and correl-
ations. However, the results of questionnaire, cogni-
tive, and performance tests for daytime sleepiness
correlate only loosely with the actual effects of sleepi-
ness on complex performance tasks such as the oper-
ation of a motor vehicle [11]. These effects are often
inferred based on the actual real-life analog of driving
performance and accident data [12]. These data have
been shown to correlate with epidemiological studies
suggesting that several groups of drugs known to
induce daytime sleepiness are associated with increa-
sed rates of automobile accidents (e.g., sedating
antihistamines, long-acting benzodiazepines, and
sedating antidepressants [12, 13]). Few of these tests
have, however, been generally applied to the vast
majority of drugs noted to induce sleepiness as a side
effect. Since performance measures are susceptible to
non-task related influences of motivation, distraction,
and comprehension of instructions, the results of
performance and questionnaire rating tests do not
always correlate with the results obtained from the
MSLT and MWT [8].

Medication effects on sleep
and wakefulness
The neuronal systems modulating waking and sleep are
contained within the isodendritic core of the brain
extending from the medulla though the brainstem and
hypothalamus up to the basal forebrain. Multiple
factors and systems are involved, with no single chem-
ical neurotransmitter identified as necessary or suffi-
cient for modulating sleep and wakefulness. Almost all
drugs with sleep and dreaming effects or sedative side
effects can be shown to affect one or more of the widely
dispersed central neurotransmitters important in the
neuromodulation of sleep and wakefulness. These
primary neurotransmitters include dopamine, epineph-
rine, norepinephrine, acetylcholine, serotonin, hista-
mine, glutamate, gamma-aminobutyrate (GABA),
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orexin, and adenosine. The effects and/or side effects
of these agents can directly affect the synapse or have
effects on neurotransmitters active at those sites.

There are other neurochemical mechanisms
through which drugs can affect neuronal function;
however, these systems and these compounds are
generally not as well described as the neurotransmit-
ter systems. Some agents exert their effect at the cell
membrane, affecting cellular membrane transduction,
ATP production, or ionic flux. Among these agents
known to affect sleep and wakefulness are substance P,
G-proteins, corticotropin-releasing factor, thyrotropin-
releasing factor, nitric oxide, vasoactive intestinal
peptide, melatonin, and neurotensin [4, 14]. Neuroen-
docrine agents such as melatonin can also affect
sleep and wakefulness exerting effects outside the
neural-transmission network. Most of the medica-
tions approved for the treatment of insomnia are
benzodiazepine or benzodiazepine-like agents that
affect GABA receptor activity. These agents, for which
sleep induction is the primary therapeutic effect,
will not be addressed in this chapter, which concen-
trates on medication side effects. However, the seda-
tive side effects of many psychoactive medications
are clinically utilized in the effort to induce sleepi-
ness for patients with insomnia. Antidepressants are
often used to treat disturbances in sleep. Anti-
depressant medications can induce both sleepiness
and insomnia based on specific neurotransmitter
effects (Table 29.1). Drug-induced sleepiness is a
commonly reported side effect of a wide variety of
other medications that can limit their usefulness
(Table 29.2). Such sedative effects have sometimes
been clinically utilized as off-label approaches to
inducing sleepiness. Drug-induced insomnia is
reported somewhat less commonly as a side effect of
medications; however, multiple groups of medications
can cause insomnia in some patients (Table 29.3).
Chronic and long-term sedative/hypnotic use to
induce sleep may cause tolerance to the sedative
effect, and can contribute to chronic insomnia [15].
Many of the drugs reported to induce sleepiness and/
or insomnia as effects or side effects are the same
agents reported to induce nightmares and disordered
dreaming (Table 29.4).

Medications affecting dreaming
Dreaming is defined by most of the sleep medicine
community as mental activity reported from

sleep [16]. However, this definition is not generally
accepted and contradicts accepted psychoanalytic
and neuroscientific definitions of dreaming. The psy-
choanalytic definition (dreaming as bizarre, halluci-
natory mentation occurring in wake or sleep) has
been incorporated into psychiatry [17]. The neuro-
scientific and theoretical definition (dreaming as
REM sleep) is often used for studies of dreaming in
animal models and human CNS scanning studies
despite the large number of studies indicating that
dreaming can occur without REM sleep and REM
sleep without reported dreaming [18, 19]. Few studies
have looked at the effects of medications on dreaming
in human beings: the only species that can currently
report both the content and an experience of whether
a dream has occurred. General population groups
such as those included in clinical trials define dream-
ing in multiple ways [17].

Neurochemists interested in dreaming have con-
centrated on the effects of neurochemicals on REM
sleep, generally assuming that medications affecting
REM sleep also affect dreaming. The medications
proposed to affect dreaming are the same ones known
to affect REM sleep. Agents that suppress REM sleep
such as ethanol and benzodiazepines such as valium
induce episodes of REM sleep rebound on with-
drawal. These REM sleep rebound episodes have been
associated with reports of nightmares and disturbed
dreaming, and have generally been considered the
primary mechanism resulting in drug-induced dis-
ordered dreaming and nightmares.

The original and quite simple model of
REM sleep neurochemistry is called the reciprocal
interaction model [20]. This theoretical model
describes the interplay between two major neuro-
transmitter systems (aminergic and cholinergic)
involved in REM sleep generation in the brainstem.
Subsequent work by the original authors and
others has led to revised versions that incorporate
the effects of other neurotransmitter systems that
have been shown to affect the generation of REM
sleep in the brainstem. These authors’ most recent
version of this once simple system has become
increasingly complex as other neurotransmitters
and neuromodulators have been shown to affect
REM sleep generation. The systems known to affect
the generation of REM sleep include GABA, nitric
oxide, glutamate, glycine, histamine, adenosine,
dopamine, and other less well described neuro-
peptides [21].
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Table 29.1 Antidepressants [sedating agents in bold, insomnia-inducing agents in italics]

Class Drug Sleep stage effects Indications

Tricyclic Trimipramine Increased – REMS
latency

Depression with insomnia, REMS &
SWS supression, chronic pain,
fibromyalgia, enuresis [etc.]

Nortriptyline Decreased – REMS(þþ),
SWS latency

Doxepin Deep sleep, sleep
latency

Amoxapine

Amitriptyline

Imipramine

Amoxapine

Protriptyline*

Non-tricyclic sedating Desimiprinine Increased – REMS
latency

Depression, depression with insomnia,
REMS supression

Maprotiline Decreased – SWS
latency, REMS(þþ)

Mirtazapine Sleep latency

MAOI Phenelzine Increased – stage 4 Depression, REMS supression

Tranylcypromine Decreased – REMS
latency, REMS(þþþ)

SSRI Fluoxetine* Increased – REMS
latency, sleep latency,
stage 1

Depression, PTSD, obsessive–
compulsive disorder, phobias,
cataplexy [etc.]

Paroxetine Decreased – REMS

Sertraline

Fluvoxamine

Citalopram HBr.

Serotonin þ norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitor

Venlafaxine Increased – REMS Depression, nicotine withdrawal,
neuropathic pain, generalized anxiety

Duloxetine Latency

Decreased – sleep
latency, REMS

Dopamine þ norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitor

Bupropion Increased – REMS
latency, sleep latency

Depression, nicotine withdrawal

Non-tricyclic non-SSRI Nefazodone Increased – REMS Depression, depression with insomnia
and anxiety

Decreased – sleep
latency

Serotonin 1a agonist Buspirone Increased – REMS
latency

Anxiety

Decreased – REMS

Keys: (þþ) higher levels of effect; REMS: REM sleep; *: documented as respiratory stimulant.
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Table 29.2 Medication types reported in clinical trials and
case reports to have sleepiness as a side effect

Medication class
Neurochemical basis for
sleepiness

Antihistamines Histaminine receptor blockade

Antiparkinsonian
agents

Dopamine receptor agonists

Antimuscarinic/
antispasmodic

Varied effects

Skeletal muscle
relaxants

Varied effects

Alpha-adrenergic
blocking agents

Alpha-1 adrenergic antagonists

Beta-adrenergic
blocking agents

Beta-adrenergic antagonists

Opiate agonists Opioid receptor agonists
(general CNS depression)

Opiate partial
agonists

Opioid receptor agonists
(general CNS depression)

Anticonvulsants

– barbituates GABA receptor agonists

– benzodiazepines GABA receptor agonists

– hydantoins General effects?

– succinimides General effects?

– other Varied effects including GABA
potentiation

Antidepressants

– MAOI Norepinephrine, 5-HT and
dopamine effects

– tricyclic Acetylcholine blockade,
norepinephrine and 5-HT
uptake inhibition

– SSRI 5-HT uptake inhibition

– others 5-HT, dopamine, and
norepinephrine effects

Antipsychotics Dopamine receptor blockade,
varied effects on histaminic,
cholenergic, and alpha-
adrenergic receptors

Barbiturates GABA agonists

Benzodiazepines GABA agonists

Anxiolytics, misc.
sedatives and
hypnotics

GABA agonists, varied effects

Antitussives General?

Antidiarrhea agents Opioid, general?

Antiemetics Antihistamine and varied
effects

Genitourinary
smooth muscle
relaxants

General?

Table 29.3 Medication types known to cause insomnia

Adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and cortisone

Antibiotics (quinolones)

Anticonvulsants

Antihypertensives (alpha-agonists, beta-blockers, central
acting agents)

Antidepressants (SSRIs)

Antineoplastic agents

Appetite supressants

Beta agonists

Caffeine

Decongestants

Diuretics

Dopamine agonists

Ephedrine and pseudoephedrine

Ethanol

Ginsing

Lipid and cholesterol lowering agents

Niacin

Nicotine agonists

Oral contraceptives

Psycho-stimulants and amphetamines

Sedative/hypnotics

Theophylline

Thyroid preparations
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Data base d on clinical trials and case reports
of effect s and side effects of clin ically utilized
pharmaceu tical agents indicate that a very diffe rent
pattern of medicati on classe s co ntributes to the
induction of disordered dreaming and nightmares
(Table 29.4). These data suggest that the medications
associated with clinical reports of disordered dream-
ing differ from those postulated to induce nightmares
based on the association of dreaming with REM
sleep rebound [5, 6]. Medications such as the acetyl-
cholinesterase inhibitors that affect cholinergic recep-
tors are rarely associated with clinical trial and case
reports of nightmares and disordered dreaming.
Medications known to suppress REM sleep such as
the various antidepressants and benzodiazepines are
often reported to induce disordered dreaming and
nightmares. Almost all of the medications reported to
induce day time sleep iness ( Tables 29.1 and 29. 2 ) are
also reported to induce nightmares and disordered
dreaming. The neurochemistry of dreaming appears
to be far more complex than even the modified recip-
rocal interaction model of REM sleep. Nightmares are
classified as a REM sleep parasomnia, and are more
closely associated with REM sleep than dreaming
except in the case of post-traumatic stress disorder
where they often occur at sleep onset [22].

Disordered dreaming and nightmares are also
commonly reported during the withdrawal from
addictive medications and drugs of abuse. This
finding has been postulated to be secondary to the
occurrence of REM sleep rebound during with-
drawal from REM sleep suppressant medication. In
the case of withdrawal from REM sleep depressant
addictive medications such as ethanol and benzodi-
azepines this explanation may be correct at least in
part. However, nightmares and disordered drea-
ming are often reported as part of the withdrawal
syndrome from non-REM sleep suppressant addic-
tive medications such as cannabis, cocaine, and opi-
ates [23, 24]. This finding suggests that disturbed
dreaming and nightmares are potentially an intri-
nsic part of the process of withdrawal from addi-
ctive agents rather than a symptom of REM sleep
rebound.

Medication effects on sleep-associated
diagnoses
A wide spectrum of physiological processes are
altered during sleep. There are more than 60

recognized sleep diagnoses each with clear diagnostic
criteria, and many are treated with specific pharma-
cological therapies. Most medical and psychiatric dis-
eases produce mental or physical discomfort that can
adversely affect sleep. Medications utilized in the
treatment of sleep disorders can adversely affect the
disease process for some patients, while medications
for other diagnoses can alter sleep cognitive levels
of alertness/sleepiness, dreaming, and sometimes
inducing unwanted behaviors during sleep (i.e.,
parasomnias).

Diagnostic groups with abnormalities
of alertness/sleepiness respiratory
effects
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) with its well descr-
ibed effect of daytime somnolence may affect up
to 25% of the population. Medications that lead to
weight gain may precipitate the development of
OSA. Some patients with OSA also have chronic
insomnia, yet treatment of these patients with sed-
ative/hypnotic medications can cause respiratory
depression, increased apnea, and worsened sleep in
these patients. Most sedative medications depress
respiratory drive with increasing dosage. Benzodi-
azepines, barbiturates, and opiates can exacerbate
respiratory failure in patients with chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD), central sleep apnea,
and restrictive lung disease. These medications can
also negatively affect OSA and may increase the
potential for symptomatic sleep apnea in some popu-
lation groups such as patients being treated for
chronic pain. Treatment of chronic pain with opiates
can induce central sleep apnea as well as worsen
the severity of sleep apnea [25]. The newer non-
benzodiazepine hypnotics have demonstrated lower
potential for respiratory depression. Methylprogeste-
rone (Provera), protriptyline (Vivactyl), and fluo-
xetine (Prozac) have been documented to have
respiratory stimulant effects that may be clinically
useful in some patients [26].

Other sleep diagnoses
Periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD) and
restless leg syndrome (RLS) may positively respond
to treatment with benzodiazepines and opiates yet
increase in intensity with the use of some antidepres-
sants particularly the selective serotonin reuptake
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Table 29.4 Medications reported to induce nightmares (medications included in each class are considered most likely to induce
nightmares based on a quantitative meta-analysis of clinical trials, clinical studies, and case reports)

Affected
neuroreceptor

Patient reports of nightmares: evidence
base¼ clinical trials (CT); case reports (CR); clinical study (CS)

Probability assesment
of drug effect

Drug

Acetylcholine – cholinergic agonists

Donepezil CT [3/747 report disordered dreaming] Possible

Rivastigmine CT [abnormal dreaming in 1/100–1/1,000 of patients] Possible

Norepinephine – beta-blockers

Atenolol CT [3/20 patients] Probable

Bisopropol CT [3/68 patients]: CR [1] – de-challenge Probable

Labetalol CT [5/175 patients] Probable

Oxprenolol CT [11/130 patients] Probable

Propranolol CT [8/107 patients] Probable

Norepinephine affecting agents

Guanethidine CT [4/48 patients] Probable

Serotonin – SSRI

Fluoxetine CT [1–5% – greater frequency in OCD and bulimic trials]:
CR [4] – de & re-challenge

Probable

Escitalopram oxylate CT [abnormal dreaming – 1% of 999 patients] Probable

Nefazodone CT [3% (372) versus 2% control] Probable

Paroxetine CT [4% (392) versus 1% control] Significant

Agents affecting serotonin and norepinephrine

Duloxetine CT [>1% report of nightmare/abnormal dreaming – 23,983 patients] Probable

Risperidone CT [1% increased dream activity – 2,607 patients] Probable

Venlafaxine CT [4% (1,033) versus 3% control] Probable

Agents affecting norepinephrine and dopamine

Buproprion CT [13/244 – dream abnormality] Probable

Norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine reuptake inhibitor

Sibutramine Post-marketing case report Possible

Dopamine – agonists

Amantadine CT [5% report abnormal dreams]: CR [1] Probable

Levodopa CT [2/9 patients] Probable

Ropinirole CT [3% (208) report abnormal dreaming versus 2% placebo] Probable

Selegiline CT [2/49 reporting vivid dreams] Probable

Amphetamine-like agents

Bethanidine CT [2/44 patients] Probable

Fenfluramine CT [7/28 patients]: CR [1] de & re-challenge Probable

Phenmetrazine CT [3/81 patients] Probable
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inhibitors (SSRIs) [27]. L-dopa, while initially being
useful in the treatment of RLS/PLMD, will eventually
induce tachyphylaxsis and a worsening of symptoms
[28]. Increased daytime alertness typifies a spectrum
of common diagnoses including chronic insomnia,
anxiety disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder.
Such patients may demonstrate altered responses to
medications inducing alertness and/or sleepiness with
unexpected results. Patients with narcolepsy often
report improved sleep with daytime amphetamine
use. Stimulants may induce sleepiness in some
patients while hypnotics may induce agitation and

insomnia even when used in anesthetic settings and
dosages [29].

Parasomnia-precipitating medications
Medication effects on sleep
stages and EEG
Medication-induced changes in sleep stages can lead
to an increase in symptoms occurring during those
specific sleep/dream states. For example, insomnia
and nightmares are associated with the REM sleep

GABA

GABA hydroxyl
buterate

CT [nightmares >1% 473 patients] Probable

Triazolam CT [7/21 patients] Probable

Zopiclone CT [3–5/83 patients] Probable

Nicotine agonists

Varenicline CT [abnormal dreams 14/821 patients] Probable

Nicotine patches CS [disturbed dreaming in up to 12%, affects tendency to use
threatment]

Probable

Anti-infectives and immunosuppressants

Amantadine CT [5% reporting abnormal dreams]: CR [1] Probable

Fleroxacin CT [7/84 patients] Probable

Ganciclovir CR [1] – de & re-challenge Probable

Gusperimus CT [13/36 patient] Probable

Antipsychotics

Clozapine CT [4%] Probable

Antihistamine

Chlorpheniramine CT [4/80 patients] Probable

ACE inhibitors

Enalapril CT [0.5–1% abnormal dreaming – 2,987 patients] Probable

Losartin potassium CT [>1% dream abnormality – 858 patients] Probable

Quinapril CT Probable

Other agents

Digoxin CR [1] – de & re-challenge Probable

Naproxen CR [1] – de & re-challenge Probable

Verapamil CR [1] – de & re-challenge Probable

Table 29.4 (cont.)
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rebound that occurs after discontinuation of REM-
suppressive drugs (i.e., ethanol, barbiturates, benzodi-
azepines). Medications such as lithium, opiates, and
GABA-hydroxy-butyrate (sodium oxybate) that can
cause an increase in deep sleep can induce the occur-
rence of arousal disorders such as somnambulism
[30]. Nicotine, caffeine, and alcohol have been impli-
cated, as well, in somnambulism, possibly due to their
tendencies to increase nocturnal arousals [31].

REM behavior disorder (RBD) can be triggered
by a variety of antidepressant medications as well as
dopamine agonists and anticholinergics used to treat
Alzheimer’s disease. Acute RBD has been noted to
occur during the withdrawal from cocaine, amphet-
amines, benzodiazepines, ethanol, barbiturates, and
meprobamate [32]. Caffeine may unmask RBD.

Sleep-related eating disorder (SRED) is often asso-
ciated with the use of zolpidem, triazolam, and other
psychotrophic agents including lithium carbonate,
amitriptyline, olanzapine, and risperidone [33]. Sleep-
related eating disorder can also develop in individuals
withdrawing from ethanol or other substance abuse.

The influence of psychoactive medications on
sleep states has a positive side as well. For example,
REM sleep suppressive medications can be useful
adjuncts in the treatment of REM sleep parasomnias
and other REM sleep stage specific symptoms. Both
benzodiazepines and antidepressants can be used to
decrease REM sleep. Similarly, the arousal disorders
can be treated with medications affecting deep sleep
(benzodiazepines and others). Clonazepam (Klonopin)
is the medication most commonly utilized in the
treatment of parasomnias, particularly in REM beha-
vior disorder.

Medication types documented
to affect sleep and dreaming
The pharmacodynamics of psychoactive medications
are affected by half-life of activity, which varies based
on gastrointestinal uptake, competition with other
agents, and efficacy of hepatic or urinary elimination
systems. The ability of an agent to cross the blood–
brain barrier into the CNS affects the ability of
that agent to induce CNS effects and side effects.
Once these variables have been addressed, the pot-
ential CNS effects of any agent remain complex. It is
the rare drug that is a pure agonist for a single neu-
ron type, with most, if not all, medications affect-
ing the binding of multiple CNS neuroreceptors.

Neuroreceptors vary locally in concentration and
response throughout the CNS. Subtypes exist for each
neuroreceptor that vary genetically between individ-
uals as well as locally depending on CNS location.
Neurons are likely to respond to multiple neurotrans-
mitters [2, 3, 34]. Despite these limitations and the
complexity of the applicable neuropharmacology, the
primary neuroreceptor effects for many CNS active
agents have been identified.

Primary neurotransmitter
and neuromodulator effects
Acetylcholine
The electrical nature of the action potential conveying
nerve impulses from neuron to neuron was first
described by Ramon y Cajal and Charles Sheridan at
the turn of the nineteenth century. The chemical medi-
cation of that spike potential between neurons was not
clarified until the 1930s. The Austrian pharmacologist
Otto Loewi had postulated the possibility that the
effects of the vagal nerve on heart rate were chemically
mediated. He could not, however, determine how
to experimentally prove his postulate. One night he
awakened after a dream in which he was sure that
he had discovered the experimental solution to the
problem. But, try as he might, he was unable to
remember his dream. The next night he went to bed
intent on redreaming the solution. He awoke and
rushed to the lab where he electrically stimulated the
vagus nerve of a frog to induce a slowing of the heart
rate. He took the blood from that frog and injected it
into another, inducing in that frog a slowing of the
heart rate as well. This demonstrated that the slowing
of the heart rate caused by stimulation of the vagus
nerve was mediated by a chemical in the blood. That
chemical, acetylcholine, became the first neurotrans-
mitter to be isolated.

It has been proposed that the drive to sleep is
determined by activity in basal forebrain cholinergic
neurons [35]. However, such site-specific cholinergic
neural effect is evidently not necessary for sleep [36].
Clinical use of medications such as the anticholines-
terase inhibitors has been reported only rarely to
induce somnolence and insomnia (in donepizil cli-
nical trials, insomnia was reported in 9 and somno-
lence in 2 of 747 patients) [37].

Rapid eye movement sleep is affected by pharma-
cological alteration of acetylcholine activity in the
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CNS. There are several lines of evidence supporting
the conclusion that brainstem cholinergic neurons
can be excited to induce REM sleep [1, 38]. Choliner-
gic agents are most likely to increase percentages of
REM sleep, with cholinergic antagonists tending to
decrease REM sleep. Anticholinergics are among the
neurochemical agents that suppress REM sleep in the
human. A wide variety of pharmaceutical agents have
anticholinergic activity. The reported side effects of
some of these agents include nightmares, disordered
dreaming, and hallucinations. This has led some
authors to postulate that it is the cholinergic effects
of medications that induce hallucinations or psych-
osis as a side effect in some patients [39]. Recently
anticholinesterase agents have come into widespread
use for the treatment of the cognitive effects from
early Alzheimer’s disease. These agents increase
acetylcholine in the CNS by blocking anticholinester-
ase, the primary system utilized in the breakdown of
acetylcholine. Despite the known role of acetylcholine
in the initiation of REM sleep, medications affecting
acetylcholine are rarely reported to affect dreaming.
The side effect of disturbed dreaming or nightmares
was reported by only 3 of 747 patients taking the
commonly used anticholinesterase drug donepezil
(Aricept) in clinical trials and was rarely reported in
clinical trials from other agents in this class (Table
29.4).

Norepinephrine
Many of the drugs in general use for treating high
blood pressure (hypertension) affect norepinephrine
receptors. Some of these agents, particularly the alpha
and beta adrenergic antagonists, are commonly reported
to induce sedation as a side effect [Table 29.2]. Sedation
is the most common side effect reported for the alpha-2
agonists clonidine and methyldopa (30–75%). Sleep dis-
turbance appears to be more common with the lipophi-
lic beta-blockers, but is been reported at rates of 3 to 11%
in association with the newer beta-blockers with vaso-
dilating properties (carvedilol and labetalol). These
agents and central-acting agents such as aldomet and
reserpine may also induce the complaint of insomnia
(Table 29.3).

Both beta and alpha-1 adrenergic antagonists have
been shown to affect both REM sleep and reports of
dreaming. Because these agents suppress REM sleep,
they are sometimes used clinically in the treatment of
recurrent nightmares in patients with post-traumatic

stress disorder (PTSD). Yet the norepinephrine
affecting antihypertensive agents classified as beta-
blockers and alpha-agonists are responsible for 34%
of clinical trials in which nightmares are reported as
an adverse effect [40]. The reported effects of these
agents on both dreams and nightmares is often
opposite to the drug’s known pharmacological effects
on REM sleep. Decreases in dream recall occur with
use of both alpha-agonists (e.g., minoxidil) that are
REM suppressant and beta-blockers (e.g., proprano-
lol, atenolol) that do not suppress REM sleep. The use
of beta-blockers depresses REM sleep percentages yet
can result in reports of increased dreaming, night-
mares, and hallucinations [41, 42]. The effects of these
agents demonstrate that a drug’s effect on REM sleep
may or may not be associated with an associated
change in reported dreaming.

Serotonin
Most antidepressants exert primary effects at sero-
tonin receptors; however, these agents also affect a
variety of other neurotransmitters (Table 29.1). Some
of these agents induce significant sedation, particu-
larly the tricyclic and quatracyclic antidepressants,
and are sometimes used clinically to induce sleep.
These agents are known to induce next-day sedation
and diminished driving performance the day after
use [13]. Other antidepressants, especially sergiline and
fluoxetine, can be arousing and can induce insomnia
in some patients.

Both serotonin and norepinephrine are proposed
to have functional roles in the production of REM
sleep. Most antidepressants suppress REM sleep. This
effect is greatest for the older types of antidepressants
including the monamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs)
and the tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs, e.g., amitryp-
tiline and imipramine). However, even the SSRIs (e.g.,
paroxetine and sergeline) are potent supressors of
REM sleep. Rapid eye movement sleep suppression
is not generally seen with buspiron [43]. Most anti-
depressants are reported in clinical trials to induce
nightmares in some patients. Case reports of night-
mares are associated with fluoxetine [44]. Intense
visual dreaming and nightmares are associated with
the acute withdrawal from some antidepressants [45].
This effect could be due to REM sleep rebound occur-
ring after the withdrawal of these REM sleep suppres-
sant agents; however, studies of reported dream recall
with antidepressant use show that recall may vary
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independently of REM sleep suppression [46]. Studies
of chronic steady state use and antidepressant with-
drawal have shown inconsistent effects: increased
dream recall with SSRIs and TCAs, no effect, and
decreased recall [47].

Dopamine
Dopamine agonists are commonly reported to induce
daytime sleepiness as a side effect (Table 29.2). The
amphetamines exert primary effects at dopamine
receptors and clinically induce increased alertness in
most patient populations. Such agents are utilized for
their contrary effect of quieting and increased focus
in patients with the diagnosis of attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder.

Dopamine receptor stimulation commonly results
in the reported side effect of drug-induced night-
mares. Dopamine, bromocriptine, pergoline, pergo-
line, pramipexole, and other dopamine agonists can
lead to vivid dreaming, nightmares, and night terrors,
which can be the first signs of the development of
drug-induced psychosis [48]. Amphetamine use has
been linked to nightmares (16% of nightmare reports
from clinical trials). This effect has been postulated to
occur secondary to dopamine receptor stimulation [40].

Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
Gamma-aminobutyric acid is the primary negative
feedback neurotransmitter in the CNS. Most hypno-
tics (sleep-inducing) agents affect this receptor. Some
neurochemists refer to the GABA receptor as the
benzodiazepine (e.g., diazepam) receptor since this is
the site where these agents exert their primary neuro-
chemical effects resulting in diminished alertness and
increased sleep propensity. It is the case that 24% of
reports of nightmares come from benzodiazepine
clinical trials [40]. The non-benzodiazepine hypnotic
(eszopiclone), which is not associated at clinical
dosages with REM sleep suppression or REM sleep
rebound on withdrawal, has been associated with the
occurrence of nightmares in several clinical trials as
have other agents affecting GABA reuptake inhibition
[49, 50]. The finding that different types of drugs
known to affect the GABA receptor (agonists, modu-
lators, and reuptake inhibitors) can result in patient
complaints of nightmares and abnormal dreaming is
suggestive that GABA may be a modulator of neur-
onal populations involved in dreaming [4, 50].

Histamine
Drugs with antihistaminergic effects induce signifi-
cant sedation. This is particularly true of the type 1
antihistamines and the traditional antipsychotics
(Table 29.2). Chlorpromazine and thioridazine are
the most sedating of these antipsychotic agents, with
sedation also reported at high frequency (46%) with
the newer atypical antipsychotic clozepine. Haldol,
risperidone, olanzepine, sertindole, and quetiapine
induce significant sedation somewhat less frequently.
Sedating antihistamines are associated with decreased
performance on next-day driving tests and an incre-
ase in automobile accidents [12]. Because of side
effects of daytime sedation and cognitive impairment
these agents are not recommended for use in the
elderly [51].

Case reports indicate that the commonly used
antihistamine chlorpheniramine induces nightmares
in some patients suggesting a potential role for hista-
mine as a modulator of dreaming. Because of the high
frequency of use of over-the-counter preparations
containing this medication for sleep induction and
the treatment of allergies, this may be the medication
most likely to be responsible for drug-induced dis-
ordered dreaming and nightmares.

Neurotransmitter/neuromodulating
systems
Cholinergic and aminergic neuronal populations are
proposed to have prominent roles in the control of
the REM–NREM sleep cycle [1]. These neurotrans-
mitters may function in a reciprocal interaction that
also involves a wide spectrum of neurotransmitters
that interact in an intricate modulation of the cardinal
sleep stages [4]. Proposed neurotransmitter modula-
tors affecting this system include GABA, dopamine,
orexin, adenosine, histamine, glycine, glutamate,
nitric oxide, and neuropeptides [52]. Both nicotine
and adenosine have multiple neurotransmitter effects
and can be considered neuromodulators.

Nicotine
Nicotine affects muscarinic cholinergic receptors.
However, specific nicotine receptors acting as neuro-
modulators have been demonstrated to be present
throughout the CNS with demonstrated regional
variance and with a diversity of effects on receptor
systems [53]. Nicotine is proposed to exert primary
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effects including neurotoxicity on interpeduncular
cholinergic neurons [54].

Clinically, nicotine contributes to hyperarousal
and can induce insomnia (Table 29.3). Transdermal
nicotine patches are reported to induce abnormal
dreaming [55]. In some clinical trials this effect of
inducing “bad dreams” has been serious enough to
contribute to treatment failure [56]. Varenicline, a
selective alpha-4 beta-2 nicotinic acetylcholine recep-
tor partial agonist approved for smoking cessation
induced abnormal dreaming in 13% and insomnia
in 18% of clinical trial participants [57].

Adenosine
A primary effect of caffeine is to block adenosine
receptors in the CNS, an effect shared by theophylline
and nitrous oxide. The alerting effects of these agents
led to the hypothesis that a primary effect of adeno-
sine was to inhibit sleep active neurons in the basal
forebrain leading to increased wakefulness [35].
Further studies have demonstrated that neither cho-
linergic activity nor adenosine accumulation in the
basal forebrain is necessary for sleep induction [36].
Adenosine has been shown to have multiple CNS
effects including inhibitory neuromodulary effects on
various populations of neurons in the CNS responsive
to glutamate, GABA, glycogen, and acetylcholine [58].

Other medication types reported
to induce sleep-associated CNS
side effects
Agents affecting host defense
Aristotle and Hippocrates pointed out that an associ-
ation exists between infection and sleepiness. Both
viral and bacterial infections can be associated with
severe somnolence and large increases in NREM sleep
[59]. Such microbial-induced changes in sleep are
considered part of the acute phase response to infec-
tion. Both muramyl peptides and endotoxins are
chemical mediators of infection that have been shown
to induce sleepiness [59, 60]. Some of the antibiotics
(i.e., fluoroquinolones [floxacin and cipro]) that are
known to induce insomnia have also been reported to
induce both insomnia and nightmares [40]. Other
chemical mediators involved in the inflammatory
response to infection (the cytokines IL-1B and
TNF-a, and prostaglandin E2) are known to be
involved in NREM sleep regulation [61]. Infectious

diseases are sometimes associated with the complaint
of nightmares. Sleep loss affects host defense and
cellular immune function [59, 60, 61]. A diverse group
of antibiotics, antivirals, and immunosuppressant
drugs can induce the complaint of sedation, insom-
nia, and nightmares for some patients. An interaction
exists between host defense and infectious disease,
as well as between the cognitive effects on sleep
and dreaming for these agents. A clear, but currently
poorly defined, relationship exists between host
defense and infectious disease, and sleep/dreaming.

Anesthestics
Older sedative/hypnotics were anesthetic agents given
at low dosage to induce sleep. Some of these agents
(i.e., benzodiazepines) are still utilized both in anes-
thetic and sleep induction. While the sleep-inducing
effects of benzodiazepines are GABA related, the basis
for effects on sleep that can persist post-anesthesia
are unclear. The state induced by these agents is not
clearly sleep, with significant alterations in EEG
induced not corresponding to classic electrophysiolo-
gic sleep staging.

Agents that alter an individual’s conscious rela-
tionship to the external environment are known to
alter dream and nightmare occurrence. Many of the
agents reported to cause altered dreaming are induc-
tion anesthestics utilized in surgery. An increased
incidence of “pleasant” dreams are reported with pro-
pofol use [62]. The barbiturate thiopental, ketamine,
and the opiate tramadol have produced disordered
dreamin g and nightmar es [62 – 64]. So me of the
agents associated with the complaint of nightmares
also can induce waking hallucinations and confusion
(fleroxacin, triazolam, ethanol withdrawal, and
amphetamines). This association has, in part, led to
proposals that dreams and nightmares are hallucin-
atory experiences occurring during sleep [65].

Anti-epileptic agents
Sedation is the most common reported side effect for
many of the anti-epileptic agents, reported at levels of
70% with phenobarbitol, 42% with carbamazepine
and valproate, and in 33% of patients using phenytoin
and primidone [40]. Both phenobarbitol and carba-
mazepine have been shown to induce sleepiness as
documented by multiple sleep latency testing (MSLT).
Sedation is reported as a side effect in 15 to 27% of
patients taking topramate, and in 5 to 10% of those
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taking gabapentin, lamotrigine, vigabatrin, and zoni-
samide. For the agents affecting GABA receptors,
the side effect of sleepiness is most likely modulated
through that neurotransmitter. For other agents, the
neurotransmitter basis for sedation remains unidenti-
fied. None of these agents is reported to induce night-
mares or disordered dreaming at frequencies higher
than 1/100 to 1/1,000 in clinical trial reports [66].

Other medications inducing
sleep-associated CNS side effects
Other neurotransmitter modulators proposed to
affect sleep and dreaming include orexin, adenosine,
histamine, glycine, glutamate, nitric acid, and neuro-
peptides [4]. The neurochemical and pharmacological
basis for sleep-associated cognitive side effects for
the rem aining agen ts incl uded in Ta bles 29.2 , 29. 3 ,
and 29.4 without noted neurotransmitter basis remains
poorly defined. It is possible that the induction of
sedation, insomnia, nightmares, and altered dreaming
by some of these agents is secondary to neurotrans-
mitter effects that have yet to be described.

Other non-prescription agents
inducing sleep-associated CNS
side effects
Ethanol is probably the most widely used hypnotic
agent. Twenty-two percent of patients with chronic
insomnia are reported to use ethanol as a hypnotic
[67, 68]. Ethanol, while inducing sleep, contributes to
an overall diminishment in sleep efficiency and qual-
ity. When used in excess with other sedative/hypnotic
agents, overdose can be fatal in part due to respiratory
depressant effects. The H1 antihistamines, including
diphenhydramine, hydroxyzine, and triprolidine,
induce next-day sleepiness after use [12]. Sedation
occurs as well for some individuals taking the H2
agents, but is much less common. Sedation is a poten-
tial but unexamined side effect for a wide spectrum of
nutritional supplements beyond the preparations
marketed for sleep induction including melatonin,
tryptophan, chamomile, passion flower, valerian root,
kava, and skull cap. Most of these agents have been
noted to induce serious toxicity for some patients.
Among drugs of abuse, marijuana, benzodiazepines,
opiates, and barbiturates have significant sedating
effects. Amphetamine and cocaine abuse can induce
insomnia and paradoxical sleepiness after long

periods of drug-induced wakefulness. Over-the-counter
medications may induce insomnia, including decon-
gestants (including nasal sprays), weight loss agents,
Ginseng preparations and high dose vitamin B1
(niacin) [29].

Summary: the neurochemistry of
cognitive sleep-associated medication
side effects
The group of pharmacological preparations, both
psychotropic and otherwise, reported to alter sleep and
dreaming is extensive and quite diverse (Table 29.5).
Almost all of the agents exerting their neurochemical
effects on dopamine, histamine, GABA, serotonin, and
norepinephrine will induce altered sleep and dreaming
for some patients. Most agents affecting dopaminergic
neuroreceptors induce nightmares in some patients.
The neuromodulator adenosine clearly affects sleep
and wakefulness, while nicotine alters both sleep and
dreaming. The effects of these agents on dreaming are
either unassociatedwith or opposite to the known effects
of these agents on REM sleep. Based on medication
effects and side-effect profiles, the association of the
neurotransmitter acetylcholine with dreaming and sleep
appears limited.

Other medications appear to affect sleep and dream-
ing by affecting an individual’s conscious relationship to
the environment (anesthetics) or by affecting chemical
mediators involved in the inflammatory response. Most
of the agents reported to alter dreaming also induce CNS
side effects of daytime somnolence and/or insomnia.
The tendency of drugs to induce such cognitive side
effects may be an indicator for drugs likely to induce
disordered dreaming and nightmares. When queried in
clinical trials as to alterations in sleep-associated cogni-
tion, many patients will report such side effects. Cur-
rently there is limited assessment routinely utilized in the
assessment of drugs without a clear theoretic history of
the potential for sleep-associated cognitive side effects
such as diabetic, antibiotic, host-defense and dietary
suppressant medications. With our increasing under-
standing of the complexity of the sleep state and its
effects on multiple physiological systems it would seem
appropriate to incorporate such assessments into studies
formost if not all medications subjected to clinical trials.

The fact that a wide spectrum of pharmacological
agents is reported to induce disturbed dreaming and
nightmares suggests that the biochemical basis for
dreaming is more complex and less understood than
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is generally suggested. Among prescription medica-
tions in clinical use, beta-blockers affecting norepin-
ephrine neuroreceptors are the agents most likely to
result in patient complaints of disturbed dreaming.
The strongest clinical evidence for a drug to induce
disordered dreaming or nightmares is for the SSRI
paroxetine – a medication known to suppress REM
sleep. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors affecting the
acetylcholine neuroreceptor system rarely result in
patient complaints of drug-induced nightmares. Such
studies of drug effects and side effects do not support
theoretical postulates that cholinergic neurons (the
triggers for REM sleep) serve as the primary neuro-
receptor system involved in dreaming and nightmares.
There are few data based on medication effects or side
effects to support the reciprocal [REM sleep-on]–
[REM sleep-off] system of AIM theory based on
cholinergic triggers as a basis for dream neuroche-
mistry [69]. Disturbed dreaming and nightmares are
reported during withdrawal from addictive medica-
tions. This complaint occurs with drugs without

known REM sleep suppression or REM sleep rebound
during withdrawal, suggesting that disturbance in drea-
ming in this situation may characterize withdrawal
from addictive agents rather than being secondary to
REM sleep rebound as previously postulated.

These findings are more evidence that dreaming is
not a simple or derivative state of REM sleep. Dream-
ing is a complex state that is poorly described by our
current models of neuroanatomy and neurochemis-
try. Dreaming is a state of consciousness with an
inherent neurochemical complexity similar to
waking. Based on its neurochemistry, dreaming
appears to be another state of consciousness, variably
assessable in waking, and affected by the medications
that can alter our cognitive interaction with the world.

Conclusion
Those agents known to induce CNS effects and those
having CNS side effects affect the sleep-associated
cognitive states. The sleep-associated cognitive states

Table 29.5 Cognitive effects and side effects of medications: basis for CNS effects

Basis for CNS activity Sleepiness Insomnia Alterations in dreaming

Neurotransmitter-mediated effects

Serotonin þþþ þþ þþþ
Norepinephrine þþ þþ þþþ
Dopamine þþþ þþþ þþþ
Histamine þþþ þ þþ
GABA þþþ þ þþ
Acetylcholine – þþ –

Neuromodulator-mediated effects

Adenosine þ þþþ –

Nicotine – þþþ þþþ
Other medication effects

Effects on inflammation þþ þþ þþ
Addictive drug withdrawal þ þþþ þþþ
Altered conscious interaction with environment þþþ þ þþ
Alterations in sleep-associated disease þþþ þþþ þ

Keys: (þþþ) a majority of drugs with this activity cause this effect in >10% of patients;
(þþ) some drugs with this activity induce this effect in 1 to 10% of patients;
(þ) an idiosyncratic effect for some agents in this group or a withdrawal effect;
(–) reported in less than 1% of patients using agents with this effect.
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are neurochemically complex with almost all drugs
reported to affect cognitive aspects of sleep and waking
consciousness also affecting dreaming (Table 29.5).
Medications that have the clinical effects of arousal
(insomnia) and/or sedation are those that alter
reports of dreaming and nightmares.
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Chapter

30 Sleep and post-traumatic stress disorder

Andrea Iaboni and Harvey Moldofsky

Introduction to post-traumatic stress
disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric
disorder arising out of exposure to life- or bodily-
threatening traumatic events, witnessing such an
event, or learning about such an event from a relative
or friend. Such occurrences are met with considerable
psychological distress including fear, helplessness,
and horror. According to the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual (DSM-IV) of the American Psychiatric
Association [1] five criteria define PTSD. These
include re-experiencing of the trauma, hyperarousal,
avoidance behaviors, persistence of the symptoms for
more than one month after the traumatic event, and
the disturbance being sufficiently distressing to result
in social or occupational impairment. The hyperar-
ousal symptoms are similar to those of panic and
generalized anxiety disorders, while the avoidant
symptoms and numbing have a phobic and depressive
quality. The intrusive symptoms, which include flash-
backs, recurrent nightmares of the event, obsessive
memories of trauma, and unpleasant reactions with
trauma reminders, are the symptoms of PTSD that
distinguish it from other anxiety and mood disorders.
These intrusive symptoms are often quite disabling.
Post-traumatic stress disorder is considered to be
acute when present for less than three months, and
chronic when more than three months.

Traumatic experiences are common, with one
study finding nearly 90% of their Detroit sample
having been exposed to trauma over their lifetime,
with a mean of 4.8 traumatic experiences per person,
and 9.2% with a history of PTSD [2]. In civilian
populations the lifetime prevalence for PTSD ranges
between 7% and 12% and occurs twice as often in

females [3–5]. The median time-to-recovery is between
three and five years [4, 6]. Post-traumatic stress disorder
shares high comorbidity with other psychiatric diag-
noses (see Table 30.1). In comparison to unaffected
individuals, there is a six-fold increased risk for major
depression; about a four-fold increased risk for panic
disorder or agoraphobia; a three-fold increased risk
of alcoholism or substance abuse, and an estimated
suicide attempt rate of approximately 20% [4, 7, 8].
Post-traumatic stress disorder is accompanied by func-
tional and psychosocial disability [9, 10], physical symp-
toms, and health care utilization [8].

While PTSD is a more recent diagnostic term,
initially appearing in 1980 in the DSM-III, the symp-
toms have been well known ever since wartime experi-
ences were recorded. Terms such as “shell shock ” and
“war neurosis” were common after World War I to
describe combat-related psychological disturbances.
Following World Wars I and II, various symptoms
currently attributed to PTSD occurred in the British
veterans. These include clusters of symptoms attrib-
uted to a disability syndrome without psychological
or cognitive symptoms, a somatic syndrome focused
on the heart, and a neuropsychiatric syndrome with
a range of somatic symptoms [11]. Medical labels
include “disorders of the heart”, “neurasthenia”,
“rheumatism”, “effort syndrome”, “psychoneurosis”,
and “non-ulcer dyspepsia”. These labels are cultur-
ally determined in accordance to the prevailing
health beliefs and concerns [11].

The Vietnam War fueled contemporary interest
in post-combat psychological distress where over 15%
of US men and 8.5% of US women were found to
suffer from combat-induced PTSD [12]. Gulf War
Syndrome has been another focus of concern where
unexplained somatic symptoms predominate. In a
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study of PTSD and chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS),
Gulf War veterans, compared with non-Gulf War vet-
eran controls, reported significantly higher rates of
PTSD and CFS. The prevalence of PTSD, but not
CFS, was related to the intensity of deployment stress
[13]. Recent research has employed anonymous survey
questionnaires on mental health of US combat infantry
units either before or after three or four months of
being deployed in Iraq or in Afghanistan [14]. The data
showed evidence for more symptoms of major depres-
sion, generalized anxiety, and PTSD in those who
served in Iraq (15.6 to 17.1%) versus those who served
in Afghanistan (11.2%) or those before deployment
(9.3%). Specifically, symptoms of PTSD occurred in
12.9% of those who served in army units and 12.2%
of marines who saw combat duty in Iraq. The rate of
PTSD increased linearly depending upon the exposure
to fire fights. Those military personnel who were
wounded or injured were more likely to have PTSD.

There are many factors involved in determining
the individual’s response to a traumatic experience
(Figure 30.1). Pre-existing mental health problems,
an abusive or difficult childhood, or previous signifi-
cant trauma have all been identified as risk factors
for developing PTSD [15]. Premorbid sleep disturbance

has also been proposed as a risk factor, although
the evidence is limited to a retrospective study of
hurricane survivors [16]. One’s cognitive–affective
framework can also lead to maladaptive responses.
Helplessness, a sense of loss of control, and catastro-
phic thinking are all characteristic dysfunctional cog-
nitions post-trauma. Psychological defenses such as
avoidance and denial are problematic, as are the
maladaptive coping behaviors of drug and alcohol use.

Post-traumatic stress disorder tends to occur in
families. Adult children of Holocaust survivors with
PTSD are more likely to develop the disorder after
trauma exposure than children of survivors without
PTSD [17]. Both environmental and heritable factors
are likely at play. Evidence for a heritable risk for
PTSD has been demonstrated with both twin and
molecular genetics studies [18]. Candidate genes
include the D2 dopamine receptor (DRD2) and the
serotonin transporter (SLC6A4). The low-expression
variant polymorphism in the promoter of the SLC6A4
gene has been found to be associated with develop-
ment of PTSD in hurricane survivors, but only in
combination with a high exposure level to the hurri-
cane and low social support [19].

Individual

Acute response

Resolution

Post-traumatic
stress symptoms

Trauma-related factors

Vulnerability factors

Intensity, duration

TRAUMA
Proximity of threat, potential
of death

Type of trauma

Physical injury/head injury

Genetic risk

Biologic hyper-reactivity

Poor sleep

Female gender, younger age at trauma

Past history of trauma or abuse

Low socioeconomic status and education

Previous psychiatric history

Social factors (perceptions of social support,
poor relationships)

Personality traits (neuroticism, low sense of
self-efficacy, tendency to dissociation)

Poor coping skils

Figure 30.1 Individual and trauma-related vulnerability factors
for PTSD.

Table 30.1 Psychiatric and medical comorbidities in PTSD

Men (%) Women (%)

Psychiatric
comorbidity

Alcohol abuse/
dependence

51.9 27.9

Drug abuse/
dependence

34.5 26.9

Major
depression

47.9 48.5

GAD 16.8 15.0

Panic disorder 7.3 12.6

Agoraphobia 16.1 22.4

Social phobia 27.6 28.4

PTSDþ one
diagnosis

14.9 17.2

PSTDþ two
diagnoses

14.4 18.2

PSTDþ three or
more diagnoses

59.0 43.6

Source: Data from [4].
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In keeping with a biological predisposition, one’s
risk of developing symptoms in response to trauma
may be revealed by one’s physiological reactions to
stress. Characteristics such as greater startle reaction,
heightened fear, slower habituation, and hyperactive
sympathetic nervous system all predict development
of PTSD symptoms on exposure to trauma [20].

After exposure to trauma, the neurobiological
changes associated with PTSD include alterations
in the limbic system, the hypothalamic–pituitary–
adrenal (HPA) axis, and catecholamine responses.
Decreased volume and activity of both the prefrontal
cortex and the hippocampus, and hyper-responsivity
of the amygdala, are notable findings in individuals
with PTSD [21]. In terms of the HPA axis, there is
evidence of dysregulation and sensitization of the
hypothalamic responses by early-life adversity [22].
In individuals who develop PTSD, there is increased
cortisol reactivity in the acute phase of their stress
response producing stronger physiological response.
In chronic PTSD, through protective negative feed-
back mechanisms, there is evidence of down-
regulation of the HPA axis and hypocortisolism [23].
Persistent sympathetic nervous system activation and
higher catecholamine levels are also characteristic of
PTSD, which likely functions to increase alertness and
produce a state of hyperarousal [24].

Sleep in PTSD: an overview
Sleep disturbance frequently occurs immediately
following a traumatic experience. Difficulty initiating
and maintaining sleep are the most common com-
plaints, while nightmares are also frequently reported.
As an example, in the six months following the
Oklahoma bombing, 70% of survivors suffered from
insomnia, and 55% from nightmares [25]. For the
most part, sleep disturbance post-trauma is transient
and improves with time [26]. However, when sleep
problems persist – often in the form of nightmares,
insomnia, and sleep avoidance – they portend the
development of PTSD. Poor sleep impacts on ability
to function, quality of life, and interpersonal relation-
ships [27, 28] and is also a risk factor for the develop-
ment of physical symptoms [29].

Persistent sleep impairment forms part of the
DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PTSD. Distressing
dreams fall under the re-experiencing symptom clus-
ter and difficulties falling or staying asleep form part
of the hyperarousal symptoms [1]. In PTSD, a variety

of sleep changes have been reported (Figure 30.2).
Sleep disturbance is thus widely accepted as a core
feature of PTSD. Some studies have gone further and
suggested that disruption of sleep physiology may in
fact mediate the development of PTSD. One study
found that the presence and severity of sleep disturb-
ances in the immediate post-trauma period is associ-
ated with the persistence of post-traumatic stress
symptoms and the development of PTSD (Figure 30.3)
[30]. The role of sleep in the development of PTSD
remains speculative, and the adaptation to traumatic
experiences may involve several sleep-related mech-
anisms. One potential mechanism is the function of
REM sleep in the consolidation and processing of
traumatic memories [31]. Rapid eye movement sleep
is also important in fear conditioning, as shown in
animal experiments where REMdeprivation impairs the
normal extinction of conditioned fear responses [32].

Although research in the area of sleep and PTSD
continues to advance, it is important to note some of
the limitations in our current understanding. One
challenge is the multiplicity of traumatic events that
have been studied. These include Holocaust survivors,
Vietnam veterans, and adult survivors of childhood
sexual abuse, motor vehicle collision survivors, and
survivors of natural disasters. Consequently the study
populations are diverse in age, gender, mental health
status, chronicity of illness, medical and psychiatric
comorbidity, and medication use. The outcome is that
many studies on sleep in PTSD offer inconsistent
findings.

The issue of comorbidities is pivotal. A high pro-
portion of individuals with PTSD are also diagnosed
with a mood disorder (Table 30.1). Mood changes are
clearly more than just a coincident phenomenon,
and may be part of the causal pathway in producing
post-traumatic symptoms. Many of the objective sleep
changes seen in PTSD overlap with known sleep
changes in depression, even where there is an attempt
to exclude individuals with depression. The high
coincidence of substance abuse, mood and anxiety
disorders in individuals who have experienced trauma
muddies the water, insomuch as it is difficult to assign
observed sleep changes specifically to the effects of
trauma and PTSD. Individuals with PTSD often have
multiple unexplained physical symptoms leading to
diagnosis with functional somatic syndromes such
as fibromyalgia and chronic pain [33]. Medical prob-
lems both contribute to and are affected by sleep
disturbance.
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Figure 30.3 Self-reported insomnia
severity at several points in the year
following a motor vehicle accident,
comparing those who met diagnostic
criteria for PTSD at one year (dark bars;
n¼ 26) to those who did not (striped
bars; n¼ 76). Insomnia severity at one
month post-accident is associated
with PTSD diagnosis at one year. Data
from [30].
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Figure 30.2 Subjective sleep symptoms in combat veterans with PTSD (dark bars; n¼ 37) and without PTSD (striped bars; n¼ 21).
Data from [78].
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Subjective sleep changes in PTSD
Sleep quality
Insomnia is the most common sleep complaint in
PTSD, both in the acute and chronic phases. In a
survey of Vietnam veterans 44% of combat veterans
with PTSD had difficulty falling asleep, while difficulty
staying asleep is reported by 91% of veterans [34].
Overall sleep disturbance is associated with increased
PTSD severity, with mean Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index (PSQI) scores from 10 for moderate PTSD to
13 for severe PTSD (out of a possible 21, with score >5
indicating significantly disturbed sleep) [35].

Insomnia in PTSD has features that distinguish it
from idiopathic insomnia. Vietnam veterans with
PTSD were compared to a group with insomnia but
not PTSD. The PTSD group described more fear of
sleep, more traumatic and disturbing thoughts when
lying in bed, more tendencies to yell or talk in their
sleep, and more restlessness and movement in bed [36].
This is further supported by sleep logs completed by
Vietnam veterans when compared to sleep measure-
ment by actigraphy. Veterans underestimate their
sleep duration but also underestimate the total
number of awakenings [37]. The veterans’ experience
of insufficient sleep results from sleep fragmentation
rather than sleep restriction. The effect of trauma on
disturbed sleep is durable. Holocaust survivors
continue to describe insomnia decades after their
internment [38].

Dreams and nightmares
In the immediate period post-trauma, individuals
tend to report dreams of the specific events that they
experienced, although this is not universal with many
individuals either reporting no dreams or unrelated
dreams [39, 40]. When the dreams evoke fear and
anxiety and cause an awakening from sleep, they are
labeled nightmares. These nightmares exist on a con-
tinuum, with dreams varying in the extent to which
the traumatic event is represented directly or symbo-
lically. The characteristic post-traumatic nightmare
consists of exact replays of the traumatic events,
coinciding with physiological activation, and at times,
with movement and vocalization [41]. The signifi-
cance of nightmares may be related to the processing
of traumatic memory. Adaptive dreams involve the
experience of traumatic memories with themes of
mastery or survival. Maladaptive dreams of high

emotional intensity and replay of traumatic events
give way over time to anxious, trauma-themed,
threatening, and aggressive dreams.

Dream content that is distressing and highly simi-
lar to the trauma has been found to be associated with
the severity of PTSD in initial and follow-up assess-
ments [39]. In an analysis of dream content from
hurricane survivors 6 to 12 months after the disaster,
all of those who had distressing hurricane-related
dreams had the diagnosis of PTSD [42].

In studies of chronic PTSD, threatening dreams
and nightmares are among the most persistent symp-
toms. In Vietnam veterans, nightmares were a quite
specific predictor of the presence of PTSD, reported
by 52% of veterans with PTSD compared to 5% with-
out PTSD and 3% of civilians [34]. Over time, not all
dreams in PTSD are specifically trauma-themed, but
the content of dreams is typically threatening [43].

Disturbing dreams have been reported by indivi-
duals with PTSD on awakening from both REM
and non-REM sleep [44–46]. One study found that
“well adjusted” holocaust survivors had poor dream
recall on awakening from REM compared to “less-
adjusted” survivors and controls [47]. It is unclear
whether poor dream recall was a protective lifelong
trait of those well adjusted survivors, or if it develo-
ped as a mechanism to cope with their traumatic
experiences.

Various theorists have proposed a psychodynamic
understanding and approach to dreams. Freud’s con-
cept of a “repetition compulsion” defense mechanism
where the dream provides a mental vehicle for re-
experiencing the unsuccessfully repressed traumatic
experience has been challenged by dream theorist
Hartmann [48]. He proposes that the major ego defi-
cit is thin or permeable boundaries. In his study of a
small group of Vietnam War veterans with frequent
repetitive nightmares, Hartmann found evidence of
lifetime psychopathological vulnerability and that the
stress of the war experience and their inherent thin
ego defense boundaries increased their propensity to
repetitive traumatic nightmares. In such people the
nightmare becomes psychologically encapsulated but
easily vulnerable to recurrence playback in their
dreams following stressful experiences.

Another theoretical model of nightmares employs
the concept of threat stimulation and rehearsal, with
the function of improving biological survival.
According to Revonsuo’s evolutionary theory [49],
when an individual is confronted by a major threat
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to survival there is an inherent automatic response
whereby the traumatic dream provides a rehearsal
function to improve skills in threat detection and
response.

From a cognitive–behavioral perspective, night-
mares can be understood as noxious stimuli that
produce conditioned behaviors, such as waking up
from the bad dream or avoiding sleep. Over time,
these responses reinforce both the avoidance behavior
and the distorted belief of being out of control and
helpless in the face of the nightmares. This creates a
sense of danger associated with the sleep environment
and heightened arousal. In their cognitive model for
re-experiencing symptoms, Ehlers and Clark [50]
emphasize the importance of the negative appraisals
of the nightmare (such as “I am going crazy”) over the
nightmare itself. However, the various psychological
models that have been proposed to be the basis of
repetitive nightmares do not adequately explain their
etiology [41].

Objective sleep changes
For reasons outlined earlier, objective sleep research
in PTSD is challenging. A lack of correlation between
subjective sleep complaints and actigraphic or poly-
somnographic measures of sleep in several studies has
been put forward as evidence that altered sleep per-
ception is a central sleep issue in PTSD [51–53].
Interestingly, patients with PTSD often report better
sleep in the laboratory than they obtain at home,
possibly due to a sense of safety instilled by the
clinical environment. Home polysomnography as an
alternative to laboratory-based studies allows for an
assessment of sleep in the context of a patient’s habit-
ual environment and behaviors [54].

Given the disparate populations studied – acute
vs. chronic; combat vs. civilian; elderly vs. young – it
is no surprise that consistent patterns can be difficult
to discern. A recent review collected a selection of the
best quality polysomnographic studies into a meta-
analysis. They found an overall pattern of increased
REM density, and a shift in sleep architecture with
decreased slow-wave sleep and increased stage 1 sleep.
These patterns were significant, with effect sizes in the
small to medium range (0.24–0.43) [55]. This meta-
analysis is consistent with the evidence to date,
namely that changes in REM sleep and in the quality
and continuity of sleep are the principal findings in
PTSD.

Rapid eye movement sleep
Studies have found an increased rate of awakening
from REM sleep [56–58]. Arousal from REM sleep
may result from the intensity or fearfulness of
dreams, or from intrinsic deficits in REM continuity.
Chronic fragmentation of REM sleep may play a role
in producing subtle memory or cognitive deficits.

Another interesting finding is that of increased
REM density in PTSD [16, 59, 60]. Rapid eye move-
ment density is a measure of the frequency of eye
movements in REM sleep. Increased REM density is
believed to signal increased intensity of the REM
episode and has been found to be associated with
depression.

Rapid eye movement sleep is characterized by a
loss of muscle tone: a protective mechanism to pre-
vent the acting out of dreams. In a few studies, indi-
viduals with PTSD were found to have an increase of
motor activity in REM [46, 61, 62].

It remains unclear if these characteristics of REM
sleep arise from trauma or rather are premorbid sleep
traits that predispose an individual to develop symp-
toms post-trauma. Rapid eye movement sleep traits
are known to occur in families. It is interesting to
speculate that poor REM continuity and increased
REM density may prevent the normal processing of
trauma memories and dreams, leading to chronic
nightmares and sleep impairment.

Arousal from sleep
There is some controversy about the role of hyper-
arousal in producing sleep changes in PTSD. A
heightened state of arousal or hypervigilence is
hypothesized to produce lighter, disruption-prone
sleep. Some studies have indeed found that impaired
sleep maintenance is a common sleep change in PTSD.
Higher levels of arousal were found in hurricane sur-
vivors compared to an unexposed group [16]. Individ-
uals with chronic combat-related PTSD have lower
sleep efficiency and a higher number of awakenings
even when compared to a depressed group [59]. Frag-
mented sleep has been also noted in a home polysom-
nography study [54]. One study comparing nightmare
sufferers with and without PTSD found that those indi-
viduals with PTSD had more awakenings [63], suggest-
ing that the nightmares were not primarily responsible
for the arousals. These findings are challenged by a
series of studies finding no evidence of more frag-
mented sleep in individuals with PTSD [56, 64–66].
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The hyperarousal hypothesis has been tested by a
series of arousal threshold experiments in chronic
combat-related PTSD. Measures of EEG response to
a series of tones increasing in loudness showed an
elevated arousal threshold to both non-REM and
REM sleep in chronic PTSD [66–68]. This unexpected
finding has been explained as a compensatory meas-
ure to help preserve sleep continuity by actively sup-
pressing awakening to external stimuli during sleep.
Interestingly, when an above-threshold or startling
stimulus was applied, the PTSD subjects had higher
autonomic and movement responses, suggesting that
an elevated startle response is present in sleep as it is
in wake [67].

Autonomic responses in sleep
Sleep-related changes in autonomic function provide
evidence of altered neuroendocrine functioning in
individuals with PTSD. Through the measurement
of heart rate variability in accident victims, Mellman
et al. [69] identified a link between elevated sympa-
thetic activation in REM sleep one month post-
accident and the subsequent development of PTSD.
Further evidence for inappropriate sympathetic acti-
vation in sleep is the finding of elevated nocturnal
urine norephinephrine metabolite levels in individ-
uals with PTSD [70]. Rapid eye movement heart rate
variability decreased in a small group of cognitive
behavioral therapy treatment responders [71].

Sleep breathing
The contribution of sleep-related breathing disorders
to disrupted sleep in PTSD is largely unknown,
although it appears that sleep apnea and PTSD fre-
quently coexist. In one study, out of 12 veterans with
a mean age of 31 years, five had apnea-hypopnea
indices greater than ten per hour of sleep [66]. Kra-
kow et al. [72] studied crime victims presenting to a
nightmare and insomnia treatment program. Of this
sample, 50% met criteria for a diagnosis of obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA) and 90% had some degree of sleep-
disordered breathing. Obstructive sleep apnea is also
common in the older Veteran population. In the
Veterans’ health data base, nearly 3% have been diag-
nosed with sleep apnea, of which nearly 12% have the
comorbid diagnosis of PTSD [73]. Those veterans
with sleep apnea had significantly more mood and
anxiety disorders, PTSD, psychosis, and dementia.

One of the links between PTSD and OSA is
obesity, as there is an increased risk for obesity in
both civilians and veterans with the diagnosis of
PTSD [74, 75]. Substance-use disorders and the use
of psychotropic medications also play a role. How-
ever, sleep apnea in patients with PTSD presents
atypically: with fewer complaints of snoring and
breathing problems, and more of insomnia, poor
sleep quality, and cognitive–affective problems [76].
Underdiagnosis in this population is a significant
concern, especially as treatment of sleep apnea may
substantially improve sleep, nightmares, and PTSD
symptoms [77].

Sleep movement
Periodic limb movement (PLM) is a sleep disorder
diagnosed by polysomnography, with a prevalence
starting at 2 to 5% in the general adult population
and increasing with age. The limb movements occur
in non-REM sleep and are often associated with brief
arousals, poor quality sleep, and daytime fatigue.
A few studies have identified higher frequency of limb
movements in PTSD compared to controls [61, 78].
One study of 23 middle-aged veterans, of whom only
3 complained of leg kicking at night, found 76% had a
PLM index greater than 5 [79]. When nightmare
sufferers with and without PTSD were compared,
both groups had increased movement in REM and
non-REM sleep [63]. There is insufficient evidence to
speculate about increased rates of PLMs in PTSD, but
as in OSA, identification and treatment of any under-
lying primary sleep disorder will improve sleep com-
plaints, daytime functioning, and may improve PTSD
symptomatology.

Assessment of sleep problems in PTSD
Standardized assessment tools can help with the diag-
nosis of PTSD, the surveillance of symptoms over
time, and the monitoring of treatment. A detailed
clinical interview is required to make the diagnosis,
and several structured interviews are available, includ-
ing the commonly used Clinician Administered PTSD
Scale (CAPS) [80]. Monitoring of symptom severity
and frequency can be accomplished with a variety of
adult self-report scales (Table 30.2).

Sleep logs are an important tool for the assessment
of sleep in PTSD. The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
(PSQI) is also commonly used [81]. An addendum
for assessing trauma-related sleep symptoms, the
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PSQI-A, has been developed although its validity has
only been tested in women with PTSD [82]. Adequate
screening for primary sleep disorders is essential,
which can be accomplished through a good sleep
history (including information from a bed partner)
and physical exam, or through screening tools such as
the sleep assessment questionnaire (SAQ) [83].

Dream and nightmare tracking can yield inconsist-
ent results, particularly with retrospective reporting
where nightmare frequency tends to be under-
reported. Various nightmare logs and questionnaires
have been developed, mainly for research purposes
[84, 85]. The impact of disturbing dreams can be
tracked using the Nightmare Effects Survey [86]. One
study describes a PTSD dream content rating instru-
ment although it has not been validated [43].

Management of sleep problems
in PTSD
The goal of treatment in PTSD is the improvement of
symptoms and enhancement of adaptive functioning.
In traumatized individuals, improvement often takes
the form of a restored sense of safety. Evidence and
consensus-based practice guidelines for acute stress
disorder and PTSD include both pharmacologic and
psychotherapeutic interventions [87].

When suspected, primary sleep disorders should
be investigated by polysomnography and treated
according to guidelines. In addition, the prevention
and treatment of comorbid psychiatric or medical
problems, including substance abuse, should also be
considered as part of the treatment for PTSD.

Pharmacology of sleep and PTSD
Drug trials in PTSD vary in their reporting of sleep
symptoms, with many focusing on global effective-
ness in PTSD symptom rather than improvement in
individual symptom scales. Overall, selective sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) medications are con-
sidered first-line treatment in PTSD [88]. Where sleep
is concerned, SSRIs are known to decrease REM sleep,
increase REM latency, and decrease sleep continuity.
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor medications are
efficacious at reducing PTSD severity, but there are
mixed results for sleep, with lingering sleep symptoms
and nightmares, and in some cases, worsening of
insomnia. In one randomized controlled trial (RCT)
of sertraline, there was a 60% response rate to drug vs.
38% to placebo, but there was no improvement on
the PSQI and an increase in insomnia from 22% to
35% [89]. Paroxetine trials have supported some effi-
cacy in treating sleep symptoms, with somnolence
a more common adverse effect [90, 91]. Fluoxetine,
which is known to be disruptive to sleep, has not been
found to significantly improve sleep or nightmares in
PTSD [92]. Fluvoxamine, in an open-label study, was
shown to improve sleep maintenance [93], but is
poorly tolerated.

Other antidepressant medicines have been studied
in PTSD, with inconclusive or varying evidence of
benefit. There is limited data for tricyclic antidepres-
sant and monoamine oxidase inhibitor medications.
A series of open-label trials of nefazodone in PTSD
found improved objective and subjective sleep quality
and decreased nightmares [94, 95]. Nefazodone
is known to have a positive effect upon sleep

Table 30.2 Commonly used self-report PTSD scales

Number
of items

Corresponds to
DSM-IV criteria Reference

Distressing Event Questionnaire (DEQ) (renamed PTSD Screening and
Diagnostic Scale, PSDS)

35 Yes [126]

Impact of Events Scale – Revised (IES-R) 22 Yes [127]

Mississippi Scale for Combat-Related PTSD 17 No [128]

Penn Inventory for Post-traumatic Stress Disorder 26 No [129]

Trauma Symptom Inventory 100 Yes [130]

Post-traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS) 49 Yes [131]

PTSD Checklist (PCL) – Civilian, Military, Specific Trauma 17 Yes [132]
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architecture in depression, but is no longer available
because of reports of liver failure. Trazodone is in the
same class as nefazodone. It has sedative properties,
and less norepinephrine reuptake inhibition and
more antihistamine properties than nefazodone.
There are no controlled trials of trazodone in PTSD,
with evidence limited to a survey of 72 PTSD patients
where three quarters had improved nightmares and
insomnia with a dose range of 50–200mg nightly
[96]. Mirtazapine is also known to have a favorable
effect on sleep in depression. One trial comparing
mirtazapine to sertraline in PTSD found their treat-
ment effects to be equivalent, but did not comment
specifically on sleep effects [97]. There is an anecdotal
report of improved nightmares with mirtazapine [98].

Benzodiazepines are another class of drug com-
monly used to treat sleep disturbance in PTSD. How-
ever, such drugs have not been shown to be effective
in improving PTSD symptoms in placebo-controlled
trials [99, 100]. A few studies have suggested their use
may in fact be detrimental [100, 101]. There are only
case studies on the newer non-benzodiazepine hyp-
notics. Treatment guidelines do not support the use
of benzodiazepines as monotherapy for acute stress
or PTSD, citing concerns about addiction potential,
withdrawal, and rebound effects [87].

Antipsychotic medications are used in PTSD when
psychotic symptoms are present. In several small trials
they have been studied in an “augmenting” role when
first-line treatments are ineffective, although they are
not approved for this indication. Sleep is one of the
main symptoms targeted by adding an atypical anti-
psychotic, and a small placebo-controlled trial of olan-
zapine added to SSRI treatment did show a significant
improvement in sleep as measured by the PSQI, but
also a mean weight gain of 13 pounds over eight weeks
[102]. Several open-label add-on studies have found
improvement in sleep and PTSD symptoms with
risperidone [103, 104], while one small RCT found
improvement with risperidone monotherapy [105].
There have been similar findings in quetiapine add-
on therapy open-label trials [106–109]. Atypical
antipsychotics carry the risks of metabolic and extra-
pyramidal side effects, whichmay counter any possible
benefits in PTSD.

Various anticonvulsant agents have drawn interest
in PTSD, although there are no large, quality studies
available. There is some evidence that the following
agents help with the re-experiencing cluster of symp-
toms, and are also used at times in cases with

significant irritability or aggressivity. The effects of
anticonvulsants on sleep have been studied, and gaba-
pentin is known to improve slow-wave sleep. A retro-
spective chart review of gabapentin (as an add-on in
patients on multiple medications) showed that 77%
had moderate or marked improvement in their night-
mares or insomnia [110]. Another GABAergic medi-
cation, tiagabine, significantly improved sleep, as
measured by PSQI, from baseline in an open-label
study [111]. Topiramate, as adjunctive treatment,
has shown promising results in an open-label study.
The response rate was over 70%, with 94% reporting
a full cessation of nightmares [112]. However, in a
recent placebo-controlled trial of topiramate as adjunc-
tive treatment, the high drop-out rate due to CNS side
effects precluded any conclusion about the effective-
ness of treatment [113]. A placebo-controlled trial of
lamotrigine had only 14 subjects, and provided anec-
dotal reports of improved sleep and nightmares [114].

Prazosin is a treatment that shows promise. It is a
centrally and peripherally acting a1-adrenergic antag-
onist, first identified as a possible treatment for PTSD
when veterans treated for benign prostatic hyper-
trophy reported reduction in trauma-related night-
mares. Prazosin is all the more appealing for having
a plausible mechanism of action: it is believed to
target the increased CNS adrenergic activity in PTSD,
in particular the hyper-responsiveness of a1-adrenergic
receptors believed to play a part in the hyperarousal,
the nightmares, and abnormal fear responses in
PTSD. It is also now a relatively well studied drug in
PTSD with several open-label studies and two small
RCTs [115]. Doses in these studies ranged from 1mg
to 15 mg, with most in the region of 3 to 6 mg. The
drug is quite well tolerated, with little effect on blood
pressure when titrated gradually. A starting dose of
1mg is suggested in order to avoid a rare idiosyn-
cratic hypotensive reaction, with a 1mg increase every
few days to beneficial effect. The most common side
effects are transient dizziness, nausea, and headache.
One study found that a daytime dose of the medica-
tion also improved daytime PTSD symptoms, sug-
gesting that it is more than a treatment for sleep and
nightmares [116]. More recently, prazosin was stud-
ied as an adjunctive treatment in a small crossover
RCT with home polysomnography [117]. Prazosin
significantly increased total sleep time, REM sleep
time, and REM episode duration, while decreasing
REM latency. Prazosin also decreased nightmares
and PTSD symptoms significantly more than placebo,
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with no difference in adverse events between groups.
One limitation of these studies is that they have
mainly involved the male combat veteran population,
thus little is known about its use in women and
civilians.

Psychotherapy interventions
Cognitive behavioral therapies (CBTs) are reported
to be effective for the treatment of PTSD symptoms
including sleep and nightmares. Various forms of
CBT have been devised on the continuum of treat-
ments from those that focus on cognitive processing
to those that are primarily behavioral. The goal is to
alter distorted threat appraisals, either through expos-
ure and densensitization to triggers or through cogni-
tive restructuring. A typical course of therapy involves
education about the model and symptoms, relaxation
techniques to improve tolerance of anxiety, a gradual
exposure to memories of the traumatic experience,
and in vivo exposures to anxiety triggers. Cognitive
behavioral therapy for insomnia adds behavioral
elements such as sleep hygiene education, stimulus
control, and sleep restriction. Improvement of sleep
and nightmares with CBT leads to improved daytime
PTSD symptoms [118].

Exposure is the common thread through many of
the psychotherapeutic interventions shown to be
effective for nightmares in PSTD. Imagery rehearsal
therapy is one example that has been shown to have a
significant effect on decreasing nightmare frequency,
increasing PSQI sleep scores, and decreasing PTSD
symptoms. In the study by Krakow et al. [119], this
was achieved with a three-session group intervention
involving education about nightmares, instruction on
imagery rehearsal, and then the recollection, rescript-
ing, and rehearsing of a disturbing dream with a
theme of mastery. A similar concept is employed in
lucid dream therapy that teaches how to develop
awareness of the dream content, while consciously
manipulating it for a favorable outcome [120].
Therapy consists of exposure, mastery, and lucidity
exercises and has been found effective in reducing
nightmare frequency [121].

Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing
(EMDR) is another therapy based upon brief expo-
sure to traumatic material along with directed eye
movements. Its proponents theorize that the eye
movements stimulate neural mechanisms similar to
those in REM sleep, and aim to induce processing

of disturbing memories [122]. Eye movement desen-
sitization and reprocessing has been found to be as
effective as CBT, although the efficacy may be related
to those components that are similar to CBT rather
than the eye movements [123]. One polysomnogra-
phy study found significantly higher sleep efficiencies
after a brief course of EMDR [124].

Psychological debriefing is a controversial tech-
nique widely deployed in the immediate post-trauma
period with the aim of preventing significant ASD or
PTSD. There is no evidence showing efficacy for this
intervention, and there is some concern it may have
adverse effects [125].

Conclusion
In summary, abnormalities in sleep are a core feature
of PTSD. The evidence supports the inclusion of
recurrent nightmares and disturbances in sleep initi-
ation and continuity as diagnostic features of this
disorder. Persistent sleep disturbance after a trau-
matic experience may indeed herald the development
of PTSD. While there has been considerable effort in
attempting to understand the role of sleep, the reason
for these sleep disturbances remains elusive. An
important area of future research is premorbid sleep
disturbance as a risk factor for PTSD.

Efforts at treating sleep problems in PTSD include
psychological and behavioral therapies with some
effect. Medication options aim to facilitate sleep,
reduce arousals, and perhaps improve mood. The
investigation and treatment of primary sleep dis-
orders, when suspected, should be a main concern.
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Chapter

31 Sleep and substance use and abuse

Deirdre A. Conroy, J. Todd Arnedt, Kirk J. Brower, and Robert A. Zucker

Introduction
According to the National Institute of Drug Abuse,
each year substance abuse and addiction costs the
United States a half a trillion dollars [1] and contri-
butes to more than half a million deaths [2]. Chronic
substance use can lead to structural and chemical
changes in the brain as well as a number of adverse
behavioral outcomes.While there are numerous envir-
onmental factors that can increase the likelihood that
an individual abuses drugs, identifying factors that
may predispose the individual to drug use and abuse
or that may prevent relapse is an area of increasing
interest. Sleep disturbance can be a common com-
plaint during the use of or withdrawal from substances
of abuse, but may also predispose the individual to
developing a substance use disorder (SUD) in the
future. For example, a longitudinal epidemiological
study showed that young adults with a prior history
of insomnia at baseline were four times more likely to
develop major depression, twice as likely to develop an
alcohol-use disorder, seven times more likely to
develop an illicit drug-use disorder, and twice as likely
to develop nicotine dependence 3.5 years later [3].
Another study, byWallander et al., found that individ-
uals who reported “insomnia,” “hypersomnia,” or
“sleep disturbance” were two times more likely to
consume excessive (>42 units/week) alcohol [4].
While in many cases sleep complaints in patients with
SUDs are due to the use and abuse of the substance, in
other cases sleep disturbance may pre-date the SUD
and play a role in the pathophysiology of the addiction.

Patients with sleep disorders comorbid with SUDs
may require special diagnostic and treatment consid-
erations for several reasons. First, patients with idio-
pathic insomnia may be more likely to develop a

substance use disorder as a method of coping with
poor sleep or the impairment of daytime functioning
that may result. Second, some sleep disorders, such as
obstructive sleep apnea or periodic limb movement
disorder, are known to occur more frequently in
patients with substance use disorders than in other
treatment populations. Third, most if not all sub-
stances can induce sleep disturbances that persist
despite abstinence, and increase the risk for relapse
[5]. For example, nightly use of alcohol may lead to
difficulty falling asleep in the absence of the alcohol.
Difficulty falling asleep may lead to resuming evening
drinking in an attempt to self-medicate. Sleep disturb-
ances that increase the risk for relapse may be a
manifestation of protracted substance withdrawal,
although persistent sleep disturbances may also stem
from a primary sleep disorder that preceded the sub-
stance use disorder.

Evidence-based treatment in this population is
limited. Patients with SUDs are often excluded from
clinical trials of pharmacological and non-pharmaco-
logical treatments used to treat sleep disorders.
Consequently, there is only sparse evidence upon
which to base clinical practice. With one exception,
all currently FDA-approved medications for treating
insomnia are Schedule IV Controlled Substances
that – while safe and effective for most treatment
populations – are prone to abuse by patients with
SUDs. Additional research on this patient population
will further refine treatment strategies.

While nearly all substances carry some risk of
sleep disruption, this chapter focuses primarily on
substances of abuse. The evaluation and treatment
of sleep disorders in patients with a current or past
history of substance abuse will be also discussed in
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detail. We recognize that the majority of research has
focused on alcohol-induced insomnia to the exclusion
of other drugs, both licit and illicit. Much more
research is needed on these other substances that
can lead to chronic sleep difficulties. Sleep may pro-
vide a window into prevention and treatment of
SUDs, which can be devastating for the individual,
their family, and the community.

Substance-specific sleep disturbances
Alcohol
In healthy sleepers without a history of alcoholism,
alcohol affects sleep differently in the first half
compared to the second half of the night as alcohol
is metabolized by the body. When alcohol is con-
sumed close to bedtime, it shortens sleep onset latency
(SOL) [ 6– 8], prolon gs rapi d eye mov ement on set
latency (ROL) [9], and increases slow-wave sleep
(SWS) in the first half of the night [6, 7, 10]. Sleep
quality worsens in the second half of the night. Stage 1
(S1) sleep, wakefulness, and the percentage of REM
sleep increase [6], and SWS decreases [6, 7, 10].

Given alcohol’s initial sedating properties, it is
thought that adults with sleep problems may be more
likely to turn to alcohol as a way to self-medicate.
A laboratory study conducted by Roehrs et al. [11]
suggests that subjects with insomnia drank alcohol for
both its sleep and mood effects, particularly tension
reduction. Moreover, in a forced choice paradigm
across four nights in the sleep laboratory, when given
the choice of color coded cups prior to bedtime,
insomnia subjects chose the cups containing alcohol
on 67% of the nights versus the non-insomniacs
who chose the cups with alcohol on only 22% of the
nights [11].

Sleep problems may also predispose an individual
to developing an alcohol use disorder (AUD) or
return to drinking alcohol [5, 12, 13] once abstinent.
Our group reported on a longitudinal cohort of chil-
dren at high risk for alcoholism, and found that
mother-reported sleep difficulties in three- to five-
year-old boys predicted earlier age of onset of drink-
ing during early adolescence even after controlling
for anxiety/depression, attention problems, and family
history [14].

The onset measure is a robust indicator of pro-
blems with alcohol use in late adolescence, and it also
is a strong predictor of AUD in adulthood (four-fold
increase). More recent work with a larger sample of

the same cohort, and also including girls, replicated
the male findings and also showed independent
relationships of the early sleep difficulty to adolescent
internalizing and externalizing problems [15]. This
work suggests the predisposing factors tying sleep
difficulties to later problem alcohol use are in place
very early in life.

In an epidemiological study of more than 10,000
adults, the incidence of alcohol abuse over one year
was twice as high in individuals with complaints of
insomnia compared to those without insomnia com-
plaints, after controlling for baseline psychiatric dis-
orders [16]. Thus, both early-onset drinking [14] and
new-onset alcohol abuse [16, 17] have been linked to a
prior history of insomnia.

Insomnia is an extremely common sleep com-
plaint in patients who are actively drinking alcohol
as well as in patients who have stopped drinking.
Across seven studies of 1,577 alcohol-dependent
patients undergoing treatment, the average rate of
self-reported insomnia was 58% (range¼ 36–91%)
[18, 19], substantially higher than rates of insomnia
among the general population. Alcohol-dependent
patients with difficulty falling asleep may have abnor-
malities in their circadian rhythm, a critical sleep
regulatory factor, that underlie the sleep complaint.
One recent study, for example, revealed a delay in
the onset of nocturnal melatonin secretion in
alcohol-dependent patients compared to controls [20].
Another study suggested that, compared to healthy
controls, alcohol-dependent individuals may have less
homeostatic drive for sleep, a second factor necessary
for sleep promotion, than healthy controls [21].

Sleep disordered breathing (SDB) has been shown
to occur more frequently in alcohol-dependent
patients, particularly in older males [22]. Moreover,
results from an epidemiological investigation of the
natural history of SDB show that men have a 25%
greater chance of having mild SDB or worse SDB with
every drink per day [23].

Movement disorders associated with sleep disrup-
tion, like restless legs syndrome [24] and periodic
limb movements in sleep (PLMS), have been associ-
ated with individuals who consume �2 drinks/day.
Aldrich and Shipley found that twice as many women
who reported high alcohol use were diagnosed with
periodic limb movement disorder compared to
women reporting normal levels of alcohol consump-
tion [25]. Recovering alcohol-dependent patients
were also shown to have significantly more periodic
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limb movements associated with arousals from sleep
(PLMA) than controls. Gann et al. found that PLMAs
correctly predicted 80% of abstainers and 44% of
relapsers after six months of abstinence [26].

In summary, both objective and subjective sleep
problemsmay play a role in the development and course
of AUDs, which has several implications for interven-
tion. First, management of sleep problems in children
may help prevent the early onset of alcohol use during
young adolescence. Second, management of insomnia
may help prevent AUDs from developing in adults.
Finally, inquiry about sleep in patients with current
AUD or a history of alcoholismmay be an essential part
of preventing relapse.

Nicotine
Most nicotine consumption occurs by smoking cigar-
ettes, although the availability of nicotine replacement
therapy to help people stop smoking is another im-
portant source with consequences for sleep. Nicotine
increases catecholamines, vasopressin, growth hor-
mone, adrenocorticotropic hormone, and endorphins
in the brain, which can disturb sleep. The average
cigarette contains 8 to 9mg of nicotine, but the
amount delivered varies because smokers can adjust
dose by puffing volume, depth, rate, or intensity.
Many studies, therefore, have employed the nicotine
patch to regulate dose-dependent effects better [27].

Laboratory studies show that non-smokers with a
nicotine patch took longer to fall asleep, had shorter
TST, lower sleep efficiency (SE), and lower REM
compared to participants with a placebo patch [28].
When a group of 62 light smokers were compared to
606 non-smokers, a greater percentage (39%) of light
cigarette smokers (<15 cigarettes per day) reported
chronic insomnia compared to non-smokers (31%)
independent of health, demographics, behavioral,
and psychological variables [29].

Depression history is associated with differences
in REM sleep during nicotine exposure and with-
drawal. A randomized controlled trial found that
depressed non-smokers wearing nicotine patches
showed increased REM sleep and short-term mood
improvements compared to non-depressed non-
smokers [30]. The increased REM sleep persisted
during withdrawal in depressed patients, while REM
sleep in non-depressed patients decreased [31].

Long-term studies have also found changes in
sleep and mood disturbances for up to one year

following smoking cessation. Heavy smokers (mean
smoking history of 24 years) were studied across a
smoking week and a withdrawal week. During the
withdrawal week, smokers had more arousals, awa-
kenings, and stage changes compared to the smoking
week [32]. In the first long-term study across one
year of abstinence, seven former chronic smokers
(>20 cigarettes/day for at least ten years) who were
not depressed underwent sleep studies at months 1, 2,
4, 6, 9, and 12. Rapid eye movement onset latency
varied across the 12 months and then eventually
decreased significantly from baseline. Interestingly,
depression measures increased with abstinence and
correlated with REM, ROL from sleep onset and S2,
and stage shifts [33]. The authors posit that the
increases in REM sleep and levels of depression may
be due in part to an increased sensitivity of seroto-
nergic neurons during withdrawal.

Other studies of sleep effects following smoking
cessation have been reviewed elsewhere [34, 35]. Sleep
disturbances during nicotine withdrawal have been
shown to predict relapse to smoking cigarettes [36].
Finally, a developmental relationship between sleep
problems in early childhood and early onset of occa-
sional or regular smoking was also observed in the
Michigan Longitudinal Study [14].

Marijuana
The vast majority of the research studies conducted
on the effects of marijuana (MJ) on sleep indicate that
sleep difficulties are present primarily during with-
drawal. The few studies on bedtime administration of
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the active ingredient in
marijuana, have shown variable effects on sleep in
normal volunteers, but study sample sizes have been
universally small [37]. Marijuana taken at bedtime
has been shown to increase (N¼ 7) [38], decrease
(N¼ 2) [39] and to have no effect (N¼ 8) [40] on
slow-wave sleep. Doses of 10, 20, and 30mg of THC
prior to sleep have decreased SOL after subjects
reported achieving a “high” subjectively [41]. Studies
are more conclusive with respect to sleep disruption
during withdrawal from MJ. Among 1,735 frequent
users of MJ (>21 occasions in a single year), 235
(13.5%) reported difficulty sleeping during with-
drawal [42]. Another study reported that 33% of
cannabis users had difficulty sleeping during with-
drawal [43]. Difficulty falling asleep and decreased
slow-wave sleep (SWS) percentage have also been
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documented by polysomnogram (PSG) during the
first two nights of withdrawal [39], but no long-term
sleep studies of previous MJ users have been con-
ducted. Bolla et al. examined sleep of heavy MJ users
(104þ/– 51 joints/week) in the three nights prior to
and after MJ discontinuation. By the second night of
withdrawal, MJ users demonstrated lower SE,
shorter total sleep time (TST), longer SOL, and
shorter ROL compared to controls [44], supporting
the findings from previous studies that sleep is
adversely affected during MJ withdrawal. Daytime
consequences of MJ use prior to bedtime are
reported only following higher doses of THC
(15mg THC plus 15mg cannabidiol) and include
increased sleepiness, mood changes, and impaired
memory [40]. In summary, MJ may initially be
associated with shorter latency to sleep in some
individuals and can lead to sleep disruption across
withdrawal. Here also, sleep problems in early child-
hood predicted early onset of MJ use in boys.
A parallel relationship also was observed with early
onset of other illicit drug use [14].

Cocaine and other stimulants
Self-administration of cocaine intranasally prior to
sleep causes prolonged SOL, decreased SE, and
decreased REM sleep [45]. Sleep problems have been
shown to be the second most common complaint,
behind depression, of patients during cocaine with-
drawal. In one study, nearly three-quarters of a group
of 75 active cocaine users complained of sleep dis-
turbance during withdrawal [46]. During cocaine
withdrawal, hypersomnia is typically observed, pre-
sumably compensation for extended sleep deprivation
during binge use. Insomnia during withdrawal may
also be observed, however, with a proportion of
patients reporting poor quality sleep and prolonged
latency to sleep [37]. One study found that specific
complaints about sleep in abusers of smoked cocaine,
who had been on a binge–abstinence cycle, did not
surface until two weeks into withdrawal. These com-
plaints became more intense thereafter [47].

The available data suggest that sleep complaints
with amphetamine, metamphetamine, and methyl-
phenidate abuse or dependence are similar to those
reported with cocaine use disorders [48, 49]. The
milder yet more widely used stimulant, caffeine, pro-
longs sleep onset latency and leads to complaints of
insomnia due to its antagonist effects at adenosine

receptors [50]. Some people are more sensitive to
caffeine-induced insomnia than others, which may
reflect genotypic differences [51, 52].

Opioids
Opioids can be used therapeutically for analgesic pur-
poses or to assist medical detoxification of patients
with addiction to illicit opioids such as heroin. Metha-
done and buprenorphine are also used for long-term
maintenance treatment in opioid-dependent patients.
Opioids with short half-lives (two to seven hours) are
more prone to abuse than those with longer ones
(with eight to twelve hours) [53]. Sleep laboratory
studies suggest that opioids may affect sleep differ-
ently depending on whether or not the user is in pain
and if the user is dependent on opioids. Opioids
appear to have minimal impact on sleep continuity
in healthy control subjects [54].

Subjective reports of opioid effects on sleep can
vary. Many patients with pain report longer TST with
opioids, presumably because of fewer pain-related
arousals and awakenings [53]. Vella-Brincat et al.
found an association between opioid use and reports
of sleep disturbance, dreams, and nightmares in pal-
liative care patients [55]. On the other hand, chronic
pain patients with osteoarthritis reported sleeping
better when their pain was relieved with tramadol [56].
Animal data suggest that sleep disruption may be a
result of opioids decreasing GABA neurotransmis-
sion in the pontine reticular nucleus [57]. Opioids
have also been associated with central sleep apnea in
a dose-dependent fashion [58], occurring in about
30% of chronic users [59], a much higher rate than
in the general population.

Objective sleep laboratory findings on methadone
maintenance treatment (MMT) patients show that this
group has more central sleep apnea, more frequent
awakenings [60], lower SE, and lower SWS [61]. Sub-
jective sleep quality is also impaired. Sleep assess-
ments from 225 MMT patients showed that 84%
reported clinically significant sleep disturbances as
defined by a score on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index (PSQI) of >5 (mean score [SD ] ¼ 10.64 [4 .9])
[62]. A separate study also found elevated PSQI
scores in a group of 101 MMT patients (mean
[SD] ¼ 9.4 [ 4.8]), which did not corre late with dura-
tion of MMT, gender, age, or abuse of opiates,
cannabis, or cocaine [63]. Heroin-dependent patients
detoxified with methadone reported even greater
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sleep problems than those maintained on methadone
during the first months of heroin abstinence [64].
However, in an uncontrolled study, 57% of patients
detoxified with a combination of buprenorphine
and clonidine reported improved sleep [65].

Few studies have evaluated sleep across prolonged
abstinence from opioids. Two early studies on male
prisoners examined sleep across protracted metha-
done abstinence. Martin et al. found increased REM
sleep and delta sleep after ten weeks of methadone
withdrawal [66]. Kay found increased TST, decreased
wake time, decreased REM sleep, and increased
SWS across the 22-week study period of methadone
abstinence [67].

In summary, similar to other substances of abuse
discussed here, opioids can become deleterious to
sleep with abuse or dependence. Early studies on
prolonged methadone abstinence suggest that sleep
may improve in MMT patients; however, studies
longer than 22 weeks of abstinence are lacking.

Assessment
The clinical assessment of sleep complaints in patients
with a current or past history of substance use dis-
order should include a thorough history of the sleep
problem, particularly its chronicity with respect to the
substance use. For patients with prominent com-
plaints of insomnia, substances may not be the only
cause. Usually, chronic insomnia has multiple per-
petuating causes: other illnesses (i.e., psychiatric,
medical, and sleep disorders), sleep-impairing medi-
cations (e.g., theophylline, activating antidepressants),
inadequate sleep hygiene, and dysfunctional beliefs all
need to be considered and addressed as appropriate.
This issue is particularly relevant to patients with
substance use disorders, who have high rates of co-
occurring psychiatric and medical disorders. Never-
theless, substances are usually part of the problem,
even if not necessarily the only cause of insomnia.
Second, insomnia is a clinical diagnosis that does not
typically require overnight sleep laboratory studies,
including polysomnography, to make a diagnosis.
According to the DSM-IV, insomnia is diagnosed
when a patient has difficulty falling asleep, staying
asleep, or feels that sleep is not refreshing for at least
one month, and the sleep problem results in impair-
ment in daytime functioning and/or clinically signifi-
cant distress. A polysomnogram should be considered
if there is high suspicion for other sleep disorders,

particularly sleep apnea and PLM disorder. This is
particularly relevant to patients with a history of alco-
holism, as it is known that rates of sleep apnea [22]
and periodic limb movements [25] are higher in this
population. A complete medication list should be
considered when interpreting the results of the study.
Treatment-resistant insomnia, when other causes
are adequately treated, may also prompt an overnight
sleep study. Third, assessment of sleep complaints is
aided by asking patients to keep a sleep log for two
weeks during early recovery after acute substance
withdrawal symptoms have subsided. Sleep logs have
several advantages, including an assessment of sleep
patterns over time, documenting improvement with
abstinence, and engaging the patient in the treatment
process.

Treating sleep disorders
in a substance-use population
Currently, insomnia is the most common sleep
complaint managed by addiction medicine phys-
icians. Other types of sleep complaints such as snor-
ing or apnea are typically referred to a sleep disorders
center. Physicians and other healthcare professionals
working with patients who have a substance use dis-
order and insomnia are faced with unique challenges.
They are often hesitant to prescribe a hypnotic for
insomnia to a patient with a history of substance
abuse or dependence because of the potential for
abuse of that medication. This is especially true for
the Schedule IV hypnotics (including benzodiazepine
receptor agonists), which are first-line agents for
insomnia in non-abusing patients with insomnia.
Reticence may generalize to other commonly pre-
scribed hypnotics and to over-the-counter agents,
based on the rationale that any drug-induced sedation
may reinforce an over-reliance on pills and/or provide
a conditioned cue to trigger relapse to the substance
of abuse. One study, for example, found that only
64% of 311 addiction treatment specialists reported
prescribing a medication to improve sleep to a recover-
ing alcoholic with insomnia during the first three
months of detoxification [68]. Alternatively, other
addiction physicians may assume that focusing on sleep
disturbances in patients with substance use disorders is
unnecessary because sleep complaints will likely remit
when the substance use disorder has been adequately
treated. Others may be less wary to prescribe Schedule
IV hypnotics to patients with substance use disorders,
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based on their efficacy and safety in other patient popu-
lations. Adjunctive patient contracts can sometimes be
used in these cases. Lastly, limited awareness of other
treatment options for insomnia may exist among the
addiction community. Below, we outline the primary
pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments
that are available for insomnia in patients with a history
of substance use disorders.

Phamacological treatment options
Table 31.1 shows the most commonly used hypnotic
agents for insomnia, their dose range, and pharmaco-
kinetic profiles.

Benzodiazepines and benzodiazepine
receptor agonists
Benzodiazepines and benzodiazepine receptor ago-
nists (BzRAs) are safe and effective medications for
the acute management of insomnia in non-substance
abusing patients. However, because of the abuse
liability of sedative-hypnotics in patients with a his-
tory of SUDs [69] and potential for overdose if mixed
with alcohol or other CNS depressants, addiction
specialists are appropriately reluctant to prescribe
these agents to patients with a history of abuse.

Anticonvulsants
Selected anticonvulsants are commonly used in
alcoholics for their sedative properties, in part
because they do not lower the seizure threshold, an
important issue given the risk of seizures in alcoholic-
dependent patients. Gabapentin has a desirable
hypnotic profile for this population because it has
minimal known abuse potential, is not metabolized
by the liver, does not interfere with the metabolism of
other medications, and does not require blood moni-
toring for toxicity. In an open-label pilot study,
alcohol-dependent patients with insomnia who were
treated with gabapentin (mean dose [range]¼ 953
[200–1500]mg qhs), reported significantly improved
sleep quality over a four- to six-week period [70].
When gabapentin (mean dose [range]¼ 888 [300–
1800]mg qhs) was compared to trazodone (mean
dose [rang e] ¼ 105 [ 50– 300] mg qhs) in another open
pilot trial, both medications were associated with sig-
nificantly improved scores on the Sleep Problems
Questionnaire, but the gabapentin-treated group
was less likely to feel tired upon awakening [71].

Furthermore, in a randomized double-blind trial of
gabapentin in recently abstinent alcoholic patients
with insomnia, the gabapentin group (median dose
[range]¼1,500mgqhs [1,218–1,500mg], had a delayed
onset to heavy drinking across six weeks [72]. In
summary, gabapentin has shown some promise as
an effective medication to improve sleep in alcohol-
dependent patients and may delay the return to
drinking.

Antidepressants
Trazodone is the most commonly prescribed anti-
depressant medication for insomnia. Physicians tend
to prescribe trazodone over other hypnotics because
of its sedating side effect and low abuse potential. One
randomized, double-blind trial among alcohol-
dependent patients with insomnia showed that trazo-
done was associated with greater sleep improvements
than placebo when measured via polysomnography
[73]. Another study also showed superior sleep out-
comes of trazodone vs. placebo over 12 weeks of treat-
ment in alcohol-dependent patients, but indicated that
problem drinking was higher in the trazodone-treated
group compared to the placebo group [74]. The use of
other sedating antidepressants, such as mirtazapine
and doxepin, has not been studied in patients with
substance use disorders.

Antipsychotics
Quetiapine is an atypical antipsychotic that is some-
times prescribed for sleep because of its sedating
properties, likely due in part to antagonism of hista-
mine, serotonin, and other CNS receptors [75] as well
as reduction of nocturnal cortisol excretion [76]. In
addition, several open-label pilot trials suggest that
quetiapine may promote sleep and reduce relapse in
substance -depende nt patient s [ 77 – 79].

Other hypnotics
Ramelteon, a melatonin receptor agonist approved
for treatment of insomnia, may prove useful in
alcohol-dependent patients, given the recent findings
that melatonin levels are decreased in alcoholic
patients [20], and because of its low abuse liability
[69]. Studies in patients with substance use disor-
ders are needed. Other over-the-counter remedies
such as antihistamines, valerian, and melatonin have
not been widely evaluated in substance abusing
patients, although they are commonly used. Reasons
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Table 31.1 Pharmacological options for insomnia in alcohol-dependent patients

Generic name Trade name Dose range (mg) TMAX (hr)1 T1/2 (hr)
1

FDA-approved medications to treat insomnia

Benzodiazepine receptor agonists (with benzodiazepine chemical structures)

Estazolam ProSom 1–2 0.5–1.6 10–24

Flurazepam Dalmane 15–30 3–6 50–1002

Quazepam Doral 7.5–15 2 25–1002

Temazepam Restoril 15–30 2–3 10–17

Triazolam Halcion 0.125–0.5 1–2 1.5–5.5

Selective benzodiazepine receptor agonists (non-benzodiazepine structures)3

Eszopiclone Lunesta 1–3 1 �6

Zaleplon Sonata 5–20 1 �1

Zolpidem Ambien 5–10 1.6 2.5 (1.5–3.8)

Zolpidem CR Ambien CR 6.25–12.5 1.5 2.8 (1.6–4)

Melatonin receptor agonist

Ramelteon Rozerem 8 0.5–1.5 1–2.6

FDA-approved medications for which insomnia treatment is off-label

Sedating antidepressants

Amitriptyline4 Elavil 25–150 2–8 5–45

Doxepin4 Sinequan 25–150 2–8 10–30

Mirtazapine Remeron 7.5–455 1–3 20–40

Nefazodone Serzone 50–150 1 6–182

Nortriptyline4 Pamelor 10–756 2–8 20–55

Trazodone Desyrel 25–300 1–2 3–97

Sedating anticonvulsants

Gabapentin Neurontin 300–1,500 2–3 6–7

Sedating antipsychotics

Quetiapine Seroquel 25–100 1.5 6

Notes: All benzodiazepine receptor agonists are Schedule IV Controlled Substances, and should be used with caution, if at all, in
alcohol-dependent patients.
1TMAX¼ time to reach maximal plasma concentrations. T1/2¼ elimination half-life. All values are approximate for any given individual.
2Including active metabolites.
3Selective GABAA receptor agonists bind the alpha-1 protein subunit of GABAA receptors. Alpha-1 containing GABAA receptors are thought
to mediate sedative and amnesic effects, but not anti-anxiety or muscle relaxant effects of the GABA system.
4Tricyclic antidepressants.
5Antihistaminergic effects predominate at low doses (7.5–15mg).
6Can be titrated to a.m. level (50–150mcg/ml) 12 hours after hs dose if no effect at lower doses.
7Major metabolite, mCPP, has 14-hour half-life.
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for inconsistent findings with melatonin in healthy
controls are unclear, but over-the-counter melatonin
in the United States is not regulated by the FDA and
the contents of any given product cannot be
guaranteed.

Non-pharmacological treatment
options
Cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) is
a multicomponent treatment for insomnia that has
been shown to have clinical efficacy for primary
insomnia as well as insomnia that is comorbid with
a number of different medical conditions. The goal of
CBT-I is to address maladaptive behaviors used to
cope with poor sleep and to counter dysfunctional
beliefs and attitudes about sleep.

In a seminal study of older adults with insomnia
but no history of addiction, CBT-I was superior to
placebo and equally effective to a hypnotic alone
(temazepam 7.5 and 30mg) and to a hypnotic–CBT-I
combination for reducing night-time wakefulness,
increasing total sleep time, and increasing sleep effi-
ciency. These initial treatment gains were maintained
best in the group treated with CBT-I alone at two-year
follow-up [80]. CBT-I has previously been viewed
as contraindicated in patients with uncontrolled psy-
chiatric disorders, but recent evidence suggests that
higher remission rates can be achieved by combining
CBT-I with a mood medication (escitalopram) com-
pared to medication [81].

Cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia
encompasses several different treatment strategies
for chronic insomnia. The most commonly used
components of CBT-I are described below. Other
components not discussed below may include pro-
gressive muscle relaxation, paradoxical intention, bio-
feedback, or light therapy.

Sleep restriction
Sleep restriction (SR) therapy addresses the com-
mon clinical finding that patients with insomnia
spend an excessive amount of time in bed. The
therapy temporarily restricts the time spent in bed
and prohibits sleep at other times during the day.
By restricting the allowable time for sleep over
successive days, the homeostatic “sleep drive” or
“pressure to sleep” presumably increases. The
resulting mild sleep deprivation may promote
consolidated sleep, leading to improvements in

patient-reported sleep quality [82]. Once sleep is con-
solidated, sleep opportunity is gradually increased
to relieve the daytime consequences associated
with sleep deprivation, until optimal sleep quality
and quantity is reached to maximize daytime
functioning.

Stimulus control
Stimulus control (SC) helps patients with chronic
insomnia who may develop habits that are incompa-
tible with sleep (e.g., such as watching television in
bed, talking on the phone in bed, or worrying about
the fact that they are not sleeping while lying in bed).
Over time, an association develops between the
bed, the bedroom, and these sleep-incompatible activ-
ities. The goal of stimulus control is to alter this
association by re-establishing the bed and bedroom
with the pleasant experience of falling asleep and
staying asleep [83].

Sleep hygiene
Sleep hygiene (SH) is an educational component of
therapy that addresses behaviors that may help or
hinder sleep. Patients with addiction may benefit
from learning how drug use and withdrawal affects
sleep or how substance use for sleep may exacerbate
sleep problems. Other common recommendations
include avoiding caffeine, nicotine, and exercise too
close to bedtime, due to the stimulating effects of
these behaviors. Sleep hygiene education should be
only one facet of a multicomponent CBT-I treatment
because SH in isolation is an insufficient treatment
for ins omnia [ 84– 87 ].

Cognitive therapy
The goal of cognitive therapy in the context of CBT-I
is to identify and explore dysfunctional attitudes
and beliefs about sleep and to replace them with
more appropriate self-statements that mitigate anx-
iety and worry about sleep problems and promote
sleep-healthy behaviors. Common cognitive themes
that are addressed include unrealistic sleep expect-
ations, inability to control or predict sleep, and faulty
beliefs about sleep-promoting practices. In patients
with insomnia but no history of substance use dis-
orders, improvements in sleep-related dysfunctional
beliefs are positively associated with objective and
subjective sleep improvements [88].
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CBT-I for patients with addiction
Limited data exist on the effectiveness of CBT-I in
patients with addiction. Two studies that have utilized
this therapy with alcohol-dependent patients found
improvements in subjective reports of sleep [89, 90].
Cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia in alcohol-
dependent patients also improved post-treatment scores
on measures of anxiety and depression, fatigue, and
some aspects of quality of life [89]. In a group setting,
a six session CBT-I was used in 55 adolescents (aged 13
to 19) with insomnia complaints and a history of sub-
stance abuse. By the fourth session, subjective reports of
sleep improved. By the final session (Session 6), adoles-
cents reported decreased drug problems (as measured
by the Substance Problem Index), which was main-
tained at one-year follow up [91]. In a small randomized
study with 22 alcohol-dependent patients, patients who
underwent ten, one-hour sessions of progressivemuscle
relaxation found greater improvement in sleep quality
compared to a waiting list control. However, the study
failed to use validated sleep measures [92].

Summary and conclusions
Insomnia and other sleep disturbances are exceed-
ingly common during recovery in patients with
addictions and may play a significant role in relapse.
Pre-existing psychiatric conditions or the presence of
a primary sleep disorder can predispose patients to
developing insomnia. These factors must be eluci-
dated as part of the chronology of the substance use
disorder and insomnia. Although substance-induced
sleep problems can improve with continued abstin-
ence, persistent sleep problems may occur for at least
two reasons. First, long-lasting alterations to the sleep
centers of the brain may occur due to chronic drug
exposure. Second, chronic sleep disturbance is typi-
cally associated with multiple perpetuating causes.
Substance use may be just one of many reasons for
sleep complaints. Assessment should consider the
many causes of sleep disturbance. Pharmacological
and non-pharmacological treatments exist to target
insomnia associated with substance use disorders,
but many are either inappropriate or have been inad-
equately tested in this specific patient population.
More well controlled studies are needed to examine
how sleep changes during recovery, to further explore
the efficacy of the various treatment approaches in
patients with addiction, and to evaluate the impact of
such treatments on relapse and recovery.
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Chapter

32 Sleep following traumatic brain injury

Marie-Christine Ouellet, Simon Beaulieu-Bonneau, and Charles M. Morin

Introduction
Each year in the United States, it is estimated that
more than 1.5 million individuals sustain a traumatic
brain injury (TBI) ranging from minor to severe [1].
Often referred to as a silent epidemic, TBI can result
in significant disability and major costs for patients,
families, and society, even when the injury seems
mild. Among the many residual and persistent seque-
lae of TBI, sleep complaints have been reported in
proportions varying from 30 to 70% [2]. Despite their
prevalence and early studies to point out their import-
ance, it is only recently that a more vigorous scientific
interest in sleep disturbances following TBI has
grown. Rehabilitation clinicians have been more and
more aware of the potential impacts of poor sleep on
functional recovery after a brain injury. The presence
of sleep–wake cycle disturbances has been linked to
prolonged stays in the trauma as well as rehabilitation
centers [3]. Indeed, although sleep disturbances may
be perceived as secondary relative to more noticeable
sequelae brought about by TBI such as cognitive
impairments or physical limitations, problems sleep-
ing at night and staying awake during the day can
exacerbate other TBI-related symptoms such as pain,
cognitive deficits, fatigue, or irritability. Sleep disturb-
ances thus may actually compromise the rehabilita-
tion process and significantly hinder TBI survivors’
capacity to reintegrate social participative roles.

Overview of traumatic brain injury
and its consequences
Epidemiological data on TBI are scarce and vary
considerably across sources, in part because of the
lack of a standard definition and a large proportion

of TBI cases remaining unreported. In the United
States, the annual incidence rate of TBI is estimated
to be around 500 to 600 per 100,000 inhabitants [4, 5].
Of this number, approximately 75 to 80% require a
visit to an emergency room, 15 to 20% lead to hospi-
talization, and 3 to 5% are fatal. The mechanism of
brain lesion can be either open/penetrating or closed/
blunt, the latter type being characteristic of more than
95% of all cases [6]. Brain injuries are also classified
according to their severity, for which there are several
approaches of classification, none being consensual.
In this chapter, a three-level severity classification,
including mild, moderate, and severe TBI, will be
referred to most often. Several publications use the
terms concussion orminor TBI, which can be included
in the general category of mild injuries. The vast
majority of TBI are mild (80%), 10% are moderate,
and 10% are severe [1]. Traumatic brain injury seve-
rity is assessed shortly after the injury based on a set
of criteria that usually include a combination of the
following: duration of loss (coma) or alteration of
consciousness, duration of post-traumatic amnesia,
results of brain imagery (presence or absence of visible
cerebral lesions), presence of neurological signs, and
initial score on the Glasgow Coma Scale [7]. The
Glasgow Coma Scale is a widely used assessment tool
with a total score ranging from 3 to 15 (3–8: severe
TBI; 9–12: moderate TBI; 13–15: mild TBI) summing
up three components: eye, verbal, and motor response.

Falls and vehicle accidents are the most frequent
causes of TBI, the latter yielding more serious injuries
and increased mortality [5]. The age distribution of
the incidence of TBI is characterized by higher
frequency peaks among infants (<1 year old; most
common mechanism: falls), adolescents and young
adults (15–24 years old; vehicle accidents, aggressions,
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suicide attempts), and older adults (>75 years old;
falls) [5, 8]. Other factors of increased risk of TBI
include male gender (1.5 to 2.5:1 ratio compared to
females), low socioeconomic status, low education
level, unemployment, and alcohol and drug abuse
[1, 8]. Brain injuries sustained in a military context
(shell-shock or blast-related brain trauma) are also
becoming the object of increasing attention.

The pathophysiological presentation of TBI is het-
erogeneous, depending on several factors such as the
nature of the external forces engaged during the acci-
dent (i.e., direct impact, acceleration/deceleration,
penetrating object, or blast waves) and the localiza-
tion of lesions. Brain damage can be delineated in two
stages [9, 10]. At the moment of impact, primary
damage occurs, including focal lesions (i.e., contu-
sions, lacerations, hematomas) and diffuse injuries
to cerebral tissue (i.e., brain swelling, microscopic
white matter lesions known as diffuse axonal injury).
Secondary damage, evolving over hours and days
following the impact as a result of primary damage,
is characterized by cerebral ischemia and elevated
intracranial pressure involving a cascade of interact-
ing pathological processes (e.g., neurotransmitter
release, inflammatory responses). There is also evi-
dence that secondary damage may continue its course
up to months or even years following the initial injury
through the degeneration of neuronal fibers leading
to long-term brain atrophy [11].

Outcome and prognosis after TBI are variable
across individuals and influenced by a variety of
factors (e.g., age, presence of injuries to other physio-
logical systems, history of multiple TBI, personal and
environmental resources), one of the most important
being the severity of injury. Mild TBI is associated
with a full functional recovery within 3 to 12 months
post-injury for a large majority of individuals [12].
However, around 15% of people sustaining a mild
TBI experience long-term consequences [13, 14].
There is evidence that even mild brain injury can cause
structural damage to neurons, which may explain
common persisting symptoms such as dizziness,
headaches, cognitive impairments, depression, and
sleep problems [15]. After moderate or severe TBI,
about 85% of the recovery is thought to occur
during the first six months, during which time most
patients receive inpatient or outpatient rehabilitation
services [9]. Subsequent permanent after effects are
far more frequent and disabling than after mild TBI.
Long-term changes can affect several domains,

including cognition (e.g., attention, learning, or
executive functioning), physical function (e.g., motor
impairments), mental health (e.g., irritability, impul-
sivity, mood disorders), and functional/occupational
capacities (e.g., unsuccessful return to work) [13].

Sleep disorders are also extremely common
following TBI of all severities. While these problems
have recently received increasing attention in the sci-
entific literature, several researchers have stressed the
importance of a better understanding of sleep disturb-
ances and disorders and their correlates to improve
early diagnosis and effective treatment of these condi-
tions in indi viduals with TBI [16 – 19 ]. This is parti cu-
larly relevant given that these sleep problems can be
associated with or even hamper physical, cognitive, or
functional consequences of TBI.

Etiology of sleep disturbances
following TBI
Pathophysiological factors
The physiological processes leading to alterations in
sleep following TBI remain poorly described. Via pri-
mary or secondary processes, damage to specific struc-
tures or systems involved in sleep regulation (e.g.,
suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus, reticular
activating system, pontine nuclei) or to connections
between structures and systems may explain the app-
earance of sleep disorders following TBI.

Early animal studies indicate that the brainstem
and reticular formation may be particularly vulner-
able to experimentally provoked cerebral concussions
because of converging forces in this area, particularly
in mes encephalic – dienc ephalic struct ures [ 20 –23 ]. In
1956, Strich did postmortem brain studies in individ-
uals with dementia having survived several months
after a head trauma. She noted numerous minute
lesions in the brain stem as well as diffusely through-
out the white matter and basal ganglia [24]. Some
authors have suggested that trauma may induce pre-
mature aging of the brain stem structures, for
example through a decrease in catecholamines [25].

It has been suggested that intracranial pressure
control during sleep is altered by TBI. Regulated
through circadian factors, intracranial pressure is nor-
mally higher during sleep compared to waking hours.
This augmentation could be exaggerated in persons with
TBI whose intracranial pressure is already heightened
and these changes could affect sleep quality [26, 27].
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Hormonal changes during nocturnal sleep have
also been reported after TBI. Comparing TBI patients
to healthy control subjects, Frieboes and colleagues
noted alterations in the secretion of growth hormone
and prolactin in the TBI group, possibly caused by
diffuse lesions to the hypothalamus [28]. These hor-
monal secretion patterns were found to be similar to
those observed in patients with remitted depression.
The authors suggested three hypotheses to explain
this resemblance: (1) similarly to depression, hormo-
nal changes following TBI represent a biological scar
resulting from anomalies that took place during the
acute phase of the illness; (2) TBI is followed by
intensive interventions that generate significant stress,
thus provoking changes in the activity of certain
hormones that play a role in depression; and (3) the
frequent administration of corticosteroids to stabilize
intracranial pressure after TBI may affect the secre-
tion of growth hormone or prolactin, thus disturbing
the continuity of sleep.

Recent data indicate that, similarly to patients
suffering from narcolepsy, many patients with TBI
have significantly decreased secretion of hypocretin-I –
a hypothalamic neuropeptide involved in sleep–wake
regulation – especially during the acute phase fol-
lowing trauma [29, 30]. This decrease in hypocretin
seems more pronounced in moderate to severe TBI.
This finding suggests that alterations in hypothalamic
function may explain the development of disorders of
the sleep–wake cycle after head trauma.

Other pathophysiological factors need to be inves-
tigated more fully to understand the etiology of sleep
disorders after TBI. For example, the apolipoprotein E
(APOE) genotype and more specifically its E4 allele has
been linked to adverse outcomes following TBI (mor-
tality, vegetative state, disability) and could also be
linked to sleep disorders after TBI. Indeed Sundström
and colleagues recently found that post-TBI fatigue
was especially pronounced for mild TBI patients who
were carriers of the APOE E4 allele [31]. The APOE E4
allele is also known to be associated with obstructive
sleep apnea [32].

Medications
The different pharmacological agents administered to
patients who suffered a brain injury (e.g., corticoster-
oids, sedatives, analgesics, myorelaxants, anticonvul-
sants, antidepressants) can also alter the quality,
quantity, and architecture of sleep as well as influence

daytime levels of fatigue or sleepiness [33]. The mere
timing of the administration of these medications
can cause problems in sleep–wake patterns [33, 34].
Psychotropic medications, especially antidepressants –
which are very frequently prescribed following TBI –
have various impacts on sleep architecture. Some have
been shown to increase REM sleep latency [ 35– 37 ] as
well as decrease stage 1 sleep [38, 39]. Other more ener-
gizing antidepressants (e.g., selective serotonin reup-
take inhibitors) may also produce sleep disorders.

Pain
Pain can cause significan t arous al thereby potent ially
affecting both sleep onset and sleep continuity. Pain
has been associated with frequent intrusions of wake-
fulness into non-REM sleep, a condition referred to as
alpha–delta sleep [40]. It has been suggested that
approximately 60% to 80% of TBI survivors endure
pain and that those with pain complaints also have
significantly more insomnia complaints [41]. A recent
systematic review indicates that 57.8% of TBI sur-
vivors suffer from chronic headaches. Other types
of pain are also extremely common. Pain is also
present – and sometimes even more frequent – in
cases of mild injuries and it is not necessarily related
to comorbid psychological problems (e.g., depression,
post-traumatic stress disorder). Our team found that
pain ratings significantly predicted the presence of
insomnia in a cohort of mainly moderate to severe
brain injury survivors [42].

Environmental factors
Hospital and rehabilitation environments may con-
tribute to sleep problems following TBI. The sleep of
patients treated for an illness or an injury in an inten-
sive care unit is known to be significantly impaired due
to multiple factors such as the illness of the patient,
various and frequent therapeutic or diagnostic proced-
ures, pain and anxiety produced by these procedures,
the lack of zeitgebers, noise, etc. [43]. Polysomno-
graphic studies of sleep in the intensive care unit
(ICU) have found prolonged sleep latencies, fragmen-
tation of sleep (arousals, decreased sleep efficiency),
and significant decreases or even absence of stages 3, 4,
and REM sleep [44, 45]. Following treatment in the
ICU, during the hospital stay and the inpatient
rehabilitation periods, sleep disturbances can also be
brought about by environmental factors (e.g., noise,
light, bed discomfort), as well as psychological and
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behavioral factors related to the environment (e.g.,
anxiety, loneliness) and sleep scheduling factors such
as excessive time spent in bed. Cohen and colleagues
reported that 81% of patients hospitalized for acquired
brain injury complained of problems with either
initiating or maintaining sleep, and 36% of them con-
sidered that the hospital environment was an import-
ant cause of their sleep problems [46].

Upon returning home or to another community
location, TBI patients may again be faced with changes
in their environment and sleep–wake routines. Mal-
adjustment to these changes can thus also contribute to
the development or maintenance of sleep problems.
For example, many persons having suffered a brain
injury are unable to return to work and therefore lack
the routine associated with structured work schedules
(e.g., fixed arising time, regular lunch time, regular
bedtime). This may lead to excessive time spent in
bed or more variable sleep–wake schedules.

Psychosocial stressors and comorbid
psychopathology
Traumatic brain injury patients are likely to experience
multiple psychosocial stressors such as major emo-
tional adjustments to newly acquired cognitive and
physical limitations, inability to return to work, prob-
lems with interpersonal relationships, and litigation.
These stressors can translate into increased cognitive
and emotional arousal at bedtime or during the night
in the form of worrying, anxiety, rumination, or soma-
tized tension [47]. Sleep problems can thus be set off by
such psychosocial stressors at different times following
an injury: in the acute period, during rehabilitation,
upon returning home, upon reintegrating previous
social roles, as well as many years post-injury if coping
with permanent limitations is still stressful. If a person
has difficulty coping effectively with such stressors,
depression or anxiety may develop and exacerbate
post-TBI sleep problems. Recent studies using stand-
ardized DSM-IV criteria have found prevalence rates
of major depression following TBI varying between
17% and 61% [48 – 51 ]. Jorg e and collea gues found that
approximately 60% to 75% of the TBI patients who
developed major depression also suffered from an
anxiety disorder [50, 52]. Sleep disturbances in TBI
may thus in part be due to comorbid psychopathology.
In turn, sleep disturbances secondary to TBI could also
be contributing to the development of depression,
anxiety, and other psychological complications.

Polysomnographic studies of sleep
following TBI
Until recently, there had been very few objective stud-
ies of sleep following TBI. The last few years, however,
have seen a renewed interest in impacts of brain
injury on sleep architecture, with a wave of studies
published between 2006 and 2008. Although the early
literature was limited by the lack of control groups in
most studies and different methodologies to measure
sleep, the most recent literature reflects attention
towards the use of appropriate comparison groups,
operationalized definitions of sleep disorders, and the
use of standardized techniques such as polysomno-
graphy (PSG), actigraphy, and physiological measures
of sleepiness.

Changes in sleep continuity
By far the most robust finding emerging from the
growing literature on objective measures of sleep follo-
wing TBI is that of increased fragmentation of sleep:
at least seven studies reported increased time spent
awake, more frequent awakenings, or decreased sleep
efficiency in TBI patients [ 53 – 59]. Thes e results cor-
roborate the subjective complaints of sleep distur-
bances (i.e., symptoms of insomnia) reported by a
large proportion of persons with TBI.

It is thus clear that a traumatic brain insult has
general effects on sleep continuity and architecture
(i.e., sleep stages), and this finding has been reported
across the entire severity continuum, fromminor/mild
to severe TBI. This finding also seems to be consistent
regardless of time since injury.

Changes in the macrostructure
of sleep
Early studies in comatose patients indicate that sleep
stages may be difficult to distinguish acurately following
brain trauma, and that an absence of spontaneous sleep
activity is more often associated with a poor prognosis
such a s a vegetative state or even d ea th [60 –62]. Con-
versely, EEGpatterns resembling normal sleep are linked
to a better prognosis and even improved cognitive recu-
peration [62–65]. Bey ond the a cute pha se fo llo wing
brain injury, however, PSG measures of sleep seem to
lose their prognostic value [62, 66].

Several studies have found increased percentages
of either stage 1 [55, 58, 67] or stage 2 sleep [58, 67, 68].
In line with the view initially reported by George and
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colleagues [53], Schreiber and colleagues suggest that
the increase in light sleep may be a “premature-like
aging” process in TBI, whereby the sleep of these
mainly young adults starts to resemble the sleep pat-
terns seen in aging adults (45–50 years) where stages
1 and 2 become more prominent than slow-wave
sleep [68]. Increased light sleep may account for more
frequent subjective sleep complaints of difficulty fall-
ing asleep and feelings of fragmented or unrefreshing
sleep in this population [55].

Most studies did not report significant changes in
deep or slow-wave sleep in their samples of patients
with TBI. However, one research team recently noted
an increased proportion of slow-wave sleep and sug-
gested possible mechanisms to explain this change:
diffuse injuries may alter the homeostatic processes
of sleep in TBI or EEG slow-wave activity may be
increased due to neural reorganization or plasticity,
which is thought to be intense in TBI patients due
to continuous demands to adapt and relearn skills
following an injury [56].

In a study examining sleep one to six months
following severe TBI, Ron and colleagues were the
first to document decreased REM sleep in these
patients [62]. Another study with 16 young adults
with severe injury corroborated this finding, but
REM-sleep abnormalities had normalized by their
12-month follow-up [53]. Recently, Parcell and
colleagues compared the sleep architecture of ten
individuals with severe TBI to that of ten age- and
sex-matched controls and confirmed that REM sleep
is a vulnerable sleep stage following moderate to
severe TBI [56]. Among 60 individuals with TBI
reporting sleep complaints, Verma and colleagues
found 24% of their sample to have reduced REM sleep
percentage [58]. Reduced REM sleep was even found in
adults having sustained minor TBI [68]. Other studies,
either conducted with patients having sustained their
injury at least six months before [55, 57], or with
athletes having experiencedmultiple concussions/mild
TBI [69], did not detect abnormalities in REM sleep.
It thus remains unclear why REM sleep abnormalities
persist in some individuals and not in others.

Ouellet and Morin found significantly shorter
REM sleep latencies in a subgroup of non-medicated
patients with mild to severe injuries [55]. They sug-
gested that this may be related to generally increased
depression symptoms characteristic of TBI. In the
study by Verma and colleagues, shortened REM laten-
cies were found in 13% of their sample [58]. Recently,

Williams and colleagues also found shorter REM sleep
latencies in a group of nine mild TBI patients in part
due to two of their patients entering REM sleep five
minutes after sleep onset [59]. These authors suggest
that this phenomenon may be characteristic of
narcoleptic-like activity. This result fits well with reports
of sleep onset REM periods (SOREMPs) in subsets of
TBI patients during daytime sleep [30, 58, 68].

Changes in the microstructure
of sleep
Few studies have examined the microstructure of sleep
following TBI using power spectral analyses, and all
were conducted following mild injuries. Parsons and
colleagues studied eight adolescents with minor head
injury within 72 hours of the impact, at six weeks and
at twelve weeks post-injury [70]. They found that delta,
theta, and alpha waveforms were all significantly
elevated within 72 hours post-injury, but that all
waveforms decreased thereafter, each according to an
idiosyncratic sequence. Non-REM sleep underwent
themost prominent changes seen over the twelve-week
period. Theta activity was nonetheless found to in-
trude into the first REM cycle within six weeks, but
this phenomenon decreased in the following weeks.
Increases in alpha waveforms were the last to normal-
ize. In a recent study by Williams and colleagues, nine
patients with mild TBI (on average 30 months post-
injury) were compared with nine healthy control
participants on measures of sleep macrostructure and
microstructure [59]. The timeframe of this study was
thus very different than that used in the study by
Parsons and colleagues [70]. The power spectral ana-
lyses did not reveal any significant differences bet-
ween groups in mean power except in the beta band.
However, the results indicate greater intra-subject
variability for sigma, theta, and delta power in mild
TBI patients compared to the control group during
the sleep onset period. The authors suggest that these
changes may be markers of a general disruption of
the sleep onset process following mild TBI. Finally, a
third study using spectral power analyses of REM and
non-REM sleep revealed no significant differences
between athletes with and without concussion [69].
However, increased delta activity and decreased alpha
activity were observed in concussed athletes during
wakefulness. The authors suggest that this finding
may be related to intrusions of sleep EEG in the
waking state.
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Sleep disturbances following TBI
Insomnia
Insomnia is characterized by a variety of complaints
reflecting dissatisfaction with the quality, duration, or
efficiency of sleep. Individuals may report problems
falling asleep, waking up several times or for prolonged
periods during the night, waking up too early, or
having unrefreshing sleep. Insomnia is often accom-
panied by reports of daytime fatigue, mood disturb-
ances (e.g., irritability, dysphoria), and impairments of
social and occupational functioning [47]. Criteria
routinely used to operationalize insomnia symptoms
in outcome research include a sleep-onset latency and/
or wake after sleep onset greater than 30 minutes,
associated with a sleep efficiency (ratio of total sleep
time to time spent in bed) lower than 85%; these sleep
difficulties have to be present at least three nights per
week [71, 72]. Insomnia is thought to be chronic when
it lasts more than one or six months, depending on the
diagnostic system used.

Prevalence
Observations made by staff members (night nurses,
rehabilitation professionals) in acute brain injury
rehabilitation hospital units indicate that about 70%
of patients have significant disturbances of their
night-time sleep [3]. Beyond the acute period, the
prevalence of self-reported symptoms of insomnia
has ranged from 30 to 70% in various studies con-
ducted from one month up to many years post-injury
[2], suggesting that insomnia develops a chronic
course in many individuals with TBI. To our know-
ledge, only two studies have examined the prevalence
of insomnia syndromes (i.e., persons fulfilling diag-
nostic criteria for clinically significant insomnia).
Fichtenberg and colleagues were the first to study
post-TBI insomnia using the standardized DSM-IV
criteria [73]. In a study of 50 patients consecutively
admitted to a rehabilitation hospital and evaluated on
average four months post-injury, they found a 30%
prevalence rate of insomnia. Using a combination of
the criteria of the DSM-IV [71] and the International
Classification of Diseases [72], Ouellet and colleagues
found that 29.4% of a sample of 452 patients with TBI
for an average of eight years fulfilled the diagnostic
criteria for an insomnia syndrome, and of these, 60%
were not receiving any treatment for their sleep
disturbances [42]. Taken together, these two studies

suggest that insomnia that develops early following
TBI persists over time and remains often untreated.

Factors associated with post-TBI insomnia
In the study by Ouellet and colleagues, the presence of
an insomnia syndrome was associated with milder
head injuries, and higher levels of pain, fatigue, and
depression [42]. A study by Clinchot and colleagues
found that older individuals and women with TBI
were more likely to experience sleep difficulties [74].
Other factors related to insomnia in this study were
the presence of headaches, alcohol abuse, and average
or above-average memory and attention capacities.
Conversely, individuals with more severe injuries
and those working or going to school were less likely
to have sleep disturbances. Fichtenberg and colleagues
found that insomnia was associated with milder brain
injuries and with the presence of depressive symp-
toms [75]. Age, gender, education, pain, or litigation
status were not related to insomnia.

Insomnia and TBI severity
At least six studies have now documented an inverse
relationship between the severity of the brain injury
and the presence of sleep disorders following TBI
[41 , 42 , 56 , 74– 76 ]. Sleep disturbanc es are thus more
commonly reported by patients with milder injuries.
Such milder injuries to the brain are accompanied
by greater awareness of deficits when individuals are
attempting to return to their pre-injury levels of func-
tioning. The same phenomenon may explain why TBI
survivors with milder injuries also report many symp-
toms of anxiety, depression, and pain.

Insomnia-related habits
Conditioning processes involved in the etiology of some
forms of primary insomnia may also be at play in
persons with TBI. Indeed, situational (bed/bedroom),
temporal (bedtime), or behavioral (bedtime rituals)
stimuli normally associated with sleep may become
repeatedly associated with stress, anxiety, and emo-
tional arousal due to difficulty falling or staying
asleep. In addition, somatized tension and dysfunc-
tional beliefs or attitudes about sleep that are char-
acteristic of persons with primary insomnia may
also contribute to post-TBI insomnia. Individuals
with chronic insomnia tend to spend more time in
bed, nap during the day, and have irregular sleep–
wake schedules to compensate for sleep loss and
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fatigue [47]. Although these behaviors may be help-
ful in the short term, when used repeatedly, these
strategies can lead to a desynchronization of the
sleep–wake cycle and actually contribute to sleep
problems. These behaviors are particularly frequent
in TBI patients who are already prone to severe and
chronic fatigue [77].

Excessive daytime sleepiness
Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS), also referred to
as hypersomnia or hypersomnolence, is also common
after TBI. It is often confused with fatigue, which is
experienced by the majority of TBI patients [77], and
this confusion is present in both clinical practice and
in the scientific literature. It is crucial to differentiate
these two concepts as there is growing evidence that
management and treatment strategies are different.
While the presence of sleepiness is often associated
with fatigue, a sensation of fatigue is not necessarily
accompanied by sleepiness or sleep propensity. Fatigue
is a subjective state that can be defined as weariness,
weakness, or depleted energy. Sleepiness refers to sen-
sations of physiological drowsiness, sleep propensity,
or reduced alertness [78] and can be objectified with
standardized assessment techniques such as daytime
PSG recordings.

Excessive daytime sleepiness may present as a sub-
jective complaint, as a physiological/objective sleep
propensity, or as a core symptom of several sleep dis-
orders (e.g., post-traumatic hypersomnia, sleep-related
breathing disorders, narcolepsy). Subjective EDS refers
to self- or informant-reported perception of the ten-
dency to fall asleep or incapacity to maintain a desired
alertness level. Depending on the instrument, EDS can
be assessed as a trait (i.e., general perception of daytime
sleepiness in recent times) or as a state (i.e., perception
of daytime sleepiness at the moment of assessment).
The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) [79] is one measure
commonly used to evaluate trait sleepiness. The ESS
includes eight daytime situations for which the respon-
dent has to rate the probability to doze off or fall asleep
in recent times.

Subjective EDS is reported by 14 to 55% of TBI
patient s [ 30 , 58, 80 – 82 ]. The variabili ty of the resu lts
can mostly be attributable to methodological discrep-
ancies across studies, especially in terms of selection
of patients (e.g., time elapsed between TBI and enroll-
ment, recruitment setting, diagnostic criteria for TBI,
presence of exclusion criteria), instruments used

(e.g., global symptoms questionnaires or checklists,
sleepiness-focused measures such as the ESS), and
definition of EDS (e.g., “sleeping more than usual”,
“tendency to nap at inappropriate times and places”,
exceeding a cut-off score on the ESS). When compa-
ring the prevalence of sleepiness between TBI and
control groups, some studies found a significantly
higher prevalence among TBI patients [83], while
others did not [41]. The absence of significant differ-
ences on mean ESS scores have also been reported,
which has led some authors to suggest that the ESS
may not be suitable to assess sleepiness in moderate
to severe TBI because of the accompanying cognitive
and self-awareness impairments [69, 81]. Excessive
daytime sleepiness has been found to be significantly
associated with time elapsed since injury, sleepiness
being increasingly prevalent with time [46, 81]. Par-
cell and colleagues have also reported a significant
correlation between higher self-reported EDS (assessed
with ESS) and higher anxiety symptoms, as well as
longer daytime naps for TBI patients compared to
controls [81].

The Multiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT) is the
most commonly used method to assess physiological
or objective sleepiness [84]. This test involves the
assessment of sleep latency in the context of four to
five 20-minute nap opportunities evaluated at two-
hour intervals throughout the course of the day. The
speed with which a person falls asleep provides an
objective index of sleepiness. The Maintenance of
Wakefulness Test (MWT) [84] is another objective
test of sleepiness where the nap opportunities last
40 minutes (as opposed to 20 in the MSLT), and the
instruction given to participants specifies to try to stay
awake, as opposed to trying to fall asleep as quickly as
possible in the MSLT. Because of its focus on trying to
stay awake, the MWT has been suggested to be more
relevant when the objective is to evaluate the level of
daytime functioning (e.g., vigilance, cognitive func-
tion), while the MSLT remains the gold standard for
the clinical diagnosis of sleep disorders associated
with complaints of EDS [85]. The main outcome
measure for both the MSLT and MWT is the mean
sleep onset latency for all naps.

Recent investigations have reported that between
11 and 25% of TBI patients exceeded the criterion for
EDS (defined as a mean sleep latency of less than five
minutes on the MSLT) [30, 80]. In TBI samples pre-
senting with subjective complaints of sleepiness or
poor sleep, objective EDS is not a consistent finding.
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Indeed, Verma and colleagues observed that 53%
of their participants reached the objective MSLT cri-
terion [58], while it was the case for only 28% in
another study [86]. The weak or absence of an associ-
ation between ESS scores and mean sleep latencies
from MSLT is repeatedly documented and further
reinforces the notion that subjective and objective
EDS are different, perhaps even more so in the TBI
population [30, 58, 80].

When documenting sleepiness in TBI, it is import-
ant to consider premorbid sleep history. In fact, it is
possible that some patients had non-diagnosed sleep
disorders involving EDS prior to their injury and that
EDS may have contributed to the accident causing
TBI [80, 87].

Sleep-related breathing disorders
The main presenting feature of sleep-related breathing
disorders (SRBD) is altered respiration during sleep.
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the most common
disorder in this category, characterized by episodes of
complete (apnea) or partial (hypopnea) upper airway
obstruction occurring during sleep [88]. Typical
symptoms include loud snoring, restless sleep, and
daytime sleepiness. Central apnea, less frequently
observed, is distinct from OSA as it does not implicate
ventilatory effort. The diagnosis of a sleep apnea syn-
drome necessitates, among other criteria, at least five
PSG-documented apneas or hypopneas per hour
(apnea/hypopnea index [AHI]� 5) [88]. Two studies
on consecutive TBI patients evaluated the prevalence
of an AHI equal to or greater than ten, and reported
rates of 6% and 11%, respectively [89, 90]. This criter-
ion was exceeded in 30% of a sample of TBI patients
complaining of poor sleep, 74% of apneas/hypopneas
being obstructive [58]. In TBI patients referred for a
sleep evaluation because of complaints of daytime
sleepiness, a diagnosis of SRBD was made in 30 to
40% of individuals [86, 91]. Among the potential con-
tributing factors to the onset of SRBD following TBI,
damage to the respiratory system following orofacial
fractures has been proposed [86].

Narcolepsy
Narcolepsy is a sleep disorder characterized by the
presence of EDS, cataplexy, hypnagogic hallucin-
ations, and sleep paralysis. The diagnosis should be
confirmed by nocturnal PSG to rule out other sleep
disorders, followed by MSLT and at least two

SOREMPs during MSLT naps [88]. Although the
majority of narcolepsy cases are idiopathic and have
a strong genetic basis, the disorder can be secondary
to various conditions, including TBI. A recent paper
reviewing 22 published cases of post-traumatic narco-
lepsy confirmed by PSG and MSLT concluded that
the clinical presentation of this condition is far from
uniform [92]. Symptom onset varies from a few hours
to 18 months post-TBI; the presenting symptom can
be EDS, cataplexy, or both; the development of a
narcolepsy syndrome appears to be unrelated to the
severity of injury, presence of loss of consciousness,
or CT scan or MRI findings. The progressive nature
of the disorder seems to be more consistent across
patients [92]. Additional research is needed to explore
potential etiologic factors of post-traumatic narco-
lepsy. Damage to the hypocretin system has been
proposed as an explanation, given the fact that levels
of this neuropeptide have been shown to be reduced
in idiopathic narcolepsy [93, 94]. This hypothesis has
been recently studied by Baumann and colleagues,
with results showing that a hypocretin-1 deficiency
was present in 95% of 31 patients with moderate to
severe TBI acutely after the injury [29]. In a prospec-
tive study up to six months post-injury, low CSF
hypocretin-1 levels were found in 4 out of 21 patients
at six months compared to 25 out of 27 in the first
days after TBI [30].

Post-traumatic hypersomnia
Post-traumatic hypersomnia (PTH), included in the
diagnosis of hypersomnia due to medical condition
according to the International Classification of Sleep
Disorders, 2nd edition [88], is considered when a
complaint of EDS is present almost daily following
TBI. It is a diagnosis of exclusion, as other sleep
disorders causing EDS have to be ruled out. It has
been hypothesized that a large proportion of TBI
patients may have this diagnosis, with complaints of
sleepiness, fatigue, headaches, and cognitive impair-
ments [19]. The prevalence of post-traumatic hyper-
somnia, defined with different criteria, varies from
10 to 30% across studies [30, 80, 87, 89].

Circadian rhythm sleep disorders
Circadian rhythm sleep disorders (CRSD) are charac-
terized by a mismatch between the individual’s sleep–
wake rhythm and the 24-hour environment. In addition
to the sleep–wake cycle, circadian rhythms of
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melatonin secretion and body temperature are often
disturbed in CRSD. A few case studies of CRSD
followi ng TBI have be en publishe d [ 95– 98 ]. Thes e
individuals mostly displayed delayed sleep phase
disorder (DSPD), characterized by a prolonged
delayed (usually more than two hours) in the sleep–
wake episodes relative to conventional times. A more
recent investigation reported data on fifteen mild TBI
patients diagnosed with CRSD based on actigraphic
recordings, eight of them having DSPD and seven
having irregular sleep–wake rhythmdisorder (i.e., high
day-to-day variability in sleep onset and offset) [99].
In this study, melatonin and body temperature
rhythms were also delayed in TBI compared to control
participants. Additional research is warranted on sleep
timing and CRSD after TBI, especially given that post-
injury changes in bedtime and arising time are often
reported [100].

Interaction between sleep
disturbances and neuropsychiatric
consequences of TBI
Depression and anxiety
There is extensive comorbidity between sleep dis-
orders, particularly insomnia, and psychiatric dis-
orders. Likewise, several studies have linked sleep
disturbances to symptoms of anxiety and depression
following TBI [42, 81]. Frieboes and colleagues
hypothesized that the hormonal changes occurring
following TBI mirror those seen in depression [28].
Recently, we found depression to be significantly asso-
ciated with insomnia in TBI. Furthermore, shorter
REM sleep latencies seen in some TBI participants
resembled sleep abnormalities seen in depressive
patients. Regarding anxiety, Rao and colleagues found
that insomnia in the acute period following a brain
injury (within three months) was closely tied to the
appearance of anxiety features as evaluated with
the structured clinical interview for DSM-IV [101].
The bidirectional relationship that often exists between
sleep disturbances and depression or anxiety is most
likely also at play following TBI. Because multiple
comorbidities are frequent in this population (dis-
orders ofmood, anxiety, adjustment, substance abuse),
a systemic approach with simultaneous attention to
several dimensions of functioning is necessary (e.g.,
drug interactions, fatigue due to treatments exacerbat-
ing other problems).

Although its diagnosis is controversial in TBI
because of possible loss or alteration of consciousness,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been
reported in 3 to 27% of patients with TBI [102]. It
can be hypothesized that PTSD may bring about
parasomnias (e.g., nightmares) into the spectrum of
sleep disturbances following TBI, although these have
not been reported to be particularly prevalent in this
population. However, with the increasing numbers of
soldiers coming back from combat zones with brain
injury resulting from blasts, research results on the
complex interactions between TBI, sleep problems,
and PTSD may emerge.

Cognitive impairment
It is difficult to evaluate how sleep disorders may cause
cognitive deficits or exacerbate impairments due to
brain injury or associated psychopathology. Problems
with EDS have been linked with cognitive deficits,
although this literature is still very limited. Sleepy
TBI individuals have been found to have slower aver-
age reaction times and more lapses in a vigilance
measure, compared to non-sleepy counterparts [87].
Furthermore, in the general population, sleep apnea
is well known to be associated with cognitive impair-
ments, particularly in the attentional domain [103].
Only one study has investigated the impact of the
presence of SRBD on cognitive functioning in TBI.
Results indicated that TBI patients with OSA per-
formed significantly worse than those without OSA
on measures of sustained attention and episodic
memory [104]. Given the high prevalence of disorders
associated with EDS following TBI, it is imperative
to study more closely the impacts of sleep–wake dis-
turbances on cognitive functioning in these patients
with already compromised cognition.

Very few studies have yet studied the impact of
TBI-related sleep disturbances on cognitive function
and it is difficult to tease apart the results. As shown
earlier, there is an inverse relationship between TBI
severity and frequency of sleep complaints, which
confounds the impact of sleep on cognition in this
population because milder injuries are associated with
milder cognitive deficits. In fact, Mahmood and col-
leagues found that better executive functioning and
speed of processing were associated with more sleep
disturbances [76]. In order to more adequately evalu-
ate whether insomnia symptoms have detrimental
effects on cognition in TBI patients, future studies
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should use samples of patients of homogeneous
severity. Furthermore, studies of pharmacological or
non-pharmacological treatments of insomnia in
TBI should include a careful cognitive assessment
at pre- and post-treatment. In any event post-TBI
insomnia may not cause specific exacerbation of
cognitive problems but rather global consequences
such as increased fatigue and mood disturbances,
which may be more functionally detrimental.

The reductions in normal REM sleep following TBI
may be an important research avenue to pursue because
of thewell known role of REM sleep inmemory consoli-
dation and because abnormalities in REM sleep have
been shown to be associated with cognitive impairment.

Treatment of sleep disorders
following TBI
Despite increasing awareness and scientific attention
to post-TBI sleep disorders, treatment options speci-
fically adapted to this population have not yet been
appropriately examined. Clinicians must rely on evi-
dence obtained in studies with non-brain injured indi-
viduals to guide their decisions pertaining to clinical
management of TBI-related sleep–wake disturbances.
Although this approach may be acceptable in several
cases, the literature nonetheless points to concerns.

Insomnia
Cognitive behavioral therapy and benzodiazepine-
receptor agonists are the only two treatment appro-
aches with adequate research evidence for the manage-
ment of persistent insomnia [105]. However, caution
should be used when prescribing benzodiazepines to
TBI patients, especially in the acute phase after the
injury, as some animal studies have shown that these
drugs might impair recovery [106, 107]. Flanagan and
colleagues recommended against the use of benzodi-
azepines in TBI patients because of their adverse effects
(including altered psychomotor skills, dizziness, and
impaired memory), effects on normal sleep architec-
ture, and potential for abuse [108]. The authors
recommend the newer non-benzodiazepine sedative-
hypnotics (e.g., zolpidem, zaleplon, zopiclone, and
eszopiclone), which have been shown to have a lower
risk for tolerance, to cause fewer effects upon with-
drawal, and to produce fewer daytime cognitive effects.
Similarly, Flanagan and colleagues suggest to avoid
drugs with anticholinergic effects (e.g., tricyclic

antidepressants, diphenhydramine) in persons with
TBI because of their effects on memory and attention,
and because they have been shown to potentially lower
the seizure threshold [108]. In an uncontrolled study,
Li Pi Shan and Ashworth compared lorazepam and
zopiclone administered for one week to patients with
stroke and brain injury who complained of insomnia
during their inpatient rehabilitation stay [109]. They
found no difference between the two drugs in terms
of subjective sleep measures including sleep duration,
or in cognitive function as assessed with the Mini
Mental State Examination. Research is definitely
needed to make sure that the commonly used hypnotic
medications are as effective in TBI patients and do not
produce detrimental effects such as exacerbation of
seizures, cognitive deficits, or alterations in mood.

Recently, Ouellet and Morin provided evidence
for the efficacy of a cognitive behavioral intervention
for insomnia associated with mild to severe TBI [110,
111]. This type of treatment has been shown to be
effective in primary insomnia and in insomnia co-
morbid with medical disorders [112]. With simple
adaptations of the original treatment protocol [47]
(e.g., shorter sessions, increased written material,
involvement of significant others) and consideration
of comorbid problems characteristic of TBI (e.g.,
depression symptoms, substance use, precarious psy-
chosocial situations, decrease in motivation), treat-
ment outcome was comparable to those found in
primary insomnia with improvements seen in 73%
of participants up to three months post-treatment.
Treatment produced significant decreases in total
wake time and significant increases in sleep efficiency.
Non-pharmacological approaches, such as behavioral
(e.g., restriction of time in bed, stimulus control),
cognitive (e.g., cognitive restructuring) or environ-
mental (e.g., bright-light therapy) interventions, offer
promise to alleviate insomnia symptoms in the TBI
population as they have been shown to be effective
to various degrees in other populations with sleep
disturbances.

Excessive daytime sleepiness
Data on treatment options for EDS after TBI are also
scarce. For example, despite the relatively high preva-
lence of OSA in TBI, the only published report that
we know of on the use of continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP) in TBI has been in the field of
speech pathology, where CPAP was found to improve
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hypernasality and sentence intelligibility following
TBI [113]. Although there is no reason to believe that
CPAP would not be efficacious in TBI patients to
treat sleep-related breathing disorders, issues relating
to treatment adherence should perhaps be investi-
gated in this population.

Stimulants (e.g., methylphenidate, dextroamphe-
tamine) are frequently used to enhance cognitive
functioning following TBI. Al-Adawi and colleagues
retrospectively studied the effects of methylphenidate
on the sleep–wake cycle by comparing 17 medicated
and 13 non-medicated TBI patients [114]. They found
no effect of methylphenidate on the number of hours
slept during the night or the day. Francisco and Ivan-
hoe reported a case of a 27-year-old patient with
post-TBI narcolepsy successfully treated with methyl-
phenidate [115]. By six months, the patient was
asymptomatic. Recently, Jha and colleagues published
the results of a randomized controlled trial using a ten-
week crossover protocol comparing the effects ofmod-
afinil and placebo on EDS and fatigue in 51 patients
with mild to severe TBI [116]. Overall, modafinil did
not appear to be beneficial: the only significant differ-
ence between modafinil and placebo was a greater
decrease of sleepiness at week 4, which was not main-
tained at week 10. Moreover, modafinil was associated
with more frequent complaints of insomnia compared
to placebo. Clearly, additional research is warranted
on treatment options for EDS in the TBI population.

Conclusion and directions for future
research
A neglected field until recently, sleep is becoming an
increasingly important issue in the rehabilitation of
patients with TBI. Research has shown that large pro-
portions of these patients report sleep disturbances
of various nature (i.e., insomnia, sleepiness, disruption
of the sleep–wake cycle), often persisting up to several
years post-injury. These findings are consistent with
clinical experience in sleep medicine practices where
patients with TBI often present mixed complaints of
difficulties sleeping at night combined with problems
staying awake during the day and chronic fatigue. It is
often difficult to determine the pathogenesis of these
disorders because of the still poorly understood com-
plex intertwining of neurophysiologic, psychological,
behavioral, and environmental factors.

Although there have been several studies of sleep in
the last few years, our understanding of sleep disorders

after TBI is still fragmentary, thus holding back the
development of treatments specifically tailored to this
population with specific characteristics and needs.
Future studies should of course use standardized sleep
measurement techniques, operationalized diagnostic
criteria and definitions of sleep disorders, and also
strive to recruit larger samples of patients in order to
evaluate the impact of several mediating factors (e.g.,
injury severity, time elapsed since injury, psychological
symptoms, psychiatric comorbidity, cognitive deficits)
on sleep patterns. Treatment studies are also needed
in order to determine whether treatments typically
used in the general population could be transposed
or adapted to the TBI population. Finally, such studies
could be invaluable to guide rehabilitation profession-
als in making appropriate choices of medications,
behavioral therapies, psychotherapy, and other non-
pharmacological interventions for TBI patients with
sleep–wake disturbances. Indeed, sleep-disorders
management can be challenging in this population
because of the presence of cognitive deficits, psycho-
motor problems, comorbid psychiatric disturbances,
and alterations in personality and behavior.
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Chapter

33 Sleep in borderline personality disorder

José Manuel de la Fuente

Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a well char-
acterized syndrome that is now detectable with some
diagnostic tools such as the Diagnostic Interview
for Borderline patients (DIB) [1] or the DSM-IV [2].
Borderline personality disorder, which is the most
frequently diagnosed personality disorder [3], is char-
acterized by brief episodes of affective manifestations,
brief psychotic episodes, emotional instability, impul-
sive and unpredictable behavior, frequent self-
mutilations, and altered interpersonal relations. Sleep
complaints are very frequent and objective sleep-EEG
(S-EEG) abnormalities have been reported.

The link between BPD and the affective disorders
is unclear [4–12]. Opinions proposing an affective
nature of BPD [13, 14] are contrasted with others that
suggest BPD and affective disorders to be indepen-
dent [8–11, 15, 16]. These authors suggest that the
depressive state associated with BPD could be distinct
from non-borderline depression in terms of quality
and duration of symptoms [5, 6, 17]. Emptiness, lone-
liness, labile affect [17], behavioral dysregulation,
anger and tension [5], self-condemnation, abandon-
ment fears, self-destructiveness and hopelessness [6]
appear to be specific clusters of borderline affective
symptoms. Moreover, some authors including our-
selves have proposed the depressive symptoms in
BPD to have a distinct biological substrate from those
in the non-borderline depression [4, 8–11, 12, 18, 19].
Pharmacological studies have shown differences in
treatment responses between BPD andmajor depression
(MD). Conventional antidepressants have exhibited
poor response and even worsening in BPD [15, 20].

As BPD patients have an extremely poor quality of
life, high risk of suicide and self-destructiveness, and
a very poor response to treatments, the knowledge
of the nature of the depressive symptoms in BPD

appears to be fundamental as it could imply key
therapeutic strategies or suggest new research direc-
tions in this field, which are substantially needed for
these patients.

To clarify the biological nature of the depressive
symptoms in BPD, different methodologies such as
the endocrinology tests dexamethasone suppression
test (DST) and thyrotropin-releasing hormone stimu-
lation test (TRH-ST) have been studied in BPD
[4, 8, 10, 11, 18, 21–31]. In some of these studies the
DST and TRH-ST findings seem to be related to a
concomitant diagnosis of major depression rather
than to BPD itself [18, 32]. In others, the results
have been obtained from BPD patients without MD
[8, 10, 11] and have claimed against the existence of a
biological link between BPD and MD. Recently func-
tional positron emission studies have found argu-
ments to differentiate BPD from affective disorders.
Soloff et al. [33] showed that 5-HT(2A) receptor
binding was increased in the hippocampus of BPD
subjects independent of their depressed mood
whereas the 5-HT(2A) receptor binding appears to
be decreased in major depression [34].

Sleep-EEG studies have been found to show utility
in the characterization of the affective disorders and
of other psychiatric syndromes [35]. In an attempt to
clarify the pathophysiology of BPD, at least 17 studies
on S-EEG have been carried-out, to date.

In an opening period, the sleep studies were done
with the largely assumed idea that BPD patients
would belong to the affective–depressive disorders
spectrum. In line with this belief, the samples of pati-
ents were extremely heterogeneous and most studies
included borderline patients with major depression
and other Axis I and/or Axis II diagnoses. Bell et al.
[36] studied the effect of a pre-existing diagnosis of
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borderline personality disorder on clinical and S-EEG
correlates of depression, i.e., the sleep in major
depressives with an Axis II diagnosis of BPD. The
sample for this pioneer study, attempting to “delin-
eate the relationship between BPD and affective
disorders,” was composed of 15 inpatients with a
DSM-III major depressive disorder and with “pre-
dominantly borderline personality disorders” and 18
Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC) major depressive
disorder not BPD patients. A comparison of S-EEG
between major depressives with BPD and primary
major depressives without BPD revealed no signifi-
cant differences between the two groups. The main
finding of this study was that a pre-existing diagnosis
of BPD in major depression patients did not alter the
“characteristic” short latency of REM sleep and the
sleep continuity disturbances reported in major
depression. A surprising finding of this study was
the fact that the depressed BPD had a very similar
rate of suicidal ideation and behavior to the non-BPD
major depressives.

In McNamara et al. [37] the sleep of ten DIB,
borderline women patients (six of them with an
RDC diagnosis of major depression), ten patients
with primary non-delusional RDC depression (seven
of them were women) and ten female controls were
compared. The two patient groups showed more sleep
continuity disturbances, less slow sleep, and greater
REM activity and density (particularly during the first
REM period) than normal controls. First-night REM
latencies were more variable in the borderline than in
the depressed group, but by the second night both
groups showed shorter REM latencies than the con-
trols. The authors affirmed that the similarities in
S-EEG suggest a relationship between borderline
disorder and the affective spectrum and cast doubt
on the definition of the borderline disorder as a pure
character type divorced from the affective spectrum.

In a quite clear illustration of diagnostic hetero-
geneity, Reynolds and associates [38] studied the
S-EEG in a group of depressed BPD patients. They
compared 20, retrospective and prospective, DIB BPD
patients (17 women with mean HDRS scores of 19
and 17.4 respectively) to ten non-BPD major depres-
sives (seven women, mean HDRS¼ 19) and to ten
female controls. The BPD sample had many other
SADS-L diagnoses (5: intermittent depression; 2:
“primary” major depressive disorder; 2: bipolar II
major depression; 3: labile personality; 5: alcohol
abuse; 4: schizotypal features; 1: antisocial personality;

1: ciclothymia; and 7: drug abuse). In this miscellan-
eous BPD and major depression sample, the authors
described similar reduced (less than 65 minutes) REM
latencies in major depressives (85%) and BPD
patients (70%) compared to controls (35%). Despite
the fact that the mean HDRS were not statistically
different between the patient groups (indicating that
they were comparing two groups of chiefly depressed
patients with equal intensities in their major depres-
sive disorders), they concluded that their results sup-
ported the concept of a close relationship between
BPD and affective illness.

Akiskal et al. [39] attempted to clarify the nosolo-
gic status of BPD. They compared 24 DSM-III “non-
schizotypal” BPD outpatients without an acute major
depression, mania, or schizophreniform disorder to
16 patients with other DSM-III personality disorders,
30 major depressives without BPD, and to 14 con-
trols. They found almost exactly equal REM latencies
in the BPD and the major depression groups (slightly
shortened to 63 minutes) while the other personality
and the control groups had much longer REM laten-
cies. The authors cast doubts on the nosologic exist-
ence of BPD as a unitary entity. The, at least
troublesome, flaw in this study was that the BPD
group, which was diagnosed as not having major
depression, scored significantly higher on the Beck
Depression Inventory than the non-BPD major
depression group (BPD¼ 17 vs. MD¼ 11; p<0.02)
indicating that in fact, the intensity of the depressive
symptoms was higher in the BPD group than in the
“primary affective group”. The authors explain this
fact by the possibility that BPD would have a ten-
dency to overendorse subjective affective complaints.
This explanation would have appeared sound to
explain simply high scores on the depression scales
in BPD without current major depression but it seems
somewhat weak to explain higher scores in BPD with-
out major depression than in major depressives. So
the possibility arises that in this study, actually two
groups of major depression patients showed identical
REM latencies.

In a work studying different biological markers,
Lahmeyer et al. [31] compared 17 DSM-III and DIB,
BPD patients who also met multiple Axis I diagnoses
including affective and drug/alcohol dependence dis-
orders, to 20 major depressives without BPD but who
were not assessed for other Axis I diagnoses. There
were no significant differences in S-EEG parameters
between the two groups. Once again, the HRDS scores
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in the BPD and the major depression group were not
different (24.29 vs. 26.34; p¼ ns).

Benson and colleagues [16] compared S-EEG pat-
terns of 18 DSM-III borderline patients with and
without a history of affective disorder. The groups
were compared to each other and to controls. Eight
BPD patients met RDC criteria for present or past
major depression, 14 for present or past alcohol
abuse, and 13 for present or past drug abuse. The
three groups could not be distinguished in terms of
REM latency. The two BPD groups (with and without
past or present RCD major depression) could not be
distinguished in any S-EEG parameter. Borderlines
had less total sleep, more stage 1 sleep, and less stage 4
sleep than controls. The authors conclude that, if
one assumes that REM latency is a biological marker
for mood disorder (which they did not necessarily
believe), then BPD would not be a variant of affective
illness.

In 1993, from an initial group of 57 borderlines,
Battaglia et al. [40] recorded ambulatory polysom-
nographies of ten “never-depressed” DSM-IIIR BPD
patients and compared them to controls. They
excluded from the study all subjects with “current or
past evidence of major depression, bipolar disorder,
cyclothymia and dysthymia as revealed in the DIS-R
interview”. The patients had several other lifetime
Axis I and II diagnoses. Borderline subjects had a
significantly shorter REM latency (mean¼ 63.9 min-
utes) than controls and normal S-EEG architectures.
Although the authors do not describe the follow-up
of those “never-depressed” BPD patients (therefore
making the reader not able to know whether one
or more of the patients subsequently developed an
affective disorder or not) they conclude that reduced
REM latency can be a trait indicator of liability to
depression, present before the clinical appearance of
the disorder. The same team [41] in 1999 studied
again “never-depressed subjects with borderline per-
sonality disorder” and compared them by continuous
48-hour ambulatory electroencephalographic moni-
toring to controls. The BPD group had significantly
higher REM density during the first REM period
and one man with BPD who later committed suicide
had REM density values exceeding the mean value
of his group by 2 SD. Regardless of the fact that
they studied “never depressed” subjects, the authors
astonishingly concluded that REM density in the first
REM period could be a marker of liability to mood
disorders.

In an Egyptian sample of 20 ICD-10 BPD patients
without comorbid depression Asaad and coworkers
[14] compared their patients to 20 patients with
major depression and to 20 controls. The two patient
groups differed significantly from controls especially
in sleep continuity measures. The BPD group had
more sleep latency, less slow sleep, higher REM%
and shorter REM latency than controls. Borderline
personality disorder patients had longer REM latency
(mean¼ 58.35) than major depressives (mean¼ 54.05).
The authors concluded that, as they found great simi-
larity in EEG sleep profile between BPD and major
depression patients, this would suggest a common
biological origin for both conditions, with the differ-
ences being quantitative rather than qualitative. How-
ever, they found more reduced REM latencies in MD
than in BPD patients but, appropriately, the authors
mentioned the meta-analysis by Benca et al. [35], not
then available to Akiskal et al. [39], which suggested
that REM latency is not useful in distinguishing mood
disorders from other disorders, including BPD.

In a new attempt to clarify the link between BPD
and the affective disorders De la Fuente et al. [9]
compared 20 off-medication BPD inpatients without
coexisting major depression to 20 MD patients with-
out BPD and to 20 controls. The aim of the study was
to examine the relationships between BPD and MD
from the perspective of the S-EEG and to contribute
to the characterization of the S-EEG in BPD. Both
BPD and MD patients had less total sleep time, more
prolonged sleep onset latency, and a greater percent-
age of wakefulness than control subjects. Borderline
personality disorder patients and control subjects
had more stage 2 sleep than MD patients. Borderline
personality disorder patients had a longer duration of
REM sleep, and less stage 3, stage 4, and slow-wave
sleep than MD patients and control subjects. Rapid
eye movement latency did not differentiate the three
groups. Thus, BPD and MD patients shared sleep-
continuity characteristics, but sleep architecture dif-
ferentiated the two patient groups. The authors also
compared the BPD patients with (N¼ 9) and without
(N¼ 11) lifetime prevalence of MD. Borderline
personality disorder patients with a past history of
MD had more wakefulness and less slow-wave sleep
than BPD patients without a history of MD; other
sleep parameters, age, sex, and HDRS scores were not
statistically different in the two BPD subgroups.
The authors conclude that although BPD and MD
may coexist, their study offers arguments favoring
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the concept that they are not biologically linked and
that BPD patients with depressive symptoms often
experience an affective syndrome different from that
in MD patients without BPD, in terms of quality and
duration of symptoms and of the biological substrate.

The same team [10, 11] tested the effects of the anti-
epileptic and thymo-regulator drug carbamazepine
(CBZ) on dexamethasone suppression and sleep elec-
troencephalography in BPD. Even though CBZ had
shown contradictory results in BPD and in a previous
study the authors had foundCBZ not to be useful in the
treatment of BPD [7], this study was performed as the
authors assumed that, even if the “epilepsy hypothesis
to BPD” seemed difficult to sustain, the scientific evi-
dence showed mounting evidence of brain dysfunction
without focal abnormality in this syndrome. The effect
of a drug such as CBZ on the S-EEG, which has a
preferential action in limbic structures and a beneficial
action in aggressive behavior, appeared interesting to
study in BPD. So the authors investigated the effects of
CBZ versus placebo on S-EEG in a sample of 20 DSM-
IIIR and DIB, BPD patients without concomitant
major depression. Carbamazepine given at doses that
are therapeutic for epilepsy and affective disorders
increased slow-wave sleep, which had been shown to
be significantly decreased in BPD compared to major
depressives and controls in their 2001 study.

Lindberg et al. [42] in a work that studied S-EEG
in human impulsive aggression, compared 16 DSM-IV
antisocial males charged with highly violent offences,
six of whom also met the criteria for BPD to 11 con-
trols. The antisocial patients with BPD had signifi-
cantly more awakenings and lower sleep efficiency
than the subjects with only antisocial personality dis-
order. These results resemble the results from De la
Fuente et al. [9]. Interestingly Lindberg et al. [42] also
found that subjects with severe conduct disorder in
childhood anamnesis (only two of them were BPD)
had a higher amount of slow-sleep compared with
males with only mild or moderate conduct disorder
(BPD¼ 4). For the authors their results gave further
support to the growing evidence of the fact that brain
dysfunction predisposes to severe aggressive behavior.

Assuming that BPD and MD may coexist but that
they are not biologically linked and that BPD patients
with depressive symptoms often experience an affec-
tive syndrome different from that in MD patients
without BPD, in terms of quality and duration of
symptoms and of biological substrate, De la Fuente
et al. [12] performed an S-EEG study aimed to verify

whether the BPD-associated depressive symptoms
could be biologically linked to recurrent brief depres-
sion (RBD) or if, alternatively, they constituted a
separate (idiosyncratic) affective disorder. They
examined S-EEG characteristics in 20 BPD, 20 RBD,
20 MD patients, and 20 controls. Among the BPD
patients, 12 were also diagnosed as having clinical
RBD. Borderline personality disorder patients showed
differences in sleep continuity and especially in sleep
architecture compared with RBD, MD, and controls.
Borderline personality disorder patients with or with-
out clinical RBD did not show significant differences
in any sleep parameter. Interestingly, BPD patients
with or without clinical RBD had less slow-wave sleep
activity not only than MD but also than non-borderline
RBD patients. The authors proposed that although
BPD patients can have concomitant MD, they often
exhibit a specific BPD-associated affective syndrome
that is different from both MD and non-borderline
RBD in the quality and duration of symptoms and in
the biological substrate.

Philipsen et al. [43], in a work aimed to study
whether the subjective ratings of sleep disturbances
in BPD patients were associated with objective S-EEG
findings and whether alterations of the S-EEG spectral
power could be observed in non-depressed BPD
patients when compared with controls, and that also
implicitly tested whether the sleep of BPD patients
showed depression-like abnormalities (as had been
previously described), performed S-EEG and spectral
EEG analysis in 20 unmedicated female DSM-IV BPD
patients without a current comorbid major depres-
sion but with other Axis I diagnoses and compared
them to 20 controls. Borderline personality disorder
patients showed significantly decreased stage 2 com-
pared to controls. They found a marked discrepancy
between objective and subjective sleep measurements.
Spectral EEG analysis showed increased delta power
in total (REM and non-REM) sleep in BPD. The
authors did not find the previously reported simila-
rities in S-EEG between BPD and major depression.
Probably this study would have been more robust in
this aspect if it had been performed with a third group
of major depression patients without BPD.

Semiz et al. [44] compared 88 DSM-IIIR BPD
patients without other Axis II diagnoses and without
“any psychotic or mood disorder, acute and post-
traumatic stress disorder or an organic condition
during the past 1 year” but with other Axis I diag-
noses (including substance abuse) to 100 controls.
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The authors designed the study to examine the rate of
nightmare disorder (ND) and to determine the levels
of dream anxiety and subjective sleep quality in
patients with BPD. Another aim was to determine
whether dream anxiety was associated with childhood
trauma, dissociative experiences, and subjective sleep
disturbance in BPD patients. The hypothesis as to
whether BPD patients with ND exhibited a more
severe clinical profile than those without ND was
also tested. Borderline personality disorder patients
experienced a significantly greater rate of nightmares
(49%), elevated levels of dream anxiety, and disturbed
sleep (95.5%) than controls. In the BPD group, dream
anxiety was correlated with rates of early traumatic
experiences, dissociative symptoms, and impaired
subjective sleep quality. As measured clinically, BPD
patients with ND exhibited a more severe clinical
profile than those without ND.

In the same year Hornung et al. [45] compared the
S-EEG, during one night, in 15 DSM-IV female BPD
patients versus 15 female controls in order to study
the declarative and procedural memory consolidation
during sleep in BPD. They assumed that the neuro-
cognitive deficits exhibited by BPD patients could
possibly interact with processes of sleep-related memory
and (as recent findings point to the importance of
sleep in memory consolidation in healthy young
adults) that “declarative memory benefits from early
nocturnal sleep, when slow-wave sleep predomin-
ates, whereas procedural memory is enhanced
through late nocturnal sleep, when REM sleep pre-
vails”. Patients stopped the treatments only three
days before the sleep study. Three patients had
concomitant major depression and nine had recei-
ved antidepressant medication prior to study par-
ticipation. Nothing was said about other Axis I or II
concomitant diagnoses. Before and after the study
night, declarative and procedural memory perfor-
mances were tested. Subjective sleep quality was
assessed by a sleep questionnaire and objective sleep
quality was measured by a portable sleep-recording
device. Despite the fact that they did not find any
difference between groups in any S-EEG objective
measure, more specifically there were no significant
differences between patients and controls in total
REM sleep or in slow-wave sleep, the authors
described that during the study night, the restorative
value of sleep was significantly reduced in BPD
patients. No significant differences were found
regarding overnight performance improvement in

the declarative and procedural memory tasks. The
authors conclude that their findings suggest that
declarative and procedural memory consolidation
during sleep is intact in BPD patients.

Finally and also in 2008, Bastien et al. [46] have
compared S-EEG and subjective reports in 12
DSM-IV BPD patients to 30 chronic primary insom-
niacs (15 “psychophysiological” insomnia and 15
“paradoxical” insomnia) and to 15 “good sleepers”
(GS: people having no subjective complaints of sleep
difficulties and reporting sleep efficiency >85%).
They found the subjectivity of BPD and GS sleep to
be similar. Insomniacs took longer to fall asleep, were
awake longer after sleep onset, and during the night
slept less and had lower sleep efficiency than both GS
and BPD patients. Objectively, (S-EEG) BPD and
insomniacs had longer sleep onset, shorter sleep time,
and lower sleep efficiency than GS. Furthermore, BPD
patients had more stage 4 sleep than “paradoxical”
insomniacs. The authors conclude that BPD patients
suffer from insomnia and that while BPD patients
reported feeling less refreshed upon awakening,
they spent more time in stage 4 sleep than other
individuals.

As closing remarks it can be said that the study of
sleep and more precisely of the S-EEG has made
several important contributions to the knowledge of
the pathophysiology of BPD. In a first period, S-EEG
demonstrated sleep alterations, which resembled, in
some studies, the findings made in the affective dis-
orders but this was not the case in other studies.
The samples in this first period had a tendency to be
heterogeneous and the authors were somewhat pre-
disposed to work with the assumed hypothesis that
BPD was a form of affective disorder.

In the second period, the samples began to be
more homogeneous and in some studies the comor-
bidity with affective disorders were seriously taken
into account. The diminished total sleep time,
increased sleep onset latency, very diminished slow-
wave sleep (even more reduced than in major depres-
sion); normal REM latencies and increased REM dur-
ation began to appear as characteristics of non-major
depression–BPD patients. Nevertheless, it must be
said that these findings are far from being definite
and that they need further research in order to esta-
blish the appropriate sensitivity and specificity for
each parameter in BPD.

Finally, the most recent S-EEG studies on BPD have
clearly opened the door to demonstrate biologically
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the possibility proposed by different authors [5, 6, 8–12,
17, 18, 19, 28] that BPD patients often exhibit a specific
BPD-associated affective syndrome that could be differ-
ent from both MD and the non-BPD recurrent brief
depression in the quality and duration of symptoms
and the biological substrate. The S-EEG profile of this
idiosyncratic BPD-affective disorder could be character-
ized by continuity and architecture sleep disturbances
such as a diminished total sleep time with increased
sleep onset latency and wakefulness, extremely reduced
slow-wave sleep, and increased REM duration with
normal REM latencies. Further studies in large homoge-
neous samples of BPD patients, without present Axis-I
comorbidity, are warranted.
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Chapter

34 Dream differences in psychiatric patients

Milton Kramer

There has been a vigorous search for the biological
differences that are presumed to exist among the vari-
ous psychiatric entities [1]. Much of the present volume
is an exposition of the differences in the biological and
physiological organization and structure of sleep that
are found in various psychiatric illnesses. Freud [2]
shared this view of the fundamental nature of biological
explanations as he stated in the Interpretation of
Dreams, “Even when investigation shows that the pri-
mary exciting cause of a phenomenon is psychical
[mental], deeper research will one day trace the path
further and discover an organic basis for the mental
event”. However, he encouraged that the exploration of
the mental continue. “But if at the moment we cannot
see beyond the mental, that is no reason for denying its
existence” [2] and, I would add, its importance.

The analogy between dreaming and psychosis was
observed in the eighteenth century if not before [3].
Kant [4] (1764) observed, “The madman is a waking
dreamer.” Schopenhauer [5] (1862) calls “dreams a
brief madness and madness a long dream.” And
Jung [6] said that if we “let the dreamer walk about
and act like a person awake . . . we [would] have the
clinical picture of dementia praecox [schizophrenia].”
J Hughlings Jackson’s [7] view was “if we could find
out about dreams, we would find out about insanity.”
Freud [8] was of the opinion that as we better under-
stand dreams, it will enhance our understanding
of psychosis. Hartmann [9] (1981) is of a similar
opinion. And long before Hobson’s speculation [10]
(1997), Hagen [11] (1846) describes delirium as simi-
lar to dreaming. Freud [12] observes that “Very little
research has hitherto been carried out into the modi-
fications occurring in dream-life during chronic
psychoses.” This has certainly continued to be the
case. Ramsey [13] reviewing the pre-REM literature

found only 20 articles from six psychiatric patient
groups. Nuhic and I [14] reviewed the English
language literature from 1966 to 2005 and found 94
articles from the six psychiatric groups of interest that
contained a total of 98 studies. Roth and I [15] had
earlier reported a more extensive literature search,
which identified 71 different articles, which contained
75 studies from 7 diagnostic groups.

There is implicit in our search for dream content
differences among psychiatric illnesses that with a
change in the state of the dreamer there is a change
in dream content. Even within an individual a state
change is related to dream content [16]. Kramer and
Roth [17] as well as Cartwright et al. [18] have pro-
vided evidence that the alteration of affective state
from night to morning is related to the content of
the intervening night’s dreams. And how you feel
on awakening in the morning is a major predictor
of psychomotor performance in the morning [19].
Dream content changes with effective antidepressant
medication treatment [20] so if one changes the
dreamer’s state their dream content changes. Most
patients beginning long-term psychotherapy have a
negative affective tone to their initial dream and in
those who improve in treatment, the last dream
reported has a positive affective tone [21]. It is apparent
then that the content of your dreams reflects your
current state, affects your waking performance, and that
changes in your waking condition from illness to recov-
ery are reflected in changes in your dream experience.

Method
The present chapter is an update of the review
I published with Nuhic in 2007 [14]. I hoped to
extend the data by examining the articles found in
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Medline from 2005 to 2008 for dreams that had been
previously reported [15] in the seven diagnostic
categories, namely schizophrenia, depression, post-
traumatic stress disorder [PTSD], eating disorders,
organic brain disorders, mental retardation, and
alcoholism and drug abuse.

I obtained 90 articles from my 2005 to 2008
Medline search: 5 for schizophrenia, 24 for depression,
48 for PTSD, 5 for eating disorders, 1 for brain
damage, none for mental retardation, and 7 for alco-
hol and drug abuse. Only those articles that described
a dream content study in one of the illness categories
could be selected for study. Unfortunately, none of
the articles found by the search met the illness and
content criteria. The results to be reported are a
summary of those found in the 1978 [15] and 2007
[14] reviews. Parenthetically the absence of dream
content studies in psychiatric illnesses in the past
three years reflects the decreased interest in the
mental compared to the biological aspects of psychi-
atric illness.

I combined the results of the two prior reviews
[14, 15] to achieve an overview of the studies on
dream content in the major mental illnesses. This
overview will assess both the methodological
adequacy and dream content found in these studies
covering the period from Ramsey’s review in 1953
[13] through 2008.

Results
Methodological aspects of the studies
Combining the results of the two previous reviews
[14, 15] allows me to report on dream content in a
fairly large number of studies: 38 for schizophrenia,
34 for depression, 63 for PTSD, 11 for eating dis-
orders, 11 for organic brain disease, 4 for mental
retardation, and 12 for alcoholism and drug abuse
for a total of 173 studies. We have increased from
the 20 studies of dreams in mental illness that Ramsey
reported in his review in 1953 [13], hopefully the
quality has improved as well.

Type, nature, and site of the studies
Almost three quarters of the reports are studies
(72%), while case reports make up approximately a
quarter of the reports (28%). Both types of reports, if
systematically utilized, may be of value in delineating
the dream experience in psychopathologic groups.
Clues about potentially interesting or important areas

to pursue in studying the dreams of a particular illness
group may be suggested by a case study that then
may be explored in appropriate follow-up studies.

The studies are mainly descriptive in nature (55%)
with separate group studies making up about a third
of the studies (37%) and repeated measure designs
accounting for less than a tenth of the studies (8%).
The descriptive studies, lacking a comparison group,
do not allow an inference that the dream reports are
related to the mental illness from which the dreamer
is suffering. The one third or so separate group stud-
ies have a control group for comparison, assuming
that group differences are found opens the possibility
that the dream content differences that are found may
be attributable to the illness that the patient group is
said to have. The repeated measure studies addresses
the question of whether the dream content difference
between the illness group and the control group is a
state or trait aspect of the patients’ dreams. If it were
a state function it would change with a change in
the illness, and if it did not then it might be a trait
function of the dreamer perhaps related to a predis-
position to the illness being studied.

In all separate group studies the appropriateness
of the controls is of concern, e.g., that all potentially
confounding variables are matched but the variable in
question, the illness under study. Half of the control
groups (50%) are of patients with a different illness
than the one under study. This illness control increa-
ses the possibility that any differences that are found
are due to the illness of the group and not to just
being ill. Of the separate group studies controls, 30%
were a comparison to a non-ill group so that any
differences that were found may be related to a sick–
well difference between groups and not to the parti-
cular illness being studied. Interestingly 20% of the
separate group studies controls include both a well
and a sick group comparison.

The discovery of REM sleep [22], during which
much but not all of dreaming occurs, opened the
possibility of recovering more of a night’s dreaming
experience than could be recovered from post-sleep
waking recall. However, almost three quarters of the
reviewed studies (71%) were from dreams collected
by spontaneous recall outside of a sleep laboratory,
the remainder (29%) were from sleep laboratory awa-
kenings during REM sleep. A more comprehensive
dream collection is achieved from laboratory-collected
dreams. The availability to dream investigators of
sleep laboratories is restricted and may account for
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only 29% of studies reporting on laboratory-collected
dreams.

The adequacy of the description of the patient sample
Sample size

There were 51 laboratory studies with 891 subjects
and 122 non-laboratory studies with 19,221 subjects.
The average laboratory study had 17 subjects while
the average non-laboratory study had 158 subjects.
The laboratory studies had a minimally acceptable
number of subjects while the non-laboratory studies
appear to have on average an acceptable number of
subjects. These comments on sample size would be
more meaningful if power analyses had been done in
the studies but this was not the case. The limited
ecomomic support for dream researchers contributes
to the large discrepancy in sample size between
laboratory and non-laboratory studies.

Patient selection

The basis for the selection of patients (45%), the basis
for diagnostic classification (47%), the specificity of
diagnostic subtype assignment (34%), and whether
the patients were taking medication or receiving phy-
sical treatments (31%) were reported in only a third
to a half of the studies. The ability to replicate a study
would be sorely limited given the scant information
given about selection, diagnosis, and medication that
these studies provide. The content of dreams is highly
likely to be affected by all of them.

Information about demographic variables was
commonly provided in the studies for variables such
as the subjects’ sex (87%) and age (68%) but inad-
equately for marital status (29%), race (26%), educa-
tion (25%), general health (18%), and social class
(18%), all of which have been shown to affect dream
content [23]. Inadequate subject characterization
could well contribute to replication failures in a field
where, unfortunately, replication generally has been
rarely done.

The setting in which the dream is experienced and
reported may well affect the content of the dream
obtained. The hospital was the setting in 39% of the
studies, an outpatient setting, generally the patient’s
home, was the setting for 48% of the studies, both
hospital and home was the setting for 10%, and no
setting was reported in 2% of the reports. Differences
found in dream content, for example, in depressed
patients studied while in the hospital may be different
from those obtained from depressed patients sleeping

at home because of the setting difference as well as
factors such as the intensity of the depression and the
medication the patient may be taking.

The adequacy of the description of the control
sample (separate groups only)
Sample size

The separate group studies require a control group
that must be carefully chosen to match the illness
group in all the factors that may influence the dream
experience except the illness variable. There were
64 studies: 20 done in the sleep laboratory and 44
were non-laboratory studies. The average sample size
for the laboratory studies was 17 and for the non-
laboratory control group was 65. The numbers appear
adequate but as noted above in describing the study
sample a power analysis would allow a more precise
statement about the adequacy of the control sample.

Control sample selection

The basis for selection (55%) and diagnosis (45%) was
given in about half the studies, similar to what was
found in the patient sample. The specificity of diag-
nosis (35%) and whether the subject was on medi-
cation or receiving physical treatment (26%) was
reported in about a third of cases or less, similar to
the inadequate levels found in the description of the
patient sample.

The demographic variables’ frequency was well
reported in the control subjects for sex (83%) and
fairly well for age (66%) and education (48%), and
too infrequently for race (22%), social class (20%),
general health (20%), and marital status (18%). The
demographic variables are reported with about the
same frequency for the control patients as they were
for the study sample.

The setting in which the dream is experienced and
reported is essentially the same for the control and
target subjects as one might have expected. The con-
trol subjects had 35% of their dreams in the hospital,
51% out of the hospital, and 14% involved collection
both in and out of the hospital.

The method of dream content collection
Dream content collection appears to be a very
straightforward undertaking, yet there are a number
of factors in the collection process that could affect
the results of a dream content study [24]. The number
of nights or days of dream collection will, of course,
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influence the outcome of any study and this variable
is reported in only 44% of studies. Similarly, the
number of dreams collected needs to be specified as
it reflects the pool of dreams for study and it was
reported in almost two thirds (59%) of the studies.
In order to report a dream it must be recalled and too
low a recall rate could well contribute to a distortion
in what dreams are reported and examined. Unfortu-
nately, only 28% of studies reported the recall rates of
their subjects. This low recall reporting makes it diffi-
cult to assess the sampling adequacy of most of the
studies that are being reviewed.

The interpersonal aspects of the reporting process
can influence what dreams are experienced and
reported [25, 26]. This should encourage reporting
by whom and when the dream reports were collected.
These two variables, by whom and when, were
reported in 55% and 53% of the studies respectively.
The mode of awakening in the sleep laboratory has
been shown to alter the likely of recall but is only
reported in 25% of the laboratory studies, an
unacceptably low rate. The manner or protocol for
eliciting the report of the dream experience is rarely
reported (17%) while the method of recording the
dream (53%) is more commonly described. The
questions asked clearly will influence the material
obtained. Asking, “what were you dreaming?” does
not give the same result as asking, “what was going
through your mind before I awakened you?” The
mode of recording may also alter the report obtained,
e.g., being in the room using a tape recorder or doing
an interview through an intercom or having a subject
write out his dream may not yield the same result.
The dream collection protocol may inquire about
associations to the dream report and this should be
specified as it was in some of these studies (35%).

The method of scoring dream content
Generally, the actual dream report is reworked in
some manner to remove redundancies in the report
or to remove explanations or clarifications that are
not descriptions of the dream experience [24]. The
rules governing these protocol preparations are essen-
tial if a replication of the study is to be undertaken,
but they are rarely reported (16%). To establish the
replicability of the scoring process, which sets the
limits on the validity that it is possible to obtain in
any study, the use of more than one scorer, “blind” to
the hypothesis and data source of the dream report
being scored, is essential. Only 17% of the studies

under review reported scoring by two or more
scorers. Startling was the finding that 35% of the
studies made no mention of the number of raters
and 48% used only one rater. Only one study reported
recalibrating the reliability of the scorers periodically
during the scoring process [27].

The type of dream scoring scale utilized was the-
matic in about a third of the studies (37%), item
scoring in about a quarter (27%), and not reported in
a third (36%). The scale source was ad hoc in almost
half the studies (46%), not reported in about a third
(35%), and not given in about a third (35%). The value
of using a standard scale, and there are many, is that
data about the scale’s reliability and validity are avail-
able. Often combining aspects of a standard scoring
system can be done to examine a unique property of a
dream report that is of interest [28].

Attention to the manner in which the dream
report is prepared and scored is essential to develo-
ping a body of knowledge about the dream life of
the mentally ill or any other scientific exploration of
dreaming. A common measurement tool is essential
in building a body of knowledge; none has been
agreed upon in dream research.

The nature of the statistical analysis
Statistical tests could have been reported by the 77
separate groups and repeated measure studies of the
total 173 studies (45%) as the case reports and the
descriptive studies would not be expected to have any
statistical analysis. Of those studies that might have
had a statistical analysis, 82% actually reported a
statistical analysis of their data and of those, 86%
reported the number of tests done. The statistics
applied were appropriate to the design in 81% of the
studies with statistical analysis and 63% were pre-
planned and 37% were post hoc. Three quarters
(76%) of the studies with statistical analysis reported
significant results. Thirty-nine studies is a relatively
small number of studies to characterize the seven
mental illnesses that are the basis for this review of
dreaming in psychiatric illness.

Dream content results
The 63 studies that had a statistical analysis of their
dream content were reduced to 48 (76%) that had
positive findings [14, 15]. Since Ramsey’s 1953 [13]
summary of the pre-REM studies of dreams in psy-
chiatric illness, only 48 acceptable studies have been
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added in 55 years, a very meager output. A summary
of the content reports from all the studies for each
of the diagnostic entities will be presented in what
follows.

Schizophrenia
The dream reports of schizophrenics compared to
other groups are less complex and more direct, sexual,
anxious, negative, and hostile. The hostility is prima-
rily directed at the dreamer although the patient is
less likely to be the focus of the dream. Their dream
reports are more bizarre and implausible and they
have more interest in their dreams. With increasing
anxiety, motion and anxiety in the dream report
increases. Strangers were their most frequent dream
character and there were more males and groups of
characters in their dreams. Waking hallucinations
and dream content were similar as was the degree of
paranoia, which is contrary to Freud’s view that they
would be compensatory. Judges were able to sort one
patient’s dreams from another and one night’s dream-
ing from another. The ability to sort their dreams
by subject and by nights for a subject underlines
the individuality of the schizophrenic patient [29].
Lobotomized schizophrenics had a lower recall rate
in the sleep laboratory than a non-lobotomized
group. The most consistent findings in the dreams
of schizophrenics are that hostility is more common
in their dreams, that reflections of a thought disorder,
e.g., implausibility and bizarreness, occurred more
often and that there is more anxiety in their dreams.

Depression
Depressed patients dream as frequently as the non-
depressed, but their dream reports were shorter and
had less traumatic or depressive content even after the
depression has remitted. This suggests a compensa-
tory relationship between the waking and dreaming
state in depression. Family members were more fre-
quent in their dreams. If hostility was present in the
dreams it was as likely to be directed at the dreamer as
away from the dreamer. Anxiety and hostility are not
prominent affects in the dreams of the depressed.
Their dreams had more friendly interactions and
fewer aggressive interactions than those of schizo-
phrenics but more failures and misfortunes. With
clinical improvement, hostility decreased while intim-
acy, motility, and heterosexuality increased. There is
an increase in death themes in depressed suicidal

patients and in bipolar patients before becoming
manic.

Masochism in the dreams of the depressed is more
common in women and is more likely a trait than a
state characteristic, as its frequency does not change
when the depression lifts. A past focus is not universal
in the dreams of the depressed nor is it unique to the
depressed state. The content of their dreams may have
prognostic significance for both response to treat-
ment and spontaneous recovery. The affective state
of the dreamer covaries with the content of the dream.
It has been noted that changes in dreams across the
night may contribute to the coping capacity of the
dreamer. A failure to self-regulate mood is associated
with a suicidal tendency. Those dreamers reporting
negative dreams earlier in the night are more likely to
be in remission after one year. Mood regulation pro-
cesses may have an implication for the treatment of
depression. The only independently verified findings
in the dreams of the depressed are that their dreams
are shorter and that characters with family roles
appear with increased frequency. Masochism has not
been found to occur with increased frequency in the
dreams of the depressed.

Post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD]
Interest in PTSD patients and their dreams was
stimulated by the high incidence of the disorder in
veterans of the Vietnam War and sustained by the
effect on soldiers who served subsequently in the Gulf
and Iraq. The condition became part of the American
psychiatric nomenclature in 1980 although it had
been described in the English language literature for
over a hundred years.

Ross and his colleagues have taken the position
that a sleep disturbance is the essence of PTSD. They
have characterized the dreams of PTSD patients as
vivid, affect laden, disturbing, outside the realm of
current waking experience, but representative of
earlier life experience, repetitive, stereotyped, and easy
to recall. The dream disturbance is relatively specific
to the disorder, and PTSD may be fundamentally
a disorder of the REM sleep mechanism. They grant
that non-REM sleep may be involved as well, as the
dream disturbance occurs early in the night and has
movement associated with it.

Others have suggested that the special aspect of
PTSD is the intrusive imagery and recurrent dreams
and nightmares that have challenged the view of
dreaming described by Ross. Not all dreaming in
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PTSD is a recapitulation of the trauma. Trauma
sufferers can have disturbing arousals out of both
REM and non-REM sleep. There can be different
types of nightmares in PTSD and the traumatic dream
can change across time, reflect classical Freudian
dream work mechanisms, and is not a meaningless
re-enactment of the trauma.

It is generally accepted that the dream experience
is disturbing, but this may be more a reaction to the
dream than in the dream itself. The affect-laden
nature of the disturbing dream has not been con-
firmed. The disturbing dream can be reactivated later
in life. The vividness of the dream has been addressed
and the dream is not easily recalled. Dream recall in
patients with active PTSD is lower than in normal
individuals but higher than in well adjusted former
PTSD patients.

A consensus has emerged suggesting that the
hallmark of PTSD is a disturbance in psychological
dreaming and possibly non-REM sleep early in the
night. Disturbed dreaming covaries with combat
exposure and torture, not with the complaint of a
sleep disturbance. The disturbing dream tends to
occur early during sleep, as do increases in move-
ment, spontaneous awakenings, autonomic discharge,
elevated arousal threshold, and a heightened startle
response. The disturbing dream is not sleep-stage
bound. Stereotypical dream content is not typical of
the disturbing dream. Failure or avoidance of recall
may be an adaptational strategy.

An excellent review of dreaming in PTSD is provided
by Wittman and colleagues [30] and Levin and Nielsen
[31] provide a challenging neurocognitive model for
disturbed dreaming, PTSD, and affect distress.

Eating disorders
Anorexics and bulimics both report dreaming and
their dreams have been shown to be useful in psycho-
therapy in contradiction to what has been described
as the lack of accessibility to the inner lives of alexy-
thymics. A similar finding of dream reporting has
been described for asthmatics [32], which also has
been considered an alexythymic condition.

For eating disorder patients, the rate of dream
recall is low on self-report questionnaires but normal
in the sleep laboratory. This discrepancy may reflect
the degree of interest that these patients have in their
inner life and/or a desire to avoid it, which we have
suggested (see above) may be an adaptational strategy
in PTSD.

Dreaming about food is high in eating disorder
patients, more so in bulimics than anorexics. Aggres-
sive dreams are less common in these patients than
normal individuals and may reflect a passive, avoi-
dant approach to life.

Brain damaged
There is a decrease in dream reporting associated with
aging and with dementia. Dreams of lost resources are
common in the aged and minimally to moderately
demented. The more severely brain damaged had
more characters in their dream reports than the less
severely damaged. A questionnaire study found no
relationship between dream report frequency and
the degree of atrophy on computerized tomography
scans. Repetitive visual imagery in the brain damaged
was not found to be REM bound. The dream content
of right-hemispherectomized patients is the same as
controls suggesting that the left hemisphere plays a
critical role in dream generation. Other anatomic
bases for dreaming using brain lesion data [33] sug-
gest that the basis for dreaming is bilateral, involving
the bilateral medio-basal prefrontal cortex and the
inferior parietal area of both sides of the brain.
Exploring the dreams of brain-damaged patients in
psychotherapy has been found to be useful in the
rehabilitative process.

Mental retardation
The dreams of patients with mental retardation are
simple, contain day residues, are primarily visual, but
with little color, variety, or vividness. The theme of
being at home is very common in the institutionalized
mentally retarded. The contents of their thematic
apperception responses and their dreams are very
similar. There is a sex difference in their dreams,
similar to that of normal subjects. Male retardates
have more aggressive dreams and dream more about
sports, finding money, and eating. Female patients
withmental retardation havemore color in their dreams
and dream more about falling and being chased.

Alcoholism and drug abuse
Alcoholics have more dreams of oral incorporation,
see themselves more often in dreams as the object of
aggression than non-alcoholics, and have fewer sexual
interactions. Judges can discriminate the dreams of
alcoholics from non-alcoholics. Detoxifying alcoho-
lics who dream about drinking are more likely to
abstain longer from drinking than those who do
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not. The implication of dreaming about drinking or
drug use as a predictor of abstinence remains unclear.
It does raise the possibility of dreaming having adap-
tive significance.

Conclusions
The causes of the various mental illnesses have not
been revealed by the study of their dream content.
The small number of studies in many of the entities of
interest and the general lack of scientific rigor con-
tinues to limit any potential value in the study of
dreams. The shift from a psychological to a biological
emphasis in the study of mental illness has only
served to further a diminished interest in the study
of dreams. However, we know more about the dream
in PTSD and depression than we had known before.
The studies on PTSD point to the central role of
dreaming rather than REM sleep in this condition
and the stabilizing role of non-recall in maintaining
adaptation in these patients. The impairment of the
role of dreaming in affect regulation may be central to
understanding the mood changes in depression.

It appears from this review that what one does or
does not dream about may contribute to the waking
adaptational process. The change in dream content
with a change in the state of the dreamer is highly
suggestive of a possible adaptational role. Whether it’s
the avoidance of the trauma experience by the
decreased recall of dreaming seen in PTSD patients
or the continued experience of drinking in the dreams
of alcoholics, or failures in mood regulation in the
depressed, examining the dream in patients with
mental illness may facilitate our understanding of
the adaptational process.

The study of the process of dream construction in
normal individuals as well as the mentally ill, utilizing
the dream manipulation techniques suggested by
Tart [34], and the available analytic techniques, has
not been undertaken and could well enhance our
understanding of the cognitive process in dreaming.
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Chapter

35 Forensic issues of sleep in psychiatric
patients
Irshaad Ebrahim and Peter B. Fenwick

Introduction
And I see men become mad and demented from no
manifest cause and at the same time doing many
things out of place, and I have known many persons
in sleep groaning and crying out, some in a state of
suffocation, some jumping up and fleeing out of
doors, and deprived of their reason till they awaken
and afterwards becoming well and rational as before,
although they be pale and weak.
Hippocrates, 400 BC

Psychiatrists are often called upon to provide expert
testimony or reports in forensic cases that involve
behavior that may have arisen from sleep or during
the sleep period. Knowledge of the various sleep dis-
orders that are associated with behavioral manifest-
ations is thus important and essential if a psychiatrist
is to be involved in the forensic assessment of a person
accused of a sleep-related crime. The interface between
psychiatric diagnosis, sleep disorders, and psychotropic
medication is a complex and little understood area. This
becomes more complex when the spectre of apparent
sleep-related violence, murder, sexual assault, or other
apparent sleep-related criminal activity intervenes. This
chapter seeks to provide the practicing psychiatrist,
fellow medical professionals, and students, basic know-
ledge of and access to essential references of themedical,
psychiatric, and legal issues that arise when sleep dis-
orders are implicated in the forensic arena.

Automatism and the law
“An automatism is an involuntary piece of behaviour
over which an individual has no control. The behaviour
is usually inappropriate to the circumstances, and may
be out of character for the individual. It can be complex,
co-ordinated and apparently purposeful and directed,

though lacking in judgment. Afterwards the individual
may have no recollection or only a partial and confused
memory for his actions. In organic automatisms there
must be some disturbance of brain function sufficient
to give rise to the above features.” [1]

In the UK and the USA and those jurisdictions
based on UK law, for a person to be convicted of a
crime, the law requires that the defendant has commit-
ted a criminal act (actus reus) and that he had a knowing
intent to commit that act (mens rea). It is this element
that must be shown to be lacking when a defence of
automatism is used [2–5].

The legal definition of automatism is based on the
doctrine ofmens rea, the fundamental basis of English
law. Everyone who has reached the age of discretion
is, unless the contrary is proved, presumed at law to
be sane and accountable for his actions. “Actus non
fecit reus mens sit rea,” the deed does not make a man
guilty unless his mind is guilty. Unless the offence is
a statutory one that carries an absolute liability
(e.g., driving with a raised blood alcohol level), the
doctrine of mens rea, or the presence of a guilty mind,
can only be negated by certain considerations.

Legally, automatisms are divided into two categor-
ies, sane (or non-insane in the UK) arising from an
external cause (e.g., a blow to the head or a bee sting)
and insane (arising from an internal factor such as a
brain disorder e.g., a stroke or epilepsy).

These categories arose following the Denning
judgement in the case of Attorney General v. Bratty,
where Lord Denning wanted to make certain that those
individuals who were habitually violent due to a med-
ical condition would be detained in hospital. He said
“It seems to me that any mental disorder which has
manifested itself in violence and is prone to recur is a
disease of the mind. At any rate, it is the sort of disease
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for which a person should be detained in hospital
rather than being given an unqualified acquittal.”

There have been a number of developments of this
principle. Possibly most important is the Canadian
and Australian view. “The law had developed two
main tests to establish whether or not automatism
stemmed from a mental disorder: the internal cause
theory, set up by Martin JA in Raby vs. The Queen
(1977) 17 OR (2D) 1, and continuing danger theory
referred to by La Forest, J. in R vs. Parkes (1992) SCR
87. This was modified in R vs. Stone’s case (1999 2 SCR
290 at 396–398) where Vastarache J found that both
approaches are relevant factors in determining into
which category a condition falls and other policy
factors may also be taken into account to provide a
holistic approach.” [6, 7]

The medical concept of automatism – complex
behavior in the absence of conscious awareness or
volitional intent – is straightforward; the legal concept
is quite different. It is sometimes easy, medically, to
distinguish these two categories. For example, an
attack by a swarm of bees resulting in a reflex turning
of the steering wheel of a car is clearly a sane automa-
tism. An epileptic fit arising from a damaged brain
and leading to a violent killing is clearly an insane
automatism. But between these two extremes the
medical and legal grounds do not coalesce happily.
From a medical point of view any abnormality of
brain function, which has led to a disorder of behav-
ior, will usually contain components of both sane and
insane automatism. For example, the blow to the head
(external) only produces the automatism because it
disrupts the functioning of the neurons in the brain
(internal). It makes little sense to say that an offence
committed in a confusional state following the injec-
tion of insulin is sane, while a similar state from too
much insulin secreted by the pancreas is insanity.

It is important to remember that the law is not
concerned with the medical diagnosis, but only with
the state of mind at the time the act was committed.
This was highlighted in the case of R vs. Kemp, where
Mr. Justice Devlin discussed the difference between the
medical diagnosis and the important legal criterion of a
disordered mind. He said: “It does not matter for the
purpose of the law whether the defect of reason is due
to degeneration of the brain or to some other form of
mental derangement. That may be a matter of import-
ance medically, but it is of no importance to the law,
which merely has to consider the state of mind in
which the accused is, not how he got there.”

A further clarification of automatism following the
above principle is provided by Yeo [5] in discussing the
Canadian case of R vs. Stone:
	 Automatism comprises involuntary conduct

involving a complete lack of capacity to contain
one’s conduct.

	 Unconsciousness or impaired consciousness
is not essential for a state of automatism to
exist. Evidence of unconsciousness or impaired
consciousness is relevant, not because it is
essential to a finding of automatism, but to show
that the defendant’s conduct was involuntary.

	 Expert evidence should be directed to showing
whether the defendant’s conduct was involuntary
rather than to showing whether s/he was
unconscious or semi-unconscious at the time
of the alleged offence.

	 To help decide whether a defendant was suffering
from mental disorder automatism or non-mental
disorder automatism, the triers of fact should
consider whether the cause of the automatic state
was due to an internal or external cause, and also
whether the defendant poses a continuing danger
to the community.

	 When considering these factors, the triers of fact
should not regard them as conclusive of the issue
nor as mutually exclusive factors. Rather, they
should take a holistic approach with the
overarching concern being whether societal
protection requires the defendant to undergo
medical treatment. If so, the finding should be one
of mental disorder automatism.

	 Expert evidence should be directed to showing
whether or not the defendant continued to be a
danger to society and in need of medical treatment.

	 In cases of mental disorder automatism, expert
evidence should concentrate on showing whether
the defendant’s conduct was involuntary and not
whether s/he did not appreciate the nature and
quality of her/his act or know that it was wrong.

	 Upon a finding that the defendant suffered from
mental disorder automatism, the court should
concentrate on the special verdict of not
responsible on account of mental disorder,
without being required to determine further
whether the defendant did not appreciate the
nature and quality of her/his act or did not know
that it was wrong. [So not following the
McNaughten Rules]
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Physicians giving expert testimony must remem-
ber that a medical diagnosis is not a defense. Thus
having epilepsy, a cerebral tumor, or a sleep disorder
is not a defense on its own. It is only the state of mind
at the time the offence was carried out that is signifi-
cant, e.g., that an automatism was present at that
time. Neither does the legal categorization take into
account the severity of the offence. A severe and
prolonged attack in a confusional state following a
head injury is a sane automatism; walking naked
through a crowded hotel bar in a sleepwalking epi-
sode is insanity.

The legal definition does not contain any refer-
ence to time. This arose again from the case of R vs.
Kemp. In discussing the cerebral arteriosclerosis that
was said to have caused the automatism at the time of
the offence, Lord Justice Devlin said: “In my judge-
ment the condition of the brain is irrelevant. So is the
question of whether the condition of the mind is
curable or incurable, transitory or permanent. . . .
Temporary insanity is sufficient to satisfy them [the
McNaughten rules].” Thus the law is not concerned
with time. A minor flick of the hand in a brief epilep-
tic myoclonic jerk – a matter of half a second – which
knocks a vase off a shelf and injures a passer-by is
insanity, as is a cerebral tumor leading to automatic
confusional states lasting for months [8].

There has been recent discussion within both the
legal and medical professions mainly in Canada and
Australia of the value of keeping a mens rea automa-
tism defence. It was argued in the 1989 Crimes Bill in
New Zealand that the mens rea test of automatism
may at times be difficult to define, and thus “the real
test is one of involuntariness. If the accused was not
wholly unconscious but nevertheless acted involun-
tarily, he or she would be protected from criminal
responsibility.” This shifts the emphasis from the
mens rea to the actus reus [9].

The categorization of sane (non-insane) and
insane automatism as applied to sleepwalking has also
divided the medico-legal community, for in Canada
sleepwalking is held to be sane automatism and in the
UK and USA sleepwalking is held to be insanity.
However, we can expect the legal view to continue
towards the enhancement of the actus reus with a
diminishing emphasis on the mens rea.

The Criminal Procedure (Insanity and Fitness to
Plead) Act 1991 (in England and Wales) does in fact
allow the judge to dispose of the case sensibly on a
special verdict. He or she can give an absolute discharge

or a treatment order, except in the case of a mandatory
sentence (murder) when he must send the defendant to
hospital (this would now be a medium secure psychi-
atric unit) with or without a restriction order. It is likely
that the assessment would only be for long enough to
assess dangerousness and public safety. But that still
leaves the emotional question of the label of insanity
and the “quagmire of automatism.” In the USA, the
approach to automatism varies from state to state leav-
ing inconsistencies in the assessment of crimes related
to medical causes of automatic behavior [10].

The causes of sleep-related automatism are wide
and varied and some of the more commonly impli-
cated disorders are listed in Table 35.1. It is therefore
important, in the assessment of a person presenting
with an apparent automatism, to systematically inves-
tigate for all these possibilities.

The parasomnias
The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM),
after extensive consultation, published the 2nd
edition of The International Classification of Sleep
Disorders (ICSD-2) in 2005. The ICSD-2 provided,
for the first time, a thorough diagnostic and coding
manual for sleep disorders based on scientific and
clinical evidence [11].

Parasomnias are defined in the ICSD-2 as “undesir-
able physical events or experiences that occur during
entry into sleep, within sleep, or during arousals from
sleep. These events are manifestations of central ner-
vous system activation transmitted into skeletal muscle
and autonomic nervous system channels, often with
experiential concomitants.” Parasomnias are classified
as clinical disorders “because of the resulting injuries,
sleep disruption, adverse health effects and untoward
psychosocial effects.”

Parasomnias are classified into three broad
categories:
	 Disorders of arousal (from non-REM sleep)
	 Parasomnias usually associated with REM sleep
	 Other parasomnias (including those due to drug

or substance)

For the purposes of this chapter, we will concentrate
on those parasomnia most commonly implicated in
sleep and psychiatry namely:
	 The disorders of arousal
	 REM sleep behavior disorder
	 Parasomnia due to drug or substance
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Disorders of arousal
The ICSD-2 classifies the disorders of arousal (DOA)
into three types: confusional arousals, sleepwalking,
and sleep terrors. It provides detailed descriptions of
each diagnostic category including: essential features,
associated features, demographics, predisposing and
precipitating factors, familial patterns, onset course
and complications, pathology and pathophysiology.
In addition, the ICSD-2 provides the polysomno-
graphic and other objective findings to help confirm
the diagnosis.

Confusional arousal disorders
These disorders occur in both sleepwalkers and in
individuals without a previous history of sleepwalking.
They occur in response to a sudden disturbance (noise,
touch, physical proximity) during the deep phase of
sleep (stages 3 and 4). The subject awakens into a
confusional state, which can lead to violence or aggres-
sive outbursts [11, 12].

In this state there is disturbance of cognition,
emotion, and attention. The subject’s behavior is con-
fused and may be very complex. The episode lasts for
a few minutes before both consciousness and clarity
return. However, following a sudden arousal the sub-
ject rarely may alert into serious stereotyped pervasive
anger when he may attack usually the first person he
encounters, often the arouser, without any provoca-
tion causing serious wounds or even death. When
serious violence occurs from sleep in someone with-
out a history of sleepwalking, the diagnosis of a con-
fusional arousal should be considered.

These episodes may be potentiated by alcohol or
the taking of sedative/psychotropic medication and are
more likely to occur if the subject is sleep deprived. The
episodes may be more complex and last longer if the
subject is a sleepwalker because they will arouse into a
state similar to the non-sleepwalker but intermixed
with sleepwalking behavior and EEG changes i.e., the
confusional arousal leads into a sleepwalking episode
[11–14 ].

The diagnosis of confusional arousals depends on
the circumstances of the offence.
	 The subject must have been asleep for

a sufficient length of time to reach deep sleep
(stage 3 or 4).

	 The stimulus must be sufficient to induce an
awakening.

Table 35.1 The differential diagnosis of sleep related
automatisms

Organic medical and neurologic disorders

A. Vascular

1. Transient global amnesia (including migraine)

B. Mass lesions

1. Increased intracranial pressure

2. Deep midline structural lesions

C. Toxic/metabolic

1. Endocrine

2. Hypoxia/carbon monoxide poisoning

3. Drugs/alcohol (intoxication/withdrawal)

4. Thiamine deficiency (Wernicke–Korsakoff
syndrome)

D. Infectious (limbic encephalitis)

E. Central nervous system (CNS) trauma

F. Seizures

1. Siezure disorders e.g., complex partial seizures.

2. Nocturnal siezure disorder e.g., nocturnal frontal
lobe epilepsy

Sleep disorders

A. Disorders of arousal (confusional arousals [sleep
drunkenness], sleepwalking, sleep terrors)

B. Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder

C. Nocturnal seizures

D. Automatic behavior

E. Narcolepsy and idiopathic CNS hypersomnia

F. Sleep apnea

G. Sleep deprivation

H. Sleep schedule/circadian rhythm disorder (including
jet-lag)

Psychogenic disorders

A. Dissociative states that may arise directly from sleep

1. Fugues

2. Multiple personality disorder

3. Psychogenic amnesia

B. Post-traumatic stress disorder

C. Malingering

D. Munchausen by proxy
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	 The abnormal behavior must start immediately
on arousal.

	 Usually the episode is short, a matter of a few
minutes, but with alcohol this may be lengthened.

These episodes at first glance appear to be due to
an external factor (the arousing stimulus) and thus
fall within the rubric of sane automatism (as defined
in R vs. Quick). However, if the aroused sleeper is
also a sleepwalker, then they may well arouse into
a sleepwalking episode and the legal classification
will be one of insanity. The mind controlling the hand
that plunges in the knife is thus considered by the
law to be both sane (non-insane) and insane although
it is likely insanity will be accepted by the court
[ 3, 15 – 17].

Sleepwalking
Sleepwalking is classified as a disorder of arousal as
it involves the incomplete arousal of a person from
a state of deep sleep (usually stage 3 or 4 NREM
sleep). Thus many sleepwalking episodes occur
within one to two hours after sleep onset – the period
within which we have the majority of our deep
NREM sleep. Although this is the usual pattern of
sleepwalking onset, sleepwalking episodes can occur
in the transition from stage 2 sleep (a lighter stage of
slow-wave sleep) to REM (dreaming) sleep, and so
may occur in the later part of the night. Sleepwalking
runs in families and is thought to be a genetic dis-
order [ 18– 20 ].

Sleepwalking usually appears in childhood,
continues through adolescence and often stops in
adulthood. Rarely, it can appear for the first time
in adulthood, frequently in relation to medication,
alcohol, or physical illness, or in the presence of other
psychiatric or neurological illness. Between 2 and 4%
of the adult population have reported sleepwalking at
some time [14 , 20 – 23 ].

The behavior in a sleepwalking episode can be
extremely variable and may be very complex. It can
vary from sitting up in bed through hitting or putting
your hands round your partner’s neck or getting up
and wandering around the room, to very complex
episodes when the sleepwalker may exit the house,
and even drive cars. Classically, most sleepwalking
episodes last from five to fifteen minutes and usually
consist of wandering around the house, sometimes
urinating in cupboards and usually returning to bed.
In cases where severe violence has been reported

during sleepwalking, the episode may last up to an
hour. There is usually no memory of the episode on
waking [23].

The diagnosis of sleepwalking and related disorders
remains largely based on clinical history. Sleepwalking
and related disorders rarely occur during standard
diagnostic sleep laboratory studies and if they do occur,
particularly in the forensic context, a high index of
suspicion should be raised for possible malingering.
The ICSD-2 criteria for sleepwalking are the most
comprehensive in any diagnostic or coding manual.

The ICSD-2 diagnostic criteria for sleepwalking
are as follows:

a. Ambulation occurs during sleep
b. Persistence of sleep, an altered state of

consciousness, or impaired judgment during
ambulation is demonstrated by at least one
of the following:

i. Difficulty in arousing the person
ii. Mental confusion when awakened from an

episode
iii. Amnesia (complete or partial) for the episode
iv. Routine behaviours that occur at

inappropriate times
v. Inappropriate or nonsensical behaviours
vi. Dangerous or potentially dangerous

behaviours
c. The disturbance is not better explained by another

sleep disorder, medical or neurological disorder,
mental disorder, medication use, or substance use
disorder.

In the forensic context, where there is an increased
likelihood of malingering and manipulation, a multi-
disciplinary and more encompassing approach is also
required. These criteria, therefore, need to be viewed
within the context of the specific events reported
(i.e., the alleged crime) and taken into consideration
with the full medical psychiatric, forensic, and family
history of the defendant and the events of the alleged
crime.

Parasomnias usually associated with REM
sleep: REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD)
Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder
(RBD) is an REM-stage parasomnia characterized
by a history of excessive nocturnal motor activity,
usually the violent enactment of dreams, associated
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with the absence of muscle atonia during REM sleep.
The exact prevalence of RBD is unclear, but almost
90% of patients are men aged between 52 and 61 years
at the time of presentation, and in about a quarter
of these patients there is a history of sleeptalking,
shouting, limbs twitching or jerking without complex
behaviors, which may have preceded the development
of RBD by many years with a mean of 22 years (range:
2 to 48 years). Psychiatric disorders and/or their treat-
ment have been causally associated with RBD onset in
approximately 10% of patients. While transient (acute)
RBD can be seen after taking certain drugs or during
drug withdrawal, the chronic type is usually idiopathic
or associated with an underlying degenerative neuro-
logical condition. Rapid eye movement sleep behavior
disorder may manifest as a subclinical (asymptomatic)
entity and be a chance finding on polysomnography
(PSG). Characteristic PSG findings include the loss of
normal REM atonia and/or increased phasic electro-
myographic (EMG) activity during REM sleep. The
literature suggests that RBD is effectively treated with
clonazepam in the majority of cases [24–29].

The commonest psychiatric associations are with
alcohol withdrawal, stimulant abuse, and treatment
with psychotropic medication (fluoxetine, venlafax-
ine, and tricyclic antidepressants) and an association
with major stressful events. The tricyclic antidepres-
sants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs),
and monoamine oxidase inhibitors can trigger or
exacerbate RBD. The role of serotonin in the patho-
physiology of RBD is not fully understood but may
relate to the actions of serotonin and possibly nor-
adrenalin on the striatal dopamine transporter. The
effects of psychiatric medication on sleep and in par-
ticular, the potential of some psychotropic agents to
precipitate RBD, is of daily clinical relevance to psych-
iatrists. A clear demonstration of a temporal relation-
ship between the onset of symptoms and addition of
or a change in the dosage of medication usually makes
the diagnosis obvious. Improvement in a patient’s
symptoms after removal of the medication points to
an iatrogenic cause for the RBD [30–34].

The classification and causes of RBD are shown in
Table 35.2.

Sexsomnia
There is a long documented history of sexual be-
havior during sleep and the first forensic case was
published in 1897, where Motet describes an example

Table 35.2 Causes of REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD)

Acute RBD Etiology

Withdrawal Alcohol

Meprobamate

Pentazocine

Nitrazepam

Rapid withdrawal of tricyclic
antidepressants

Intoxication Biperiden

Tricyclic antidepressants

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors

Caffeine

Mirtazapine

Chronic RBD

Idiopathic

Traumatic

Toxic-metabolic Tricyclic antidepressants

Fluoxetine

Venlafaxine

Selegeline

Anticholinergics

Vascular Subarachnoid hemorrhage

Vasculitis

Ischemic

Tumors Acoustic neuroma

Pontine neoplasms

Infectious,
post-infectious

Guillain–Barré syndrome

Degenerative Parkinson’s disease (PD)

Multiple system atrophy (MSA)

Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)

Progressive supranuclear palsy

Shy–Drager syndrome

Olivopontocerebellar degeneration
(OPCD)

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Anterior/dorsomedial thalamic
syndrome (fatal familial insomnia)
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of somnambulism and exhibitionism. In October
1880, D. was arrested outside a public urinal in Rue
Saint-Celie. He remained in the urinal for more than
half an hour where he attempted to entice a police-
man by exposing his genitals. Following his arrest and
up to the time of his committal to the state prison
three days later, he was in a state of half stupor. When
he emerged from this state he claimed to remember
nothing of the events surrounding his conviction and
sentence of three months’ imprisonment. Dr. Motet
was alerted and a successful appeal was lodged on the
basis that the offence against public decency occurred
in a state of nocturnal somnambulism.

Sexual behavior during sleep is rarely reported in
the literature and generally it is not mentioned when
violence during sleep is reported. In 1986, Wong [35]
reported the case of a 34-year-old man with episodes
of nocturnal masturbation that he considered “som-
nambulism variant.” Further reports were obtained
of individuals who engaged in sleep-related sexual
behavior, all of whom had prior histories of parasom-
nia. A comprehensive account of sexual behavior
in the forensic context was provided by Fenwick in a
landmark paper in 1996 [4]. Subsequently, a case re-
port was published suggesting an overlap between the
syndromes of RBD and somnambulism. In 1998, a
further forensic case of somnambulistic sexual behav-
ior was reported, that of a 45-year-old man with a
history of sleepwalking being accused of fondling his
daughter’s friend. More recently two case series were

published independently by two leading experts in
the field. All of the patients were identified as having
an underlying sleep disorder with automatic behavior.
These disorders included (1) disorders of arousal
(non-REM parasomnias) that include confusional
arousal, sleep terror, and sleepwalking; (2) REM sleep
behavior disorder (RBD); (3) nocturnal partial com-
plex seizures; and (4) obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).

Sexual offences and their relationship to sleep can
be divided into two categories. The first category is
the condition in which the perpetrator of the offence
is asleep and during his sleep carries out behavior that
is interpreted as being sexual and criminal. The
second category is one in which the victim is asleep
and the perpetrator is awake and commits the offence
on the sleeping partner.

Somnambulistic sexual behavior (also called sex-
somnia, sleep sex) is considered a variant of sleep-
walking disorder as the overwhelming majority of
people with sexsomnia have a history of sleepwalk-
ing and/or a family history of sleepwalking. The
behavior can vary from explicit sexual vocalizations,
to violent masturbation, to complex sexual acts
including anal, oral, and vaginal penetration. There
is usually no memory of the episode on waking. The
sexual behavior can be either simple or complex and
will typically last for a few minutes. In the simple
cases the sleepwalker may caress or stroke their
partner’s body; these movements may sometimes
apparently be more sexually directed, with groping
or caressing of the partner’s genitals. In the more
complex cases a sleepwalker will leave their bed and
if there are other sleepers in the house they may get
into bed with them or they may interact in a sexual
way with other members of the household. Some-
times the behavior may appear sexual though it is
simply a byproduct of the sleepwalking episode.
Many people sleep in the nude and so may sleepwalk
naked in public. This cannot be interpreted as
exhibitionism, although it may offend public
decen cy [4 , 35 – 40].

The difficulty in interpreting the significance of
behavior during sleepwalking episodes is that it is
not possible to gain access to subjective mental con-
tent. It is thus not possible to know whether, when a
sleepwalker caresses the genitals of his partner, he is
carrying out a sexual act or whether his behavior is
simply an automatism that is devoid of explicit sexual
meaning. This difficulty can never be resolved.
A sexual interpretation of the behavior could be made

Table 35.2 (cont.)

Acute RBD Etiology

Dementia (including Alzheimer’s
disease and corticobasal
degeneration)

Normal pressure hydrocephalus

Multiple sclerosis and demyelinating
disorders

Developmental,
congenital,
familial

Familial/congenital RBD

Narcolepsy

Tourette’s syndrome

Group A xeroderma pigmentosum

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy
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more easily if the sleepwalker were sexually aroused.
However, sexual (genital) arousal in slow-wave sleep
is uncommon and thus no conclusions can be drawn
from its absence, although its presence would sug-
gest sexual arousal with the possibility of subjective
sexual intent.

In 1944, Ohlmeyer and coworkers discovered the
occurrence of penile erection cycles during sleep in
adult males. Such sleep-related erections (SRE) app-
eared at 85-minute intervals and episodes had an
average duration of 25 minutes. As a result of this
initial study, Oswald in 1962 noted that erection
accompanied some REM periods, but subsequent
investigations of Fisher in 1965 and Karacan in 1966
demonstrated a strong temporal association between
the occurrence of erection and REM. Erectile episodes
were found to dovetail with over 95% of REM periods
while erection was entirely absent during non rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep, except immediately
before and after REM periods. Karacan reported
that 80% of REM periods displayed this pheno-
menon although there were also occasional instances
of erection during NREM sleep. Somnambulistic epi-
sodes occur or arise out of stage 3 and 4 of NREM
sleep, and the presence of an erection is thus not
considered an exclusion criterion for sleepwalking
[41 – 43].

Two recent and comprehensive reviews on the topic
are strongly recommended for the reader-practitioner
who may be involved in a forensic case involving sex
and sleep [44, 45].

Parasomnia due to drug or substance
The medical literature contains numerous case
reports and case series of sleepwalking and nocturnal
wandering episodes following ingestion of a wide
variety and combination of medications and sub-
stances. Medications reported to be associated with
sleepwalking/nocturnal wandering fall into almost all
psychotropic and hypnotic classes of medication.

The ICSD-2 classifies these behaviors under the
section “Parasomnia due to drug or substance” and
lists the following characteristics:

i. The essential feature of this diagnosis is the
close temporal relationship between exposure to
a drug, medication, or biological substance and
the onset of parasomnia signs and symptoms.

ii. The emergent parasomnia can be a de novo
parasomnia, the aggravation of a chronic

intermittent parasomnia, or the reactivation
of a previous parasomnia.

iii. The parasomnias most predictably associated with
medications or biological substances are the
disorders of arousal (DOA), sleep related eating
disorder (SRED), REM sleep behavior disorder
(RBD) and parasomnia overlap disorder.

Zolpidem
Zolpidem tartrate (Ambien) is the single most pre-
scribed short-term sleep aid in the United States and
as a consequence it has become the most studied of
all hypnotic medications. As early as 1999, it was
reported to initiate sleepwalking, which ceased when
the medication was stopped [46, 47]. The Food and
Drug Administration requires the manufacturers of
zolpidem to provide an educational guide for each
prescription recipient. The guide informs patients
about the potential risks of zolpidem, which include
unusual sleep-related behaviors such as driving while
not fully awake with accompanying amnesia, and
making telephone calls and eating while “asleep.” [48]

Zolpidem-associated amnesia and somnambulism
There have been multiple case reports of somnambu-
lism associated with Zolpidem use [46, 48–57]. Zolpi-
dem has also been associated with the development of
amnesia and visual hallucinations and compulsive
behaviors including eating [50 , 58–60 ]. There are two
published clinical trials of zolpidem-induced antero-
grade amnesia/somnambulism [61, 62] The first study
in 93 surgical patients reported that both midazolam
15mg and zolpidem 20mg produced significantly
more anterograde amnesia (i.e., 45% of patients) than
placebo (7%) [61]. In a large series of patients with
insomnia in Switzerland, the adverse effects of ante-
rograde amnesia/somnambulism were observed in
1.1% of those using zolpidem [62]. More recently, in
a well designed study, the prevalence of somnambu-
lism and amnesia in patients taking zolpidem for
longer than six months was found to be 5.1%, which
is considerably higher that the 2 to 4% accepted pre-
valence for sleepwalking in the general population
[63]. There is a single case report of zaleplon (Sonata)
associated somnambulism.

Zolpidem and sleep-related eating disorder (SRED)
Zolpidem has also been associated with complex
behaviors, in particular nocturnal eating behaviors.
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Sleep-related eating syndromes comprise a spectrum
of abnormal behaviors combining features of sleep
and eating disorders. First described in 1955 as
“night-eating syndrome” (NES), more recently it
has been provided a unique diagnostic category in
the ICSD-2 as sleep-related eating disorder (SRED)
[52, 59, 60].

One of the first case series of zolpidem-associated
SRED was provided in 2002 in a well documented
series of five patients [52]. Sleep-related eating dis-
order has also been associated with somnambulism
[64, 65]. Winkelman noted that 11 of 23 (48%)
patients had multiple abrupt awakenings from slow-
wave sleep consistent with a diagnosis of somnambu-
lism [64]. Schenk et al. reported that 84% of their
patients with SRED had somnambulism [65]. Two of
the five patients in the Mayo Clinic series exhibited
nocturnal wanderings without eating only after zolpi-
dem ingestion and while they did not have ambula-
tion during polysomnography, both had multiple
arousals from slow-wave sleep [52]. There have been
further case reports and case series describing three
female patients who, while taking zolpidem, experi-
enced anterograde amnesia and “compulsive activ-
ities,” which were reported as cleaning, shopping,
and eating. These complex behaviors abruptly
stopped with the discontinuation of zolpidem [47,
60]. Most patients with SRED appear to have under-
lying intrinsic sleep disorders. Schenck et al. have
noted association with somnambulism (70%), RLS/
PLMD (13%), sleep apnea (10%), and narcolepsy.
The onset of this syndrome has also been reported
after withdrawal from alcohol, tobacco products, opi-
ates, and cocaine, and also with triazolam use. Trad-
itional benzodiazepine medications (in particular
triazolam and temazepam) have also been previously
assoc iated with amn esic no cturnal SRE D [ 65– 67 ].
Table 35.3 provides a comprehensive list of relevant
publicati ons regard ing zolpidem and amne sic sleep
and other related behaviors.

Benzodiazepines
Episodes of amnesic nocturnal wandering have been
reported with benzodiazepines and other hypnotic
medications. An interesting case series from France
describes four forensic cases in which patients’
unusual behaviors (not all sleep related) were attrib-
uted to hypnotic medications. The behaviors included
two cases of robbery and one attempted murder while

under the influence of a benzodiazepine hypnotic.
The fourth case involved a female rape victim who
was on a benzodiazepine who claimed amnesia for the
assault. Table 35.4 provides an overview of the rele-
vant publications and descriptions of reported sleep
behav iors in patients on benzod iazepines [ 68– 70 ].

Lithium and other psychotropic medications
There have been several case reports of somnambu-
lism precipitated by a variety of medications includ-
ing lithium, sodium valproate, paroxetine, tricyclic
antidepressants, bupropion, olanzapine, topiramate,
etc. These case reports have often involved patients
who were on combination treatment, had undiag-
nosed or previously diagnosed epilepsy, and in several
cases the relationship between treatment and/or dose
adjustment and onset of sleep behaviors is poorly
recorded. Tables 35.5 and 35.6 contain a detailed list
of reports and publications of sleep-related behaviors
that have been associated with lithium, antidepres-
sant, and psychotropic medications [47].

The role of medications in priming or precipitat-
ing somnambulism requires careful and thorough
evaluation particularly in the forensic context. There
are, though, many documented cases of hypnotic and
psychotropic medications where there is a clear tem-
poral relationship between the introduction of the
medicine and the onset of the behaviors and a reduc-
tion or cessation of the behaviors when the medica-
tions were stopped.

Malingering
The DSM-IV-TR defines malingering as “the inten-
tional production of false or grossly exaggerated phys-
ical or psychological symptoms, motivated by
external incentives such as avoiding military duty,
avoiding work, obtaining financial compensation,
evading criminal prosecution, or obtaining drugs.”

In a survey of forensic practitioners Rogers found
16% of malingerers in forensic cases and about 8% in
non-forensic cases. In a further study 15 to 17% of
malingerers were found in forensic examinees and
7 to 8% in non-forensic [71, 72]. Pollock, using the
MMPI-2 and the SIRS Interview Schedules, in 60
consecutive referrals from prison to a regional secure
unit found 32% to be either fabricating or exagger-
ating their symptoms. More interesting is malinger-
ing in civil cases of head injury, when rates as high as
40% were found [73, 74].
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Malingering in a forensic sleep setting is a special
case. Usually the malingerer is suggesting that his
behavior at the time of the crime was due to a sleep
disorder and was not carried out in full conscious-
ness. History, and repeated history taking, are import-
ant tools. It is also essential to study the defendant’s

first account, given to the police, as this often reveals a
much greater knowledge of the offence than is subse-
quently claimed. Suspicion of malingering should be
raised if the defendant claims to have sleepwalked for
the first time during the offence. A clear history, and
family history if possible, of a parasomnia should be

Table 35.4 Benzodiazepines and sleep-related behaviors

Reference
Type of
study/report Medication

Concomitant
medication

Patient demographic
and medical history

Behavior and relationship
to medication

Poitras
(1980) [69]

Case series
of three
patients

Triazolam Oxazepam
Trimipramine

37-year-old obese male Sleep eating. Amnesia.

Triazolam Chlordiazepoxide
Diazepam
Maprotiline

49-year-old male Sleep eating. Amnesia.

Triazolam Trifluorperazine
Amitriptyline

47-year-old female Sleep eating. Amnesia.

Menkes
(1992)

Single case
report

Triazolam N/A 53-year-old obese
female

Sleep eating. Amnesia from
time of initial prescription.

Regenstein
et al. (1985)

Case report –
two patients

Triazolam N/A 29-year-old woman with
severe insomnia,
headaches, crying spells

Dressed self in middle of
night. Amnesia.

Temazepam N/A 30-year-old man with
sleep onset insomnia
and undergoing caffeine
withdrawal

Screaming, naked, breaking
dishes, unresponsive to
others. With amnesia in the
morning.

Laurema
(1991) [70]

Single case
report

Triazolam
alternating
with
midazolam

N/A 53-year-old male with
RLS and PLMS with
complaints of severe
insomnia

At least nine episodes of
wandering the house
including sleep eating.
Found shoe polish in
refrigerator. Alternated
triazolam and midazolam
and episodes occurred on
the same night.

Lemoine
et al. (1997)

Single case
report

Triazolam Temazepam
Clorazepate

19-year-old woman Aroused during night and
stabbed woman in her care
35 times.

Goulle &
Anger
(2004) [68]

Case reports –
two patients

Bromazepam N/A A 30-year-old woman
was victim of a rape she
did not remember

Amnesia and sexual assault.
Bromazepam detected in
her urine.

Flunitrazepam N/A A 45-year-old woman
was the perpetrator of a
murder attempt on her
boyfriend with a rifle. The
shot went through his
thorax

Automatism, amnesia,
and murder attempt.

Chapter 35: Forensic issues of sleep in psychiatric patients
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sought with corroborative evidence from a partner or
family members. Support for a parasomnia should
also be sought from polysomnogram investigations.
These may point in the direction of either possible
sleepwalking or REM behavior disorder or an under-
lying nocturnal epileptiform disorder. Ongoing

longer term observational assessment may be neces-
sary in rarer instances – here in the prison hospital
setting it may be possible to observe the defendant
over a number of weeks. If this is a sleepwalking case,
then the defendant is under significant pressure to pro-
duce sleepwalking episodes to bolster his or her defense.

Table 35.5 Antidepressants and sleep-related behaviors

Reference
Type of
study/report Medication

Concomitant
medication

Patient
demographic and
medical history

Behavior and relationship
to medication

Kawashima
et al. (2003)

Single case
report

Paroxetine N/A 61-year-old female
with mixed anxiety
and depressive
disorder.

Started on paroxetine 10mg and
increased to 20mg two weeks later.
One week after increased dose began
to sleepwalk on a nightly basis.
Episodes occurred in first few hours
after sleep onset lasting 15 minutes.
Behaviors included wandering about
the house and attempting to leave the
house. When paroxetine was
discontinued all episodes stopped.

Alao et al.
(1999)

Single case
report

Paroxetine
then
sertraline

N/A 34-year-old woman
with major
depression and
HIV positive.

Paroxetine was started at 10mg and
gradually increased to 20mg. After
several days at 20mg, three days after
the dose was increased, sleepwalking
episodes occurred up to three times
nightly. She would awaken in other
rooms of the house without any
memory. On occasion she awakened
breathing rapidly and frightened. All
episodes disappeared when dose
decreased to 10mg and reappeared
when increased again to 20mg.
Paroxetine was replaced with
sertraline 50mg. When increased to
100mg sleepwalking episodes
returned as before.

Ferrandiz-
Santos et al.
(2000)

Single case
report

Amitriptyline N/A 50-year-old female
with four-month
history of anxiety,
depression and
insomnia.

When dose reached 150mg began to
arise from bed nightly in the first two
hours of sleep and walked through
house. Amnesic.

Khazall et al.
(2003)

Single case
report

Bupropion N/A 33-year-old male
undergoing
smoking cessation
treatment.

14 days after treatment started, he
stopped smoking. Three days later
telephone friend two hours after sleep
onset for 15 minutes. Amnesic for
episode. Experienced additional
episodes including sleep eating over
next two weeks.

Section 3: Clinical science
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It is important that nursing and paramedical staff are
made aware of this possibility and that intervention
with the sleepwalking defendant is carried out and,
more importantly, a full mental state of the defend-
ant’s memory for the episode is taken next morning.

In summary, a detailed history and comparison
with the account given by the defendant will usually
reveal an attempt to malinger. Otherwise standard tests
of repeated history taking and examination of the
details of the offence should make detection of malin-
gering possible. Finally, the examining physician
should bear in mind that lying is always a possibility.

Clinical assessment in forensic
sleep medicine
The history must include detailed description of the
event and the degree of amnesia, current and past
medical, as well as family, history. Moreover, it
should elicit presence of previously mentioned poten-
tial risk factors such as alcohol, drug or medication
intake, sleep deprivation, stressful life event, or anx-
iety, prior to the episode. It is also recommended that
social habits, employment records, and determination
of the frequency of violence and its stereotypic nature
are investigated. A complementary history with the
spouse, bed partner, or family member is essential.
The clinician should establish how soon after sleep
onset these events have occurred, whether they were
dreaming at the time, and the degree of amnesia for
the events. Psychiatric examination to determine
whether there is or was before the event a current
psychiatric diagnosis of anxiety or mood disorder
may be helpful. Information about the circumstances
of the person’s life prior to the episode is essential as
most of the documented episodes have occurred
during periods of increased life stress. Periods of poor
sleep are common, due either to a sleep-related
breathing disorder, or insomnia related to anxiety.
A history of disrupted sleep, followed by a “crash”
into recovery sleep is also supportive of the diagnosis.
Deep (delta) sleep rebound after deprivation may well
trigger a sleepwalking episode in a person with the
inherited sleepwalking pathology and consequent dif-
ficulty switching from deep sleep to REM sleep.

A personality pattern that is within normal limits is
usual. Subtle signs of overcontrol of emotion and
excessive conformity have been found especially in
people who do not express feelings easily and are likely
to “go it alone” when in trouble [20]. An assessment of

any history of violence is important for determining
dangerousness.

A neurological examination, MRI, and EEG
testing to help rule out a seizure disorder or other
neurological pathology should be standard practise.
A drug screen should precede sleep studies.

Sleepwalking/automatism cases usually come to
the attention of sleep experts because the defendant
has no memory of the events of the night. It is thus
important, as a clinician, to look at all the factors that
might have led to this loss of memory. These may
have organic or behavioral causes. Behaviorally, the
defendant may simply be lying, and have a perfect
memory. This must be put forward to the court as a
possibility. Second, there may be psychological sup-
pression of memory, the factors looking at the exact
nature of the memory loss will allow the clinician to
say on the balance of probability this is likely to have
been the cause. Next, organic factors such as epilepsy,
dementia, etc., should all be considered and the rele-
vant tests carried out, all with the aim of determining
the integrity of the defendant’s memory at the time of
the tests and then inferring from the patient’s history
whether these factors could have been present at the
time of the offense.

Under present law in the UK and USA, the
defense used by those who have offended during a
sleep-related episode is either sane (non-insane) or
insane automatism. Non-insane automatism is appro-
priate in cases of sudden arousal from sleep in a non-
sleepwalker, where it is considered that an external
factor (which is unlikely to recur) was the stimulus for
the episode. Insane automatism is used in cases of
sleepwalking, as a tendency to sleepwalk is considered
an internal factor. This distinction makes little med-
ical sense as in many cases, particularly if the evoked
behavior is complex, the sudden arousal may trigger a
sleepwalking episode.

The following criteria are a suggested minimum
for the clinical diagnosis of sleepwalking in the foren-
sic context:

Predisposing factors

i. Family history. A family history of sleepwalking
is usually found in people who sleepwalk;

ii. Childhood sleepwalking. It is common for the
onset of sleepwalking to be in childhood;

iii. Adolescent sleepwalking. Although most
sleepwalkers start sleepwalking in childhood,

Section 3: Clinical science
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a few begin in adolescence. However, most
adolescent sleepwalkers will also have a
childhood history of sleepwalking;

iv. Late onset sleepwalking is rare, and usually only
occurs after a precipitating cause, for example
head injury. Sleep experts generally regard with
suspicion any episode of sleepwalking which is
said to be the first episode in an adult, and on
which a legal defense is to be based.

Specific factors

i. Sleep stage. Episodes will occur out of deep stage 3
and/or 4 NREM sleep and thus are most likely to
occur within two hours of sleep onset, but may
occur from stage 2 sleep. The nature and quality of
the previous sleep mentation must be that of stage
2, 3 or 4 sleep. It is helpful if on awakening the
mentation is non-narrative, and non-dream-like
with only a vague visual content, and consists
mostly of thoughts and feelings.

ii. There should be disorientation on awakening.
A straight arousal into clear consciousness is
unlikely to occur on awakening from a
somnambulistic automatism.

iii. Confusional behavior should occur. Any witness
to the entire event should report inappropriate
automatic behavior, preferably with an element of
confusion.

iv. There is usually complete amnesia for the event.
Memories are poorly recorded during stage 3 and
4 sleep and equally poorly recalled. It is, however,
possible for fragments of distorted memory to be
retained.

v. Trigger or precipitating factors are important such
as the presence of an underlying sleep disorder
such as sleep disordered breathing (SDB) and
periodic limb movements (PLMs). The presence
of noise and touch due to proximity may also
trigger sleepwalking.

vi. Modulating or priming factors including the
use of alcohol, drugs (prescribed and
recreational), caffeine, prior sleep deprivation,
or the presence of recent stressful life event(s)
have been reported to be associated with
sleepwalking episodes.

vii. Concealment. There should be no attempt
at concealment. Attempts to conceal the
incident suggest the presence of consciousness
and intent.

viii. Out of character behavior. The behavior is
almost always out of character for the individual.
Thus violence in a sleepwalking episode can
occur in individuals who have never or seldom
previously shown violent behavior.

If a patient fulfils all or most of the criteria listed above,
the diagnosis is often straightforward. Sleep laboratory
studies will add value by excluding or identifying pos-
sible trigger factors or other organic causes for the
behavior, e.g., sleep-disordered breathing, periodic
limb movements of sleep, or epilepsy.

Nocturnal polysomnography (PSG) involves the
detailed study of the overnight sleep patterns of an
individual. The PSGmeasures a variety of physiological
parameters (hence poly) including brain waves (electro-
encephalogram or EEG), muscle tone and movement
(electromyogram or EMG), eye movements (electro-
oculogram or EOG), cardiovascular rhythms (electro-
cardiogram or ECG), respiratory parameters such as air
flow, chest and abdominal movements, arterial oxygen
saturation, and body position. The data gathered
from the study are then analyzed using internationally
accepted criteria.

Witnessing a sleepwalking episode during the PSG
study is rare and in the forensic context a witnessed
sleepwalking episode should alert one to the possibility
of malingering. The primary reason for undertaking
PSG is to exclude the presence of an underlying precipi-
tating factor such as sleep disordered breathing (SDB)
or periodic limb movements of sleep. The ICSD-2 lists
the PSG features for both sleepwalking and confusional
arousal disorder. In the forensic context, while their
presence may assist in the diagnosis, they can in no
way be used to indicate that the person was actually
sleepwalking or had a confusional arousal at the time
in question. In addition, these PSG features, although
suggestive (when combined with a clinical history)
can only be used to assist with establishing a diagnosis
but are not diagnostic on their own. A normal PSG does
not exclude the diagnosis of sleepwalking [10–12, 16, 17,
20, 75].

Itmust be emphasized that as in the diagnosis of any
medical condition the diagnosis does not rest purely on
the results of investigations, but rather on the analysis of
all data including the history, physical examination,
mental state, cognitive state, and the results of tests
and investigations. Very important are the facts of the
case and the behavior during the “event” all of which
must fit that of a sleepwalking episode.

Chapter 35: Forensic issues of sleep in psychiatric patients
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Chapter

36 Sleep abnormalities and Prader–Willi
syndrome
Joseph Barbera, Inna Voloh, Glenn Berall, and Colin M. Shapiro

Introduction
Prader–Willi syndrome (PWS) is a complex, multi-
system genetic disorder with an estimated prevalence
of 1/15,000 to 1/30,000. Characteristic features include
neonatal hypotonia, short stature, facial dysmorphia,
hypogonadism, hyperphagia with morbid obesity,
failure of satiety, developmental delay with mild to
moderate retardation, and a number of behavioral
and psychiatric disturbances (including maladaptive
behaviors pertaining to food, temper tantrums,
obsessive–compulsive tendencies, and other symp-
toms consistent with an autism spectrum disorder).
This constellation of symptoms is highly suggestive of
the presence of hypothalamic dysfunction in such
individuals. The genetics of PWS are complex, but in
general PWS is the result of an absence of the normally
active paternally derived genes in the chromosome
15q11–13 region. In approximately 70% of cases, this
is the result of deletion of the paternally derived
15q11–13 region. Approximately 25% of PWS cases
are due to maternal disomy of chromosome 15 (two
maternal copies of the maternal chromosome 15). The
remainder of cases result from translocations involv-
ing chromosome 15 or microdeletions of the imprint-
ing center within 15q11–q13 [1–6].

Sleep disturbances, in the form of excessive day-
time sleepiness (EDS), and sleep apnea, were initially
listed as a minor diagnostic criterion in the diagnosis
of PWS, based on earlier case reports [6]. However,
in the last two decades the prominence of excessive
daytime sleepiness in PWS patients has become incre-
asingly recognized, and a number of investigators
have looked at the correlates and potential causes of
the sleepiness associated with this condition. This
chapter will review this literature, beginning with a
review of the prevalence and extent of sleepiness in

PWS, the potential contribution of sleep-disordered
breathing to this sleepiness, and finally evidence sug-
gesting the presence of a primary hypersomnolence
in patients with PWS. What is evident from such a
review is that the cause of sleepiness in PWS is not a
straightforward matter. While sleepiness in the PWS
patient poses particular challenges to the treating phys-
ician, it may also provide significant insights into the
basic mechanism regulating sleep and wakefulness.

Sleepiness and Prader–Willi
syndrome: prevalence, extent,
and correlates
In a large survey given to caregivers of adult PWS
patients (N¼ 232), Greenswag [7] found that such
patients were commonly rated as being “sleepy.” Such
sleepiness moreover was correlated with patient
weight. In a similar survey (N¼ 61), Clarke et al. [8]
found that adult PWS patients were frequently rated
as experiencing excessive daytime sleepiness as well as
increased nocturnal sleep. Such sleepiness, however,
did not seem to correlate with patient weight, nor did
it correlate with a number of behavioral abnormalities
surveyed. Richdale et al. [9] in a survey of 29 pediatric
and adult subjects with PWS found the presence of
subjective daytime sleepiness in ten subjects, in com-
parison with no subjects in a control group. The PWS
group also scored significantly higher on the Epworth
Sleepiness Scale (ESS) than the control group. The
authors did not find a correlation between excessive
daytime sleepiness and body mass index (BMI) or
weight in the PWS group. They did find, in the PWS
group, a correlation between daytime sleepiness as
measured by the ESS and a number of behavioral dis-
turbances on the Developmental Behaviour Checklist
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(DBC). In a sleep questionnaire study, Cotton and
Richdale [10] found excessive daytime sleepiness to be
commonly described in children with PWS, but rarely
in other intellectual disability groups including autism
and Down Syndrome. Hass et al. [11] found ratings of
sleepiness in a scatter plot analysis of seven PWS adult
patients to be more common during periods when
there were no scheduled activities, confirming anec-
dotal reports that PWS patients tend to fall asleep
during passive, unengaging activities.

A number of other studies conducted in sleep
laboratories have also corroborated the presence of
subjective or caregiver reported excessive daytime
sleepiness in patients with PWS, although such stud-
ies generally involve patients being referred to a sleep
laboratory for various reasons and may be prone to
selection bias. Vela-Bueno et al. [12] reported the
presence of symptomatic excessive daytime sleepiness
in eight out of nine pediatric and adult patients with
PWS referred to their study. Kaplan et al. [13]
reported the experience of hypersomnolence in all
five patients investigated in their study. Clift et al.
[14] found that 12 out of 17 PWS patients exhibited
daytime sleepiness based on either caregiver ratings,
the ESS, or the MSLT. Subjective ratings of alertness,
on the other hand, were normal. Richards et al. [15]
found evidence of excessive daytime sleepiness in 8
out of 14 adult PWS patients based on caregiver
ratings and on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS
> 9). Manni et al. [16] reported that all 14 adult and
pediatric PWS patients they studied (unselected for
sleep disorders) were reported by caregivers as being
sleepy during the day. Williams et al. [17] reported
that 20 out of 30 pediatric PWS patients were given a
score by their caregivers of�10 on the ESS, indicating
significant daytime sleepiness.

A number of studies have also looked at the pres-
ence of objective sleepiness in patients with PWS,
although again, these studies were conducted on
patients referred to a sleep clinic and as such are prone
to selection bias. Harris et al. [18] demonstrated mod-
erate to severe sleepiness in four out of four PWS
patients, two with what would be considered severe or
pathological sleepiness (mean sleep latency <5 min-
utes) with each patient exhibiting one SOREM nap.
Hertz et al. [19] conducted MSLTs on fourteen adult
patients with PWS and found that ten patients
exhibited daytime sleepiness on MSLT testing (MSLT
<10 minutes), with six exhibiting severe sleepiness
(mean sleep latency<5 minutes). Helbing-Zwanenburg

et al. [20] found evidence of excessive daytime sleepi-
ness in 20 out of 21 randomly chosen adult PWS
patients (95%) based on 24-hour ambulatory recording,
in comparison to 2 out of 19 controls (10%). Clift
et al. [14] found 7 out of 14 PWS patients exhibited
pathological sleepiness on the MSLT. Richards
et al. [15] reported pathological sleepiness on the MSLT
in four out of ten patients. Vgontzas et al. [21] reported
moderate to severe sleepiness in five out of eight PWS
subjects based on a modified MSLT protocol. Hiroe
et al. [22] reported moderate to severe sleepiness in all
three PWS cases they subjected to the MSLT. Manni
et al. [16] reported abnormal MSLT values in eight out
of ten PWS subjects they investigated (even taking into
account Tanner staging for adolescent patients). Priano
et al. [23] reported moderate to severe sleepiness on the
MSLT in 11 out of 18 adult PWS patients studied.
Williams et al. [17] reported a mean MSLT of nine
minutes in 20 pediatric PWS patients with five patients
exhibiting an MSLT score consistent with narcolepsy,
with two SOREMP and an average mean sleep latency
in this subgroup of 5.9 minutes.

In summary, patients with PWS frequently experi-
ence significant excessive daytime sleepiness, based
on subjective and objective criteria such as the MSLT.
This sleepiness seems to be predominantly in passive,
unengaging situations, but there is a paucity of data
with respect to characterizing alertness in such patients,
including performance on the Maintenance of Wake-
fulness Test (MWT). Mixed results have been found
with respect to correlating excessive daytime sleepiness
in PWS with weight. Finally, some studies have sug-
gested that the sleepiness experienced by PWS patients
may account for some of the behavioral disturbances
observed in such patients, arguing for the effective
assessment and management of such sleepiness in the
overall care of PWS patients.

Sleep-disordered breathing
and Prader–Willi syndrome
One obvious explanation for the presence of sleepi-
ness in patients with PWS would be sleep-related
breathing disorders, which patients with PWS may
be at risk for. Specifically, this population may be at
risk for the development of obstructive sleep apnea/
hypopnea syndrome because of obesity, hypotonia,
viscous secretions, cranio-facial dysmorphism, and
alveolar hypoventilation due to an increased presence
of restrictive lung disease and absent or reduced
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ventilator responses to hypercapnia and hypoxia [24].
As a result, a number of studies have investigated
the presence and nature of sleep-disordered breathing
in PWS.

Prevalence of sleep disordered breathing
in Prader–Willi syndrome
A number of studies have indeed confirmed the pres-
ence of sleep-disordered breathing in PWS, whether in
the form of sleep apnea or hypoventilation. Freidman
et al. [25] found significant sleep apnea in four out of
nine pediatric and adult patients with PWS, while
another two exhibited prominent oxygen desatura-
tions in sleep in the absence of apneic events, and
another two exhibited mild central apnea. Harris et al.
[18] reported significant apneas and REM related
hypoxia in three out of four PWS patients. Clift
et al. [14] found that 16 out of 24 PWS patients
exhibited significant REM-related oxygen desatura-
tions in REM sleep. Seven patients were deemed to
have significant sleep apnea with desaturations worthy
of treatment with continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP). Richards et al. [15] found significant sleep
apnea (AHI> 10) in 12 of 14 adult PWS patients.

O’Donaghue et al. [26] found significant sleep
apnea (AHI> 10/hour) in 9 of 13 (69%) “unselected”
PWS subjects. Four subjects also exhibited patho-
logical rises in TcCO2 (>10mmHg) with two meet-
ing the criteria for obesity hypoventilation syndrome.
Furthermore, they demonstrated that increased age-
adjusted BMIs were associated with more severe
hypoxia (minimum SaO2) during the night and more
sleep disturbances (high arousal index and low sleep
efficiency). Subjective daytime inactivity/sleepiness
was associated with higher AHIs, lower minimum
SaO2, and higher BMIs. They also found that higher
impulsivity was associated with lower minimum
SaO2, an increased arousal index and higher BMIs.

Priano et al. [23] found significant sleep apnea
(AHI� 5) in 6 out of 22 PWS patients studied,
although 15 patients in their study had prolonged
periods of oxygen desaturation, commonly in REMsleep.

Festen et al. [27] found a median AHI of 5.1 in 53
pediatric patients with PWS participating in a rando-
mized controlled trial of growth hormone. Most of
the events, however, were central in nature. No cor-
relation was found between AHI and BMI. However,
the authors also reported that 4 out of 45 (9%) non-
obese patients exhibited obstructive sleep apnea as

defined by an obstructive apnea index >1, while 4
out of 8 (50%) obese patients did likewise. In a sub-
group of these patients (n¼ 35) a follow-up PSG,
done after six months of growth hormone (GH)
treatment, resulted in a non-significant decline in
the AHI.

Yee et al. [28] found significant sleep apnea
(defined as a Respiratory Disturbance Index (RDI)
>5 events/hour) in 18 out of 19 (95%) PWS patients
referred consecutively from a PWS clinic. The mean
total RDI for the PWS group, however, was not sig-
nificantly different from an obese control group,
although the PWS group exhibited more significant
nocturnal hypoxia. Nine of the PWS patients also
fulfilled the criteria for obesity hypoventilation
syndrome, based on BMI and arterial blood gases.

Lin et al. [29] found a mean RDI of 5.8� 3.7/hr
in a group of 30 PWS subjects (not selected for
complaints of sleep problems). A roughly equal
proportion of central and obstructive apneas were
observed. An RDI of >2 was observed in 28 out of
30 (93%) subjects and an RDI of >10 in 5 subjects
(17%). The authors also noted a desaturation index
(DI) (desaturations >4%) of 8.1 � in the group. Age-
adjusted BMIs were associated with more severe hyp-
oxemia in sleep (based on a number of measures) and
more sleep disturbance (based on the arousal index).
The authors did not find a correlation between any
sleep variable and genotype.

Festen et al. [30] found evidence of sleep-
disordered breathing in 22 PWS infants entered into
their study, with a median AHI of 6.1 events per hour,
with the majority of events recorded being central
in nature. Overall AHI did not correlate with psycho-
motor development as measured by the Bayley Scales
of Infant Development – II, although four infants
who had obstructive sleep apnea syndrome exhibited
more severely delayed mental development.

Williams et al. [17] reported that in a retrospective
review of 37 pediatric patients referred to their clinic
with suspected sleep disordered breathing, 70% dem-
onstrated an elevated AHI (�1/hour), 86% showed
significant hypoxemia (oxygen desaturation <93%),
and 62% having significant hypercarbia (end tidal
CO2> 50mmHg). All 37 patients demonstrated sig-
nificant sleep-disordered breathing in one of these
three forms. The authors found a positive correlation
between AHI and adjusted BMI. A similar association
between BMI and AHI, as well as measures of oxygen
desaturation, were described by Hertz et al. [31].
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On the other hand a number of studies have failed
to demonstrate the expected increased prevalence of
sleep-disordered breathing in PWS. In an early study,
Vela-Bueno et al. [12] studied nine pediatric and adult
patients with PWS with two to four consecutive over-
night studies. Despite the fact that all the patients
complained of excessive daytime sleepiness, only one
exhibited the presence of obstructive sleep apnea. One
patient was noted to have severe hypoventilation in
REM sleep.

Kaplan et al. [13] reported a mildly elevated AHI
in only one of five pediatric and adult PWS patients
studied, despite all five patients experiencing daytime
hypersomnolence and having morbid obesity. Two
patients in their sample exhibited significant oxygen
desaturations attributed to hypoventilation in REM or
NREM sleep. Helbing-Zwanenburg et al. [20] did not
find significant sleep apnea in any of 13 cases investi-
gated for this. Hertz et al. [19] investigated 24 adult
and pediatric patients for sleep apnea. Despite a high
prevalence of morbid obesity and MSLT-confirmed
daytime sleepiness in the sample, only three patients
exhibited significant sleep apnea (AHI> 10/hour).
Nine patients in their sample exhibited significant
nocturnal oxygen desaturations, generally during
REM sleep. Moreover basal SaO2 and lowest SaO2

correlated with BMI. The authors noted that noctur-
nal desaturation and AHI correlated with daytime
sleepiness as measured by the MSLT, although a
number of patients exhibited significant daytime
sleepiness in the absence of sleep-disordered breathing.
Vgontzas et al. [21] did not find significant sleep-
disordered breathing or hypoventilation in any of
eight PWS subjects studied. Hiroe et al. [22] found
mild sleep apnea syndrome in only one of three PWS
cases studied (employing esophageal monometry),
despite the presence of daytime sleepiness based on
the MSLT in all three cases. Manni et al. [16] found an
elevated respiratory distress index (RDI) in four out
of fourteen PWS subjects, with three exhibiting sig-
nificant oxygen desaturations during the night, des-
pite the presence of daytime sleepiness in all subjects.
Voloh et al. [32] found significant sleep apnea in only
1 of 14 pediatric and adult PWS patients studied.

As discussed by Nixon and Brouillette [24], stud-
ies on the presence of sleep-disordered breathing in
PWS (including sleep apnea and hypoventilation)
have given prevalence estimates in the range of 0 to
100%, with the most obvious influencing factor being
variable inclusion criteria used in such studies. Other

potential criticisms of such studies include small sample
sizes, mixed pediatric and adult sample groups, and
variable methods for recording and defining respiratory
events (including the use of adult criteria for pediatric
patients).

Overall, however, it does seem reasonable to con-
clude that patients with PWS are at increased risk for
sleep-disordered breathing, in particular obstructive
sleep apnea and hypoventilation, with weight being
a prominent risk factor. However, it is also apparent
that sleep-disordered breathing alone cannot fully
account for the sleepiness experienced by patients
with PWS. At both the individual and group level
we see patients with PWS and significant daytime sleepi-
ness who do not have any sleep-disordered breathing,
or inwhom sleep-disordered breathing is disproportion-
ate to the degree of daytime sleepiness present.

Prader–Willi syndrome and abnormal
ventilatory response
A number of studies have suggested that there may be
more to sleep-disordered breathing in Prader–Willi syn-
drome than obstructive phenomena. As noted, several
studies have documented an increased prevalence of
central events in PWS [27, 29, 33]. Several studies have
also demonstrated that PWS patients have abnormal
ventilatory control duringwakefulness, including abnor-
mal ventilatory responses to hyperoxia, hypoxia, and
hypercarbia [34–36]. A number of studies have also de-
monstrated abnormalities in ventilatory control during
sleep. Livingston et al. [37] found a significantly elevated
central apnea index (1.5� 0.4/hour) in ten PWSpatients
studied, incomparisonwithninecontrols (0.1� 0.1/hour),
in addition to a significantly higher baseline and peak
end tidal CO2 levels. Moreover the authors found that
the PWS group exhibited a significantly higher arousal
threshold in response to a hypercapnic challenge during
slow-wave sleep. No differences were found between the
groups in terms of obstructive events or hypoxemia.
Arens et al. [38] reported a decreased arousal and cardio-
respiratory response to a hypoxic challenge during slow-
wave sleep in 13 adult PWS patients. Schlüter et al. [39]
investigated eight pediatric PWS patients (including
infants) in comparison with matched controls. The
PWS group did not exhibit an increased incidence
of obstructive apneas but did exhibit an increased
number of all apneas >2 seconds duration per hour
of sleep, as well as decreased nadir of oxygen desatura-
tion and decreased respiratory response to hypercapnia.
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In summary several studies have documented
blunted hypoxic and hypercarbic responses in PWS,
suggesting potential deficiencies in peripheral chemo-
receptors or even central respiratory mechanisms in
PWS (see below regarding the relevance of this to the
use of growth hormone treatment in PWS), which may
impact on all forms of sleep-disordered breathing.

Treatment of sleep-disordered breathing
and PWS
Few studies have looked at the treatment of sleep
apnea in PWS, but those studies that have reported
such treatment provide further insights into the pres-
ence of sleep apnea in PWS, and its relationship
to excessive daytime sleepiness in such patients.
Friedman et al. [25] reported one PWS patient with
obstructive sleep apnea undergoing tonsillectomy and
adenoidectomy with his symptoms improving “some-
what.” Harris et al. [18] reported a dramatic improve-
ment in sleep apnea in one PWS patient with weight
loss, improvement on the MSLT, but persistent day-
time sleepiness. In another study, Harris et al. [40]
also reported persistent daytime sleepiness in a group
of PWS patients despite a resolution of their sleep-
disordered breathing following weight loss. Sforaza
et al. [41] reported the case of a 20-year-old patient
with moderate sleep apnea successfully treated with
CPAP. Hertz et al. [19] reported two pediatric patients
who experienced significant improvement in their sleep
apnea with tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy. Hiroe
et al. [22] reported continued sleepiness in a 15-year-
old boy with PWS, despite resolution of his mild sleep
apnea with a uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP). This
case emphasizes that there may be more than one cause
of EDS in patients with PWS and treatment of sleep
apnea may be necessary but not sufficient to remove
EDS in PWS. Pavone et al. [42] demonstrated a signifi-
cant improvement in both the median AHI and median
oxygen desaturation index (ODI) in five pediatric PWS
patients undergoing adenotonsillectomy. Clift et al. [14]
treated seven PWS patients with CPAP, with most
respiratory events being abolished. Of the five patients
who were compliant with treatment over six months,
three experienced an improvement in daytime sleepi-
ness. Vgontzas et al. [43] reported a case of severe
obstructive sleep apnea in a 21-year-old female with
PWS, which was successfully treated with CPAP, but
with continued sleepiness as exhibited by the MSLT.
A repeat study after significant weight loss revealed an

absence of sleep apnea, but with persistent sleepiness
and REM abnormalities on daytime napping. Esnault-
Lavandier and Mabin [44] employed clomipramine
(20mg/day) in the treatment of an 11-year-old boy with
PWS, with elimination of his excessive daytime sleepi-
ness, as measured by the MSLT, despite persistence of
severe obstructive sleep apnea syndrome.

In summary, treatments proposed for the sleep-
disordered breathing associated with PWS run the
full range of treatment options available to non-PWS
patients, and include surgery, CPAP, and conservative
measures such as weight loss. Such treatments do
seem to be generally successful in alleviating sleep-
disordered breathing in PWS patients. However, cases
where the treatment of sleep-disordered breathing in
PWS does not alleviate daytime sleepiness [14, 18, 22,
25, 40, 43] further reinforce the hypothesis that sleep-
disordered breathing alone cannot account for the
presence of daytime sleepiness in this population.

Sleep-disordered breathing: Prader–Willi
syndrome and growth hormone therapy
In the last decade, growth hormone (GH) has become
an approved treatment in PWS, having been shown to
improve linear growth, lean-to-fat ratio, mobility,
behavior, and quality of life in PWS [45]. However,
concerns have been raised with regards to the use of
GH in PWS following a number of case reports
detailing sudden death in PWS shortly after the initi-
ation of GH treatment. A number of the reported
cases involved respiratory failure, and included cases
associated with sleep-disordered breathing [45, 46].
Mechanisms by which GH may lead to respiratory
failure in PWS patients include an increase in the size
of lymphoid and soft tissues in the upper respiratory
tract with GH therapy, an increase in metabolic rate
with increased oxygen demand and ventilator load,
and a normalization of previously decreased hydra-
tion, which increases volume load [45].

Beyond case descriptions, studies to date have
failed to definitively demonstrate an exacerbation of
sleep-disordered breathing with GH, and some have
even shown an improvement in respiratory function.
In a double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over study
in 12 PWS patients, Haqq et al. [47] found a significant
improvement in a number of pulmonary function
measures (peak flow, percentage vital capacity, forced
expiratory rate) after six months of GH treatment.
Moreover, GH treatment was associated with a
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decrease in the number of apneas and hypopneas
exhibited by patients on polysomnography, although
this decrease was not statistically significant. Festen
et al. [27] found a non-significant decrease in the
AHI in 35 PWS patients after six months of GH treat-
ment. Williams et al. [17] did not find a significant
difference between measures of sleep-disordered
breathing in 16 PWS patients on GH treatment and
those not on such treatment. Miller et al. [48] exam-
ined 25 PWS patients both before and after six weeks of
GH treatment. Growth hormone treatment was asso-
ciated with a reduction in the AHI in 19 patients (in
particular with regards to central events) but a
worsening in 6 patients. The authors hypothesized that
a sub-group of PWS patients may be at risk for a
worsening of sleep-disordered breathing with GH
treatment. Lindgren et al. [49] demonstrated improved
resting ventilation, central inspiratory drive, and
ventilator response to CO2 during wakefulness in
nine PWS patients after six to nine months of GH
treatment.

Given the ongoing concerns around GH treatment
and sleep-disordered breathing, it has been recom-
mended that all children with PWS for whom GH is
being proposed undergo overnight polysomnography
as well as an otorhinolaryngologic examination, and
that any sleep-disordered breathing identified be
aggressively treated prior to initiating GH therapy
[45, 46]. One group has also recommended repeat
polysomnography after six weeks of GH therapy [48].

Summary
Patients with Prader–Willi syndrome do seem to have
a higher prevalence of sleep-disordered breathing, in
the form of obstructive sleep apnea or hypoventila-
tion, with weight being a prominent risk factor.
Moreover an increased prevalence of central events
and blunted hypoxic and hypercarbic responses sug-
gest the presence of deficiencies in peripheral chemo-
receptors or central respiratory mechanisms in PWS
patients, which may further contribute to the sleep-
disordered breathing in this population. However, it
is also apparent that sleep-disordered breathing alone
does not fully account for the presence of excessive
daytime sleepiness in PWS patients. Patients with
PWS have exhibited an absence of sleep-disordered
breathing, or a level of sleep-disordered breathing
disproportionate to the degree of daytime sleepiness
present. Moreover the treatment of sleep-disordered

breathing in this population does not necessarily lead
to a complete alleviation of sleep-disordered breathing.
Clearly the excessive sleepiness in this population is
multifactorial in origin with sleep-disordered breathing
representing only one contributory factor.

The above considerations aside, sleep-disordered
breathing in PWS has been show in many cases to be
a significant contributor to the daytime sleepiness
associated with PWS patients and has been associated
with an increased risk of death in such patients, both
with and without GH therapy [45]. Sleep-disordered
breathing may also contribute to the cognitive and
behavioral deficits in PWS patients, as it does in the
non-PWS population [50]. As such, clinicians should
have a high suspicion of sleep-disordered breathing in
patients with PWS and a low threshold for proceeding
with appropriate investigations (including polysom-
nography). Treatment options, based on case reports,
include the full range of typical treatments for sleep-
disordered breathing in non-PWS patients with sleep-
disordered breathing, and include weight loss, CPAP
therapy, and surgery.

Primary hypersomnolence
and Prader–Willi syndrome
As noted above, a number of studies looking at the
presence of sleep-disordered breathing in PWS have
led to the general consensus that the sleep-disordered
breathing alone cannot account for the significant
excessive daytime sleepiness experienced by PWS
patients. This fact, in addition to an absence of any
other identifiable sleep disorders, has led to the con-
clusion that the sleepiness of PWS may also be due to
a primary, idiopathic or “narcolepsy-like” sleepiness,
with hypothalamic dysfunction playing a putative role.
The evidence for this comes primarily from the pres-
ence of REM abnormalities in PWS patients, and more
recently studies on hypocretin/orexin.

REM sleep abnormalities
and Prader–Willi syndrome
Vela-Bueno et al. [12] were the first to note an
increased prevalence of REM abnormalities in PWS.
In their study of nine pediatric and adult patients with
PWS, five were noted to have a SOREM in at least one
of two to four overnight sleep studies. These REM
abnormalities were notably in the absence of signifi-
cant obstructive sleep apnea. Harris et al. [18]
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reported moderately shortened REM latencies in two
out of four PWS patient during overnight polysomno-
graphy with all four patients exhibiting one SOREM
nap on MSLT testing, although three of these patients
exhibited significant sleep apnea. Kaplan et al. [13]
noted normal sleep architecture and REM onset
latency in the overnight polysomnography of five
patients studied. Helbing-Zwanenburg et al. [20]
noted SOREM episodes in the overnight studies of
7 out of 21 PWS patients studied, with 7 PWS patients
also exhibiting SOREM episodes during daytime naps
(vs. none in a control group). Hertz et al. [19] found
that 13 out of 24 adult and pediatric PWS patients
exhibited shortened REM latency on polysomnogra-
phy. Five patients exhibited at least one SOREM epi-
sode on the MSLT. Rapid eye movement parameters
did not correlate with nocturnal oxygen desaturation
nor daytime sleepiness as measured by the MSLT.
Clift et al. [14] found normal REM latency without
any clear SOREM episodes in 17 pediatric and adult
PWS patients. Livington et al. [37] reported sleep
onset REM during overnight polysomnography in
seven out of ten PWS patients studied. Vgontzas
et al. [21] reported three out of eight subjects having
shortened REM latency on overnight polysomnogra-
phy, and four subjects experiencing at least one
SOREM episode during two daytime naps. Prader–
Willi syndrome patients with EDS also had a higher
number of REM periods and shorter REM intervals in
comparison with their non-EDS counterparts, as well
as normal, narcoleptic, and obese control groups.
Manni et al. [16] found REM sleep onset in three
out of fourteen PWS subjects during overnight poly-
somnography, and five out of ten subjects experien-
cing at least two SOREMPs on the MSLT. Yee et al.
[28] found the mean REM latency during overnight
polysomnography to be significantly shorter in a
group of 19 adult PWS patients in comparison to an
obese control group, despite comparable mean total
RDI scores (although the PWS group did exhibit
significantly more nocturnal hypoxemia). Lin et al.
[29] found a shortened mean REM latency of
67.4� 30 minutes in a group of 30 pediatric PWS
patients. Williams et al. [17] reported a normal mean
REM latency in 37 pediatric PWS patients of 84� 57
minutes, although the large variability in this result is
notable.

Sforza [41] reported a case of a 20-year-old patient
with PWS with a SOREMP on overnight polysomno-
graphy and SOREMP on four out of six naps on a

modified MSLT, in addition to moderate sleep apnea.
Treatment with CPAP resulted in elimination of sleep
apnea, but with a persistent SOREMP on the first night
of treatment. Vgontzas et al. [43] reported a patient
with persistent shortened REM latency and SOREM
episodes on daytime sleepiness following successful
treatment of severe sleep apnea with weight loss.

In summary, a number of studies have documented
the presence of significant REM sleep dysregulation in
PWS in the form of shortened REM latency, and
increased prevalence of SOREMPs on overnight poly-
somnography or the MSLT. In general this REM dysre-
gulation does not seem to be accounted for by the
increased prevalence of sleep-disordered breathing in
this population, nor any other obvious sleep disorders.
Such REM dysregulation implies a disruption in the
circadian rhythms of PWS patients or a dysfunction in
fundamental sleep–wake mechanisms (or both). These
observations also suggest the presence of a primary
hypersomnolence akin to narcolepsy, which is itself
associated with excessive daytime sleepiness and REM
sleep dysregulation. Finally such REM dysregulation
may be linked with the abnormal thermoregulation
observed in PWS, pointing to hypothalamic dysfunc-
tion as the cause of such dysregulation [12]. This in turn
has some implications with respect to treatment strat-
egies for PWS patients (see below).

Prader–Willi syndrome and narcolepsy
The presence of REM abnormalities and excessive
daytime sleepiness not otherwise explained suggests
the presence not only of a narcolepsy-like syndrome
in patients with Prader–Willi syndrome, but narco-
lepsy itself. The majority of studies, however, have not
reported the presence of narcolepsy symptoms in
their PWS samples, including cataplexy, hypnagogic/
hypnopompic hallucinations, and sleep paralysis.
Some exceptions include Helbing-Zwanenburg et al.
[20], who reported that the presence of cataplexy in
6 of 21 patients with PWS and EDS was “very likely,”
but commented that cataplexy was even more difficult
to prove in the PWS population than in narcolepsy.
Clift et al. [14] described three out of 17 PWS patients
with a loss of muscle tone triggered by laughter, but
felt that this was unlikely to be true cataplexy with
REM sleep atonia, but rather an exaggerated physio-
logical response in patients with pre-existing hypoto-
nia. A number of small studies conducting HLA
bloodtyping in PWS patients have not found a pattern
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consistent with a narcoleptic population [16, 19, 20].
Vgontzas et al. [21] reported significant differences
in the sleep and REM patterns of a PWS group in
comparison with a group of patients with narcolepsy.
They hypothesized that PWS was associated with a
“generalized hypoarousal” with REM abnormalities
appearing as a compensatory mechanism.

Overall, while the hypersomnolence associated
with PWS appears to be primary in nature and asso-
ciated with dysregulation of REM sleep, features
shared by the condition known as narcolepsy, it does
not seem to be due to narcolepsy itself. However, the
presence of cataplexy in some patients suggests an
increased prevalence of narcolepsy in the PWS popu-
lation. Alternatively, the putative role of the hypothal-
amus in both narcolepsy (see below) and PWS point
to overlapping pathophysiological mechanisms, and
hence shared symptomology. Of note another pri-
mary hypersomnia, which is hypothesized to involve
hypothalamic involvement, is Klein–Levin syndrome,
and at least two cases with both PWS and Klein–Levin
syndrome have been reported [51, 52].

Hypocretin/orexin and Prader–Willi
syndrome
Hypocretin (known synonymously as orexin) is a pep-
tide neurotransmitter found in the dorsal and lateral
hypothalamus. Soon after its discovery, disturbances in
the hypocretin systemwere identified as playing a patho-
physiological role in narcolepsy. Narcolepsy in humans
has been associatedwith decreased hypocretinCSF levels
and degeneration of hypocretin neurons. In addition to
its role in sleep regulation, hypocretin/orexin has been
associated with a number of other effects including
appetite regulation, autonomic and endocrine function,
and pleasure/reward pathways [53].

In keeping with the proposed role of hypothalamic
dysfunction in the etiology of the primary hypersom-
nolence associated with PWS, a number of studies have
reported decreased CSF hypocretin levels in patients
with PWS. In a large study of CSF hypocretin-1 levels
in patients with hypersomnolence, Mignot et al. [54]
identified a 16-year-old with PWS with low levels
(�110 pg/ml by direct radioimmunoassay) of CSF
hypocretin comparable to that of narcolepsy. In a
similar study in children with a variety of neurological
disorders, Arri et al. [55] identified a neonate with
PWS with intermediate (�110 to �200 pg/ml) levels
of CSF hypocretin-1. Dauvilliers et al. [52] reported the

case of a 21-year-old male with both PWS and
Klein–Levin syndrome who exhibited a nearly twofold
decrease in CSF hypocretin-1 during an episode of
hypersomnia (111 pg/ml) in comparison with levels
taken when asymptomatic (221 pg/ml). Nevsimalova
et al. [56] reported the findings of low and intermedi-
ate levels of CSF hypocretin-1 in two cases of PWS,
who exhibited severe and moderate levels of daytime
sleepiness on the MSLT respectively. Another two
cases, without daytime sleepiness, exhibited normal
CSF hypocretin-1 levels.

Finally, Fronczek et al. [57] studied the post-
mortem hypothalami of seven PWS patients and
found no significant difference in the number of
hypocretin neurons between the PWS group and a
group of controls.

Overall, the findings noted above, albeit limited,
support the notion of hypothalamic dysfunction as
the cause of excessive daytime sleepiness seen in PWS
syndrome. Based on the limited evidence it seems that
the sleepiness in PWS is associated with a deficiency
of hypocretin/orexin in the hypothalamus, but not
necessarily a degeneration of hypocretin neurons as
is seen in narcolepsy.

Treatment of primary sleepiness
in Prader–Willi syndrome
Treatment of the primary sleepiness in PWS has been
severely limited. Behavioral measures, such as extended
nocturnal sleep, have been proposed. A limited number
of case reports have reported a beneficial impact of
stimulants in the excessive daytime sleepiness associated
with PWS, but concerns have been raised about the
adverse effects such medications can have on appetite
and behavior [24]. One potentially beneficial, but as yet
untested, treatment for primary sleepiness associated
with PWS is the wakefulness agent modafinil [58]. We
have used the amino acid tryptophan in doses up to 4.5 g
in children and adults with PWS showing hypersomno-
lence. This has usually been in the context of showing
fragmented sleep in polysomnographic recordings. We
have had dramatic resolution of hypersomnia in some
patients and, in a couple of cases, we have had the
spontaneous comment that previous hypothermia has
been simultaneously improved.

Conclusion
Excessive daytime sleepiness is a frequent and
significant symptom of patients with Prader–Willi
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syndrome. Patients with PWS possess a number of
risk factors that predispose them to sleep-disordered
breathing, but sleep-disordered breathing in itself, in
many cases, cannot account for all of the daytime
sleepiness experienced by such patients. A number
of studies have suggested the presence of a primary
hypersomnolence in PWS as evidenced by significant
REM sleep dysregulation and more recently studies
involving CSF hypocretin-1. Hypothalamic dysfunc-
tion is implicated in a number of symptoms charac-
teristic of PWS, and such dysfunction likely
underscores the primary hypersomnolence observed
in these patients.

It is important for both the treating physician
and those designing further studies to keep in mind
that a number of factors have been implicated beyond
those already identified (summarized in Figure 36.1).
Patients with PWS, for example, are frequently put on
sedating psychotropic agents for a variety of psychi-
atric or behavioral disturbances [23]. Prader–Willi
syndrome patients may have disruptions in sleep
architecture in the form of decreased sleep efficiency
[19] or fragmented sleep in the form of multiple arou-
sals or the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP). Prader–
Willi syndrome is characterized by a number of endo-
crine abnormalities, and one author (JB) has seen at
least one case where a substantial improvement in
daytime sleepiness occurred in a patient with PWS

following testosterone supplementation. No studies
have systematically examined the effect of growth hor-
mone deficiency itself as a cause of sleepiness.

The excessive daytime sleepiness associated with
PWS is likely to be multifactorial in origin with a
number of factors contributing to its expression.
The complexity of hypersomnolence in PWS provides
a challenge to both the treating physician and research-
ers, but also provides a unique insight into basic
sleep–wake mechanisms.
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